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| CONSTITUTION. — 

| ee | _ ARTICLE I. | 

oo OF THE NAME AND OBJECT OF THE SOCIETY. | | 

ae This society shall be known as the “ Wisconsin State Agricultural Society.” 

~._-Tts object shall be to promote the advancement of agriculture, horticulture, a 

and the mechanical and household arts. | | 

Ss ARTICLEI. ~~” OO 
ae | OF THE MEMBERS. ce . . | 7 

oe The society shall consist of life members, who shall pay, on subscribing, | | 

twenty dollars, and of honorary and corresponding members, who shall’ be 

: elected by a two-thirds vote of the members of the executive board, at any — 

: regular meeting. The presidents of county agricultural societies shall be | 

_ members e@-offcio, entitled to the same privileges as life members, and together 

shall be known as the general committee of the society. 

Oe _ ARTICLE III. ; 

OF THE OFFICERS. Bo : 

| The officers of the society shall consist of a president, one vice president 
| _ for each congressional district of the state, a secretary, a treasurer, and seven. oe 

, _additional members, who shall hold their respective offices for the term of one : 

year from the first day of January next succeeding the date of their election, | 

/ . and until their successors shall have been elected; and all of whom, together | - 

with the ex-president latest in office, and the president and general secretary a 

| _of the Wisconsin Academy of Sciences, Arts.and Letters, shall constitute the oo 

. . @xecutive board. | . | | 

oo a ARTICLE IV. . oo oe 

, | OF THE POWERS “AND DUTIES. OF OFFICERS. | 7 

_. . The President and vice presidents shall perform such duties as are common | 

.* to such officers in like associations, as may be required by the executive board. | 

| The secretary shall keep the minutes of all meetings, and have immediate
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_ _ charge of the books, papers, library and collections, and other property of the . 

| society. He shall also attend to its correspondence, and prepare and super- 

: intend the publication of the annual report of the society, required by law. 

oo The treasurer shall keep the funds of the society and disburse the same on 
the order of the president, or a vice president, countersigned by the secretary, 
and shall make report of all.receipts-and expenditures at the regular meeting 

| of the society in December. SO Parere 

ee The executive board shall have power to make suitable by-laws to govern | 

the action of the several members thereof. They shall have general charge 
of all the property and interests of the society, and make such arrangements a 

| for the holding and management of general and special exhibitions as the — 

| welfare of the society and the interests of industry shall seem to require. _ 

‘The general committee shall be charged with the interests of the society | 

- in the several counties where they respectively reside, and constitute a 
medium of communication between the: executive ‘board ‘and the public at 

| large. 7 | | oS WBS | 

, oe ‘ARTICLE V. — SE | 

: - OF MEETINGS AND ELECTIONS. | | 

- The annual meeting of the society for the transaction of general business 

- shall be held in its rooms in Madison, on the first Wednesday of December, 
at three o’clock P. M., in each year, and ten days’ notice thereof shall be 

Oo _ given by the secretary, in one or more papers printed in the city of Madison. , 

| The election of officers of the society shall be held each year during and 

| at the general exhibition, and the exact time and place of the election shall 

_ be notified by the secretary in the official list of premiums and in all the | 

general programmes of the exhibition. | 
- ‘Special’ meetings of the society will be called by order of the executive 

board, on giving twenty days’ notice in at least three newspapers of general 

| circulation in the state, of the time, place and object of such meeting. — 
At any and all meetings of the society, ten members shall constitute a quo- ~ 

| rum for the transaction of business, though ’a less number may adjourn from 

he  timetotime. _ . oe | : os 

, OE ee OF AMENDMENTS. — Be Be 

— This constitution may be amended by a vote of two-thirds of the members 
attending any annual meeting; all.amendments having been first submitted | 

| . in writing at the previous annual meeting, recorded in the minutes of the pro- 

---*-eeedings, and read by the secretary in the next succeeding’ meeting for the 

election of officers. ee beg nk ts:



ee aes - SECTION I. | 

| | OF OFFICERS. : 

— The officers of the society shall, e-officéo, fill the corresponding offices in | 

- the Executive Committee. a se aor eas 

pe eee ae SECTION TE 2 2 

Me? ss QF: THE DUTIES AND POWERS OF OFFICERS. . es 

a * [he duties of the President, in addition to those defined by the Constitution, = =» | 

- and the By-Laws regulating the duties of the permanent committees, shall be | - 

| as follows, to wit: oe 

1. To inspect the fair grounds, after they shall have been prepared for the 
annual exhibition by the special committee of arrangements appointed for 

that purpose, and suggest such modifications or further preparations as he | 

may deem necessary. 

9, "To formally open the annual fair of the society, at such time as the ex- 

_ executive committee may prescribe, with an appropriate address. . 

a 3. As the executive head of the society, to have a general supervision and 

control of the entire exhibition, subject only to ‘the authority of the execu- 

tive committee. EERE ah see | EE Soest oe 

ne The duties of the Secretary, more specifically defined than in the Constitn- 

tion, shall be as follows: . 
| 

1. To make a faithful record of each meeting of the executive committee, 

and keep such record in a condition for the convenient reference of any. 

Se member thereof, at any time; also to make a record of every order drawn on 

| _ the treasurer, and.delivered to parties in whose favor they were so drawn— 

- geparately entering and numbering the orders drawn to pay premiums and 

those to pay general expenses, and so defining them—and of all moneys due 

-. the society; in all cases holding the parties so indebted responsible therefor — 

| until they shall have presented him a.certificate from the treasurer, showing | | 

that the same has been paid... ee re ) 

aa 2. To open and carry on. such correspondence as may be advantagcous to | 

the society or to the common cause of agricultural improvement, not only 

| with individual agriculturists and eminent practical and scientific men of
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other industrial pursuits, but also with other societies or associations whose _ 
| objects are kindred to ours, whether in this country or foreign lands, and to 

preserve a journal of such correspondence in the archives of the society. _ | 
| _ 8. To collect and arrange for convenient examination, standard agricultur- 

_ al-works and. periodical publications, together with such models, machines 
oo and implements as may be donated to or otherwise acquired by the society. | 
a 4. To investigate, as far as practicable, the nature of fertilizers, indigenous | 

| and cultivated plants, insects injurious to vegetation, etc., and to collect and - 
_ preserve such specimens thereof as will illustrate the natural history and ag- 

. ricultural resources, condition and progress of the state. : : | | 

- 5. To institute and collect reports therefrom, needed experiments relative 
| to the preparation of the various soils of the state for economical culture, the ~ 

cultivation of different grains, fruits and garden vegétables, the breedingand __ 
| | raising of stock, etc. © a ee Moe Ee oo ced 

| _ 6. To visit, by the advice of the executive committee, or as his own judg- | 

_. ment may direct, the various portions of the state, and to give lectures on the 

science and practice of agriculture, wherever and whenever they may be , 

deemed most necessary or desirable. Be a 

- |, To co-operate with the Superintendent of Public Instruction and the 

. _ agent of the Normal School Board, for the introduction and use inthe schools 

. of Wisconsin, of standard works on agriculture and the other industrial arts: 

and sciences. | | | 
_ 8. To attend as many as possible of the industrial exhibitions of this coun- | 

try, particularly the county fairs of Wisconsin; to co-operate with the presi- 

dent and special committee of arrangements for the judicious preparation and — 

| management of our state exhibition; and to have the sole supervision and 

control of the office of entry thereat. 

| _9. To carefully. prepare and superintend the publication of the Annual Re- 

port of the Society to the Governor of the State; embodying therein the pro- _ 
| ceedings of the State Agricultural Society, an abstract of the reports of the in- | 

| ' corporated County Agricultural Societies of the State, and such repofts, essays 

and addresses, or other matter of information as may becalculatedtoenhance ss 
oe the value of said Report. : 7 oS 

Finally, it shall be his duty, not only by the means above named, but al- 
so through such other instrumentalities as he may devise, and the committee — : 

approve, to devote himself faithfully and unreservedly to the promotion of 

the industrial interests of the state. : 
| It shall be the duty of the Treasurer— TERE EOS a Eo 

7 a ‘To receive primarly and exclusivly. all moneys ‘due the society from — | 
whatever source, eek RO ae es CREF Pe | 

--—-&, "Po keep'a full and faithful record of allreceipts of moneys comingin- __ 
| to his hands, and of the sources whence derived, in a book specially furnished 
_.._-by and belonging to the society, and to have the same open, at allreasonable 

times, to the inspection of any person or persons authorized by the executive — 
7 ‘committee to make such examination, EERE 

8, ‘To likewise keep an exact record of every order by him paid; and such | a
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> record must be verified by the proper vouchers, showing that the sums there- | : 

in named have been by him so paid. | - 

| -  -,s SECTION III. | | : 

OF MEETINGS. a | 
The Huecutive Committee shall meet annually, on the day preceding the day - 

” on which the annual meeting of the society is held, on the first Tuesday of 

February, and again on the first day of the annual fair, 
They shall also meet at the call of the Secretary, the President and a Vice | 

"President of the society concurring—and may adjourn to any stated time. . 

2 | SECTION IV, 
—_ | OF AQUORUM. oe - ms - “ 

 Atany meeting of the Executive Committee, four members thereof shall - | 

constitute a quorum for the transaction of business. oe Co | 
of ; . ee : 

_ SECTION V. | . | - i | 

ee OF PERMANENT COMMITTEES. 

‘There shall be two permanent committees of the Executive Committee, which _ 

: shall be respectively styled the Standing Committee and the Finance Commitiee. 

The Standing Committee shall consist of the President, the Secretary, and 

_ the Treasurer, who shall have power in the recess of the Executive Commit - 

tee to draw orders.on the treasury for all necessary, current incidental ex- 

penses. But the Executive Committee shall have authority, and are hereby | 
required to revise the proceedings or transactions of said Standing Commit. _ | 

tee, and endorse or disapprove of the same. | . PE TOE etn eo 

Lhe Finance Committee shall consist of the President and Treasurer, and it — | 

shall be their duty to suggest. means for increasing the revenues of the 

_. Society. | | . 
_ They shall also have authority to invest any portion of the funds of the 

| _ Society that may from time to time be set apart, by the Executive Committee _ 
_ for investment, disposing of such funds upon such terms ‘and conditions as — 

_- may be prescribed by the said Executive Committee. —- ye | 
' Each of the above named sub-committees shall be responsible for the 

_- faithful discharge of their duties to the Executive Committee, to whom an 

, appeal may at any time be taken from their acts or decisions. os ) 

_ The auditing, adjusting, allowing or rejecting of all bills, claims, or de- 
mands, of whatsoever nature, against the Society, and the issuing ‘of orders, | 
upon the Treasurer for the payment of the same—except for the current, inci- | 
dental expenses of the Society, as by this section already provided for—shall a 

devolve upon the Executive Committee; and it shall be the duty of said
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| Committee to annually examine the books, papers, and vouchers of the Treas- 
| urer and Secretary, and compare the same, and adjust the accounts between — 

those officers and the Society, and to report thereon at the Annual Meeting 
in December- ce La Ee SEB SN 

ee - SECTIONVI-. Be - 
| : OO a OF THE ORDER OF BUSINESS. 2 Os eee 

The following order of business shall be observed at all the meetings of the 

| 1 Reading the minutes of the preceding meeting. ORE 
- 2. Reading the minutes and reports of the Standing Committee. ees | 

| _ 8. Reading the minutes and reports of the Finance Committee. 
, 4. Report of Auditing Committee. | a 

_ 9. Reports from Special Committees. | oe | 
_ 6. Communications fromthe Secretary, tt 

| 7, Communications from Members of the Committee. 
7 _ 8. Unfinished business. vn 

: | 9. Miscellaneous business. a | Cen, 

This order of business may be suspended, however, at any time, by a vote 
of the majority of the members present. . 

The fiscal year of this Society shall commence on the first Wednesday of 
December, in éach year, and all annual reports of the year. previous shall be _ 

TON VII. RS 
or OF THE EXPIRATION OF THE TERMS OF OFFICE. a 

— The terms of office of all officers.of the Society: shall. expire on the 81st 
day of December,ineach year, ee 

SECTIONS, 

ee “These By-Laws may be amended at any regular meeting of the Executive . 

Committee, by a vote of eight of the members thereof,



| _ LIFE MEMBERS. . 

SE Nanewis. Resipence. —  Nawes. RESIDENCE. 

Adams, Jas.........| Janesville | | Bostwick, J. M.....| Janesville. _ | 
Adams, Isaac.......| Cotfage Grove.| Bostwick, Perry.... ‘Janesville. 

| Adams, L. L.........| Stoner’s Prairie} Bostwick, R. M....| Janesville. _ 
. Alexander, O........| Milwaukee. | Bonnell,.James.....) Milwaukee. 

Allen, J. W.........| Janesville. . | Boorse, Henry.....| Granville. 
| Allen W. C.........| Delavan. || Boyce, A.A .......) Vienna. > 

Alten, H. M.........| Evansville. | Boyd, R.B........ Milwaukee.) 
Allis, Edward P.....| Milwaukee. || Bowen, J.B........| Madison, 
Angel, R.R.........| Janesville. | Bowman, J.M.....| Madison. oo 

- Angel, W. H .......| Sun Prairie: | Bradley, C. T-.....| Milwaukee. 
_. Atkins, Albert R.....| Milwaukee. | Braley, A. B.......| Madison. oe 

Atwood, Cha’s D....} Madison. — | Brazea, Benj.......| Watiwatosa. 
Atwood, David.....| Madison. ‘| Briard, W. A......| Madison. | 
Atwood, Wm. T ....| San Francisco. | Briggs, F..........| Buffalo, N. Y. 

_ Atwood, R. J........| Madison. Brockwa , . P....| Ripon. | 
Armour, P. D.......| Milwaukee. Brodhead, E. H....| Milwaukee. 

_ Armstrong, L. G....| Boscobel. Brown, Jas. J......| Madison. 
Aspinwall, D. M....| Farmington. Brown, B. F.......| Fitchburg. . 

_ Ayres, J. W.........| Kenosha. -| Brown, T..........| Madison. 
Oe | Bruce, A. T........| Milwaukee. 

re fo Bryan,.Jn0 ........ Cross Plains. 
Babbitt, Clinton.....| Beloit. Bryant, D.D....../ Madison. . | 
Babbitt, D. H.......| Janesvillé. © | Bryant,G@.E.......| Madison. _ 

_ Bacon, J. P.........| Westport. | Bull, Stephen......| Racine 
| Bacon, W. D........ Waukeshs. | Bullard, Jas........| Evansville. 

Bailey, A. P.........| Sin Prairie. | Bump, N. P,.....-2/ Jamesville. | 
_ Bailey, M.T........| Madison. | Bunker, Geo.....:.| Madison. 
'*  Barlass, Andrew.....| Emerald Grove.| Burgess, J. M......| Janesville. 

_ _Barlass, David......| Emerald Grove.| Bush, Sam’l........| Milwaukee. | 
| Barnes, George.....! Janesville. Button, Henry H..| Milwaukee. 

_ Barrows, E.S.......| Chicago. Burnham, Miles ...| Danville. 
Barry, James .......| Fitchburg. Burnham, A., dr....| Milwaukee. 

| Bates, A. C..........| Janesville. Burnham, J. L.....| Milwaukee. _ 
Beecroft, W. G......| Madison. Byrne, John A.....| Madison. 
Bement, H..........] Oregon. 7 ee a 
Bemis, Jervis.......| Janesville. Casar, Wm ....... | Janesville. 
Benedict, J. D......! Bristol. Camp, H.H.......| Milwaukee. 

- Benedict, 8. G......| Provid’ce, R.I.| Capron, Géo.......| Madison. . 
— Benedict, W. G......| Milwaukee. Carlton, W. D..... | Sun Prairie. 

' Benson, 8. W.......| Bloomfield. Carpenter, J. A.....| Waukesha. | 
| Billings, Earl.......| Madison. | Carpenter, J.E....| Windsor. 

Bird, I. W..........| Jefferson. — | Carpenter, J H.....[| Madison, | 
Bird, T.. E..........| Madison. . . | Carpenter, S.D....| Madison. 
Bishop, John C.....) Fond du Lac. | Carr, N. B.........| Madison. 

_ Black, John.........| Milwatkee. | Carter, A. M......./ Jolinstown., 
_ Blair, Franklin J....| Milwaukee... | Carter, Guy..-...../ Janesville. 
_ Blanchard, Willard../ Windsor. (| Carver, P. 8........| Delavan.- | 

‘Bliss, C.M......... | Iowa. | Cary, J. eee eee...| Milwaukee. - | 
_ Blossom, Levi.......] Milwaukee. Case, J.T...........| Racine.
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' Chandler, Sam’l.... | Milwaukee. | De La Matyr, W.A.| Elkhorn. - 
| Chapman, T. A.....| Milwaukee. | Delaplaine,G.P...| Madison. 

. Chapman, C.R.....| Leicester. | | DeMore, A.B.....| Milwaukee. - — | 
. Chase, Enoch.......| Milwaukee, - |,Dewey;:Nelson....| Lancaster. 

- Chase, H..... .....| Milwaukee. | Dewolf, E.........] Chicago. | —_ * 
Cheney, Rufus......| Whitewater. Devoe, A.B.......| Madison, — 

|. Children, E.... ....) Lancaster. | Dexter, W. WW... .| Janesville. | 
| - Chipman, A........| Sun Prairie. | Dickerman, I. A...! Verona. . 

~ Church, Wm. A.....| Milwaukee. Dickson, J. P......| Janesville. . 
Clapp, G. W;.......] Fitchburg. | Dodge, J. H........| Potosi. © > - 

: Clark, C. M.........| Whitewater. | Dodge, H.8.......| Milwaukee. : 
- Clark, Lewis .......| Beloit. | Doolittle, W. J ....| Janesville. © ce 

| Clark, Satterlee.....| Horicon. —_—'{ Doris, John.......| Milwaukee, __ | 
: Cochrane, John.....) Waupun. =| Dorn, M.M.... .--| Madison. > : 

Cogswell, A. W.....| Brookfield. | Dousman, J.B.... “Milwaukee: 
| _ Colby, Charles......| Janesville. | {| Dousman,T.C.... ‘Waterville. | 

Coleman, W. W.....| Milwaukee. . | Dousman, H, L....| Prairie duChien 
Colladay, Wm. M.....) Stoughton. =| Dow,O. P.........| Palmyra. - 
Colton, 8. B........| Middleton. | Drakely, S........|' Madison. 

) Cooper, E. D........| Mineral Point. | Drury, 'E. W....... ‘Fond du Lac... ~ 
ors Cornell, James......| Beloit... =. | Dunlap, §.........) Burke. | oR 

Cornwell, H. H.....| Verona. — Dunn, Andrew :....| Portage City. - 
| Corrigan, Jno ......| Cedarburg. |_| Dunn, Wm.........| Madison. = 

Cottrill, J. P.C.....| Milwaukee. | Dunning,.Abel.....| Madison. = 
, Cottrill, W. H......| Milwaukee. + Durkee,H........| Kenosha. 

Cottrill, C.M.......| Milwaukee. | Dutcher, J. A......| Milwaukee. 
| — Cory, J.............| Footville. =| Dwinnell, J. B:....| Lodi.) = 

Crampton, N.B....) Madison, =| 0 eg 
oe Crawford, E. B. ..| Omaha. = —«|: Eaton, J. O........| Lodi... | oe 

_ Crawford, J.B......| Baraboo. =| Echlin, J. O.......| Janesville, > 
Crawl, Jno.........[ Center. ss | Edgerton, E. W....| Summit. 
Crocker, Hans......| Milwaukee. - | Edmunds, F. W...| Madison.....-.. 
Crosby, J. B........; Janesville. |‘ Elderkin, Hd......] Elkhorn. | a 

| Cross, J.B.........| Milwaukee. | Elliott, E..........) Lone Rock. 
 -Crossett, B. F.......) Janesville. | Elliott, Jos.T......] Racine. 2 
Culver, Caleb E.....| Shopiere. Elmore, A. E......| Green Bay. 
Cummings, Wm....| Fitchburg. —_| Ellis, J. A.........| Chicago. _ 
Curtis, F.C.........] Rocky Run. | Ellsworth,O......| Milwaukee. ~~ 

- Curtis, Seymour ....| Fitchburg. Ellsworth, W.J....| Madison. = 
Cutting, J. W.......| Harmony. Elmore, R. P...:>.| Milwaukee. Can, 

: . , Eldred, Jno. E.....| Milwaukee. 
| CO | | Elson,'Chas........| Milwaukee. | 
 Daggett,M.L......| Madison. . | Emmons, N.J.....| Milwaukee. © | 
DahIman, Anthony .| Milwaukee. || Enos, Elihu .......) Waukesha, = | | 

. Dahlman, John.....| Milwaukee.. | Esterly, Geo. W.... Whitewater. = 
| _ Dann, Obed ........} Janesville. _ ee i 

Danks, E.P........) Stoughton.- =| Fairbanks, E......| StJohnsbury,Vt = 
- Daniells, W.W......:| Madison... —_| Farwell, L.J......| Chicago. 

oS Darling, K. A ......| Fon du Lat. | Fenn, G. W.......| Janesville. 
a Darwin, A.G.......| Brooklyn, N.Y.) Ferguson, D.. ....| Milwaukee. 

Davidson, Adam ...' Verona. ~ —_—| Ferguson, Benj ....| Fox Lakes =~ 
! | Davis, G. L....+....| Milwaukee. =| Fernly, Jno.......| La Grange. 

2 Davis, Jno..........| Milwaukee. ‘Field, Martin......| Mukwanago. _ 
. Davis, N.P........ | Pierceville. | Field, W.W ......| Boscobel. * — : | 

, Davis, 8. B........:| Milwaukee. | Fifield, L......... Chicago. 
o Davis, W...........| Center. | Fifield, D. E.......| Jamesville 

~  .. Dean, E. B........:| Madison. —S_| Fifield, E.G.......] Janesville. 
~. Dean, N. W........| Madison. © | Finch; Lorin ....:;.} Bradford. ae 

- ‘Dean, John-§.......! Madison, |, Firmin, F.H......' Madison.
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- Fisher,*O. G......... Center. |, Haight, J, M....... Sacramento,Cal. - __ Fisher, Elijah-......| Newark. Haight, Nicholas..| Madison. | ’ Fisher, 8. W........| Center. - | Hall, Augustus.....} Janesville. ~ Fisher, Seth .... ...| Center. _ ‘ | Hallock, Youngs... Middleton. | Fitch, 2 wna aie pees Madison. | Hall, He Pee. Madison. Fitch, W. F.........| Madison. -Hanchett, A. M.....) fanchetville. | Fitch, W. @........ | Milwaukee, | Hancock, Brad....:| Marshall. Fitzgerald, BP... --| Milwaukee. | Hammond, L. M...| J anesville. | Fletcher, | a ae --..| Springfield. » Hammond, B-S.... Fond du Lac. | Flint, JG. dt.......| Milwaukee, | Harrington, N. H..| Delavan. ~ | | | Folds, Geo. H.......| Madison. _|- Harris, Jas... veel dabesville, 9 Foot, KE. A..........| Kansas. ' » | Harvey, J.W....... Madison. | : _. Foote, Sidney.......| Madison, | Hasbrouk, W. H... Eau Claire = Fowler, Jacob .....-| Oshkosh, | Hastings, 8D... | Madison, Fowler, James 8... .. Milwaukee. | Hausman, Jos......| adigon, | . Fox. W. we soeeees| Fitchburg. | Hawes, J. Fo... ‘Madison. _ :  -Fratt, N.D..........] Racine. ~~ . 4 Hawes, W.N....... Verona, Flank, A.B... 5+++-| Madison. _ | Hayes, A. J........) Milwaukee. Frank, George R....| Boscobel... | Hazelton, George C.| Boscobel. . Freeman, C.F.......| Milwaukee, | Helfenstein, J. A... Milwaukee. - _ Friedman, Ignatius..| Milwaukee. | Hempstead, H. W.. ‘Milwaukee. . | | French, Lonathan. --| Madison. | Hicks. J. te -+e++| Oshkosh. 7 , _ Fuller, M.E.... ...| Madison. | Hibbard, W. D.....| Milwaukee. Fuller, F. D......... Madison... . | Hibbard, Wi. B...| Milwaukee. _ Furlong, Thos. T....| Chicago. | Higbee, A. Fe...... Stoughton. Furlong, John......| Milwaukee, — Hill, H. J... eee Madison. : OE - ' | Hill, James H......4 Madison. ‘ Gammons, Warren..| Middleton. Hill, J.W.P....... Windsor. | . | Gates, D. _W. C. - ---| Madison. | Hill, P.B..........| Milwaukee. ; ' Gaylord, Aug.......| Milwaukee. Hill, Robt .........] Milwaukee. ae _ . Gernon, George..... Madison. _| Hilmer, A. M......) Milwaukee. | | | - Gibbs, Chas. R......] Wh itewater. Hiner, W. H..:....| Fond du Lac. oo Gilbert, Thomgs.....| Oregon. Hinkley, B. R......| Summit. ee. Giles, H.H.... -.++| Madison, _ Hobart, L.J.......| Milwaukee. a — , Gilman, Henry reece Stoughton. | Hodge, Robt....... Janesville: - Gillett, RL BL. o.oo. ‘Tomah, Hodson, C. W......) J anesville. : . Goodenow, H.D.....| Madison. Heeflinger, Carl... . Wausau. ~ Goodrich, Ezra.....| Milton. Hogan, Gilbert.....| Janesville, Mee _ Goodrich, G........| Whitesville. Hollister, R. M..... Janesville. 7 Gould, L. D.........| Madison. Holmes, A.M...... Milwaukee. . . Grady, F.M........| Fitchburg. | Holt, David........| Madison. : / Graham, Alex.......| Janesville. Holton, Edward D. Milwaukee. Grant, 8. B..........| Milwaukee. Hopkins, Bedford B| Milwaukee. - Grant, Albert ....... Milwaukee.. +| Hopkins, James....) Madison. 9° ~ Graves, RL A........) Ripon. Hopkins, J.C ....| Madis@n. CO : Graves, 8.W........ Rutland. = | - Hoskins, J. W....-..| Milwaukee. — ee -. Green, Anthony..... Milwaukee. © Hoyt, J. W.........| Madison, — an ~ ° Green, Geo.G.......| Milwaukee. Hurlbert, E..i. 0... ‘Oconomowoc. Oo Greene, N.S........| Milford. Hume, Wm... ...+| Oshkosh.. — © Green, Samuel......| Fiehburg. Hutson, Sol -......| Janesville. ° _. - Greenleaf, E. 8....../ Milwaukee. . Hyde, Edwin......|] Milwaukee, Greenman, OC. H......| Milton. Oo ron . Gregory, J.C........| Madison. Iisley, Chas. F... .| Milwaukee. - . Grinnell, J.@.......) Adams. | Imbusch, J. H. ... Milwaukee. - Groom, John........} Madison. Ingham, A. C......) New York. ~~ Grover, E...........| Madison. | , a | (OES 
_ Grubb, W.S8........./ Baraboo.. Jackman, Hiram...| Janesville. _ Guernsey, Orrin.....| Janesville. | Jenks, 8. R........| Madison. _ | Gurnee; J. D........1 Madison. = | J enkins, J. C.......] Janesville. : a Q . y , . : a /
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-- Jerdee, L. P......--| Madison. | Lyman, LH... ...| Dakotas) 
_  Jerdee,M. P........| Madison. | Lynch, T. M....... Janesville 

oe Johnston, Jno.,Jr...| Madison. | Lynde, W. P.......| Milwaukee. 

| Johnson, M.B......| Janesville fe 
~ Johnson, John......| Milwaukee. — wo pg nae pee ee ae 

Johnston, Hugh L..| Milwaukee. Mala lee Bess Madigon, oe | 

~- Johnston, John.....| Milwaukee. | Mann. J. mo 1 Sun Prairie ae 

. Jones, C. H........| Sun Prairie. | yrann) Henry Milwaukee. mR 

| : Jones » John Nes tre Madison. -. | Mann, Curtis.......) Oconomowoc. — 

uneau, Paul .......) Juneau. | Macy, J.B........| Fond du Lac. — . 
LS Janssen, E. H .....-| Mequon. lM anwaring, Win... Black Earth : . 

© Relloggy bs Be-eoy-] Madison, ©. | Martin, A Grosses Ashton 
: Kei O28) a a ree aTiheaboe. | Martin, C. L.......| Janesville. 

eimert, Emil......| Milwaukee. | yrartin’ Nathaniel..| Monroe. _ i | 

oo. Kent, A.C.......-..| Janesville. | | Wartin' 8. W. "| Madison. 

pershaw, co: neeees Milwauk ce Mason, ‘George, A.. “Madison. s - —— 

| Kins TM. GG... She | Masters, E.D......| Jefferson. 

| Bitabal John......1 pheboy een. | Mathews, A. K.....| Milwaukee. 

Kine ane P...., ee eld. Matteson, Clinton’. .|. Rosendale. . 
ingsley, S. P......| Springfield. Matts. 1. H.B.....| Verona. _ 

Kingston, J. T......). Necedah. Maxson, 0. F......| Waukegan. | 
Kiser, Wm. C....---| Madison. =| May, A’ O../......] Milwaukee. 

7 Kiser, J.C. eo ee osene Oregon. a : ms Mayhew, T. J. eee Milwaukee. - 

| Klauber, Samuel....|"Madison. | Wayhew, J. L...---| Milwaukee. 
Knight, E.....-..+.| Sun Prairie. | ytcGarty, F. D.--..| Fond du Lac. — 

| Kneeland, Moses...) Milwaukee. | yeconnell, T. J Madison. 

; Kneeland, James...-.| Milwaukee. - McCormick F q _* Ma dison. a | 

, wre . ) eee J Ll. os 

a Knowles, Geo. wees Mil wanKce. McCollough, And..| Emerald Grove. — 

| | napp, J. G...-.+.+| Madison, © McDill, A. S.......| Stevens Point. _ 
ee, Koss, Rudolph. ...... Milwaukee. -| yoponald. A ...s.| Alloa. tt” 

© Ladd, Mt Tease] Sugar Oreeks | MeGeodh, Pecess.| Milwaukee, 
eS Lamb, BJ... Patt Madison. . | McKenna, Martin.. Madison. 

| _ Landaur, Max......./ Milwaukee. McKenna, David...) Madison. 

Lapham, TAs...) Milwavikee. | McLaren, Wm. P...| Milwaukee. 
7 Papham Aeory---*"| Seagieon, | MfeNiel, David.....| Stoughton, 

, | Larkin C. i. eee Mi is k | McGregor, Alex...| Nepeuskun. 

Larkin, U. HL .... ++.) Siliwaukee. McPherson, J. P...| Springdale. © * 
Larkin, Daniel .....). Madison. Mears. Wm. A Madison. | 

—.: arkin, Wiliam... .| Madison. Merrill. Alf. . "| Nradison. Se 

_. Lawrence, W. Ass} Janesville. | Merrill, 8. Si... - Milwaukee. - 

ee Lawton, J- ee Gree n Bay. | Milter, John......./ Madison. > 
Learned, J. M......| California. Mills. Simeon .....| Madison. — 

ce Leiedersdorf, B.....| Milwatkee. | writtimore. Ira ..... Chicago. 7 

Leite®, wv fh ye ateon: oo Miner, Cyrus ......| Janesville. 

| | (oct yohn.. Tene | Madiso | Miner, John, B ....) Milwaukee. 

ae eslie, Jonn....-+-.-.) Macison. | “Mitchell, Alex.....| Milwaukee. 

7 Lester, Waterman. . . Janesville. =| \fitchell, J. L..... | Milwaukee. : 

_ Lewis, Herbert. “*f Madison. | Morehouse, L. H...| Milwaukee. 
Lewis, John ......) Macison. | Morse, Samuel.....| Milwaukee. _ | 

| Lindsey, E.J......-| Milwaukee. | fogeley, J..E.....!| Madison. 
Little, Thos.H......| Janesville. | yocher Tel Dodi 

ee Lloyd, Lewis.......| Cambria. Moxley, ‘A. RB... "*"l Madison. | 

Lockwood, John....., Milwaukee. | wrutien, James.....| Milwaukee. | 
- . Ludington, H.......| Milwaukee. Murrav Geo.......| Racine. ‘ 

Ludington, James...| Milwaukee. |” Jy ROO ee en | 

‘Ludlow, A.......-..| Monroe, = fo 
a Lucy, O. K. .....-.! Columbus. | ~Nash, C. D.. te eneee Milwaukee. ee
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—*. Nazro, John.......:| Milwaukee. . { Rawson, C. A......| Madison. as ee 
. | ‘Needham, J. P......| Wauwatosa. | Ray, Charles.......) Milwaukee. = 

oo Newcomb, 8. B.....; Cold Spring. | Raymond, 8. O....| Geneva. “ 
7 Newton, Ephraim ..| Oregon. ——--_—C| (Riordon, Charles...| Oshkosh. 

— Newton, I. 8.:......|: Middleton. .. | Reed, Herbert .....| Arena. 

, Nichols, L. T.......| Janesville. .. | Reed, Harrison ....| Jacksonville, Fl. 
| Norris, C.W.......| Milwaukee. | Ressigue, A. C.....| Janesville. 

oy Norton, J. B........| Madison. | Reynolds, M.......| Madison. a 
> Nott, B. F..i.......] Oregon. «| Reynolds, John....| Madison. 

eae She 8 ” Lo oe ponds, “homas.. Madison. . 
cen +7 4. | Reynolds, John... .| Kenosha. : 

| Ober, R.P.......-..| Milwaukee.” Rexford J.D......| Janesville. 
Olney, C.W........) La Cygne, Kan. Rice, E.M.........| Whitewater. 

oe «Orr, G. H...... eee. Verena. | Richards, Richard../\Racine. 
. Ott, Geo. Vitec eee 4 au 1g0n: = Richardson, D. ....| Middleton.. 

ne . ae | Richardson, James,.| Buffalo, N. Y.. 
ues Paddock, Geo.......| Milwaukee. | Richardson, R: J... .|. Janesville. 

: , Page, H.L.........| Milwaukee. | | Richardson, H.....| Janesville. 
| : Page, H. M.........| Madison. Richmond, Amaz’h.) Whitewater. . 

2 Palmer, H. L.......|- Milwaukee. — | Riebsam, C. R. -see-/ Madison. an 
Palmer, J. Y...eee.ef 2 | Robbins, J.........) Vienna. 
Palmer, O. M......., Oregon. .. . | Rohbins, J.V......) New York. | oe 

Sopa Park, John W......| Vernon. © .| Roddis, R...:.....| Milwaukee. | moa 
Park, Wm. J........| Madison. - Rodermund, John. .} Madison. 

a: Parker, C. H........| Beloit. =~: | Rodgers, Lawrence.| Westport. oe 
- Parmley, Iva........| Center. ~~ | Roe, J. P..........] Franklin. oe 
eae Palmer, Henry......| Oregon... _| Rogers, C. H.......| Milwaukee. | | 

| . Parsons, P. B.......| Madison. | Rogers, D. J.......| Milwaukee. | | 
| Partridge, J.S......| Whitewater. ‘Rogers, J.S........! Burlington. 

| Patten, L. F .......| Janesvilie. Rogers, Anson... . .| Janesville. rn 
Patton, Jas. E.......; Milwaukee. | Ross, James .......| Madison. — 

| | Payne, Wm.........| Janesville. ‘Rowe, Richard W..| Madison. ee 
: Peffer, G. P.........| Pewaukee. | | Rowe, W.E.......; Mazomanie. 

- ~ Pember, R. T.......| Janesville, | Ruble, Simon....../ Beloit. eg 

er Perkins, P. M.......| Burlington. . Ruggles, J. D......| San Francisco. . 
oe Perrine, L. W.......| Janesville. . | Russell, Harvey....| Milwaukee. 

Perry, B.F.........| Madison, fe 
. Pfister, Guido.......| Milwaukee. | Sage, E.C.........| New Lisbon. . © 
eS Phelps, A. Warren...| Milwaukee. | Salisbury, R.W..../ Fitchburg. 

Pierce, C. L ........| Milwaukee. | Salisbury, D. F....) Fitchburg. | 
'., Pilgrim, D. T.......| West Granville.| Sanderson, Edw....| Milwaukee. : 

= Pinney, 8. U....... | Madison. Sanderson, R. B....} Madison. en 
oo Pinckney, B........| Fond du Lac. | Sarles, John H.....}| Boscobel. 
oe Plankinton, John ...| Milwaukee. Schute, Charles....| Milwaukee. a. 

, Plumb, J.C ........| Milton. Schutt, U..........| Janesville. 
os. Plumb, T. D........| Madison. Scollan, Frank.....| Madison. — a 

pe es Plumer, B.C .......| Wausau. Scott, 8. B.........| Milwaukee. a 
— Pond, Samuel A ....| Albany. Seville, James .... | Merrimac. — 

-- . Porter, Wm. F......| Maine. | Sexton, Kellogg... .| Milwaukee. 
oe Porter, Wm. H......| Marshall. i Simmons, C.J.....| Monroe. 
Be Post, David T.......| Milwaukee. Sinclair, Jeff.......| Milwaukee. 

Powers, D. G.......| Milwaukee. Sharp, J. W.......| Iowa. oN 
oe Powers, D. J........| Chicago. Shaw, J. B.........| Milwaukee. 

to Powers, Wm. J......| Black Earth. Sheldon, A. H.....} Janesville. 
. Pratt, EH. E..........' Chicago. _ Sheldon, D.G .....! Madison. “ _ 

- Pres’t St. Peter’s Val. » | Sheldon, 8. L......| Madison. 
+ > + Farmers’ Club....| Springfield... | Shepherd, C.......| Milwaukee. 

Pritchard, P. M.....| Fitchburg. | | Sherman, Adelmorn| La Prairie. | 
| | Proudfit, Andrew...) Madison. | Sherman, Amaziah.| La Prairie.
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Sherman, Geo ......} La Prairie. | Thorp, J. @........} Hau Olaive. > ’ 
“Sherman, J. M,.,...| Burnett. =. | Throop,B.....,....| Milwaukee. = 

Sherwood, J. © ..... Dartford. | Dodd, J.@........ | Janesville. ve 
> Shipman,S.V....../ Madison. | Tolford, J. W......| Meillsville. 

Shipman, A. C,.....; Sun Prairie’ || Torgerson, Lars ...; Madison. = 
Skelley, Chas . -evees| Janesville. | Townley, John. ....; Moundville = 
Skinner, Geo.J .....| Madison. _ | Treat, KR. By. ....| Chicago. He 
Skinner, E, W.,....| Turner, D.T. | True, W.H........| Fitchburg, = = ~— ; 

| Slaughter, G. H.,... Middleton. | Twining, M.8.....| Magnolia. 
| Slaughter, W.B....| Middleton. | | | Se! : Oo 

Sloan, I. C......... Janesville. | Utter, Jag .........] Oregon. | 
— Slocum, G A.......; Chicago, | Co } Sw Ee : 

Smith, Angus.....,./ Milwaukee. “ | Van Cott, Albert B.| Milwaukee. 
Smith, Adam.......J Burke. | Van Etta, Jacob ...| Madison. © 

. Smith, Geo. B......]| Madison. | Van Kirk, N....../ Milwaukee. / 
Smith, J. Bo... ... ef Milwaukee. Van Norstrand,AH.) Green Bay. 

| Smith, S. W........} Janesville. | Van Slyke, N.B...| Madison, 
Smith, H.L........| Janesville. | Vaughan,O.A... | Lodi. © = 
Smith, M.C......../ Janesville. Viall, Andrus......| Madison. | 

 $§mith, $. B.........) Vernon. | Vilas, Chas. H......| Madison. po 
Smith, J. Maurice...| Janesville. Vilas, L. B........| Madison. 

+ Snell, H............| Madison. Vilas, L.M........| Eau Claire. | 
Spaulding, William.| Janesville. =| Vilas, Wm. F......| Madison, | 
Spaulding, Jos......| Janesville. : . fe oe ; | 
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TRANSACTIONS. 

ee ~~ ANNUAL REPORT, EEE ge 

To His Excellency, C.C. WASHBURN, BRP sec” | 

Governor of the State of Wisconsin: 

nen Sir: In presenting my first report of the transactions of the — - | 

Wisconsin State Agricultural Society, embracing its work from ~~ 

* January 1st, 1872, to April Ist, 1878, being volume XL of the 

society, itis a source of pride and gratification to state that agri- os 

' gulture has never been in a more flourishing and healthy condi- . - sees 

tion, - This fact is not more, if as much, to be attributed to thein- 

greased crops, better prices, or more direct paying results of the “: 

- JaWor of the farmer in any of his varied departments of effort, => 

- ag to the deep and vital interest manifested in his profession. The | 

'- farmers all over the state are asking what they shall do to reno. 

-_- vate and incréase the fertility of their soils, to increase the’ quan-. | 

| - tity and quality of their crops; how they may raise more and | 

better stock; how they can better their market facilities, and 

generally improve their social, intellectual and financial condition. — : 
me ‘This looks promising. | ft shows that the quickening spirit of the | 

age which most other callings and pursuits caught years ago, has _ 

| at last stirred up the great agricultural world to a realizing sense - 

= of its duty, and to the influence and power which it ought to ex: ; ree 

ert in the grand struggle which is now going on in alldeparte = 
mo ments of human activity, each battling manfully to obtain the a 

largest remunerative returns for the mental and physical labor a 
expended: + This society has been somewhat instrumental in stim- | 

_ ulating this inquiry and investigation among the people, by its
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| annual fairs and volume of transactions, which, by a liberal pro- | 

_- vision of the legislature, I am now able to circulate more largely : | 
_ among the people. The same may be said in a more limited - — 

sense of the county and other local fairs. They are great public — 
educator. = Soe a OS ee oe 

___._ In this connection, it is but justice to say that W. W. Daniells, 
_ M.S, Prof of Agriculture and Analytical Chemistry inthe Uni- 

versity of Wisconsin, has, by his publie addresses, practical and . 
ok scientific writings, ‘done much to educate the reading and thinking 

_ -agriculturist. And then the able, earnest and efficient laborers in | 
the cause of industry, the Morrow Brothers of the Western Farmery 

_ are doing their share of this noble work. These valuable agen- 
_ eles working harmoniously together, as Iam happy to say they are, 

are powerful influences for the dissemination of scientific and prac- 
| tical information among the people, and are producing a healthy | 

So ‘stimulus and competition, causing the farmers to think, study and 
investigate their calling. They begin to appreciate the stbbdtn 
fact that this is a time of mental strength and vigor, and thatno 

-.._-business or profession can compete with its neighboring calling or 
ee pursuit unless thoughtfully and intelligently directed. ‘They ap- 

_._._ preciate the sciéntific and experimental investigations which are 
now being made, by availing themselves of their benefits and 

| teachings, and are beginning to understand that there must not _ 

only be industry, economy and perseverance, backed by musclé, 
in conducting farming operations, but that there must be an ap- 

HO ‘plication of common sense and chemistry, thought.and brain force 
-. to govern and. direct. They are fully comprehending the idea = 

- that the information derived from. a few well selected scientific 
| works upon agriculture, and chemistry as applied to. agriculture, = 

and the practical knowledge derived from experience and obser- | 
-. __- vation, which can be obtained from agricwtutai journals, coupled a 

with their own experience and observation upon the farm, and in: 
++ attending fairs and conventions, where the results of experiments 

and private enterprise are brought together'and comparisons madé, - _ 
_ will make them scientific, practical, and successful workers of the. 

soil, It is with pride that as proof of this earnest effort now go- 
ing forward, I can point to Farmers’ Clubs, Patrons of Husbandry, 
and other educational and industrial sociétiés whieh ate springing
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4 ie up all ‘over the state, for bettering the social condition of the 

farmers, and educating them in the noble profession which they oe 
-_hhve chosen for a life work, Oo Oe 

THE UNCERTAINTY OF AGRICULTURE. : 

Perhaps there is no branch of business more uncertain than ag- . 
__ rieulture. This is partly owing to local conditions of climate, soil, | 

and other causes and agencies, which the farmer should carefully | 
observe and study. The practices and experimentsin oné county =~ 

of the state, may not apply in another, where the local conditions Cs 
are entirely different. For Instance,. experiments made upon land ae 
in one part of the state with full protection from the cold north = => 
winds and other favorable conditions, may be of little practical =~ 

~. value in another part of the state with the same kind of soil, but | 
with local surroundings and conditions unfavorable. Persons - sh 

_. therefore, in discussing these important questions should, as far as_ - 
possible, give the character of the soil, the exposures and general os 

conditions which may have a bearing upon results, so that those aS 
similarly situated may feel sure of a like result, without the lossof = 

. time, trouble and the expense of making theexperiment. Modes = 
of culture best adapted to the prairie soils of the southern part of 2 

the state, are not adapted to the mote clayey soils of some of the 
timbered, or oak opening lands of other parts of the state. Hence, | 
a general practical knowledge of the various modes of developing - | 
the great agricultural resources of this state, must be more slowly — | 

| acquired than in some of our more exclusivly prairie sister states a 
adjoining us. | - 

DEAS WORK FOR LOCAL SOCIETIES. CO 

- Here opens a work for farmers clubs and other local societies, | 

_ Let them show the variety of soils, crops best adapted to each, © | 
._. whether cereals or grasses ; whether the soil is better calculated to be — | 

- of profit to the owner in one branch of farming or in another; whether 
its peculiar location, surroundings and favorable conditions, rail- a 

road and market facilities, do not make it a more suitable location 

__ for raising small fruits, vegetables and the like, than other. pro- | 
_ 1 ducts which may be produced in other localities with greater profit; 
_ whether stock raising would not pay better than any other branch oe
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of farming upon such lands, with such and such conditions, facil- — ao 
__ ities for transportation ; and if so, whether the dairy would bebest, 

_' or the raising of cattle for market. No other branch of business 
a requires so large an area for successful operations, and this natu- aa 

rally tends to place at a much greater distance those epgaged in 
_- agriculture, and thus are lost many of those social, refining, and = 

elevating influences which attach to other callings or professions, 

__ . where a more frequent intercourse and-interchange of ideas canbe __ 
eee had. This, however, is being happily obviated by the weekly, 
_ semi-monthly and monthly meetings of these local agricultural ed- 

- ucational societies, and these ate sources of information and cul- 
_ ture which cannot be too highly encouraged and sustained. = 

oy The acreage of this great staple was somewhat larger than the oe 

year previous, and the yield per acre largely in excess of 1870 or “ 
"11; probably one fourth greater, except in one or two counties, 

ea where the chinch bug and the extreme heat of mid-summer very - _ 

a materially injured it. ‘This large increase was more marked and 

| striking, upon the old lands than upon the new; and is to bé ac- — 
counted for from the extreme heat, and dryness of the atmosphere 

- during a portion of the growing season, thereby affecting more se- . 

| - tiously the shallow breaking or new sod land, than the older, __ 

oe deeper tilled and more thoroughly pulverized soils. The increased 
| _ yield per acre was due no doubt to. many causes, but chiefly 

to the improved condition of the soil by the favorable winter and 
oe spring; the ground ' freezing slightly, and the frost having almost MS 

entirely disappeaaed when the snow began to melt, allowing the 
water, rich in ammonia, to pass into the soil, making it not-only 
light and friable, but increasing largely the amount of plant food 

} for the crop. The quality was rarely, if ever, better in the-state. 

USS {this crop, the great cereal for the farmer, was of excellent 

- quality, and some eight per tent, greater inquantity thanin 1870, ~~
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This must ever be the leading crop of the state, for the reason that 

it not only furnishes excellent and nutritious food for man, but is 

the crop upon which the farmer must ever rely to fatten his cattle, 

hogs and sheep. It is'also good food for horses, particularly in 

cold weather when they perform labor which requires. only a 

slow gait. For the roadsters, oats, or other food of less heat pro-' 

ducing qualities are no doubt better.] I cannot too strongly urge | 

upon the farmers of the state the importance of raising this staple _ 

in abundance. It is less exhaustive to the soil than any other | 

general farm crop, can be converted to more numerous and profit- ee 

able uses than any other, and is with proper care and cultivation, 

~asure crop. Lands may be seen in some parts of this state, where «© 

this cereal has been grown-for twenty years in succession, and 

nothing of a fertilizing nature but the stalks returned, that in. 

1871 produced as good crops as in any year during the period : 

~ mentioned. The culture, care and preparation of such lands have, - 

- however, not been neglected. I would not advise this continual © 

cropping to corn, but neverthelésss I do believe, that with a seed- } 

_ ing to clover, say one year in ten, taking off ‘one crop of wheat and 

one of hay, with eight of corn, that the land, if deeply and — 
thoroughly cultivated, stalks plowed under caréfully each year 

- when in corn, will produce good crops for an hundred years, ao 

_ IA slightly increased yield of this crop was apparent, and of awe 

~ perior quality. Oats-are principally used ‘as food for horses, -but 

experience has shown that they are also very valuable food for 

stock hogs, a feed being occasionally given them instead of corn. 

_ They contain more of the ‘bone forming elements than corn, or 

wheat. | This crop is more exhaustive tothe soil than any other | 

general farm product, and unless made very remunerative by - 

~ nearness to high oat market’, I would not advise its culture ex- ve 

cept for home consumption} __ | | eee 

rr or ee 
& ‘FAbout the average crop produced, but of inferior quality. Ex- 

_ cept in localities where there is a home demand, and at highly re- 
_ munerative prices, I would not encourage its production in abund- _
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| ance, believing it to be of less value per acre than either wheat, corn, 

- or oats. Some’ farmers deem this grain when ground, excell ent 

for fattening cattle and hogs, and upon certain soils, and: from the 

fact that. it ripens earlier than many: other céreals, giving more 

__._ tinae to harvest a large crop, it may be made profitable | 

n, SRY, re 

Se {The acreage of this crop was less than the previous year, and 

os the average yield somewhat reduced, but the . quality was good... 

This isa sure crop upon any of the soils of the state ; is excellent _ 
food for man and beast, and for late autumn and early spring feed 

_ for stock, is of great value. | As it can be sowed at atime of com- | 

parative leisure to the farmer, harvested in advance of his spring 

| sown crops, and converted to so many valuable uses as food, its 

ee cultivation is to be encouraged. | r ee ysis: 

a | | BUCK WHEAT, ) 7 a ae oa 

_ The product was.a good average, and of the best quality. 

—_ While other crops upon most of the lands of the state may be 
aD ‘grown with greater profit than this, there are some soils, particu- | 

arly in the sandy belt, of poorer quality, where this grain thrives — 

swith vigor, and yields a return equal to the more valuable and 

cae richer soils of. other portions of the state planted: in other crops. 

- The flour is about the price of wheat: flour, and for the manufac- 

ture of hot breakfast cakes, has become in cold weather, an indis- ' 

4 -pensable article in every household. Enough was raised for home - 

consumption, and a small balance for export. The # Silver Hull 

Daniells, and by him sown upon the experimental farm at Madi- 
“ gon, is said to produce a superior article of flour, is a great yielder, | 

| and'a little earlier than the common variety. = 

- This esculent was quite an average crop, and in most parts of 

the state of excellent quality. This crop has been seriously in- 

tent the past season, but its destruction being confined to narrower 
-_- imits than heretofore, it is to be hoped that it is disappearing |
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from the state, if not from the face ofthe earth, Our variedsoils => 

areal well adapted to the growth of this suber, but I think it = 
‘can be grown in greater quantity, and of superior quality, in tim- - 
bered portions of the state. Our home markets were well sup- | 
plied, and thousands of bushels shipped to the adjoining state of 

This branch of industry is of considerable impoxtance. . I have 

no means of information as to. thé-amount of cranberries produced 
the last year, but suffice it to say that it wagseveral thousand bar- _ 
relg. The quality was excellent, commanding the high price of / 

$12 to $15 per barrel in the markets of the country. Itis 

claimed, and I think justly, that Wisconsin hasthe.best cranberry = 
lands, with the most favorable gonditions of culture, of any state ee 

in the Union. Companies are being formed for the raising of this = 
fruit upon an extensive scale, and private parties are looking up . 

_marshes with a view of entering this field of labor, both stimulated | 
by the enormous profits which are. being realized by cultivators 

who have put their cranberry lands under proper drainage and _ 

tillage for this crop. This interest is a source of much wealth to 

- the state, and promises grand and munificent returns in the near 

oo  POBACCO, - re 

This weed has been raised for some years, and with a good de- — - 
" gree of success, upon the prairie soil of the southern part of the = 

state, particularly in the counties of Rock and Walworth. The 
-erop was above an average one, and of superior quality. Thisis | 

| one of those special farm products, which if soil and other condi- . 

_ tions favor, is quite profitable. It is an exhaustive crop, and 
. farmers should beware, lest in the ay plication of all their manure _ 
to their tobacco land, they do not impoverish the ‘balance of their ; 
farming lands to such an extent that, notwithstanding their net re- 

turns may be greater from the few acres in tobacco than fromthe ‘+ . | 

same number of acres in any other crop, their real or prospective see 
wealth is not insured. If man,and the tobacco worm, continueto — 
use this weed, as I doubt not they will, and if lerger and more 
_Yremunerative returns can be realized than in the product of any
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other crop, its culture should be made a special study by those 

engaged in it, so that the best quality may. be produced, and high-. 

| ee es See Jaen _. HOPS. - ae oe . : a 6h hooionl 

limited quantities in other states and countries, and in abundance | 

here, is highly profitable. “This crop’ is. principally raised in the 
counties of Sauk and. Richland, only a few yards: having been 
started elsewhere. The yield was-light, but the price ruling high, 
the result has been quite satisfactory to the producer. . Cultiva-. 

-. tion to a Jarge extent is not to be encouraged, as prices are un- 
a stable and crop uncertain. Sib oul dear wast Ee es | 

SPOCK FARMING. 

OO se BORER 

_ [This valuable animal has not improved in the same ratio as 

other: farm stock, “Horses reasonably adapted for heavy draft. 

- work, or general farm purposes, may be found in all parts of the 
state, but there seems to be a want of first-class horses for the 

.. road; animals with good feet and legs, well muscled and strong, 

and hence possessed of speed and endurance. Horses for the 
, road do not require great size und weight, but should be bred for. 

- rapid traveling, and for vigor and powers of endurance. Another 

: point of importance in the breeding of horses is the gait in walk- | 

- ing. The horse that can walk his four and one-half to five miles 
per hour, and do it naturally, will perform more work with greater 

ease than the three mile gait of the common animal, and hence is 

much more valuable. This can only be obtained by breeding 

from the best blood, and with a view of developing and strength-— 

| ening certain - essential characteristics, | and is worthy the thought- 

| ful: consideration of the breeder of this noble ani mal. ~ Inferior 

thoroughbreds shou ld be discarded, and only animals. perpetu ated 

which possess the desirable points required,/ ME Cg 

mpgs IE 
FT he cattle of the state are rapidly improving. The scrub stock —
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of twenty -years ago is seldom’ ‘seen. The’ more beautiful and 

“profitable Short Horns, Devons, Ayrshires, Alderneys and grade 
. gattle of valuable qualities, are fast taking their places. The far- = 

-. mets of the state are more and more each year turning their atten- | 

tion to this branch -of farming, believing that’ the profits arising 
_ from their labor are much greater, and the exhaustion to their lands 

| much less. ‘Until transportation — is cheapened between the great 

food-producing states of the west, and the consuming states of the 
7 Atlantic, the. farmer must study how. he can best compress his : 

- gorn and other coarse products into the smallest bulk, and. haveit = 

conveyed for the least money... It is a source of.gratification to 

state that nearly all of the coarse grain shipped from the state is in : 

the concentrated form of beef, pork and other like products. The od 

_. number of cattle has increased the last year, notwithstanding the 
| mereased demand for home consumption, and the export being 
_ largerthan the previous yea.fo 

poe his branch of stock raising cannot be too strongly encouraged. 

‘Wool is commanding gaod prices, and woolen manufacturing es- | 

- tablishments are being built all over the state, making a home 

market for the entire product. There is also an increased demand, _ 

a both for home consumption and for export, of fat sheep and lambs. os 

- ‘Mutton is an excellent article of food, and is much sought afterby = 

all classes, particularly in warm weather, being highly nutritious, 
-. easily digested, and possessing less heat producing properties than 

more fatty meats of many other animals, and. hence more health: 

| ful during the summer season, Altogether, I consider the sheep — | 

one of, if not the most profitable animal for the farm. They will 

ee thrive upon coarse feed, with little grain, will obtain their living 

-* Jater in the autumn and earlier in the spring upon “the pastures 

os _ than other stock, clean pastures of weeds and brush, and preserve 

the lands upon which they roam in a high state of fertility. nw 

oe (Room FOR. Morz:—* Statistics show that there were in 1871, about 

82,000,000 sheep in the United States, yielding an average of four pounds of 

- * wool each, or 128,000,000 pounds in the aggregate. In addition, the annual 

Importation of wool amounts to about 70,000,000 pounds, at a cost of nearly 

$10,000,000. Then we import woolen goods to the amount of nearly



$44,000,000 par anaum. There is room, therefore, for an increase.of 17,000,000 oe 

more sheep in the, country to supply the home demand for wool, and for 

Buon 18 00,000 to dieplage the lenportation of woolen BOWED sc 
. There has been a healthy increase in mumber the last year, and 

a determination among breeders to still further increase their 
‘flocks, | Ss - Aonees Poe) OR Ae ie cn 

(ee ee —  BWINB | 

“Fae hog must ever be one of the favorites of the stock farmer, ~ 
ashe is quiet and peaceable when well fed, rapidly increased, a 
marketed at any age, and returns realized as readily and quickly 

as almost any farm product. With good clover pastures, with — 
running water therein, warm sheds or stables in winter, with 
plenty of corn — heat producing and fattening food — they can be = 

raised with profit. The hog crop of the state was considerably in 

_ excess of the previous year, but the average weight lighter, The 
most popular breeds are the Poland China and Berkshire. Suffolk _ 

_ and Chester Whites are also mauch admired by some growers, | - 

ae et , 
_ "The rearing of poultry is receiving much attention. - Those ex- 

___ elasively engaged in it claiming that-they can produce a given 
-... number of pounds of this delicate and desirable food as cheaply as 

| beef or pork. Insects, as well as wild seeds and wcattered graing _ 
a may be utilized in raising these choice birds, and I doubt not, if 

- made a specialty, may be made quite profitable, particularly n eae 

our large cities and villages, where eggs and young chickens com- 

._- mand high prices. Beside, much of the labor of caring for and) 

| feeding can be done by children and women, furnishing thema 

light and pleasant ‘employment. The varieties grown are — 
SS aumécous, ‘ | oon sa es ene ee 

Fis dairy product is mamutactored by slost every farmers 
wife in the state, and when well made, as it ean only beby those 

_ pride in doing “all things well,” is a delicious and healthful article 
of food. When I say-that much poor butter is made in the state, 

___- Ido it witha realizing sense of the truthfulness of the assertion _
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from my own observation, and the experience I have had in being © 

- occasionally compelled’ to purchase q worthless article.. Itis mis 
erable stuff and should: be ruled. from the ‘market as butter, and oS 

called by its true name, axle-grease, “Tis true, ‘tis pity, pity ‘tis | 
’tis true.’ Nearly all the poor butter made is directly traceable to ° 
one, or all of the following causes. ImpYoper feed of cows, dis- 
regard of cleanliness, and a thoughtless, heedless, don’t'care- mode 
of mancfacture. In fact, a want of ptoper ‘knowledge of the 

/ business. Dealers aré also largely to’ blame for much of the 
. worthless butter made, as the price they pay ‘for a poor-article is a 

substantially the same, as‘for a'prime ‘brad. They‘hav’nt the — 
' courage, candor, or common honesty to say: to’ their customers, — | 

: “this is an inferior article and we will pay you accordingly,” for fear - 
of losing their custom$“but pay the same, and then’'toevenup 
and save themselves from loss, charge an exorbitant price for their 

ees goods a exchange, oe ey 2 ne) a TGS, " ce eT oo 

— : THE ART OF MAKING BUTTER. | es 

Mr. Todd, of New York,.in response to. numerous inquiries re- 

lative to making prime butter, gave the following information be- 

_ fore the American Institute Farmers Ciub, at its meeting in March, 

4 Many producers of butter make a grand mistake, which de- - 

oe prives them of a large amount of clear-cash, by supposing thas 

sage the products of their dairy will return them just as much, profit | 

when the butter is made in such ‘a. careless manner:that it'resem- _ 

bles a cross between matton tallow. and: lard, rather ‘than gilt- 
edged butter. Thousands of tubs and firkins of butter, strong 

enough to perambulate the city, are sold at from ten to fifteen 
‘gents per pound; whereas by exercising a little care and neat- _ 
‘ness, and adding the proper. quantity of salt, every pound would 

have brought thirty to thirty-five cents. The loss has.to be sus-_ 
tained by the producers. Thousands of hard-working females | 
who grind out their dimes by irksome drudgery..could: make, two 
or three dollars per every hour's service when. making butter, by ~ 
«simply spending a few minutes more than. they, have hitherto 

_ done in managing their milk, cream and butter with extra care. 
_ It is the scrupulous ‘neatness in washing milk pails and pans, in |
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the management of the cream, in churning and packing butter, 
that secures an article that will pass for prime gilt-edged, which — 
always commands a remunerative price, whether it is made in 

" -  Qrange county, or on the prairies of Kansas. | I wish to impress 

on those butter producers, who always complain of low prices, _ 
the eminent importance of observing only a few things which will 

-*~ enable them to make ap article which may be, forwarded directly 
to. any of our fashionable hotels, where every pound will com- 

mand the highest price 
Oe “1, See that every milk-pail, pan, churn and butter bowl is 

-_ eleansed with boiling hot water as often as they are used. 
| #9. See that the udders of the cows and hands of the milkers 

are as clean as pure, water will make them Lefore an atom of milk _ 

8, Provide a neat and clean place for the pans, and where 
the pure breezes from the green fields may pass.over the cream and — 
gut at an opposite opening. Good butter can never be made in a. oe 

filthy apartment, where there are offensive effluvia arising from | 
anything, no matter what oo . | 

“4, Cream ought'to be churned every day; yet, if one can 
provide a clean corner, in a cellar, or milk-room clean and - cool, on 

and: keep the cream pail on a clean piece of flag stone, he can 

ne make superior butter by churning twice a week, provid ed the 

temperature of the cream is maintained from: day to day - about | 

60° Fahrenheit ne ee 

- #5, Always skim the milk soon after the cream has risen. 

ee Thousands of barrels of cream are ruined for making gilt-edged 
butter by not skimming the milk soon after all the cream has 

a risén. The sooner the cream is removed after it. has arisen, the. 
better the butter-wili be. Milk, which should be skimmed at _ 

~ evening, is frequently left until the morning, when the cream. will | 

be injured to such an extent that gilt-edged butter cannot’bemade 
from it at all; neither will it make as many pounds as if it-had 

been skimmed at the proper time, 
HB Let the churning be done by a person whose hands and 

oo clothes are as sweet and clean as blossoms of red clover - and let | 

the churning be continued until the butter has come. Itis ruin. — 
+ ous to butter to” put cream in the churn, as itis sometimes done, _
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and churn rapidly for a minute or two every hour in the day, iy 
then in the evening all take hold in turn, andkeep the cream 

- dashing and splashing until midnight. If the cream is managed | 
properly, butter will always come beautifally in less than half an 
hor ee | 
“7, The butter should be worked and thoroughly salted soon a 

after it is churned. There is but little danger of salting too much. 
One ouneé per pouud is not enough for butter that is to be shipped 
‘any considerable distance. It is ruinous to the grain of butter to 

_ throw it into 4 dish pan and knead it with the hands. The bestin- 
. strument for working ‘out the buttermilk is anything that will cut 
deep gashes in the butter into which the buttermilk will flow. = 

and packed. Beware of working butter toomucli, A greatmany = 
persons continue to work and knead their butter t6 its greatest in. 

~ jury after the buttermilk is removed, thinking that all the crystal ~ | 
_*tear-drops ’ which are ‘not buttermilk, mist be worked out | 

“8, Thousands of tubs and firkins are received in the New York oe 
- market, containing what was once prime, gilt-edged butter, but : 

_ which was spoiled by being packed before the: tubs had been prop- | 

erly prepared by: being soaked’ in brine. _ For the sake of saving | 

three cents worth of salt, for preparing a brine in which to soaka~ 

firkin two or three days, many:a fragal housewife has been obliged = 
to accept half the price of prime butter, simply becausethe staves 
were not saturated with brine before the butter was packed”. 
_ This important branch of farm industry cannot be too highly 

encouraged, and when one has acquired a thorough knowledge of = 
‘the business, so as to make astrictly prime brand, the public. 
should appreciate his or her efforts, and pay them “giltedged” 
prices, for such a superb article. The amount manufactured in 

er i er 
TThis product has largely increased’ the last year, and promises 
well for the future. The supply in the state is much in excess of 

_ the demand, and hence a large amount is exported. Wisconsin _ 
cheese stands high in foreign’ markets, and by co-operdtive and | 
combined effort the rates of transportation have been so reduced
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that it can be shipped from the.dairy to Liverpool: for about one 
| cent per pound. Too, much attention cannot be given to this branch = 

. aeross our country and three thousand across the Atlantic for one oy 

dollar per hyndred,pounds., Besides, it is an article of food 
__ liked by all classes, but from the price it usually commands, is 

used in limited quantities—more as a luxury. than otherwise—by 
the poorer people, whereas if, the amount manufactured was 

_ less, and the consumers wonderfully.increased, so that the pro- =~ 

stood the better will be the profits | 

oo _ Where. was 4 veny: light crop of this standard fruit—not half : 

Ses enough for home consumption: . Orchards of hardy varieties are 

-_- ~ however being planted. all over the. state, and promise a fruitage 
«in the early future, of such abundance as not only to supply the - 

"home demand, but the calls from other states less favorably: situated 
a for suddessful fruit eulture PP pe oa : | 

gee ner Pewee ce MPRABBY 0 Sy 

This excellent fruit is produced ‘in limited quantity, many, cul- 

_——_tivators believing that they can not be successfully and profita- 

of the state. The remarks of ex-senator J. T. Kingston upon pear 

——- ealture, will be found. in this: volume in the progeedings of the _ 

-__eareful thought and investigation. "The Flemish Beauty.and Early 
Bergamot, have, been cultivated, to considerable extent, have been
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we eee | GRAPES i 

oN This healthful and luscious fruit was ptoduced in such abund- ° | 

- ance as was never before known in the state,‘and of superior qual- “ | 

_ ity. ‘They were:not simply grown in small quantities for family, 
use, but were. raised by the acre and. the ton... A home market 
was found for! most of themat, five to'seyen cents per pound. 
The supply was, in many parts of the state largely in exeess of : 

| 7 the demand; even at the above figures, and hence many: tons were | 

- manufactured into a pure and traly excellent. wine,’ far more — i: 

healthful, or perhaps, I should say, far less hurtful, than many of 
those brands that.come to us from other lands, Ifthe public. 

' will have a stimulant; I advise them. to take, the: juice of the Oo 

grape, pure.and unadulterated. The Coxicords are: grown in’ great- | 

est abundance; being the most, hardy.., Catawba,,Delaware, and = 
other choice grapes for the table, and for wine, are also produced in - 
eonsiderable quantities, but.are somewhat!less hardy, andrequire = 
greater care in cultivation. —_ a de ged 0 pO 

LONER oe 
| } Among the many valuable grasses grown in the state for pas- — 

_ turage, hay, and the renovation of the soil, clover stands pre-emi- = 
- nently atthe head. Ik furnishes ‘rich and‘ nutritious pasturage, = 

and hay of unsurpassed excellence, if cut early and: properly 
 gured. But its: great superiority over ‘the’ other grassés is the > 

- yenovating and restoring properties which it ‘imiparts’'to the ‘soil, 
Its long, largé-and vigorous roots petietratd the'soil to’a depth in | 
search of plant food that none ofthe cereals can reach,and brings 
up: fertilizing properties which otherwise would ‘be! useless, and 

thus new life and vigot are giver to the’soil.’ The farmer must = 
- ever remember that the land'he: cultivates is his bank deposit, 
‘and that, if not kept up to a certain high stindard of fertility, bis = 

. dividends annually declared ‘must be sniall, his. labor become Chel 

> Jess: remunenitive and ‘unsatisfactory, and. general ruin, if not the = 
poor-house, ete long appear to him. as: but alittle way: off} 7 ae 

Oo Piscrounirvgg, 
_ sc A-conimendable-iaterést is. being shown ‘in: this department’ of 
agriculture. As yet, however, little has been done beyond''the  __
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> - propagaticn of the trout. This fish has been quite successfully, 

and, T am informed, profitably grown for some years by HL 
_ Douseman’of Waterville, a member of ‘the executive board of — 

this society, and Alfred Palmer of Boscobel. Others ’are com- ; 
- . mencing its culture in various ‘parts of the’state. “Mr Palmer 
_- read a brief but valuable paper upon fish culture, before the agri- 

-_ eultural convention in Februaty, 1878, which will be found in this: 
volume. The ‘general’ government-has done something in the 
direction of planting many of thé valuable fishes, such as'‘salmon, 
shad and bass, in'the large rivers and lakes of the country: The _ 
German government has‘recently made a present’ to the United 
‘States of two hundred ‘and fifty thousand salmon eggs. From 

/ this stock and others purchased from the ‘same country, itis 

- thought our waters suited to ‘that valuable fish may soon be sup- 
plied. - I am credibly informed that Prof Spencer F. Baird, U.S. 

- ¢@ommissioner of ‘fish and fisheries, ‘has recently ‘sent forty ‘thous- | 

and salmon eges’to H.'Li Douseman of Waterville, and'that they - have hatched well, and are doing finely. These’ little fishes are 
to be placed in the rivers flowing into lake Michigan as an ex- 

_* . periment, and ong can but hope that this valuable family when 

they arrive at the great’ lake, will believe it to be the: “briny — 
deep,” and live‘and flourish as well as in other waters’ supposed. to 

° be more congenial. ¢ 
_ The enterprising city of Madison, by her wise city council, has - 

taken a lively interest in the introduction of salmon trout into the 
| _ Jakes surrounding the Qapital City, planting several. thousand of 

the young fish in February, 1878. This species is allied to tue 
- galmon and trout, bites readily at.a hook, is fine flavored, rich and 

- "delicate for the table, and itis hoped and confidently expected 
that: its propagation here will beasuccess 7 

- _ “The relative fertility ofthe, water, and. the land is altogether in — 
favor of thé water...Am acre of land. wil! produce corm’ enough — 

-_. tossupport a human being, but an.acre of watér willsupportseveral = 
-- persons, and could readily. be made, with proper aid, to sustainthe 

lives of many. more, S The former requires manuring, working,. 

planting and harvesting; the latter merely reyuires harvesting; 

| and that, where the fish are sufficiently abundant, is hardly labor
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—- & While the yield from the land is reasonably large, the profit is 

exceeding small. The field must be plowed, and harrowed and 
fertilized; the corn must be planted; it must be plowed again; = 
aid still again, must be hoed; and at last the ears must be strip- 
ped, husked and ground. What is thenet result of this compared 

with the natural increase of fish growth in abundance, almost | 
without effort, finding their own food, and finally taken in some 
net which does its fishing while its owner is sleeping?” = 
Fish are so very productive, that if individuals and the legisla. 

ture will but use the proper efforts to. stock the numerous lakes 
and rivers of the state with those valuable varieties sought after | 
for table use, the abundance of pure water may thus be utilized, — 

"and the food producing power of the state largely increased. 

-- This pestilence prevailed. throughout the state in the months 

of November and December, 1872, few horses escaping the loath. 

some disease. Horses kept in warm, well ventilated stables, 

avoiding currents of air, with little or no medicine, and fed upon 

nutritious and laxative food soon recovered. Butfewdied. The — 
a loss to the state was considerable, particularly in cities and villages, Se 

: where large numbers were used in profitable branches of business. = 

_ Oxen in many instances were substituted, and in some cases,such = 
was the demand for labor usually performed by the horse, that = 

- men hanled loads through the streets upon light wagons, The 
Joss of labor in the rural districts was comparatively light, from the 
fact that farm work for the season had closed, and team labor was 

._ Jittle required at that time of the year. Had this Epizooty swept 

gover the state during the seeding or harvest season, the logs to the 
agricultural community would have been almost incalculable. ees 

re MANURE. BS 

_ ff wish I had the power to impress upon the tillers of the soil 
_ the vital importance of carefully saving this valuable nutritive = 

their land. “One cannot but feel aad, as well as sometimes dis; = 
hated, in passing through the city, village, and even. in the gonn- 
AY) 10 Wiingse the pestilential gasses ecpaping into the ajmosphere
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oS from the barn-yard, cesspool, water-closets, and numerous unclean 
places, which ‘nauseate, and often endanger the health of man, | 

when he knows that the cereals and other products of the farm are 
feeble, puny and sickly, for want of just that kind of food, and ~ 
that the farmer knows all, this too, and still disregards if, and goes 

__ thrive himself, and keep moying with nealthful velocity the other = 
great and numerous activities of man. This should not be. The =~ 
farmers do understand that agriculture is at the base, that itis 
that foundation principle upon which, all. business superstructures 

prosperity, and. that this cannot bedone, if the foundation becomes 
-..- weak and rotten for ‘want of care and watchfulness on their part. — 

_ ‘In other words, they must keép their lands in a healthful state of 

fertility, if they expect, to prosper themselves, and aid others todo 
Likewise, who are dependent upon-the results of their labor. This _ 

_ an only be done by carefully making, saving and applying all the — 
- . manure possible to their lands., Circumstances and their own 

 ‘good'judgment must determine the mode. J es 

Tris ‘said by thiose who have carefully investigated the subject, — 
ae that the entire farming lands of New England could not besold > 

at the present time for an amount equal to the cost of a renewal : 

of the fences surrounding and dividing them. This subjectshould = 
engage the thoughtful attention of every farmer in the state, asit = 

 iga large expenditure incident to his farming operations, Re-. 
_. pairs are annually ‘needed, and a renewal absolutely required once 

in about twelve years. ‘The first cost for fences in this state, from 
. carefully prepared statistics by the commissioner of agriculture, is, 

a in round numbers, forty million; dollars, or eighty-five cents per 

_ rod. Based upon what I believe, by experience and observation 

once in about twelye years, the cost in this state in fifty years, 

-  €normous sum of one hundred and sixty millions of dollars. If 

-' mous’ outlay could be saved, he would be a conservator of the —
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public good to the amount of one hundred and twenty millions of aA 

- dollars of principal, and of principal and interest of more than 
five hundred millions of dollars, or tén millions annually.. Tbe. 

-” Heve this saving can be made by the building or planting of live 
| fences. The first cost of preparing the land, planting, with 

care and labor required for three’ or four years in cultiva- 7 
tion and trimming, need not excéed, if equal, the first cost of | 

_ building the common fences of the country, and annual repairs = 
thereon. At all events, the ‘live fence’ for twelve years cannot : 

cost more than the common fence fur the same period, and thé = 
former is then of little cost during the life of the person planting — 

it, and probably for an hundred years, while the common fence 
must be immediately’ rebuilt at a cost of forty millions more, If 

this snug little sum of ten millions annually, on an average, in 
' fifty years can be saved to the farmers, it would stimulate and = 

build up business enterprises; throughout the state, improve the _ 

farm houses and their surroundings, infuse new life and vigor — 
- into the agricul turist, and generally. better. the financial, social — : 
| and intellectual conditionof allour people. | ; a 

_. Experiments are being made in several localities of the state 

| with fast growing timber, and the prospect is promising that a a 

| . good and substantial fence will be the result in a few years. After 

- giving this matter some thought and investigation, I am prepared ; 
to say that the best of live fences can, in my judgment, be grown 

_ leafed maple, Lombardy poplar, cottonwood, and acacia or honey 
locust. These trees are all hardy, will thrive vigorously in any | Oo 

part of the. state, and if planted sufficiently close, say eight to 
eens twelve inches, will make in a few years, with ‘proper care and at- , 

| tention, a good fence. Some may think that they will not grow | 

so near together and be strong and healthy, but they will. Those — 

With the. widest spreading branches, like the maple, may want an | 
‘occasional trimming between the trees, but they will grow finely ee 

and make a fence so strong and so tight that no animal can.pass 
it, If made from the soft maple, or box elder, they can be tapped = 
at the age‘of seven or eight years, and the trees thereafter made / 

_ to serve the double purpose of fence and sugar tree forest, This 
_ fence cannot be grown without thought, patient care and prompt
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| attention. If the seed of the maple or locust, the slip of the wil 
__-Jow, or the plants or young trees of any of the kinds mentioned, * 

are planted, whether in the seed bed, to be transplanted, or in the — 

weeds, thoroughly cultivated, the same asa wise and thrifty farmer — 

_ than any other crop theyever raised. 
_This,is one of the great questions which the farmer must grap- 

ple with. Hither live fences must be produced, or the stock raiser 
-. must herd his stock or build only sufficient fences to keep them 

within certain pasture limits, The farmers of the state can. never | 

/ prosper with this millstone of millions hanging about their necks, 

‘TY eannot too strongly urge upon the farmers and producers of | 
the state the importance of attending the local and state fairs. 

_ - These should be great’ festal Gays, not only for relaxation and 

eee amusement, but for social culture, and to stimulate and excite 

honorable emulation among producers, in all that relates to pro- 

gress in their particular department. of | industry. Days for com: 

|.» of the county or state, and to encourage an active and healthy — 

me has a superior animal or article on exhibition, Mr. B. natarally 
wishes to know how each was produced, so that he can do better — 
in the future. A man who is 4 mere‘looker on this year catches — 

the spirit of rivalry and competition, and is stimulated to exhibit 

pleasure in knowing that such is the opinion of progressive and



_ countries of the civilized world of the great international fairs or 
_ expositions of ‘Europe. Each was looked forward to by the artists 

_ and artisans of the globe ‘as a sort of grand day of judgment, = 
_ when the excellencies of the excellent and the faults of the faulty 

were to be trumpeted forth to the nations, and woe to him | 

and trades represented up from: the “job work” level to which — 
_ they had fallen, than any other thing which could possibly have — 

_ -Happened. ‘They created a world-wide ambition todo good work, 

| man who sees his neighbor producing a crop twice a large as his 
_ Own, on precisely the same quality of land, will be apt to ask the 
_ feason why, and if he cares to know it, he can findit out Ifhe = _ sees a man no better off than himsclf with cattle that weigh more, 

sheep that shear more, cows that give more milk and make more | 
_ butter, and horses that are worth double his own—if hebea true - farmér, he will find where the difficulty: lies ‘and obviate it This = 

productions with the better, and by that very comparison, plant 
the seed of reform which will bring forth somie thirty, some sixty 

These organizations are in @ prosperous condition. The work — 
of the state society will be found under the head of “ proceedings,” 
and the following statement will show the condition of county
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. ~ -s ORFICERS OF SOCIETY. 7 |). Phack anp Date or Fargs. | Finances. 9 - —- 

CouNTIES. a ef a S a 

Presidents. | ‘Secretaries. | Treasurers. {| . Place. + | Time. | Receipts. |Expenses. Premiums fant. in & ; 

: _ Y a a | | — 14 | i ee | Ss 

- Adams........| V. Ev Smith ...| Dan’l. Scofield.| A: F. Hill.....) Friendship ....| Oct. 2-73 $518 50 -$402- 58), $163 38) $24 07 2. ues 

- -‘Buffalo.......| Robert Henry..| John Hunner. .| J. W. DeGroff..| Lincoln.......| Oct. 9-11 | 676 65; . 11 60) 180.00........ Sa 
Columbia ....| A. G. Cook... | L. H. Doyle ...| J. Q. Adams ...| Portage .......| Sep. 18-20 | 861 21) 383 90, 570 00) 296 70 4 

 Orawford .....| J. Atherton ....} J. B. Brunson. .| L. Case........ Pra du-Chien..* Oct. 8-9 |} 317 87-111 01, 14080) 6806 WK . 

Crawford...:.| J. M.Gay......| ©. D. Lamport.) R. Wallin.....) Seneca........| Oct. 2-3 281 50) 40 00) 172 50° 19-00 be 
-  Dane.........] W. R. Taylor ..| O. 8. Willey ...) Geo. A. Mason.| Madison ...... Sep. 16-19 (5,012 95/2,158 522,891 50)......... ee | 

Dodge .......| M.E. Babcock.| E. B. Bolens...| David Barber .| Juneau........] Sep. 18-15 | 46110) 289 28) 178 80 Seegeee 
 Door.........| Geo. Pinnly:...| B. M. Wright..| J-R. Mann ....| Sturgeon Bay..| Sep. 27-28 | 257 24, 48 21) 16550). 48.538 pB  . 
‘Fond du Lac .| E. 8: Hammong) D. C. Lamb....| A.B. Taylor...| Fond du Lac ..| Sep. 10-12 |1, 803 98) 873 03) 980 95)... 6. RO 
 Grant.........| J. B.Callis.....| T. A. Burr.....] W. W. Robe...) Lancaster .....| Sep. 18-20 {1,089 75) 597 59; 591 50) 155 93 - go : 

_ Green........| 'T. H. Eaton... W. W. Wright.| Wm. Brown...| Monroe .......| Sep: 12-14 | 981 00) 405-87, 525 AB eee 
_ * Green Lake...| 8. W. Mather..| L.C. Potter ,...| S.P. Rogers .../° Berlin ........| Sep. 10-13" 844 70| 261 00) 618 70)........ 2 

Towa. ........| J. Whitman ...| J. Ralph: ++. J. Ellwood ....| Dodgeville....| Sep. 18=20 |1,066 81) 644.64, 425 00)........ & Le : 
‘Jackson ......| W. T: Price....| F.H. Allen .:..| O. O’Hearn....| BI’k Riv. Falls. Sep. 18-20 [1,145 40) 779 20; 428.25, 4425 Qo 
Jefferson .....| Q. C.-Olin.....| D.E. Baker... .) Jas. Barr ...... Jefferson ......| Sep. 17-20 |1,617 18). 876 42, 725 20, 65 84 B&B - 

 Juneau.......| L. Beckwith...) F. 8. Veeder...) M. Temple ..../ Mauston ......| Sep. 17-19 | 650 20) .215.98' 413 50, 126 10 a | 

Kenosha .....| J. M. Kellogg..| H. H. Tarbell .|: LL.M. Thayer. .|. Bristol.......: Sep.-17=19 | 987 21) 405 57 498 42) 83 22 ee 

La Crosse ....| Wm. Van Zandt| A. J. Philips’ ..| F..W-Stiles... | Salem,........) Sep. 17-19 | 872 30 350 00; 479 50). 42 80 Ro 

La Fayétte....| §. Warden.....| H. L. Brown...| W.J.’Bird.....| Darlington ....| Sep: 12-14 1,085 15) 469 57). 568 25)... 2... S | 
-- Jodi Union ..| P.§. Kingsley.| J. Van Ness ...| J. B. Dwinnell.| Lodi..........{ Oct. 2.5 (1,097 78)" 428, 88, 602 00; 110 96 SN 

- Marathon ..:.| W.C. Silverth’n| M. M. Charles .| Jacob Kolter...|'Wausau ....... ‘Sep:00c1~). 551 80) 284 86, 448 00).......... 8 | a 
| Marquette ....) James Graham.| 8. A. Pease ....|-M..A. Stebbins.) Westfield...... Oct. 2— 3} 201.50; 60 00). 18 50) - 10 00 hy ~ 

Monroe .....1] J. A. Clark ....| BE. Nutting ©... TB. Tyler ...-| Sparta ........| Sep. 11-18 | 582 50/- 286-47} 270 00)......-. 0 8 
Outagamie ...| A: P. Lewis....| L. L: Randall..| P..S. Bennett...| Appleton ......) Sep. 17-19 ] 708 551 > 424 88). 207 80}.2. 026. 
Ozaukee...:..| A: Mo Alling...| W. Vogenitaz...| T. Fricke, M.D. Cedarburg.....| Oct. 7- 8 | 260 45) 71 50, 151-00,° 387 95 | 
Pierce........| H. A. Jay..:s--| Wm. Howes...| C. Gray .:.....| Prescott .......] Oct. 10-11 | 918 69) 842 78 150 75) ...... 6. a 

.. Portage ......) GC. Couch ......1 J. H. Feleh:...; Enoch Webster. Amherst ...... Sep. 19-21 |1,229.8111,385 83, 226 7's... 66 | :



~ Racine... ..| N.D. Fratt....) A.L. Lawton ..) W.E. Chipman] Burlington ..;.| Sep. 11-18 [5,'59 971,111 05/1,554 89] 488430 
| - Richland .....| J. B. McGraw..| J.H. Waggoner] D. L. Downs...| Richland Cent’r} Oct. 2-4 | '750:75) 439 80) 289 50) 21 45 eo 

Rock:.........] Seth Fisher..../ R. J. Richard’n| C. Miner .....°.| Janesville .....| Sep. 17-20 [8,989 48/2 394 4911,506 14)........ | 
- St. Croix .....| WL. Clapp ...| Rufus R. Young| A. D. Richard’n| Hudson.......; Oct. 2 3 | 372.90) 290 00) 200 00) 127 90 a 
Sauk’. ....2.| HH. Potter...{ J. M. True.....| T. T. English..| Barabuo.......| Sep. 27-18 | 697%:55) 262 63 488 5O}.......6. 0°. 

| - Sheboygan ..;.| E. Kastman....|‘J. E. Thomas ..| B. F. Heald....| Sheboygan F’ls} Sep, 18-19 | 653°55} 261 08 485 25)........ | 
-- Trempealeau’.| J. Rhodes .....| C. E. Perkins. .; D. Arnold...../ Trempealeau ..| Oct. 1-3] 670.37 492 28) 245 50/ 52 39 — B a. 

an _ Vernon.::..:.| F.K.Vanwag’nor| G. W. Nuzum .}.C..M.Butt.... | Viroqua......:) Oct. 1-4 | 774 00/> 295 14) 458 25) 245 61 = 
mo Walworth... | P. G. Harring’n| 8. G. West.....| H. Latham ....| Elkhorn.......| Oct. 1- 4 |8,248 091, 887 09)1,364 00) ....... oe a 

_, Washington ..| Peter Frazer ...| A. Semler..:../:F. Lorenz .....| West Bend ...;| Oct. .2- 4 |1,450 64; 548 76) 423°50| 47818 64 oe 
. _. Waukesha....| Isaac Lain ....| F. H. Putney ..)-O. M. Tyler...) Waukesha.....) Oct. 18-21 |1, 169 84| 458 92) 720-00), 142.00 = a 

‘Winnebago: "| J. M. Ball.....| James Brainard] R. D. Torrey ..| Oshkosh ....5./......4+.++ {4,909 70/1 836 00/2 864 00) 37700 ke
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_ ss sPHE ACADEMY OF SCIENCES, ARTS AND LETTERS 

the legislature, It is a volume of much merit, containing numér- 
ous papers of scientific and practical value. Its: field of labor is : 

| _ broad, and its officers and members active workers, whe, I doubt 
eee aes not, will push forward scientific and’ practical investigations with | 

. geal and success, do much to educate the people in literature and 
the arts, and generally te advance and elevate mankind to a higher | 

Wigmoe social and intellectual plane. ns ge a 

.- PHE AGRICULTURAL DEPARTMENT OF THE UNIVERSITY OF ‘WIS: 
: po CONSIN, © RP ee 

_ Is doing much good by way of important experiments which 
are annually made under the scrutinizing eye of Prof. W. W. — 

_ DANTIELLS, who stands at the head of this department. The Re- - 
oe gents of the University generously furnished. the Professor : 

- with additional apparatus for analytical experiments the last year, 
and the department may be said to Le in a flourishing condition. | 
Young men who desire to acquire.a scientific as well ag practical _ 

‘agricultural education, should take a course of study. here. That — 

part of Prof. DaNIELLs’ report to the Board: of Regents, which rT 

think to be of special interest to the agriculturist, will appear in 
7 this volume under the head of “ University Farm.” . yee a eS 

oe CO-OPERATION AMONG FARMERS: | 

oe Aga class, the farmers of the state are behind the age in the 7 

practical and scientific knowledge of their business. They are, 
however, fast becoming imbued with that electrifying influence 
which, in this day of progress and sharp competition for-suprem- ae 

Bees acy, must attach to all callings and professions-to make them pay. ae 

_ ‘They are learning the lesson, that in unity of, effort there is 

strength, and in division weakness. That if they expect to in- 

gure a just share of the profts of their labor, they must organize 

_» and combine; not to battle other interests and pursuits, but to 
| protect their own. That there must be unity and co-operation,



trast and confidence in one arlother, anda desire to elevate the = 

profession of farming, and make it not only profitable but honor- 

able. Many farmers aré apt to think that because other pursuits: 

are often more lucrative than theirs, that because less hours are | 

devoted to other professions, less physical strength required, with =. 

profits greater, that of ‘hecessity these callings must be enemies to ~ 

their interests. Such, ia my judgment, is not the case. They | 

natural for man in his individual capacity, and when associated | 

with others, to reap honorably and honestly as large returns for 

his Tabor as possible, regardless of whether that labor be physical, 

or mental, or both, and he who does not act by this rule will find 

| justed, and a final seftlement with other occupations made at the 
-—. ,end of thé. year. To insure success in agriculture, there must = 

lg only be enterprise’ and indushiy, Bat united and assotiated = 
effort. All great and needful reforms have been carried on by 

- gombined and associated agencies, and if the farmers of this state, Ree 

who in point of intelligence and wealth equal, if not exceed, all : 

others, who are in fact the very. foundation upon which all others - 

nod “must build and flourish, if at all, with numerical strength superior, : 

with votes: which make judges and legislators, and fill every place 

of trust and profit in the state, will not organize and co-operate to : s 

| protect their own interests and. profession, but scatter and divide = 
their influence and power, be controlled by sharp, scheming men, _ 
who are seeking to appropriate to themselves the surplus profits — . 

of {their labor, I shall have little hope of an amelioration of their _ | 

present condition, and a lower appreciation of their intelligence 

_  BARMERS CLUBS OR GRANGES. SO 

‘These associations should be formed, one or more in every town ~ 

- in the state, where weekly meetings should be held, say from Sep- oe 

tember to May, and less frequent the balance, or more busy sea- 

Shee son of the year, and discussions had upon topics of interest in the | 

various branches of farm and household management. — These 

meetings should’ be conducted in a systematic and methodical 
manner, questions given out at each meeting for the one follow-
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ing, so that thought and study may be given them ina leisure 
hour which might intervene, and each and all have an opportu- 

-. nity of presenting hard facts and solid experience. In this way 
the farmers would be better educated in their business, like it 

| sides, these gatherings are great educators of our higher social 
| natures, for one cannot meet and mingle. with his neighborson = 

- these interesting occasions without having the angular and rough | 

-° gorners broken and rounded off, and he or she the better fitted for — 

 Pigher social aoktare and improvement | 
a QUNTY SOCIETIES, 

, Che next step should be)a county organization, where the com- _ 

| bined wisdom and experienge of the clubs can be brought to- 
their fullest extent. Where experience in stock and grain grow- ° 

+ ing, or other general or special farm products may be com- 
- . pared with those of different conditions and surroundings, and 

- how best the farmer may surely obtain the highest price for his” 

a = labor.- This would lead to thought, study and investigation, and 

without these valuable aids, little progress will ever be made in 

———agrieylture or any other calling fo 
: ee oo STATE! SOCIETY, | , 

A state association is now pretty well organized, under the lead _ 

of this society, where the educated representative men of the _ 
-___ ¢lubs and county societies should meet annually to consult, nob — 

only upon. matters strictly agricultural, but upon all subjects 

which relate to their interests as farmers. If, upon a careful, un- 

- prejudiced and intelligent survey of the entire situation, they — 
- ghall come to the ¢dnclusion’ that'agriculture'doesn’t receive its 

equal share of the.profits which are annually being divided in the 
different departments of Jabor; that unjust. discriminations are 

' together and take such steps in their own behalf as in their wis- 

_posing.them, with malice towards none others, and will wield the
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power they possess in the right, spirit, itisa.mighty force which 
will tend to elevate. and improve their condition, make them 

- watchful of their own business, and justand liberal toward others, == 
To these ends, these agencies should be encouraged to the highest 

CENTENNIAL CELEBRATION, > 

‘Under an act ot Congress, approved March 4, 1871, which pro- | 
vides for a celebration of the One Hundredth Anniversary of 
American Independence, a commission has been appointed by the 

_ President, consisting of two members from each of ‘the states and» | 

territories. This exposition should be the largest of the kind | | 
ever held in the world, and should give a fall exhibit of Ameri- 
can industries, and of thé ‘rapid development of our country in 
the last century. This is to be a purely national celebration, and’ 

should be managed and controlled by the government. If the 
city of Philadelphia and the state of Pennsylvania, which are a 

largely to be benefited, compared with other portions of the _ 
- gountry, desire to take the stock so liberally offered to the sev- 
. eral states, and manage the finances, well and good. If not, let —/ 

the general government: furnish the amount necessary to carry oe 

‘this great and. noble work forward, and the burden, if any, will _ 

» then fall equally and lightly upon the ‘people. Its object is a no- | 

ble and worthy one, and this society, in connection with the other 
industries of the state, will be found, I doubt not, shoulder'to. 
shoulder in the glorious work of preparing and exhibiting the va~ 
ried products of our soil, mines, manufactories, ‘and works of | 

art, and of showing the valuable and effective agencies at workin 
our young state to improve the moral, social, and intellectual con= 
dition of our happy and prosperous people. a - | 

ogee STATE AGRICULTURAL CONVENTION. Une 

as ‘Pursuant to the call of the secretary, the convention met in the 

rooms of the State Agricultural Society, in the capitol, on. Wednes- ! 
. day evening, February 5th, at 7 1-2 o'clock, and was called .to oo 

. 4 : | | Oe |
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order by Gol. Wm. R. Taylor; presidént:of the State Agricultural - 
_ Society. About one hundred delegates were present, representing _ 

"some ‘forty farmers’ clubs, granges, and local agricultural sccieties ~ 

- from different parts of the state. Jy STE in ge 

EE OBJECT AND PURPOSE OF THE CONVENTION =i 

Was briefly stated by Secretary Field, as follows: 

Mp. President:—- This. being ‘the first. Agricultural Convention 
held, in Wisconsin. under the auspices of the Wisconsin State. 
Agricultural Society, and having; on behalf of said society, been — 
somewhat instrumental in. calling itinto being, it may be expected = 
that I would state brieflly its purpose and object, In my circular 
etter of August last; addressed to farmers’ clubs, county and dis- 
trict agricultural societies, I stated substantially that this society had | 

oes long felt: the importance of more intimate and practical relations. 
existing between said local societies and the state society, and of Z , 

- aggociated effort and efficient co-operation among the farmers of, - 

the state. This, perhaps, is more important in agriculture than — 
- in.any. other department of industry, as the farmers differ from all 

| other classes in being SO separated that it is more. inconvenient. to. 

| have that free and easy interchange of ideas upon all those vital eo 

a questions connected with their welfare, than for those engaged in. 

| other callings or professions. | a uteeigtees Ahad ee 

| If I fully understand. the purpose and cbject of. this conven: | 

tion, it is to meet the representative agricultural men, not only. of — 

the societigg mentioned, but of the state, and have asocial, familiar 

: and practical. interchange of ideas. with | them upon agriculture, a 

‘and other subjects which have, a direct bearing upon. this great 

| and important interest, Many and varied branches of this sub- 

ject will, no doubt, come up for consideration during our. inter-. 
view. General questions, prepared by a committee heretofore 
appointed by this society, will be taken up in their order, papers 

having been prepared upon some, if not all of them, which will 

--—--e read before the convention, and discussed so far as time will 
permit. Papers will also be read upon special subjects, each hav- _ 
ing a near connection with the great farming interest. — PR 

a Gentlemen, let us make this tirst gathering of the representa-
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tives of the farmers’ clubs, and other agricultural societies with = 
_ the state society, the commencement ofa new era in agricultural § 

life and progress in this state ;, let, us educate egch other, and make 
_ the light of this convention shine to the remotest part of the state, 

_ and even beyond her borders. Let us make this an interesting = 
and profitable meeting, one that we can look back to as one of the 

brightest spotarin our agricultural labors for the year; one in 
_ which new and valuable lessons were learned, and where. we were 
stimulated to think as well as act. Vel Oa See 

For, Mr President, in my judgment, the time has now come _ | 

in agriculture, when one must think, study, investigate, experi- 

ment, draw his designs and Jay out his plans in a thoughtful and | 
intelligent manner, when the intellectual as well as the physical , 

_ forces must be brought, into requisition. The farmer cannot oc- 
cupy that advanved position which his calling entitles him to, and 
in fact is not worthy of the name in this go-ahead age, unless he 

- is educated in his business. It is of equal importance, as that the 
minister, tradesman, lawyer, or mechanic, should be educated in | 

~The labor of the hand is, and ever must be, necessary in all 

agricultural pursuits, but when guided and controlled by the | 

_ mind — the brain force — less labor of the hand is required, and 

yet more remunerative and substantial results follow. ‘Mere 

brute force has not the desire to be aided in the performance of 

‘labor, but cultivated mental vigor is ever striving for some plan 
which will accomplish work without exhausting the body. Hence 
it may be that the weary toil of the farmer’s life shall exist only 
in myth, and farming take that rank among the professions which | 

/ it deserves.” . wos 

| Mr. President, nothing now remains to make this convention — So 

’ a grand and decided success, if those comprising it will impart to 

us a portion even of the knowledge they possess, whether ac- 
_ quired by scientific research, practical experience, or observation,  =—=_— 

and I trust that every person present will feel free to express his — 
_ thonghts upon any topic which may arise, but in so doing be brief | 

and pointed, so that all may be heard who desire to speak. If this is 
- done in a social and practical way, the wisdom of the many may 

here be concentrated, and their combined knowledge diffused
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_» throughout the state, by the press, and in our annual volume of | 
: Transactions, and be promotive of the highest good. = 

_. At 8 o'clock, P. M., a joint convention of the Agricultural and 
- Horticultural societies was held in the Assembly Chamber, Presi- 

| dent Taytor of the former, and President Sticxnzy of the lat- 
ter, presiding. AOR Ee ne Bf ER eee Bue ae 

- - President Taytor introduced W. W. Danrexz, M. S., Prof. 
of Agriculture and Analytical Chemistry in the University. of « 

Wisconsin, who proceeded to deliver the following interesting and 
able annual address, in behalf of the Agricultural Society: 

i ANNUAL ADDRESS. | os oS ee 

| There is no other question. that. occasions so much -perplexity - 

and anxiety among those interested in education, and the educa: — 

nS tional institutions of to-day, as this: “ What course of study is. 

best suited to the college curriculum ?” Shall a college have a~ 
single course for all students, whatever be their tastes or aims in © 

+. life, or with certain prescribed studies, forming a basis and com- 

mon nucleus for all; shall elective studies be allowed. to meet the 

- natural bent of each, and, as far as is consistent in such a course, 

a to direct the student’s. mind in the channel of his life work? 

| Shall the classics and mathematics constitute the college course, 

or may the natural sciences, and the modern languages largely. 

| take their place? | : ; | : 

These are questions of vital importance to all. Itis but trite — 

a to say that the welfare of the world lies to a*great extent in the 

education and intelligence of men we ae 

| The advancement and discoveries that are being continually 
| made in every department of learning, by increasing the sum. 

oe total of human knowledge, render man’s three score. years and 
ten, a comparatively shorter period than it was a hundred years. 

| ago, when there was less to be acquired. So that it is. essential. to. 
go plan work that each one may accomplish the most in the time 
allotted here 
It is not strange that men should think differently upon this all.
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| important. subject. The old course of classics and mathematics, = 

- by several hundred years of trial, has proved ‘itself an excellent | 
one. It has been a mighty power for good in the world, and to- , 
day, able, earnest and good men. believe it to be the only true = Ss 

course of study: A a oe Ae noe Oo 
But gradually old landmarks are being removed. . Old methods 

are by degrees being replaced by new ones. _ Natural science and 

modern languages are forcing themselves. into the college course. 
not to replace the classics, but to share with them in. the educa- 
tion of men. Se ee” eels , 

| The advocates of the old system may writhe under the change 

that is going on, they may cry out the danger of depreciating the : 
standard of education, by these innovations, but it appears. to be 
alltolittle purpose = ee ee 

-* The change is still called for, more loudly than before, and col- 
| leges and universities, being created for the people, are yielding 

to the public demand. The old boundaries of the college course 
are being enlarged to embrace a. greater range of studies, and to Shee! 
adapt it to the diversified wants and tastes of those for whom it | 
exists. This demand for the introduction of more science into 

__ the college curriculum has even affected the old English Univer- 

sities, Oxford and Cambridge. Their “middle class” examina- 
' tions were established to meet this requirement. By this change, | 

the halls of these grand old seats of learning have been opened ) 
to many who were before excluded. Yet the demand for more ' | 

| concessions is still made by the English. public. - mS S 4 a : 
- In our own country, great changes have also taken place in the 

oldest and best colleges in the land. But perhaps the wants of _ 
_ this new education have been more fully met by establishing in- | 

_ dependert schools of science, or connecting scientific departments : 
with classical colleges, ae - 

/ The conflict. between the old and the new education is not, in _ 
: this country at least, an “irrepressible conflict.” The earnestness _ 

and truthfulness’ of: science, its accurate methods of investigation, — | 
_ and its peculiar fitness for training men in methods of investiga. _ 

- tion, have won for it the support of many, and the tolerance of 
all, even though they consider it of little value as a means of edu- | 
cation 8 gage ele as |
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_. The introduction of science into the schools of the country his 

brought with it another element, also new to éolleges. “It is the 
demand for practical education. Not only must séience be tauyht, 
but it must be ‘so taught as to aid men whom the old education 
did not reach. The farmer, the engineer, the miner, the machin- 

| ist and the manufacturer, all need the assistance it can rénder. 
a They are all dealing with science, nature's laws, and for them thie 

demand. has eotne for practical education. Science, thén, fas hér 
are devotees in investigators who only seek new laws, aid in then Who | 

utilize these laws | by applying them in practice, or as 4 thymér 

+. Wo some she is the Goddess great; 
fo some the milch cow of the field. 

.. Their business isto calculate ae 

cos oo - The butter she willyield.” ss oo 

There are then three elements in a college course of instruction 

where the new educational system is followed. : oe 

Ist, The élassical, which no true lover of education would wish 

“to see abolished. 
_----- 9d. Pure science, which teaches general laws and scientific meth- 

edsand | | 7 ho 

_ 8d. Practical education, ia which the applications of s¢ience to 

ql branches of human industty are taught Oe 

| ~ The movement in practical education began just at the close of 

the last centary, in the manual labor schools of Getmany and 
: Switzerland. But it is only within the last thirty years that much 

OES, progress has been made in industtial education. oy, 

ss Liebig gave the great impulse to agricultural sciene, and the 

- gpplication of science to other arts may doubtless be regarded 

-— Jargely as an indirect growth from his investigations, and applica _ 

ee tions of science to this all important industry. — In our own coun 

| try, the movement for industrial education was thade by the gov- 

- efnmenit in the liberal donation of lands to “ provide colleges for 

| the besefit of apficulture and the mechanic arte.” 
This grant hus been accepted by the majority of states, and 

e there are now thirty-seven agricultural and technical schools, and _ 

| departments, otganized under the law of congress; and receiving — 

aid from the congressional endowment. Besides these, thereare
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a large number. of other schools throughout, the country, giving 

- almost exclusive attention to the application of the sciences. Lib- — 

fal private benefactions and ‘state aid have in many cases been 

 -Biven to advance the interests of this practical education. * 

It would be useless then to prove by argument, the benefit of | 

these industrial institutions to the country. Their advantages are 

universally admitted,’ They have already given a great impetus 
to advancement. in all industries by educating men for their pro- , 

fessions, but the greatest harvest is still to be reaped. Inthe 

gudden introduction of this new educational element into schools 

and colleges, unforseen difficulties have been encountered, difficul- 

ties that have been proved hard to solve, because of their compli- | 

gated nature. In an ordinary college, the methods and deé- 

tails of its internal affairs are well established by long éxperi- | 

- ence. But-in the management of these new colleges, uearly | 

everything is tentative, and the wisdom which experience alone 2 

- ean give is still to be acquired. cae see oe - 

- The first, and one of the most important of these unsolved 7 : 

questions is, “ what are the relations between industrial and gen- 
: eral education? Shall a course of study in these industrial col- 

leges consist of practical studies only? Shall it be purely pro-— | 
fessional, or shall there be mingled with professional, other studies, 

that are intended to develop the mind in other directions, and that | 

will give to the student broader and more comprehensive notions. | 

of life, and will give him some correct idea of his relations to — 

| In the act of congress for the ‘endowment of these institutions, — 
the question is left unsettled, and yet impliedly it is settled. The: 

swords of the act are, “the endowment, support and maintenance, = 

: _ of at least one college, where the leading object shall be, without 

excluding other scientific and classical studies, and including mil- — 

itary tactics, to teach such branches of learning as are related to 
- agriculture and the mechanic arts, * * * in order 

_ to promote the. liberal and practica: edueation of the industrial | 

a - Classes, in the several pursuits and professions in life.” ae 

.. The experience of these colleges has shown that the ‘act was 
_ wisely worded, the “liberal and practical education of the indus- 

trial classes” ER
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- There can be no qoubt that the endowment was given for the _ 
benefit of farmers, mechanics, machinists, miners, engineers and _ 

_ of every class who are producers of wealth by manual labor. No 

class of men is excluded, but for these classes especially is indus- 
trial education to be promoted. a cee li . beso ee 

| The creation of the law making this liberal donation for such | 

education, and the universal favor with which it is regarded, is — 
sufficient evidence that a need for such instruction exists = 

: _ There is, then, this question to. be answered: “OF what shall 

such education consist?” The reply is, that it must supply the 
needs of those for whom it was created. With primary education, . 

these institutions have directly nothing. to do. The common — 
schools of the country are the places for such instruction. The 
school of agriculture has no more to do with such training than 

have the schools.of law, of medicine or of theology.. The ideal — 
| agricultural or mechanical school should be purely professional, so 

teaching science that it may be applied to practice, Then when 
the practical applications of science are given, the question of 

' what shall industrial education consist, would seem to be answered. 
It sometimes appears unfortunate that men have to deal with 

facts, with things as they actually exist, and not as they _ 

_-will be when the millenium shall have come. <A superstructure — 

cannot be built except upon a foundation, and the strength and 

stability of the superstructure is only equal to that of the weak- __ 
est part of the foundation. Just here lies the great difficulty in | 

adjusting a course of study for the industrial classes. a 
The highest object ‘of professional education is not to teach —__ 

facts, nor the application of facts, but it is to.so teach those prin- 
ciples that underlie all practice, that the student may apply them 

for himself, to every special problem that may present. itself - for 

| solution Cees See aoe 

| _ The successful lawyer is not the one who has been taught a 

given set of methods, one of which should apply in any possible _ : 

-* ¢ase, nor is the successful physician the one who has learned. cer- 
, tain remedies, to each one of which some form of disease will oe 

wos yield. But it is he who has learned the ‘great fundamental. prin- 

ciples of his profession, and who has that. mental power to so
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- ‘gombine those principles. that he may: apply them to every possi- . 
ble exigency that may arise. | ) 

__.. So.it is with the educated farmer.: He isthe man who hasbeen 
taught those principles of science that bear upon his profession. 
He is to apply them to practice, and he must know them so thor- 
oughly, as to see how he can bring them to his aid in every branch 

—«. How car this instruction be given 2 ‘The greatest practical dif- 

ficulty that has been met with, by all the industrial colleges of. | 

the country, has been the want of preparation, on the part of stu- 

dents, to receive the required instruction. There is no royal road; : 

_ even to industrial knowledge. The student cannot leap from: 
the,common school into the depths of applied science. He must — 

‘work his way there gradually. It is not a mere form of college — 
routine that prescribes for the student freshman studies before — | 
the sophomore, or sophomore studies before the junior, et. A = 
student: cannot reap the benefit of | the higher and more intricate 

studies until he has laid a foundation for them by previous culture 
and training. - - cg Eg . | 

_- The college course is simply the arrangement of studies in that 7 

sequence which will gradually strengthen the mind for the com- 

_ prehension: of that which requires stronger mental power. The 
| higher you would build a superstructure, the broader and deeper ~ 

oe must be its foundation. It is precisely so.in the education of | 
~ men. If you would raise them to the comprehension of higher | 

truth, you must first prepare them for its reception by previous 
training. A theological seminary cannot take a pupil from the - 

| common school, and in its three years’ course transform him into 

an eminent divine, nor can the medical school prepare such a man 
for practicing the healing art in so short a time . 

| But the fault is not with the schools; it is with the man. He 

has not the power of comprehending the traths embraced in pro- 
fessional instruction in these departments, and hence fails to re- 

_ eeive the benefit he would otherwise gain. .. In the schools of sci- : 
ence the same difficulty is experienced. ‘To thoroughly: under- 
stand the principles of science requires previous training on the 

- part of the student. He must grow into habits of thought. He ~ 

- gannot leap into them. To be well versed in the sciences that
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| -pertain to agriculture is to know nearly all natural science. And 
a of all arts to which science is applied, no other is so difficult, | 

- —-beeause there is no other in which so many conditions are be- 
oo yond man’s knowledge and controh Gi : eres : 

| The heat, the moisture, the evaporation, the physical condition — - 

and chemical constitution of the soil, and. the relations of the at-— 

- mosphere and of the soil respectively, to plant growth, are all, vari- 
cable elements that give complexity to the applications of science 

 to.agriculture. oo, ee 2 es ose. 

+. To the question, “ What course of study would best meet the — 

wants of a student in agriculture?” this reply, then, might be 

ae given: That which, while it teaches him the science. he wishes to. / 

apply, also gives him that thorough culture that will enable.hitn | 

to use all his mental powers in the application of such knowledgé/ | 

here is, however, this practical difficulty. To get such.an éd¥- 
cation requires several years of study, and few farmers are willing | 

. to give their sons the time and means required for such a training. — | 

| The dilemma in which these agricultural colleges are placed, 

| then, is this. To get the greatest good from them, the students 

need a fair degree of previous training, while the farmers, not fully 

-_-yealizing the necessity of such knowledge, will not give their sons _ 

the benefit the college offers, because of the time required to gain 
os ‘this practical instruction. yk 4 EB IE Pe 

| -. That other studies than those that are simply of practical value 

(in the narrow and. restricted sense of being practical) are neéces- 

gary in an industrial collegé course, is not simply the vague notion 

a of some theorist. It is found to be true in the experience of all 

os these colleges throughout the country. The course of some of 

them was reduced, a few yéars since, to.a two years’ course of only 

_ practical” studies:. But this change was soon found to be an 

7 impracticable one, and the four years’ course was re-established. 

he Lawrence Scientific School,. connected with Harvard Uni- 

versity, has for several years given degrees to students who pur- 
--_.- gued a special coursé, embracing ‘but one departinent of science, 

- as of chemistry or of zoology. | eee sa a BS 

| _. This rendered students expert: in one department, and had they 

| been thoroughly prepared. by previous. study, would have given 

- — them an excellent training as scientists. But coming, as they fre-
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---Quently did, without ile ‘preliciinary disdipline necessary, it was 
found that studies émnbradihg so narrow a range were not sufficient 

to fit them for any position in’ life. It made one-sided men, in- — | 

_ stead of developing that symmetrical manhood which results from - 

—- The best yoologist cdtild not be made by: studying zoology 
_ -dlone, Either hé uiwet fist have teceived disciplinary training, 

‘or else, around this as a Géntter, other studies must bé grouped | 

_ that will givé greater breadth to-his intellectual powers. - Harvard 

has, hence, done wisely in changihg her coursé. Students who — 
are candidates for degrees ate now required to take collateral 
‘studies with thé sifigle scianee that is’ the object of their pursuit. 

. The purely technical studies of any agricultural college in 

the coufttry can be dompéeleted in a single year, if a student . 
has previously had a thorough training in the elements—not rudi- 

-- Thents merely—of sdietiée. “Yet, nearly all of them have a full four / 
years course. Why is this? Simply because the students go to | | 
these colleges without training néiéssary to a full comprehension = 

of the technical studies, and that trifaing must be given them there. _ 
I have discussed the question only from a utilitarian point of 

__- view, endeavoring to show that training and discipline on the part 

of the studént afte nécéssary, before he can receive the benefit that oe 

_ teéhhical education is intended to fimparh a 
The apricitltaral, and other téclnical colléges have endeavored 

to meet this necessity, by combining general with technical in- 

_ ‘Btruction. They have doivé well doubtless, situated ag they are, 
to make this combination. But it has forced theni to make their 

Scientific training 1é83 thoroegh than it otherwise might have been. 
ae The good every man récéives from education, aside from its 

| - merely practidal beating, and thé duty of men to educate their . 

children, that they may gain complete control of their mental  —_ 
__. ‘powers, and bé raised to the highest manhood, are questions that - 

have been often discdayed, 4iid need not take our timé to-night, | : 

I beliéve in su¢l Uduéstion, and wish more of the youth of this | 
state night be placed where they could recéive it = 
~~ Presidéht White of thé Gotwell University has well said, 

ss Wiviake yotir St & iniltetér Farther? oF thaster imechaiti¢; but make 
~ him also a master man.” Iam a firm believer ih industrial edu-
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| cation, I am confident that great good is. to be reaped, 2s now be a 

ing reaped from it by the farmers, the. mechanics and by those en- 

| gaged in all industries. And yet I would say, make your son a 

master man, and he will make a master mechanic, ora master of ne 

whatever business it may be his choice to pursue. st t™” 

Os iT have before intimated that the farmers and mechanics do not" . 

fully realize the benefits to be derived ‘from such an education, = 

ag these industrial colleges offer. The prej udices against * book- Se 

farming,” as they formerly chose to- call it, have mostly passed. | 

away, and they willingly accept the good that science brings to | | 

them. ‘But they are not sufficiently anxious for it; they do not = 
| - hunger and thirst for it as they ought, and hence are backward _ . 

a about seeking : fy ean nl ect : 

Poni indifference arises from the want of proper appreciation of 

the good they might receive from this education, Thisis so well 

_ illustrated by a personal incident, that I trust I may be excused 

ss for repeating it. 7 ae a 

. A year ago, I read before a convention similar to this, a paper 

a - showing the relations of science and agriculture. A farmer in the | 

state, one who stands high in his particular branch of fartning, 

Oe said he “did not think much of that address.” on Eh 

os A short time since, I read a paper before a meeting. of dairy-. 

= men, upon the co-relation of forces, as applied to feeding, water- 

ing and sheltering farm animals, and this same farmer.thought it a 

most excellent address. a 

Oo - The difference between the papers was that in onea specialsub- 

a _ ject was so elaborated that the farmer saw its practical application, 

| while the other only aimed to show the general relations of science _ 

- and agriculture, and the practical applications were not as, plainly | 

| pointed out. ‘But they both alike represented science in. agricul- 

ss Biyery one feels that these industrial colleges have duties to 

- perform, in the advancement of the several industries of their — 
| respective states. They were created in the interests of practical 

industry. Agriculture, mining, the mechanic arts, all nave their 

: rightful claims upon these colleges. But does it not follow that 
there are counter-claims of the coll eges upon. those who represent se 

these industries ?. bik bees ca Wd ae ee Boge ae : oe |
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Has not the farmer some obligation to perform toward the agri; | 
_ enitural college? Is it'not the duty of every farmer to make 
some effort to ascertain the value of these colleges, to aid them if 

they need his aid, and at least to support them in every good | 
work? The farmers of Wisconsin have not, indeed, been as pro- 

lific in fault-finding as have those of some neighboring states, but 

they have given their college a severe letting alone, and this 
apathy that has been shown may, perhaps, indicate even a more 

a dangerous condition than fault-finding. ) | | | 

sy The University of Wisconsin offers to the farmers’ sons a four : 

~~ years’ course. of study, combining general and practical education, 

that is equal tothe course of any similar institution in the country. Oo 

It also offers to those who are sufficiently advanced to take it, 

ane years’ course, consisting of agricultaral studies only. Be 
ides these courses, it offers opportunity for any student to pursue | 
‘any study or studies he may desire. J a ee 

Its board of regents has wisely thrown its doors wide open. The . 
restriction it imposes is, that no student shall be allowed to take 

a study that he is not prepared to pursue with profit to himself. 

How many ofthe farmers ‘of Wisconsin are there who have - 
| ever asked themselves if this is the education needed by farmers? . | 

How many of them have sons who are to make farming a life 
profession, and what is the capital with which those sons are to 7 

begin their business career? 
Would not an education, that would cultivate their intellect, — 

: and at the same time give them that practical knowledge that lies 

at the foundation of their profession be | the best investment that 

could be made forthem? . re 

| _.The laboratories of the agricultural college and its lecture rooms. 

_. should be well supplied with the best apparatus. Do the farmers. 

of Wisconsin know if their college is so supplied? Labora- 

tories, lecture-rooms, cabinets, costly apparatus, libraries and | 
teachers, are bunt means to an end. a | 

_ ‘The value of these means to the farmer depends upon the use _ = 
a he makes of them. _ Are the farmers of this state receiving all the 

_ » benefit that is offered them through the gift of congress?) ‘These _ 
_ are not questions that each may rightly answer according to his 

-- owninclination., - PS ESRI Ee |
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o _, Every man hag duties. to. perform. as,..%, citizen: of the, state. an 

Whatever each can do, to increage the productiveness of the soil, 

either directly or indirectly, or to add te the intelligence.of men, — 

And indifference, toward them,is. not the meang of making them _ 
the most useful, either to individuals orto the state gtlarge, 

These institutions have made mistakes, Those who have been, 
in charge are not infallible, and they will doubtless make more. 

. mistakes... But these errors will gladly be corregted when pointed 

out. The cordial sympathy. and. support. of the farmers, witha, 

- fair degree, of patience, (for the results come slowly) is what these. | 

| _ schools need. The patience is not lacking in Wisconsin, but the. 

_ thesympathy and support—where are they? 
‘There are other means of disseminating education among farm: 

ers, First among these should be the State Agricultural Society. 

| - Do the farmers make this society as useful to themselves as they 

might? | es 

The meeting inaugurated this evening is the rat of the kind 
ever held under, its auspices. This convention should be hailed | 

es as a good omen, that farmers believe that progress.may be. made, , 

and that they are anxious. to know by what means it is to be 

sought, The State Agricultyral Society is one agent for advanc- 
ing the cause of agriculture. Let it be made usefal inevery 

possible way. The annual exhibitions of the society are well, 
ss but it may do greajer good in other ways; it will do it, if the. 
farmers ask that it shall be done. A score of meetings of the. 

Oe nature of this one, should be held each year throughout the state, 

under the. supervision of this society, and at which the secretary — 

a least. should be present to direct-and to aid, When will this. 

a be done? As.soon as the farmers ask, that itshallbe, 

ee County. societies, farmers’ clubs, granges, of the Patrons of Hus- 

 bandry, are all helps to a better education for farmers, The good 

they will accomplish must depend largely upon the demands that 

are, made upon'them.. If knowledge is earnestly sought, thoy will 
ss get it, and in the measure that it. is sought by those for whom 

— thesetsocieties exist 
| , There is one way in which these societies may do a great good
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in the cause of agriculture, that has not, in this state, been adopted. 
 -‘That.is for each society to furnish at least one student the means 
of ‘getting an agricultural education. Large premiums are paid 
each year for the best. horses and cattle, and: sheep and swine. 
‘This is well. It ought to be so. But would nota great good be | 
accomplished if each society should furnish one or two young 

| men, who had shown themselves worthy of such encouragement, 
_ with a means of thoroughly fitting themselves for farmers? Such 

men would return to the farms with well trained minds, and with | 
that knowledge which would aid them in successful culture of the 
soil, and, in dolng so, would aid greatly, by their influence and 

example, in advancing the interests of farming = : 
The various agricultural societies of Massachusetts : gave, in 

1871, nearly $200 for the aid of students at the Agricultural Col- 
lege. Their example is worthy of being followed by the agricul- - 
tural societies of every state in the Union. Money so spent would | 
be like seed sown in good soil, that would spring up and bring | 

_ forth aa hundred fold. UE ; 
No student should be entirely supported, but he shoald be so 

aided that he can readily help himself to the remainder by his - 
own industry. | | 

_ The objection will come to this proposition that these societies 
_ do not propose to do missionary work, But that is the very work | 

they are to do. They are created to go about doing good to the = 
cause of agriculture, and they are to help that cause in every way 
possible. Is not bringing out worthy ‘young men, and fitting 

_ them for high positions as fa rmers, one way of accomplishing . 
good? It will not do to decry missionary work. The congres- _ 

: sional land grant was not given to establish colleges for the educa- 
_ tion of lawyers, or physicians, or ministers, but to educate farmers 

‘The state of Wisconsin is not.asked to print the reports, to fur- 
nish an office in the capitol, to pay express charges and postage, 
and to supply stationery for a society to advance the interest of 

_ any one of these. professions. Such gifts are only made to the | 
farmers. They are given for the farmers’ use. They are then to 
‘be used in that way that shall help the farmers most. 

Let every legitimate means be used to advance the farmers’ in-
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terest. Let every one, so far as possible, aid in this great work, 

- Be earnest, be faithful ; for the cause is a worthy one. | Remem- i 

ber that the surest way to secure the pérnianent good of allis to. | 

go educate them as to give them the power of directing theirlabor 

by thought and intelligence. ee ee cal. 

Rev. Samuel Fallows, D. D., State Superintendent of Public Tn- 

struction, who gave a highly instructive and satisfactory annua _ 
| address on behalf of the Horticultural Society, 

. ON THE STUDY OF THE NATURAL SCIENCES IN THE COMMON — 
SC goons 

ss Bae _-:BY GEN. SAMUBL: FALLOWS. 2 , oe ae age neg 

A _young school teacher some years ago, who has since risen to 

| the highest executive position in ‘an eastern state, was asked’ the 

| | -difference between agriculture and horticalture. Not having a — 

oe | dictionary by his sid e to consult, he replied : “agriculture is farm- 

/ ing carried on with oxen, and horticulture with horses.” | a 

‘The census of 1860 reported the number of farmers and farm 

-_-_Jaborers, at 3,219,574, and the number of horticulturists at 57, so 

| the preponderance of oxen must have been very great. oT find 

oe also, that while in the state of Wisconsin, the same census reported 

| - 195,831 farmers, it reported not a single horticulturist = 
| Times have changed wonderfully in the last ten years. : 

_ -‘The greatest events of history have taken place. Continents 

-- have reeled with the shock of battle. The foundations of liberty’ 

-—— ‘eon stricken from the bodies and souls of men. ‘Thrones have’ 
been overturned, burying usurping monarchs in their ruin 

| the bares of ages, practically making the cisalpine and ams!
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metal of those glorious constellations, which as Mr. Everett says, — Lo 

_ “Far up in the everlasting belfries of the skies chime the hour of 
twelve at midnight.” The education of the people, of the whole 
people, has been occupying the attention of parliaments and sen- . 

ates as never before in the world’s history. = 
But one of the most stupendous evidences of change, and pro- 

- gress too, would be found in the fact, if trie as the census states, | | 
that ten years ago, there was not a single horticulturist in the state 

of Wisconsin, while to-day, there is in our midst ‘a society embrac- 7 

_ Ing far. more than the whole number of horticulturists in the 

- United Statés in 1860. It- must be conclusive proof that this 

society, was not deliberately made, but, like Topsey, it “ growed.” 
 T suspect the census takers must’ have been’ as much puzzled as 

the Dutchman was about’ himself and his twin brother. He said, == 
“when I looks at mine bruder, I tinks it is myself, and when I 
looks: at myself, I tinks itis mine brader sure. So I's not sure | 

which is mine brader, him or myself, ‘but. I tinks, on the whole, ale 
_ myself is mine bruder.” These census takers were not sure 

* whether the horticulturist was a farmer, or the farmer a horticul- — 

’ turist, but, on the whole, they thought the horticulturist was a | 

; farmer, and so they put him down as such.” BOR oot ee | 

According to the census of 1860, 233,523 persons wereengaged 

~ in different ocsupations in the state of Wisconsin. -Letmeenumer- — | 

ute a few classes. There ‘were 1,100 physicians, 1,183 minis = 
_ ters, and 1,234 lawyers, illustrating pretty well as to their relative — | 

number the saying of a man who had combined within himself  =»s— 
the fanctions of physician, clergyman ‘and lawyer, that “he had | 

found the average man willing’ to give 25 cents for his soul's _ 
- galvation, 50 cents to be made well if sick, and $5.00 to have his 

own way.” There were 8,949 teachers, 2,976 merchants, 28,238 
laborers, 588 public officers, and 240 United States officers The _ | 
grea; majority of the remaining 225,269 persons whose occupa- _ 
tions are’ enumerated, were engaged in‘employments requiring — | 
the use of the hand—they are the great grand army of manual’, — 
workers, and of this number, 2s I have before stated, 125,331 — 
were engaged in the pursuit of agriculture. = 

— In 1860, there was not a single school in the entire state of
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‘Wisconsin ia whieh .an ‘education was imparted bearing specifi- : 

-_ gally upon the life vocation of ‘this vast number: of ‘producers. 

_. Since then, provision to a slight extent:-bés béen madein.some of - 
fos our higher institution s of learning, and to a larger extent inthe _ 

oe State University of Wisconsin. Still, comparatively but a few 

WM, Prrt, when Prime Minister of Hngland at twenty-two _ 

years of age, visited the University of Oxford; which had ‘been - 

bitterly opposed to-him. — But, as“ nothing sueceeds like success,” a 

wa - when he came to those. ancient halls; the young men crowded | 

-- yound him to-do him honor. “The chaincellor of the University, 

not liking the sudden conversion, when ‘he ‘ascended the pulpit to 

- preach the sermon before Mr. Prrr -and the University, took for 

- ~ his text, “ There is a lad-among you with five barley loaves and 

-. two small fishes, but” (looking hround: very significantly) “What 
are they among so many?” . What ate these educational agencies 

| “among so many:of you? Unless they can’ be multiplied, you will 

- go hungry for the bread of knowledge, eager though you may be. _ 

to gain ih a 

--- Yay it. downs a fandambntal rale, that the education of a:peo-  __ 

ple to a great degree ought to:have reference to their'professions 

— gnd-purspits 
| --Phis rule does not bind us to make-mere-specialists ; it does not 

~ gink the man in the pursuit, but it does: gay to him, “the thing 

: you. have to do in life, whereby you and yours are tobe benefited, 

whereby: society. at large is to be the gainer, ought to be done in — 

the dest possible manner. Do as‘many other things as you decently 

gan. Be a3 much of “4 cosmopolitan'as you:can, But be master. 

in your own field. ~ Untess this’ ds the ease, the manhood is want: — 

ing, -It'is the concentration of a tah 'in-a backbone, straight up 

|. and down, that makes him ‘what he ought to be, and-not its diffu- 
: sion in gristle or gelatinous jelly. 

yo - Where shall this ed ueation be: imparted? How many:of this 

“great army of workers find their way to dur colleges: and univer- — 

sities? - How many of the 8,287,043 engaged in different pursuits — 

| in the United States trod the halls of ‘these higher institutions of 

a learning? How many’ of the 8,210,574 farmers of. the country? 
| How many of the 125,831 farmers of the state? Four-fifths of
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this: mamber received all the instruction they ever were blessed _ 
 -. with, at the « people's colleges,” the common schools. a 

‘+ +, Qur education is. good as far as it goes, but it does not go far 
| enough. We all ought to know how to read and write; it is | 

. questionable if we do, We ought to know how to cipher, and | 
something of geography. _ When we have gone as far as that, we 
nearly: all have said, that is far enough for our common schools to 

- go with us. I am glad they have gone so far, and I am here to- 
night to bear witness to the great:value of the little that-has been a 
acquired in these public schools, ne ae 

- . Ihave just been perusing with intense interest the report of the. | 
bureau of education, on the relation of education to labor. A 

| series of questions was. addressed to a large number of intelligent a 

employers in all parts of the Union as to the effect of educatién— a 
os, mainly common school, upon each person in their employ. The - 

| answers were nearly unanimous, “that his value to the commu- 
nity at large is positively increased, and his power as a producer 
of adding to the common stock of wealth is materially enhanced |. 
by the education given him asa child in the common school. The 

_ increase of wages he will receive on account of his knowledge is 
> put. at various figures, averaging nearly twenty-five per cent. | 
: That this increase of value arises, Ist, from the fact of his being a 

more readily instructed in the duties of his work; 2d, that he : 
needs less supervision; 3d, that he does his work to better advan- 
tage; 4th, that he is. less liable to join in. unreasonable strikes ; 

_ 5th, is more industrious; 6th, less dissipated ; and lastly, is less 
a - -liable to become an expense to the commonwealth through poverty 

— orerime”™ i oe | 
_.. Now, remember, gentlemen, that twenty-five per cent. is added | 
___.to the value of the laborer from’ the possession of the slender out- 

fit given.in the common school. What will be the per cent. of | 
value, if, in addition to this, he receives a training in part, which 

_. Specialiy fits him for his work. The answers are given to such an. | 
_ inquiry in the report alluded to. That a knowledge of the sci.. 
__“lenees that underlie the occupation gives greatly increased value 

1. their possessor, is agreed on all hands. It does this: ist, by | 
oe enabling him to avoid dangers, in mining for instance, to which 

ignorant men are exposed; 2d, by enabling him to detect and
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remedy difficulties, which else would cause expense and delay; 
‘8d, by enabling him to discover shorter and simpler methods: of | 

__-work, thereby increasing his powers of production; 4th, by stim- 
- ulating his qualities of contrivance, so that he adjusts and modifies 

the tools or machines which he uses, and becomes eventually an 

inventor of simpler and better machines, thus increasing the — 

: - wealth-producing power of his fellow laborers. -Inthis direction, 

it is estimated by these men, competent to judge, that his value | 

is increased one hundred per cent., while in certain exceptional 

- cases itis incalculably higher. Better even than all this, it ad- 
| " yanees the well-being of its possessor. By virtue of his increased 

| education, he commands higher wages for his services, ‘and also. 

adds largely tothe common production. = 
oe A case illustrating this very point is given by Prof, John S. Hart. 

“He says, “ A gentleman of my acquaintance had frequent needof 

the aid of a carpenter, for alterations, odd jobs and adaptationsto 

‘meet special wants, and no little time and material were wasted in _ 

~ the perpetual misconceptions and mistakes of the sugcessive work- 

| men employed. At length a workman was sent who was a Ger- 
| » man, from the kingdom of Prussia. After listening to the orders 

| given, Michael would whip out his pencil, and in a few minutes 
ve would present a sketch of the article, so clear that any. one could - 

, recognize it at a glance. Thus there was no waste of time nor 

_ material, and such was.the demand for Michael’s services, that, 
7 though he was no better carpenter than many others, yéet through — 

. _ his knowledge of drawing obtained in the common schools of his | 

- native country, he could obtain two dollars per day, while his 

companions in the same shop only received a dollar and a quarter. - 

- What is true of Michael in carpentry would be true of any other 
department of mechanical industry.” 0 - 
What a convincing argument is given in this report for our com-— 

- mon school system. Jt pays, in the lowest as well as in the high- 
est sense, to educate the people. According to the last census, 
1,554,981 adult males were regarded asilliterate. - If, now, accord- | 

to the opinions before given, these persons should earn each one 
- dollar per day in their illiterate state, ‘by learning to read and © 

write, twenty-five per cent., would be added yearly to the produc- — 
tion of the country, or $116,612,425; nearly twice as much as is
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___ paid annually for public instruction in the United States. If now, = 
we take four-fifths of the 8,287,043 engaged in various pursuits in 8 

"the United States in 1860, who received their education in the’ 
common schools, considering each one as capable of earning 
one dollar per day without.such education, and $1.25 with it, we 
have a yearly addition to the prod uction of the country of $523,- 

740,178 ; nearly nine times the amount paid .annually for public | | 
school instruction. Then, consider what the increased production 

would be if specific instruction were given to these persons in the 

different braaches of industry represented by them, or if, in early | 

, life, studies were pursued bearing directly upon their vocation. — 
| The instruction that these men need, in the main, is in the facts. 

and truths of natural science, for these lie at the foundation of the a 7 

_ __ life-work of the vast majority of the producers of our country’s 
wealth. These sciences must be studied if our nation would attain 

| the exalted destiny which clearly awardsit,  . -— | 
Dr. Playfair says, “the great advantage of such an education ss 

is, that while it elevates the individual, it-at the same time gives oe 

_ security for the’ future prosperity of the nation. There are in- _ . 

’ stances of nations rich in natural resources of industry, yet poor 

. _ from the want of knowledge how to apply them; and there are 

| opposite examples of nations utterly devoid of industrial advan- = 

tages, but composed of an -educated people who use their science ~ 

_ asa compensation for their lack ‘of raw material. Spain isan ex- 

ample of the first class, and Holland of the second. — Spain has 
everything in the richest. profusion to make it great and prosper- 

ous. Few countries have such riches in the natural resources of | 
industry. A rich soi! and almost tropical luxuriance make hera . 
great food exporting hation. Iron and coal, copper, quick- | 

_ silver and lead abound in profasion, but these do not createindus-, 

_ tries unless the people possess knowledge to apply them. When _ 

_» that knowledge prevailed, Spain was indeed among the most ad- 

_ vanced of industrial nations, not only her metallurgic industries, — | 
_ but her cotton, woolen and silk manufactories were unequaled ; her 

; shipbuilding was also the admiration of the nations. But all have 
decayed, because“science withers among an uneducated people, 
and without science nations cannot thrive. | . 

“Tarn now to Holland, once a mere province of Spain. She
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| has nothing but a maratime position to give her any natural‘ad- 

7 vantage. Not so bad, indeed, as Voltaire’s statement that she is 

_ a land formed from the sand brought up on the sounding leads of oe 

_.' English sailors, though she is actually created from the debris of | 
* - Swiss.and German mountains brought down by the Rhine. Hence, — 

_. within her lands are no sources of mineral wealth, but she hascom- 

| -pensated for its absence, by an admirable education of her people. 

oe And so this mud-produced country, fenced round by dykes.to pre- 

-yent the ocean from sweeping it away, is thriving, prosperous and 

-  hapry, while her old mistress—Spain—is degraded and misera- | 

ble, unable in all Enrope, until lately, to find a King, who would 

. andertake to govern her ignorant people” 
| Let me give an illustration of the value of science which has’ _ 

. recently come to. our notice: One of the most audacious and 

- magnifient swindles of the ages has just been exposed by it— __ 

the diamond swindle. So cunningly and brazenly had its origins 

ators gone to work, that the wealthiest and shrewdest men in New on 

York city were taken in. Gen. McClellan was president of the — 

-.. ¢ompany, which had a capital of $100,000,000. Highteen other 

| companies were formed with a capital of $18,000,000... Fabulous - | 

oe stories were told of the diamonds found in the Arozina mines ; | 

the evidence was so minute and circumstantial, that doubt seemed 

well nigh impossible, But a young graduate of Yale College, 
| Mr. Clarence King, went quietly to work with his two assistants, : 

a and after a careful examination, they found, and showed tothe  — 

satisfaction of the world, that these fields had been “ salted” by | 

Sos the hand of man, and not sown by the hand of God. : | 

oe The question arises, shall the studies in the natural sciences be | 

reserved for a mature intellectual developement, or shall they 

begin with the mental growth of the child? _I answer, they are 

. the first studies to be pursued or taught. TI again quote from the. 

eminent Dr. Playfair: ° “eae SR BYE 

oe “The whole yearnings of the child are for the natural phenom-.. 

ena around him, until they are smothered by the ignorance of the. 

parent. He is a young Linneus roaming over the fields in search _ OF 

| éf flowers. Heisa young conchologist or mineralogist gather- — 

ing shells or pebbles on the sea shore. He is an ornithologist and _ | 

- goes bird nesting ; an icthyologist and catches fish. - Glorious |
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education in nature is-all this, if the teacher knew how to direct 
and utilize it, The present system is truly ignoble if it sendsthe 

_-workingmen into the world “in gross ignorance of everything he 
8 has todo with it If you bring up.a ploughman in utter igno- 

_ rance of everything relating to the food of plants, of every me- 

 ghanical principle of farm implenients, of the weather to which 

he is exposed, of the sun that:shines upon him, of the rain which, 
while it drenches him, refreshes the. crops around, is that igno- 

7 -rance conducive to his functions.as-an. intelligent being? All 
nations: that have in recent years revised their educational sys- _ 
tems, have provided a class of secondary schools for the indus- © | 
trial classes, especially devoted to teach them the principles of 

- seience and art relating to their industries. Holland compels 
every town of 10,000 inhabitants to support suck’ a school.” | 

| - _ Distinguished educators, men. of science, and literary men, 

unite with the keen, practical men of the world, who have no pet 
theories to advoeate, in expressing their opinions of the value of 

these sciences in the primary schools. = : oe 

In the province of Ontario, through the efforts of Rev. Dr. Ry- . | 
ERSON, who has been at the ‘head of its educational interests as 

| chief superintendent of education for more than twenty-five years, 

and who is second to none in the civilized world for practicality, 

success and ability as an educational executive officer, a bill has | 

‘Been passed requiring the elements of mechanics (including - 
drawing), commereial instruction, the- elements of ‘practical sci- 

-—s enee, agriculture and natural history to. be taught in the public 
+ gehools. [am under many obligations to Dr. Ryerson for the a 

- valuable information on the subject under discussion contained in 
his report for 1872. ER me : | 

Phe superintendent. of public instruction for the state of Maine, _ | 
asks and answers the following pertinent questions in regard to 
the studies of our common schools: “ What shall be taught in our — | 

common schools? Answer. Those things necessary to our chil- 
| dren as men-and women. When shall the several branches. be. | 

ar : taught? Answer. As fast as their faculties of sensation, per- 

 geption. and reasoning. develops). How shall they be, tauglit? : 

Answer, In the order of development of the child’s faculties, and 

oe
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| with all the allurements possible to the inventive power of the | 
| adult ming.” oe oe 

_ The superintendent of public instruction for:the state of Kan- | 
sas says: “ A practical education is by farthe best. Close obser- 

_-Vation in every day life leads to this” 
_ Prof. ALLEN of Pennsylvania, an eminently successful teacher 

in the school-room and institutes, says: “As all studies in the | 
| ~ school-room may be classed under the three heads of: language, 

_ mathematics and natural science, and as the elements of all physi- 
_ eal.and natural science should be taught to the youngest child that. i 

enters the school, every child should have daily one lesson inlan- = 
ss guage, one in mathematics, and one in seience.” ©” 

A year ago the legislature of Illinois enacted that “no teacher. 
shall be authorized to teach a common school who is not qualified: — | 
to. teach the elements of the natural sciences, physiology and the => 

| laws of health, in addition to the branches ‘previously required.” 
| Hon. Newton Bateman, Superintendent of Public Instruction 

- in that state, thus defines what he understands the law to mean 
by “elements”: “the elements of science are its fundamental 

_ principles, its rudiments, its primary rules, laws and facts; the 

simplest and most essential things involved in a knowledge of it.” __ 
- _He defined natural sciences as applicable to the common schools _ 

; of that state to mean botany, zoology and:natural philosophy. 

_.  _Hon. Wm. T. Harris, Superintendent of the Public Schools of 

| ~ St. Louis, asks the question} “Can we not.give those children who 
— study five years or a less time in our public schools, some. knowl- 

_ ‘edge-of the outlines of physics and natural history, which will be 

of great service to them .in after life, and for the time being not _ 
‘Interfere seriously with the prosecution of elementary.studies?” 

_-He answers the question inthe affirmative = = = 
dey The Royal Commissioners of Great Britain, appointed to inquire 

. into systems of schools, report in regard tothe study of natural — 

-__ science as follows: “ We think it established that the study of nat- — 

ural science develops better than any other study the observing 
faculties, disciplines the intellect. by teaching induction as wellas 
deduction, supplies a useful balance to the studies of language — 
and mathematics, and provides much-instruction of great value — 

-. for the occupations of after life” oe -
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Cs Prof. Agassiz, in an address at. an educational meeting in Bos- 

‘ton, says: “I wish to awaken a conviction that the knowledge of = 
nature in our day lies at the very foundation of the prosperity of - 

| states; that the study of the phenomena of nature is one of the | 
most efficient means for the development of the human faculties, 

and that on these grounds, itis important that this branch of edu- \ 
' eation should be introduced in our schools as soon as possible.” | 

The language of Thomas Carlyle has found a response in the 
breast of many a cultivated man, when he wrote: “For many 

: years, it has been one of my constant regrets. that no schoo] master - 

|, of ‘mine had a knowledge of natuyal history, so far at least as to — 

have taught me the names and habits of the little winged and 
-wingless néighbors that are continually meeting me with a saluta- 
tation which I cannot answer, as things are” 

| ‘T-contend these studies mot only underlie the pursuits of so 
| many persons, but they also pertain to all true complete culture. | 

_. Every student, whatever he may be in-future -life, should know 
| these ground truths of nature. Poor indeed is that education 

_ which now leaves them out Discipline is in them of the most 
! rigorous kind ; ideas clear, crisp and definite are in them. Beauty 
: is in them. Sublimity isin them. Logic isin them. Law is in 
| them. Order is in them. | 

| Phege are the letters of the alphabet which the God of Nature _ | 

himself has given. Here are stories and histories more fascinat- 
ing than the Arabian Nights Entertainments, and more glowing 
and truthfal than the enrapturing pages of Macaulay; ‘but our 
untrained eyes see them not. a mS 

Listen! there are ten: thousand voices more exquisite in their | 

-’ melody‘and harmony than the strains that come from the lips of | 
i an Adeline Patti or from the magic strings swept by the fingers 

of an-Ole Bull. There are more soaring symphonies than Beetho- | 
ven ever wrote, ,and grander oratorios than Handel ever com- = - 
posed. Theairis heavy with music; butour dulled earshearit not. 
Object lessons, we say children ought. to have. Pictures, ‘we : 

: say ‘child ren ought. to have. Why, here are pictures in: forest 

and field, on water and.sky, in matchless colors of unspeakable 
_ beauty, filling and thrilling and blessing the receptive soul— 

pictures the Great.Artist himself has designed to°limn for the 
\ |
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. —_ grace and glory of our lives, and we turn from them and go into we 

ss: Yaptures ever pigment and pigmy. daubs!.. | oe age pe | 

| Back to nature, gentlemen, we must go; back to. that nature an 
_ with which you have to do; back to nature, not only. for.senti: = 
| ment, but for truth. and life. . Back to her trees, her shrubs, her 

_ flowers; back to her rocks, her hills; her vales; back from the 
“seen to the unseen— from phenomena to processes and laws ; 

| _ back from these to the mind and heart of Nature's God. ma 

oe -Imake then, an appeal to you, gentlemen of the horticultural = 
and. agricultural. societies,.to help introduce the study of these Sin 

+ ences, in their elements, in the common scheols of the state. Taught . 

as they can be taught, they need not and. will not erowd eut.the ! 

studies now pursued; nor will more studies be introduced than | 3 

~ ‘our children can successfully master. If instructioniis giveneach : 

day orally in the objects of nature (and it may be given’in.con- 
nection with other studies, such.as geography), it. will rest, as well | : 

ee as please and instruct the mind. To. teach these elements wé | 
must have teachers ; that is the. first necessity. Tohave suchteach- 

| ers, the studies must be required by law. Once required, the ~ 
facilities for gaining the information desired will be furnished in : 

oe abundance. Already the board of regents of normal .schools have 7 
laid down these studies in the first year of the course inthe differ: 

-.- ent- normal schools:of the. staie. Teachers’ institutes will supple- 

ss ment the work of the normal schools. Suggestive text-books _ 
will be issued in respguse to the demand.; and the result of the 

| experiment, if tried, will be, that teachers will not know less of 

. | arithmetic and grammar because they are required to know some- 

thing of the elements of natural science. a Dias 
- Wisconsin should fall into line with Ontario, and Illinois,and 
eins St. Louis, and lead the column of the primary schools of thestates. 

os and the world, as:they shall keep step to the music of science in 
Be her glorious march through the world,. and: tothe stars: 

| | In this capitol, last December, the county superintendents, — 
- - teachers and friends of education in our state, unanimously: ex- | 

a pressed their opinion that the natural sciences, as soon as practi- = 

a cable, should be taught in. all our schools. Ban AR 

a, A bill has been introduced into the legislature to make these 

studies obligatory upon teachers after January 1, 1874. Letit



pass. The thanks of the youig and the benedictions of theold “ 

will hereafter rest upon alt who'shall aid the movement, fraught - 

 asitis, withuntold good, | : 

I plead, gentlemen, forsmedel. sehools, model school houses and 
model school grounds. ‘It is-in your power to make them... Create 

the demand, and model teachers enough will be found: to lead your - 

In conclusion, gentlemen, besides. model ‘schools, let.us have 

- model homes. Homes crowned with the clambering vine, amid 7 
_ the*tooling shade of trees, surrounded with the verdant lawn, with 

pendent berries, with golden fruits and clusters of crimson grapes, a 

~ homes graced with pictures, refined: by: books:and gladdened with 7 

song. Homes in which there shall be no scorching blasts of pas- 
sion, nor polar storms of coldness.and hate... Homes.in whichthe 
wife and mother shall-not lose.all her attractive charms by unre-"_ | 
mitting drudgery and toil; nor the husband and father starve his. 
brain and dwarf his soul by hours.of over-work. Homesin which __ 
happy children shall ever see the beauty of love and the beauty. 
of holiness) Homes of plenty, homes of sympathy, homes of 7 
self-sacrifice, homes of devotion, homes of culture, homes of love. 

| Angels from the fruits and flowers and streams and fellowships of. _ 

_ the home in the ‘upper Paradise would be lured to dwell in these 

The people’s poet truthfully wrote— 
os gee This world is ‘full of beauty— cs oe ee 

ay —— It might be full of love.” Ae ee ee Oo , 

-__. But out of the very heart of truth he struck the divine song—~ 

re “This world is fill of beauty, © | 
4. When: the heart is full of love.” re 

That is what we need—love in its manifold forms; love of na- 
ture, love of truth, love of integrity, love of our work, love for: | 

man, love for God.’ Gain this love! It is the open sesame to all 
the mysteries of matter and mind. It is the soul of all enthusi- 
asm; of all insight; of all:success.: Love virtue+ = 9 st 

on She will teach you how toclimb 
Ee _ Higher than thesphery chime. © 9 * 00. 

2. ee | Ovif.virtue feeblewere, . 

Bs, ‘Heaven itself would stoop toher, :
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_ ‘These addresses were listened to by a large and. appreciative 
audience, and were welcomed with much applause at their.close. 

ee ‘THurspay, February 6th, 9 A. M. . my 
Agricultural Convention met, = foes eas PE 

- President Taylor in the chair. | 

‘The President called Col. Wm. Warner to the chair, and then 
proceeded to deliver his address upon - OST RSES ao 

_ AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES, INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION AND CO-OPER-~_ 
oo 8 ATION AMONG FARMERS. ee 

By PRESIDENT WM. R. TAYLOR, + eee 

| Gentlemen of the Convention: In attempting to address you — 
upon the importance of associated, educated effort among farmers, 

| I feel myself chiefly embarrassed by the very multitude of con- — 

siderations that marshall themselves before me. There is strength 
in union, and wisdom in united counsel. The wonder is that this _ 

_ truth did not earlier impress itself upon the agricultural popula- _ 
tion of the civilized world. Other trades and professions have 

been less slow to recognize the benefits of co-operation. Societies | 

- and organizations have long been regarded by them as invaluable 

educating agencies, and have been seized. upon as a power to be — 
_ wielded when occasion should demand. History is full of confir- 

mations of what we say. ‘ The professions, learned and unlearned, | 

_ soon saw the importance of associating and counseling together for - 

mutual improvement, if not for pecuniary gain. Tradesmen and | 
_——_ artizans of every grade have not been blind to the importance of 

‘systematic co-operation, as the. ‘ Guilds.” of the middle ages— 

a _trades-unions of later date, chambers of commerce, boards of — 

trade, commercial conventions, etc, bear witness. But agricultur- 

al associations are of comparatively recent date. = 5 

—  . Dhe farmer, in his isolation, has been very slow togopen. his — 
eyes to the numerous illustrations of the power of combination, 
and to the great advantage of more frequent: intercourse with his 

/ fellows of the same pursuit, Within the recollection of some 
who are here present, the agricultural -societies: of the United 
States could have been counted upon one’s fingers, and agricultur- 

. al fairs were a thing ‘scarcely known. But, thanks to the pio-
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neer efforts of a few far-seéing men, and to the stimulating influ. = 
ence of an intelligent press, strengthened and reinforced by the | 

"progressive spirit of this wonderful age, a great change has been | 
wrought since those plodding days: ‘To-day, associations of this 

kind are almost as numerous as those of any other, while indus- 
trial exhibitions are: the distinguishing event of the autumn season 

in every part of the country; and, what is of greater moment, 
the wholesorne, saving doctrine, that there is a true science of farm- 
ing, without a knowledge of the principles of which the highest 

_ .guecess is impossible, is gaining ground. = —_ 

_. Public recognition of this is beginning to clothe the business of 
farming with a new dignity, and to create new demands for its fur-_ 

ther improvement. Colleges, in‘ large numbers, have beenvestab- _ 
_. lished and endowed, the primary object of: which is to provide in- _ 

struction in the application of ‘science to the improvement of agri- | 
culture. In this way, farming is gradually approaching that de- 
gree of development and scientific certainty that will in time entitle | 
it torankas areal profession. But, in spite of these evidences of _ 

s progress, the present condition of agriculture and of the farmer 
himself, is far from satisfactory. Guess-work, random efforts, “cut 

and try” methods still characterize the practice of most farmers. 
Waste is manifest on every hand — waste of time and strength = 

. and ‘substance, W. e-see it in field culture, in stock rearing, in or- 
chardin g, in short, every where ; while the scanty fruits of toil are a 
often more than half. appropriated by those who carry them to. the 7 

ultimate consumer, or who, with very little productive labor, | 
~ manage, by the tricks of trade, to fatten and flourish upon mar- 
gins and corners. Thus it has been from: time immemorial, and _ 
thus it will continue to be until farmers shall better understand  __ ) 
the situation about them, and organize in self-defense. oe 

. One of the:chief ‘difficulties thus far has been, that farming is | 
wholly individualized. This accounts in great part for its prostration _ 

__at'the feet of every interest that is organized and cohesive. All - 
-- great human achievethents are the results of united effort. Our 
whole social system is union, from the country log-rolling to the 
confederacy of states.: Farmers cannot afford to ignore the rest of 
the world: We are sadly behind, and whatever may be the cause, 

- a closer union can do much toward removing it. There is a want
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_.of organized, intelligent, associated effort. If the farmers of this 
| country were properly united, if a close bond of union: were es- 

S tablished, from the district club or grange, up through town, 

county, state and national organizations, so that sure and reliable _ 

information .could be secured and promptly distributed, un- 
- | told advantages and important results . would follow. It is | 

400. late to re-open the question ‘of educating the farming 

---— .eommmunity for its own sake, as well as for the sake of all - 
other classes. Agriculture supplies the principal material and 

__._- support of all other forms of labor, while it renews and restores 

their waste, by an unfailing supply of fresh bodily and mental 
: - .power. The rural population forms the substratum: of society. 

‘From its ranks are recruited, the sepply of the most reliable 

- and. successful business and professional men; and the most . 

efficient and useful-women. The necessity of keeping pure the 
_ fountain head is too plain to admit of argument,and every means : 

'__.ghould be-employed to secure the highest possible development of 

‘that interest which forms the bed-rock upon which all others rest. 

__ _I-feel assured that it is unnecessary to attempt any extended - 
oe _ argument to convince the inteligent members of this convention 

+ of the importance of a properly conducted agricultural society as 
Bo an educating agency, and of its beneficial influence, direct or indi- 

| —-rect, upon every industry of the country. It ed ucates socially— 
"old. friends: meet and new acquaintances’are formed. © Friendly 

+ intercourse with neighbors lightensetoil, temlpers the pangs of tem- 

ae porary adversity and heightens the pleasures of prosperity. It 

educates intellectually ; mind comes in contact with mind, free 
discussion is had—objections are considered: and friendly emula- 

tion and wholesome eriticisms are. indulged in: Here, a8 in politics 

or _ ethics, every question has two sides, and truth can only be 

reached, or agreement secured, by-a fair and honest interchange 

| of opinion, The results must be seen in improved culture, better 
, fruits, better stock, better implements, better methods: of using 

‘, them, higher hopes, wiser faith. «It is highly encouraging to wit- 
“ness the growing activity which is now manifest in the organi- 

| zation of local agricultural sovieties.. These, farmers’. clubs ‘and 

| town. granges are becoming a power in the land, as well ‘as useful 

agencies in: promoting and imparting agricultural science. Many
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false theorics will be advocated, no doubt, but agitation and intel: = 
-- Figent discussion can scarcely fail to end in good. These local ne 

-- @lubs, organized for the: mutual improvement of their members, _ 

are so many normal’schools; whose work it is in part to help pre- 
pare teachers in the science and art of agriculture. At -these 

neighborhood meetings of practical farmers, the results of indi- : 
vidual experiments are brought together and compared, new dis- 
coveries are communicated, errors are combatted, and a higher and | 

| better knowledge of the theory and practice of farming is secured. 

he means employed by the town or district grange or club to 

| secure the culture and improvement of its members must chiefly 

be the library and stated meetings for the discussion of such ques- | 

tions as most nearly concern the little community of farmers who 

-- are-represented. In some tocalities, the town market fair hasbeen 
_ imtroduced with advantage, 
_- But-as the chief end is information and encouragement, the = 

| first mentioned means are by far the most important. It is in the 

, club meetings that one or two intelligent and earnest men, having | 

themselves learned a more excellent way are enabled to reform the | 
_ methods and substantially change the practice cf a whole neigh- | 

_ _borkhood.. The association is composed of those who know each 

other'as neighbors, Its members are thus easily led intosuch in- = 

| - quiries and expression of opinions as observation and experience a 
- has suggested, and an ambition is stimulated to make common to __ 

al the successes of the most’ fortunate of their members. The 
- very quickening of the mind which naturally grows out of these | 
discussions is one of the most valuable fruits of the local organi- - 
gation. Because of his isolation and of the quiet natare of nis | 

_-- @mployment, the mind of the farmer tends to grow, or rather to | 

| - remain dull and inactive. He needs to be repeatedly shaken up : 
#0 ‘prevent him from ‘becoming hopeiessly routine and old fash- Ss 

~ ioned in his‘methods. But stir him up, set his intellectual pow- a 

+ ers into active operation at frequent intervals, and he at once be- | 
- eomes.a thinking, progressive man, not only ready to learn. from 

others, but competent'to-devise and investigate for himself. - These 

- ate-a'few of the benefits of town and neighborhood organizations, = 
-_- but there are many others that might be enumerated. ‘The office | 

__<,. of the county society, though different, is scarcely less important,
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Mos It cannot convene its members for frequent discussions, nor in 
~~ other respects supply the place of the local club, but it can gather — 

|  gogether, annually at least, the farmers and their products, and — 
| thus afford opportunity for all to see the best results that have 7 

been achieved by the most successful farmer, stockbreeder, fruit 
- grower, mechanic, manufacturer, ho usewife, and artist, of the whole aS 

gountty, te 
, The primary object of agricultural, horticultural and household 

exhibitions is not merely to award premiums. The great central 
‘dea, besides,the social and moral development is, that by bring: — 

ing to one place occasionally, animals and articles of superior ex- . 
a cellence as models, so that they can be conveniently ‘seen, studied 

and compared, every. one may have an opportunity of becoming — 

acquainted with the appearance, at. least of whatever is best and 
most profitable of its kind; the horse of the fittest proportions, — 

| either for work or for speed, the cow best suited-for milk or but- — 
 tét, or as breeder, the hog that promises the greatest returns for a 

given amount of care and food, the sheep best adapted to each 

farmer’s circumstances, either for wool or the market, or both, and 

go. on through the whole range of stock, and fruits, household, _ 

| arts and manufactured products. Every one, by careful inquiry, 

is enabled to learn much of the means by which these best-results 

were secured, and may, perhaps, be put in the way of obtaining 

their like for his own use and advantage. The chance is offered , 

Oo to see and acquire the most approved of everything in the way of 

implements, machinery, and. various mechanical devices, for the 

a convenience of the farmer and his working force, for the savingof 

: ~ labor and for the better execution of his work. Add to these ad: eo 

vantages the stimulus which one derives from: the discovery, of his 

inferiority in practical farming, and the encouragement another re- 

--._-_ @eives from his recognized superiority, and we have some of the 

—-_ gpecial fruits of the industrial exhibition, the planning and man- 
agement of which constitutes the chief work of the county society. 

“ - Butaside from these direct and special advantages to the far- 

mer, there are some other fruits which grow out of these annual 
exhibitions, the indirect benefit of which should not be overlooked, 

— hey give encouragement to. the mechanical and manufacturing 

glasses by affording them:an opportunity to exhibit their inven- !
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tions and. products, and by furnishing an impartial though inter- | 

| ested umpire to pass upon their merits and test their relative val- 

ues. The direct benefit of this acurues to the mechanic and man- 
 ufacturer himself, but the farmer also secures advantages; first, 

by being aided in reaching proper - conclusions as to the relative 

value of things invented and manufactured for his use; ‘secondly, 

by afterwards reaping the fruits of the inventor's stimulus, in the 

form of still better machinery. Finally, the social benefits se- 

cured by the intermingling of individuals at the annual county 
fairs, are of very considerable importance. They afford tempo- 

‘rary rest from overwork—-extend the farmer’s field of observa- 

tion—help cure his prejudices—enlarge his views—quicken and . 

strengthen his sympathies with his fellows, and thus better it = 

him. for intelligent co-operation in wh atever promises to improve | 

his condition and exalt and dignify his calling. as 

The state society and state board take up and carry onthe workof = 

county organization; by operating upon a larger scale, they pos- | 

sess the advantage of bringing together from a wider area such 

products as have gained a local superiority, and thus enable 

the state to make comparison of the progress of whole com- 

-- munities. But they have another important work to.do—that of | 

- systematically gathering in stores of information from every > 

quarter of the world, and disseminating it through the medium of | 

| their publications, and through the channels conveniently afforded 

by all subordinate societies of every grade. ‘The fruits of such 
| works, well and wisely done, are not perishable with the year, | | 

| but enduring as time. These publications afford not only a 
| means for the careful sifting of innumerable facts, but also a- 

“practical guidance in the application of scientific knowledge. 
Holding to these views, I deem it a ground of satisfaction and | | 

of pride: to the Wisconsin State Agricultural Society, as‘well as | 

| to all the citizens of our state, that its publications have taken, 
and now hold a prominent place in the appreciation of the = 

agricultural public of this country. How much good they have | 

“ accomplished by their able discussion of principles and the fearless 

advocacy of far reaching and comprehensive views of industrial 
- policy, we cannot well estimate. As Wisconsin now numbers a
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population of over a million, many of whom, if they can be _ 
brought together at this season of the year with the results of a 

_- new twelve months experience fresh before them, will be able to _ 
--—-- gontribute something to the common stock of information, we 

hail the State Agricultural Convention as a new and valuable — 

educating agency. It is one of the ‘most hopeful tokens of 

| agricultural progress, that farmers are beginning to meet in con- a 

> _-ventions like the-present to discuss practical affairs. It is evi- 

- dence that they are beginning to think about. their joint needs 

| and to provide forthem. What are ourjoint needs? This begets 

| | thought and discussion, and in my opinion there can be no 

-. popular and effective co-operation without such consultation. — 

‘There can be no strength developed to assist in correcting evils 

_ -without healthy co-operation. The good that shall come out of . 
| these deliberations will depend entirely upon the mannerinwhich 

a they are conducted, and the tone and temper which pervade them. 

‘Tn view of this, let our discussions at this time be characterized 

_. by definiteness, directness of speech, and, above all, by scrupulous _ 

: care in the statement of facts. | | 

The industrial college is now entering as a new factor in deter- _ 

mining the material progress of the world. Thatit must become 

a very important one, seems plain, when we reflect upon the rapid 

| development of the sciences, and their applicability to the practi- 

| ~ ealacts. Should any allusion to this new agent seem foreign to 
| the subject which is more immediately under: consideration, I beg me 

| you to bear in mind that the college of agriculture and mechanical 

arts ts the offspring of the agricultural societies of the country ; that it 

must look to them for support and encouragement, while it be- 

- comes to them and to their members in turn, a fountain head of | 

, . geientifie truth. The industrial college is not only the fruit of as- 

sociated effort, but is, in and of itself, little more than an associa- __ 
_. tion of scientific men indirectly aiming at practical: industrial re- _ 

--— gults, ‘Let those who assume this work prosecute it with an eye — 
_. . single to the end for which they were ordained to priesthood in 

| science, and these colleges will become a powerful agency for good. — 
| "Te we attempt to pass from the foregoing instrumentalities for 

oO agricultural advancement, and consider questions of co-operative | . 

| effort in general, and in the true province of government in regard ©
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to. the control of its industries, we are at once brought face to face 7 
with various questions of political economy and of social and gov- a 

_ ernmental science, How far may legislation wisely go in its efforts — 
| to solve the difficult and ever-present problem of the transporta- 

tion of produce at fair and equal rates? What shall be the limit 
of class legislation, or shall it be indulged in at all? To what 

degree would industrial legislation be improved by increas- 
ing the number of farmers in our legislative bodies, and how | 

far would it be wise for farmers to work together to this 
end? These are all questions as to the value of associated 

effort in the interesis of agriculture, but to decide them aright 

would require more study and more philosophy than I have been 
able to bring to bear upon them. ‘Ihe problem: is not demon- 
strated to the entire satisfaction of all, whether the order known 

~ as the “Patrons of Husbandry ” has its foundation in a true social 
: philosophy. Its existence, however, is evidence of the fact that 

: the great farming community of the United States feel the need | 

__ Of understanding each other better, and of co-opcratingtosecuréa ts 

more rapid improvement of their condition as an indastrial class. | 
| It is a hopeful sign, that farmers are beginning to realize that their 

condition, absolute and relative, is not what it should be, and in a 

| attempting to cure the evils. which are felt to exist, many worth- a 

less, and some vicious remedies will no doubt be at times applied. . 
| Of one thing bearing upon this general subject I am perfectly cer- - 

tain, that no plan for making the great body of the farmers of | 
- Wisconsin, and of the whole country, practically wise and. influ- | 

ential, can compare with the great scheme of popular, industrial — | 
_. education. Knowledge is power. a 

>. The true method, then, is to augment the man, and not the cir- 
cumstances that surround him. Education develops the power to 

- control circumstances, and “ when you secure causes, you secure 
_ effects also.” Education develops men and trains them. The. 

| development and training of the whole man then, is the greatest | 
boon that can be conferred upon us, and farmers mast become 
more intelligent if they would realize their dreams of social re- | 
sponsibility, much more if they would aspire to social and politi- 

_ .¢alsupremacy. To this end there is little danger of bringing to 
__. bear'too much of associated effort. Let it be borne in mind that a
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| the profession of agriculture can rise only as the farmer himself is 

exalted in the scale of intelligence. ‘Without a knowledge of the. 

- fandamental principles of agricultural science, he has no more 
| reason to expect professional success than the quack in medicine, _ 

who knows nothing of anatomy, physiology, patholegy or hygiene, — 

| and is utterly ignorant of the most approved remedial agents— _ 

7 the patient may get well in spite of the physician. So it is with | 

much of our farming—it is sheer quackery, and that the pitiful — 

° results which we witness are not far worse, is owing to the great- 
oe benificence of nature, whose patient endurance of all sorts of vio- 

| lation of her laws, is a never ending marvel. When we think of 

the delicacy of organization of both plant. and animal—of the 

ee numberless circumstances which, in one way or another, modify 

_ their growth and determine the degree of their development, and 

of the laws but half revealed, in accordance with which the most 

_ - complete results can alone be obtained—even the wisest are | 

; amazed at how little they know of their life’s business—what then 
; shall be said of the great multitude, whose practice warrants the 

conclusion that they have no idea of the manner in which the > 

oo plant makes its growth, or the animal is developed—who laugh | 

at all theories of selection, whether in planting or in breeding? © 

It is a great mistake to suppose that the farmer needs less intel- 

- ectual culture and material discipline than those who are en- 
gaged in other occupations. There is no business in life that re- 

quires for its successful pursuit a more active mind, broader views, - 

ora more thorough training than that of the farmer. Seoarcely a 

ss ggience can be named within the whole scope of human research, _ 

but has:a bearing upon his occupation; ‘and upon some of the. 

most intricate of these, unconsciously perhaps, he builds all of his 
| ‘successes, and scatters the wrecks of all his failu res. Agriculture 

not only deals with soils — their composition and degrees of fer- 

wo tility — but with everything that pertains toanimal and vegetable 
life. To make agricultural labor popular, and, in the best and 

* truest sense, profitable, it must be associated with the highest in- 
|  telligenoe. There must be more train work and less muscular 

| effort. The grand problem is to secure the greatest returns, the — 

a highest aggregate of satisfaction, with the least expenditure of 

me effort. The question of cheap or reasonable rates of transporta- —
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tion is an imrortant one, and demands investigation ; but one of 

even greater moment among farmers to-day is, how to marshal the 

forces of nature to their service, and properly economize the myriad 
agencies of production that lie wasting about us. Make men in- 

telligent, and they soon find shorter and easier ways of reaching a | 

given end. We can never expect to eliminate physical labor. 
The necessity for its use is an inexorable law of our being. But 
we may rely too much upon it. Make labor ‘intelligent and you 
increase its value by as much as mind is superior to matter. We 

yield to the superiority of intellect, but not to brute force. Thespirit — | 

_ of improvement is abroad in the land. The electric spirit of the 
age is beginning to take hold of the plodding farmer. 

Agriculture will henceforth demand intelligence, close observa- 
tion, good sense,—in short, science. He who would succeed _ 
must have in him all ‘the elements of an earnest man, be of no — 

- glow blood or indurated brain. I would have the farmer know 
_ how-to produce a perfect crop, and a perfect animal, and thenhow —— 

to reap the largest net returns for his labor. This is briefly said, 

but what a world of particulars it involves! What a variety and 
vast amount of knowledge it implies. .A knowledge of soils and 

their varied adaptations—of manures and of their most judicious 

_ application—of the. best methods of preparing the soil, planting 

the seed, and of cultivating, harvesting and curing the crop—of 

| the laws of climate and climatic relations—of the physiological 

‘principles of breeding and ‘of feeding—of. the laws of political / 

~ economy, especially so far as they apply to the question of demand | 
and supply. I would have him capable of protecting his own in- 

_ terests, whether it be done through the press, in halls of legisla- 

tion, or by such judicious and effective combination with his fel- 
low farmers, as would save him from falling between the upper 

and the nether millstones of unscrupulous middle-men and soulless 

corporations. Further than this, I would have him fully compe- 
tent to meet all the varied duties of citizenship. To these ends, a 
invoke the associated, systematic and persistent effort of all who — 

_ would elevate our noble calling, promote the best good of society, 
- and raise the standard of our common humanity. Then we shall 

see agriculture recognized as one of the learned professions—more
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a honorable, and withal, more inviting than any other pursuit inthe — 

| _ whole range of civilized life oo SEE oo 

| _ The.address was listened to with marked attention, and those _ 

portions relative to co-operation among farmers, and the organiza-— 

| - tion of co-operative societies, warmly applauded. 

oO Eli Sherman moved that a committee of three be appointed by - 

the chair, on Resolutions. Adopted. EAE 

__A paper was then read by Hon. John L. Mitchell, of Milwaukee, — 

- Vice President of the State Agricultural Society, upon the sub- 

co ject of “Horses,” which, with other papers read before the con- 

-_-yention, may be found under the head of “Practical Papers.” 

: “Short Horns.” Paper by C. H. Williams, of Baraboo, 

Vice President of the.society. 7 ae et os 

Devons.” Paper by John H. Carswell, of Richland county. . 

In the course of some extempore remarks, Mr. C. alluded to 

. Devon cattle which had turned the scales at 1,600 and 1,800 _ 

+ pounds, and that instances were on record of their weighing 2,000 

pounds st , 

| Mr. Richmond, of Whitewater, inquired where such record — 

| could be found, whereupon the speaker referred him to the re- 

port made by Mr, Roach to the United States Agricultural Bureau. 

‘ forthatinformation, = ss earn a 

- “ Ayrshires,” Paper by Chester Hazen, of Winnebago county, 

President of the Wisconsin Dairymen’s Association se 

| “Sheep Husbandry.” Paper by Hli Stilson, of Oshkosh, Vice 

President of the State Agricultural Society. At the close of this 

| valuable treatise, Mr. Stilson stated that he had received speci- 

mens of wool from South America, with.a minute description of 

the same, accompanied with a request that the State Agricultural 

Society should pass upon its quality. Said he would send it to 

the agricultural rooms forinspection.- ee 

« Alderneys.” Paper by Judge Geo. E. Bryant, of Madison. _ 

a * Poland-China Hogs.” Paper by Hon. M. Anderson, of Dane 

| - county. This statistical and descriptive treatise was read: by Mr. 

Anderson, prefacing it with the remark that, as the subject was by 

- no.means a poetical one, he hoped to be pardoned if he confined — 

himself to dry matters of fact. a 
A gordial invitation to visit the University of Wisconsin was_
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extended to the convention by Prof. Daniells, who stated that.that Ones 

institution had a department devoted to agriculture, which he 
_ would be.pleased to have them examine, and observe what was 

there being done to promote the interests of the farmer. } 
‘Edward Porter desired to know if the papers read before the 

convention were to be discussed, and upon being assured by Sec- 
| retary Field that such was the intention, he offered a few perti- | 

| nent suggestions upon the method of curing pork and bacon. He 

. severely criticised the manner in which our hogs were prepared 

for shipment to foreign markets. The imperfect methods pursued | 

by our pork-packers, were the reasons why American pork and _ 

-. bacon were of an inferior quality, and brought a lower price in 

the markets of the world, than the far-famed English ‘bacon. | This 

Was no fault of men who raised the hogs, but of the packers who 

cured it, and he hoped the ddy was not far distant when the evil 

might be remedied. os a poe | 7 

Adjourned until2P.M0 — 

Afternoon Session. : 

| The chair announced the following committee on resolations : | 
'  #li Sherman, W. D. Hoard and J. M. Kellogg. | 

.  “Soils—their Preservation and Renovation.” Paper by Secre- 

tary Bild On . 
_ “ Diversified Industry on the. Farm.” Paper by D.M. Morrow, _ 

of the Western Farmer. oy higigitige es Ses 
- & Diseases and Remedies.” Paper by Dr. Wm. Horne, of Janes- 

ville | : | 

‘General Farm Husbandry.” Paper by Dr. C. L. Martin, of 
Janesville. 

. ~. “Ayrshires.” Paper by Jonathan Stoddard, of Sheboygan 
-  gounty. Read by Secretary Field, by request. ae 

| ‘The committee on resolutions asked leave to make a report at 

this . time, which was granted. Whereupon the committee sub- | 

- mitted the following _ ee 
(RRR PREAMBLE AND RESOLUTIONS, — SOR | 

a | Wurzas, In the nature of present agricultural affairs, there 
ig an admitted inadequacy of remuneration for agricultural labor,
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- and an apparent undue degree of profit in certain other pursuits ; 

| Wuereas, In various ways the farmer is being forced by combi- | 
| nations of railroads, dealers and manufacturers, to the payment of 

exorbitant rates of freight, commissions, and for manufactured _ . 

articles, and that it is evident that the true reason for this lies in — 
the united and co-operative action of these several interests, and — 
in the disunited and uncombined action on the part of the farmers ; oe 
and, : SNS edge 

a Wuereas,! Complaint, without sharp, practical, intelligent ac- | 

tion on our pirt to counteract these growing evils, is worse than 
| . folly ; and, | 7 NBL ‘ ER hee ok | 

7 Wuereas, Self-preservation is our law, as well as that of oth- ~ 
| es; therefore, =  sss—S , 

Aes . Resolved, That we, as farmers and others interested in the 

- emancipation of agriculture from the thralldom of all unnecessary os 

_. trammels, do recommend to the farmers of this state to formthem- _ 

= selves into clubs, granges and other societies, for the intelligent dis- 

_ cussion of the grievances before mentioned. | | ; 

| Resolved, That we recommend united action by such clubs and 

| societies in the purchase of farm machinery and farm supplies, | . 

_ for the reason that if the sellers combine to sell, our only safety 

| lies in a like combination to buy. | OO 

| Resolved, That we recommend these clubs and societies to ce 

: unite in sending delegates once a year to meet in convention, to. . 

| take into consideration questions of vital interest to Wisconsin ag- _ 
—. Yieulture. ) _ | a 

Resolved, That we urgently recommend a greater degree of | 

study, and a better understanding of the demands of various mar- 

| kets, and the distinctions there established, and the importance of 

| the dissemination of such knowledge among the people. am ee ; 

| Resolved, That as the burdens of taxation are grievous, com- 
| “ pelling the farmer to practice the strictest economy in order to pay 7 

his taxes and meet other demands, this convention would earnestly 

recommend to our officials, a. corresponding economy in the man- 

agement of our public affairs. eee (See Be 

_ : | Resolved, That farmers and the entire agricultural interests, should 

be more effectually represented in the state and national assem- —
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- blies, and that our interests should not be sacrificed to corpora- 

oe tions and monopolies, and we recommend sharp criticism of the | 

acts of our officials in this repect. — Be, | 

—- * Resolved, That cheap transportation of our products is one of 
| the many ways to ensure better profits and lessen the labor of the 

farm, thereby affording farmers, their wives, sons and daughters, 

those educational advantages so freely offered, and. yet often be- 

| yond their ability to accept, and we demand of our legislators | 

- specific action on this questions = 
On motion, the resolutions were unanimously adopted. | a 
Mr. Amaziah Richmond, of Whitewater, read a brief paper — | 

upon “Breeds and Breeding.” Mr. R. said he made a distinction | 
between races and breeds. That a race could not be improved by : 
crossing with other races, but that each race could’ be improved | 

- ‘by good care and feed, and by breeding only from those pos- 

sessed of certain desirable characteristics. — | — 

he Merino sheep he believed to be a distinct race, and all 

| things considered, he thought them the most profitable for the * : 
_ farmers of Wisconsin. Thought agricultural societies ought to 7 

. encourage the breeding of each race of domestic animals pure and 

distinct, and to that end should offer much larger premiums for 
' a pure than for graded stock. Gave some of the peculiar charac- 

teristics of the Devon cattle, claiming that they were hardy, made 
excellent working oxen, were of good size, matured early, and 
made choice beef. Spoke in high terms of the Galloway cattle; 
that they were a superior, large breed, took on flesh quickly, with — 

little feed, and were truly valuable. ee 
Mr. Favill suggested that inasmuch as the legislature, now in 

- session, were deciding on what railroad corporation they should - 

- confer the St. Croix land grant, he would recommend that that 

honorable body be invited to bestow a portion of it upon the State 
_ Agricultural Society, for the purpose of establishing an Experi- 

mental Dairy Farm. Mr. Favill was requested by the chairtoput = 
his statement in the form of a motion, but he insisted it was only 

oa suggestion, though he must say he should like to see his idea — 
- practically developed. EE ea 

A delegate asked for information in regard to the utility and 
valueof | | - 7
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| a | MARKET FAIRS. | ee 
 W. D. Hoard, of Jefferson county, was called for, who responded. 

that he could only speak upon this subject so far as it related to 
_ oneline of product, to-wit: dairying. The whole matter lies in 

| one question, how shall we market our produce ? . The solutionof — 

/ this question soon pressed itself upon the attention of our dairy- a 
men, and to take the first step, they organized a market fair, and 

: held their first market day at Watertown. Commission men and 

| dealers in Milwaukee, Chicago and other places, and the cheese: __ 
my makers throughout the state were invited to attend. They came, 

but it soon became evident that the dealers were not satisfied, and 

7 _ they took every opportunity to hinder and discourage the enter- | 

prise. Dealers began to ignore the marlset days. Nothing daunted, 

the dairymen looked elsewhere for a market, and commenced 
_ Shipping cheese to New York, and even to London direct. They 

| - soon discovered that Wisconsin cheese ranked as high in those 
__. - distant markets as that made in the state of New York. High 

-freights was one difficulty that must be overcome in some way, and 

7 _ the. best way was to establish these market days, collect our 

products together at some point, and combine to secure the lowest ~ 

rates possible. The dairymen of Jefferson county had receiveda 
proposition to transport their cheese to Liverpool for 95 cents per 

hundred. In no other way could as favorable figures have been _ 
- secured, with as little trouble and expense ‘as by this system of 

market fairs. What had been realized by the dairymen he was 
| convinced might be secured by farmers in any other line of pro- 

duce, by means of similar agencies. Bn | 
Dr. C. L. Martin desired to know how farmers’ clubs could be 

_.. formed for shipping their pork without the necessary capital? 
_ Mr. Hoard illustrated that point by citing the case of a farmers’ 

club in Illinois, which formed an organization to dispose of their 
pork. They made a statement of the number and kind of hogs __ 
they had to sell, which they sent to various pork packers. This - 

large amount of pork, controlled by a single organization, which _ 
might be acquired by a single purchase, soon attracted the atten- — 

- tion of dealers, and the result was, they. sold to them direct, at the 

highest market price, and saved a large percentage that usually = 
goes to middlemen in such transactions; = a
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/ Mr. J. E. Thomas, of Sheboygan, regarded such associations : 

with favor, and regretted that they had not been formed in Shee 

 -boygan county. The cheese-makers, especially, had suffered by | 

 non-co-operation. They had shipped some cheese, but the return | 

discounts for shortage had annoyed them exceedingly. Now he | 

was glad to observe the dairymen were arousing to the necessity | 

- . of combining their individual interests. They were prospering. 

According ‘to the statement of banks at Sheboygan, their deposits 

were about $600,000, a great part of which was deposited by the | 

' farmers. But the one thing needful was combination for the pur- 

pose of attracting the attention of dealers, Oo 

Mr. Eaton, of Green county, expressed himself in favor of the : 

_ free discussion going on in the convention. He regarded it quite 

as good as listening to the fine essays which had been read. : The 

_ dairymen might be able to form combinations, and secure better Oe 

prices for their produce; but he had been an officer of a farmers’ 

club in bis county, and found it difficult to establish such co-oper- 

ative efforts, and if any one present could offer any plan that : 

would meet the exigencies of the case, he, for one, would be glad 

_ to know it. | | 

Mr. J. W. Leffingwe!l explained briefly the aims and ovjects of 

the Patrons of Husbandry. He wasa member of the organiza- = 

- tion, and regarded it a good thing. If there was anything better, 

“he wanted to join it. The order was organized about five years 

ago, and had been gaining slowly since. There are about one — ) 

hundred granges in this state. He was satisfied they had done a 

good, and were capable of doing much more, if rightfully directed. 

In his estimation, they possessed elements that would subserve the 

_. best interests of the farmer, if they did not prove a remedy for all 

ills afflicting that calling. ee 
> Mr. Hazen said he was a member of the Patrons of Husbandry, 

and believed in them. They were useful—combining farmers for 

their own protection, Arrangements were made with merchants 

in Oshkosh, whereby members could get goods at the low price of | 

ten per cent. above cost. Thus far the order had been of real 

value to the farmers in his section. Attempts had been made, by oe 

(a counter-combination of merchants, to run them out, but they 
did not succed. 2 ne -
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.  -Hidward Porter said that he had more trouble to raise his pro- | 

duce than he had to sell it. He thought from the statementsmade _ 
by some of the delegates, one would get the idea that the farmers 

_._- -were the most miserable class of men in the wide world. To look 
at those assembled, he thought they were well provided for. He — 
opposed the granges and defended the merchants and middle-men, 

_ whom he had generally found honorable and worthy men. Many 

| pertinent illustrations were given to fortify this opinion: Lodges _ 

| and granges were good as far as they went, but they did not help | 

a farmer who failed to take care of his farm. ean 

: ‘The discussion was further continued by Messrs. Favill, Ancer- 

son and Haton. - ee ee ee 
| Dr. Strong, of Columbia county, asked if a member of the 

_ Patrons of Husbandry could ride on the railroad cheaper, or get 
their grain taken to market at more reduced freights, than farmers | 

ee who are not members. : So ES 
Mr, Hazen, in reply, stated that they could not; that they did | 

not save expense in that way, but by dispensing with agents, 

thereby avoiding their charges. The large per centage paid agents | 

| _ for farm machinery—sometimes as high as thirty-three per cent.-— 

was avoided. All this might be saved to the farmer, by proper — 

7 Management, through the agency of the order, 
Convention adjourned to meet in the Assembly Chamber at 8 — 

| | ee eee Evening Session. | : a 

AG 8 o'clock, President Taylor called the convention to order, 

and introduced Gen. E. E. Bryant, of Madison, who read an inter- | 
esting and valuable paper upon “Co-operation among Farmers.” — 

_--*<J. B. Parkinson, A. M., Prof. of Civil Polity and International | 
_ Law in the University of Wisconsin, was then introduced by the 
President, who read a truly scholarly and able paper upon ‘Pro- — 

_ duction and Consumption, Supply and Demand.” e 
Adjourned until9 A.M, Friday, 

| = Bp ay, 9A. M. 
| ~ Convention met. President Taylorinthe chai 

ws Secretary Field read communications from Prof. J. W. Hoyt 
. and Hon. John P. Reynolds, each regretting'their inability to be .
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present, but expressing their warmest symyathy for the efforts put _ 
forth by our society to educate the farmers of the state, and sin- - 

-_cerely hoped that the great struggle now going on everywhere to _ 

--better the condition of the American farmer, would be a grand 

and glorious success. _ eee K Ea ag | . 

“Cranberry Culture.” Paper by H. Floyd, of Green Lake : 
county. yee ee ete ea sees . | 

_ “Blements of Success in Farming.” Paper by G. E. Morrow, 

of the Western Farmer. oe RE Ba ue | 

“Grain Culture.” Paper by A. EH. Allen, of Fox Lake. 7 

_ Mr. Allen was asked certain questions by delegates, to which 

. . hereplied,as follows: © | «ei Bee Cae EEE oes 

Q. How much clover do you sow peracre? | 
A. About six quarts. eg a eS ee Lee | 

, QQ Do you prefer a broadcast seeder ordrill? °° | es | 

_ A. Lusea gang-plow seeder—one of my own construction. | - 
--- Q -Did you ever sow plaster upon grain, without seeding with 

clover? 7 ee 

| A. Thave, but would not advise it to be done. The bestway 

_ is to sow plaster upon clover. ,-Plaster,wil] make clover grow, and 
clover will make wheat grow. ° | 

es Fish Culture.” Paper by Alfred Palmer, of Boscobel. 

A delegate asked Mr. Palmer, how much and what kind of food - 

A. Ifyou stock your ponds rightly, not too much, nature will a 

supply nearly all the food they need. The older the ponds, the | 

more animal life accumulates for food. I get livers of the butcher 
to feed ‘them occasionally. My trout do not cost me ten cents a 

day for food. They are the cheapest meat I ever raised on my 
farm 5 a | 

Qe What was the age of your trout fed the last year, and the — 

average number? — pe 
AL My oldest trout were three years old, and the average for 

- the year, some 20,000, large and small. Don’t think I paid over ~ 

twenty-five dollars for food for them for the year. Of course, na- 

ture furnished a large amount of food, such as bugs and insects 

which breed rapidly in the water, and is food much sought after 
by the trout. a oo _
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| —. Q Will they live in hard water? _ 2 ees 

a A. - They will. The water in my pond is very-hard, and they 
_ thrive well. Don’t think it makes any difference whether the 

-  waterissoftor hard: = oS SEAS dy ds 

Ho Mr. Favill was called upon to give his views upon some of the a 

- topics under discussion. In regard to the co-operative schemes 
| which had been urged, he thought the farmer was at work at the 

: wrong end of the question. Why quarrel with the markets and the _ 
~ middle-men when the trouble is of our own making ? The system 

of farming and the way it has been carried on was where the 

fault was to be found. He never knew a strictly grain growing 
_ community that ever got rich, “It was because they were selling 

| their farms by the bushel. He never knew a stock and dairying 
. - community that did not become well-to-do. The dairy business 

wag more certain—its products more stable in price than any 

a other branch of agricultural industry. About eleven bushels of 

~ wheat are raised per acre on an average, which sell at $1.25 per oS 

_ bushel. There was very little profit in such yield—men would 

grow poor at it. Expenses are too high to make it profitable. 

/ The Pacific slope can raise wheat far cheaper than we can. What an 

| _ then’shall we do? Raise beef cattle? But what kind of cattle? 
-_. It costs too much to raise corn to make beef at a. profit in com- — 

| petition with Indiana and Illinois. So with horses. So with hogs _ 
What shall we do? His advice was to engage in the dairy busi- - 

| ness. Not that he would have farmers abandon these other 

> branches of industry, but make them in a certain sense subordi- | 

' nate to dairying. He had not lived long enough to see butter and 

_ gheese sold too low to be profitable. He had sold cheesé at five — 

ents a pound, and made money. But would,it-do for all farmers _ 

‘to engage in that business? He did not think there was danger 

: enough in that to warrant any special explanation. He would | 

snot advocate dairying, exclusively, for every farmer ought to. 

raise his own wheat, corn, pork, etc., and convert what. surplus | 

| he may have into. a more compact form for transportation. Mr. 
| Favill thought the preduct of the dairy would not be more than _ 

: the market would demand, if- generally followed, because when : 

| overstocked it became lower and the sales increase until the 
| market is cleared, when the prices will again rise. Heclosed by —
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saying that his hobby was cheese-making, and he was glad to . | 

have an opportunity of talking about it _ 
Hon. J. T. Kingston, of J uneau, offered some very excellent . 

suggestions upon “ pear culture,” resulting from his own experi- 

ence. After planting his trees, he placed around them a covering - 

| of gravel. He had tried salt and lime, and found them good; and - 
afterward salt and iron flings, which he regarded as the best. He 

had eight varieties. The Flemish Beauty was ‘the only one he 

could call by name. He did not prune the treesat all. In regard . 
: to climate, he was satisfied they could, with proper care, be raised 

'- guecessfully anywhere in the state. He made no extra protection 

for the trees in winter, and had no tronble from blight. He thought 

blight was caused by an insect stinging the tender branches. The. 

| stinging was Jone in the morning, and. it was his practice to go . 

- out during the day and break off those branches that had been = 
| stung and were wilted, and burn them. He concluded by ex- - | 

pressing himself firmly of the opinion that Wisconsin was a good 

 fruit-growing state. a | 
i “Dairy.” Paper by Mrs. P. Putnam, Dodge’s Corners ; read by 

request, by Secretary Field. : 

| On motion of Mr. Thomas, it was agreed that during the after- 

- noon session, no speaker be allowed to speak more than five | 

minutes at one time, nor more than once upon the same question, | 

oS except by unanimous consent of the convention. , =.” | 

Adjourned until 2P.M 0 | 

Afternoon Session. — 

_._ A. very brief.report of the proceedings was obtained. “ Railroad 
Tariffs,” ete, paper-by Hon. M. Anderson. “ Dairying” and 

-“ Grain. Raising” were compared in a somewhat informal discus- 

sion by Messrs. Favill, Allen, and Anderson, with the weight of  _ 

argument rather in favor of the former. oe 

_...A random discussion upon various farm topics then ensued, in 
- which Messrs. Warner, Scoville and others participated. 

_.. “ Kidueated Farmers.” Paper by T. H. Eaton of Green county. 

oo ‘Mr. Burgess, President of the Newark Farmers’ Club, Rock 

_ gounty, sketched a brief outline of that organization, with especial
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reference to the benefits they had received from associated efforts 

- in the purchase of agricultural implements. . Hye og 

, “Tree Blight.” Paper by J. C. Plumb, of Milton. Ree 

a The question of, holding agricultural conventions was discussed, 

and many pertinent suggestions relative to the purpose and ob- — 

| ject of such gatherings were made by Messrs. Flint, Geo. E. Mor- 
row, President Taylor, and Secretary Field. — © Ls Os 

A brief discussion of the Devon cattle, showing their peculiar 
and valuable characteristics, was held by Messrs, Knight and — 

a others. oe | ve edly : 

2 - Mr. Palmer, of Boone county, Iowa, gave a somewhat lengthy _ 

and interesting account of the ‘Short Horns,” and. of their intro- | 

duction into his part of the country. They had proved asuccess, 

and he highly recommended them. “ 7 _ 

a, ‘Mr. Kiser of Dane county, made a few remarks concerning — - 

“Short Horns,” endorsing the views expressed by Mr. Palmer rela- _ 

tive to their hardiness and adaptability to this climate, and for 

himself, gave a decided preference to them over any other breed. 

- He would, however, advise each farmer to select the breed he pre- | 

-. fers, and breed only one variety. | | | 
ss Hon. J. E. Thomas, of Sheboygan made some interesting 

| and highly instructive remarks concerning stables, health of stock, — 

a cisterns, etc., which the society requested Mr. T. to put in form of 

| a “paper” for publication in this volume. It is to. be regretted 

that Mr. T. has not found time todo so. ee 
oS Mr. Thomas wished to know when, and how the proceedings of __ 

this convention would be published. — | 

ae Secretary Field replied that as full proceedings as space would 

| “permit, would be published in the forthcoming volume of ‘the 

society, and that it would be ready for distribution the coming 

| summer. PO os 
| __‘Mr. Thomas farther desired to know if the papers read would = 

| be published in the Western Farmer, Re i SE 

| Secretary Field said that no objection could be made to a syn- 

| opsis of each “paper appearing in the Farmer, and thatif any 

"paper was especially desired by the public before it could appear 

| in the Transactions he would cordially furnish it to the press. 

| A resolution was adopted, urging officers of agricultural socie- __
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ties, clubs, etc., to earnestly encourage the increased circulation of = 
agricultural papers among the farmers of their respective locali- | 
ties, and thereby stimulate ‘a desire to read, and to more fally 
study ’and understand their business. 

_Mr. Kellogg, of Kenosha, and Mr. Hart, of Appleton, made a 
complimentary remarks relative to the convention, and hoped | 

that like gatherings would be held annually. The former said, 

that farm life presented more opportunities for culture than many 
other callings, and ought to be improved rightly. He would go 
home and organize a society in his county, and urged others to 
“go and do likewise.” | 7 

: The hour for adjournment having arrived, Secretary Field stated _ 

| that the convention had been a grand and decided suceess, and on 

behalf of the society under whose auspices it had ‘been held, he 

would-say, that they felt proud cf its inception and final result. 

It had been an achievement beyond their anticipations, and would 
stimulate them to renewed effort in trying to make the future an- - 

nual gatherings more interesting and instructive. He was glad to | 
gee so many societies representing the industry of the state pres- 

ent, and hoped that double the number would be represented an- 
Other year, and each say something for the benefit of agriculture. | 

This first meeting had been something of -an experiment, and , 

| many predicted a failure, but it had been a brilliant achievement | 

and success, and would, he doubted not, be fruitful of great good. 
Said he saw no reason why the great agricultural interests of the 

_- gountry should make war on other interests, callings and profess- _ 

ions, as intimated by some delegates present. Human nature, 

from his knowledge of it, was about the same the world over, and: - 

if the delegates composing this convention were engaged in other 

_ professions, they would invariably do as others do—make their —Ss_—- 
labor net them as large returns as possible. What the farmers 

a want, is to protect themselves, look after their own business, com-_ | 
- - bine and work together as other great interests do. This should 
.. be done not only in town and county, but in the state and nation, — 

and even throughout the world as far as commercial intercourse 
_ exists, and see that their interests are properly protected, cared | 

for and made more remunerative, and if need be, wisely, judi- -
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oe ciously and intelligently control the legislative and judicial depart- 

| ments of the government. Said the Secretary: Farmers of the _ 
state, you have the numerical strength to change and: reform 

—_ abuses if they exist. If you are satisfied that an unequal propor: | 
tion of the burdens of government’ rest, upon you, and that you 
are discriminated against so as to be unable to reap a just propor- 
tion of the profits arising from your labor, you have the remedy 

a in your own hands. Be just to others, but generous to yourselves. | 

: On behalf of the agricultural society, Secretary Field thanked 
| the Milwaukee and St. Paul aad the Chicago and Northwestern — 

Railway Companies for their courtesy and generosity in convey- — 

sing delegates to and from the convention at reduced rates. The 
| convention then adjourned, with the best of feeling, each seem- 

| ingly glad that he had-attended and contributed something to the 7 

generalresulg = | 

oe GHOLOGICAL SURVEY. a 

| I am happy to state that the legislature at its session of 1873, 
_ just closed, enacted a law for a thorough geological survey of the 

a state, having for its object, as specified in section two of the act, as 

“1st, An examination of the geological structure of the state, 

- including the dip, number, magnitude, order and relative position 
of the various strata ; their richness ‘in minerals, metalic ores, 

ek clays, mineral waters, fertilizers, building stones, and other useful 

| materials, the value of such materials for economic purposes, and _ 

their accessibility for mining and manufacture = 
| _ &2d, Accurate chemical analysis and assays of the various ores, _ 

| clays, peats, marls, building stones, etc., discovered by the state. | 

HB, _A careful topographical survey of the lead region, for the 

purpose of ascertaining as far as possible, the amount of denuda- 
tion, and the exact position of the mining ground ateach locality; «= 

also such other topographical surveys as shall be deemed neces- _ 
- gary by the corps, also careful barometrical observations on therel- 

ative elevation and depression of various parts of the state. = 
“4th, An examination of soils and subsoils, and observations __
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- upon the animal and vegetable productions of the state, with ref- | 
erence to its agricultural interests.” , | 

‘The sum of nineteen thousand dollars is annually appropriated — = 
to earry out its provisions, the survey to commence by the 1st of 

_ June, 1873, and be completed in four years. The result of this | 

wise enactment can but be. of great benefit to the agricultural and | 

mining interests of the state. From the preliminary surveys re- | 

cently made by Prof. Murrish, it is demonstrated that vast deposits 
of iron and other valuable minerals exist in several of the counties 

of the state, which heretofore have been supposed to contain little or 
no mineral lands. The new life which has been infused into those 

having iron interests, by the steadily advancing price, has. shown 
to our people and their representatives the importance of develop- | 

ing the iron interest of this:state. These iron mountains are, I 

doubt not, mines’of wealth, which only wait the aid of capitalto 
develop, by the erection of furnaces and the requisite manufacto- . 

| ries, to make portions of our state, now almost a wilderness, busy 
with the hum of industry, and cause cn influx of population to 

consume the surplus products of the soil within our own borders. | 
These iron deposits may be some distance from coal, none having 
been discovered in the state, and yet there is no difficulty in re- | 
ducing it with charcoal, the material for the manufacture of which 

oe exists in abundance in close proximity to these mountain mines, 

- such as maple, beech, oak: and pine, each making a good coal. It 

oO “may cost a trifle mere to reduce the iron with charcoal than with | 

the common coal, if the latter could be obtained near by, and still 
it is claimed that the former makes a superior article of iron, be- 

__ ing tougher and stronger. 

_ The lead, zine and other ores of the state which exist in abun- 
dance, will be brought also to the attention of capitalists by this | 
survey, and a new and valuable impetus given to these great 

| branches of the vast mineral,resources of the state. Altogether, | 

the great mineral interest of the state cannot be over estimated, and 

the legislature has acted wisely and well, in taking even at this” | 

oes late day, the preliminary steps to attract the. attention, not only of 7 

our own people, but of the entire world, to the mineral treasures 
___ within our state; treasures which, when put in form to be used |
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by mankind will, I believe, prove of value to the state, equal. to 

| her agricultural resources. | “Boe es eo re a 

ee THE GREAT NEED OF THE STATE ss 

ig manufacturing. No state purely agricultural, unless” its sur- 

plus products could be marketed in an adjoining state, with low - 

| yates of transportation, was ever known to becomerich. Itis = = 

true, that the industry of Wisconsin is somewhat diversified. Its _ 

lumbering, mining, commercial and many other interests areannu- 

a ally growing and increasing in importance; working more men, 

and using more of the surplus products of the state, and yet the 
annual shipments of the great staples of food, such as wheat, corn, 

_ flour, beef, pork and cheese, to the seaboard manufacturing states, — 

and to Europe, are rapidly. increasing, - 

Manufacturing is in a healthy condition, and is enlarging its’ 

field of operations, but it is not keeping pace with agriculture, 

and while I would encourage the young men of the state to pur- 

chase the cheap and valuable lands along the new lines of raile 
way extending into the northern part of the state, settleupon oo 
them, and by their industry and economy, make themselves com- | 

 fortable homes, increase their possessions and add to the aggregate . 

wealth of the state, I would at the same time as strongly urge _ 

| them to work at any other class of honorable business, where their — 
oe taste and talents may incline them, and thereby help to consume — 

| the surplus products within our own state. Pennsylvania, with 
| her iron, coal, oil, and other manufacturing industries, is fast be- a 

- coming a wealthy state. Her farmers find a ready and remunera- 

tive market for their products, and are prosperous and happy. 

Massachusetts, with a soil much inferior in richness to .ours, with 

- g climate less favorable, and with no conditions superior, except = 
| those derived from manufacturing and commerce, and largely __ 

| from the former, with her great manufacturing establishments, 

employing thousands of operatives, and producing a demand for 
| all the varied products of her farms and gardens.at paying prices, . 

: is rapidly accumulating wealth, and the profits of the labor of 
a the husbandman are retained within her own state, and distributed | 

among herown people 
| It isa matter worthy of the consideration of our legislature,
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-- whether it would not be. wise economy, highly beneficial to the — 

state, to exempt capital from taxation for a limited number of 

-. _- years, when invested entirely in manufacturing. Whether money | 
| now being loaned at high rates of interest, and often to the, utter | 

ruin of those who borrow, would not. be directed towards, and in, | 

} manufacturing enterprises, which would be. a great source of pro- 
gress and wealth to the staté. On general principles, 1am opposed | 

| _ to exemptions of class property of. any kind from taxation, but if 
demanded by public policy, then it becomes judicious and wise to 
exempt it. The true policy of the state should be to encourage the 

building up and extension of the mechanical and manufacturing | 

industries to such an extent that the consumin g population would 

be largely increased, and but little of the enormous products of 
| the state left for transportation to the east. When this is done, 

we shall all hear less of railroad monopolies, high tariffs and hard. 

times. 2 ORR le Nye, OO 

A BRIGHT FUTURE. 

Few, if any states of the Union poesess more natural advantages, 
| or contain within their limits more of the true elements of wealth 

_ and progress than Wisconsin. With a climate healthful, imparting 
to her people vigor of mind and body, witha soil rich and fertile, _ 

producing cereals, fruit and other products in quality and quantity : 

equal to any of the states of a similar latitude, with mines of iron, 
| lead, zinc, copper and other ores of untold value, waiting only the | 

| vitalizing hand of capital and industry to make them one of its 
a greatest sources of wealth; with a lumbering interest unsurpassed, 

7 _ furnishing employment for thousands of laborers at remunerative 
- -prices, and creating a home market for the products of the soil in 

that part of the state; with water-power of almost inexhaustable 
4 capacity, sufficient atleast to turn all the machinery requisite for = 

- the manufacture of all the articles used in this and the adjoining 

states in the form of cloths, farm machinery and implements and ‘ 

wooden ware, with mines, forests of timber and flocks of sheep 

-. from which to gather the raw material; with manufacturing indus | 

- tries of every kind springing into life and activity throughout the - 

ss state, stimulating agriculture, increesing the home consumption of |
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the products of the soil, saying transportation charges and fees of : 
- middlemen, in fact, retaining the. earnings of labor within our own 

state; with railways penetrating the heretofore almost inaccessi- — , 

ble portions of the state, opening up to the settler cheap lands of = 
unsurpassed excellence, furnishing good market and business fa- © 
cilities, and inviting the young man to settle along their lines and 

--: possess these goodly lands; with: common schools and seminaries 

of learning of a high order, accessible to all her citizens, and to 

' erown all, a State University, which, with the limited means at its 
: disposal, is doing a noble work in furnishing a higher education 

, -forher people : | 

"With these resources, and others of material interest which 
might be named, advanced to their highest capabilities; with the 

| great commercial advantages of lakes and rivers which Wisconsin 
. ~ enjoys, her prosperity and onward march can but be hopeful, and a a 

bright future await her at no distant day. | ee 
On behalf of the Executive Board, : | 

W. W. FIELD, 

Lo Secretary. 

State Agricultural Rooms, Madison, April, 1873.



| PROCEEDINGS. © 

| ' EXECUTIVE MRETING.  — 

Stare AcricunruraL Rooms, 
ee Feb, 6, 1872, 7 1-2 o'clock, P. MM. ae 

_ The executive committee met pursuant to requirement of by- : 
laws; President B. R. Hinkley in the chair. | a 

In view of the non-arrival of some members of the board 
expected in- the morning, it was moved that the board be 
divided up into committees of three each, for the examination of | 
essays offered for premiums, of which nineteen were presented by 

_ the secretary.. Carried. | oo, 
. The essays having been grouped into four lots, the président 

_ Appointed the following committees: | 
On Cultivation of Sandy Land, ete.—Messrs. Field, Fratt and 

On Orcharding.—Messrs. Stilson, Warren and Kingston. _ , 
| On Stock Farming, etc.—Messrs. Mitchell; Martin and Green. 

On Small Fruits—Messrs. Williams, Cheney and Hink'ey. 
On motion, the committee adjourned to meet again at 9 o'clock, - | 

the following morning = | 

Oo oe a WEDNESDAY, February 7, 1872. | | 
ye Exécutive Board met. at 9 o'clock, pursuant to adjournment. __ | 

Present, all members of the board except Mr. Eaton.  Presi- 
dent in the chair. : oe | 

_ The board resolved itself into the several committees appointed 
last evening on the essays competing for prizes. |
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The forenoon was spent by the said committees in reading and ~ 
discussing the essays assigned to them, and in preparing their sev-. 

oe eralreporits thereon, | 
Reports were submitted to the board, with the view of their be- 

. ing considered at 2 P. M., to which time the board adjourned. ~ 

_ Board met pursuant to adjournment. . | , 

Present, same members as before. | . 

| - ‘Dr. Martin moved that: the reports of the committees on essays 

‘be adopted, and that the secretary be authorized to make such re- _ 

vision of the same, for publication, as shall be deemed proper. 

Adopted. 
| The following were authorized to be published as Prize Essays. 

“Management and rotation of crops of a, farm for Mixed Hus- 

- bandry.” ‘By Gustave de Neveu, Fond du Lac. oo 
a | “ Market Gardening.” By J. B. Root, Rockford, Il: —— 

“Practical Management of Sandy Land.” By Hon.J.G. Knapp, — 

" Madison. - 
| _ “Dairy Farming.” By Rev. 8S. B. Loomis, Lone Rock. 

- “Qultivation of the Cranberry.” By G. N. Smith, Berlin. - 
| “Planting and management of a Vineyard adapted to Wiscon- 

sin.” By C. H. Greenman, Milton. aoe wh 

| “Cultivation of Small Fruits.” By M. de Wolf, Delavan, 
| ‘The Secretary called attention to newspaper comments concern- 

ing gambling devices and games of chance said to have crept in 

-. at the last Fair, and enquired whether there was any truth in the 

| -gaid comments. a Oo ses 

a - After some remarks by members, it was moved by My. Stilson, 

and carried, that hereafter no games of chance, of any kind, even 

those apparently harmless, be allowed upon the Fair Grounds. . — 
The special committee on collections reported as follows: 

‘The committee appointed at the meeting of 1870 to confer with 
OO the Secretary concerning the collections in the Agricultural Rooms, _ 

- would report, a a Oe frat 

That they have conferred with the Secretary, J. W. Hoyt, and — 

| he proposes to donate to the Wisconsin State Agricultural Soci-
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ety, all interest that he has,.or at any. time may have had, in all | 

of those products collected in America, also to all those agricultu- : 

gal products collected ‘abroad. OY our committee recommend the ) 

acceptance of the above proposition. == ts ae 
. ee En STILSON, 

: Ey cp ee WR, Tayzor. 
| ‘The report was unanimously adopted. =~ | 

| Secretary Hoyt urged the. propriety of the annual assignment 
of important subjects to the several members of the board for in- 

__-vestigation, and that they report at the next subsequent winter 

meeting, and concluded by moving the appointment of a com- 
| mittee of three to prepare a list of topies to be considered at the: 

meeting of 1878, and to nominate members for assignment to the 
duty of reporting thereon, Which motion was carried, | 

| The President appointed Messrs. Mitchell, Field and Taylor, to | 

act as such committee. | 
At this stage of the proceedings, the President called the atten- = 

tion of the board to the fact that he had received, and would now | 
lay before them, a formal communication from Dr. Hoyt, again 

tendering his resignation of the office of Secretary, and of which = 
a the following isacopy: | Oo — 

are AGRICULTURAL Rooms, — _ 
a - | _—Mapison, January, 1872, 

To the Presidentand Executive Board of the Wisconsin State Agricul: 
tural Society : - 

GENTLEMEN : After more than twelve years of uninterrupted 
- service as Secretary of the Wisconsin State Agricultural Society, 

_ during which period, I have formed an enduring friendship for my 
several associates in the work of promoting the industrial inter- 7 

- ests of this state, it is not without regret that I am constrained : 
again to tender my resignation of that office, with the request that So 

_ the same shall be considered final, and take effect April first of 
the present yea ete 

__. Phat I have so long remained with you, in disregard of mani- 

| fest interest, leaving now in the height of its prosperity, the insti- 
tution for which we have mutually labored and sacrificed, will be
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sufficient evidence that, in thus retiring, 14m actuated solely by 

considerations of duty to my family, and the desire to execute 

certain cherished plans, which must lead me into other and some-" _ 

_ what different fields of labor. © | - | ee 

| To whatever work I may be devoted in the future, I shall con- 

tinue to feel a deep interest in the society, and in the personal 
welfare of all with whom I have been connected therein. — 

-.  Thave the honor to remain, gentlemen, very respectfully and 

cordially, | cs 

Your obedient servant, | | 

ee SW Hoye. © 

“ On motion of Mr. Field, the resignation of the Secretary was _ 

a referred to a committee of three, with instructions to report there- 
| on atthe next session of the board. = sts— | 

ee The chair appointed as such committee, Messrs. Field, Cheney 
and Stilson. | | | Bs 

_ Mr. Field offered the following resolutions, which were adopted : 

Resolved, That a Finance Committee, consisting of three mem- 

oo bers of the executive board, be elected at the present meeting, and — 

| annually thereafter, whose duty it shall be to audit and allow all — 

_ claims against the State Agricultural Society, except salaries and. 
| premiums. =” - 

Resolved further, That no claim of any kind shall be allowed _ 

a by said. committee, unless the same shall be fully itemized and 

- accompanied by proper vouchers. : oo 

- On motion, the board adjourned to meet at 9 o'clock, A. M., of 

the following morning. | ees ae 

we ee ss Pururspay, Feb. 8, 1872—9 o'clock, A.M. | 

a The board met pursuant to adjournment; all the members. 

presen a 

| The Secretary introduced a committee of the State Horticul- 

a tural Society; who renewed the proposition of last year, for super- | 

- intending the horticultural department of the state fair, Be Ph 

7 - After some discussion, it was voted that there be appropriated, —
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as last year, the sum of $800 for horticultural premiums: pro- 
vided, that cash premiums shall be offered to that amount in said 

The committee retired, and after a time returned, with author- 
ity to accept this offer of the board, with the conditions imposed, 
and to tender the thanks of the Horticultural Society for their lib- 
eralaction, ie nee 

Mr. Field, on behalf of the committee on the Secretary’s resig- 
nation, presented the following report: =» 

State AGRICULTURAL Rooms, _ 

: Oo 7 Reb 848720 

Mr. President : The committee to whom was referred the resigna- 
tion of Dr. J. W. Hoyt, secretary of this society, beg leave to re- 

That they have had the same under consideration, and would 
unanimously recommend its acceptance, and the adoption of the 
following résolutions: = 

fesolwed, That in accepting the resignation of Dr. J. W. Hoyt, 
the secretary of this society, we regretfully part with a gentleman 
in whose integrity and ability we have the utmost confidence. 
Twelve years of mutual labors and sacrifices for the progress of | 
industry in this state haveendeared him to us all, both as a brother . 
officer and a friend; and we hereby tender him the hearty thanks = 
of this society tor his fidelity to its interests, assuring him that our 
best: wishes will accompany him in whatever field of laborhe . 
may engage. 

Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be furnished for pub- 
lication, and that a copy be presented to Dr. Hoyt ee: 

SE UR Rurus CHENEY, ~~ 

- Which report, on motion, and after pleasant and complimen- 
tary remarks by several members, was adopted.. St 

- Mr. Ludington offered the following: po Ba 
Resolved, That in view of the necessity to act-upon the ques 

tion of a successor to Dr. Hoyt, the Board should first determine
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‘the salary of such officer, and that the same should be fixed at 
$2,000 per annum from January Ish 

a Which, after considerable discussion, was adopted. © 

| The Board havin g accepted an invitation from Dr. A. S. McDill 

oe to visit the State Hospital for the Insane, then adjourned to meet 

at 21-2 o'clock P. M. ee ee 

| — | _- Trurspay, 2 1-2, P. M. 

_-- Board met pursuant to ‘adjournment. oo | 
— Mr. Field moved that the Board do now proceed to the election 

of an auditing committee under the resolution which had previous- 

ly beenagreedto. Adopted. 2 
The following gentlemen were elected as such committee: W. 

W. Field, N. D. Fratt and RufusCheney, = =| © 

_ Mr. Mitchell, as chairman of the committee on a list of sub- 
| jects to be considered and reported upon by the members of the 

Board, reported as follows: . So 
| Mr. President: The committee on the assignment of subjects 

to members of the Board for investigation and to report at the next 

- February meetihg, beg leave to report the following titles and com- 

| On Dairy, Farm and Cheese Manufactwre—President B. R, Hink- 

dey, tp — See as 
a On the High Feeding of Breeding Cattle—Chas. H. Williams. 

| On the Recent Progress in Veterinary Svience—Dr. C. Loftus 

On the Breeding of Trotting Horses*-N.S. Green. Ps 

On the Breeds and Varieties of Hogs Extant in Wisconsin—-Dr. J. 
| -EL Warren. _ OE fe 
- ss Respectfully submitted, - ee | 

SNL Mitre, 

a Mr. Ludington moved that the soeiety proceed to .an informal 
ballot for a successor to Dr. Hoyt in the office of sectetary.  Car- 

ried Li a | Me
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‘ Result ofinformal ballot = | ae 
‘Whole number of votes cast, 11; of which W. W. Field re- 

ceived 9, F. W. Case and O. S. Willey, one each. _ : 

On motion, the board proceed to a formal ballot for secretary. | 
‘Result—Eleven votes cast, all of which were for W. W. Field. 
Mr. Field thanked the board for the honor conferred, and stated 

that as his duties of secretary would conflict with that of chairman 

of the auditing bcard, he desired the name of John L, Mitchell 
should be substituted in place of his, which was adopted.. = 

_ Mr. Eaton called up the subject of suitable provision for the de- 

partment of fine arts. There should be a building for the works 
of art, and it was impossible to get: a creditable exhibition with- 

out it, He moved the appropriation of $500 for such purpose ;_ 
provided, that there should be raised and applied to such purpose, 
under direction of the board, the amount of $1,000 by the city of — | 
Milwaukee.. Carried. MBean | 

Mr. Kingston offered the following resolution : : | 
_ Seesolved, That im fixing the salary of the secretary at $2,000, 

it was not intended to affect the salary of the retiring secretary. 
_ Adopted, 

Dr. Warren offered the following resolution : 
 _fesolved, ‘That the salary of the president for the current year — 
be £500, payable quarterly. Said compensation to be in full for 

services. and expenses. Lost ae | 
| ‘Mr. Mitchell moved that there be appointed a committee of 

three to co-operate with a similar committee appointed by the 
State Horticultural Society, in securing appropriate legislation for 
the encouraging of forest tree planting. Carried. a 

Mr. Taylor moved that a committee consisting of Messrs. 
Clark, Mitchell, and the secretary, be appointed to consider 
the propriety of petitioning the legislature for an increase in the 

- number of copies of Transactions at present printed and published | 
by authority of the state , and to take such action in the premises _ | 
as shall seem to them proper. Carried. ag 

| The board then took up the premium list, and proceeded there- — 

_ with as far as to “ Division B,” when an adjournment was taken to 
*To'clock P. M. oe ee
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Board met pursuant-to adjournment. OE 

Present : all members of the board. _ Ree . ea 

| Revision of premium list resumed. / ee 

The revision of regulations for the management having been 

taken up, Mr. Ludington offered the following resolution : - : 

- Resolved, That the superintendent of each department of the 
Wisconsin State Agricultural Society, be empowered to hire what 

. help may be required in his department, and have full charge 
of all matters pertaining to his department, subject to the ap- 

,  Proval ofthe President er 
| . Which, after much discussion, was adopted. © Oe 

Bills having been audited for the payment of the expenses of 
-membersattending the meeting, on motion, the board adjourned 

ce sine die. SRLS D8 ence Sat ae 2 : 7 | | 

. PLANKINTON Hovsz, 

MILWAUKEE, Sept. 23, 1872. 

| The executive board of the Wisconsin State Agricultural So- 
ciety met in the commodious and elegant rooms prepared for them — 

| by the generous and hospitable proprietor, W. H. Cottrill, Esq., at 
—T12o0clok P.M 

President Hinkley in the chair. Present. Messrs. Hinkley, 
Ludington, Taylor, Fratt, Mitchell, Greene, Williams, Stilson, — 
Warren, Kingston, Martin, Cheney, Clark, Eaton and Field. 

| The president made some general remarks relative tu the con-_ 
- dition of the grounds; that a new fine arts hall had been erected, 

_. which was not only ornamental but useful; that he congratulated — 
_ the society upon now being able to place the finest works of art 

~ ina building where they could be protected and displayed to the 
| best advantage, and that on behalf of the society he thanked the 

liberal and enterprising citizens of Milwaukee who contributed so 

generously towards the erection of this fine structure, “That the 

building of this fine hall had given an additional hall for manu- 
- factares, which he hoped would enable exhibitors in that interest- 

| ing department ample room to display their articles, as he was
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aware that room had been very limited at the exhibitions of 1870 
| and 1871. That’the buildings were all in excellent condition for. ; 

exhibitors, that the stalls for horses and cattle had been putinthe 
best. possible- state of repair, and that many of them were then 
full; in fact, that everything in each department necessary for an 
interesting and successful exhibition was then in readiness, and all 

_. he desired was to see a change of weather, so that the exhibits 
_ eould be put in place, and the people leave their homes to come 

and examine them. He was glad to see each superintendent of 
| the different departments present and prepared to attend to their 

respective duties, as the success and harmony of a fair depended 
upon their active and efficient labors. oo, | 

Secretary Field stated that, as the weather had been so unfayro- | 
-able—having rained incessantly for the previous twenty-four 

_ hours—it would be impossible for exhibitors to make their entries 
__ by the time specified in the premium list, and that he thought it | 

_ ~ advisable to keep the books open until Tuesday evening. It was 
so ordered by the board. ae | oe : 

Superintendent Greene said there could be no trials of speed on 

_ the following day, even though the rain should cease, and the 
weather prove fine, as the track would not be in proper condition. 

_ Adjourned until 8 P. M., Tuesday. 

_ OFFIcg oF THE. Soctery, PLANKINTON HovsE, ~~ 
— | | MILWAUKEE, Sept. 24, 1872. 

_ Executive Board met pursuant to adjournment, at 8 P. M. - | 
President Hinkley in the chair. Full board present. 

__ Secretary Field presented a communication relative to the ap- , 
pointment of a State Entomologist, which had been handed him — 
by Professor 1. A. Lapham, of Milwaukee; action upon which 
was postponed until the meeting of the Executive Board, in Feb- 

ae ‘Secretary Field said that from the number of entries made, | | 
particularly in the stock, manufactures and machinery departments, 

__he,was warranted in saying that the display would exceed any 
* exhibition previously held by the society. EE } 

| | \
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| _ Supt. Eaton stated that in consequence of the rainy and dis- 

- agreeable state of the weather it had been impossible to get arti- 
| cles in his department delivered upon the grounds until late that 

oe day, hence there must be delay in their proper arrangement. 
_ Adjourned till8 P.M, Wednesday, = 

QF IcE oF THE SocreTy, PLANKINTON Hovss, — 

| ee MinwavuxKusg; April 25, 1872. 
| Board met. / | (EE 

_ President Hinkley: in the chair. : ees 
/ ; Quorum present. oo ae oo Ny 

| Secretary Field read a circular letter which, upon consultation 

_. with members of the executive committee, had been’ prepared 
- by him, and sent to the several district and county aricultural 

ok as societies, farmer’s clubs and other industrial | organizations of the 

| state, urging upon them the importance of co-operation in indus- 
trial pursuits, and requesting them to send delegates to the agri- 

 -gultural convention to be held at Madison, under the auspices of 
the state society, commencing February 4th, 1873, and to continue 
four days. | Oo | 

On motion of Secretary Field, a committee, consisting of Prof 
J. W. Hoyt, Prof, W. W. Daniells and George E. Morrow, was 

. - appointed by the chair to prepare such general questions for dis- 

--——s gussion at said meeting,‘as in theirsjudgment, would tend to the 

a promotion of industrial education. Matters of a local nature were 

discussed briefly by several members, when an adjournment was 

carried to 7 1-2 P. M. Friday, to adjust accounts and pay premi-’ 
| ums, | | a 8 gee 

7 See OFFICE OF THE SocreTy, PLANKINTON Hovss, 

—  MirewauKer, Sept. 26, 1872—7 1-2 P.M. 
- . Board met. | I 

President Hinkley, Secretary Field, Treasurer Ludington, and 
Auditing Committee Mitchell, Fratt and Cheney present. 
Claims were settled and premiums paid, the session continuing | 

until 10:30 P.M., when an adjournment was had until 8 A.M, — 
Saturday,” es ee
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+ QFFIoH oF THE Soctkry, Phanxinton Housz, = 
ogee en oy Muay AUKEE, Sept 27, 1872. as 

; Board met | ee eee : 

Present, President Hinkley, Secretary Field, Treasurer Luding- : 
ton and Auditing Board, Messrs. Mitchell, Fratt ard Cheney. 
‘The payment of premiums and adjustment of claims. continued 

until 12 M., when the board adjourned until: the 10th of October, . 
to meet at the office of Treasurer Ludington. = , 

Orrice or Hoy. Harrison Lupineton, : 
| } - TREASURER OF THE SOCIETY, 

- , Minwavuxze, Oct. 10, 1872. , 
Pursuant to adjournment, due notice of which had been given | 

in the daily papers of Milwaukee, President Hinkley, Secretary 
Field, Treasurer Ludington and John L. Mitchell, chairman of © 

_ the Auditing Committee, met at the Treasurer’s Office at9 A.M, 
_ to continue the payment of local bills and premiums, remaining — 
 in-session until 6 P. M., with an adjournment from 12 M. to 1.80 | 
P. M. . 

_ A very large proportion of the claims having been presented and 
_ paid, Secretary Field stated that it did not seem necessary for the 

_ board to continue longer in session, as the remaining claims could _ 
_ -be adjusted by him upon application at the society’s office at Mad- 

ison, and if any action of the auditing board was required, it could — 
be had at the December. meeting, when the entire committee _ 
would probably be present. BS 

On motion, the~board then adjourned sine die. 

DECEMBER MEETING. - | 

Same AeRicvLroRaL Rooms, = 
2 NE Manison, Dec. 8, 1872. 
_. In conformity to the by-laws, the executive board met at 71-2 — 
PRM ee eke 

President Hinkley in the chair. neha 
Secretary Field presented the order books, bills and vouchers, 

8 Ce | a
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kept in his office, and 'Freasurer Ludington made a full report of | 

the financial condition of the society, showing the receipts and oe 

expenditures for the year, and presenting vouchers for all moneys me 

A On motion, the auditing committee proceeded to. examine and / 

Sones compare said books, vouchers, etc., of ‘the Secretary, with the : 
wee Be vouchers of the Treasurer, and finding them correct, unanimously oo 

oe approved the same. oe oe eee 
- _ Adjourned to 9 A. M., the following day. oe a coker 

: ; WW ppwespay, Dec. 4, 1872. | 
Board met =»... | | oe Fatale? 

| President Hinkley inthe chair, = 
" — Seeretary Field eaid that a tax certificate had been issued to 

fair grounds of the society, and that Judge Vilas, who “was. ‘pres: a 
ent, would make a statement relative thereto. The Judge came . 

a forward and briefly stated that. this matter was brought to the at- 

tention of the common council of the city of Madison, soon after 
OS _ the issue of the certificate, and that he had supposed, until hisatten- 

tion had recently been called to it, that it had. been paid by the | 

city, and the certificate cancelled, as the grounds were exempt 
7 - from taxation for 1870, having been purchased Dec. 2d, 1869. He 

said that doubtless it bad been an oversight on the part of the — 
city fathers, and that if properly brought to their notice again, | 

| would receive prompt and just consideration. SO | 

| “oJ. W. Hoyt then offered the following preamble and resolution : 

est ‘WHEREAS, information has been received by this board that the 

- fair grounds of the society at Madison, to-wit: the grounds pur- 

: chased by the society of the widow. and. heirs of William D. | 

se SS Bruen, deceased, have been sold for delinquent taxes, and that 

, the certifieate of purchase is now held by Timothy Brown of this | 

society; and, , ae . ae. 
oe | Waeruas, the facts are as follows, to-wit: BERS RN 

| Ist. That the said ‘property was purchased by the society, by — 

its president and secretary, on the 2d day of December, 1869, as will / 

appear from the contract entered into by and .between the said _
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_ officers of the’ society: and Judge Guild, administrator of the = 
 gaid Bruen estate. 3 ee | ees 

. ° 2d. ‘That when the said: purchase was made on the day afore 
said, the said. property beeame exempt from taxation under the 
4th subdivision of section 2 of chapter 130 of the general laws of , 

3d. That the tax levied upon the said property was levied in 
| the year 1870, after it had become exempt under said provision ; 

and, Ee Be 7 

_  . WHEREAS, this society has by no act of whatsoever nature | 

invalidated its claim to the privileges and immunities conferred | | 

by said law of the state; therefore, oe ae ma eee Be ak | 

Resolved, That the president ‘and secretary of this society are | 
hereby instructed: to lay the foregoing ‘facts. before the common a 
council of the city of Madison, and to request that honorable 

_ body to take such action a8 will effectually and fully release the == 
said property from all taxes heretofore levied, and from the con- | 
sequences of the sale hereinbefore mentioned. Adopted. | 

On motion, the board adjourned sine die. | 

co | FEBRUARY MEETING, 1873. | | 

| Sear AGRicuLTuRAL Rooms, 

 Parsuant to the requirement of section 8 of the by-laws, the ex- 
_ ecutive board of the Wisconsin State Agricultural Society met in 

the rvoms of the society in the Capitol, at 7 1-2 P. M., Tuesday, © 
the 4th day of February, 1873. 

: Present: Messrs. W. R. Taylor, President; B. R Hinkley, ex- 
President; Rufus Cheney, C. H. Williams, J. L. Mitchell, Levi B. 
Vilas, Eli Stilson, Saterlee Clark, J. G. Thorp, J. Hi Warren, C. , 

_ L, Martin, N. D. Fratt, J. O. Eaton, J. T. Kingston, F. J. Blair, I. | 
A, Lapham, T. C. Douseman and W. W. Field. Be 
President Taylor in the chair. — Ee 
Secretary Field moved that the first order of business be the | 

‘reading’ of the “general regulations,” as published in the premium 
list of 1872, and that the same should be adopted for 1878, unless
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a Under the head of “ supervision,” that portion relative to su- 

- -perintendents” was amended so as to require superintendetits to 

“make a written report of the character of their respective depart - _ 

ments on or before the nieeting of the executive board in Febru- 

pry following.” 
Subdivision 4 of “rules applying to the horse and cattle depart 

ss ment exclusively” was, on motion of C. H. Williams. amended'so _ 
| ag to read.as follows: “In case of a tie vote, another committee- - 

~ man shall be called in by the superintendent, and his vote shall 

-__ be confined to the animals receiving the greatest number of votes, — 

and shall befinae” Ts pret 

On motion of J. H. Warren, an amendment was adopted, strik- 

| ing out that clause in. “ declaration and payment of premiums ” 

| _ which declared premiums forfeited if not claimed before the an- 

- "nual meeting of the societyin February. = a 

Official List of Premiums” of 1872 was next taken up and — 

adopted as the classes and premiums of 1873, except as herein-— 

after specified. 
. Class 4—“ draft horses,” was amended by extending it, the same _ 

as class 8—“ horses for general purposes.” | : | 

_ - (C. HL Williams moved that class 18— herds,” be so amended _ 

|  astoreadasfollows: . ©. - 

Best bull and’5 cows or heifers over 1 year old, $100. | 
— Second best, $60. | CO : 

| Third best, $40. J PERSE EO ss OS 
oe Best bull and 4 heifers, under 2 years old, $60. 

= ‘Second best, $40. | mo 

- Third best, $20. , fee 

| Best bull of any age, $50. re a 

—_ | Second best, $25. ee a i | 

OO, Best cow of anyage, $40. 3 a8 | 

| Second best, $20, 6 
| _ On reading the classes: relative to swine, J. H. Warren ‘said, a 

| that in his opinion, no changes were needed in this. department ; 
a that the premiums offered by the socidty, and the liberal special -
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__. prizes given by the pork. packers of Milwaukee, had resultedina tS 
-. fine exhibition. SR ee i 

_ Adjourned until Wednesday, at 9 A. M. . 

_ President Taylorin thechair, = | 
_. “Field Products,” Class 26, bei ng under consideration, Secre- 
tary Field said that he thought the premium.on wheat low—much 

_ lower than-other products, and that a large Ist and 2d premitm, 
in his judgment, ought to be given on: ‘best. sample. spring wheat, 
regardless of variety. 2 Let the best take the premium, but : make - 
it large enough to be worth competing for. He thought exhibit. 
ors would be better satisfied than by receiving so smalla premium — 
as the society had usually offered upon each of the numerous va- 

 rieties. This subject was quite. generally discussed, some mem- 
hers claiming that some varieties of spring wheat flourished better 

- upon old lands,.and others better upon new; that, while one va- 
riety might be more productive and profitable upon the prairie 
soils, another might be better-upon the openings or more clayey a 
soils of the-state, and hence we should encourage the exhibition 
of the different varieties adapted to. these varied conditions, and 
that, while the premiums were small, and ought to. be increased; 

_ the society should give premiums to each of the good y arieties 
_. On motiou of Secretary Field, the list was extended to include —— 

“Odessa,” and the premiums increased to $7 for Ist, and $4 for 
2d premiums, 

Class 28— Garden Vegetables” A copy of The Western 
‘Farmer for one year was given. as premiums instead of a volume : 

| of the it Transactions,” as heretofore. This class was further 
amended under “samples of honey and sugar,” by adding thereto 

“Best extracted honey,” $5.00. , SRE Rg 
8 » Best honey. extractor, $8.00. as | ee {Phe -best method of handling bees, to be. demonstrated on the 
ground; the bees to be retained in the hive, $10.00... 

Adjourned until 2PM |; oo .
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_ Division C, embracing “‘maghinery, manufactures and works of 
art,” was carefully considered in detail, and. adopted with slight 

additions of articles to certain classes, the premiums remaining — 
oe substantially the same, with the exception that the Western Forger 

was in several classes substituted for other premiwnts heretofore — 

given, a - a Sa: an 
oe Class 52, “millinery,” and class 53, “ needle, shell and wax 

oe _ work,” were transferred. to the department of fine arts oP yee 

-___.- Division D, “natural history,” wag considered, and after‘a brief 
oe | discussion, was adopted, with atnendments, Yoaking the premiums © 

7 definite, instead of discretionary, and adding theretothe following 

ss Best exhibition of live fish artificially reared, showing the dif. 
-ferent-stages of growth, $80. oe ee 

oo Secretary Field laid before the board a resolution, which had been 
postponed from the September meetixg, relative to the appointment — 

( of a State Entomologist, which, on motion, was laid over antil 

the next meeting of the board. oe 

_.—-- Seeretary Field moved that the State Fair for 1873 be held the - 

29th of September, to and including the 8d of October. The 
- motion was seconded, and after a brief discussion adopted by thé 

Those voting in the affirmative were Messrs. Warren, Mitchell, — 
Blair, Eaton, Vilas, Hinkley, Douseman, Field and President Tay- 

| Those who voted in the negative were Messra. Cheney, Wil- — 

: - Tiams, Stilson, Martin, Fratt and Lapham—6. ey 

‘Dr. Martin moved that the State Fair-of 1873 be held in the _ 

eS Judge Vilas moved to amend said motion, by adding, “and 
the city of Madison in 1874.” The Judge said he thoaght it 

- might be well to hold it in Milwaukee the present year, bs the : 
- last fair had not been so successful, fitisiivially, as the society ‘had 

| hoped, owing to wet and wnfavorable weather; that the grounds, — 

. buildings, stalls, ¢te, would. need ‘but a small expenditure of — 
os money to put them in the best possible condition for another ex-
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hibition, ‘and besides, he-believed there had been an implied, if __ 
. not an expressed understanding among members of the society, 

that the fair should’ be 0 loéated for' 1873: While he did not - 
object, but rather favored locating the fair at Milwaukee for 1873, | 
he thought it emineutly proper that it should be at the same time | 

fied, for 1874 at Madison, as it had often “been ldcated for two 
years in succession, provided ‘that the city of Madison would meet 

all the requirements of the board in fitting up the grounds and 
buildings of the society, as he doubted not they would. 

- Dr. Martin and other members of the board stated that while it . | 

was true that the board had at different times located the fair for 
two years in succession; it’had invariably been in consideration of 
a large expenditure of money by the city where it was located | 

_ for'the ‘first exhibition, and ‘that could not afford the expense — 
_ without an assurance that it should be held for two-or more years, 

‘but that in no instance had the committee located the fair for two 
or more years at different points, and that it would be establishing | 
a bad precedent to do so inthis case. = tit : 

Phe amendment was lost, and the motion of Dr. Martin agreed to. : 
/ Adjourned until Thursday, at 9 A. M. 

ee oe me 2 re Taurspay, 9 A. M. . 
 Boardmee oo ee ee 

= Quorum present 

_" Secretary Field moved that Mr. F. S Lawrence, chairman ofa 
committee appointed bp the State Horticultural Society to confer 

| with this society relative to the joint exhibition of 1873, be then 

_ heard; which was agreed to REPO 
Mr Lawrence stated that the amount heretofore appropriated 

_ to their society by the Agricultural Society, for premiums in the 

_ horticultural department, had been quite satisfactory, and that he =~ 
- Was authorized to say that if the same amount was appropriated = 
for 1873, it would be given in premiums, as formerly, and he 

| tows in horioltra hall "eee 
On motion, the sum of $800 was appropriated to the Horticul-'
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—_ tural Society, the same to be offered in premiums at the State Fair 
of: 1878. . cgay ee 

On motion, the cuair appointed Messrs. Mitchell; Douseman and 

Fratt an auditing committee. — ue oe Oe 

| _ Secretary Field stated that he deemed it a matter. of importance » 

that the Wisconsin. State Agricultural Society should be yepre- 
sented in the National Convention, which was to convene in Indi- _ 

annapolis in May, 1878, and he moved that Eli Stilson, one of the 
_ vice presidents of this society, and vice president of the national - 

Organization, be elected a delegate to said convention; which was | 

_* agreed to. Mr. Stilson was empowered to appoint a substitute in 
| the event that he should be unable to attend. _. | hey ER - 

| _ _Ex-President B. R. Hinkley moved to reconsider the vote fix- 
a ‘ing the time, September 29th, for holding the fair of 18738. 

ss The question then being upon the motion of Secretary Field that 
the fair be held September 29th to, and including, October 8d, 

-. 1878, Mr. Eaton moved, as a substitute, that the fair for 1873, and 
_ thereafter, commence on the last Monday in September in each | 

| _-year, which was lost by the following vote: Those voting inthe 

affirmative were Messrs. Martin, Warren, Douseman, Eaton, 
— _ Mitchell and Field—6. Those voting in the negative were Messrs. - 

- - Hinkley, Blair, Fratt, Cheney, Stilson, Williams and. President 
- Taylor—7. oO oe a es Bee ae : 

— _ Ex-President Hinkley then moved to amend the original reso- 
| lution by a substitute, fixing the time of holding the fair of 18738 

| from the 22d to the 26th inclusive, of September, which was warmly 
advocated by Messrs, Hinkley, Stilson, and others, and earnestly _ 

| opposed by Messrs. Eaton, Field and others, and finally adopted 
_- by the following vote: Those who voted in the affirmative were 

Messrs. Hinkley, Mitchell, Stilson, Martin, Fratt, Blair, Williams 
and President Taylor—8, .Those who voted in the negative were 

Messrs, Haton, Cheney, Douseman, Warren, Kingston and Field—6. 
- -The Agricultural Convention being in session, the appointment 

| of superintendents and judges, and the auditing of expense accounts 
| of members in attendance were rapidly dispatched, and the board — 

| _adjourned sine die, the members mostly remaining and taking an 
| active part in the convention. = - a
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oe MEETING FOR THE ELECTION OF ‘OFFICERS. _ 

In accordance with the requirement of article 5 ofthe consti- - 
tution of the Wisconsin State Agricultural Society for. the elec- 
tion of officers, notice of which had been given by the secretary 
in the official list of premiums, and in the general programme of | 
the exhibition, a large number of life members met at the City 

sired to know their pleasure relative thereto... .. 
Ww. T. Leitch, of Madison, moved that. a committee, consist- a 

__ ing of one from the state at large, and one from each congressional 
district, be appointed by the chair to recommend candidates for 
officers of the society for the ensuing year. | 

- . The motion was seconded and adopted, and the Chair appointed, : 

from the state at large, H..L. Palmer, of Milwaukee, = 
a : “ Ist Congressional District—N . D. Fratt, Racine. oo oo 

- _ 2d | yo. hee  S. -W. Hoy , Madison. . e ve. . 

Mth FJ. Blair, Milwaukee = 
—<6th « ‘Saterlee Clark, Horicon. 

 ” 6th “ A. N. Van Norstand, Green Bay. 
Th J. HL Warren, Albany. 

0 8th A.S.McDill, Portage =. , 
+ In the absence of the committee, Secretary Field made brief ree 
marks relative to the financial condition of the society, and stated 
that: it had been.customary. to have the treasurer’s report forthe 

last fiscal year read at this meeting, but that under.a resolution of 
the society at its annual meeting one year ago, . the treasurer's re- . 

7 port. had. been. printed and, sent to each member: of the society, 

__-hence the same necessity did not exist, but if the, society desired 
to hear the report, it would then be read. 5 |
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_ -Hon. Geo. B. Smith said that every member had no doubt re- _ 
| ceived a copy of the report, had examined it in detail if they de- 

_ sired to do so, and moved that the usual reading be dispensed 
“ee with, which was unanimously agreed to.) Oe 
ao The committee appointed to recommend ‘nominees. for officers, _ 

— President.—Wm. R. Taylor, Dane county. = sts 
“Vice Presidenis.—1st Congressional District, Rufus Cheney, 

2 Walworth county ; 2d Congressional District, Charles H. Williams, — 

__- Sauk county; 8d Congressional District, J. H. Warren, Green . 
county; 4th Congressional District, John L, Mitchell, Milwaukee; 

| 5th Congressional District, Saterlee Clark, Dodge county; 6th — 
| - Congressional District, Eli Stilson, Winnebago county; 7th Con- 

onal District Join Kingston, Jutisan county. 
oe Secretary—W. W. Field, Grant county. ists 

--‘Freasurer.—Harrison Ludington, Milwaukee. | 
Additional Members of the Executive Committee—Dr. OC. L. Mar- 

tin, Janesville. N.S. Greene, Milford; J. O. Eaton, Milwaukee ; 

ND. Fratt, Racine; Nelson Dewey, Cassville ; 'T. C. Douseman, 
Waterville; L. B. Vila, Madison © 

| Hi. Hurlburt, of Waukesha, moved that the report of the com- 
ss mittee beadopted OS 

: _. Mr, Ludington said that before the motion was put, he desired © 
to thank the committee for again placing him in nomination for 
the office of treasurer, but that the duties for the last two years — 
had largely interfered with other important business, and that he 

| could not longer serve the society in that capacity. oe — 

Several members of the society expressed a strong desire that 
Mr. L. would accept the office, as the deep interest ever manifested 

ss By him in the welfare of the society, since his contiection with it, 
we had made his services of grest value 

Mir, Ludington still “declining, on motion, the namé'of FJ. 
ss ‘Blair, ‘of Milwaukee, was substituted, and the ‘motion of Mr 

~ Pyesident Hinkley then declared the ‘several nobiiness duly — 
elected to ‘the offices for which they had been respectively named — 

- by the committee, | TE OO
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Prof. J. W. Hoyt offered the following resolution : Pees 

Resolved, That the thanks of ‘this society are due to Harrison = 
Ludington, Esq., for the integrity and ability with which he has “S 
discharged his duties as treasurer of this society, and we sincerely . | 
regret that he declines to servé u8 in that capacity for atiother year. 

Said resolution was ananimowsly agreed to.) 
Saterlee Clark presented the following resolution: : | 

_ Resolved, That the thanks-of this society are due, and ae here- | 
, by tendered to Col. B. R. Hinkley and Prof. J. W. Hoyt, who for 

- 0 many years have served the society with marked ability and : 

fidelity in the capacity of President and Secretary, and that in re- 
tiring from their respective offides they carry with ‘them the best 
wishes of all the ‘members of thesosiety, ok : 

_ Secretary Field put the motion upon its adoption, and it Was 
| carried without dissent, 

The society having transacted. the business for which it:con- = 
vened, on motion, adjourned sine die. ; 

ANNUAL MEETING OF THE SOCETY, | 
a So 4 : 2 | . hoe | Stars. AGRICULTURAS Rooms, coe | 

oe RI eo a -Mapison, Deo: 4, 1872. oe 

. ‘The society met at 8 o'clock P. M., pursuant to constitutional _ 
__- provision, due notice having been given by Secretary Field “ia 

- one or more papers printed in the city of Madison,” as required by 
| article V. of the constitution. / 

- Constitutional quoram present. 
_. President Hinkley in the chair. rr | 

a ‘The President said that this was the annual medting of thé So- 
ciety for the transaction of general business, and especially'to set: 
tle with the treasurer by an examination of his books and vouch- 

ers, and a comparison of them with the accounts and books of the = 
secretary. ‘The treasurer’s report was then submitted, bearing the 
approval of the auditing committee and the executive ‘board, the 
former having examined it in detail. OT
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| REPORT OF THE TREASURER, - sits 

To the Kxecutive Board of the Wisconsin State Agricultural Society : | 

au _ GENTLEMEN : The financial transactions of the Wisconsin State — 
Agricultural Society for the year ending Dec, 4, 1872, have been | 

as follows : BS ee 

BO }. . RECEIPTS. | a on 

aos _ Yo cash on hand, December 6, 1871 ..............| $5,954 00 |.........06. 
. _ Received from advertisements.printed with premium] —_ Hs 
8 Figt OF ABT Roe cece cence ces cenecerece| $BD SO [eceecseeeeee | 
cones Pork packers of Milwaukee, special premium on Lat thes ek wedehgac 

| SWINE Lecce cee che cence ct ecereeceeeeecee? 200.00 [oe eee eee | 
' Milwaukee Chamber of Commerce, special premi--; = = | 

lor um on- wheat. eva ceeee vee ee eeeee ces essen. met - 80. 00 fesse ees oa 
| ._ # Plankinton “House, Milwaukee, special premium; — - RR TE Fe 

on butter-and cheese ...... 0. esl eee eee cece eee ce] 50.00 Lee. c ee seen a 
| Newhall House, Milwaukee, special premium on ES 

ee butter... ee cee bec ecc ec eee ese ces 25 00 |. cseeeeeee. 
John L. Mitchell, Milwaukee, special premium on oo | 

ae poultry wre signe’ “itgu iaorchanta’ “Milwaukee y.4 EU re 
— .- Reirce Whaling, iron merchants, Milwaukee, . | 

| special premiums on farm wagons and plows... 135 J) [..... eee eee | 
Simonds & Brooke, Adler, Mendel & &o., Mil- 

Aes waukee Clothing Houses, special premiums on . . 
ae Cloth, Cte. 2... cc cece ee ce cece ne cee ee nc enens 100 00 |......-6000- 

| : James Vick, florist, Rochester, N. Y., special pre- | 
| - mium on cut flowers ......ekeddeeevessececeeee]| § B85 DO]... cedseeee 
- Ten Life memberships .........e0seeeeeceeeecese| 200 00 ]......... eee 

cae Entry fees at gate 0.0... ... cece cece ce cece eee ce eeel B74 5D J. ee eee eee ee. 
. Ground rent, collected’ atifairi./.....6...00...002-{ 1,896 70 |... 0... scene 

Gate £608 2... cece eee cece cece eee s eco eececsee ef OTOL 99 [oeceeseeeeee 

Grain sold at fair .c.ecccieeleceece eee cececccocee| RL OB [cee 
es ten Sepa eR aie pee : $19, 658 67 | 

Fo EXPENDITURES. : © oe ep TE | 

| By cash paid on orders this 4th day of December, Sg 
2 1872, returned and cancelled, said orders covering pO 

fo _ the following general disbursements— oe Pe 
For premiums ........-cceeeccecesccccccccee te | $6,906 80 [ote s te ee 

| _ Office expenses, including postage, expressage andj ef 
oe freight ...... ccc cece cece cece cee s cect eeceee nef i CFL TB Vac eee sede 

_ _Enpenses of members attending meetings of the) | =... |... 
| executive board .........ecee cece cteeeeectereet| | B06 OD fever ee cee ee 

| - Printing and advertising ..........¢..eesceeee eee] . 1,542 BU |.esscee eee ee 
| Superintendence at the fair ..........ceeeeeeeee ee} 1,709 50 [oe ee eee 

BO Clerical Service... 6. ese eset eee eee ners ee enen eto BOB. TE. bee cess eves e's 
_ . Police, labor and watch at fair..........c..6 eee] 659 15 [eee ee eee ee 

Livery and omnibus hire at fair........0... ee. eee} DBT 00 Jer cee ee eee 
Forage for stock at fair..s.....2sseceeeegecsecens|  TO5 02 Peeceeeeers es 

| * Music at fair... lc. cc eee ce cece ce eneece coeeeeeal LS OO Pewee 

_ Expenses of machinery, labor and fuel, for power, |p 
: Hall oc. cc cece cece cece wetness teceereseeseceree|, BIT BD [eeeeeeeeeeee 

| | Intereston land. ./ 2c. 2 eee. eee ee Ee] BIB BD es 

| Salary of Secretary Hoyt to April 1, 1872 .......++) 750 00 J... cee eeeee | 
ss Salary of Secretary Field from April 1, 1872......1 1,000 00 |--...-...--6
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. | td : fT reaswrer’s Report—continued. re a | 

. Appropriation for fine arts hall. . Dhy g sae eet 500 00 [.......5.0e- oe 
Rrefreshments for officers, judges and invited. guests} 604 89 |............ | 
Amount paid to Horticultural Society, in: addition] | . 

. ~— to premiums paid ....... cc cece cece eee ee ees 266 00 |... ceceee 
Medals and diplomas.........0ccsccesceererecves 185 41 |...0... wee, 
Fags...... 20. e eee cc eee e tenet e dene renee tienen. 71 00 |............ 
Incidental expenses connected with preparation of a 

fair grounds, orders No. 319 and 321 ........... 546 89 [.........05. 
_ Miscellaneous expenses, including orders. No. 12 

~ 21, 58, 56, 61, 160, 164, 172, 177, 208, 214, 217, 239,' 
- 293, 298, 312, 318, 335, 343 and 355 .........-.... 219 21 |...«....... 

| ————| $17, 686 26 

Balance on hand ..........2...eeeececeececeeleceeeeceeeee| $1,972 41 

HARRISON Lupineron, 

_ Srate Acricunruran Rooms, 0000 
| Maprson, Dec. 4.1872, OS 

Secretary Field moved that a committee of three, not including | 
- members of the executive board, be appointed by the chair to ex- | 

amine the report of the treasurer, and compare it with the records | 
_ and books of the secretary ; which was adopted, and the chair ap- 

pointed. Messrs. S. D. Hastings, Levi B. Vilas and L. G. Arm- 

strong, ns : | 

__. No farther business of a general nature coming before the so- 
_ ciety, a temporary recess was had until 6 o’clock P. M., at which 

_ hour the president: called to order, and the committee submitted 
the following report : oe a 

othe Wisconsin State Agricultural Society : | | 

GENTLEMEN: The undersigned, the committee to whom was . | 
referred the annual report of the treasurer, would respectfully re- 

_ port that they have carefully examined the footings of the report, 

and find them correct, and that they have compared the orders 
paid by the treasurer with the stub-book of the secretary, and find — 

_ thetn ‘to agree in every instance. SRG 
- Quite a number of orders, which have been signed by the sec- 

retary, are still in the stub-book undelivered, and an equal, if not 
a larger, number that have been issued, are still outstanding un- | 

: paid. . os
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te “The treasurer reports the balance in his hands.atthe commence. =” - 
- ment of the year........cscecesesecseeeeerersseceseccsceces $5,954 00 | 

. (An examination of the report of last year shows thistobe the = 
- amount on hand at the close of that year.) me 

| _ He also reports the receipts: from:various sources, set forth inde. 
ye tail in his report, the SUM. Of. ..c6seeseeerecceeeer ented ede nee 18,04 

‘The amount paid out by him during the year, for all of which he__ a 
re has orders properly signed by the secretary, is Sneed oe eten 6 | ‘TY, 684. 06 

ce Leaving the amount in his hands at the close of ‘the YEAR. vere : : $4,974 6 og 

coe - Phe balance in the Treasurer at the commencement of the year, 

is as he states it. So far as the receipts from other sources are 

ss goneerned, the committee have no.means to deeide whether the 
amounts are correct or otherwise, but there is no, reason whatever 

ss to doubt asto.their correctness. TOES is eed) he 

Ror all the money paid out he has the proper voucher and the 

Ges — gommittee have no hesitation in saying that they have full faith 

4m. the correctness of his report in every respect. gs ae 

| | The committee have noticed incidentally, in the course of the | 

examinations they have been obliged to make, that there are no 

oe vouchers on file for quite a number of the claims upon which 

a orders have been issued, but as the investigation of this matter 

was. not referred to them, they do not deem it necessary to say — 
anything more than simply to allude to the fact. ee ee 

| ee pv B, Vimas, 

ep ees | L. G. ARMSTRONG, 

S Manison, Dec. 4, 1872. fe 

| "Mr. Mitchell moved that the report of the committee be received 

and adopted; which was agreed to without dissent 

--—- Seeretary Field presented a full and detailed account of all or- 
ders drawn by the secretary during the fiscal year ending Decem- 
ber 4, 1872, with the name, object and amount of each, which he Se 

stated would be printed with the treasurer's report, under a reso- 

On motion, the society then adjourned sine die, |
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_ WARRANT ACCOUNT OF THE SECRETARY. | 

_ Giving the number of orders issued for the year ending December 4, 1872, the name of the 

“ ‘person to whom, and the: amount and object fer which each was drawn, . 

xo ‘To whom and for what issued. =. s—(<isé‘iéisSCS*Y Amon, : 

1 | Rufus Cheney, expenses at December meeting . os weecevecssee} $16 00 
2.| Satterlee Clark, services as sup’t manufactures dep’t...........| 30 00 
3.| Satterlee Ctark, expenses at. December. meeting ...............| 10.00 

_ 933) W. R. Taylor, expenses at December meeting..............:.. 3 00 
4 |. B. R. Hinkley, expenses at December meecting.................] 18 00 
5). W. W. Field, expenses at December, meeting..................| 12.00 

_ 6}. Harrison Ludington, superintendence at fair... ......0.0.-.0..| 56 00° 

8 | J. O. Eaton, expenses at December meeting........0.c00000-2( 12:00 - | 
9 | Susan Worth, premium. .... 6. e eee cece eet eee veeene ee! 2-00 

10 | Harrison Ludington, expenses at December meeting. ..........{ 18 00 : 
11 | Wm. Beck, police services at state fair... 2... ce cece eee ecssee| 50 00— | 

- 12,| Parks & McLaughlin, posting bills .7... 0... ... eee e eee ecae ss! 9-00 
_ 13°| Bloedel & Mueller, medels and engraving ....................| 60 61 

14.| R. Porsch and Botschafter, printing and advertising........... 8 50 | 
15 | Merchants’ Union Express Co., express charges...............] 18 50 | 
16 | R. Hughes, premium... ........ ccc ccc cece ccc cccessescssecs, 1500 
1% | Atwood & Culver, printing and advertising ................. | 181 90 
18.| E. W. Keyes, P. M., postage stamps ...............2...420.00-, 20.00 | 
19 | American Merchants’ Union Ex. Co., express charges ......... 1 80 
20 | Geo. A. Mason, for Horticultural Society ...................--| 266 00° 
21 | Blair & Persons, crockery and cartage ..........2..-2...02---| 20 88 

 22.|, BE. W. Keyes, P. M., box rent and postage............ee008 cee 290 | 
23 | F. W..Case, stationery for secretary’s office ........0.eseeeeees 3 80 - 

| QA TC. A. Buttles, premium... 2.2... ccc cece cece ee cece cases, 9 00 | 
25.1.3. W. Hoyt, salary as secretary.............deccoececercee-seel 750 00 | 
26.| E. W. Keyes, P. M., postage stamps... ...ceesceescseeeeessee| 1200 - 
2% |, Ferdinand Koehn, services in secretary’s office .............05 4.75 . 

_ 28 | C. Loftus Martin, superintendence at fair... ..... 2... cece eeees]) 25-00. 
29. |. C. Loftus Martin, expenses at February meeting ...............| 15-00 : 
30.| W. W. Field, expenses at February meeting ..................| 21.00 , 
$1 | J. T. Kingston, expenses at February meeting.................| 23 50 
a2 | N. D. Fratt, expenses at February meeting.. ................| 23 00 
33 | B. R. Hinkley, expenses at February meeting.................} 17 50 
34.1 C. H. Williams, expenses at February meeting...............64 1400 
30. | W. R. Taylor, expenses at February meeting. .................. 18 00 
36. |. Rufus Cheney, expenses at February meeting................. 20 00 
df | J. O. Eaton, expenses at February meeting....... .........--- 1000 
88. | Eli Stilson, expenses at February meeting....................| 23-95 
39. |-Order not isSted.. 6. cece cece eee s cence ence cceceteseerecclesscoace 
40 |. J. H. Warren, expenses at Mebruary meeting.............-.2--/ 1800 
41 | Harrison Ludington, expenses at February meeting ...........] 15.00 - 
42. |. Norris & Co., flags ..... 2... ect cece cece ee coeceec et 24-00 
43. | C, H. Williams, expenses at February meeting............... | 14.00 — 
44 |, Mrs. Mary Shanks, premium........ 0... cc. cceeeeeceeeeeeeeeal 8.00 
45.).8. B. Loomis, premium on essay..........ccececccscecececrecs + 2515 
46.|.G. de Nevue, premium On esSay.........ccccencenncccecccnsee} 24 15 
4%. \.O. 8. Willey, premium on essay.........ccccceeeeesceeseeres a} 25 00- 
48. |. J.G. Knapp, premium on essay......... cc cece ee cece weeeeecel 25-00 
49. | Atwood & Culver, printing extra pages of Transactions.......| 202 00 
$0 1 A. Merchants’ U. Ex. Co., express charges.........cccseeeeeeel 3 4
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: a Warrant Account of the Seereary—continued. — eee a 

xo To whom and for what issued. Amount. | 

oe 51 | Wm. J. Park & Co., twine and wrapping paper .............:} $520 — 
| 52 | EH. W. Keyes, P. M., postage stamps..............ece00+ eee} 2000 © 

| _ 83 | Geo. R. Cook; engraving medals .......... ccc cece ee ce cee rece 3 40 
54 | Mason Brothers, stationery .........eeccceeee eters eeee veel = 550. 

| 85 | A. Merchants’ Union Express Co., express charges...........| 2.15 
| - 56 | Prairie Farmer Co., electrotypes.........ccccececccrecesseess| 2 00 

: . 57 W. Jd. Park & Co., stationery... ...c0 ce sesencecneeeseseaees| OD 25 7 

, 88 | W. W. Field, salary as secretary ...........c.ceeeee woe eseee| 100 00. 
69 | U.S. Ex. Co., express charges... .......caccscecccesesrcceseet 80 
60 | Joseph Henry, secretary Smithsonian Institute, express ch’gs .| 11 65 
61 | Chas. H. Clarke, electrotype ..........5...2cceeccccccceeseee] - 600 © 

|  - 62.| W. W. Field, salary as secretary ..........0.cceceecceeceesee, 100 00 | 
oe As 63°) W. W. Field, salary as secretary .........eeeceeeeeececececes| 10000. 

. 64 | Sentinel Printing Co,, advertising ....00. bc... ee ete ee ee eeeet 10 00 
nee 65 | Geo. A. Bruen, semi-ann’l int. on note and, mortgage of society| 1386 85 

66. E. W. Keyes, P. M., postage stamps 2.2.2.2... cece eeteeeeeeeees| 80 00 | 
ae 67 | E. W. Keyes, P. M:, box rent and postage............ce0eeeee| | 8 58 | 

‘68 | A. M. U. Ex. Co., express Charges.......cscecceegecee coseeeel. £00 © 
69 (A.M. U. Ex: Co., express charges .......eescsseeesseeeerenee] 1 25 
90) E. W. Keyes, P: M., postage stamps 62. cee. cece eee eee eee] 20 00, 
41 | W. W. Field, salary as secretary ........c0. cc cece eeceeeres| 200 00. 

- . “92 | E. W. Keyes, P. M., paper stamped wrappers............----| 10 64 — 
43 | E. W. Keyes, P. M., postage stampS.............eeccec-eeeee, 1000 | 

| 4A EW. Keyes, F. M., box rent and postage... .scecccesereesees| 8 DS | 
a "5 | Sentinel Printing Co., large posters. .........0s-ccescecccesee| 16000 

+ 6 | WLW. Pield salary as SECTELATY . 2.2... cece cccccccccceeeees-| 100 00 
- _ 77 | Milweukee News Co., printing. .........cc.cccsecceccceccees| 478 72. 

78 | E. W. Keyes, P. M., postage stamps ...........-.-0eceeeeeeeef 10 00. 
| 9 | KE. W. Keyes, postage and paper stamped wrappers.... ......, 1000. © 

| 0 | W. W. Field, salary as secretary... ........ cee ee eevee eeeeeet 100 00: 
m4 St} W.J. Park & Co,, books and stationery.......-eeee ee er sense] 84 40 | 

82 | O. H. Perry, advertising. 2... ccc ccc ee cece ee eeeteceeceeeel 750 
| 83°) Stone & Beach, advertising os. 0c c css eee le eee cece weet eeeeeet = 5 00 

84+ D. W.. Ballou, advertising... 2... cc eee cree ce ee ee ecereeee] 500 
: 85 | E. W. Keyes, P. M., postage stamps ...-..ece.eeseeceeeereeen] 10 00. 

86 | U.S. Ex. Co., express Charges... .crcccceecee cocecesecceses| 1.45. | 
hoe, ‘97 | Allen & Hicks, advertising 2.20... cc. c cece eee cceewesececcsee| | 6 00 

a 88 | J. H. Keyes, advertising. ... ........ccceceeeee cee eececeees 5 00. 
| 89: | W. W. Field, salaty as secretary epceccncsccs sececcccesccces| 300 00. 

90 | E. P. Allis & Co., labor im Power Hall..........cececcseceees| 51 95 
, 91 | J. W. Wood, premium.......cecccscccscnsseserecesecesseses| 30 00 

7 | 92 | J. B. Hazelton, premium. ......... ccc cece cece ee ee ee ceeeeeese| 8000 © 
93 | A. 8. Hoyt. premium ..........scc ce cee reece cree eweseeereees| 55 00 

— 94) P. Putmam, premium. ........ccecce cece cece en eecenrececesee| 90 000 

95 | Willey & Woodard, premium... ......6..-ss0seereeceeeeeee 15 00 
——-- 96: | FL S. Capron, premium ....... cc cece eter eee e cert ccervecces| 93 00 | 

*  -97 | D. Huntley. premium ....... cee cee c cece e rece e eee ecereceenl. 2b 00 
98] G. W. Horton, clerk at fair. ........ccee ee ee eect e ce ee cess eee} | (80 000 | 
99 | H. W. Hewitt, clerk at fair... .... 0c ee cece eee eee eeseseceeee| 20 00 

$00: | F. 8. Capron. premium ...... cee ieee cece cece coer senesseef 9:00 — 
101 | W. F. Smith, premium ... 2.6. cece cece cece ese e ere eeeeses| (46 00. 

‘402 | Miss Kate Peffer, premium .........c005 cesescees ceeeees |. 16 00 — 
$03 | Wm. Reid, premium, ......... cece cece ce ec twee eee eee ccer cee! 21 00 

(104 | Williams & Severence, music ...... 021. eee ee eee were eenee | 175 000 
495.) J. H. Warren, superintendence at fair. ...... 0... see eee eee eel. 59 00 

| 106.| G. P. Peffer, premium... ......ccecee cess cree eececeeesccese ef 45 50 © 
oo 107°) T. Davis, premium . 2.1... cc cc ccc were cece tesco eeedesesceeseat 46 00 

108 D. Crinklaw, premium meee reece ern e een rere eeeeveres reece ~ 20 00 a
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_- Warrant Account of the Secretary—continued. - oe 

No.}| To whom and for what issued. | Amount. 

109 | John Taylor, premium .......... ce cece ee cee eee cess cecesees, $75 00 
110 | John Southe, premium... ... cc. ccc cece eee cece weeeeee.| 85 00 
111 | D. Williams, clerk at faire... ... 0... ccc cece scene eeecceeseess} 20 00 
112 | T. S. Redford, premium ...... 0... cece ceca eee e esse eeeeessee]. 30 00 
113 | J. C. Meacham, premium......... ec. c cece cece ce sewecceee-|. 10 00 | 
114 | H. Gooder, premium. .......0.. ccc ccc cece eres esecsecesces} 50 00 

~- 115 | J. Stoddard, premium........... cece ecw cece ec eecceecsee | 88 00 
116 | D. McVean, premium... ..............2 cece cece eccccesecse| 2000. 
117 | J. HW. Paul, premium ..................- cc cece eccccceeess.| 85 00 

- 118 | G. Lawrence, premium... ..........c cee cece cece cescee.| 15 00 
: 119 | J. G. Putnam, premium .......... 0... eee eee e eee eeeecceceee| - 30 00 | a 

120 | S. J. Hodge, premium.............. ccc cece eee ace eeececee| 15.00 
121 | E. 8. Higgins, premium.................. ccc cece eee eweeee ed 30 00 
122 | John Plankinton, premium............. ccc eee cece cn ccecce| 80:00 
123 | E. Porter, premium ....... cc. ccs eee cece ccs eeeseeeeseesees} 105 00 
124.1. C. M. Cottrill, premium ....... cece cc eee et een ee ee cent 80 00° | 
125 | C. C. Parks, premium. ......... 0... cece cece cece eres cecceee| 585.00 © 

, 126 | Geo. H. Daubur, premium........... 0... cee cece cece eee eee} 4500 
' 127 | J. T. Kavanaugh, premium...........c ccc cece eee eeueeeaces | 30 00 
128 | B. R..Hinkley, watchman and general work at fair...........| 12000 . | 
129 | Eli Stilson and assistant, superintendence at fair........ ....| 46 00 
180 | M. Tower, premium... 2.2... cece cece cece cn eeee cosceeee, 1000 
131 Geo. Wolf, premium ........... cee eee cece ee ee cece erence eel 21 00 
132 | Simon Ruble, premium................. 6. cc cece c eee cccecee] 99 00 

——-: 188 Thomas Irving, premium.......-...2..se.c+e.eceeeee eee] 70 00 
134 | E. Chapin, premium.... ..........-. eee cee ee cece cee cecces| 20 00 
135 | D. P. Webster, premium....... ......ce cece wc ccecersccceen| 13 00 . 
186 | Miss Edith Newcomb, premium .............0. ccecscccsece 6 00 
137 | G. J. Kellogg, premium ..............e cece eee cceecciccsece.| 87 50 
188 | BE. & J. Smith, premium............... ccc cc eeepc cece eeeeee} 108 00 
189+} Rufus Cheney, superintendence at fair ......................{ 121 00 
140 | C. Loftus Martin and assistant, superintendence at fair........| 84 00 os 
141 | Saterlee Clark and assistant, superintendence at fair..........{ 189 00 
142 | N.S. Greene and assistants, superintendence at fair ..........{. 9050 | 

' 148 | Simon Ruble, premium ......... cece cece te ei eeeveeceveet 5000 
144 | R. L. Porter, premium. ........ 0... cece cece es eee cceeeceeel = 10:00; 
145 | Mrs. Polly Buck, premium .. 2... .... ccc cece cece sete cees 2 00 
146 | Peter Wakem, premium .............. ccc eee ceeee coceeeee| 55 00 : 
147 | J. A. Warden, premium ........... 2.0... cece eee eee e cess] 33 00 
148 | J. B. Cross, premium..............- cece eee weeeeeceeeeeee.{ 20 00 

| 149 | F. C. Curtis, premium ................... wt etree cece eee eral 1 00 
| 150 | H. A. Jay, premium 2.2... eee cece cece eee cereee] 25 00 

151} A. B. Douglas, premium. .......... cee cee e ewe cece eee se| 45 00 
152 Miss. B. Bottker, PYEMIUM ... cece eee cece cn e cree cs cecesat 28 00 
158 | John Bush, premium... ........... ce cece cece ccc cceccccceccee! 90 00 
154:| H. W. McCafferty, premium ........... ccc cece eee eee eeee eet = =©55 00 
155 | H. A. Shaw, night watchman at gate ..................:....., 12 00 
156 | M. H. Thompson, premium.......... ccc cece cece eeees cece ee} 15 00> | 
15%. | Mrs. Alexander Mitchell, premium.................0cceeee.-| 49 00 | 
158.| R. Barnett, premium... 0... ce cece ee cece cee ceercecccsce? . 10.00 
159 | N. D. Fratt and assistants, superintendence at gate...........| 284 00 
160°} M. K. Washburn, general work ............. ccc cceccceseeee} 490 
161 | V. Basinger, premium. ....... cece cece ec eee cece cee ncescvesel 45. 00 
162. | J. G. Spranger, premium Peete eseeteeeteeetene eerste eee ee| 10 00. 
163 | W.N. Pennell, premium .............. ccc cece cece ccceceet = 00 
164 | Mrs. Maria Lenz, care of reception hall..................---| 10 00 
165 | McFetridge, Burchard & Co., premium ..................-..| 95 00 
166 H. C, Bage, Premium. ....- 2+... 2eceeersereeseseceeeeseceeres 29 00
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Warrant Account of the Secretary—continued. wee 

No. | To whom and for what issued. Amount. 

167 | A. H. Swan, PLFEMIUM 22... cee cece eee ec cece cece eetneveesce! $1500 | 

: . 168 | H. Boorse, premium. ....... cece cece cee cece tence eee e eles 200 — 
$69 | C. H. Hall, clerk at fair... 0.0. eee ee cence cere teen ed} (40 00 

— 170'| Wm. Kitzrow, premium... 2.2... cece ee ee eee eens wececsasel 82.00 

| 171 | EH. Wuerst; premium ......... 2. cece ee eee reece ee tecenens 200 | 

oe 172 | W. W. Field, traveling, hotel and incidental expenses.........} 86 40— 
, 173 | Geo. W. Stoner, clerk at fair ..........0. 66 cece eee cee e ceed. 45 00 . 

174 | J. 8. Rowell, premium......... . cece cece ccc cccceeseccetee| O24 00 
- 15 | N. D. Fratt, superintendence at fair...............0.e enon es] © 86,00 

: 176 | R. H. Sabin, premium...........cc cece es cee ee ce seeceoeeeee| 15 00 
\ 177 | Wm. Dowd, horse for marshall ........0 0.0... eee eee e eee eee| 16 00 

178 | W, R. Taylor, assistant marshals, police, and watchman at fair} 403.75 
179 | H. Isaacson, premiUM........... cece cece eee ee ee eceeoreeees| 15 00 
180 | A. Middlemass, premium..........ccccecseeececetssecescees} 21.00 | 
181 | Mrs. N. B. Carr, premium ..........0. ceed nec ee we eeseeee| 4 00 
182 | W. M. Ormond, premium... ....... 0.0 eee ee ee ete eeceeneee? 60 00° 

| 183 | A. Kirkland, premium ......:.... eee ee cee cence eee cen sees! — 7 00 
184 | Wm. Brady, premium .......... cece eee teen eee eee et 810 00 - 

- 185 | D. H. McArthur, superintendence ticket office ..............., 80 00. 
| 186 | N. J. Swan, forage ........ ce cece eee cee cee eee eceeeeeecce| 208 BO 

7 187 | Wm. Hunt, premium........... 2.0.0.0 e cee ce eweeeeeecec a} 10 00 
. - 188 | F. Ludington, premium ............-.... wecescccecceel 96 00 

: 189 | O. 8. Willey, and ass’ts, superintendence Horticultural Dep’t.| 93 00 
190 | J. W. Baker, ass’t superintendence Agricultural Dap’t........{ 30 00 
191 | J. F. Birchard, premium.................2.0 cece e cece ween ef 15 00 | 

| 192 | Robert Anderson, clerk at fair .........+.. Laseccceceeseet 50 00 
193 | B. R. Hinkley, services and money paid out during the year..| 350 00 
194 | Milwaukee Sentinel Printing Company, printing... ........| 56 00 
195 | A. Hutchins, ticket seller. ...........600560 WSs eee ee eee nee] 20.00 

he 196 | Frank Mann, ticket seller... 0.0... . ccc cere e cree eee eeeee ee el 20 00 
| 197 | Mrs. A. H. Cutting, premium ............0.- ees e ee eee eee eee] 26 00 | 

498 | Mrs. Mary Fratt, premium... .... ce cee eine cee eee ens 400) 
199 | Wm. Simpson, premium.......-. 6. cece eee eect tee e ee eeee ef 8 00- 
200 | Eliza Breck, premium. ........ 6... eee e cece cece erates ec el 20 00 

| 901-| J, Pilgrim, premium. ....6.... ccc e eee cece ee cece eeeeeeeeecel 10 00 
902 | A.J. Springer, premium .......-... cee eee ee tee eee eenes 2 00 
203 | E. B. French, money refunded in overpayment of entry fee.... 2 00 

ee 204 | W. O. Stillman, livery..........6. ceceeees ees e ee ereeeeecces, 68 FO 
205 | John Taylor, lumber ... 2.2.0.0... eee cece reece eee eee eens 2 50 

. 206 | E. J. Grover, forage..........cceec cee ee eee eect e ee eeecccet | 206 00 
(207 | E. J. Grover, premium ............ eee eee cee eee eeeeeef 10 00 

: 208 | G. W. Limbocker, clerk at fair......... 00 oe eee sete tere ee fF 40-00 

909 | C. F. Fisher, forage .........62. cecee seer erect eee eceeseeceet 282 76 | 
“ > 910 | H. Bohn, premium..........c0.00 cee cee eee et eeeeeeeeee| 400 — 

- 911 | W.M. Ormund, premium ........... ce cece eee teen seen} 10 00 

+: 912 | Wm. Rhodes, premium. .......... ccc cece cece cece en eeee ef 2500 

«918 | Ed. S. Bean, ticket seller.......... esse cece cece eee eereerecee, 80 00) 

214 | A. B. Baker, extra serviees in agricultural hall..........+.... 5 00 

-915 | W. E.-Main, and three assistants, ticket sellers..........-.++.{ 100 00 — 

916 | A. H: Main, chief clerk in ticket office.........00.....0--4.-} 61 00 

949 | H. Heyn, ribbon 2... 2. cee ce eee eee ce tee cet e eet ecnceeeeat 8 60 
—-- 918 | J. L. Mitchell, services at fair........ 0... cece cence ee eee] 48 00 

919 | Mrs. W.H. Butterfield, premium. .......... 2... e eee eee eres 600 | 

920 | John Aitkin, premium .......... eee e eer eee ee eee eeeseeeeee| OL 00 

921 | F. W. Case, clerk at fair... ...... cece cece eee ce eeee enced 80 00 — 

222 | OC. H. Williams, superintendence at fair...........sseeeeeeeee 4819 | 

i 928 | Howard Newnham, assistant and watchman in fine ais dep 24 00 

224 | Henry Handy, premium. ...........: cece cece cee eeeneee 8 00.
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| Warrant Account of the Secletary—continued. 

No. To whom and for what issued. Amonnt. oo 

225 | M. J. Cantwell, printing and stationary............-.+-+2+---| $48 00 | 
226 | Democrat Company, advertising .....-cceceeeeeeeee er ereenes -% 5O 

227 | Geo. N. Church, premium ......... ccc cceecnemenee ree eeeese 10 00 

298 | C. E. Westbrook, premium.........c.cc scence cee eeee ee ee nes 120 00 

999 | Williams & Petherick, advertising ....¢...ceeeeeeeeeecnceceed 10 00 
230 | J. W. Parks, premium ......... 2 cee ee cece ee ee eee meen ee eeene 182 00 

231 | E. B: Thomas, premium ........... cece cee eee ee ee ee tree esame 53 00 

232 | S. B. Smith, premium ......... pce cece cen cee eereseseneeccet 14 00 

~—« 288:'| Nels. T. Kravige, premium .............-ceccceceeeccceeeees 5 00 
234 | R. M. & W. Andrus, premium ......... ccc see ewes cece cee eel. 3 00 

235 | H. M. Thompson, premium...........cceceseeeerenesecesceal 5 00 . 

936 | U.S. Express Company, express charges........sseeseeeeseee] 8 15 
23% | Wm. Welch, premium. ...... 0. cece cece eee cee meee epee ees e et 25 00. 

238 | Mrs. J. B. Joy, premium..........0 ce cence eee e eee ee teen 6 00 

«289 | Mrs. D. A. Oakley, rosettes .......0.. ss cee ee eee eben sere eed. T 68 

240 | Gazette Printing Company, advertising. ..1.....eseeeee sere eed 6 00 
241 | John Jeffers, premium ........ ccc cee eee ence cece eee renee el. 90 00 

942 | James Magson, premium .. ..csccecsee esse ce eeer ener eeeeees 110 00. | 

248 | Mrs. R. Lapham, premium........ ccc eevee ewe e eee e ene eeeeeel oO 400 . | 

944 | John J. Ross, premium .....6. eee ee cece eee cece eeeceeees ee} 250 00 
— 245 | Wim. LeRoy, premium..... 1.2... ee cece cece ence cect ee ecceees ' §0 00 

246 | Geo. CO. Stevens, premium... ........0ceceeeerccneececcseeees 20 00 

247 | R. Richards, premium. ...........-ceeccesccccccecssececsene 155 00 

«P48 | Geo. Murray, premium ........ 2... se cece cece cent es ceeececes 353 00 

249 | P.M. Perkins, premium... ...........-2- ss ccceeresscecseces 5 00 

250 | Isaac Anthony, premium ..............--seee cess eee eeeeees 20 00 
251 | J. B. Duclas, premium. ........ 2. eee ee eee cece e cee ce ceees 20 00 

252 | E. M. De Puy, premium.............ee cece cece ceescrecceces 15 00 

— - 258 | John Matthews, premium. ........+seeeseceeeeceeccecreccees 80 00 

254 | F. Bell, premium... ........ cece cece cece cree cece cree cnecccers 20 00 

255 | Chas. Cook, premium ........ cece eee c eee e cee e eee cen erences 20 00 

256 | H. W. Eaton, assistance in fine arts department ........++--++ 8 00 

257° | E. P. Dickey, premium .........e ee ce cece eee c cence ene ccesenl 30: 00 

258 | O. N. Russell, premium .. 0... 0 ee cee cece eee eee ee ee eee es 30 00 

259 | H. H. Bennett, assistance in fine arts department......... wef 8 00 

-— 260 | Luther Rawson, premiums........c.cee cece eee cence ences el. 149 00 

261 | H.S. Durand, premiums............ eee eee ee eens c eee eeer eee 178 00 

262 | Grand Chute Club, premium.............cecececeeserecccces 10 00 

263 | James McNee, premiums. ...........-eeeeee ceeeee socccete 20 00 

264 | S. A. Tenney, premiums ..........6--- ese cece cece cece eceeses 15 00 

265 | M. L. Butterfield, premiums ..........2-. 2.0. se ceeseescecces 38 00 

266 | D. McGeoch, premiums .........-s cece ee cece econ scccccecere 20 00 

267 | A. & P. Hamburt, premiums .......-...-.. eee e eer ec eres ecees 30 00 

268 | O. Cook, premiums...........ceeeececcess coccereccees vere 80 00 

| 969 | L. Eastman, premiums ........ sss eserescccccenessvccccccecs 20 00 

— 270 | D. Kelley & Son, premium .... .-eceseecesesceeeee cocceres 5 00 

271 | ALF. Pratt, premiums ......... cee ese ec ee ceseeecesee coceece 30 00 

272 | Rodney Seaver, premiums .......-.seeecececcescrecececseces 80. 00 ' 

273 | M. Robinson, premiums... ....ceecccccccscccccverccecccces . 11.00 

Q74. | R. B. Allen, premium ........ceccecceeeseccescroceeecseree el 8 00 | 

975 | P. A. Van Vracken, premiums ........+-seeeeeeeeeeerecereee] LL 00 
- 276 Ph. Best & Co., premium ...... cece cece cece cece ener ace c eres el. 8 00 : 

277 | John Dearsley, premium. ......eeeeeesecgeccesccces seeeeees 2 00 

278 | E. P. Richardson, premium ......ceesecerceevees vescteccee] 2 00 

279 | J, 8. Harvey, premium ........... cece eee e cece cence eee eee reed 10 00 

280 | No certificate issued. | | 

281 | George Murray, premiums...........2+ sneeesscreseereeeees 15 00 | 

_ 282 | Evening Wisconsin, printing tickets and advertising ......... 148 75
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SO Warrant Account of the Secretary—continued. =| a 

. No. . To whom and for what issued. Amount. 

883 | H. B. Pearson, coal........ ccc ccc cece cece cu cececesecs sees} $14 40 
. 984] C. Hazen, premiums..........0.. 0. ccc cece ees eececeesoesee? 85 00 

285 | F. N. Lydston, assistant superintendent fine arts dep’t........| 38 00 
mo 286 | G..D. Norris & Co., flags... . ccc. c cece es cece ceneessceeeee? 4700 | 

287 | Whitnall & Ellis, premiums,...............00cccceeeeceeesee] 38 00 
| 288 | Rice & Austin, premiums ..............ccs cc eseccecevecceset 80 00 

—_ 289 | Mrs. F. Jones; premium............ cc cece cece cece eceseeeseeet 100, 
290 | O. J. Smith, premium.......... ccc ccc ee eee wees eceeeeeseee] 8 00 

| 291 | F. Ludington, 3. cords wood ..........ccccccccccccccscccsees| 18 00 
292 | Strickland & Co,, stationery ... 0.00... ce cece eee e reece eres} = 5 10 
293 | A. D. Seaman.& Co., use of furniture at‘fair .......2......-6:, 600 

oo 294 | Riggs & Roth, grain for faire... ccc cece cee eon e ere esl 88 41 
295 | J. O. Eaton, superintendence at fair ........... ec cece eens ee et 86 00 

| 296 | D.T. Pilgrim, premiums........c0ccc cece cece ee cecceveserees| 24 00 
297 | H. B. Staines, premium... 0c. cece ce cic eee eeeeeesseseces| 10.00 

| © 298: | Wm. Lovering; drayage .... ec cee cece cece eee eeeeeseeesveep 800. 
-299 | Hyde & Bruce, livery. oc. ieee eee tect ew ee ceeeecceces| 15.00 — 
300 | C..H. Jacobs, premium.......... ccc cee cece eetecscerssceeeel 9 00 

~~ 801 | Mrs. A. F. Kellogg, premium....... 0... 05. eee ee cee eee eee ef = 8 00 
302 | Geo. Jeffrey, premium... .. 0... eee e ee cece eee ececeeceeree| 18 50 
$03 | James Hager, premium. .....-.. ccc eee cece cece cece ec ceeees 9 00 © 
304 | Shein Bros., premium........cccccecccccccccecccserssescsess| 10 00 
805 | S. He. Seaman, premium ..............ccsccccce ecccsccsseee} 105 00 
306 | E. H. Stone, premium. ........ 0. ccc ccc ccc cc ccc cece cectees %. 00 

} 807 | A. H. Jones, premium.......... 0... 0 ccc cc cece ee ceccccerce 200 
308 | L. Mock, premium.......... cece cece ccc ccccvcccccerece cee} 1000 

| 809 | Miss Julia A. Hamilton, premium ............. ec ce ee eeee ees) = 500 | 
310 | H.W. Roby; premium......... ccc cece cece cece eee e cree el 15 06 
$11 | Arnold & Yale, power for power hall.......s.cee0.eeseeeee ssf 11600 | 

| $12) Parks & Mchaughlin, posting Dills. v1... cc. cece eee ewe eels 1:00 
B13 | H. Bredfeld, drayage .. oc... eee cece cece ceceeee couse] 21 00 

, 814 | Milwaukee News Co., advertising..........e..-eseeeeeeeeee | 5050 
815} J. M. Thomas, premium. .....- ccc ceccccseeweccecesceseseee} 10 00 
316 | Mrs. C: A. Folsom, premium... 2.0... csi eee cece eee ee eeeent))§=-2.000 | 
817% | Chas. Elson, appropriation for fine arts hall .................| 500 00 - 

_ 818 | -C. D. Richards, premium.............. 2. cc cece cece ccc ceees 2 00 
319 | Chas. Elson, labor, lumber, and sundry incidental expenses...| 412 35 . | 

| 320 | Burnham & Post, livery...........cc cc cs se eeccseeeeccceceesl 1000 
a 821 | Mahew Bros., lumber... .....0. cece cet eee ee cece cece ecceees| 182 04 | 

822 | A. L: Boynton, livery... ....-. cece cece csecccececececcesess| 18 00 - 
-323:| German Printing Co., advertising ............ 0. eeeeee ce eeecet 81 25 : 

. 824 | S. Wetherbee, livery. .......... cece cece cece cece ence covevees| 8059 - 
$25 | H. Ludington, 981 dinner tickets. .............ccee eee wesc eet, 490 89 
826 | Peirce & Whaling, PIEMIUM...... ec cece cece ee eseeencesseee| 11.00 

: | 827 | Mrs. Wm. Miller, premium.............ccesccccec cee eweeeee] 6:00 | 
- 828 | Mrs."W. G. Benedict, premium............. cc cece eceeeenee] 400 

829 | W. FB. Whitney; premium. ..s...... 2. cee ce pe cee eeeeeecseee| > 25 00 
- -_- $80.| Mrs. Salina Stevens, premium ..........ccee eee eeseeecctccee| 400 

881 | Arnold & Yale, labor in power hall......... ccc eee eweeee cent §=17 00 
| $82 | Matthews Bros., premium ...-...... 0. c eee e cee eee eee e eee 700 

883: | Soha Esch, premium ..23 0.0... cece cece ene cece esse eeececee| 25 00 
884 | J. Lewis & Co., premium......... cee c ieee eee e cee eececccce| 1000 | 
885 . J..O. Haton, drayage: si e.e cee ccc cee ccc cence cen ceeseenens — 400 

836 | Milwaukee police, services at fair.......... cece cece eee e eset 5000 © 
837.) E. B. Thomas, premium..........cesecececesecceseccccoeeseess 850 
338 °| Geo. P. Peffer; premium. ........c cece cee cee tee eeseeeceeed 1000 | 

‘339 | E. W. Keyes, P. M., postage stamps and boxrent............., . 9 68 
340 | C. P. Root, premium ......... cece cece cece cece seceeseeeeeet 19 00 :
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Warrant Account of the Secretary—continued. : : 

No. To whom and for what issued. | Amount. . 

341 | P. Putnam, premium.......cecseeccc cep ece es ceeecsececees $2 00 
342 | Mrs. H. P. Yale, premium....... ccc cere sec w cece cece ceece 13 00 
343 | Julius Vogel, rollers ...... 0... cece tee ce cece eee en seasons 1 80 
344 | E. Elliott, premium. ... 0.0... ccc eee cece cece cece enees  § 00 
445 | Rodney Seaver, premium.........-.ccecccccccccccescroee. 5 00 

_ 846 | Watrous, Hutchin & Co., advertising .......-.0.eeceeseeees 10 00 
847 | Morrow Bros., advertising ....... 2... esc e cece eee e eee neeees 15 00 | 
348 | L. Woodard & Co., premium.......... ccceccceeeersceecs 10 00 . 
349 | Mrs: E. B. Thomas, premium ............2..ceccecrecceees 70 00 
300 | Miss Kate Peffer, premium ....-.......-cccecceccvccceeces 10 00 
3dol.; D. & M. Park, premium... ....... cece cee eee e eee e cent cons 5 00 . 
352.| Porsch & McKenny, advertizing..........eeeceeeeeceeeree} » 5 00 

| 353 | Mrs. Salley Bell, premium.....-.....c:ececsceceserecceeest = 8 00 
354 | F. W..Case, clerical service .....-..ecceesscccenessevcvceee} 48-00 
355 | F. W. Case, map of Wisconsin, bought in 1871 .............]. 1 50 
856 | Gen’l John Woolley, premium......cccseseceeseceeceveces| 14 00 | 
857 | Am. M. U. Ex. Co., express Charges ..... 00s. seceecee cence 11 7% 
858 | E. McIntyre, premium ..... 6c. ccc k cece ce eteeeeewenee, 2 00 
B59 | No order isgtied..... ccc. cece eee e cece cere nese eden ete eee eleee eter eee, 
360 | Wechselberg, Brown & Co., premium............0eeseeeeeef 20°00 | 
861-1 H. G. Roberts, premium............. 2. cc es ee cece tee eeaee 400 . 
362 | H. H. Bennett, premium.........ceeree ceeccecceccecceres 10 00 
363 | A. J. Philips. premium. .........0-ssccveccecccecescccenss 3 00 
364 | A. M. U. Ex. Co., diplomas. .........- sec ceeceesecescccccel 50 00 
365 | Atwood & Culver, printing and advertising .............-.{ 108 95 
366 | U.S. Ex. Co., express charges .......0...ccceeeeceseseeess] 1 00 
«B67 | J. 8. Stickney, premium... .... 2.2.2.2 ese cceeceereteceeees 17 00 

: 368 | R. P. Hoy, premium... ........ 6... cee eee e eee eee c ee reeenes 10 00 
369 James McAlpine, premium ..........cc.cseceeeceeeeeeee. 8 00 | 
370 | Bloedel & Mueller, medals. ........ececceceescccccrecesees 189 01 
371 | J. M. Wheeler, ass’t supt. at fair ..... eee eee e ewer ee ee eee 12 00 
372 W. J. Park & Co., stationery ...... cc cee cece cence cneeceeess 9 85 

6873 [ U.S. Ex..Co., express Charges ..ecceccscesevccncscvcvcvees 100 
874 |) H. Ludington, 227 dinner tickets..........-s.eeeeeeereeees 113 50 

, Total amount of orders issued by the secretary........../$17,917 22 
{| Amount of orders No. 239, of 1870, and 315, 341, 354, 864, 889," = a 

390, 391 and 392, of 1871, paid by the treasurer...........| ~204 90 

$18,122 12 
Amount of orders Nos. 9, 234, 249, 253, 255, 257, 262, 267, 270, 

270, 276, 341, 345, 353, 363, 368, 369, 370, 371, 372 and 373, ~ 
| not received by the treasurer at the close of the year, Dec. 

| A, ABT Qc ce ccc ee cee erence e tee seen eee e cence eeees 435 86 . 

. | Total amount of orders paid by the treasurer.............. ($17, 686 26



EXHIBITION OF 1872, 3 

| This fair, being the nineteenth of the society, was held on the 
| grounds known as the Cold Spring, in the city of Milwaukee, which — 

/ were generously furnished to the society by the public-spirited citi- 

gens of that city. These grounds had been used by thesociety for 
- their annual exhibitions of 1870 and 1871, and were in excellent 
ne condition. To make the grounds more attractive, however, and to 

' offer better facilities for the numerous exhibitors in the fine arts | 
department, the city of Milwaukee proposed, early in the season, 

to donate the sum of one thousand dollars to erect afine artshall, ~ 
- provided the society would furnish one half of the above sum, _ 

. which they cheerfully did, and the hall was erected, furnishing _ 
| extensive ‘and satisfactory accommodations in this department. 

The erection of this hall also gave an additional hall for manufac. 
- tures, so that this important department had enlarged room. The 

- executive board had great reason to believe that the fair would | 

_ prove the most attractive, interesting and profitable to the people | 
. of the state of any exhibition ever held by the society, and while 

| their hopes and expectations were fully realized as to the attract- | 

: - iveness of the exhibition, yet the wet and unfavorable weather of __ 

a Monday had a depressing influence upon the officers of the so- 
- giety, lowering their expectations of large financial Yeturns, and 

- abating the energy and enthusiasm of exhibitors to that extent, 
- that many, having made entries, did not place their articles on = 

- exhibition, and thousands who had made arrangements to attend _ 
| changed their minds with the change of weather and remained at 

theirhomes ts oe eee 

: _ A very correct idea of the weather was'given inthe Milwaukee _ 

Sentinel of the 22d, and in the Milwaukee News of the 23d, 

| which I here copy, as follows: |
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| oe me Brom the Sentinel. an - | 

“On Saturday night, while closing their accounts for the week, | 

Old Probabilities and Pluvius got into a dispute after the manner 
of those who dwell below the skies. Jupiter, it appears, had for 

some time been jealous of an, assumption of authority on the part 

of his colleague, who has proven himself but an odd, eccentric 
: character, at best. ‘The latter, under commission of our govern- 

~ ment, had on several occasions predicted rain when Jupiter's stock | 
was too low to furnish the supplies called for, and at times would 

- take it upon himself to do a little “simmering” on his own re- 

sponsibility. This procedure did not please Pluvius, who alleged 

that it was inimical to his reputation as a careful guardian of his 

“As we have stated, the little disagreement between the partners 

culminated in a flare-up on Saturday night, and, in spite of the © 
good offices of old Sol, resolved itself into a dissolution for the 
time being. Pluvius, to show his disregard of all the little rules 

and regulations of Old Probabilities, did as he pleased from that 
time until yesterday afternoon, to the astonishment and dismay of 

-. the good citizens of Milwaukee. The thunder roared and the 
rain poured, until the populace bethought themselves of arks, in 

- fear of a second flood. | 

_ “The streets formed thebeds of rushing torrents, to the dissatis an 
; faction of contractors, and basements with their wealth of stores . 

were converted into cisterns and pools under the wrath of “J upe,” 

as he was familiarly called by the partner responsible for hisirate 
atate. a | 

“Karly yesterday afternoon Old Sol succeeded as an intermedi- 
ator, and now everything moves on as regularly as before. Busi- 
ness suspended during the forenoon began to reseme its wonted 

round, and many were they who were obliged to betake them- 

‘selves to the task of counting the costs.” | 

| 7 : ae ‘From the News. cart 

©The sun rose on Monday morning behind dark clouds that 

shut out from his view everything terrestial. Though old Sol 

strove hard to peep out at Cold Spring and see how matters were 
going on there, still, such was the violence of the rain-storm that
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_. _, enveloped our city and vicinity, that the old fellow had to remain 

ae satisfied with what he had seen last week. The weather up to | 

‘Saturday night was all that could possibly have been desired, and 
_- every one hoped that we were to have an uninterrupted succes- 

gion of fine days for the fair. But the sultry weather of Saturday 

on foreboded rain, and as night came on the clouds gathered in the. 

northwest and southwest and the bright flashes of lightning fore- 
| told the coming storm. Sunday dawned in a way that was de- 

:  cidedly disheartening. The leaden sky. grew heavier and heavier - 

| as the day advanced, with occasional patterings of rain. With © 

an early night the rain came and poured steadily in unceasing tor- 

—— rents till noon yesterday. The rain-fall was accompanied by the 

oe most vivid flashes of lightning and heavy claps of thunder that — 

followed each other in rapid snecession. So long continued a 

‘ - thunder storm has not been known for twenty-five vears. From. 

. Sunday: afternoon till Monday noon the thunder and lightning 

a were frequent and at times of the very heaviest description. Mon- - 

day morning the rain poured down in torrents, falling steadily in 

heavy sheets. At noon there was a cessation in the storm, and 

the sun almost broke through the scattering clouds, but soon — 

-__ retired behind the thick veil as the sky again darkened with the — 

ny portents of continued rain. Soon there was ‘a sudden breaking: 

- ~ forth of sunlight and then the clouds and the sun strove for the 

mastery with doubtful success. Yesterday afternoon the clouds — 
game and went, but the sun seemed to promise better weather 
to-day when he retired from view.” _ a ae 

Sos - Tuesday, the day of the formal opening, the weather was more | 

ss promising, although somewhat fickle, “alternate rain and sun- 

| _ ghine prevailing.’”’” The grounds were in terrible condition from | 

the three days of incessant rain, and but few visitors were present. 

. to listen to the President’s opening address, which was delivered. 

a at 2 o’clock P. M., in front of the executive office. The office of. 

. entry was kept open until 9 P. M., hence the class books could. 

not be delivered to the judges until Wednesday morning, and — 

then, as usual, few of those selected answered to “roll call,” but : 

the board was fortunate in securing efficient persons to fill the 
| vacancies, with little trouble, the superintendent of each depart-.
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’ ment attending to that duty in person. The work of the judges 

was faithfully and efficiently executed. . | | 
- Wednesday, the weather was more favorable.‘ The storm had = 

passed. The mud, under the influence of the sun and drying 

wind, had nearly disappeared, and notwithstanding the forbidding 

state of the weather for the two days previous, causing many to 

remain away, who. under a more favorable condition of the ele- | 

ments would, no doubt, have been present; yet it was a reason- 
ably successful day for the society, raising a hope in the minds of 

| the officers, that, financially, the exhibition would not prove@ 

failure, as they had feared at the opening. es 

_ _The Milwaukee Sentinel of Thursday morning says: | 
“Yesterday opened with a clear sky and nothing of an un- 

pleasant nature save a strong wind which made it chilly workin 
- the city and on the fair grounds. . The sun shone brightly, and, | 
besides aiding to dry the muddy streets, by noon mitigated con- 

- siderably the effects of the cool atmosphere. Under these favor- 
_able circumstances a large crowd was naturally expected to visit 
the fair grounds to examine the many things on exhibition. And 
this expectation was verified. Numbers of people from the towns 
of the state arrived: by the early trains, and by two o’clock in the | 
afternoon a much better assemblage of visitors than had even 

‘een looked for was present on the grounds. Entries to the 
| number of 2,507, against 2,645 last year, had already been made ; 

the attendance of citizens of Milwaukee and the state iseven now - 
well assured, and it only remains for the weather to continue pro- 
pitious to make the whole affair a success so far at least as the 
remaining days of the week are concerned. Old Probabilities ~ 
should make it his especial business to attend to the matter. . 
“The entry and class books were closed at an early hour, and 

_ the judges were well at work long before the day was over. 

Rapidity of action was ‘necessary on all sides, and thus the grent | 

agricultural event is now fairly in running trim. The exhibition 
of horses, according to the programme, although not exciting 

especial interest until the racing commenced, was tarried out suce 
cessfully. Live stock in all of the departments presents the most 
complete and best showing that our people have had a chance to 

- witness fora long time. Every stall is occupied, and there are
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some first-class and well-known horses. Cattle take up one 
hundred and thirty-seven stalls, sheep nearly as many, and hogs 

- gomething over eighty. These, of course, embrace every breed, | 

size and color. An interested crowd lined the whole side of the 

_ grounds during the afternoon, sand was ready with praise for 

| some of the handsome animals. The rain proved a benefit in one 

respect, if no other, that is, guaranteeing plenty of water forthe 

. herds. — oe Socae ie des eS | 

“When the band called the crowd to witness the trials of _ 

ss gpeed quite a large number of spectators gathered along the home 
stretch to witness the sport.” : 

‘Thursday, generally the great day of the State Fair, was cloudy, 

- chilly, damp and uncomfortable, and yet with these discouraging — 

and adverse circumstances to overcome, the number of visitors was 
large, and the receipts encouraging to the board, who were made 
happy in the assurance that they would be able to pay their pre- 

| miums and other liabilities on demand. The annual address was 

delivered from a platform erected adjoining the fine arts hall, by _ | 

Hon. George B. Smith of Madison—subject, “Labor and Capital” 

| —and can be found in this volume under the head of “ Addresses.” | 

“ Mr. Smith’s address was listened to with marked attention bya 

- large and intelligent audience. Remarks were also made by His 

|. Excellency ©. C. Washburn, President Twombly of the Universi- 

ty of Wisconsin, and Secretary Field, which can be found also un- 

| der the head of “ Addresses.” Friday, the last day of the exhi- 

bition, was mild and beautiful, and the citizens of Milwaukee, par- 

ticularly the ladies, who had been waiting for a mild atmosphere 

and agreeable travelling, turned out in considerable numbers, fill- 

ing the grounds better than is usual the closing day of a state 

The Milwaukee News well says, relative to the exhibition: 

| | “The fair is over. We had one day of fine weather, Friday; 

one day that was barely tolerable, Thursday; one day that was 

gold and piercing, Wednesday; and one day that was rainy and 

cold, Tuesday. Monday was a disheartening time, the rain pour- _ 

ing down. Altogether the weather has been very bad and has | 
| produced the worst effect upon the exhibition. These fairs, of _
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~ course, depend in a great measure upon the weather for the degree 

- of success they have. It is useless to expect the people to turn 

out and see the very finest exhibition in the world, if it rains or a 

is cold and threatening, while if the weather is fine they will 

crowd to a, fair that is only up to the standard of mediocrity. The 

people in the interior of the state are apt to get discouraged if the 

early days of the fair are unpleasant, and postpone their contem- 

plated tour to the city altogether. 
“The exhibition just closed was one of the finest, perhaps the 

very finest State Fair, ever held in Wisconsin. The entries were 
ahead of those of any former year, and the show in the various 

departments was unusually attractive and worthy of attention. 

So far, all was very well. But the weather interfered with the 
success of the exhibition. Monday should have seen the entries com- 

_ pleted and the work of arranging the articles designed for exhibi- | 
tion fairly finished. The rain poured down in torrents on that day, 
and the result was that Tuesday was occupied in doing what should 

have been done on Monday. The delay was most noticeable in 
the department of fine arta There was no small amount of com- 

plaint concerning the tardiness here. But when it is considered 
that the owners of fine paintings and pictures are perfectly justi- | 

fied in objecting to expose~their possessions in this line, to even 

the possibility of damage, and that no show can be made unless 
_ the wherewithal is provided, we think the matter will be satisfac- 

torilyexplained. ee 
“ The attendance at the fair was far short of last year, owing to 

the causes already mentioned. On Thursday the grounds were 

tolerably well filled, but that was the only large day. The others 
ranged from bad to worse, according to the condition of the sky 
and the looks of the clouds. No part of the programme, how- 
ever, was neglected. oe 

“The officers of the State Agricultural Society pursued the 
even tenor of their official way as unruffled as you please. The | 
amount of labor performed by these gentlemen, and the constant ; 
annoyances of all descriptions to which they were subjected daily - 

and hourly, and every day and every hour during the fair, exceeds 
belief But they were always courteous and obliging and never | 

failed to put themselves to any amount of personal inconvenience
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that would accommodate any one who applied for-information or 

en assistance. The genjlemen of the press. are especially indebted | 
_ to the entire corps of officials for unremitting attenfion and con- — 

stant kindness 
oo “For ourself, as we gazed at the cows standing so se- 

7 | renely and beautifully in the stalls; at the hogs. that grunted 

so melodiously as they shook their fat sides; at the sheep 
_.. with their rich coats of wool; the hens, those traveling manufac- | 

7 tories of the nourishing and healthful egg; the ducks and geese - 

that are so good to eat when they are dead and cooked ; the corn, 

potatoes, melons, beets and such, we longed to be a farmer. From — 
our earliest youth it has always been the summit of our ambition 

| to arrive at some station in life where we could earn our daily 

bread by the sweat of a hired man’s brow. - Hitherto a frowning — 
providence has blasted our ardent hopes, but yesterday, and all 
during the fair, as we stood surrounded by these rich products of 

_ ‘Wisconsin’s skillful farmers, the desire seized us with tenfold 
| strength. We do not, however, see our way clearly to it just yet.” 

ee Special reports of interest, will be found under the head of | 

_ “Superintendents’ Reports,” giving a somewhat detailed account 

a of each department. oe I ! 
All things considered, the exhibition was a success. The dis- 

| _ play in each department was good, and in the stock and machinery _ 
departments never excelled in the state. The receipts were some — 

—. $18,000, which, with the funds in the treasury, enabled the society _ 

to meet: promptly its liabilities, with a small balance on hand at 
the close of the fiscal year. a
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OPENING ADDRESS. | | | 

* BY BL R. HINKLEY, PRESIDENT. oo . 

oo 7 whee : +» Delivered on the Fair Grounds, Sept. 24, 1872. 
; to. Do, 

| Gentlemen of the Wisconsin State Agricultural Society : | : 

_ Fetiow Crrizens: Notwithstanding the unfavorableness of the 

past season in some portions of the state,and the present dis- 

tractions of an exciting political canvass, the producing classes of . 
our people have been so far successful in their labors as 

to have been encouraged to bring, in great variety and num- 
ber, the products of their industry to this place of our’: an- | 

nual gathering. And there is also good reason to believe 
_ that the attendance of visitors will show that all the adverse influ- 

ences combined have not been sufficient to make this exhibition | 
an exception to the long list of successes which have character- 

_- ized the fairs of this society, and which have contributed to give , 

 it-high rank among the leading agricultural societies of the Union. 

In proceeding to inaugurate this exhibition, Iam constrained by 
the unalterable purpose that this shall be my last personal utter- - 
ance in an executive capacity, to make my “Opening Address” 

| an occasion for a brief review of the society’s past history, as well 

as for an enunciation of the principles in accordance with whichits | 

affairs have been administered during my official connection with 

it, and with which, in my judgment, they require to be adminis- 

tered in the future in order to accomplish the objects for which it 

wasformed. | , 
| - The society was organized and put into operation in that year, - 

- memorable in the history of industry, when in the Crystal Palace, 
' at London, there were gathered together in one place the repre- _ | 

7 sentatives and products of all the civilized nations of the world— | 

the year 1851—just twenty-one years ago. ee 
‘The constitution they adopted, like the one now in force, de- 

- clared the objects of the society to be “to promote the advance- 

ment of agriculture, horticulture and the mechanic and househoid 

; 4
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- arts.” It thus comprehended within its plan the use of such 

. measures as shall be deemed best calculated to encourage all = 

-“ branehes of industry. The name “ Agricultural” was given it | 

| because of the special importance of the agricultural interest, and 

| ~ for the sake of a convenient title. | LE Ses oe | 

. | As a measure of prime importance, it contemplated the holding a 

| of an annual exhibition, where should be collected sample pro- 

| ducts of the year’s industry, as well as specimens of the most ap- | 

proved breeds of animals of every sort adapted to our state,and = 

the best machinery and implements, together with new inventions, | 

a and where the whole people of the state should be privileged to 

- assemble for the purpose of comparing them, of exchanging views, 

7 and, last of all, for that recreation and social intercourse of which — 

the farming class in this eountry have always had too little for 

oe either their health, their material advantage, or their social man- 

ners. - | a ; 

| | It also proposed to itself the scarcely less important work of _ 

encouraging experiments with new varieties of plants and breeds 

of animals, as well as with new methods of cultivation, breeding, 

: __ ete.; of collecting information concerning these and all other in- 

dustrial subjects from every available source, and of diffusing it 

| through the medium of an annual publication. This was andis — 

op its work as prescribed in its own constitution, and in the law 

clothing it with corporate powers oy 

| ’ -The management of its affairs was entrusted, under the provis- | 

ions of the constitution, to an executive committee, consisting of | 

a, president, one vice president for each congressional district,a = 

" secretary and treasurer, and seven members chosen from the state 

| at large. ees 

7 The first exhibition was held in Janesville in 1851. Itwasa 

~~ glim affair, but it was the beginning of an important work, and 

led to the formation of county organizations, many of which have _- 

| long since eclipsed this pioneer effort of the state society, | 

Since that date, fairs have been been held annually, except in | 

. the years 1861, ’62 and ’63, when, owing to the occupation of its — | 

grounds. by government troops. and the general disturbance of 

social and industrial affairs, the annual exhibition was postponed. 

How successful these exhibitions have been, as such, willappear
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upon an examination of ourannual reports, How successful they 
| they have been, as an influence, leading to reforms in agnicultural — 
__- practice ; to the introduction of better breeds of stock of every | 

a kind; to the improvement of farm machinery and its general use ; 

| to the influx of immigration based on the demonstration they: have 

made of the fertility of our soils, the favorableness of our climate, 

etc’, contributing to the success of railways and the necessary in- 

ternal improvements, stimulating the inventor, the artisan and the 

manufacturer to greater effort, and helping to secure to Wisconsin 

a high standing as an enterprising and prosperous commonwealth, | 

| —how much they have done for the state in all these ways, can 

hardly be estimated. We havea right to assume, however, that | 

they are entitled to much eredit on these accounts, and that those 
who have been bold enough to deny their great utility, have there- 

| by convicted themselves of a narrowness andvshort-sightedness of 

_ which any citizen claiming to be intelligent has reason to be | 

ashamed. | 
| We have confirmation of the correctness of this view in this 

very fact of a radical change in sentiment on this subject. Farm- 
- ers who, at first, not only did not volantarily place themselves on 

the list of exhibitors, but were seldom seen to show their faces at 

the Annual Fairs , have at length become their efficient promot- | 

ers. Manufacturers vie' with each other in the extent and attract- 

~ iveness of their displays, and the railway companies, in the most 
cordial spirit, offer the society those necessary facilities. for trans- 

portation which were formerly most grudgingly granted, or denied 

altogether. | fee 
The general utility of our exhibitions is further endorsed by 

the liberal patronage they receive from an ‘intelligent public. No 

| fairs in the United States—except those of St, Louis, which, with 
the advantages of a location central to the great valley of the 

| Mississippi, and the home patronage of over three hundred thou- | 
_ sand fair-going people, have assumed the proportions of a national 

|  exhibition—have. been more numerously attended than ours, not- 

withstanding the extent of our area and the sparseness of our pop- 

In the planning and management of our exhibitions, we have 

| assumed their main uses to be these:
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Cg First, the encouragement of the more enterprising, by awarding 

sto them the distinction they deserve. for their efforts to produce 

better results in their several departments of industry; by making = 
| some partial compensation for such efforts, in the form of substan-- - 

a tial prizes; by bringing to the place of exhibition multitudes of 

_ observers from all portions of the state, so that the superiority of | 

their results may be widely known and appreciated, and, finally, 

| by announcing their successes through the medium of the press. 
| Secondly, to place before the less enterprising and less. informed - 

. such models of excellence in their respective branches of industry __ 

ds will at once awaken in their minds a desire for improvement, 

and show them the path tosuccess. ne 
- - Thirdly, by bringing all classes of the people together, for ob- 

jects of common interest, to promote that friendly intercourse 

_- which leads to mutual respect and intelligent co-operation. | __ 

Fourthly, to furnish an occasion for needed relaxation and recre- 

— ation to multitudes of our hard-working people, who, but for some 

_ such opportunity to blend entertainment with instruction, would = 

, rarely or never escape the round of unceasing toil.f - 

| If these are not the proper objects of such exhibitions, and if ==> 

we have not named them in the order of their importance, then 

| has this society erred in its understanding of them, and in the - 

| management of this branch of its work. a 

We may confess that there has, at times, been manifest a dispo- : 

- sition to over-estimate the importance of someone of these objects 

at the expense of the others, and that there hasalways been need =— > 

ofa steady and resolute effort to keep them in their proper relations = — 

| -. and thus hold them in the most judicious equipoise. There is, 

~ in fact, some appearance of such a tendency to-day ; and I need 

hardly point out to you that it is on. the side of reversing the 

order of objects as I’ have named them. I hope there is not so - 

much danger of the society’s giving fatal prominence to the recre- _ 

| ation and sporting element as should excite serious apprehensions = 

in the minds of its best friends, but I nevertheless deem it wellto 

| throw out this caution = os CREB | 

2 + We began our trials of speed as a means of proving the qual- | 
| ity of our horses and of encouraging such careful breeding as is 

calculated to improve the stock of this state. This was well, but
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let us see to it that the race course does not absorb such undue 
attention as to discourage those unobstrusive but substantial indus- . 

| | tries upon whose fostering care depends the permanent prosperity Oo 

| of our society and the real welfare of the state. They who would . 

administer the affairs of the society wisely in these respects, must _ 
not see too narrowly. They must take broad and impartial views ) 
of the whole field, and give to each interest the encouragement 
its importance demands. | 

Touching the office of the society as a collector, digester and 

| diffuser of information relative to the several branches of our 

| state industry, I find it the more easy to speak freely because that 
| important duty has almost exclusively devolved upon another 

| than myself, and for at least a dozen years has been so well per- 

_ formed that none but words of high commendation can be justly | 

“spoken of it wee 
In all, we have published ten volumes of what we call thé 

Society’s Transactions. These volumes, besides the good they : 
have accomplished at home, have found their way into the lead- | 

| ing libraries of this country and of Europe, and are now eagerly __ 
| sought by various industrial and scientific societies and institu- | 

tions, in all parts of the world. They are not only the authorite- 
~ tive representations of the resources and industry of Wisconsin, 

they also serve to mark for the political economist, social philoso- | 

_ pher and historian, of whatever country, the height to which our. 

‘state has risen in the scale of material, and even social develop- 
ment. They also abound in information and doctrine of the most 
universal application. Together, they contribute a series of re- 

| ports to which any member may properly, and with pride, assiga 

- a conspicuous place in his library. 
| It is a ground of congratulation that the late legislature, by a | 

| vote entirgly unanimous, saw fit to provide for the issue of thelast 
and all subsequent volumes of our transactions in editions of five 

thousand copies, instead of three thousand, as heretofore. = —s_— 7 
| _ Financially considered, this society has been no less successful. a 

_ It has never failed to pay promptly every dollar awarded in pre- 
‘miums, nor to meet every other obligation. For a time it received 
three thousand dollars from the state treasury per annum, in aid of 

a 0 .
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its fairs; but this appropriation was voluntarily relinquished in 
1862, and the re-instatement of it has never yet been asked for; - 
so that this is the tenth year of our independence of all aid in the — 
way of money appropriations—a condition of which, so far as i 

have information, no other State Agricultural Society, or Board of © 
_ Agriculture in the Union can boast. ae . 

Our annual receipts have advanced from a few hundred dollars, 
to twenty-seven thousand seven hundred and forty-seven dollars. = 
The treasurer’s last report shows this to have been the total re- 

-_ geipts for 1871, and that after paying all premiums and meeting | 

_ all obligations, including over two thousand six hundred dollars 

| - due on real estate, there was still left in the treasury a balance of 

five thousand nine hundred and fifty-four dollars, | 
: It thus appears that in the use of the various means contemplated 

by the constitution and the law, the society has been generally 

~~ successful, and is hence entitled to the public confidence. I trust, © 
now that it has struggled through and escaped the perils of in- 

- fancy, and is “twenty-one,” it will not content itself with rivaling — 

the past, but go forward in a career of increasing and unexampled 

prosperity. 
--—s«SJn retiring from the onerous and responsible position with 

which your confidence has honored me for sc many years, | shall 

os lose none of the interest I have always felt in the prosperity of the 

society, but continue, as heretofore, to labor for the advancement 
of its interests. _ - oo, Bt 
_ My relations with every member of the executive board, from 

the beginning to the end of my term of office, have been so 
remarkably cordial and pleasant, that, notwithstanding the ardu- 

ous labers and anxieties which have been inseparable from the | 
faithful discharge of its duties, I shall think of them with unal- _ 

| loyed pleasure and satisfaction, and I can hardly wish anything | 
better for the society, and certainly nothing better for its official 
members, than that all future boards may be characterized by the 

-. game harmony and spirit of cordial co-operation. = | 

| Having detained you so much longer than | had intended with 

these general. remarks, I will only repeat my annual appeal for _ 
: the hearty and faithful co-operation ‘of all who have been en- | 

| trusted with duties of any sort pertaining to this present exhibi- |
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tion. Some ef the duties devolved upon you will be found very | 

onerous; others, especially those of the awarding committees, are - 

- delicate and oft-times perplexing; all are responsible, and chal. 
lenge the earnest endeavor of each to. perform them in a thoroughly ae 

faithful manner. ne | 

I now formally pronounce the Nineteenth Annual Exhibiton 
| of the Wisconsin State Agricultural Society, open. to the: public 

inspection. I trust. that its opportunities, furnished at so great a 

cost in labor and money, will be highly appreciated and duly im- 
proved’ by the people of all portions of the state. ;: 

| Collec AON ultapd 
Unive rg! ny or Velcon 
Madison &, Wisceasin 

ANNUAL ADDRESSES, 

_ Delivered on the Fair Grounds, September 26, 1872, by Hon. oe 

Geo. B. Smith, Governor C. C. Washburn, J. H. Twombly, D. D., 

President of the University of Wisconsin, and W. W. Field, | 

Secretary of the Wisconsin State Agricultural Society. 

| LABOR AND CAPITAL. | 

oo / oe BY HON. GEO. B. SMITH. 

Mr. President and Fellow Citizens: 7 | 

- Whoever, by the inspiration of genius, shall discover some plan, 

— some principle, by which labor shall receive a just proportion of 

what it produces, will be the most distinguished benefactor of his 

race. It has been said of Adam Smith, that by the publication 

of his “ Wealth of Nations,” he contributed more towards the 

happiness of man than has been effected by the united abilities of 

_ all the statesmen and legislators of whom history has preserved 

an authentic account. The great discovery that he made and | 

| illustrated, was simply that gold and silver were not wealth, but 

/ merely the representatives of wealth, and that wealth consisted | 

: solely of the value which skill and labor can add to the raw ma- 

-  terial—that money is of no possible use to a nation ora people, 

| except to measure and calculate their riches. ote |
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‘These discoveries of a great thinker absolutely revolutionized 
the whole trade and commerce of the world, diminished the 
gauges and of course the chances of war between nations, and 

_ thus increased the happiness of mankind. But how much greater 
good. would flow from the discovery of some principle by which 

| labor would receive its just reward and have its due influence in 

‘the affairs of men! The great principle discbvered, illustrated 

and enforced by Adam Smith, applied to and affected nations di- 
So rectly, and individuals as an incident. If this rule can be 

reversed, and some plan hit upon which will affect individuals 

| _ directly, and the whole people incidentally, I will not say that the 

millennium will have come, but peece, prosperity and good will 
surely prevail on earth to an eXtent never yet realized. | 

| | - ANTAGONISM OF CAPITAL AND LABOR. | 7 

ae Capital and labor ought not to be antagonistic, but somehow — 
they are so; ‘and they have been so among all commercial and 

; civilized peoples so far back as we have any intelligent account 
| of time, and, so long as commerce and trade are carried on under © 

_ the present system I do not see how it can possibly be otherwise. 

: It is true that many causes of the difference of prosperity be- | 
tween persons are directly connected with the individual man,-and 2 

| _are plainly to be accounted for from the difference in inclination, 

habit, disposition and temperament. Thus we can easily seewhy 
one man is more thrifty and prosperous than another. But why 

_ whole classes of people should fall under this rule is not so easy 

to discover; and certainly it cannot be attributed to the cause just 

assigned. When we reflect that all wealth is the productof 
we labor, and that the great mass of maakind must labor, it must be 

. amatter of surprise that capital so seldom aggregates in their = 

hands, and it is equally a matter of surpise that itis mainly found 
in the possession, and under the control of the comparative few. — 

| It is astrange spectacle, that the few are and have been enabled | 
at all times to control absolutely, when they would, both thecapi- 

| tal and labor of every people, while the many who produce the 

7 wealth are toiling on, year by year, in humble circumstancesand © _ 

in comparative poverty. That this is so will be apparent.toall, 
when you reflect that whenever the country is depressed bya
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_ partial famine, or from any cause, labor always relies upon and | 
+ looks to capital for relief; and it is a just tribute to capital to say 

thaton such occasions it is seldom applied to invain. But the 

wonder is, considering that capital is but the result of labor, that 

- labor should ever be humbled to ask for charity. oO 

ss \WHY CAPITAL HAS THE ADVANTAGE. 

_ There are many causes which produce a conflict between labor 
and capital, and which give capital an advantage over labor, some 
of which it may be profitable to mention here. - ca 

- (.)-s« Capital is organized and Jabor isnot, _ 
(2.)- Somehow, capital in every country has been especially fa- 

vored by legislation. Ott is, in fact, protected and defended. ina | 

thousand ways, where labor finds no protection, no defender. 
| By means of this special and partial legislation, small sums of 

money have been aggregated and concentrated under the manage- 

ment of one or a few men, fcr the accomplishment of a given 
object, and thus the power of capital is increased a thousand fold 
over unorganized and unprotected labor. By this and similar 

_ means, both in reference to small and large sums of money, capi- 
tal is not only favored by legislation, but labor is actually made 

, all'the while to increase and magnify the importance and influence 
of capital, and of those who have it, == oe | 

_ . Capital, however, has one advantage over labor which isnot de. 
_. rived from, nor is it aided especially by, legislation. That advan- 
"tage is, that it works all the time. It never sleeps, never tires, 

while those who labor must rest, must sleep. | 
There are other reasons, but those we have mentioned are 

| enough to show why labor and capital are always in conflict, and 
why capital always triumphs when it will. | re 

| ‘THE REMEDY WITH THE PEOPLE. | 

_ The remedy for all this has never yet been found in legislation; 
, and I am sure we need never look to legislation for the remedy ; | 

- for there is nothing that capital so certainly controls as legislation. 
_ When we pass the ordinary routine of legislation for the preven- 

_ . tion and punishment of crime, and to meet and regulate the ordi- 
‘Mary municipal affairs of towns, counties and the like, the result
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of it is now, and always has been, in the interest of capital, rather 
than of labor. There is, in: fact, no place where the controlling | 

influence of capital is more visible than in the matter of legisla- 
tion. There has never been wisdom, honor, O§ virtue enough in 

the legislative department of government to resist it. It is here | 
| that capital fairly riots and revels in its power—not in one legisla- 7 

ture, but in.all; not alone in the states, but in the nation, as well;. 

_- not only in this country, but in all countries, Thisistrue; so 
we need not look in that direction for relief against this evil, nor 

| indeed for relief against any evil that rises above an assault and . 
| battery, or a common larceny, and the like. The remedy for this _ 

evil, and for all evils that affect peoples, lies somewhere among 
the people, and some time we may hope that it will be discovered. __ 
Let some great genius come forth and point out the means by 

which labor shall at all times reap its just reward and have its 

just influence in the affairs of men, and the world will sing his - 

| praises with grateful hearts to the end of time. 7 | | 
It is claimed by writers on political economy that the true te- - 

ation between labor and capital is that of partners; and that, but | 

for the favoritism that legislation has everywhere shown to capital, 
they would work together in harmony and in fairness. Whether 
this be true, or not, it is not my purpose now to discuss. Butif — 

_ itis so, if right legislation can restore a just equilibrium between 
capital and labor, and secure to labor ajustand fair share of what 

| it earns, then the remedy is in the hands of the laboring men of 

this country ; and if they act honestly, and act wisely, the remedy | 
might be applied, and the work accomplished within atwelve 
month. We have seen that the capital of the country is in the 

_. hands of the few, and we know that they act together and for __ 
their interests. Suppose the laboring interest should do the same, 
just once, what a revolution it would work in this country andin 
the world! And, if it acted wisely, what a blessing would be © 
conferred upon mankind by this one exercise of manly inde- — 
pendence and self-respect! = ee 

7 RELATIONS OF LABOR TO AGRICULTURE.  —SE_—. 

But it may be asked what has all this todo with agriculture. __ 
TL answer that it has everything to do with it. It has something
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| to do with every branch of industry, and with every phase of in- | 

dustrial interests inallthe land. = st 7 ) 

| ~ Agriculture is labor. It is unorganized, individual labor, which 

is more thoroughly diffused throughout’ the whole country, and 

more imniediately connected with every other branch of industrial 

pursuit than any other labor. A glance at the census returns of 

1870 will show how. many are engaged in each of the industrial 

| pursuits. The whole number is 11,906,073. Of this number, 

5,922,471 are engaged in agriculture; 2,707,421 in manufacturing | 

| mechanical and mining pursuits ; 1,191,288 in trade and transpor- 

tation, and. 2,084,898 are rendering personal and professional ser- | 

vices. These 5,922,471 people engaged in agriculture, producing 

every variety of product raised on our soil, do not fix the price of 

a single bushel of grain, or of any single article raised, grown or. 

6 produced by them. The price of wheat is dictated by capital, and 

accepted by the producer. And so it is with everything, even 

down to the few pounds of butter that are taken to the village 

- store in exchange for goods at the merchant's price. As itis with | 

| the product of labor, so it is with labor itself. The price is fixed 

| by capital, and any attempt to demand or insist upon higher wages, | 

or more pay, is regarded as a kind of disgraceful revolution, and 

in the end is unsuccessful, and in almost every instance results | 

disastrously to those who make the demand. Thus we see, that 

11,906,073 American citizens engaged in the various industrial 

pursuits, producing annually by their labor all the real wealth 

that is produced in this country cannot fix the price of their pro- 

ducts, or name the price of their daily labor. Much less can they | 

fix the price of what is taken in exchange for all this labor. Hven 

to the little that falls to them in the end, the price is fixed by cap- 

ita o | 

_- PARTIALITY OF LEGISLATION. ee | 

And if you examine carefully the legislation of our country 

- (and it is as liberal here as anywhere, and perhaps more so,) you 

will find it discriminating in every way in favor of capital and 
against labor; and when this end is not secured directly by 

legislation, it is even more discriminating and unjust by custom. 

Capital adds a profit every time an article of general use
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changes hands, and, by a reverse rule, it deducts something from —- 

every agricultural product, while it is undergoing the same pro- _ 

| cess; and with a singular refinement of financial rascality, every 
| possible change is anticipated, and this deduction is made while it _ 

- is in the hands, or just as it leaves the possession, of the producer. 

Thus the producer, for what he has to buy, is all the time paying __ 
the highest possible price that capital can demand, and he is — 
receiving only such compensation ‘as capital and cupidity will — 

offer for what he has to sell. OME go 
Capital is organized and vigilant. It looks all the time to its” 

own interest and advancement. It smothers its passions and 
prejudices when it isin danger. It is persistent in its demands 

_ for protection, and it is wise, liberal and munificient in the means 

it uniformly employs for success. It is never hampered by plat- 
forms, and it is seldom deceived by candidates, One virtue it has 
of which labor cannot boast—it is true to its friends, it pays lib- 

| erally for services rendered, and never deserts a friend. _ | 

Our statute books, state and national, are full of laws for the 

| protection of capital, but it would bother an antiquarian to find 

one for the protection of labor, The arts and sciences are in 
ss some sense the pets of capital, and hence they have found some | 

| protection in legislation. But, singularly enough, just in propor- — , 
tion as these have been protected, labor has been burdened and 

| made to pay for it, with the usual profitadded. = 

sss PHE BURDENS UPON AGRICULTURAL INTERESTS. | 

7 Our government has intended to be generousto labors of the. 

| brain, while it has cruelly neglected the labors of the hand. 

-_-But in this particular the government has compelled its toiling 
‘and producing millions to contribute this bounty. Ido not com- : 

. plain that the government is generons to inventors, but the way 

| in which it is accomplished is of doubtful propriety. Every year 
the agricultural interests of this country are paying millions of © 
tribute, not to the poor inventor of agricultural implements, but 

| to the capitalist, who, taking advantage of the poverty of thein- 

| ventor, purchased his right for a trifling sum; and it is a scandal | 

| upon honest legislation that repeated renewals of patents are ob- 
tained in order that the price may be kept up. All this is the
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busy work of capital, while labor is compelled to contribute to its 
own discomfiture in supporting and aiding those who so unjustly _ 

burden it. Again, trifling improvements are annually made to 

agricultural implements, so as to keep up the price to the old 
| standard, that capital may be richly rewarded at the expense of 

thoughtless, careless labor. What is true of agricultural imple- 

ments, is equally true of other inventions which are in general 
use. In reference to all these, the labor of the country is paying 
heavy tribute, not to the inventor for whom the law was designed, 
but to the gambling and unscrupulous speculator for his skill in 

| robbing the inventor of his invention. This is the rule ; there 

may be exceptions to it. | re ee ee 

oo LET LABOR ORGANIZE. | | SER 

| Is there no remedy for all these and kindred evils in this 
country where the people can make and change their own laws at 

will? Is there not intelligence, manhood and independence 
enough in the laboring masses to think out, and perfect some 
system which shall reserve and preserve to itself a just and fair 

__- reward for its toils, privations and hardships—some just share of 
what it produces? In other words, is it not possible to establish 
some just and fair relation between capital and labor so that they 

may be partners indeed, rendering honorably and honestly what . 
is justly due to each other? It would seem that something im this 

| direction might be accomplished, but it cau only be done—indeed 

the first step cannot be taken to that end—until there is some 

organization of the agricultural and laboring interest. Various 

eftorts have at different times been made for this purpose, andthey _ | 
have thus far failed. But it by no means follows that success in- 

that direction is unattainable. | 
| Banks are established, railroads are built, and all great enter-, 

prises where capital takes the lead are accomplished only by => 
organization, and in all such cases the general management of such 
affairs is entrusted to agents more or less faithful and capable, but 
always well paid. Attempts of this kind have been made by the 
agricultural interests, but on the first failure, in consequence of 
the incapacity or dishonesty of its agents, the enterprise has been 
given up in despair. Banks, railroads and other great enter-
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eo prises of capital have met and are constantly meeting with similar — a 

losses, but the organization is never abandoned for that reason. 

_ Each one interested sharés his proportion of ‘the ‘Joss, and: the 
| __ business goes on with a more perfect organization, and with addi- : 

tional securities against future losses; and itis not discouraged | 

| because in spite of every precaution losses still occur. COREE 
‘Labor can no doubt be organized—not so readily and per- : 

Z fectly, perhaps, as capital, but still it can be organized soas greatly : 

Oe to improve its condition. How this: may be done is beyond the 

_ scope of this address; but that it may be done, and thatit willbe 
done, I cannot doubt. Labor may yet have its Wall street as / 

- well as capital Why not? | | : BS 

| oe - CAPITAL THAT IS INSEPARABLE FROM LABOR. . 

-  Thave used the words “labor” and “capital” in this address 

in their more general and comprehensive sense, without stopping 

, to define the precise and technical meaning of either term. But, 

to avoid misunderstanding, I will say here, that in many particu- 

lars, capital and labor are inseparable; so that neither can move a 

- without the aid and co-operation of the other. This is true es- 

| pecially of agricultural and mechanical labor. But in both in- 

stances, capital forms so inconsiderable a part in the general 

result attained, that I have chosen simply to notice the fact,and 

| to speak of it in general’ terms as labor. I have felt at lib- 

| erty to do so, because it is quite certain this is not the capital thab =~ 

organizes and fixes the price of products and labor. The imple- | 

: ments of a farmer and the tools of a mechanic are indeed capital, 

without which he can accomplish little or nothing. ‘They area 

kind of special capital which wears out with use, while the capi- 
tal of which we are speaking increases in value, and gathers = 

strength and influence by use. This capital, in fact, reproduces 

itself, while the other wears out periodically, and has to be re- | _ 

--—- newed or reproduced by labor. Of this‘class of capital is machin- 

, ery for manufacturing, houses, barns, fences and the like, which, 

in the aggregate, amount to a vast sum of money, as indeed do 

| agricultural and mechanical implements. But after all'it is dead 

| capital, constantly decreasing in value, and constantly requiring 

labor to keep it in repair. Thisis not the capital that controls
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legislation, fixes the price of agricultural products and the value 
of labor everywhere. All wealth is not necessarily capital in the | 

sense in which we use that term. But all capital is necessarily 

| ss GREDIT, A MORE DANGEROUS ENEMY TO LABOR. 

There is, however, a substitute for capital, which is credit; and | 
this is often so managed as to take the place and serve the pur- 
pose of capital ; and, so far as it goes, its influence over labor is 

| even greater and worse than that of capital proper. It is a more | 
reckless and dangerous enemy to labor than capital; for in its op- 
erations it has everything to win and nothing to lose. Credit 
mainly produces “corners” in stocks and “corners” in’ grain. - | 

Some money is used,’but real solid capital is too conservative and 
too sensible to risk such ventures. Sometimes these “ corners, ’ 
in grain especially, seem to work to the advantage of labor by 

_ Yaising the price of products. Such, indeed, is the first effect of 
it; but in the end, in most instances, labor is made to suffer and 

| . pay the losses. The recent wheat “corner” in Chicago will illus- . 

trate this truth. At first, wheat brought a greater price, and a | 
few who could get their wheat to market profited by it. But 
afterwards, when the “corner” was broken, wheat fell below what 
it was before, and below what it probably would have been but 

. for the “corner,” and the great bulk of wheat subsequently being _ 

brought to market, had to be sold for a less price. Thus it is that 
labor is made to suffer by this infamous gambling operation. | 

| Gambling in stocks, gambling in wheat, gambling in gold, is none 
_ the less gambling because men of respectable standing engage in 

—_ it. “Corners ”.in stocks and “corners ” in grain are bold attempts 

to rob and steal, and they should be prohibited and punished like _ 
| any other theft.. If labor was mindful of its duty and true to its | 

interests, it would be done at once. It could not, however, be 
done without a struggle, for capital would not passively submit to 
be deprived or: abridged of its ancient right to rob and to steal. 

But, as time goes on, we may reasonably hope that great and sal- , 
- utary reforms will be effected in this respect. _
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PROSPERITY OF WISCONSIN AND ITS TRIBUTARY TERRITORY. = 

- _Having now finished what I intended to say on the subjectof = 
labor and capital, I will ask your attention for afew moments 
while I speak of our own state, of its growth and prosperity. . 

| | Within my recollection, Wisconsin was not yet organized into — | 

| a territory, and when I came here to reside, it had only a popula- | 
tion of fifty thousand. It now has a population of one million 
and fifty-four thousand, and is the fifteenth state in pointof popu- 

-_ Jation in the Union. ‘The exhibition at this fair is the very best - | 
evidence of our wealth and prosperity as a people. — | Oo 

Towa and Minnesota were once a part of Wisconsin, and the 
southern portion of Dakota Territory was at one time a partof — 

- the county of St. Croix in this state. Iowa has nowa population 

| greater than that of Wisconsin, and Minnesota has a population - | 

ofr over four hundred ‘thousand. Still west of these states is the - 
_- young and thriving territory of Dakota. During the past summer 
_ [ visited southern and central Dakota, going west from Chicago 

by the Northwestern railway and so on to Sioux City—a beauti- 
ful and prosperous place away on the western border of Iowaon 

the Missouri river, and from thence up the river a distance of 180. 
. miles by water (although but 66 miles by land) to Yankton, the => 

delightful capital of Dakota. Returning, I came by land across _ 
. the Missouri bottom lands back to Sioux City, over one of the 

richest and most beautiful sections of country that I ave ever | 
geen. Most of it was cultivated and bearing crops that itwasa 

ss wonder to see. Again, in company with a party, I visited Dakota, 
passing through Minnesota on the Winona and St. Peters railroad, 

from Winona to New Ulm, a distance of 212 miles, and from there 

| we took carriages, baggage wagons and camp equipment and went | 

~ away to the west boundary of Minnesota, and still on forty miles) — 

| into Dakota, far beyond the settlements. _ All the way we passed 

| - through a country of marvelous richness and beauty, well watered 

and lacking nothing except. timber to make it almost a para-~ 
dise on earth. . In going from New Ulm tothe west line of . 

_ Minnesota, we crossed the Little Cottonwood, Big Cottonwood, : 

Red Wood, Yellow Medicine, Lac Que Parle and other streams, 
only a few miles distant from each other, which makes it one of
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the best watered regions in the wést. Southern Dakota is equally __ 
well watered by the Big Sioux, Vermillion and James rivers, and = —t™* 
numerous beautiful lakes. Along the banks of these streams, 
both in Minnesota and Dakota, is. to be found all the timber in | 

| that country. oe ae 
Dakota seemed to mea colony of Wisconsin, so many of our 

people have settled there. Many of our people have also settled 
in Iowa, and still more in Minnesota, so that everywhere you travel . 

in that direction, you can scarcely appreciate that you are out-of 
your own state. Still we are increasing rapidly in population and | 

wealth. And it was pleasant, I assure you, to observe how kindly | 
| the people everywhere remembered their old homes in young Wis- 

consin. / gh EE NE 
What I wish to say in conclusion is, that we are deeply inter- 

ested in the advancement and improvement of thatsection ofcoun- 
try, and in any system of internal improvement which shall bear ° | 
their products through our state to market. Wisconsin, Iowa, 
Minnesota and Dakota, and even the country still farther west, have 
a common interest and a common destiny; and we should stand 

_ together and work together in harmony, to accomplish a more | 
perfect equality, and a more just and equitable division between 
labor and capital. | | ae 

«SPEECH OF GOVERNOR WASHBURN. | 

Upon being introduced, the Governor said that he had told the | 

worthy Secretary of the Society that he must not expect to hear 
| from him at any length. The reason why he had said that was, 

that he knew how hard it would be to obtain a hearing after the © 
able speaker selected for the occasion should be heard. Buthav- 

“ ing listened to his speech with great interest, he felt impelled to | 
_ depart from his intention not to speak, so far as to say that while — 

he agreed with very much his friend, General Smith, had so well 
- and ably said, he would not by his silence assent to some state- 

_ ments that had been uttered, which in his jadgment were errone- _ 

ous, and calculated to produce discontent where none should exist. 

He did not assent to the proposition that there was any natural 
antagonism between capital and labor. Their interests are ident- : 
ical, and when they work in harmony both are prosperous; when
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they are persuaded that they are enemies and act accordingly, both 
suffer. The discovery made by Adam Smith, which was described 
in such rosy hues, as having lessened the causes. and chances of woe 

war, and added to the happiness of mankind, hardly. prepared us 
/ for the gloomy view which was to follow. = 8 © 

Capital is the result of labor. A farmer without any imple- 
_ ment of husbandry can accomplish little; he may grovel with his 

hands in the earth and force from nature a precarious existence. oe 
Place in his hands a simple hoe, and you give him capital with © 

: which his labor is rendered ten-fold more effective, and he soon — 

| adds to his capital a-plough, and so on to the end of the chapter. | 

| _ Now it is said that the price of labor is controlled by capital. 
, I deny the fact, and my friend has read Adam Smith to little pur- — 

| pose not to have discovered that the unerring laws of supply and 
| demand control this whole question. When the harvest is plen- 

_ teous and the laborers are. few, then labor brings a high price 
| _. but when there are more laborers than work to be done, then 

there is competition among those who have their labor to sell, _ 
| and labor is cheap. This you have seen illustrated this season in 

_ Chicago, in a remarkable degree. There, so far from capital con- 

trolling labor, the competition of capital has sent labor upto 
. unprecedented prices. Nor does capital control the price of _ 

- wheat. The same unrelenting law of supply and demand regu- — 
lates that. If wheat is low, it is because the wheat growing coun- 

tries produce more than is wanted for consumption, and no com-. 
| bination of capital is possible to keep down ‘the price of wheat, 

| when there is great competition among buyers, resulting from a 

| short crop. Now every farmer is to some extent a capitalist, and 

their true interest is co-operation. Let them combine their capi- 
tal with their labor, and instead of sending all their hard earnings | 

| abroad to pay for foreign gewgaws, which they do not need, orto 

_ New England for articles of necessity that can just as well be “ 

fabricated near home, and railing at their hard fortune and the 

oppressions of capital, erect manufactories at home. They will 
find that the true philosopher’s stone. Set your surplus labor at 

— work, and you will soon have abundance of capitah = =8=« sit 

_ _He had seen on the fair grounds some of the finest sheep in the 

world. Why skould their wool be sent to New England to be
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manufactured into cloth and then brought back here, when with — 
our unsurpassed water-powers, our healthy climate, ourcheapsub- __ 
sistence and unemployed labor, we could manufacture as cheaply 

as any other country? When you buy a yard of cloth made in 
‘Wisconsin you know what you are buying. Honest cloth—none 

of your shoddy, such as Great Britain sends here every year by 
_ the millions of yards. Indeed Great Britain imports rags from 

all quarters of the globe, which she grinds up and works into 
cloth. In a single year she has imported as high as 700,000,000 
pounds of rags. These imports come largely from southern 
Europe and Africa, and ten chances to one that you free Ameri- 
can citizens, whom I now address, who are too proud or too fool- 

| _ ish to wear Américan cloth, have now upon your backs the cast- 
off rags of some Italian beggar’or some other more ‘disgusting ob- 
jech Oe aby seg are 

| He said that he had observed with great satisfaction on exhibi- | 
~ tion here a beautiful display of shawls made by the Waukesha 

Manufacturing Company, equal to any made at Paisley or Hud- | 
dersfield, and good enough for the best lady that treads the earth, 

and she that would not be satisfied with such a shawl ought not 
_ to have any, and the husband, having a wife too proud to wear . 

‘such, ought by the laws of the state be entitled to a divorce 7n- 

——-stanter. | | | 

- He desired to see agriculture and manufacturing go hand in 
— hand, and then we should have real prosperity. = = © 

No country can become rich by the exportation of grain or 
coarse materials. All the profit is absorbed, and ‘always will be, . 
by the cost of transportation. 

In raising products for a distant market this question of trans- 
portation cannot be too carefully taken into consideration. To | 
send a bushel of wheat to Liverpool or Glasgow costs more than 
its value at the place of production, while to send the products of 

the dairy will not cost over one-twelfth of its value. To raise 
wheat for export ruins the farm, while the dairy farm is constantly _ 

_ inereasing in value. . He would not further depart from his pur- . 
pose of not making a speech than to say that he congratulated 

the farmers on their excellent display, which gave abundant evi- 
| dence of the state’s progress and their independence. | so
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ASSOCIATED EFFORTS BY WISCONSIN FARMERS. 

| a BY SECRETARY FIELD, | - a OR eg Se 

Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen: nee Co an 

_ I rise for the purpose of presenting a few brief thoughts rela- 
tive to the importance of associated effort among the farmers of 

| the state. I think I state a fact when I say that in no period of — 
the world’s history has there been such interest taken in agricul- | 

ture as at present, ven the political excitement of a presi- 

dential campaign, such as has seldom been witnessed in this re- 
| public, does not palsy in the least the efforts which are pushing 

‘forward this great foundation and preservative interest of man- 
‘kind, Wisconsin, particularly, is alive to the importance of the _ 

; work, as witness the fine stock, magnificent products of the soil 
| and dairy, machinery with a finish almost equal to parlor furni-— 

ture, manufactured articles of the finest make, mostly from our — 
own factories, and works of art now on exhibition upon these 

- grounds, One can behold this great interest from a more favora- 
= ble stand-point by taking a drive through the country and seeing 

| the well cultivated farms, the beautiful residences and well-filled | 
— barns, viewing the railways of the state opening up to the farmer 

| additional market facilities, with more remunerative prices for his 
products, beholding the farmers’ clubs and county agricultural so- Cet 

cieties organizing for social culture and for the diffusion of general _ 
- information relative to their high calling, taking a look at our com- 

mon schools and higher seminaries of learning, particularly the — 
ss State University, now just filled to its utmost capacity, where the | 

: ‘sons and daughters of farmers are receiving an education fitting 
them to take high rank among any of the callings or professions‘of 

7 life. "With these thoughts one’s mind becomes engrossed with the 
| ‘occupation of the tiller of the soil, and he is led to exclaim that. 

they who, as cultivators of God’s green earth, areenabledtomake 

for themselves a competency, increase the wealth of the country, — 

raise their sons and daughters to habits of industry and economy, | 

give them a common school education, so that the foundation may — 

| be laid whereby with energy and industry they may acquire the
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broadest culture, and rise to the highest usefulness in society, | 

should: be honored equal to.any profession among mankind. 
But, Mr. President, is the farmer occupying this high and exalt- 

ed position which his calling entitles him to? Is there not an idea 
prevalent that the labor necessary to. the tilling of the soil is un- 

dignified, debasing and degrading ; thatin the division of labor as. 
marked: cut by the Creator and the customs of society, the path we | 
have pursued, and which we hope our children will follow, is less dig- 
nified than that marked out by those pursuing other avocations of 
life for themselves, their sons and daughters? Why isit that the | 

- young men, on graduating at our universities, select some other call- 

ing than that of farming, when their education. then well fits them - 

to cultivate the soil scientifically and successfully, with a prac- 

tice which a few years of experience would: give them? One 

‘veason is that they think they can accumulate wealth more rapidly, 

and another is that they see that labor upon the farm is not con- 

| sidered. by society as dignified and honorable as some of the pro- 
fessions or other avocations of the human family. Such notions 

Were conceived in ignorance, and are fostered and encouraged by 

_ those possessed of pride, conceit and aristocratic notions, and who 
are constitutionally opposed to labor, and who in all ages of the 

world have preyed upon the industry of others. I doubt notthe 
industry of this country has suffered largely in consequence of | 

this pernicious idea; and that hundreds of our brightest intellects 

are moving in the direction of trades and professions, so that the 

avenues to each are full, and where, as Daniel Webster once re- 

_ marked relative to the profession of law, that there was little room 
except “up higher,” simply because they feel that it is more dig- ~ 

a nified, a higher and more elevating calling. 

ar Young men, if that is your idea, stop a moment and let us rea- 

gon together. What labor of the head or hands can be more hon- 
 orable than that. of tilling the svil in a scientific and practical | 

_. manner, as from this source all real wealth is obtained. All other a 

_ trades or avocations of man are entirely dependent upon the sur- _ : 

plus wealth of the husbandman. He is the great central planet | 
around which all the lesser lights must revolve. His is the great 

| moving power that is pushing forward the army of progress and - 

| civilization, which is nmgaking this country to“bloom with beauty,
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and fit it for the abode of a higher type of mankind. Only a 
farmer—labor undignified—tilling the soil degrading! If the _ 

| _ farmers of the United States were organized, as those engaged in 
a other pursuits arg, from the farmers’ club to a national organiza- _ 

tion, with sure and reliable information, each with the other, as I _ 
hope some day to see them; if they would read and think, ob- — 

| serve, discuss, experiment and combine, as men in other branches 
of business who are successful do; if they would elevate to places - 

| of public trust men of integrity, ability, and of power; men who 
are competent to represent this great indastrial constituency in the 

| county office, or the state or national legislature; men who know _ 
our wants, and knowing, dare to and have the ability to maintain 
them, we would hear no more talk or expressions of that kind, . 
except from those troubled with a softening of the brain, or some 
other mental disease equally alarming. My brother farmers, our 

- numbers—to say nothing of our high and noble calling—should 
command respect. What we want is that associated and combined _ 

| effort which gives power, . - 
| We want education, and right here let me say that had I the 

power, I would have every child in the land receive at leasta 
| common school education, if possessed of sufficient mental and 

physical capacity to attain it. I think no greater duty devolves — 
upon society than to see that all havean education. The state, in 
the enactment of laws for the support of common schools, takes _ 

| this ground, but it only goes half wav, by saying that Mr. A. shail 7 
. pay, according to the valuation of his property, for the education ~ 

of Mr. B.’s child ; but it stops there, and does not say that Mr. B. 
‘shall send bis child to school to receive the benefit, as in my. judg- 

ment it should do. We want unity of action and purpose ; we 
want to command the situation and not forever be “hewers of __ 

- wood and drawers of water” for others. We want by concentrated 

effort to say something about the price of what we. sell and what 
| we buy. Now we do neither; but the signs of the times.are 

hopeful. I see a growing feeling among the farmersand producers _ 
of the state to organize and combine so as to stimulate and promote 
‘their general weltare and the public good. Farmers’ clubs, county | 

| ‘agricultural societies, and other industrial associations, areorgan- 

izing all over the stdte. Some of the former are holding weekly
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meetings and discussing topics which relate particularly to their = 
interest as producers, and. with the best of -results, Fe 

- One of the greatest hindrances to agriculture is that farmers 

_ who are possessed of limited education, but who are practical, 

observing men, are reluctant in giving the public the benefit of 
- their experience, fearing that séme one of greater scholarship, but 

| perhaps less brains, will question their intellectual culture and 
attainments. In the club-room, among his neighbors, there is 
little restraint of this kind, hence the most beneficial results of his 
experience are obtained, which otherwise might be lost to the , 

| cause of industry. The county, district and state agricultural 

soeieties are accomplishing’ much good. Viewed as social gather- 

ings merely, they are promotive of the highest results. There is a 

- want of social culture in the rural districts, and: more particularly 
- among the new and sparsely settled portions of our state, and yet ) 

there is nothing, which for our comfort, happiness and enjoyment | 

is of more importance. Man has a social nature, and he needs to 
| have it cultivated by mingling in society, and having those rough | 

corners polished down so as to fit him for higher enjoyment, and 
that he may exert a happy influence upon those with whom he is 
brought in daily contact. I am glad to see ladies, farmers’ wives | 

: and daughters, taking an active interest in these social and in- 
_ dustrial gatherings. Why should not woman take an interest in 
- the domestic department of industry? Why should she not write 

essays, and take part in the practical discussions ‘pertaining to 
| gardening, household and dairy, poultry, bees, fruits and flowers, 

works of art, etc.? A refining and elevating influence would thus 
| be promoted, industry receive an accession of moral force and - 

strength heretofore unknown, and the grandest and most noble 

results follow. All of these valuable agencies ought to be utilized 

- into one harmonious whole, working together towards one common 
end. I would not infer by this that the least feeling of jealousy | 

| or rivalry exists between such local, state or national organiza- 

tions, but that:this unity of purpose and organized effort would 
ye give additional ‘strength and stimulus, and exert that healthful in- 

fluence which is so essential to any pursuit in life, by diffusing in- 
formation among the people, sueh as individual or separate effort 

could never accomplish. To aid in my feeble way in bringing
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about this desirable result, upon consultation with the H xecutive — | 

Committee of this society, I issued the following circulay-letterin = 
a the month of August last; and forwarded a copy toeachof the 

clubs, and other local agricultural societies so far. as known in the | 

) Sel we . Stare AgricuttuRaAL Rooms, 

> To Farmers’ Clubs, County and Distriét Agricultural Soéteties ° Os 

sss GENTLEMEN :—~The Wisconsin State Agricultural Society has 
| long felt the importance of .more intimate and practical relations | 

existing between Farmers’ Clubs, County. and. District Agricul- | 

tural Societies, and the State Agricultural Society. Article IT of 

' the constitution of this society provides that. “the presidents of : 

ne, County Agricultural Societies shall be members ex officio, entitled = 
| to the same privileges as lifemembers, and togethershall beknown 

ag the general committee of the society.” While presidents of _ | | 

some of these local societies have acted under this provision of the ==> 

| constitution, the larger part have not. The most friendly rela- — 

tions have ever existed between such local societies and the state | 

- | seciety, and yet there has seemed to be a want of that associated | 

| effort, and practical, efficient co-operation which seems so. essential = 

| in a great work of industrial education. Each has been fruitful | | 

in good results in its own limited sphere, but we believe that | 
- much higher and more practical results ought to be and can be attain-— 

ed by the harmonious and co-operative action of thinking, reading, 

; observing, practical and scientific men of the state meeting annu- — 

ally together, where essays pertaining to any department, of in- 

dustry may be read, where tue experience, observation, and re- 
sults of private enterprise and scientific research may befully dis- 

cussed, and spread before the people of the state for the advance- 

| - ment of industrial education. - te oe : eee 7 Os 

| To endeavor to attain these higher results, the Executive Com- 

' mittee of ‘this society has decided to call a meeting at the Capitol 

| during the coming. winter—time to be fixed. atthe State Fair in os 

7 September—in which active workers in all departments of in- 

| dustry are cordially: invited to participate, and especially do we | 

| extend to farmers’ clubs, county and district agricultural societies =»
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throughout the state, an earnest invitation to elect one or more 

delegates at their next club meeting, or annual fair in September, | 
toattend said meeting; and the secretaries of said societies are 

'tespectfully requested to forward to the secretary of this society 
the names of such delegates as early as practicable, that corres- 
pondence may be had with them relative to the time of said meet- 

ing, topics:to be discussed, eto ee 

_ In behalf of Industrial Education, = | 
_ W. W. FIELD, | 

ee Secretary Wisconsin State Agricultural Society. 

I trust all of the local societies have elected or will elect dele. = 
gates to this agricultural convention. Send us one of more of 

| | your intelligent, active workers ; men who are deep! y imbued with 

the importance of industrial. education, and who are thoroughly 
| posted in topics which have been discussed before your club or so- 

ciety. Let essays be prepared by such delegates, be read and dis- 
cussed by such convention. Also let questions be discussed rela- 

_ tive to experiments, or individaal obectvations upon the farm, as, 
for instance, deep and shallow plowing, subsoiling, renovating ex- | 

hausted soils, pulverization of the soil, new and improved seeds, — 
value of different fertilizers, management of the soil so as to re- : 

tain its original fertility, and the numerous other topics which 
would arise at these meetings. Then, sir, after these societies had 

done all the good in their associated capacity, that could be done, _ 
_ [ would have the state society send delegates to the National Ag- 

- rieultural Congress, composed of practical, observing and scientific 
_ men, who have made agriculture a profession; men who have 

| wrung from the soil a portion of their worldly goods, and are wil- 

ding, anxious and able to impart toothers the manner by which it __ 
was acquired... psa 

> Mr. President, ‘with your co-operation and that of the “intelli- | 

- gent members comprising the Executive Board of this society, 

with President Twombly and Prof. Daniells, of the State Uni- | 
. versity and. Agricultural College, with the Morrow. ‘Brothers, of 

the Wisconsin Farmer, with active, industrial workers connected 

with our state and local societies, and with other scientific and prac- -
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| tical men of the state, who I doubt not willinterest themselvesin 
_ the cause very cordially, we can place such organization upon afirm. 

foundation, quicken agriculture and the kindred arts, establish so- 
- cial unity and good feeling, raise the standard of social, moral and 

intellectual culture, and place the producers of the state upon a — | 

higher plane of usefulness and power, where they rightfully belong. 
- I would not make this united and associated effort political, except | 

to the extent that I would give legislators of all political shades— 
and they are numerous just now—-and those who are: candidates 

for state and national political preferment to understand that our | 

interests must be specially cared for, fostered and encouraged'by — 
the enactment of wise and equitable laws, that the burdens of 

he taxation must be equally distributed, that we must not be dis- 

 eriminated against by exemption of a certain class of property 

| a from taxation; in fact, that ‘the industry of the country, which 3 

underlies and sustains all other interests, must be respected, 
for we have the numerical and mental strength to command 

- and enforce it. Look over the list of occupations of men ; 

filling places of trust to-day, from the county up through the 
os state, to the highest positions of responsibility and power in the | 

nation, and what do you see? Do you find them filled by those — 
| whose constituency is larger than all other avocations and pur- . 

suits combined? By no manner of means If you will take the 
trouble to look .over the occupations of the members of the 42d 

Congress, you will, I think, infer that we are a nation of lawyers. Bo 

Many of these gentlemen are, no doubt, high-minded, honorable 
- men, and will well represent. the views of their constituents, but, 

ss Mr, President, the point Idesire to make is, that an agricultural 
: ‘constituency should demand as their right an agricultural repree 

sentative ; not that I would have farmers occupy allplacesofrespon- 

| | sibility and trust, but I would have them fill a majority of them, it | 7 

being the great and leading interest of the country. We should — 

_ bear this idea fully in mind, that no class of people, all other things — 

being equal, can so well be represented as by those who areen+ 

gaged in the same calling, avocation or pursuit. When we,as =~ 

farmers, fully realize and appreciate our true position in society, 

and demand that these high representative trusts shall be con- 

| ferred upon us, we shall obtain them, and we ought not to befor.
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Now, sir, I find no fault with these gentlemen for obtaining 
these positions of honor, trust and emolument; but, sir, what I a 

_ do complain of is that the great producing class of the country 

should allow themselves to be duped and deceived into the sup- oy 
port oftentimes of men who have not a single interest in common | 
with the industrial classes, and who strive for place and “power | 

the more effectually to feed and fatten upon the industry of their | 
fellows. In closing, let me urge upon you the importance, as | 

farmers, of associated and united action for the advancement of 
industrial education and your general welfare. You can never 

-_- reach that high and dignified position which you ought to attain ~ 
until you do. In this day of steam and electricity which quickens 

and stimulates every enterprise we must watch with care the — 

great and material interest of agricuture, and see that it fall not 
behind in the march of progress. : 

THE VALUE OF MIND POWER. 

BY DR. J. H. TWOMBLY, PRESIDENT OF THE STATE UNIVERSITY. 

|. Mr. President, and fellow-citizens of Wisconsin: | 

- : I congratulate you upon this auspicious occasion. The day, 

- with its balmy air and genial sunlight, awakens emotions of pleas- 
ure, and the exhibitions which greet us on every sideare fitted to give 
us a lively satisfaction in the productive industry and artistic skill 
of the people of our state. Hereare the valuable products of the : 
pastures, the fields, the gardens; here too, are exhibitions of 

- mechanical skill that would do credit to the oldest states of the 
country ; rare specimens of domestic diligence and good taste, : 
and a display of the fine arts of which every one may well be 

| _ This exhibition, like hundreds of a similar character annually — 
oy occurring in this country, shows in the most gratifying manner | 

| the improved domestic and social condition of agriculturists, 
- mechanics, and kindred classes. Ido not style these the indus- 

7 trial classes, for there are other classes who toil with an assiduity, 
with an intenseness of application, never surpassed by those who
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| pursue the different kinds of handicraft. Many arethe men-who, 
_. in the quiet.hours of night, while common laborers are -wrapt in 

slumber, tax brain and vital force to develop ideas which shall = 
_ -give direction to a nation’s thought and a nation’s life. These 

- also are laborers, and form part of the great industrial COrps. . 

| - Bat what we witness here indicates particularly, the progress’) 
of the so called industrial classes. ee ee 

_-. -In-the last few centuries, progress has been made by all ranks = 
in society, but a far greater advance has been madein the intellec- 

_ tual and social status of the different classes engaged in manual ss 
labor, than in that. of the classes occupied with the pursuitsof = 

| literature, statesmanship and professional life. ee 

‘Three hundred years ago, the common laborers of England and 

Germany were in a condition of extreme ‘degradation. Many of ! 
them passed their lives in rude hovels, destitute of floors, and of oa 

every article an American would call furniture. -Strawlaid upon 9 

| the ground formed the carpet by day and the couch by night, and : 

a this cheap and abundant material was not wasted by frequent 
changes. .In many other countries of Europe, their condi- 

| tion was still worse. They furnished muscle — others supplied 

Mo thoughts. The laborers of America have always. stood -pre- 

eminent in regard to intellectual and_ social privileges, yet their 
- -advancement in the last fifty years has beén marked, I had almost 

said marvelous. In every part of the country, are farmers and me- a 

| chanics who have made large attainments in knowledge, and whose _ 

homes give unmistakable evidence of affluence, enterprise and 

a mental culture. In a word, the world has moved —slaves have __ 

| been liberated, serfs elevated, labor crowned. with wreaths of — 

| ‘honor, and laborers introduced to the fruitful fields of science, the 

- higher realms of thought. WG 
, _. The varied display of products now before us, whether of the - 
- spade, the plane, the needle or the pencil, strikingly illustrates _ | 

the correlation of interests in civilized. and progressive society. | 
- The toilers at the plow, the forge, the loom and the easel; ‘the tar | 
~at the mast head, the banker at his desk and the ‘scientist with = __ 

his fossils, render reciprocal support in the struggle of lite. Strike = 
down a single branch of industry, many others suffer; give te 

one, by legitmate means, new life, others are vitalized. a
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‘The great purpose of this Annual Fair is to stimulate skill, to oa 
increase’'and direct méntal power. There is danger of taking such — 
a view of practical pursiits, so called; that the man shall be re- | 
garded as a‘ machine, an instrument for promoting his calling. | 
Wealth, material good; is not the end of labot, but manhood, a 
higher and a wobler life’ We should not seek merely better | 
fruits, grasses, cattle‘and implements of husbandry, but better 
mén, ‘more intelligent and happier homes) Numerous influences , 

| contribute to this end, but the most cursory discussion of them is 

out of place at the present hour. I will speak of but one of the 
many topics suggested by what we witness to-day— 

: All around us are wonderful forees. They throb in the soil of - 
the hill and the valley, occasionally sending forth spontaneous 
products, yet ever challenging the skilled industry of man, and | 

| yielding their highest results only at the behests of science. There 
gre forces in water to float navies, to drive the spindle and the 

loom, and to send freighted trains across the continent ; forces in | | 

the air suited to vegetation, and to the development of physical | 
__- power; forces in the sunlight to aid the processes of nature, art 

and life, and everywhere there are forces and fixed laws adapted | 
- to the ends of mechanism. All these can be controlled and sub- | | 

- ordinated to the interests of man, but only by the power of culti- 

| ‘In accurate and vigorous thinking, developed in action by stern | 

| will, we find the essentials of true growth. If we trace out the 
progress of society, we shall discover that every advance has 

been the result of earnest, logical thinking. For centuries mental 
_ stupor prevails, intellect seems paralyzed—at length a strange 

event breaks up the general routine, a grand idea bursts upon 
. the mind of a thoughtful man, flings him out among the stars - 

to solve the problem of the universe, and humanity is lifted to a | 
higher plane of intellectual life. EES” 

| gt The geographer logically concludes that there is another con- - 

 tinent, sets his prow toward the undiscovered land, and westward 
guides the star of empire. Nations are electrified by his dis- 

covery ; his discovery is the result of earnest and protracted
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| thinking. All progress achieved in social order, and all improve- 
ments in our valuable industries, are the products of thought. == 

«Every plow, every cultivator, every-work of art, shown to us 
: to-day, is the result of thinking. What the soul is to the living | 

-_ man, thought is to social progress, - The merely muscular manjis = 

| but a machine, an embodiment of force, and as such may be 
estimated at so many pounds aveirdupois, and. his value.to the = 

_ world, as physical force, would be no greater than half a dozen — 

tons of anthracite. Give him now the power of thought,and __ 
he will quicken the mental activities of his age, and send new | 

currents of mental life onward through the centuries | - 
| Thinking is the prerequisite of skilled labor, and this,inour 

times, is the only successful and profitable labor, eee | 
The following facts show how the value of iron is enhanced in 

os England by labor: 

| | Five dollars’ worth of common. iron, converted into ordinary machinery, is 
oe WOT. 00. cece cece ec cece cect ccc mc cect ecessccsssecscccsss $2000 ~ 

: Five dollars’ worth, into large ornamental work .............0.2++ 225 00 

| _ Five dollars’ worth, into neck chains ..............scececccecess+ 6,930 CO 

- Five dollars’ worth, into table knives........ccescsceccsecseseeres 18000 | 

a | Five dollars’ worth, into needles. ..........0.seeeeee esse seen ee eee 359 00— | 

| Five dollars’ worth, into pen knife blades wee eeee nae see weet tees . 3,285 00 a 

_ Five doHars’ worth, into polished buttons and buckles............ 4 ,489 00 

Thought gives value to soils as well_as to. minerals. eg dgcgh ors on. 

It is by the application of science that the long worn fields of — 
-Massach usetts are made to produce more wheat per acre, than the © 

| rich prairies of the west. | ae 
a It is by systematic and scientific cultivation that thirty-six mil- 

lions of people derive the means of subsistence from the limited _ 

| territory of France, | ‘og dgbe PRP Os 
| _ Every industry is based upon a science, and did the farmer who — 

delves in his fields understand the science of the soils and the — 
principles of his vocation, as well as the geologist understands the 

| principles of his favorite pursuit, the farmer and the scientist 

would work with equal honor. The only means of protecting = 

| ~ labor is to educate the laborer. Leave the man uncultivated, and 

| tariffs. and Jaws discriminating against capital. are of no avail, 

Our farmers and mechanics, if they but knew it, have the nation _
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in their hands. Let them be studious; let themthink vigorously,  =— 
and coin waste moments into ideas, and the sceptre of national 
power is theirs. To attempt the protection of labor mainly by 
civil enactments is too wild a project to merit sober consideration. a 

_ Laborers must protect themselves by the cultivation of tLeir 
-. higher powers. Increase the intellectuality of the toiler, and he | 

will have means of protection which will give him a spirit of in- 
‘dependence, and challenge public respect ts 

J will not pause here to criticise the premiums offered for ex- 
cellency in various kinds and grades of animals, yet I'will suggest 
that an association, aiming to increase the social and intellectual — 

culture of the people, and annually giving thousands of dollars 
in premiums upon swine, sheep, cattle and horses, might wisely 

| appropriate a few hundred dollars to secure the right education of _ 
the thousands of young men of this state who are soon tocontrol = 
the great interests of the commonwealth. The establishment in 

_. the Agricultural College of the State University, by this associa- 
tion, of a few scholarships worth $100 ‘each per annum, would 
accomplish far more to secure generous products in the fields and 
workshops, than the appropriation of an equal amount for the 

- presentation of race horses. Brains, not hoofs, must protect our 
-- g¥eat industries. I commend this practical suggestion respecting 

~ the establishment of scholarships, to the favorable consideration — 
of the gentlemen whomI address | 

Give to our youth good moralsand the power of earnest thought, 
then our political institutions will be perpetuated, our great in- 
dustries will bé honored and promoted, our seminaries of learning 
will be fountains of life to the nation, and the glorious banner 
which proudly floats above us to-day, and which has been so re- _ 
cently baptized with the blood of your sons and your brothers, | 

- will wave in triumph through the centuries. BS
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ag SHEEP DEPARTMENT. oe “ won a 

OS os BY ELI STILSON, SUPERINTENDENT. | hee a mets 

mes | T This department was fully represented in the fair of 187 2, in all 
_ the different classes of sheep, showing the deep interest that is — 

_ taken in sheep husbandry by Wisconsin farmers; and as — 

; ‘higher and better farming in the west must depend largely upon _ 
mixed farming and the keeping of domestic animals in connection — 

___- with grain growing, and sheep being the best of all stock to main- oO 

tain the fertility of the soil, hence the interest taken in this de _ 
ss partment is truly gratifying. It might seem unnecessary to par- — 

| ticularize where all did so well, but we will give a brief sketch of 
- _ the stock on exhibition in this department, Ce 

re Class 19—Merinos. OS 

A, & P. Hamburt, of Caldwell’s Prairie, made numerous entries 

_. and showed some very fine sheep, and J. H. Paul, of Genesee, did. 
honor to himself and his flock by his exhibition. BBO vo ses 

oo —  Q. Cook, of Whitewater, was on hand with some fine specimens. o 

of his flock, 
_ J. W. Park, of Dodge’s Corners, made a fine display of good 

=. George C. Chaffee, of Whitewater, had several pens of sheep on 

| exhibition. | ee 
_ L Hastman, of Pleasant Prairie, showed some very fine sheep —_ 
from his noted flock, and so also did Messrs. Clapp & Son., of — 

_ Kenosha, exhibit some very fine sheep bred by L. Hastman, = 

--: Daniel Kelly & Son, of Illinois, were on hand with several pens __ 
_ from their large and fine flock. a ese as ore 

J. @. Putman, of Neosha, exhibited a fewgood sheep) 

Cass 20—Cotswolds, 
‘©. C, Parks, of Waukegan, IIL, made a large exhibition of ex- 

cy cellent sheep in this class, and so also did E. Porter, of Waukesha, __
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who has been so long and favorably known as a long-wool breeder. 

Wm. Rhodes of Salem, made a good exhibition, and G. H. Lam- - 
berton of Lamberton, had several pens of Cotswold sheep from - 
his well known farm. F. Ludington and F. 8. Capron did honor 7 

to their flocks, and A. F. Pratt of Waukesha, had ‘several entries 

of goodsheep, | 
— Cleass WL—-Long Wool, not Coiswold. 

Tn this class the exhibition was not as. large as in class 20, but — 
it was good. - Here again E. Porter made a fine exhibition, and 0, _ 
C. Parks had several pens of excellent sheep. G. H. Lamberton 
made several entries of good sheep.. John Mathews, of Darling. _ 

ton, had several entries, and among them was probably the largest 
| _ buck ever shown in the state. Peter Wakem of Madison, had a oo 

few good ones on exhibition, and also I. S. Hazletineof Richland = 

— Class 22—Southdowns. 

C. C. Parks was also well represented in this class by some good | 

sheep, and G. H. Daubner made a successful exhibition. M. 

Tower, of Omro, was represented by some good specimens from 
his flock, and so also were Peter Wakem, Luther Rawson, of Oak | 

__ Creek, and Thomas Hatchard and G. H. Lamberton, : 
Oo YN Ane Class 28—Fat Sheep. ee ue 

- E. Porter, C. C. Parks and F. S. Capron monopolized the 

-. honors, and, in this class we find the goat obtruding himself 
, among the sheep, as of old, although it was said he should be _ 

“separated, and on the left hand.” George Bryant, I. S. Hazle- 7 

tine, J - Mathews, A. F. Pratt, and James Toay were the exhibit- 

. ors. But; as the paradise of the goat has lately been found in 
one of the isles.of the Pacific, where he is “monarch of all he — 
surveys,” we do not look for a very rapid development of the 

| goat interest in this country, except in perhaps certain localities, | 
__ although the wool of the Cashmere goat is truly valuable and sus- __ 

ceptible of being manufactured into a great variety of dress goods, } |
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a | SWINE DEPARTMENT. Spier ge 
wo ee BY J. H WARREN, SUPERINTENDENT. Do as ee | 

; “s The number, and especially the quality, of swine exhibited at = 
our annual fair at Milwaukee, September, 1872, was very fine in- 
deed, and gave evidence that this branch of stock breeding is re- 

7 ceiving, throughout the state, that attention it justly deserves, and ce 

| itis very gratifying, both to the society and to those visiting our. 

fairs, to see this department so improving as to compare favorably 
__- with other departments, and also with exhibitions of swine at the _ 

annual fairs of other western states. = si 

_ For several years the state of Wisconsin fell far behind other 
western states in this, one of the most profitable productions of 
the farm, but, from present indications, it is evidently rapidly re- 

--——s govering, and will, in a few years, make a better showing of swine 

products than it has heretofore done. To Messrs. Plankinton& 

- Armour, Layton & Co., Jas. T. Woolley, Van Kirk & McGeoch, 

and L. Farlan, pork packers of Milwaukee, the society is under _ 
| obligations for their liberal special premiums for swine, which have __ 

-. done much to bring out exhibitors and stimulate competition. Tt 

- ig hoped they will be disposed to continue their generous encour- 
agement of improvement in this department in which they are so — 

-_-vitally interested. ee Ae ee ee ee 

fae In numbers, the Chester Whites, Berkshires and Poland-Chinas: 

took the lead and seemed to be the breeds most esteemed by swine 
| growers in general, while the Cheshire and Essex were repre- 

. sented by fine specimens, giving evidence of worthy claim to pub- 

| _ The exhibition as a whole was a. complete success, and gave | 
evidence conclusive to the thousands who visited it, that in no. 

lass of farm stock is there a wider range between the good and | 
poor, the profitable and the unprofitable, and that to te success- : 

 . fal, the swine grower must have a good breed, and that to obtain 

such, he need not go out of his ow h state, Ee a Bee
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_ ss MACHINERY DEPARTMENT. 

‘Hon. W. W. Fuexp, Sec'y Wis. State Agr'l Society: 

_ Si—I have the honor herewith to present the report of the | 
committee on machinery, which, from the known intelligence and _ 
ability of its author, will, I trust, be found satisfactory to our 

_. board, as well as to the numerous exhibitors in this department 

of our State Fair, which greatly surpassed that of any previous 

exhibition. | ee 
- | We can now point with pride to the great achievements in | 

machinery ; and were evidence wanting of the fertility of our soil, 

or the lumbering resources of our state, this last exhibition would. | 

‘satisfy all, of our superior advantages for the investment of capital _ 
- and the employment of skilled labo. = ss—S 

‘That the people understand this, is proved by the increasing 
interest in every thing that pertains to this branch of productive 

| industry. 

Agriculture being the basis of all legitimate prosperity, too 
much encouragement cannot be given the invention or manufa- 
ture of machines for its development. With such encouragement, 
we may confidently predict a glorious future for Wisconsin. 

As the possessors of such resources, and with the promise of so 
| bright a future, we cordially invite all seekers for’ homes to come 

‘among us. Thereis still room for the educated labor of the hands, 
and for mental labor as well; room for the wealthy, room for the _ 
poor. : 

_ We want men and women who are willing to work, and we — 
promise, on our part, all the encouragement which a now prosper-_ 

- ousand future great state affords To all exhibitors we tender 
pur cordial good will for their attendance and exhibits, which con- 
tributed so much to the interest and success of our fair. ToJohn 
Brownell, of Dayton, Ohio, for the splendid engine manufactured — 
by himself, which furnished ‘the power to operate the’ machinery 

-_- on exhibition, we would express our entire satisfaction. = 
oo The thanks of the society are especially due to the proprietor of 

: the Reliance Works, Hon. Edward P, Allis, for the display of ma-
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| chinery and manufactured articles, which constituted so large a 
| part of the show in Power Hall. =| OO 

| Such enterprise well deserves the encouragement of our state, — 

. and must be, as it is, a just source of pride to the citizens of our: — 
commercial city, Milwaukee.  oetitee hee cu 

In conclusion, I am ‘pleased to unite with you in mutual con- 

_-—- gratulations over the general success attending our late fair, not- 
withstanding the unfavorable weather. It was the best exhibi- 

__* tion ever held in our state, if notin the northwest = 
ee All of which is respectfully submitted. EE ES 

OS RR CHENEY, 
| Supt. Machinery Department. — 

| ss REPORT OF SPECIAL COMMITTEE. , - 

7 AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY. | 

. . MAJ. RUFUS CHENEY, SUPERINTENDENT. | 

- S1r :— The exhibition in this department, as a rule, showed no we | 

diminution of interest in improved machinery for farm use, either 

on the part of manufacturers, or of visitors. a | 

| - Under the he ad of reapers and mowers, there were 85 entries, 
several showing two or three sizes of machines, viz: ee, 7 

a - Combined Reapers and Mowers.  - ae 
a | -  Madeat 

Ohio Champion ..........seceeceeeeeee-seeeee es Springfield, Ohio. 

Oo | Excelsior Self-Raker..........-.sssseeeeeeeee+++- Akron, Ohio. OB 

Little Champion...........0..eeeee0+  seeee ees» Janesville, Wis, | 

oe Underwood. ......seecceccceteesceereeeeceeeeees Newark, New Jersey. tw 

OO Dodge Reaper and Mower..........+...++0.. «+..Auburn, New York. 

Williams’ Combined. . + co ssererccccens oe tees eaeones os ses : o* cs ous o . . oe , 

| Johnston Combined .......ee,eceeeecees . -+++++-Brockport, New York. | 

| Russell Combined ........... +2. eeee eee. .++++++,-Canton, Ohio. Bo se _ 

: Kirby Combined ......... veeecesesemeseeeeees+ Auburn, New York, 

| Cayuga Chief Combited .................-...+.-Auburn, New York, 

| Manny’s Combined... 2... ..e.sseeesseeeeees sss» Rockford, Hlinois. — a
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Esterly Sweep Self-Raker . Lbasebaveceusecsecsees Whitewater, | : 
‘Wood's Self-Raker..........cs.ceeseeeceeseeeees Hoosack Falls, N.Y. 
Warner’s Harvester...........-.004. seseeseeeeee,Prairie du Sac. | 

_ Buckeye Table Raker. ................005. Stee e cence eens eee cee ee eeees . 

Johnston’s English Harvester ...... seoeevesceeses Brockport, N. Ye | 
Buckeye State Reel Raker.............. vsseeeeesPortsmouth, Ohio. 
Burdick Self-Raker... 0.0.0... cs ceeccesceeeeseedenesereeeenes sevens 
Johnston Self-Raker... ..........2.0.-s.0e00+.. Syracuse, N.Y. 
Bradley’s American Harvester...........cccceccscccccescevecscesessee | 

_ Beloit Single Self-Raker .................-50..+-sBeloit, 

_ Marsh Harvester ..............0-..--eeeeeeeeee-Rockford, Tl eos | 

, : Mowers a ae 
ROME... ee cece cece eee eeteecseeessceseesess Rockford, Wl 9 
Iron Clad. eee °° We ese es ee oe ‘ eee ee eee es esne oe eeee e . Wyandott, Mich. “ S 7 . 

Eureka. (Adsit & Jackson)..........005 ees wig edaceceages ia tes wee eee 

BUCKEY€ «00-600 ec cece e cece sete teens eee ater eneet ese te eileen re 
New Clipper... .....:ccccceesee cee cceeseeeeeees -Yonkers, N.Y. 
Sprague Mower...............sceeescecceeeeeees-Chicago, Il. 
Kirby Mower y......0cscscesccesesececeeeeeeee.- Auburn, N. Y. 7 
Improved Climax... ..............s0cceceeeeeeee Corry, Pa. 

: Sherwood Prize Mower...............cccccccccccccccccacccccecseccees 
| Cayuga Chief Mower ....... ..............0+.---Aubum, N. Y. 

Meadow King Mower.............cececeueeeee ..- Trumansburg, N. Y. 

We note some peculiar features of the above machines: | . 

_ Otis Champion Reaper—The weight of rake and. platform is” 
carried between the drive wheels—the ingenious method of con- 
necting pitman, and tilting lever to raise and depréss the guards. 

Esterly Reaper.—This Wisconsin machine is.too well known to . | | 
need any special commendation. The ease with which the rake ~ 
can be controlled and the draft regulated is, however, particu- | 
larly noteworthy, = = oe 

Wood's: Reaper.—Among its new features this year, are large, = 
drive wheels and quicker motion, extension fingers for short grain ;_ 
the whole platform can be raised or lowered as required. _ [2 oe 

8 Excelsior Reaper.—Cast. iron frame, controllable rake, | drives. a | 
from main shafi = | oe 

Little Champion Reaper.— Adjustable socket on pitman, to pre- 
__-vent binding—gearing very simple. a 

| 12 .
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- Buckeye Table Rake Reaper.—The rake compresses the bundle = 

and delivers it on the side of the table; has an overhanging reel - 

_- independent of the rake. Cee ES Be | 

. ~ New Clipper Mower.—Geo. Worthington, Milwaukee, agent ; a 

several sizes on exhibition ;-frame all iron, with-steel bar, cast 

| steel guards and shoes, boxes of chilled iron. (This house. also | 

| exhibited the Johnston harvester and combined redperand mower, = 

a! their collection being one of the best on the ground.) _ aes Oo 

a Kirby Reaper and Mower.—These popular machines were fully = 

___- represented, and showed several new and desirable features, prov- | 

ing that the manufacturers are determined to keep up the reputa- 

tion of their machines. | - Bg a 

The same"remark may-properly. be used in regard to the Ca: | 

-.  -yuga Chief, Marsh and Manny machines, ‘of wide celebrity, while 7 

| the later and less known makers are quick to adopt all improve- 

ments, and press. for the firstrank, ss” “ 

“Sherwood Prize Mower.—S. L. Sheldon, Madison; exhibited this = 

machine, which was found to possess several valuable features, in | 

a the form of great simplicity of construction, ease of draft and — - 

» - Management, making it a peculiarly desirable machine 

Hunter's California Grain Separator.—©. E. Whittemore & Co,” 
ne Quincy, IL A capital Machine for farmers, millers, elevators, 

effecting the clearing and separating of. grain with great success; : 

| light and cheap, but well made and durable. ee 

| — Clover Hullers and Cleaners.—Three of these were shown, of ap- 

-. proved manufacture, and known to the public. Oo 

oe Threshing Machines.—The display in this department was com: | 

paratively meagre, the bad weather hindering several heretofore 

constant exhibitors. We had, ge agg 

- - -Threshers. . Madeat 7 | Exhibited by fa 

| Russell ....s.ece eens Massillon, O........... L. J. Bush& Co.,Milwaukee. 

 ‘Watertown...... c++ Watertown, ......+.+-- Smith & Bennett. oe, 

_ Sweepstakes .......- . Canton, O......6082 C. Aultman &Co | 

Pitts...........+.5++- Springfield, O ......... Reinhart, Ballard & Co. — 

Burnham’s veceeeseee Milwaukee ........055. ©. T. & J. Q. Burnham. -
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_ The “ Watertown ” has a spiral cylinder, insuring even action, => 
. and threshes grain as fast as it can be delivered to it; a capital 

machine—runs with aclimax power, 

The “ Burnham” machine is a new candidate for public favor, 
and appears to be well constructed and fully up to-the desired | | 

Gang Plows.:—By A. N. Humphrey, Brodhead; has a lever 
arrangement for.conveniently regulating the plows.in the ground ; 

| is well and carefully made. | pete - 

| Street Crossing Plows.—Messrs. Peirce & Whilin g’s Special prem- | 

ium was competed for by the Moline Plow. Co., John Deere, Mo- 
line, Dorsch & Matter of Milwaukee, and C. C. Thomson, Rock- a 

| ford, JIL, the first two parties named taking the 1st and 2d pre- 

mts 
! : Seeders.—Of these there were entries by eleven parties, the ma- ) 

chines being generally well known, and approved by practical use 7 
| in our state, the list comprisi ng | 

a Seeders. ) Made at 
Praine’. i... ce cee ccc cccccce coccccvccccevesceccess canesville, 

. 7 Lake Mills.....s.:ecececeseecveeecce ceceeereseee Lake Mills. 

Manny’s = sete c eee eeerectcesersscsssccenesccesses Rockford, Il. 

Eisterly’s....c..e ccc cecc ees sececescctsctceseccees Whitewater, a 
| Gorham reece eeenes eee ee whead weeeeds Rockford, Tl 

Force Feed ..... ccc cccee cee eeees sevceeeesecesess Springfield, OO. 
| Rowell 06.0... cesses ceseeccccececeeeeeecesceesses Beaver Dam 

McShery’s .....cccscccccescscccccccecsceccecseces Dayton,OQ. | |. 
| Fountain City...........ccccececcccecccecccsosese Fond du Lac. . 

Workman ........00 ccc cs cc esececccccccccccecess MIPON. 

Van Brunt....... cece cc cc cece cece ce cccteceeccces HOFicon. 

The “ Rowell” machine has a valuable improvement by which 
the apparatus is made to readjust itself at once after passing an 

obstruction. 9. | oe 

‘The « Van Brunt ” machine is distinguished by a new and 4m- 

| proved form of tooth, claimed to be a great success in practice. 

Drills. —The Buckeye Force Feed, made at Springfield, O., and 
the McSherry machine, from Dayton, O. re 

- Horse Rakes.—Ten entries under this head gave to the visitors
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ample opportunity to examine and eanvass their various’ peculi- 

___ arities and advantages.. -We subjoin the list: eee 

| Horse Rakes. — - | ‘Made at. - Exhibited by : . o : . | 

Dayton Sulky. oe eeeeus .. Dayton, Ovccceccccscves Dayton Machine Co. — 7 | 

- Bay State.........-....- Fond du Lac.........<. H. & G. O. Trowbridge. ! 
oo Taylor ........+s++see+++- Dayton, O.........05... B.C. Taylor, Oo 

Lock Lever.............. Alliance, O............ Coates, Gray & Co. © — 

—. Jerdee. ..........00e0225 Madison. ......+:...... Li & M. P. Jerdee. a 

- Hollingsworth............ Dayton, O.............. E. J. Lindsay,Milw’kee. 

7 Pacific .......-........-. Dayton, O.............. EJ. Lindsay, Milw’kee,. 
Ithaca ..........+.+..+++ Cleveland, O........... A. J. Hayes. | | 

7 Buckeye Lock. Lever...... Canton, O....s.es6ee0-. d. B. Wilson. oo | 
Chubb’s Improved ....... Grand Rapids, Mich.... @. Worthington, Mil. 

——— Pompking Co......... cee cess eee eseeeceeeceeeseses W.G, Raynor, F. du Lac. — | 

Moot... eee eeeeseeeeee Horicon’ ........ee0e.. H. Barber &Co.* 

Anderson's Universal Feed Steamers.—Made by H. Brown, Madi- - 

: son—a very convenient apparatus for the purpose. | . 

 Bullard’s Hay Tedder—Shown by Geo. Worthington, Milwau- - 

kee, is a valuable machine, which: has given farmers great satis- a 

| faction. | | BC | 

- - Corn Planters.—The only one meriting attention was shown by 

«SB. Wait & Co, of Grand Haven, Mich 
Cultivators.—Ten entries under. this head, viz. : ) | 

Guitivators. = Made at oe 
-. Walking Horse Hoe..........ssseeeceeeseeeeeees Ft. Atkinson. | . 

Wheel .. ccc cccc ces creeccc cece scecccscecsecceses Mapleton. 

Hawk Hye........eeeeee cee re eeeeeeeeeeeeecees es Moline, Il. a oe 

- Hureka... 2... seeeeeeece cece cece ceceeeccesecceees Moline, 

Grand Detour............seeeseeeesecseeeeeeeeees Dixon, 7 

a Garden Hand.............ccceseeseesceeceeeeeses Bvansville, Ind. ae 

, Star... ccc ccc cece cece eve ecceccccccereseeseerees Rockford, Til. oa 

: Western ..ccceesceveee ate ceccecccscesesescscoess Moline, Ill. es 7 . 

| Gorham’s.........ceceeeeneceeseeeeeeeseeececeees Rockford, Tl. re 
His Improved.........sceeeceeeseeeeeeeeeeeeees Madison, 9 | ae 

Farm Gate Hinge—An improvement by E. A. Bushnell, effect- 
ing the purpose of enabling the farmer to lift his gate over ob- 

structions; easily put on. OS ee eee 

| — Corn: Stalk and Weed Coverer.—A. A. Brown, Lake Mills. .
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Avery ingenious contrivance, which can be attached toany plow, 
; and is a simple but very ingenious device, it is said, in practical 

Farm Wagons.—In the competition for the special premium of- 
fered by Messrs. Peirce & Whaling, John Lowth, of Monroe, 
received the ist, and John Esch, of Milwaukee, the 2d prize. 

Sewer and Water Pipe—W. ©. Turner, agent, Milwaukee, | 
showed the various sizes of the Ohio Vitrified Pipe, which is 

| claimed to be proof against the action of all acids and gases, heat 

and cold, exhaust steam, etc., being thoroughly vitrified, == | 

| Berthlet’s cement sewer and drain pipes also attracted much ate. 

| tention. It was arranged in form of an arch, showing the manner 

_ + in which it could be connected. They claim much in its praise. , 

MISCELLANEOUS MACHINERY, 

_ ‘The variety and number of the articles entered for exhibition _ 

: in this department testified to a very gratifying increase in the 
Interest felt in its success; and the throng of curious visitors from 

day to day, examining the numerous machines, was very great. 
Altogether, the show in Power Hall was the bestevermadebythe _ 
society. We notice briefly the various articles, some of them | 

_ deserving much fuller mention than we are able -to give them: — 

Mortar and Brick Hlevator.—Miles Shepherd, Pontiac, Mich. 

‘This is a valuable improvement, saving the wearisome labor of 
men carrying loaded hods to the upper story of buildings, this 
machine runving up four hods at a time with great facility. It 

_ runs by either hand or power, and is cheap and apparently 
durable. we | 

_ Agle Lathe, Aren’s Patent.—Robert Williams, Cordova, IIL. 
_. An ingenious and useful machine for fitting axles for thimble . 

Bellows, Circular and Common.—W. E. Waterhouse, Mil. A 
decided improvement on the ordinary bellows for smiths’ use. 

| Lath Bolters.—Power Saw Swedge.—Saw Swedge for gang or single 

| satos.—G, M. Hinkley, Milwaukee. These various implements are
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admirably adapted by the inventor and maker for the purposes a 

| indicated, and are found to be very efficient in practical use. | 

ss Binur, SrowEtt & Co., Milwaukee, had on exhibition and in — | 
operation a large variety of machinery and tools, mostly applicable — 

* ° ¢o saw mills, among them being: saw mill carriage and head 

blocks, saw jointers, axle lathe, gang lath mill, samples of saws | : 

, various sizes, steam gauges, self oilers, etc., ete. The machinery 

| _ made by this firm is widely and favorably known throughout the _ : 

| Northwest. | : . & - ! 

_ sO, L, Pacxarp, of “ Packard’s Machinery Agency,” Milwaukee, - aan 

a added. greatly to the interest of the exhibition by a valuable col- 

lection of samples of machinery sold by him, some of them in | 

operation. Among his stock were four-sided iron frame stickers, ; : 

| shingle-mill and jointer, shingle buncher, sturtevant blower, hand a 

and power bolt eutters, poney planer (in operation), double shaping — : 

oe machine, etc.—all first class machines, specially adapted for 

ss the western trade. | | Oe 

Heater and Lime Catcher—Pump for Feeding Boilers.—James | 

| Shinff, Milwaukee; home inventions, simple and well arranged S | 

for their purpose, and effective in practicaluse | 

Tron Shears—G. W. Marshall, Big Spring; van ingenious = 

labor-saving machine, which would, we judge, be an economical ' 

attachment toany smith’sshop. = 

; Portable Trip Hammer —G. B. Cubberley, Milwaukee ; this 

| home invention, worked out by the practical daily needs of a 

o mechanic, cannot be commended too highly. It worked for itself, = 

_ in the hands of a boy, and made many friends. © aaa 

Agricultural Steamers—Three sizes, for cooking food for stock,. 

a by Geo. Worthington & Co., Milwaukee, and J. F. Antisdel, 

- —all of them compact, handy, easy to. manage, and creditable to 

| ‘she inventors, makers, and exhibitors. Oe oS 

-. Fanning Mills—Blake & Elliott, Racine, had four of their well 

know mills running; H. H. Brinton, Chicago, the “Monitor” 
7 mill; A. P. Dickey & Co., Racine, three of their machines, favor- | 

ably known for years; while a new competitor for public favor 
appeared, made by J. S. Rowell, Beaver Dam, called the L,.D. =|
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Uarpenter Angle Seive Mill, having a curious and novel construc- nes 

tion of the-seives, bringnig about with complete success a separa- : 

tion of the different varieties of seeds into different receptacles. _ 

| Road Scraper.—Steel bottom; A. P. Dickey & Co., Racine; wor- | 
thy of special mention | 

| Harvester Sharpener.—Connell & Sturges, ‘Newark, O.; a neat, 

) convenient little machine, ingeniously adapted for sharpening the 
teeth of reapers and mowers. en 

Climax Saw Gummer and Filer—H. J. Perkins; very high 
' claims were made for this machine, which was in operation by = 

power, and its work proved quite satisfactory to mill men, who 

| Clothes Dryers.—Two were shown, one. by E. B. Winship, Ra- 

cine, the other by J. Ernest, Dunleith, 
| Potato Bug Destroyer.—Shown by B. F. Perry & Co., Madison; dis- 7 

plays considerable ingenuity, and certainly:a laudable purpose. . 

Unfortunately no convenient opportunity occurred to ascertain 
_ whether the little striped pest would “ down at its bidding.” 

| Four Ton Victor Scales—Morton, Hull & Co., Chicago, Il., had in 

operation one of their large scales, which are claimed to possess de- 

cided advantages, commending them to public favor. | | 

Buckeye Stump and Grubbing Machine —W. B. Trout, Water- 
7 town. This is a strong and durable machine, and “must be very 
effective in use. EEE 8 PR 

Hoffman, Billings & Co., Milwaukee, exhibited the well-known — | 

_ Knowles Steam Pump, for which they are agents) Also samples 

_ Of hand and power pumps, hydraulic rama, rubber hose, packing 
dnd belting; also a variety of brass fittings and other brass 
goods, of which they are extensive manufacturers. This firm de- | | 

+ gerved' and obtained much attention to their display of goods’ 

7 wd “ ct ‘WHOLESALE DEALERS IN MACHINERY. __ oo 

_ ARNOLD & YALE, wholesale dealers in machinery, Milwaukee, | 
: exhibited various sample machines for which they are agents, 

- among them a power morticing machine, iron scales,.a magnificent 
large, double-door fire-proof safe, heater and lime catcher, pres-
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sure blower and exhauster, all reflectiag credit upon the makers.’ _ 
Messrs. A. & Y. are agents forthe Brownell & Kielmeer steam en- 

: gines, two of which were in Power Hall, one a 12x24, stationary, 

and the other 10x16, driving the machinery in the hall. | 

a K. P. Axis & Co., Reliance Works, Milwaukee, occupied the => 

| east end of the building, with a very extensive display of articles ee | 
--- {ym their line. This house, -at the special request of the officer in 

| charge of the department, went to a large expense in placing on | : 

‘the ground a collection of machinery, etc., showing what manu- | 

a facturers are doing in our state- They had on exhibition of steam 
engines, an 8x12 cylinder, 15 horse: power 'pile driver, engine 

-. and boiler, the boiler making steam for a 7x16 stationary 

engine in operation, and driving a portable feed mill, ‘Hutchinson 

+ corn sheller and Wright’s steam pump. Also three other steam 
engines, respectively of 80, 40 and 75 horse power. They also 

exhibited the Stillweli heater and lime catcher, 2 large steam gov- 
ernors, 4 Leffel water wheels of different sizes, the Harris mill — 

: stone dressing machine, sets of mill stones, spindles and pinions, 

samples of heavy shafting and pulleys (one of the latter 12 feet 
in diameter), samples of cast iron water-pipe from 8 to 80 inches 
in diameter, boiler and radiators of Union Steam Heating Appa- 

7 ratus, ete.; and in their specialty of mill building, they hadacom- _ 

| plete portable two run flour mill with bolts, elevators, smutters, | 

| ete, the same as they-made to order for the Japanese government, — 

and a great variety of mill cleaning machinery from different 
popular makers, | | a 

| Tue MILWAUKEE AGRICULTURAL Works were well repre- | 
sented, by an assortment of well made grain cradles, scythe snaths 

: end hand rakes, which they manufacture extensively, = 

: | _ ©, A. Burruss, Milwaukee, whose specialities always merit at- 

tention at our fairs, had in this department handy step. ladders, 7 - 

the celebrated Doty Washing Machine, and a very climax of con- | 

. venience in a small way, a rotary hand power meat and vegetable 
gutter. - OE es ee | ee HERS Se 

Press and Strainer—W. D. Medberry, Sparta, exhibited a 
novel contrivance for this purpose, showing much ingenuity in __
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convenient sack and bag holder. - 

- While the exhibition in this department largely exceeded that | 

of any previous year, we still cannot refrain from remarking upon | 

_ the great portion of the live industry and inventive genius of our 

state still unrepresented. . How much would the amount, atttact- 

iveness and real value to both exhibitors and | visitors be increased, 

if manafacturers throughout the state would see their interest in | 

bringing, at these annual gatherings, their works and wares, di- 

rectly before the eyes of an intelligent public Ce 
on | Respectfully submitted, =” 

| OW Warsox, 

BRUIT AND FLOWER DEPARTMENT. 

BY 0. 8. WILLEY, SUPERINTENDENT. | 

| The exhibition in this department was much less in extent than 
_ it had been for a number of preceding years. There were a num- 

| ber of reasons for this, mainly contined to two. The amount of 
| fruit raised in the state was much less than formerly, and of that 

raised, a much larger proportion was injured by insects, so much | 

-_g0, as to make it sometimes almost impossible to obtain perfect 
specimens from trees bearing full crops. There did not seem to | 

a be any lack of interest by exhibitors. All were anxious to do : 

| the best they could, but most collections were of less magnitude. 
than usual. I note some of the principal exhibitors. If any are 
omitted, it is unintentional. Among professional exhibitors, I 

found in his usual place, G. P. Peffer, of Pewaukee, with 90 vari- — 

-__ eties of apples. This was a fine show, but not up to his usual 
| quantity ; showed spears in quite a variety, also plums and grapes 

~ Took second premium, two first on sweepstakes, embracing in his — 

_ collection beside apples, 17 crabs, 18 pears, 8 plums, 20 grapes, — 
8 raspberries, 2 cranberries and one each of quince, blackberry, 

barberry, chestnut, fig and currant. ee | 
| G. J. Kellogg, of Janesville, had 60 plates of apples. Took the 

| third premium. This fruit is good, and displays care in the selec-
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_. tion by Mr. Kellogg. In this collection was a large and finedis- 

play of grapes. Took the first prize. All well ripened. © - | 
: A, G. Puttle, of Baraboo,. did. not like the idea of. being out- 

_ done, and he was on hand with an unusual fine display of 68 va- 

rieties of apples, and took first premium. Sauk county, perhaps, — 
|  gan*beat the world; one thing.is certain, the fruit from that sec- - 

, tion seems to be very fine, and hard to compete against. His 
three Fameuse, as well as largest apple, carried off the prize... Mr. | 

 ‘Tuttle’s grapes were fine, but only took the third prize. 
W. Wolf had 58 varieties of apples, and took the fourth pre: 

ss mium. Mr. Wolf is an enthusiastic cultivator. Showed the heavi- _ 
_ est apple and took the second premium on pears. Hope to see — 

a him again, with plenty of his German friends. PEE 

. _ H. M. Thompson, of St. Francis, had on exhibition ten varieties: 

of well grown and correctly named apples, and five varieties of 

| grapes, which last took third premium. = st 

ee Mrs, Alex. Mitchell, by her gardener, James Pollard, exhibited 
a fine collection of peaches, grown in tubs, under glass. These . 

, proved quite an attraction, for many looked upon them as the first 

ss fruit of the kind ever seen*growing. Mrs. Mitchell’s foreign 

grapes were also very attractive. — os Ce ee 

 C. H. Greenman, of Milton; had the best collection, by far, of 

a grapes. Others had ‘more varieties, but these were particularly 

_ well ripened, and bunches very perfect. Took the first prize 
. A singular coincidence in the premiums on grapes was: that, in 

every case, whether single variety or more, the Delaware was in 
| the list, thus showing the very high estimate that was placed 

| upon it. | . eT 

_. J. H. Jones, of Milwaukee, took the second premium on’fore 

7 eign grapes, shown on the vine growing in the boxes, and attract: |. 

a ed a great deal of attention. _ as oe | 7 es Ley 

- L, Woodard & Co., of Marengo, IIL, exhibited 85 varieties ‘of 

. correctly named apples. These were not strictly in competition — 

swith the other exhibitors, as the. State Society only opened their 

doors to those of the state; but the committee, in ‘view of the 

---—*_- superior merit of this collection, awarded a: gratuitous premium : 

equal tothe first 
The Non-Professional Cultivators were out in very good force, ©
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| _ . CH. Jacobs, of Wauwatosa, exhibited 28 varieties of apples. 
“Mrs. J. W. Park, of Dodge’s Corners, had 53 varieties of apples, 

and quite a variety of pears; all very fine and attractive, . 
| D. B. Pilgrim, of West Granville, had 28 varieties of apples. . 

... George Jeffrey, of 5-Mile House, had 27 varieties of apples, crabs, 

and grapes. en “Nae 
Ww. Reid, of North Prairie, competed for best: 10 varieties - 

| adapted to the Northwest, and had, also, a fine show of grapes. 
| _  E. B. Thomas, of Dodge's Corners, was a lively competitor in | 

| the same department of apples and pears, and-carried off his full 
share of prizes. ee on 

D, Huntley, of Appleton, did not take any premiums for best 
-. 10 varieties; still, they were good tolook upon. ss 

| LS. Curtis, of Wauwatosa, thought he was showing 10 sorts 

_ best for the Northwest, but the judges found but one which, in — 
their opinion, could be placed in this class 

we Danie] Gilser, of Painesville, had some very fine apples, but not. 
: _. as well named as was desirable. : | 

_. L, Lawson, of Oak Creek, had Fameuse apples, that were 

famous. ° 7 / } | 
a F.C. Cartis, of Rocky Run, had four splendid specimens of Blue 
_ Pearmain, also the heaviest apple in this clas. 

_D. Morgan, of Wauwatosa, had three varieties of well grown pears. 
Mrs. J. B. Joy, of Madison, showed native or wild plums of 

My _ F. S. Lawrence, of Janesville, had twenty-two varieties of 
grapes, all very attractive, and more than one envied him his SUC 

cess, and wished they might go and do likewise. ee 

| W. ©. Priest, of Fond du Lac, put in his claim for best five. 

-. varieties of grapes, and was reasonably successful 
SO D. P. and J. O. Myers, of Fox Lake, showed three varieties of a 

- » Concord grapes; only fair. a 7 ee oP OES Sg 
| M. Robinson, of Milwaukee, had extra fine Concord grapes. a | 

ss Nursery grown trees attracted considerable attention. = 

«0, &. Willey, Woodard: & Co., of Madison, showed very fine — 
. fruit, ornamental trees and evergreens, AE ee | 

 F.K. Pheenix, of Bloomington, IIL, fruit trees of apples, pears, 
| plums and cherries, — an a
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| Greenman, McGraw. & Day, of Whitewater, had fine apple 

trees. | SE a 
Stickney & Baumbach, of Wauwatosa, showed an especially fine 

lot of fruit and ornamental trees, also evergreens in large variety. 
A. G. Tattle, of Baraboo, hada superior collection of apple 

and pear trees, but arrived too late to enter into competition. 

This class can easily be made an interesting feature of the fairs, 
and one that I hope to see more’ fully developed—both for the 
interest of purchaser and grower. a 

_. A’special attraction of the fair was Vick’s special premiums. 
This drew out a lively competition among flonsts, and I think» 

_’ will result in much good in developing the floral interest in the 

_. James Vick of Rochester N. Y., made a large and fine display of | 
cut flowers, and of a very commendable nature, considering the 

great distance the flowers were brought. The committee recom- _ 
mended that instead of giving Mr. Vick a premium of “a few paltry 
dollars, the society give him the highest premium ever awarded to | 
any exhibitor in our state, viz, a silver medal, suitably inscribed, 

| anda diploma. We believe that this high honor is justly due to 
Mr. Vick, on account of the exceedingly meritorious character of 

his exhibition.” ee | . 

- Other exhibitors in the floral department were Whitnall & El- 
_ lis, cf Milwaukee, who excelled in their fine foliage plants. A ~  gase of Calladiums was much admired by all, as well as their | 

beautiful collection of cut roses. orgs ete th 
Mr. Dunlap’s collection was creditable alike to his taste and 

skill as a cultivator, while Mr. Middlemass occupied equally as 

much room with a choice collection of a large variety well adapted 
to the wants of trade. | 

_ Close by these we found the large collection of W. Kitzrow, an 
| old and expert florist. 

These were the principal professional florists, and the premiums — 

were about equally divided between them. All showed much 
taste and skill in the collection and arrangement of plants, cut | 

oe flowers and bouquets - pe FN ae 

| _ Miss Kate Peffer competed, in herlively, pleasant manner, with 

the others na med, on cut flowers, and is deserving of much credit
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_ for receiving severa! first prizes after expressing by heavy wagon, — 

| _ her pets a day’s ride. . a ee ee eee 

a ‘Mrs. Alex. Mitchell, by her gardener, J. Pollard, brought: out | 

and occupied the usual’ amount of space with choice ‘specimen } 

plants which attracted much attention, also.a case of floral de- 

oe ‘signs, bouquets and cut flowers. Soe a gape Sega f 7 

__.. Among the amateurs, H. W. Roby excelled them all. with pot. 

plats. Of these we may say, we seldom see a better private col- | | 

| lection, and they received their full share of attention and pre-e 

Mrs. Yale excelled in the culture of balsams; her show was fine. — 

ee Mrs. Parks and Mrs. Thomas, both are entitled to much praise “_ 

for their efforts to please the people. As Wednesday, September 
«By was.a terrible day, yet with enthusiasm and courage ‘these two | 

ladies, up with, or farahead of the lark, drove twenty. miles, and 

| were ready for duty on.the fair ground by six o'clock in the: 

morning. With fingers stiffened with cold, they arranged their 

flowers in fine order and carried off their full share of prizes. | 

_ EL G. Roberts’ gladiolus, and Mrs. Plum’s dahlias looked well | 

and were creditable to the growers. - 

_ A very attractive floral design was placed on the table by Miss. | 

§ B. Bodtker, of Milwaukee, consisting of a rustic rural house, __ 

with twining vines overhead. The house was not of an elaborate 

architecture, but. square in form, sided up with Lima beans. The oe 

- internal arrangements we did not examine, but presumeit tohave 

been of the most modern style. In front, with rake, hoe and oe 

spade by his side, sat the venerable sage of Chappaqua, at- 

tired in corn husks, as if he had sought a little shade and rest 

while he wrote “What I Know about Farming.” The design 

was original and well executed. ORRIN ee 

_ Altogether, we may say, this portion of the exhibition wasa 

od success, and satisfactory to exhibitors and people, for the public | 

were permitted to look upon a tetter class of plants and flowers 

. than of any previous year. It has not been my purpose to ex- 

_ tol one exhibitor over another —alldid well. Far less grymbling — 

| was heard over award of premiums than ever before, either credit- | 

able to the good judgment of the committees, or the -common 

| sense of the exhibitors oe CO Pt
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DEPARTMENT OF FINE ARTS. a 

a BY J. 0. EATON, ‘SUPERINTENDENT. 

To carry out the recommendation in’ my report of 1871, fora 
| separate subdivision for the articles usually assigned to this de- 

'. partment, and to remove all objections heretofore made to exhib- 
iting the same, by artists and the. possessors of works of art, the 
executive board at the February meeting, appropriated the sumof 
five hundred dollars, to which the citizens of Milwaukee added : . 

the sum of one thousand dollars, and the executive board erected __ 
for the exclusive use of this department a fine building,a view of 
which accompanies this report. Le ee - . . oe G Baek 

Before the fair, I appointed as my assistant, Mr. F. A. Lydston, = 

bitions of this kind, and we caused a notice to be published’ for 
two weeks before the fair, in the daily papers of Milwaukee, set- 
ting forth the fact of the erection of a building for the exclasive - 

use of this department, and calling upon all artists in the north- 
West to compete for the society’s premiums, and soliciting from 

_ the possessors of paintings and statuary, their loan for the exhi- 
dition, warranting their safe handling and return, and appealed to a 

_ their personal pride and the pride of Milwaukee, to make this the 
"est fine arts exhibition ever held in Wisconsin. Much to our 

_ surprise and disappointment, there was no response to our appeal. 
Not willing to relinquish the hope of having the first exhibi- = 

| tion in the new hall a success, we personally called upon many — 
_ who were known to be the posseasors of valuable paintings,. and. I 

_ am_-happy to report, that with few exceptions, we were cordially oe 

a received and freely permitted to select for ourselves, = 
NG We made liberal selections from the parlorsof Messrs. Mitchell, =» 
Roundy, Frocklestein, Andrews, Mix, Rood, Strickland, H. & J. - 

Ludington, Hempstead, Hawley, Miller, Kellogg, and others whose 
names are not remembered ; to all of whom I wish ‘to tender 

: The contributions for the society premiums, although not as nu- 

merous as we had hoped. were in number and value very credita-
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ble. A list of the premiums awarded in this department will be 
found in its appropriate place in this volume. Among the suc- | 

cessful competitors will be found the names of W. Hunt, J. B. 

Staines, E. H. Dewey, F. A. Lydston, W. Cohler, W. Leist, Clark 

& Sherman, Charles Keller, G. F. Epender, W. O. Lydston, Mrs. 
J. T. Kavanaugh, Miss J. A. Hamilton, Miss Chase and others. 

The exhibition of stereoscopic views of Wisconsin scenery, by H. 

_- EL Bennett, of Kilbourn City, chromos by the Milwaukee Oleo- | 
graph Company, penmanship oy the Spencerian Business Col- _ 

lege, lithograph ‘and steele engraving by the Milwaukee Litho-— 

graph Company, carving in marble by A. Merrill, of Milwaukee, * 
and specimens of sculpture by E. P. Knowles, of Madison, were 

_ each of high order, a credit alike to the exhibitors and the state. 
T have set forth in detail our efforts to make this department a | 

success for this reason: A weekly journal of Milwaukee,during = 
the fair, and for some time after, endeavored to make it appear | 

that. this department was a failure, that its managers and the 
| judges were incompetent to discharge their duties. Against the 

_ judgment of this editor (in whose paper the society did not adver- 

tise), we have the reports of the correspondents of the Chicago | 

press, that it was a success, and a much finer exhibition than that 

of other western states. | | oo SC — 

—-In conclusion, T would recommend that the amount usually ex- 

pended in collecting paintings for free exhibition, be added to the 
premiums offered, and that, in future, this part of the exhibition 
be left to the pride and liberality of the citizens where the fair is — 

- held. | : a
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a oO | PREMIUMS AWARDED. ©§&} } } }}&}~— |. 

SO | HORSE DEPARTMENT. ee 

es Sy T Class 1— Thoroughbred Horses. a 

Best stallion, 4 years old and over, J. J. Ross, Mineral Point, $50. 
oo * Second best, Wm. Welch, Madison, $25. | ae ne OO 

: Best: stallion, 3 years old and under 4, Wm. Brady, Peoria, II1., $30. 
- _ Best brood mare, 4 years old and over, Simon Ruble, Beloit, $30. -_ 

oo Best filly, 3 years old and under 4, N. M. Ormond, Milwaukee, $15. __ 
Best filly, 2 years old and under 3, H. N. McCafferty, Columbus, $10... 

. Second best, Simon Ruble, Beloit, $5. : LE ds a 
ae Best sucking filly foal, Simon Ruble, Beloit, $10. ( : a 

| Lo | 3, C. PARKS, - 
a | 7 H. B. CRANDALL, |. 

| S. HAYT, | 
; Committee.) : 

oO Class 2— Roadsters. | 

- - Best stallion, 4 years old and over, Wm. Leroy, Hartland, $50.. a | 
| Second best, A. L. Hoyt, Fond du Lac, $25. _ YRS so sea we 

Best stallion, 2 years old and under 3, Geo. C. Stevens, Milwaukee, $15. | 
- Second best, Geo. C. Stevens, Milwaukee, $10. — 

| Best stallion, 1. year old and under 2, Richard Richards, Racine, $10. 
7 Best sucking stallion foal, E. Chapin, Mukwanago, $10... : Oo 

Best brood mare, 4 years old and over, A. L. Hoyt, Fond du Lae, $30. 
- Second best, E. Chapin, Mukwanago, $15. _ oe | 

| Best filly, 2 years old and under 8, Richard Richards, Racine, $10. , 
_ Second best, Geo. Murry, Racine, $9. | a 

: Best filly, 1 year old and under 2, Geo. C. Stevens, Milwaukee, $10. oe 
as Second best, Richard Richards, Racine, $5. 

| ‘Best sucking filly foal, Geo. Murry, Racine, $10. en ee 
| Second Best, P. M. Perkins, Burlington, $5. é | ms 

bo, | (c. C. PARKS, 
. . —H. B. CRANDALL, 

|  §. HAYT, | 
7 | — a | Committee.) | 

_ : ~~ Class 83—Horses for General Purposes. | 

, Best stallion, 4 years old and over, Thomas Irvin, Mukwanago, $30. | 
| - Second best, J. A. Warden, Minnesota Junction, $15. - 

Best stallion, 3 years old and under 4, Isaac Anthony, Fond du Lac, $20. - 
‘Second best, Geo. W. Church, Menomonee Falls, $10. a _ 
Best stallion, 1 year old and under 2, Geo. Murry, Racine, $8. Oo , 
‘Best brood mare, J. B. Duclas, Black Earth, $20. . . oo 

Se Second best, Simon Ruble, Beloit, $10.. |
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Best filly, 3 years old and under 4, K. Isaacson, Black Earth, $15. oe 
Second best, D. P. Webster, Mukwanago, $10. 
Best filly, 2 years old and under 3, Richard Richards, Racine, $10. - 
Second best, Geo. Murry, Racine, $5. 

| | "(SAMUEL DRAKELY, a 
oO re “8. F. WILSON, | 

| BENJ. MARK. 
| | es Committee.) ; 

Class 4—Draft Horses. | 

Best stallion, 4 years old and over, Thomas Irvin, Mukwanago, $40. |_| 
Second best, Peter Wakem, Madison, $20. oo | 
Best stallion, 3 years old and under 4, Peter Wakem, Madison,$15. , 

_ Best brood mare, 4 years old and over, Simon Ruble, Beloit, $20. co | 
_ Second best, Joseph Pilgrim, West Granville, $10. oe Cen 

_ Best filly, 3 years old and under 4, E. M. De Puy, East Troy, $10. | | 
: = ““GAMUEL DRAKELY, 

| Sn S.J. WILSON, 
Oo oe AAYT | 

. | Class 5—Jacks and Mules.. 

Best jack, John Matthews, Darlington, $20. | | 
Second best, F. Bell, Brookfield, $10. 

7 - Best jenny, John Matthews, Darlington, $20. | 
Second best, F. Bell, Brookfield, $10. 
Best pair working mules, John Atkin, Brookfield, $10. 
Second best, J. W. Park, Dodge’s Corners, $5. 

| , GawL DRAKELY, 
Co . B. CRANDALL, 

, a - : E. B.. MINER. 

| Class 6—Matched Horses and Mares... 

Best pair matched horses, E. 8. Higgins, Milwaukee, $30. = |... 
' Second best, A. H. Swan, Wauwatosa, $15. . - 

Best pair roadsters, C. M. Cottrill, Milwaukee, $30. ° . a 
Second best, 8. J. Hodge, Hartford, $15. ee 

, ‘Best pair farm horses, Charles Cook, Milwaukee, $20. : a , 
Second best, R. Barnett, Eureka, $10. 

| Best pair draft horses, Simon Ruble, Beloit, $20. : ne 
en ERS | GEORGE A. MASON, _ 

ee ee re 8. HAYT, | , 
ene Rees E. ENOS, 7 oe 

| Ae hs | Committee.) | | 

... Class (— Geldings or Mares for Single Harness. : 

- _ Best gelding or mare for single harness, John Plankintou, Milwaukee, $30. = 
_ Second best, M. H: Thompson, Milwaukee, $15. .- = | | 

Si ee OE oo (GEO. A.MASON, _ | 
: ee an S. HAYT,. : 

| oo E. ENOS, 
Be | Committee)
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7 | , Class 8— Trotters. ee 

f. Best and fastest trotting stallion over 5 years, John Bush, Ives Grove, “Hero,” 

Second best, V. Bassinger, Racine, “ Andrew Jackson,’’ $50. ON PS 
Best and fastest trotting mare over 5 years old, J. 8. Rowell, Beaver Dam, - 

| “Badger Girl,” $60. : - tage | - | 
Second best, E. P. Dickey, Racine, ‘Lady Mack,” $30... oS 

~ Best and fastest trotting gelding over 5 years old, C. C. Westbrook, Manches- 
_ ter, “C. Westbrook,’ $60. he ee 8 ae 

~ Second best, E. C. Sage, New Lisbon, “ Thunder,” $30. — a | 
oe Best and fastest trotting matched span, over 5 years old, C.C. Westbrook, | 

Manchester, $60. ER OE a 
| Second best, O. N. Russell, Waupun, $30. PRE | 

. -—-s SWEEPsTAKES oN TROTTING. | oe 

Best and fastest trotting, J; 8. Rowell, Beaver Dam, “Badger Girl,” time, 
oo 9.31-2.821¢, $800. = ro | a 

| rr (GEO. A. MASON, , 
= J.L. BURNHAM, | | 

| ,  .  ..- €, SIMMONS, | 
is oe Sey —, s SIMON RUBLE, 

OS | oe ee, ne a Ue Rake Committee.) a 

a — Class 9—Running Horses. on 

‘Two mile heats, best, 2 in 3, weights for age, J. J. Ross, Mineral Point, © : 
‘“ Canada,” time 3.54, first premium, $200. 

Second best, Wm. Brady, Peoria, II1., “ Bob Lamar,” $100. | 
. ‘Mile heats, best 2 in 3, weights for age, Wm. Brady, Peoria, Il., “Bob La- : 

| mar,’ time 1.5334, first premium, $100. 
| Second best, A. B. Douglass, Brodhead, “ Souvenier,’’ $50. 3 

| Best running colt, mile dash, N. M. Ormond, Milwaukee,.“ Lady Milford,” ——~ 
| | three years oid, time 2.20, $50. SO a 

Second best, H. W. McCafferty, “Columbus,” filly two years old, $25. 

Pe ore (GEO. A. MASON, 
| | | , , C. SIMMONS, 

| - : a _. SIMON RUBLE, ~— 

sO Class 10—Sweepstakes on Horses. — ane eae 

| Best vt e100 and five of his colts,Geo. Murry, Racine, grand silver medal 
an . | 

Best brood mare, with foal by her side, Simon Ruble, Beloit, grand silver 
. medal and $50. | ta a 

S. B. DAVIS, Bae 

GEO. A: MASON, 
| H.B.CRANDALL, — | 

: os Committee. — 

. | CATTLE DEPARTMENT, = ss 

Cogs TP Ctass 11—Short Horns. a . OS 

| Best. bull, 4 years old and over, C. C. Parks, Waukegan, Il, $80. 
: Second best, C. C. Parks, Waukegan, IIl., $20. oo 

: Best bull, 3 years old and over, T. S. Redford, Lisbon, $30. — . : 
Second best, G. Lawrence, Waukesha, $15. 
Best bull, 2 years old and under 3, C. C. Parks, Waukegan, II1., $30. -
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| Second best, Geo. Murry, Racine, $15.) _ ee 
| Best bull, 1 year old and under 2, Geo. Murry, Ravine, $30. 
| Second best, E. & J. Smith, Rochester, $15... _ 
| - Best bull calf, 6 months and under 12, C..C. Parks, Waukegan, III, $15. 
| - Second best, Geo. Murry, Racine, $10. 
| Best bull calf, under 6 months, C. C. Parks, Waukegan, II1., $15. 
| . Second best, J. C. Meacham, Genesee, $10... a Do 

Best cow, 4 years old and over, C. C. Parks, Waukegan, IIL., $25. . 
Second best, C. C. Parks, Waukegan, II1., $15. | ee 
Best cow, 3 years.old and over, C. C. Parks, Waukegan, II1., $25. 

| Second best, Geo. Murry, Racine, $15.. oe 
| Best heifer, 2 years old and under 3, C. C. Parks, Waukegan, Ill., $25. . 
| Second best, Geo. Murry,: Racine, $15. | BO , | 

Best heifer, 1 year old and under 2, Geo, Murry, Racine, $25. | 
: Second best, Geo. Murry, Racine, $15. | | 
bo Best heifer calf, 6 months old and under 12, C. C. Parks, Waukegan, I11., $10. . 
! Second best, C. C. Parks, Waukegan, IIl., $5. | - SO 
! Best heifer calf under 6 months old, C. C. Parks, Waukegan, IIl., $10.. 
! Second best, Geo. Murry, Racine,$5. fp | 
- Oe (HO. E, BRYANT, 

_ en —  ASEAYTON, 7g 
, ky Mig cee te Bay g AN Sc Voreonstiee. 

| i ee Class 12— Devons. ee . 

! Best bull, 4 years old and over, Luther Rawson, Oak Creek, $20. . | . 
| Second best, W. F. Smith, Elkhorn, $10. 
|: Best bull, 2 years old and under 3, Luther Rawson, Oak Creek, $20. 
| Best bull, 1 year old and under 2, Jonathan Stoddard, Greenbush, $20. 
| Second best, Luther Rawson, Oak Creek, $10. 
| Best bull calf, under 6 months, Hiram Gooder, Rochester, $10. 
! Second best, Luther Rawson, Oak Creek, $5. 

Best cow, 4 years old and over, W. F.Smith, Elkhorn, $15. 
Second best, Luther Rawson, Oak Creek, $10. 
Best cow, 3 years old and under 4, Hiram Gooder, Rochester, $15. 
Second best, Luther Rawson, Oak Creck, $10. 
Best heifer, 2 years old and under 3, W. F. Smith, Elkhorn, $15. | 
Second best, Luther Rawson, Oak Creek, $10.00 © | 
Best heifer, 1 year old and under 2, Hiram Gooder, Rochester, $15. 

- Second best, Luther Rawson, Oak Creek, $10.0 2 
Best heifer calf, 6 months old and under 12, Luther Rawson, Oak Creek, $6. 
Second. best, Luther Rawson, Oak Creek, $8... PRE I AN ae . 
Best heifer calf under 6 months cld, W. F. Smith, Elkhorn,$6.0 = 
Second best, Luther Rawson, Oak Creek, $3, _ _- a eye 

(RICHARD RICHARDS, > 
—_ | DAVID RHODA, ae 

D. M. ASPINWALL, | 
a | Committee. 

aS the . Class 13—Ayrshires. 

Best bull, 4 years old and over, H. 8. Durand, Racine, $20. , 
_ Best bull, 2 years old and under 3, Jonathan Stoddard, Greenbush, $20. © 

- Second best, Grand Chute Club, Appleton, $10. Se 
Best bull, one year old and under 2, Jonathan Stoddard, Greenbush, $20... | 
‘Best bull calf 6 months old and under 12, T. 8. Capron, Oconomowoc,. $10. 
Best bull calf under 6 months old, D. Huntley, Appleton, $10... tt 
Second best, James McNee, Emerald Grove, $5. oo Sigh eee eg 
Best cow, 4 years old and-over, Jonathan Stoddard, Greenbush; $15, . , 

| Second best, H. S. Durand, Racine, $10. a . 
Best cow, 3 years 61d and under 4, James McNee, Emerald Grove, $15. 
Second best, H. S.. Durand, Racine, $10. 
Best heifer, 2 years old and under 8, H. 8. Durand, Racine $15.
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-- Second best, D. Huntly, Appleton, $10. See an . 
_ Best heifer, 1 year old and under 2, H.S. Durand, Racine, $15. . | 

Second best, Jonathan Stoddard, Greenbush, $10. IE 
Best heifer calf, 6 months old and under 12, T.S. Capron, Oconomowoc, $6, _ 

| Second best, H. 8S. Durand, Racine, $3. a so 
| Best heifer calf, under 6 months old, H. 8. Durand, Racine, $6. — - ro 

| Second best, Jonathan Stoddard, Greenbusiy an 

| . oe | LRICHARD RICHARDS, - 
| : | DAVID RHODA, — ce 

| 7 . | D.M.ASPINWALL, . , | 

os : Lo ae Committee) _ 

a | Class 14—Alderneys. OEE eet oe iS 

- . Best bull, 3 years old and under 4, H. 8S. Durand, Racine, $20. eo 
a Best bull, 2. years old and under 3, J. A. Warder, Minnesota Junction, $20. | 

-. Best bull, 1 year old and under 2, Lloyd Breck, Summit, $20. 7 
| _ Best bull calf, under 6 months old, H. 8. Durand, Racine, $10. | 

Second best, H. 5S. Durand, Racine, $5. | a | | : 
Best cow, 4 years old and over, H. 8. Durand, Racine, $15. . a 

_. Best heifer, 2 years old and under 3, H. 8. Durand, Racine, $15. | | 
Best heifer, 1 year old and under 2, H. 8. Durand, Racine, $15. | 

a Sécond best, H.S. Durand, Racine,$10. 0 © oe : 
ss Best heifer calf, under six months old, H. 8. Durand, Racine,$6. 

.  . Second best, H. 8S. Durand, Racine, $8. sf ~~. _ aa 
oe , | | (RICHARD RICHARDS, | . 

| | | “DAVID RHODA, : 
| D. M. ASPINWALL, 

| | Committee] 

| Class 15—Grade Cattle and Working Oxen. 

| Best grade cow, 3 years old and over, E. and J. Smith, Rochester, $15. es 
| Second best, E. and J. Smith, Rochester, $10. a | oe 

7 Best grade heifer, 2 years old'and under 3, E. and J. Smith, Rochester. $15. 
—-- ®econd best, Hiram Gooder, Rochester, $10. _ ae . | 

| | Best heifer, 1 year old and under 2, S. A. Tenney, Durham Hill, $15. — 
oe Seeond best, E. and J. Smith, Rochester, $10. Ce Ee 

ss Best heifer calf, under 6 months old, F. Ludington, Milwaukee, $6. OO 
| Second best, E. and J. Smith, Rochester, $3. 7 ° 

| Best yoke working oxen, Luther Rawson, Oak Creek, $20. | | 
Second best, Luther Rawson, Oak Creek, $10. oe | 

| -_ Best 2 year old steers, Luther Rawson, Oak Creek, $10. , Do 
| LEWIS CLARK, °*« | 

: oo | 1.G. FOWLER, | 

| | . a o ; Committee) oo 

ee Class 16—Miich Cows. | oo S 

an Best milch cow of any breed, 4 years old and over, E. & J. Smith, Rochester, : 

| Second best, M. L. Butterfield, Waukesha, $15. ©. 2.0 J 
~ Best milch cow of any breed, 3 years old and under 4, M. L. Butterfield, Wau- 

| kesha, grand silver medaland $20. =, - eth Re | 
oe - , oo a / LEWIS CLARK. .» oe 

- OS eee — “E.G. FOWLER, 
CE ea -  . -—. B. RUDD, : 

a ee | Committee. \
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| lass 17—Fat Cattle. | , 

Best pair fat oxen, 5 years old and over, D. McGeoch, Wauwatosa, $20. 
Best fat cow, steer or heifer, E. & J. Smith, Rochester, $10. . . 

. a ( LEWIS CLARK, 
7 | re! E. G. FOWLER, : 

ee DE BL RUDD, 
Se cork Sy a Committee} | | 

| _ Class 18—Herds. OO 

Bost poll and 5 cows, or heifers over 5 years old, C. C. Parks, Waukegan, IIl., 

Second best, Geo. Murry, Racine, $50. re 
Best bull of any age or breed, Geo. Murry, Racine, $50. : a 
Second best, C. C. Parks, Waukegan, II1., $25. | 7 Ss 

| Best 5 calves, male and female, under 1 year old, of any breed, C. C. Parks, | 
oO Waukegan, I1l., $25. a a wo 

Second best, Geo. Murry, Racine, $15. a | ee . 
Best cow or heifer of any age or breed, C. C. Parks, Waukegan, IIl., $40. 
Second best, C. C. Parks, Waukegan, IIl., $20. | OEE ee co . 

: an a “SLAYTON, . | ) 
| a vo | RICHARD RICHARDS, - | 

. i ns Jd. W. WOOD, a 
ae oo Gomemitttce | 

| SHEEP DEPARTMENT. | 

| [Class 19—American Merinos. 

ss Best buck, 2 years old and over, John H. Paul, Genessee, $20. 
- . Second best, A. and P. Hamburt, Caldwell’s Prairie, $10. 
> Best buck, 1 year old and under 2, J. G. Putnam, Neosho, $15. 

Second best, A. and PR. Hamburt, Caldwell’s Prairie, $10. 
- Best pen 8 buck lambs, A. and P. Hamburt, Caldwell’s Prairie, $10. | 
Second best, O. Cook, Whitewater, $5. =. st : 
Best pen 10 ewe lambs, John H. Paul, Genessee, $30. : - 
Second best, O. Cook, Whitewater, $10. - Ts a 
Best pen 3 ewe lambs, 2 years old and over, L. Eastman, Pleasant Prairie,$20. 
Second best, O. Cook, Whitewater, $10. ee co 

. Best pen 10 ewe lambs, 1 year old and under 2, O. Cook, Whitewater, $20. 
Second best, John H. Paul, Genessee, $15. a _ | 

_ . Best pen 3 ewe lambs, i year old and under 2, J. G. Putnam, Neosho, $15. 
Second best, O. Cook, itewater, $10. 

7 Best pen 10 ewe lambs, John H. Paul, Genessee, $20. 
Second best, O. Cook, Whitewater, $10. 

- Best pen 3 ewe lawbs, O. Cook, Whitewater, $10. 
| Second best, D. Kelly & Son, Chicago, DL, $8. 

‘The committee on American Merinos, in making their report, would say i 

__ that they have found a very large number of first class sheep on exhibition, 
and in some instances have found it difficult to decide which were entitled to 
the premiums... We also find the interest in fine wooled sheep largely on the | 

| increase. We would say to the wool growers of the state, take care of the 
' sheep, and they will take care of you. a 

ee Se (R.T.GRAVES, | 
| a M. H.SMITH, 

SC C.K. STEWART, — 
: . , | J.P. HARLOW, . 

| | : Committee.;
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a Class 20—Long Wool Cotswold. | | 

| Best buck, 2 years old and over, C. C. Parks, Waukegan, [1], $20. = 
Second best, C. C. Parks, Waukegan, I1l., $10. Pal 

| Best buck, 1 year old and under 2, Wm. Rhodes, Salem Station, $2. / 
Second best, F. Ludington, Milwaukee, $10. : 

_ Best pen 3 buck lambs, Wm. Rhodes, Salem Station, $10. | 
- Second best, A. F. Pratt, Waukesha, $95. | : 

_-- Best pen 8 ewes, 2 years old and over, C. C. Parks, Waukegan, II1., $20. - 
Second best, C. C. Parks, Waukegan, Ill., $10. | 
“Best pen 3 ewes, 1 year old and under 2, T. 8. Capron, Oconomowoc, $15. 

| Second best, C. C. Parks, Waukegan, IIl., $10. OATES ET Oe 
- Best pen 3 ewe lambs, C. C. Parks, Waukegan, II1., $10. fee | 

Second best, E. Porter, Waukesha, $5. pe 

| Your committee are of the opinion that no better exhibition of Cotswold 

sheep was ever made in the state. if | 
ee oo 7 CN. A. SPOONER, a 

: - | CO GEORGE KEYS, _. | 
| Oo MATTHEW TOWERS, . 

So : ae | Committee. 

cos — Class 21—Long Wool—not Cotswold. oe 

Best buck, 2 years old and over, John Matthews, Darlington, $20. - - ' 
; _ Second best, E. Porter, Waukesha, $10. ; 

. Best buck, 1 year old and under 2, E. Porter, Waukesha, $15. 
- _- Second best, C. C. Parks, Waukegan, I[ll., $10. | 

Best pen 3 buck lambs, E. Porter, Waukesha, $10. 
Second best, E. Porter, Waukesha, $5. | 

| Best 8 ewes, 2 years old and over, John Matthews, Darlington, $20. | 
, Second best, E. Porter, Waukesha, $10. Ok 

os Best pen 8 ewes, 1 year old and under 2, E. Porter, Waukesha, $19. S 
, Second best, E. Porter, Waukesha, $10.00 ss | . 

| Best pen 3 ewe lambs, E. Porter, Waukesha, $10. So, 
a _ Second best, E. Porter, Waukesha, $5. | 

| The exhibition of class 21, your committee regard as very fine. ~ oo 

| : os NAL SPOONER, 
oe | | mo GEORGE KEYS, 

. oO MATTHEW TOWERS, 
| Committee) - 

| Class 22—Southdowns. Mg ce a oes 

| Best buck, 2 years old and over, Peter Wakem, Madison, $20. Do 

Second best, M. Towers, Omro, $10. a 
/ _ Best buck, 1 year old and under 2, C. C. Parks, Waukegan, Tl), $15. st 

7 _ Second best, G. H. Daubner, Brookfield Center, $10.0 Se | 

Best pen 8 buck lambs, G. H. Daubner, Brookfield Center, $10..... he, 

/ Best pen 8 ewes, 8 years old and over, ©. ©. Parks, Waukegan, ILL, $20... 
Second best, G. H. Daubner, Brookfield Center, $10. 2 = 7 
‘Best pen 3 ewes, 1 year old and under 2, C. ©. Parks, Waukegan, Til., $15. 

_ Second best, G. H. Daubner, Brookfield Center, $10, 0 222. © 
Best pen 3 ewe lambs, C. C. Parks, Waukegan, Ill,$10. | 

. ‘Second best, G. H. Daubner, Brookfield Center, $5. 0 a | 
| Oo a  .- {K. PORTER, _ | os 

See EORGE KEYS, 7 
oo, g Ue Baa ~ JOHN MATTHEWS, 

a , Committee) |
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| | Class 23—Fat Sheep. | 

Best fat sheep, not less than 8, E. Porter, Waukesha, $10. — | 
Second best, T. 8. Capron, Oconomowoc, $5. = 
Best Cashmere buck, I. 8S. Hazleton, Brookfield Center, $15. 
Best Cashmere ewe, I. 8. Hazleton, Brookfield Center, $10. 
Best Cashmere kid, I. 8. Hazleton, Brookfield Center, $5.] | 

| eo R PORTER,.. : 
7 a oo GEORGE KEYS, - 

| a MATTHEW ‘TOWERS, 
: ee Committee. 

a _ SWINE DEPARTMENT. . 

{Class 24—Chester Whites. ee a 

Best boar, 2 years old and over, John Taylor, Waupun, $15. oe : 
Second best, John Taylor, Waupun, $10. os ee - a 
Best boar, 1 year old and under 2, Rodney Seaver, Darien, $10... ae 
Second best, J. B. Cross, Milwaukee, $5.00. ee 
Best breeding sow, 2 years old and over, J. B. Cross, Milwaukee, $15. 
Second best, John Taylor, Waupun, $10. co . | 

. Best breeding sow, 1 year old and under 2, John Taylor, Waupun, $10. 
Second best, Rodney Seaver, Darien, $5. | , 
Best Breeding sow, with litter of pigs not less than 4, John Taylor, Waupun, 

15. 
Second best, M. Robinson, Milwaukee, $10. 
Best boar pig, under 1 year.old, Join Taylor, Waupun, $10. 
Second best, Rodney Seaver, Darien, $5. | 
Best sow pig, under 1 year old, Rodney Seaver, Darien, $10. 

| Second best, John Taylor, Waupun, $5. — | 7 . 
| “ soe | G, B. PATTEN, - 

| ie! " a W. D. BOISE, 
| | op tutg ae) | oo : Committee. ) 

| oO Class 24— Berkshires. de | 

Best boar, 2 years old and over, Richard Richards, Racine, $15. . 
| Second best, F. Ludington, Milwaukee, $10. 

: Best boar, 1 year old and under 2, Richard Richards, Racine, $10. | : / 
Second best, 8S. H. Seamans, Wauwatosa, $5. . | 

- Best breeding sow, 2 years old and over, Richard Richards, Racine, $15. — a 
Second best, David Crinklaw, Marengo, IIL, $10. oe 
‘Best breeding sow, 1 year old and,under 2, David Crinklaw, Marengo, I1l., $10 

. Second best, Richard Richards, Racine, $5. ae . 
Best breeding sow, with litter of pigs, not less than 4, F. Ludington, Mil- : 

- waukee, $15. cs | oe 
Second best, W. M. Ormond, Milwaukee, $10. Sy 

_ Best boar pig, under 1 year old, Richard Richards, Racine, $10. oo 
Second best, F. Ludington, Milwaukee, $5. oe 
Best sow pig, uncer 1 year old, James Magson, Walworth, $10... sit 
Second best, Richard Richards, Racine, $5. eee ee | saccnceiaiea Rian RRS (Z. B. PATTEN, : 

. on. Committee. )
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Class 24—Poland China. a 

Best boar, 2 years old and over, J. Jefiers, Darien, $15. ee | | 
| Best boar, 1 yearold and under 2, A. F. Pratt, Waukesha, $10.  —— . a 

Best breeding sow, 2 years old and over, J. Jeffers, Darien, $15. a 
Co Best breeding sow, 1 year old and under 2, A: F. Pratt, Waukesha, $10. «| 

Best breeding sow with litter of pigs, not less than 4, Rodney Seaver, 
: ~.Darien, $15. Se Ba | - | 

Second best, J. Jeffers, Darien, $10. - Bee 
Best boar pig, under 1 year old, A. F. Pratt, Waukesha, $10.. - : oo 
Second best, Rodney Seaver, Darien, $5. : “ : a 
Best sow pig, under 1 year old, Rodney Seaver, Darien, $10. - oo 
Second best, J. Jeffers, Darien, $5. ml | 

os | | L. B.PATTEN, 
oan | | . WING. | | 

| — . Committee.) 7 

Oo: a Class 24—Hssex. oF 

: Best boar, 1 year old and under 2, Richard Richards, Racine, $10. - De | 
Second best, R. B. Allen, Hartford, $5. | ee 7 

: | Best breeding sow, 2 years old and over, J. Jeffers, Darien, $15. os 
: Best breeding sow, 1 year old and under 2, G. P. Pepper, Pewaukee, $10, 

Second best, Richard Richards, Racine, $. == | - a Co, 
sd Best breeding sow with litter of pigs, not less than 4,J. Jeffers, Darien, $15. 
— Second best, Richard Richards, Racine, $10. : WE ee 

7 Best boar pig under 1 year old, Richard Richards, Racine, $10. oe 
| — Second best, J. Jeffers, Darien, $5. | - : ¢ 

. Best sow pig under 1 year old, J. Jeffers, Darien, $10. r 
| | - \L. B. PATTEN, , 
Ce ‘E. WING, 

eS a W.D. BOISE, 
os * Committee.) 

| — Class 24—Special Premiums. — oo 

: {Offered by Messrs..Plankinton & Armour, Layton & Co., James T. Woolley, © 
ms, | L. Farlan, Van Kirk & McGeoch, pork packers of Milwaukee.]| | | 

‘Best boar of any age or breed, J. Magson, Walworth, $50. a, 
. Bestsow of any age or breed, J. Magson, Walworth, $50. | 

Best boar and sow of any age or breed, with 5 pigs of same breed, F. Luding- 
ton, Milwaukee, $50. — : | 7 

Second best, Rodney Seaver, Darien, $25. | . 
an Best 6 pigs under 8 months old, Richard Richards, Racine. | oe 

, _ F. LAYTON, a 
| | | WM. PLANKINTON, 

. | - P. McGEOCH, oe 
C. MEINERT, 

| : —  Gommittee. . 

; | POULTRY DEPARTMENT.  .—— 

| | OSE ese Class 25... Ca 

Best trio gray dorkings, Henry Handy, Palmyra, $38. © = — 
Second best, S. H. Seamans, Wauwatosa, $2. re ee 
Best trio white dorkings, 8. H. Seamans, Wauwatosa, $3. , 
‘Best trio black Spanish, 8. H. Seamans, Wauwatosa, $3. | | 
Second best, S. H. Seamans, Wauwatosa, $2. | 

| Best trio Polands, 8. H. Seamans, Wauwatosa, $3. ,
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. : : \ : 

Second best, 8. H. Seamans, Wauwatosa, $2. | 
Best trio Hamburgs, P. A. Van Vracken. Wauwatosa, $3. , | 
Second best, P. A. Van Vracken, Wauwatosa, $2. : | 
Trio silver spangled Hamburgs, 8S. H. Seamans, Wauwatosa, worthy of special 

notice. | Se Ue ps 
Best trio game fowls, 8. H. Seamans, Wauwatosa, $3. : 
Second best, 8S. H. Seamans, Wauwatosa, $2.0 —_ 
Best trio white Leghorns, 8. H. Seamans, Wauwatosa, $3. Oe 
Second best, S. H. Seamans, Wauwatosa,.$2: ists 
Best trio buff Cochins, S. H. Seamans Wauwatosa, $3... 

- Second best, Henry Handy. Palmyra,$2. =, - 
Best trio partridge Cochins, Henry Handy, Palmyra, $3. oo 
Second best, 8. H. Seamans, Wauwatosa.  — oa ec oe 
Best trio light Brahmas, P. A. Van Vranken, Wauwatosa, $3. | 
Second best, 8. H. Seamans, Wauwatosa, $2. oe | 
Best trio dark Brahmas, P. Best & Co., Milwaukee, $3. rn 
Second best, 8. H. Seamans, Wauwatosa, $2. oo ee 

- Best.trio Houdans, P. A. Van Vracken, Wauwatosa, $3. - 
| Second best, S. H. Seamans, Wauwatosa, $2. | a 

Best trio bantams, S. H. Seamans, Wauwatosa, $3.0.0000«€¢«C2= =~ 
Second best, John Dearsley, Wauwatosa, $2.00 © | , 

' Best pair bronze turkeys, 8. H. Seamans, Wauwatosa, $3. _ a 
Second best, P. Putnam, Dodge’s Corners, $2. . ; - en 
Best pair Muscovy ducks, 8. H. Seamans, Wauwatosa, $3. | 
Second best. E. P. Richardson, Milwaukee, $2. : ce 
Best pair of Aylesbury ducks, 8. H. Seamans, Wauwatosa, $3. ne | 
Second best, S. H. Seamans, Wauwatosa, $2. 
Best pair Rouen ducks, 8S. H. Seamans, Wauwatosa, $3. 
Second best, 8S. H. Seamans, Wauwatosa, $2. 
Best pair Bremen geese, 8. H. Seamans, Wauwatosa, $3. 
Beco nd pest, S. H. Beamans, Wauwatosa, $? reeds, hb by , 

st and greatest variety of poultry, choice shown one person, 5. 
_ H. Seamans, Wauwatose Grand silver medal and $15. 

Your committee report. that in their opinion the display of poultry was 

more than usually creditable. Many varieties were shown on which no pre- . 

miums were offered: We would advise a more comprehensive list in the 

future. SO a a 

vo | JOHN DEARSLEY, | 
Lo OS ALANSON FILER, — 

) — Committee. 

| sO AGRICULTURAL DEPARTMENT. . | oe 

ae Class 26—Field Products. ES 

Best bushel spring wheat—club—J. S. Harvey, Milwaukee, $5. er | 
_.. Second best, A. J. Phillips, West Salem, $3. Se | 

Best pases, spring wheat—Rio Grande or China Tea—Wm. Simpson, Sus- | 
oo  gexy $5 | | oo 

_ Second best, R. B. Allen, Hartland, $3. nr nr cee 
| _ Best bushel spring wheat—Fife—F. Davis, Oshkosh, $5. | fg ES 
i Second best; Joseph Pilgrim, West Granville, $3. oe as . 

| Best bushel white winter wheat, J. W. Wood, Baraboo, $5. | | | 
Second best, Wm. Andrews, Reedsburg, $3. a ip 
Best bushel rye, J. S. Harvey, Milwaukee, $5. | | 

. Second best, Wan. Reid, North Prairie, $3. . 
Best bushel oats, F. S. Capron, Oconomowoc, $5. .
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Second best, J. W. Park, Dodge’s Corners, $3. ee ots 2 
oS Best bushel parley, D. T. Pilgrim, West Granville, $5. Lge aoe 

Second best, J. W. Park, Dodge’s Corners, $3. GAR eS 
Best bushel buckwheat, F. S. Capron, Oconomowoc, $5. | es os : 

oe Second best, D. T. Pilgrim, West Granville, $3. | oe 
Best bushel flax seed, F. Davis, Oshkosh, $5. . of 

| Second best, Wm. Simpson, Sussex, $3. - | 
| Best bale hops, Wm. Graham, Delafield, $5.  —s—. Cae * 

| Second best, L. 8. Palmer, Baraboo, $3. Saget ah. | 
Best bushel timothy seed, F. 8. Capron, Oconomowoc, $5... ; ao | 

_ Second best, John Aitkin, Brookfield, $3. ~ ee ee eee 
_ Best bushel clover seed, E. J. Grover, Wauwatosa, $5. : 

| Second best, F. S. Capron, Oconomowoc, $3. Sos cee 
Best bushel peas, J. W. Park, Dodge’s (Corners, $5. PS hig as ey 
Second best, F. Davis, Oshkosh, $3. | ee ee | 

_ Best bushel beans, F. 8. Capron, Oconomowoc, $5. | ee 
7 _ Second best, J. W. Park, Dodge’s Corners, $3. . 

Best bushel dent corn, J. W. Park, Dodge's Corners, $5. 
Second best, National Asylum, Milwaukee, $8.) , a 

_ Best bushel flint corn, E. J. Grover, Wauwatosa, $5. aes | . 
Second best, John Aitkin, Brookfield, $3. : - a 

| Best bushel early potatoes (early rose), J. W. Park, Dodge’s Corners, $5. — 
| Second best, D.'T. Pilgrim, West Granville, 8. = * 

- Best bushel late potatoes (Russell), E. M. Du Puy, East Troy, $5. es 
Second best, O. J. Smith, Wauwatosa, $3. — ee ee | | 

-. Best bushel carrots, J. Eager, Milwaukee, $3. 0 gh Sage 
oe Second best, National Asylum, Milwaukee, $2. 7g 

Best bushel turnips, F. 8. Capron, Oconomowoc, $3. 
Second best, J. Eager, Milwaukee, $2. 
Best bushel onions, National Asylum, Milwaukee, $3. 
Second best, J. W. Park, Dodge’s Corners, $2. 

_ Best 10 pounds tobacco, Nels T. Kravige, Albion, $5. . 
Second best, M. L. Butterfield, Waukesha, $3. — 
Best 6 squashes, P. Putnam, Dodge’s Corners, $5. . 
Second best, F. Davis, Oshkosh, $3. a ie ede ge | 

- Best 6 pumpkins, P. Putnam, Dodge’s Corners, $5. = SBS 
_ Second best, E. B. Thomas, Dodge’s Corners, $8. ° . | 

5 Best dozen watermelons, E. Elliott, Lone Rock, $5. ‘  ~ me | 
| Second best, J. W. Park, Dodge’s Corners, $3. 

oe Best exhibition field products, 5 varieties of cereals, and 12 varieties in all, | 
| F. Davis, Oshkosh, grand silver medal and $30. : an | 

-. Second best, J. W. Park, Dodge’s Corners, bronze medal and $15. | 
University Experimental Farm, Madison, exhibition of cereals and garden 

. products, not for competition, diploma. . 
oo E. Elliott, Lone Rock, 2 stalks joint pop-corn, commended. | oe 

coe Special premiums offered by Milwaukee Chamber of Commerce. 

Best bushel winter wheat—white winter—J. W. Wood, Baraboo, $25. : | 
Best bushel spring wheat—Odessa—H. A. Jay, Prescott, $25. 

In this department there was a much better display than could have been | 

| reasonably hoped for considering the extreme drought in many parts of the | 

state. The samples of wheat shown were very fine, and the exhibition from - 

| the University Farm at Madison was worthy of high commendation.. We | 
_ . look forward with interest to the experiments there being made, anticipating 

material and lasting benefits.to result to the agricultural interests of the state, . 

Oo - GEORGE G. SWAIN, | a 

a oo . - A. SHERMAN, | 
| | ne Committee. —
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Class 27 — Garden Vegetables. | 

Best 12 beets, Mrs. EK. B. Thomas, Dodge’s Corners, $2. " a 
‘ Second best, National Asylum, Milwaukee, ‘Transactions. 

Best 12 parsnips, J. Eager, Milwaukee, $2.00 | 
Second best, R. H. Savin, Milwaukee, Transactions. — . 
Best 3 heads cabbage, Mrs. E. B. Thomas, Dodge’s Corners, $2. 
Second best, D. T. Pilgrim, West Granville, Transactions. 
Best 12 tomatoes, National Asylum, Milwaukee, $2.0 = 8 
Second best, Mrs. E. Bb. Thomas, Dodge’s Corners, Transactions. 
Best 12 purple egg plants, J. Hager, Milwaukee, $2. pee 
Best 12 sweet potatoes, G. P. Peffer, Pewaukee, $2. = = |= . 

~ Best half-peck lima beans, National Asylum, Milwaukee, $2. | 
Second best, Mrs. E. B. Thomas, Dodge’s Corners, Trans. = = => | 

_ Best exhibition garden products, not less than 10 varieties, Mrs. E. B. Thomas, 
-Dodge’s Corners, $10. : oe a 

Samples winter radish, early sweet corn and evergreen sweet corn, Mrs. E. | 
B. Thomas, Dodge’s Corners, highly commended. ee gt | 

a a  .  L. J. HOILE, | 

| oo JOHN DEARSLEY, 

Class 28 — Products of Flouring Mill, Dairy and Apiary. | 

Best barrel winter wheat flour, J. W. Park, Dodge’s Corners, ‘grand silver 
medal and $10. 

Best barrel spring wheat flour, J. W. Park, Dodge’s Corners, grand silver 
medal and $10. 

Second best, G. O. Ehnerd, West Granville, bronze medal and $5. 
[Rest 25 pounds pure made butter, Mrs. P. Putnam, Dodge’s Corners, grand 

silver medal and $10. a , 
' Second best, Mrs. Daniel McVeen, Oconomwoc, bronze medal and $5. | 

Best 25 pounds butter made at any time, Mrs. P. Putnam, Dodge’s Corners, 
grand silver medal and $10.0 an 

Second best, Mrs, Daniel McVean, Oconomowoc, bronze medal and $5. . 
Best cheese, factory made, C. Hazen, Ladoga, $25. 9... . 
Best cheese, farm made, Mrs. P. Putnam, Dodge’s Corners, grand silver medal 

an a . oe | oc vont 
Second best, D. Huntley, Appleton, bronze medal. and $5. == as si 
Best cheese, factory made, C. Hazen, Ladoga, grand silver medal and $10.. | . 
Reon best, E. D. Knapp, Oshkosh, bronze medal and $5.° oe Oo 

est 10 pounds honey, R. H. Sabin, Milwaukee, $10. me 
Second best, A. E. Thomas, Granville, $5. a 
Best 10 tos maple sugar, D. McVean, Oconomowoc, $5.. ~ aA 

_ Best gallon maple syrup, D. McVean, Oconomowoc, 35.) . Se 

coe oe SPECIAL PREMIUMS. ~ 

—. Offered by W. H. Cottrili, proprietor Plankinton House, Mil- ~ 
— -. waukee, on butter and cheese, and Lansing Bonnell, proprietor , 
 . Newhall House, Milwaukee, on butter. Sy | 

, Best 25 pounds June made butter, Mrs. P. Putnam, Dodge’s Corners, $25. | 
_ Best 20 pounds butter made at any time, Mrs. P. Putnam, Dodge’s Corners, $25 | 

° or | oS 2 De. W.C. PRIEST, 
| pe Mrs. A. H. CUTTING, 

GEORGE KEYS, 
oe Commitéee.
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Oe Class 29—Household Products. oe 

Best 2 loaves Graham bread, Mrs. A. H. Cutting, Racine, $3. ss. m : 
Two loaves rye bread, Mrs. A. H. Cutting, Racine, highly commended. 
Best 2 loaves white bread, hop yeast, Mrs. A. H. Cutting, Racine, $3. - 

- Best two loaves white bread, milk rising, Mrs. A. H. Cutting, Racine, $3. | 
Best sponge cake, Mrs. A. H. Cutting, Racine, $2. eg | 

: Best pound cake, Mrs. A. H. Cutting, Racine, $2. > : cot / 
Best jelly cake, Mrs. A. H. Cutting, Racine, $2. on | | | 
Jelly cake, lemon, Mrs. A. H. Cutting, Racine, worthy of special commenda- ! 

| tion. Lo : Pe a | 
Best gold cake, Mrs. A. H. Cutting, Racine, $2. eo | Pe 
Gold cake, Mrs. J. W. Park, Dodge’s Corners, highly commended. oe 

Best fruit cake, Mrs. A. H. Cutting, Racine, $2. ae Be 
Best exhibition, bread and cake, Mrs. A. H. Cutting, Racine, grand silver | 

| medal. , O 
Best still-Catawba wine, Aug. Greulich & Son, Milwaukee, diploma. —_— . | 

Po Muscatella, Angelica and port wine, shown by Aug. Greulich & Son, com- | 
mended: | aN Oo - : | 

- ' Best Clinton wine, A. Thomas, Granville, diploma. pa | 
Best cider, F. C. Curtis, Rocky Run, diploma. ae | 
Best canned peaches, Mrs. R. P. Elmore, Milwaukee, $2.0 0 | 

_- ‘Best canned pears, Mrs. R. P. Elmore, Milwaukee, commended. | | 
Best canned plums, D. Huntley, Appleton, $2. | By ol | | 

- Best canned currants, Miss J. H.-Park, Dodge’s Corners, $2.0 | 
Best canned tomatoes, Mrs. J. W. Park, Dodge’s Corners, $2. | | . | 

| Best canned gooseberries, Miss §. B. Smith, Dodge’s Corners, $2. | an 
we Best canned raspberries, Miss 8. B. Smith, Dodge’s Corners, $2. 

oo . Best canned strawberries, A. Thomas, Granville, $2. | 
| Best preserved peaches, Mrs. Wm. Miller, Milwaukee, $2. 

Best preserved plums, Mrs. Wm. Miller, Milwaukee, $2. a 
: . Best preserved apples, Miss 8. B. Smith, Dodge's Corners, $2. . | 

Best preserved watermelon, Belle Anderson, Milwaukee, $2. | 
Best preserved grapes, A.J. Springer, Milwaukee, $2. an 
Best apple butter, Miss 8. B. Smith, Dodge’s Corners, $2. | - 4 

| Best raspberry jam, C. D. Richards, Milwaukee, $2 poe | 
Best blackberry jam, Mrs. Wm. Miller, Milwaukee, $2. ee . | 

- Best sour pickled cucumbers, Milwaukee Pickle Company, Milwaukee, $2. | 
: Best pickled peaches, Mrs. E. P. Root, Verona, $2. _ ce - SO 

Best pickled pears, Mrs. W. G. Benedict, Milwaukee, $2. 0-0 | 

ee Best pickled watermelon, Mrs. C. A. Fulsom, Milwaukee, $2.00 oo 

. Best sweet pickled cucumbers, Miss 8. B. Smith, Dodge’s Corners, $2. OO | 

ee Best sweet pickled.apples, Miss 8. B. Smith, Dodge’s Corners, $2. | 

Best tomato catsup, Mrs. J. W. Park, Dodge’s Corners, $2. Oe 

| Best cucumber catsup, Mrs. W. G. Benedict, Milwaukee, $2. = — Oo 

ae So Mrs. N. D. FRATT, oe 
. Mrs. J. W. BAKER, i 

: Mrs. J. M. PUTNEY, | 

oe . | - Committee. — 

| oe FRUIT AND FLOWER DEPARTMENT. | ge 

— Class 30—Fruits by Professional Cultivators, = 

oe oe APPLES. - ee oo 

Large and excellent varietiés—78 in number—L. Woodard & Co., Marengo... 
_ TIL, $10. - EDN oe - - | 
Best and greatest variety, A. G. Tuttle, Baraboo, $10. . Cage | 

| Second best, G. P. Peffer, Pewaukee, $7.50. | ae 

Third best, G. J. Kellogg, Janesville, $5. ae : 

Fourth best, Geo. Wolff, Thienville, $3. |
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Best 10 varieties adapted to the northwest, G. J. Kellogg, Janesville, $7.50. a 
Second best, A. G. Tuttle, Baraboo, $5. . — 
Third best, G. P. Peffer, Pewaukee, $2.50. 
Best 5 varieties adapted to the norhwest, G. P. Peffer, Pewaukee, $3. | 
Second best, G. J. Kellogg, Janesville, $2... | 
Third best, A. G. Tuttle, Baraboo, $1... 
Best and largest variety winter, A. G. Tuttle, Baraboo, $7.50. 
Second best, G. J. Kellogg, Janesville, $5... Se 
Third best, Geo. Wolff, Thienville, $2.50. = . 
Best 5 varieties winter, H. M. Thompson, St. Francis, $3. - | | | 
Second best, Geo. Wolff, Thienville, $2.00 cre | 
Third best, A. G. Tuttle, Baraboo, $1. a a 
Best 3 Fameuse, A. G. Tuttle, Baraboo, $2. 00022 Pa 
Second best, Geo. Wolff, Thienville, $1. = = a - . 
Largest apple, A. G. Tuttle, Baraboo, $1. . 
Second largest, Geo. Wolff, Thienville, 50c. : wo | | 
Heaviest apple, Geo. Wolff, Thienville, $1. - — De | 

, PEARS, 0g - oo 
' - Best and greatest variety, G. P. Peffer, Pewaukee, $7.50. 

Second best, Geo. Wolff, Thienville, $4. — | a : | 
Best three varieties, Geo. Wolff, Thienville, $3. | ae 
Second best, G. P. Pepper, Pewaukee, $3. — Se | . 
Best Flemish Beauty, A. G. Tuttle, Baraboo, $3. 7 es - 
Second best, Geo. Wolff, Thienville, : oe oe 

PLUMS a 
Best and greatest variety, G. P. Peffer, Pewaukee, $3. ~ : 
Second best, Geo. Wolff, Thienville, $2. . 
Best Miner, G. P. Peffer, Pewaukee, $1. 

— W 

NTI iit a fgg i NY iv ©@ ~S 
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| [ Bu _ Vs \ pe ae 
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, Imperial Washington Gage. |
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| N\ NH iaop BAKER 

. _ | ; a Blue Tweens. age hes oe ees 

| Be PEACHES, © | | J 
| Best show named fruit, Mrs. Alexander Mitchell, Milwaukee, $2, 

So - 7 ; GRAPES. | oe 

- Best and greatest variety, C. H. Greenman, Milton, $7.50. + 
| Second best, G. J. Kellogg, Janesville, $5. : 

Third best, A. G. Tuttle, Baraboo, $3. 
| Fourth best, G. P. Peffer, Pewaukee, $2. 

: Best 5 varieties, G. J. Kellogg, Janesville. $5. 
- Second best, C. H. Greenman, Milton, $3. - oe . 

| Third best, H. M. Thompson, St. Francis, $2. oe | 
Best 3 varieties, C. H. Greenman, Milton, $38... = i st | 

| Second best, G. J. Kellogg, Janesville, $2.00 6° | | 

“Third best, A. G. Tuttle, Baraboo, $1. ee 
- _ Best 2 varieties, C. H. Greenman, Milton, $2. . ” . 

| Second best, G. J. Kellogg, Janesville, $1. ee ee 
: - Best single variety, C. H.Greenman, Milton, $1. 00°20 

Best 8 bunches Concord, on one cane, C. H. Greenman, Milton, $1. | 
Best 3 bunches Delaware, on one cane, C. H. Greenman, $1. 7 | 
Best single variety, quality to rule, Deleware, G. J. Kellogg, Janesville, $5. — 

| Best show foreign grapes, Mrs. Alexander Mitchell, Milwaukee, $3. 
| Sccond best show foreign grapes, J. H. Jones, Milwaukee, $2. =. oe 

| F.S. LAWRENCE, © a 
F.C.CURTIS, > | 
CHARLES WATERS, 

| : oe Committee. | : 

| + Class 31—Fruits by Non-Professional Cultivators. 

- Best and largest variety-, Mrs. J. W. Park, Dodge’s Corners, $10. | | 
Second best, George Jeffrey, Wauwatosa, $7.50. . 

| Third best, D. T. Pilgrim, West Granville, $5. Lo oe 
- Fourth best, C. H. Jacobs, Wauwatosa, $3. | 

, Best 10 varieties adapted to the northwest, George Jeffrey, Wauwatosa, $7.50. 
Second best, E. B. Thomas, Dodge’s Corners, $5. . | 

, Third best, D. T. Pilgrim, West Granville, $2.90.
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Best 10 varieties without regard ‘{o° adaptation, Hi. B. Thomas, Dodge’s Cor- ce ne 
mers, $8.00 | oo 

Second best, Geo. Jeffrey, Wauwatosa, $2. eS 
Third best, Daniel Gilser, Painesville, $1. | 

_ Best 5 varieties adapted to the northwest, E. B. Thomas, Dodge’s Corners, $3. Oo 
Second best, Wm. Reid, North Prairie, $2, | 
Third best, D.'T. Pilgrim,‘ West Granville, $1... : 
Best 5 varieties winter, E. B. Thomas, Dodge’s Corners, $8. = 

_ Second best, Wm. Reid, North Prairie,$2.0 0.0 0, 
Third best, George Jeffrey, Wauwatosa, $1.0 = 
Best 3 Fameuse, L. Rawson, Oak Creek, $2... .. ae oe 

Second best, Mrs. J. W. Parks, Dodge's Corners, $1." 
Largest apple, D. T. Pilgrim, West Granville,$1,000 
Second largest, Geo. Jefirey, Wauwatosa, 50c. 
Four splendid specimens blue pearmain, F. OC. Curtis, Rocky Run, com- 

_ -,Heaviest apple, F. C. Curtis, Rocky Run, $1. Cok Ae Ce URE eos 
Second best, D. T. Pilgrim, West Granville,50c. i EOE 

a PEARS : 
Best variety, E. B. Thomas, Dodge’s Corners, $7.50. 7 

| Second best, Mrs. J. W. Parks, Dodge’s Corners, $4. === | 
Best 3 varieties, Mrs. J. W. Parks, Dodge’s Corners,$8. = st | 
Second best, D; Morgan, Wauwatosa, $2.00 ne as 
Best Flemish Beauty, Mrs. J. W. Parks, Dodge’s Corners, $3.0 © : 

oe a 5 ~ a PLUMS. a op a Pe ae 

Best native or wild, Mrs. J. B. Joy, Madison, $2. , | 

| | GRAPES. : 
: Best variety, F. S. Lawrence, Janesville, $7.50. 

. Second best, Wm. Reid, North Prairie, $5. 
Third best, E. B. Thomas, Dodge’s Corners, $3. 

-_ _- Best 5 varieties, Wm. Reid, North Prairie, $5. 
Second best, F. S. Lawrence, Janesville, $3. - . 
Third best, De W. C. Priest, Fond.du Lae, $2. ae 

- Best 3 varieties, Wm. Reid, North Prairie, $38. ' =| 
Second best, F.S. Lawrence, Janesville, $2... oe 
Third best, E. B. Thomas, Dodge’s Corners, $1.00 = , 

_ . Best 2 varieties, E. B. Thomas, Dodge’s Corners, $2.. 0 = 
_. Second best, Wm. Reid, North Prairie, $1.00 °° © ae 

Best single variety, E. B. Thomas, Dodge’s Corners, $1.° SUE 
Best 3 bunches—Concords—M. Robinson, Milwaukee, $1. = 8 = 
Best 3 bunches—Delawares—E. B. Thomas, Dodge’s Corners, $1. ee eee 

_ Best single variety, quality to rule, F.S. Lawrence, J anesville—Delawares, $5. 

- CRAB APPLES. OO 
Best variety, Geo. P. Peffer, Pewaukee, $2. | fe 
Second best, D. Morgan, Wauwatosa, $1. Ee | 

_.. Best plate hyslop, D. Morgan, Wauwatosa, $1. PP _ 
_ Best plate transcendent, Geo. P. Peffer, Pewaukee, $1. Re 

_ Best 5 seedlings, Geo. P. Peffer, Pewaukee, $2. REE Bol _ 
eee The past season has been unfavorable for apples, but the show is creditable. | 

‘The exhibition of grapes is splendid, and shows beyond a doubt that Wis. < _ 
_. consin can grow them in great quantities, and in perfection, | 

OE age RES SEI C. H.GREENMAN,  — , 

a H. M. THOMPSON, . 
- a GEO. J. KELLOGG, 

“uo! Committee.
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| Class 82.—Sweepstakes on Fruit. 

Best collection of fruits of all kinds by professional and non-professional 
cultivators, G. P. Peffer, Pewaukee, $10. | es 

| Oo Class 33—Nursery Trees. sae 

Best’ collection deciduous nursery grown trees, Willey, ‘Woodard & Co., 

an Second best, Stickney & Baumback, Wauwatosa, $. 
a Best collection nursery grown evergreens, Stickney & Baumback, Wau- . 

-watosa, $10. | ON 
Second best, Willey & Woodard, Madison, $5. — rr 

oo Your committee find a very superior display of 2 and 8 year old apple and: 

pear trees exhibited by A. G. Tuttle of Baraboo, but as they arrived too late 
. - for entry, we can, only recommend them as worthy of special commendation. _ 

oe | BS TJ, HOILE, | 

on | os Coa Committee. 

ss Best plantation raspberries, 2d premium, R. H. Sabin, Milwaukee, $5.0 
: vee co - me O. 8. WILLEY, 

| a 4 Oo ~ J. $ STICKNEY, | 
Committee. 

: Class 34— Flowers by Professional Cultivators. 

| Best floral design, Whitnall & Ellis, Milwaukee, $10. co 
Second best, A. Middlemass, Milwaukee, $5. . : ae 
Best collection cut flowers, Whitnall & Ellis, Milwaukee, $5. - 

_--- Second best, Miss Kate Peffer, Pewaukee, $8.00 9 
Best basket flowers, A. Middlemass, Milwaukee, $3. 

_ Best pair round bouquets, A. Middlemass, Milwaukee, $3. , a 
| | ~ Best bouquet everlasting flowers, Wm. Kitzrow, Milwaukee, $3. . ed 

Best display dahlias, Miss Kate Peffer, Pewaukee, $5. - = 
vas Best 10 named dahlias, Wm. Kitzrow, Milwaukee, $3. ee 

: Best display roses, Whitnall & Ellis, Milwaukee, $5. Se : 
| Best 5 named varieties roses, Whitnall & Ellis, Milwaukee, $3. ~ a 

Best show seedling verbenas, Miss Kate Pefier, Pewaukee, $2. oe | 
Best show phlox, Miss Kate Peffer, Pewaukee, $1. — | / 

a Best show gladiolus, H. G. Roberts, Janesville. $2. Oo | | 
Best show tuberose, Wm. Kitzrow, Milwaukee, $1. | : wee - 

a ' Best show green house plants, A. Middlemass, Milwaukee, $10.00 
| Second best Wm. Kitzrow, Milwaukee, $5. © =. | a 
- Best show green house plants in bloom, Wm. Kitzrow, Milwaukee, $10. | 

* Best 10 geraniums, Wm. Kitzrow, Milwaukee, $5. — ee 
Best 6 fuchsias, Wm. Kitzrow, Milwaukee, $8.0 © =. 00) ee 
Best 6 carnations, Wm. Kitzrow, Milwaukee, $2. le : 

a Best display flowers, raised by exhibitor, Whitnall and Ellis, Milwaukee, $10. | 
—. Second best, Miss Kate Pefter, Pewaukee, $5. et ee oe os 

| - Best show ornamental foliage plants, Whitnall and Ellis, Milwaukee, $5. 

| a To the President and Officers of the Wisconsin State Agri cultural Society i , 

_ GENTLEMEN :—The committee selected to award premiums upon the various 
exhibits by professional florists desire to make special mentionof theexhibi- 

| tion ot James Vick, Esq., of Rochester, N. Y. That gentleman, who, by _
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his untiring perseverence and matchless enterprise, has become the lead- 
ing seedsman and florist in the United States, has placed on exhibition 
in your Floral Department, by far. the most superb and elegant collec- | 
tion of cut flowers ever shown by any individual or firm in our state. oe 

\ Your committee take pleasure in recommending that the highest pre- a 

mium ever awarded to any exhibitor in the state, viz: a grand silver medal : 
| and a diploma, be given to Mr. Vick, believing that this honor isduehimon © 

account of the exceedingly meritorious character of his exhibition. _ , 

AW ROBY, : 
Coes ae —  -. MARK’ DRESSER, oo 
ee | —. DR.RISCH, .— : 

en ee ae | . Comanittee. — 

oO | Class 34—James Vick’s Special Premiums. oe | a 

_ Best collection cut flowers, Mrs. E. B. Thomas, Dodge’s Corners, $ 20. | 
| Best collection phlox drummondii, Mrs. E. B. Thomas, Dodge’s Corners, $10. - 

| Best collection balsams, Miss Kate Peffer, Pewaukee, $10. ~ a, 
Best collection dianthus, Mrs. E. B. Thomas, Dodge’s Corners, $10... - | | 
Best collection pansies, Mrs. E. B. Thomas, Dodge’s Corners, $10. sy 

| - Best collection stocks, Mrs. E. B. Thomas, page's Corners, $10. 
Best collectoin everlasting. flowers, Mrs. E. B. Thomas, Dodge’s Corners, $10. - 

_ Best collection everlasting flowers and grasses by. person under 20 years of — 
age, D. & M. Park, Dodge’s Corners, $5. - | | 

a — . H.W. ROBY, 
MARK DRESSER, | oe 

| DR. RISCH, 
Committee. 

| Class 35—Flowers by Nonprofessional Cultivators. | 

Best floral design, L. B. Bodtker, Milwaukee, $10. - : BO 
' Second best, Mrs. P. Yale, Milwaukee, $5. a ; 

- Best collection cut flowers, Miss J. M. Thomas, Dodge’s Corners, $5. °° 
: Second best, J. W. Park, Dodge’s Comers, $8. = © 

Best basket flowers, Mrs. P. Yale, Milwaukee, $3. CS OT 
- Second best, Mrs. J. B. Joy, Madison, $2.0 0° 

| . Best pair round bouquets, Mrs. P. Yale, Milwaukee, $3... 7 ; . 
Best pair flat boquets, Mrs. J. W. Park, Dodge’s Corners, $2. wis - 
Best bouquet everlasting flowers, Mrs. J. W. Park, Dodge’s Corners, $3. _ 

- Best display dahlias, Mrs. J. W. Park, Dodge’s Corners, $5. oo 
- Best 10 named verbenas, Mrs. J. W. Park, Dodge’s Corners, $2. | 

_ . Best show seedling verbenas, Mrs. P. Yale, Milwaukee, $2. . . 
- Best show asters, Mrs. J. W. Park, Dodge's Corners, $2. fo, | 
.. Best show perennial phlox, Mrs. J. W. Park, Dodge’s Corners, $1.. — 

| Best show pansies, Mrs. J. W. Park, Dodge's Corners, $2. - ce 
+»: Best show dianthes, Mrs. J. W. Park, ge’s Corners, $2. = = = | 
+. Best show gladiolus, Mrs. J. B. Joy. Madison, $2. oe a 

_ Best show green house plants, H. W. Roby, Milwaukee, $10. oe 
| Best ay raised by exhibitor, Miss J. M. Thomas, Dodge’s Cor- | 

| ners, $10. oe eee | 
Second best, Mrs. J. W. Park, Dodge’s Corners,$5. = «=... | 

_ Best show ornamental foliage plants, H. W. Roby, Milwaukee, $5. ON, 
- Wax plant, Mrs. L.. Holmes, Fond du Lac, commended. ©. Sok s . 

| OO yo R.A. KOSS, - | 
es | . | KATE PEFFER, 

| | H. G. ROBERTS, 
mo . Committee.
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— Class 36—Flowers by Professional Non-commercial Cultivators. - 

Best floral design, Mrs. Alexander Mitchell, Milwaukee, $10. | . | es ~ 
| “Best basket flowers, Mrs. Alexander Mitchell, Milwaukee, $3. Ong gee oo Es 

' Best pair round bouquets, Mrs. Alexander Mitchell, Milwaukee, $8. = - | 
. Best show greenhouse plants, not more than. 100 varieties, Mrs. Alexander _ 

| _ Mitchell, Milwaukee, $10. Co | co 
‘Best show ornamental foliage plants, not more than 100 varieties, Mrs. Alex- . 

co ander Mitchell, Milwaukee, $5. | . 
Best show greenhouse plants, not more than 100 varieties, Mrs. Alexander —-—> 
Mee Mitchell, Milwaukee, $10. Ua eg Oe 

_ Best 6 foliage lawn plants, Mrs. Alexander Mitchell, Milwaukee, $3. _ - os | 

oO :  - R.A. KOSS, ) os 
Re —_ ' KATE PEFFER, gs 

ee | H.G. ROBERTS, | — 
| | | Committee. 

Class 88— Special premiums offered by Peirce & Whaling, irom 
a eg merchants, Milwaukee. ee 

‘Best steel crossing plow, W. F, Whittey, Milwaukee, agent for Moline Plow 
~ . . Company, Moline, Illinois, $25. 0 | 
Second best, Deere & Co., Moline, Illinois, $10.00 

| Class 40—Stone Cutter’s Work, Brick and other Building Ma-— | 
—  tertal. | - 

Best specimen drain tile, H. Berthlet & Co., Milwaukee, $3. a 
Best display gas fixtures, W. C. Goodman, Milwaukee, diploma. | 

| Fine display ornamental plaster work, John Thompson, Milwaukee, diploma. 
- E. J. COOPER, — 

oo Chairman of Committee. oS 

po | a Class 41—Metallurgic Products. 

Best show pig iron, R. P. Elmore, Milwaukee, diploma. |. 7 — : a ae 
Best show castings, E. A. Harris, Milwaukee,diploma. 5 
 _-Bestgbar steel, Peirce & Whaling, Milwaukee, $3. — _ SO 
Best ingot copper, Peirce & Whaling, Milwaukee, $3. : 
Best£sheet copper, Peirce & Whaling, Milwaukee, $3. 
Best show. babbitt metal, Filer, Stowell & Co., Milwaukee, diploma. © Lo 

os EDWIN HURLBUT, — 
mo . - » ALBERT McCONNELL, | 

7 Class 42—Stoves, Furnaces, Hollow Waresand articles of Hard- - - | 
—_ a ware. oe Be oe Bete 

- Best cooking stove for wood, Bucholz & Wergin, Milwaukee, diploma. us ve 
Best cooking range for families, in operation, H. M. Goodrich, Milwaukee, $3. Ce 

\ Best ornamental parlor stove—Oriental, Wm. Frankfurth, Milwaukee, di- | 
| ploma. Be aoe 

Best exhibition brass and copper ware, Wm. Frankfurth, Milwaukee, di- | 
oo ploma. | : co a a | 

Best show hollow ware, G. A. Abert, Milwaukee, diploma. SEB bg 
Best steel hammers, in variety, Peirce & Whaling, Milwaukee, $2. _. Lo 
Best horseshoes, in variety, E. McIntyre, Milwaukee, $2.. ae 

| Best display scales, C.A. Buttles, Milwaukee, diploma. - : -
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Best display plumbers’ work, W. C. Goodman, Milwaukee, diploma. 
Best refrigerators, Cornellie Bros. & Co., Milwaukee, $3. | | 

_ Best fire proof sates, W. N. Pennell, Milwaukee, $5. ~ : 
Best ornamental iron work, Bayley & Greenslade, Milwaukee, diploma. | 

- Mangle, Wm. Frankfurth, Milwaukee, diploma. 7 
Wire screen, Wm. Frankfurth, Milwaukee, diploma. | | 
Sample wire work, H.C. Wapler, Milwaukee, diploma.  —s_ 
Reversible broiler, 0. J. Smith, Wauwatosa, commended... | 
Tinner’s furnace, C. A. Buttles, Milwaukee, diploma. . be | 
Earth closet, C. A. Buttles, Milwaukee, diploma. _ er 

- Portable galvanized iron bake oven, C. A. Buttles, Milwaukee, diploma. 
Zinc stove board, C. A. Buttles, Milwaukee, commended. — 
Samples tin ware, C. A. Buttles, Milwaukee, diploma. | Bt 
Framer, beam scalé, cradles, Arnold and Yale, Milwaukee, dip | oes 
Slop hopper, C. H. & G. W. Burr, Milwaukee, diploma. : | 

° | J. A. ROPER, a 

ce Ce _ Committee. | 

Class 438— Special premium offered by James H. Hoes & Co. — 
: | Milwaukee | 

_.. Best display solid silver ware, Andrew. Robinson & Co., Milwaukee; fine’ 
silver plated cake dish, price $15. EE En BE a a a OS ye | 

Best display silver plated ware, Andrew Robinson & Co., Milwaukee, fine’ 
silver plated fruit stand, price $15. oo - - 

| EDWIN HURLBUT, 
MRS. AUGUSTA HASSELL, 

” Comsnsttee. 

Class. 44 — Surgical, Dental, Mathematical and Philosophicat. | 
| , . — Instruments. | / 

Best display surgical instruments and abdominal. supporters, Hendley.& Co,, 
Milwaukee, diploma, 
Ne EN ee L. G. ARMSTRONG, M. D., — 

eS se 2 oe, A. H. VAN NORSTRAND, M. D., | 
| 7 oe : | | ea —  . Gommitiee.: - 

a Class 45 — Chemical Manufactures. CO 

Best sample yeast cakes, Waterloo Yeast. Co., Chicago, IIl., $2. 
Best candles, beeswax, E. Werst, Milwaukee, $2. 
Best show perfumery, Kierwes & Ludwig, Milwaukee, diploma. 
Flavoring extracts, Kierwes & Ludwig, Milwaukee, diploma. 

Oo : L.G. ARMSTRONG, M. D. 
a , pe A. H. VAN NORSTRAND, M. D.; 

ONS areas | Committee. 

-_  . .. Class 46—Carriages, Wagon Work, ete. | | oe 

_ Best double carriage, Wechselberg, Brown & Co., Milwaukee, $20: 
Best single top buggy, Rice & Austin, Milwaukee, $10. a 
Best single. open buggy; Rice & Austin, Milwaukee, $10. a 
Best. trotting wagon, Rice & Austin, Milwaukee, $10... : 
Best pleasure wagon, Sherwin Bros., Milwaukee, $10. 
Best double sleigh, L. Mock, Milwaukee, $10. 
Best lumber wagon, John South, Monroe, $10.
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a Business wagon, Denny & Galeher, Milwaukee, commended. - UE 
Best display hubs, spokes, felloes and other wagon work, Shadbolt .& Boyd, 

_ Milwaukee, diploma. | OS (es ey 
a Buggy body, Chas. A. Rogers, Milwaukee, commended. | BEAD ca 

| Special premiums offered by Peirce & Whaling, iron merchants,Milwaukee. = 

| Best farm wagon, J ohn South, Monroe, $75. | | : - 
: | Second best, John Esch, Milwaukee, $25. — ~ | So oo 

on Se TT. EeBIRD, © 7 . 
Pye : : SO J. W. BAKER, wo 

Class 47—Cabinet Ware, Cooperage, Willow Ware, House 7 =. 
| | Building Material, etc. oes a 

_ Best parlor set, Matthews Bros. & Co., Milwaukee, grand silver medal... - | 
. _ Parlor set, J: 8. Farrington, Milwaukee, commended. ye , | 

_- Best chamber set, N. Brick, Milwaukee, diploma. ' OO a 
Chamber set, Matthews Bros. & Co., Milwaukee, commended. Oe se a 

: Best extension table; Matthews Bros. & Co., Milwaukee, $5. ©  2=  . 7 
_ Best centre table, J. F. Burchard; Milwaukee, $5. #8 = |. oe 

Hespbook case, J. F, Burchard, Milwaukee, $5. . Co 
| Best writing table or desk, J. F. Burchard, Milwaukee, $5. ROLES Ropes 

- Best spring bed bottom, J. F: Burchard, Milwaukee, $2. eA wb: 
' Best display willow baskets, A. Meinecke, Milwaukee, $2. — ne | 

OO Best splint baskets, oak or ash, Belle City basket Factory, Racine, $2. 
| _ Best display willow ware, A. Meinecke, Milwaukee, diploma. 

_ Bed screen or movable partition, C. F. Raun, Milwaukee, diploma. ; 
_ Easy chair and rocker combined, fancy chair and child’s crib, each highly | 

oe commended. = 
. _ Reception chair, gilt, J. F. Burchard, Milwaukee, diploma. ae | 
~ _ Torrey’s weather strips and Fielding’s wire window screen, E. Fielding, 

oe Milwaukee, diploma. - oe a SO , 
Patent headboard for bedsteads, Wm. E. Briggs, Sparta, diploma. =| 

_. Variety chairs and stools, H. O. Corn, Milwaukee, commended. — 
. _ Swinging cradle and ehair, M. H. Prescott, La Crosse, diploma. - | 

Ornamental wood carpet, Goldsmith & Co., Milwaukee, commended. = 

| RL. COOPER, 
| oO a cS Chairman of Committee. 

Class 48—Leather and Leather Manufactures. — , 

Best 6 sides sole leather, Pfister & Vogel, Milwaukee, $5. . oo . 
Best 6 calf skins, Pfister & Vogel, Milwaukee, $5. Se 

- ‘Best display leather, Pfister & Vogel, Milwaukee, grand silver medal. 
7 ’ Best single harness, Wm. Leichhammer, Milwaukee, grand silver medal. __ 

| Best 3 trunks manufactured in Wisconsin, Romadka Bros., Miwaukee, di- 7 
| ploma. | , are Co 

Horse collars, C. Anstadt, Milwaukee, diploma. | —_ my a 
| pe . FRANK AVERY, | a a | oo nat @&J. LEACH, == 

| : Me J. CO. BROOKER, | 

7 a - | ee Committee. - 

| Class 49—Paper, Printing and Book Binding. - - 

Fine exhibition Encyclopedia and Atlas, Milwaukee Monthly Souvenir, and oo | 
display stereoscopic views, McClintock & Emery, Milwaukee, diploma. | 

| eS ee SATTERLEE CLARK, | 
OO | Supt. and member Awarding Committee.
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| Class 50—Teatile Fabrics, Clothing, Etc. re 

‘Best piece doeskin, not less than 10 yards, McFetridge, Burchard & Co. Bea- a o 
. ver Dam, $2. Re ST Leda oo 

' Best piece kersimere or plain cloth, McFetridge, Burchard & Co., Beaver | 
Dam, $2. | ee ee ee 

. Best piece blanketing, McFetridge, Burchard. & Co., Beaver Dam, $2. oo 
Best flannel, McFetridge, Burchard & Co., Beaver Dam, $2. 

: Best gents’ blanket shawls, Waukesha Manufacturing Co., Waukesha, $2. 
Best ladies’ blanket shawls, Waukesha Manufacturing Co., Waukesha, di- 

ploma. we ES | 
Best display articles of above kind, McFetridge, Burchard & Co., Beaver . 
- Dam, grand silver medal and $10... 
Best suits mens’ clothing, J. Lewis & Co., Milwaukee, $10. - 
Best exhibition gents’ silk hats, Gunther, Hanson & Jenner, Milwaukee, 
‘diploma. 2 ee | | 

Best exhibiton fur and fur goods, Gunther, Hanson & Jenner, Milwaukee, 
grand silver medal. = ms a | 

Fine display beaver cloth and yarn, McFetridge, Burchard & Co., Beaver 
Dam, diploma. ou SEs Sei AUR Sek | 

Special premiums offered. by Simonds & Brooke, H. Friend & Brothers, . 
and Adler, Mendel & Co., Clothing Houses, Milwaukee. Bs AR . 

Best piece doeskin, McFetridge, Burchard & Co., Beaver Dam, $40: | 
Best piece kersimere, McFetridge, Burchard & Co., Beaver Dam, $25, 
Best piece flannel, McFetridge, Burchard & Co., Beaver Dam, $20. | 

8 JOHN WOODS, OO 
OO : Chairman of Committee. | 

Class 51—Domestic Manufactures. | 

Best 10 yards flannel, Mrs. Sally Bell, Greenfield, $4. 
Best 10 yards woolen cloth, Mrs. Sally Bell, Greenfield, $4. 
Best 15 yards wool carpet, E. H. Stone, Hast Troy, $4. os | | - 
Best 15 yards rag carpet, Mrs. N. B. Carr, Madison, $4. | | 
Best pair woolen stockings, Mrs. Rachel] Lapham, Milwaukee, $2. . 
Best pair woolen mittens, Mrs. Rachel Lapham, Milwaukee, $2. 

- Best 2 pounds woolen yarn, Mrs. J. W. Park, Dodge’s Corners, $2... 
. Best pair cotton stockings, Mrs. Polly Buck, Milwaukee, $2. =. - 

Best knit counterpane, Mrs. W. H. Butterfield, Horicon, $3. we 
Best silk quilt, Mrs. W. H. Butterfield, Horicon, $3. Ons ot 
Best single carpet coverlet, H. Boorse, Milwaukee, $2. | cee 

. Best white quilt, Mrs. A. F. Kelloge, Brookfield, $3. 7 : wo 
_ Best wrought shawl, Mrs. Alex. Kirkland, Jefferson, $3. a 

Best white wove counterpane, 5. H. Stone, East Troy, $3. oe : 
- ‘Best exhibition of taste and skill in cutting and making ladies’ dresses, by 

DO other than professional manufacturers, Mrs. A. H. Cutting, Milwaukee, $5. 
Best gent’s shirt, (hand made), Mrs. C. P. Root, Verona, $3. 

. Best rug (domestic), Mrs. Salina Stevens, $4. a | 
- Best pair woolen socks by girl under 15 years of age, Miss Park, Dodge’s. | 

Best specimen darning by girl under 12 yearsef age, Miss Root, Verona,$1. 7 
- Best display of this entire class by one exhibitor, Mrs. J. W. Park, Dodge’s | 

Corners, $5.07 Co 

re Class 52—Millinery. a ce 

Best ladies’ sacks, Miss §. B. Bodtker, Milwaukee, $3. ee ee 
Best variety ladies’ underclothing, Mrs. C. D. Finch, Milwaukee, diploma. | 

| a MRS. J. J. ROSS, 
| Chairman of Commitee. |
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OO . Class 53 — Needle, Shell and Wax work 

; -. Best sample plain sewing, Mrs.C. P. Root, Verona, $4. ce ee 
ES Best sample plain sewing by child under 12 years of age, Miss Root, Verona, _ : 

_ Second best, Miss Hattie Smith, Dodge’s Corners, $2. ee | 
oe Best crochet work, Miss 8. B. Bodtker, Milwaukee, $4. . . 

_ Second best, Mrs. Alex. Kirkland, Jefferson, $2. Sc an 
Best fancy knit work, Mrs. C. P. Root, Verona,$4. 2 oe | 

| -_Best tidy by girl under 12 years of age, Miss Lillie B. Webster, Mukwanago, $3..  — 7 
: Second best, Mrs. C. P. Root, Verona, $2. ES 2 ee 

ee Hest specimen landscape embroidery, Miss Edith Newcomb, Whitewater, 

Fine embroidery, Leat Herman, Milwaukee, diploma. ee ee 
Best ladies’ embroidered slippers, Miss 8. B. Bodtker, Milwaukee, $2.°) ! 

| Best worsted embroidery, Mrs. Mary Fratt, Racine, $4. : Cae | 
Oo Second best, Mrs. Alex. Kirkland, Racine, $2. ta | 

| _ Best floss embroidery, Mrs. Jas. McAlpine, Milwaukee, $4, ) | 
ee Second best, Miss S. B. Bodtker, Milwaukee, $2. ’ | ! 

_ Best silk embroidery, Mrs. Jas. McAlpine, Milwaukee, $4. hci. : 
Second best, Miss S..B. Bodtker, Milwaukee, $2. ~~ eS ee ee 

a Best work in wax, Mrs. A. H: Cutting: Racine, $2.0 = : 
: Second best, Mrs. H. M. Kellogg, Milwaukee, $1. 0 - Od 

| _. Best sample shell work, H. G. Roberts, Janesville, $2.._ ope. ot 
Best sample bead work, Miss. Edith Newcomb, Whitewater, $2. = = 

no -. Second best, Mrs. F. Jones, Milwaukee, $1.. oo ee en ee 
_. . Best_exhibition ladies’ head dresses of manufactured hair work, Miss E.M. 

woe _ Phillips, Milwaukee, diploma. | 
| Fine specimen chenille embroidery on velvet, Miss Edith Newcomb, White- _ | 

‘ _ water, diploma. 
| Fine embroidered ottoman, Miss Helen Gillick, Milwaukee, diploma. | 

| _ Best needle threading thimble, C. R. Ford, Havana, Ill, diploma. a 

oe | MRS. A. H. CUTTING,. | | 
7 . Chairman of Committee. 

eee Mass 55— Works of Art. - as 

Best ma $10. in oil, from nature, W. Hunt, Milwaukee, grand silver medal: 

Best original landscape in oil, from nature, H. B. Staines, Milwaukee, grand: 
_ silver medaland $10.0  — | ce 

oo Second best, Miss 8. J. Dodge, Milwaukee, $10. S a oO | 
a - Landscape in oil, California scenery, F. A. Lydston, Milwaukee, commended. _ | 

Oe Best animal painting in oil, from nature, E. H. Dewey, Canton, Ill, grand 
wets _ silver medal. } OS oS SE ge 

| Best fruit painting in oil, from nature, F. A. Lydston, Milwaukee, grand sil- — | 
. ver medal. be LORE 

Best portrait in crayon, from nature, Miss 8. J. Dodge, Milwaukee, diploma. _ 
| Best India ink photograph, Mrs. J. T. Kavenaugh, Milwaukee; $10.0 

ne Best portrait in India ink, Wm. Kohler, Milwaukee, diploma: == =. 
_. Best water color (stipple) photograph, Mrs. J. T. Kavenaugh, Milwaukee, $10. me 

7 ~ Best oil photograph, Mrs. J. T. Kavenaugh, Milwaukee, $10, = 
Best specimen sculpture (marble), N. Merrill, Milwaukee, grand silver medal. - 

oe _ Best specimen statuary (marble), E. P. Knowles, Madison, grand silver = 

_ Best specimen statuary (terra cotta), Wm. Leist, Milwaukee, diploma. 
Best specimen wood engraving, Thomas Van Bowens, Milwaukee, di- 

- ploma. oes We 

/ Best specimen pencil drawing from nature, W. O. Lydston, Milwaukee, grand | 

: _ silvermedal. | fe noe : 
Second best, Miss Julia A. Hamilton, Milwaukee, $5. .
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Best specimen photographs aud_other sun pictures made by exhibitor, Clark oe 
Sherman, Milwaukee, diploma. |. oo 

Best gilding on glass, by exhibitor, Charles Keller, Milwaukee, diploma. ee 
Best collection stereoscopic views of Wisconsinfnatural scenery, H. H. Ben- | 

nett, Kilbourn city, diploma and $10. | 
~ Best exhibition penmanship, Spencerian Business College, Milwaukee, 

IPlOMa., 
Best specimen pen drawing, G. F. Epeneder, Milwaukee, diploma. | 
Best exhibition in lithography, Milwaukee Lithograph and Engraving Com- 

: pany, Milwaukee. diploma. = | . 
Best specimen portrait sculpture, E. P. Knowles, Madison, diploma. 

_ Display artists’ materials, F. B. Collingbourne, Milwaukee, diploma. 
Fainting on porcelain ware, Blair & Persons, worthy of special notice. 

_ Pencil tawing (Paul and Virginia), Miss Annie Kunkle, Milwaukee,com- _ 
mended. mes SR 

Oil painting (figures), Miss Emma Chase, Janesville, highly commended. | | 

| | H. DIANDRER, | . . 
ae ER: PERSONS, | - 

a | | 7 O. MARSHALL, 
. | | ae se Committee. 

Class 56—Miscellaneous; 

Crystal fountain, 8. T. Harkee, Milwaukee, diploma. = = | 
Bird cages, H. C. Wapler; Milwaukee, diploma... 

_ Wisconsin manufactured tower clock, D. G. Powers, Milwaukee, diploma. 
: Paper hangings and decorations, T. B: Collingbourne, Milwaukee, diploma. 
— Marble draught apparatus, Otto Zweitush, Milwaukee, diploma. 

Best show cigars, Henricks & Netzhammer, Milwaukee, diploma. 
Calisthenic master, Col. H. E. Eastman, Milwaukee, diploma. 

_ Ladies’ work stand, Chas. Wittie, Ke Koskee, diploma. 

| SATTERLEE CLARK, Sup'’t., 
. Oc and member of Awarding Committee. 

= | Class 57—Ores, Woods, etc.,.of Wisconsin. 

Best collection of woods in Wisconsin, J. M. Thomas, Dodge’s Corners, $10. . 
Best collection illustrating the birds of Wisconsin, J. @ Spranger, Mil-  . 

Best collection of insects of Wisconsin, Dr. P. R. Hoy, Racine, $10: 
Case of insects collected in Wisconsin by Master Lyman J. Plumb, 12 years 

old, of Milton, commended. - | | 
Collection of insects, E. P. Allis, Jr., Milwaukee, commended. 
Collection of insects, Miss Dora L. Park, Dodge’s Corners, commended. 

oN DR. I. A. LAPHAM, 
| Co DR. 8. W. WILSON,



MISCELLANEOUS ADDRESSES. 

- SUGGESTIONS TO NORTHWESTERN FARMERS. ees 

~ ADDRESS BY HON. FREDERICK WATTS, COMMISSIONER OF AGRICULTURE. a ; 

CO . Delivered before the Minnesota Agricultural Society, Sept. 19, 1872. . oo | 7 | 

: farmers and Citizens of Minnesota: — neh egg Bes ne 

As the curiosities of literature attract the attention of the phi- 
__ Josopher, so do these natural curiosities which grow out of the 

mouths and lungs of the earth, the development and growth of © | 

plants, their life and death, their products and uses, attract the 

| ~ attention of farmers. There is no occupation of life to which the — ! 

; teachings of science are so applicable as that of agriculture, and _ / 

no teaching so useless and deceptive when unaccompanied by 
_. practicalexperience 

7 For more than forty years, have I been engaged in conducting = 
| the operations of a farm, not so much with the view of pecuniary a 

profit as for the indulgence of an ardent love for the study of the _ 
- mysteries of the art of farming. I shall be indulged therefore in | 

Oo the discussion of a subject so familiar to you. — ae 

ss The first and great leading idea which presents itself with re- 
| gard to the management of the farm is, rotation of crops.) Wheat = = 

is the great staple commodity of your state; and while the genial 
oo nature of your soil, the delightful character of your summers, and = 

a the natural instincts,of reason forbid the cultivation of this grain a 

alone, I fear you are prone to forget that there are certainand  — 

- fixed principles, dictated by natural laws, over which you haveno | 
- gontrol, which must be observed in the course of farming, It is — 

not worth while to inquire into the mysterious influences which 
the growth of one plant exerts upon the production of that which 
succeeds it; it is enough that we do know and to some extent act sy
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upon a knowledge that a rotation from one crop to another is os 
essential to the successful growth of any. | oe 

It is a fact within the knowledge of every observing man, that 

the average product per acre of wheat everywhere throughout the | 

United States has diminished in quantity, and the grain itself has 
degenerated in quality. Acquired knowledge of the science of . 

agriculture, improved skill in the use of that knowledge, and the 
greater experience in the application of both; the ingenuity of the 

mechanic coming to our aid to supply us with such instruments as 

almost superceded the drudgery of labor; notwithstanding all 

these, wheat, the great leading crop of the country, has fallen off. 

Why is this, in a period when the same efforts of science and | 
industry in England have increased their crop nearly five bushels | 

to theacre? Itis because, while they not only study toknow  — 
what crops, and what rotation of those crops are best adapted to 
their soil, they pursue that rotation with a determination of pur: | 

pose with which no accident or exigency is allowed to interfere. 

_ While the growth of the various root crops enters largely into 
_ their system of cultivation, it is because experience has taught them 

that it is an essential item in a proper course of rotation, and con- 

duces to the growth of wheat. Now, while the root crop may or | 
_ may not be congenial to your soil and climate, or may or may not 

conduce to the maintenance of your wheat crop, it is well that. 
you should learn the lesson of experience. AndI here take occa- 
sion to suggest that moisture is the prominent characteristic of 

_ England, and that there is no part of the United States so dotted = 
with lakes and traversed by rivers as the State of Minnesota, and, —> 

_ therefore, perhaps, no part of it is so well adapted to the growth of were | 

wheat = a oe 
. There isa fitness of things in the rotation of crops which com- _ a 

- mends it to our judgment. It is adapted to our necessities. , We 
_ must have bread because it is the staff of life; we must have meat, _ 

because it is essential to the growth and strength of man; we 
- must have gardens and fruits to furnish the enjoymentsof lifeand 

the coniforts of health. The wheat crop supplies our bread; corn 
enables us to make-our meat; rye, oats and grass'to feed the 
animals which supply our labor; and, therefore, it is a part of 

_ God’s plan of creation that these crops should alternate, and that
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their successful growth should be dependent upon one another. 
| He is a daring man, and will ultimately bean unsuccessful farmer, 

Le who runs counter to this plain dictateof Providence. = i ias—t™” 
- _ Hessian fly, midge, army worm, and diverse and nameless in- 
_ sects depredate upon the wheat crop, and in the eastern states, 

- smut and mildew prevail to a great extent, and we are prone to. 
a attribute these to any cause which will relieve ourselves: from the . 

_° imputation of bad farming. Our daily observation is that vermin — 
a always attack a poor and diseased animal, and the analogy 1s. 

perfect with regard to the depredations upon the poor and worn: | 

a out earth. Exhaustion is productive of vermin, vermin of. dis- 
> ease, disease of death. Again, we are too much in the habit of 

_. treating the occupation of the farmer as a die cast upon the board o 
of chance, to be consigned to the exigencies of time and season, - 

__-- when, on the contrary, all our work should be so performed as to. 
| anticipate time and season, and provide for their contingencies. 

7 _ There is one other subject to which I desire to direct your 
| _ special attention ; the selection of seed. There is no more com- 

mon idea than that the seed degenerates from long use. No idea 
a is more erroneous. If the general principle were true that vege- _ 

tation degenerates by cultivation, the world would have long since: 

come to an.end. The opposite conclusion is true,.that cultivation: 
is the improvement and life of vegetation, and that, by a selection: 
of the best seed, the best.roots and best animals, improvement: is. 
always the result. If a farmer, wanting fifty bushels of seed wheat, — 

| will run a hundred bushels through a winnowing mill until he re- 
| duees them to the quantity required, he will improve his crop 

- from five to twenty per cent. This is not a new idea ; ‘it has the 
- authority of ages, for Virgil, in his Mneid, and in his own peculiar — 

_ language, much more emphatically and beautifully expresses it: 

| | | I have seen the largest seeds, tho’ viewed with care, SoS eae 
Degenerate, unless th’ industrioushand 

| _ ‘Did yearly cull the largest. : ae 7 ee 

[have neither time nor opportunity now to discuss the subjects. 
of stock raising, wool growing, or cheese and butter making, for. 

|  allof which your natural facilities are such as are seldom bestowed _ 
upon any people, and I am pleased to know that they have al-
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ready attracted your attention. They are ‘to be reckoned among 
that diversity of agricultural employment which necessarily leads 
toarotationofcrop. = | , 

To those who have put their hands‘and hearts to the work of 
promoting the great interest of agriculture, there is a pleasing 
consolation, and encouragement, too, in the reflection that they 

are upon the flood-tide of public favor ; that those they. benefit 
~ now look with confidence upcn the efforts they make; that while 

_ fluctuations of business, the casualties of commerce, the interrup- 
tions of trade, the disturbances ef society itself, are but incidents _ | 
of the moment, only occurring to be as soon forgotten ; that while 
amid the other and conflicting elements of busy life, the pleasing 
anticipations and profitable speculations of one class. are the . 
dreadful forebodings and dire calamities of another, all classes) 

_ unite in the fervent prayer, the kindly sympathy, the liveliest = 
hope that success may crown the effort. of the farmer. Do we © | 

_ appreciate this? Do we now feel that our art commands the oo 
study of the philosopher, the science of the scholar, the eloquence 
of the statesman; that the whole world, with a unanimity which 

- no other subject can command, lifts up its sympathizing voice to __ 
cry, ‘God speed the plow.” | | | 

There is a reason for this, and it is found in the fact that the | 
product of this art contributes more largely than any other to | 
hu man happiness, and that the art itself is better adapted to : 
human skill, These are important considerations. How shall | 
we promote this great art, is a question which addresses itself to 
all of us with a force which must command our attention. a 

First, then, study to know the subject which thus excites our _ | 
common interest. Is it enough to understand that ifthe earth be 

- stirred and the seedg be sown, their product and all else isa 
natural result of God’s providence? Is it enough that we should 
be told and believe that the plow is the best implement with 

| which to till the earth, and that the seed sown by the handof | 
man is all that is necessary to enable us to drag throu gh the — 
natural period of our existence, thus made toilsome and miser- “ . 
able? : Is. it enough for ourselves to know that we but live and | 
have our being? Is that large portion of mankind which is 

_ engaged in that’ work of the world content thus to grovel and
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a crawl, only occasionally to be started into an attitude of. amaze- 

- ment at the prodigious products of the minds of men around us, 

| and again to relapse ‘into the contemplation of our own inferior 
| condition? We answer emphatically, No! oe 

ee With regard to our occupation, we should rather look upon this © 

lovely earth of ours as the beautiful: landscape of God’s creation 
imbued with the powers of. life, to breathe and feed, yielding its 

> glements and produgts to the nursing and delicate operations of 
our hands. While we follow'the plow, we should perceive its use; 

we should see in it how the polished mind of man has infused 
mechanical science into its structure; we should mark well the 
work. it has to do, and its adaptation to the work; we should con- 

template those seeds we commit to the earth, and believe it not 

the work of chance that they grow, and that they, too, are imbued ~ 
with the germinating powers of life and light, and characterized in 

oes their existence by. the qualities of good and bad ; and we should 

_know that perfect analogy which characterizes life in its concep- 

os tion, growth in its progress, the product of its results, and the 

final death of all vegetable as well as animal creation. ey 

| But above all and over all, we should contemplate ourselves; _ 

ss that we are a part of the special work of God’s hands, placed here _ 

and employed to direct and govern all these things. ‘They are not. 

| artificial objects, on which we are to expend our happy thoughts. — 

.. and lives; they are the delightful things of nature on which you © 

| operate, and nature co-operates with you in all your labors, and 

sweetens them to your contented spirits. Rest upon this asa 

— grand secret of your constant attachment to agricultural pursuits. — 

oo You work with nature and only modulate and benefit by her | 
a - functions,‘as she takes up and quickens and completes the 

| work of your hand. BRT Pe ne os 
There is a moving, living, acting principle in your labors which 

a ‘distinguishes them from other pursuits. The earth yieldsits strength 

| and increase to the seeds you cast upon it, to the cattle that walk 
clos upon it; the winds seem to blow, the rains to fall and the waters 

L: to run for you; the very frosts and snows of winter give salutary 

| checks to the rankness of vegetation, lighten the soil, and destroy 

— what is noxious; and every principle of animal and vegetable or- 

- ganization and existence co-operates to support and enrich you.
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There is.a charm in this which must last while the spirit of man 7 
feels and acknowledges the strivings of his own mind and the power - 
ofGodaroundhim; = 

We do not reason thus, but we feel it, and it is this mysterious | 
_ and acting charm which has infused its sweetness into the hearts : 

of all rural people in all ages of the world | 
That you are not as intelligent and well informed as a parallel : 

grade of society: in towns, we must allow; that you are as truly 
aware of and united to support your interests, we do not mean to | 
assert. Your scattered and isolated mode of life weighs against 

- you on these points; but that you have more sincere hearts and a 
sounder morality is as indisputable; you have pureness of pur- | 
pose, a simplicity of mind, as well as manners, that are more than 
an equivalent for the polish and conventional customs of society, 

| -and withal, a cordiality which is only to be found’ in the good, — 
! homely, hearty hospitality of a country house. — SEES ee 
| _ I have thus endeavored to make the impression that, while you | 

have much to learn, yours is a happy condition of life, and that __ 
| your pursuit is so essential, and its improvement so important to 
__- yourselves and the world at large, as to claim for it a high place 

- in the estimation of mankind; and it is for you to make that 
claim, for the world never respects a man who does not respect 
himself. Bao ORS Elona ede a oe | 

We must take our place then, in that race of honorable compe- 
a tition in which all the trades and occupations of life have entered, 
| and whose goal is the honor and glory of exalting their own: pro- 
__ fession, and adding so much to the sum of humanhappiness. = 

. Who possess advantages superior to yours? With every qual- — 
| ity-of soil, and with the climate which breathes into all the essen- 

tial vegetables the breath of life, and into man the atmosphere of 
iP health, what do you want but to ecail into action the native . | 

ne strength of your own hands? But that mind which gives direc. | 7 
_ tion to the hands must be a cultivated mind, for we should. never 

" gease to remember that “intellect” is that talent which the good- _ 
| - ness of God bestowed upon His own image; not that it should be | 

buried in the earth, and restored upon the return of its Lord and — 
Master in its original simplicity, but that it should be cultivated, 
enlarged, and appropriated to His great design. It is demanded
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of us that we should put our hand to the noble work of educa- = 
| tion, and especially that we should direct that education asa 
—.. eourse of study which will fit the mind and adapt the energiesof 

the body to that expansive, interesting and delightful subject in 
eas - which you are engaged, and to which the world has yet done so little. 7 , 

-. . _Tt is for you, then, at all times and under all. circumstances, to ! 

demand that, in the practical workings of society, your interests 

~ shall be cared for; that while common schools and. literary socie- es 

| a ties receive the fostering care and bountiful endowments of the 

Government, the farmers’ school demands the like support. 2 ! 
| ie ‘We would have you, too, constantly to summon yourselves to oe 

the bar of your own consciences, to contemplate the duty youowe : 

to your own children, to compare the life of ignorance, as it | 

gropes along in its difficult path, that seems to have no other ob- 

ject than that it may breathe and live and die, with the bright- 

| ened intellect of the intelligent man, who acts under the influence 

OF thought, who moves in a sphere of usefulness and thrift, and == 
whose steps mark the path he treads through life. oe 

To the merchant and mechanic, the active and energetic motive | 

ae powers of busy life, we address ourselves and ask you to look = 
a with favor upon any project which shall have for its object the  —__ | 

Sy education of the farmer. The busy marts of ‘menare filled with : 

2 the products of his labors; his success and his profit contribute 

-__ Jargely to the trade and commerce which are the products of your 
| enterprise. While the abundant yield of the husbandman en- > 

- riches him, the result is favorably felt in every department of the 

ae merchant's counting-house or the mechanie’s shop. Asthen, you 

an move, and make your impress upon the minds of men, let your 

actions be tempered with the idea that all business, whether in the oe 

- merchant's store, the mechanic’s shop, or the: mariner’s. ship upon 

| the ocean, is dependent for its working. elements upon the pro- A 

ducts of the farm. _ ee er, ee eee ee 

| To the professor and the student, to you who already ‘possess a 

the lights of reason and enjoy the fruits of knowledge, we willnot = 
| appeal in vain that your influence may be thrown into the scale of 

| agricultural progress; that, while you have in your own hands 
a the helm of power which gives direction to the elements of gov. 

ernment, you will always have in mind that to promote the truth =
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and the efficient principles of political economy, toexpandand in- 
crease the influence of that virtue, whereby alone we may hope to | 
maintain our own free government and laws, is to educate the far- | 

We ask of the statesman, while he advocates the interests of his 
constituents at the bar of the senate; of the lawyer, who advocates 
the cause of his client at the bar of justice, and of that sacred office 
which advocates the cause of man at the bar of heaven, that they 
may ever remember the magnitude of your temporal as well as 
your eternal welfare. ee 

| Let us not forget to exhort her, whose influence is always so. - 
strongly marked upon the character of men to their grave, to - 
think of these things—the mother, whose affections root so deeply 
in the existence ot her child, whose anticipations are so often 
stimulated to painful anxiety for its welfare, who watches its pro-- | 
gress in life with an eye to doubt and dan ger, whose hopes may 
be elevated to the Giver of ali good, that he has smiled graciously - 
upon the career of her darling child, or whose faithfal forebodings : 
may be realized in the spectacle that he is despised by the society 

_ Of men and frowned upon by the attributes of heaven. 
| _ In conclusion, I have a word to say with regard to these, your : 

| annually occurring exhibitions. Here is a reality. You meet | 
your friends who are embarked in the same ‘enterprise of life, and . 

_ whose thoughts and hearts are congenial to yourown. You see _ 
_ many ofwhom you before had but heard; and here, too, youlearn 

, to realize the force of numbers, of intelligence, of the strength of | 
which you are composed, and that power which may be wielded 
at your will, You carry to your homes, in your mind’s eye, the: 
beautiful models of your art, and judgment of their use, the ‘eal- 

oe culation of their value, and you see the marvelous productions of | 
"- your fruitful soil, which serve to expand your own views to the 

extent of the workings of your own skill. These are the delight- 
ful points in your life, to which the memory recurs with pleasure; 
they are safety valves which let off the pent up monotony of a — 

_ country life; and; therefore, we would have you remember that 
ee these exhibitions are yours ; that while you are their authors and’ 

finishers, no one of you should ever fail to be their friend and 
patron. 5 pte |
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Be ADDRESS See 2 
- SS : aoe BY GOVERNOR c. C. WASHBURN. _ oe - me a : | 

a . - ~ Deliverea before the Northern Wisconsin Fair, at Oshkosh, October 3, 1872. : : | | 

| I have often wondered what might be the reason why those 
_ gentlemen who compose our agricultural and mechanical associa- 

tions, in selecting persons to address them on occasions of this > 
es kind, should so often make choice of those whose every day pur- 

| suits and life labors have been devoted to entirely different chan- 
nels from their own, and whose knowledge of the subject ; upon | . - 

| __ which they are required to speak is, at the best, but of a theo- 
an : retical character. _ _ Be ee es ss be. ee 

os - : The only solution of this question that my mind has been able 
- to discover, consists in that common infirmity of our natures 

which causes us to derive pleasure from the reflection that we are 
wiser than those who undertake to instruct us If I have been 

; _ Selected upon any such principle, I beg to assure you that you 
oe have made no mistake, for candor compels me in the outset to de- — 
oo clare unto you, that what I know about farming, is—if possible— rn 

even less than. the knowledge of Uncle Horace; for, although | 
__ born and brought up on a farm, amid the rough, bleak and sterile — 

hills of New England, my labors at farming terminated almost as 
soon as they began, and before my acquaintance with the fertile 
and teeming acres of this glorious western country; and, consid- — 

|  erjng the difficult and unpromising lot of agriculturisis of the 
| last generation, could one be blamed, whose natural inclination _ 

| toward hard labor was not excessive, for abandoning, while yesa 
_ boy,.a pursuit which promised, at that time, only a bare subsist: cee 

| ence as the scanty and dearly earned reward. of never ending la 
es bore oo ee 

ss In my earlier years, the life of a farmer was one of patient, pro- 
--_- Tonged, unremitting toil, with but a slight recompense awaiting 

him even at the end ot long years of persistent industry. Atthat 
time, few of those multitudinous modern miracles, which now | 

; serve to lighten the labors of the husbandman, had an existence. _
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| The farmer had to plod his weary way from early morn tilldewy 
, - eve behind the old-fashioned, cumbrous plow. The cultivator, the => 

reaper, the mower, and the threshing machine were yet in the __ 
perhaps uncreated brain of their subsequent discoverers, Then, 

- the back breaking sickle was the only instrument for the cutting 
_ of grain, while the threshing was still accomplished, as in the old 

| Scripture days, beneath the hoofs of cattle, or the grain beaten - 
out upon the threshing floor under the now obsolete flail. The 
spinning wheel and hand loom were inmates ot every house, how- 
ever humble, and few were the farmers’ daughters whose nimble | 

fingers were not employed in producing the indispensable home- 

- spun, fortunate indeed if the supply was not exhausted more rap- _ 
| idly than it could be produced. hop hah See g ee a Oo 

po Not many of the lads of to-day would consider it a privilege to 7 
| be permitted three months’ attendance at district school in the win- a 

ter season, at the expense of wading some miles every day 
through the snow drifts, after doing “the chores” in the midwin- 
ter twilight, before daybreak. In those primitive days, when the 

son of seme unusually well-to-do farmer was enabled to enter 

college, he was the wonder and tke envy of the surrounding com- _ 
munity. -Now-a-days, we have substituted the music of the piano 

- for the buzz of the spinning-wheel, and the only yarn spun by our : 
_ daughters is street yarn, very inferior to the good old-fashioned 

ootton or woolen fibre. Our boys go to college, and our girls to 
a fashionable boarding-school, the means of education having 

- been multiplied to an extent even beyond the imagination of the 

good people of forty years ago. | en | 
Witness our noble State University in which all of our citizens _ 

take so just a pride, and the other collegiate and normal institu- | 
| tions, almost too numerous to mention, so thickly scattered over 7 
the entire country. Our public school edifices of to-day compare 

~~ more than favorably with some of the eastern colleges of forty - 
 -yearsago, ae - 

-. How different the condition of the farming population of to- 
_ day from that of the last generation! The many labor saving - 
machines — too many to enumerate — serve to render their labor | 
almost a pastime in comparison. Who, then, as he contemplates | 

_ their improved condition, but feels his heart swell with gratitude
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to the author of every good and perfect gift; and who have __ 
_ greater cause for thankfulness to the good God than the fortunate a 

_ people who occupy this great and magnificent country? Your . | 

_ lines have indeed fallen in pleasant places, and as you survey your | 
oe chosen home, where there lingers scarcely a trace of that primal | 

curse which doomed all mankind to eat bread in the sweat of their — 
:  faces— you might well exclaim with thepoet-— Ss I | 

i - a “Itisa goodly sight to see SEs eee a 
a What Heaven hath done for this delicious land! = g 
BO What fruits of fragrance blush on every tree! deny O00" 

What goodly prospects o’er the hills expand!” os 
‘That veracious traveler, Captain Lemuel Gulliver, in his voyage: | 

to Brobdignag informs us that while interviewing the King of that 

| - country, the sagacious monarch remarked, ‘Whoever could make 
two ears of corn, or two blades of grass to grow upon a spot of 

| ground where only one grew before, would deserve better of man- 

__kind, and do more essential service to his country, than the whole sy 

___ race of politicians put together;” and I hesitate not to give itas 

-. my opinion that the gentlemen who have devoted themselvesin 
this state to the introduction of the noble breeds of stock, which 

yeu have seen here to day, have done more to. benefit. your: state 

than all your governors, senators and congressmen combined have a 

done in the-past or will do inthe next halfcentury, = 
.- But, while I may not be. able to tell you. precisely what yor 

ought to do to still farther enhance your prosperity, therearesome —> 
things I shall venture to say that you ought not to do. ok 

--- The great mistakes of modern farming, as almost universally 
-__.-purstied in the United States, consist in the attempt to obtain con- 

: tinued crops without suitable return tothe soil; the popularignor-. 

7 ance or-carelessness concerning the true system of rotation of crops; __ 
—— and—last but not the least—the general ‘eraving for cultivating oe 

: more land than can be properly attended to. I need not tell you, 
Po perhaps, what every farmer knows, thatthe method of cultivation | 

_ habitually pursued in Wisconsin tends directiy and speedily to the 
| utter impoverishment of the soil. This is demonstrated to the 

most superficial observer by facts too well known to escape notice. 
| When I was: a boy, the great. wheat. producing district of the 

country was. the Gienessee Valley, inthe State of New York. But, _
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. by the short sighted system of continued cropping of wheat, | 

wheat, wheat, nothing but wheat, that once fruitful valley has oe 
ceased to be a wheat producing region, leaving the vast mills at 
Rochester to fall back wpon the grain fields of the West for sup- 
plies. The very same result has -eceurred, in a lesser degree in . 
the older counties of this State. The production of wheat is be- 
coming year by year more and more difficult and precarious, and 
is gradually being abandoned as being no longer profitable ; the 

- farmers being unwillingly compelled to- turn their attention to 
other products. oe i ae es 

_- The desire to make money as rapidly as possible, regardless of _ | 
the welfare of future generations, is perhaps the fundamental error 
of our farming population, which-it is but just to acknowledge they 
only share in‘common with the great majority of the. remainder | 

grievous one, — leads the average farmer, first to perpetrate the _ 
farther blunder of attempting to cultivate too much land; and _ 

_' secondly, regardless, of the inevitable consequences to the land 
cultivated, to raise only that crop which affords the largest imme- 

a diate return. In this manner, be acts upon theassumption, “After 
. me, the deluge ;” for it is perfectly manifest that at no great dis- | 

tance of time in the future, there must be an end to this penny- 
_-wise pound-foolish method of cultivation, as there must, of course, 

be a limit to the supply of virgin soil, so that his successors can | 
__. no longer hope to plant new land’ when the old shall have-been - 

. worn out - oo | —— Us ges oe 
; ‘We shall do well to profit here by the experience of the old. : 

-- mother country. In England, the soil has increased in fertility 
ever since the landing of William the Conquerer, down to the 
present day; so that lands which have been under cultivation for 
a thousand years are really more productive than when first turned 
up by the plow; and the annual rent per acre paid by the tenant _ 

ae farmers of Great Britain is not unfrequently equal to the fee oe 
- simple title of the best lands of Winnebago county. This arises _ 

from their wiser system of cultivation, and more particularly from 
| their economy of fertilizers, which are carefully saved every- 

where in Hurope, instead of being permitted to run to ‘waste as 
with us. The amount of valuable compost, annually wasted in
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the drainage of our large cities is sufficient, if it were to be util-. | 
ged, to renovate half the worn-out lands in the entire nation. - 

oo In 1869, I availed myself of an apportunity to visit the far — 

: famed sewers of Paris, and found them as clean and pure as the | 

| rain water conductors upon our houses ; in fact, scarcely anything = 

a but the rain water was permitted to escape into the river Seine, _ 

which forms their avenue of escape; whereas the Mississippi and 
its vafious tributaries receive each year, from the numerous cities 

on their banks, millions of dollars worth of the most valuable fer- 
_ tilizing agents, which are wastefully permitted to be lost inthe © 

galt, sea by our careless and extravagant countrymen, although the | 

need of these very fertilizers is becoming greater éach year. It 

-- must indeed. be self-evident that the various chemical elements _ | | i 

_ withdrawn from the’soil in the production of any partieular crop ae 

should be forthwith returned’ to it again, in one or another form, = 
--. {n order to maintain our: farming lands in their original fertility. 
~The gun, the wind, the snow and the rain are not by themselves 

ss gurfficient to renovate wornout land, as some of our farmers appear 

: to believe. | ) 

| Much can be done toward replenishing the soil by diversifying 

a the character of the crops; more, perhaps, by paying greater at- 

. - tention to the raising of stock; and in the splendid exhibition of = 
| fine avimals we have witnessed. here to-day, I hail the promise of | 

- . g higher standing of farming excellence at no very great distance = 

The simple and yet all sufficient remedy for our previous mis-- 

a takes, and the true secret cf success in the matter of properly re- 

/ plenishing the soil, consist in the consumption of the. productions y 

of that soil as nearly as possible upon the land where they are 

 yaised. The product may be consumed either by the brute crea- 

; tion or by human beings. In the first case, every farmermustde- 

| termine to unite the business of stock raising with the production = 

_ of the food required to feed himself and. his stock. In the latter = 
__- resort, the consumption of the crops by human beings implies the | 

 fact-of a population very much larger than would be employed in| | 
| the cultivation of the products consumed ; that the labors of this — | 

7 -gurplus population will be devoted to other industries thanagri- 

Bee culture; which leads me to remark that the chief need of our
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farming population here in Wisconsin is more population, more | 

consumers, not engaged in agricultural pursuits, 

In other words, it is the best interest of our farmers to create — : 
and foster manufacturing industry of any and every kind. HEvery a 

new farm that is opened here increases the number of competitors, | 

thus tending to lower the value of the agricultural productions, | 

whereas every individual employed in manufacturing pursuits 
increases the number of consumers, thus enlarging the market for 

_ the production of the farmer, and enhancing the value of his 

“crops. The importance of a manufaturing town located directly 

in the midst of a farming community, will thus be seen to be — , 

inestimable to that community. The various perishable com- 
modities that do not permit of prolonged transportation—such as 

fruits and vegetables—must be consumed in the immediate vicinity | 

of their production. It is, therefore, with no ordinary satisfaction 
that I witness the rapid multiplication. of manufacturing towns 

and villages throughout our thriving state, hailing them as I do, 

as the greatest of blessings—next to good health and a clean 

conscience—to our deserving agriculturists. | 

In raising productions to be consumed in a distant market, the 

question of transportation is one to be very carefully considered. | 

' To convey a bushel of wheat from Winnebago county to the con- 

ssamer in New England, costs at least forty per cent. of its value, 
while to transport beef, pork, wool, butter and cheese to the same - 
point, will absorb but from five to ten per cent. of their respective 

values. If the destination be Great Britain, the proportion is even | 

greater. Thus it will be seen that the famer must study how best | 

to concentrate his ultimate production; it will be found more 

_ profitable to feed away a large portion of our surplus grain to | 

_ stock, and ship the cattle or their butter and cheese, than tosend 
- forward the grain. | eS 
~The assured condition of the agricultural interest of Wisconsin 
_ ig beyond all question, and we may look forward to the day when _ | 

our fair-young state shall take equally high rank as a manufac- 

turing state. .The growth of the various mechanical industries — 
has been continuous and without check or hindrance; in 1860, the | 

census returns indicated a value of about $27,000,000, in manu- 
factured products of difterent kinds; in 1870, this had increased .
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| to the large total of $78,000,000, and the increase since 1870 has - 

been in a still greater ratio. ‘This showing is a subject of con. 

--—-- gratulation to all our citizens, indicating as it does the speedy — | 
moe approach of a day when our people shall have become truly self: - 

supporting in every sense of the word. ae 

i Be No state in the American Union can show more numerous or 

| i exhaustless water privileges. Here, almost at your very doors, 

there extends a nearly continuous and unbroken water power 
_ from lake Winnebago to Green Bay, the great lake acting as an 

_ inexhaustable reservoir and regulator. You might search this 

great country from end to end, and fail to find a superior in its 
many natural facilities for manufacturing, to the valley of the lower _ 

| Fox river. With our enormous extent of lake navigation, pro- 

ee _ viding almost unequaled opportunities forourshipments—situated = 

sin the heart of the chief grain-producing districts, directly inthe = 
way of the trade of the great northwest, only now commencing to 

be opened up, what a magnificent future opens before us! Great 

ag has been our progress hitherto, who shall dare to say that — 
-, greater still is not in store for us? | 

| I ean hardly be expected to advise the experienced farmers I 

| gee before me as to the best methods of cultivating the soil. Pol- 

 iticians rarely make good practical agriculturists, and when they — 

; attempt to play that role they are more than apt to make a fail- 

ure; but even an unskilled man cannot fail: to know, that in the 

vane raising of stock, the true policy to pursue is, to breed from the best 

blood to be had. It costs no more to raise a fine thoroughbred Co 

horse, a full-blooded Durham, or a pure Chester White, thanthe = 

| - expense incurred in the raising of comparatively worthless breeds, fo 

| while the marketable vaiue of the former is double or treble that Oo 

_ of the latter. : woe: oe oe ae - aS 

oe The importance of furnishing shelter and protection for stock 

| from cold and wet is well known, but not always adequately ap- 

preciated. The farmer who fails or neglects to provide such pro- eee 

| tection, little realizes his true interests, besides being adisgraceto 

; humanity: in forgetting the comfort. of the poor, dumb creatures — . | 

ee dependent upon him. To sustain life in the animal creation re- oe 

| - quires a much larger amount of food in a cold than in a warm. : 

- ¢limate. ~The Esquimaux readily consumes ten or twelve pounds — 

| | + |
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of the seal or walrus flesh in a single day, washing it down witha => 

half gallon of train oil; while in the torrid zones, small quantities = 
of food of the lightest and simplest character, amply suffice tosup- 

ply all the recuperation the human system requires. 
In like manner, cattle that are well and warmly housed during 

our severe winters in this latitude, will keep fat and sleek upon 

about one-half the amount of food the same animals would re- 

quire without suitable shelter. 
The raising of sheep is beyond all doubt a branch of husbandry, 

that can be pursued among us with great advantage; and is one 

well adapted to keeping up the land. Concerning the different . 

breeds, thereisa very great diversity of opinion as to which'‘is the 
best. To my own poorly instructed mind, it has appeared likely 
that the farmer would find it most for his pecuniary advantage to | 
turn his attention largely toward the sheep which produce the long ocd 

combing wools, such as the Cotswolds, the Lincolnshire and 
- Leicestershire breeds, rather than the Silesians, or the fine Spanish 

Merinos. The former are excellent for their mutton, as well as 

for their long and heavy fleeces, which (because of the many 
modern fabrics now being manufactured requiring long coming 
wools) bring a price equal to the finest Merinos. J must instance 

the example of our thrifty Canadian neighbors, to fortify my 
- opinion in this regard. They have turned their attention quite 

- extensively to the breeds first mentioned. My principal object, 
~ however, in mentioning this subject is to elicit discussion out-of 

_. which the real facts may be made to appear, as I apprehend that 
my friend Stilson would have little or no difficulty in presenting 7 

‘reasons why the finer wools are more profitable for our Wiscorisin 

farmers. | (ek 

_ There is yet another subject about which I think Ioughtto 

scold the agriculturists of this state, and that is inrelation.to their 
extravagance and carelessness in the use of agricultural machines; 

a, degree of shiftlessness generally prevailing among the farmers in 
this particular, which would, in any less favored community, prove | 

 theirutterruin, | er ae 

a In my own section, which I presume is. no worse in this regard | 
than the remainder of the state, every farmer appears to think that 

he must have his own reaper, mower, horse rake and threshing
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- machine, because his neighbor has them, and he is not willing to. 
| be outdone; and even if he has not the money on hand to pay for — 

| them, he is almost always. too ready to listen to the syren song of 

the insinuating agent for the sale of those implements ; and is, not | 

os unfrequently, persuaded to load himself down with debt, for that 

he might have done without; trusting to the, perhaps doubtful, _ 

luck of the future to be able to pay when the debt becomes-due, 

4A large proportion of the embarrassment of the farming com-. 

munity arises in this way, when by a little kindly reciprocity _ 
. among neighbors, none need have felt the want of these imple- , 

| _ But, worst of all is the fact, that when these costly machines __ 
| have been obtained, they have not reasonable care given to their 

preservation. Instead of seeing them propeilly housed for the _ 
_ winter after harvest, and well greased and oiled to preserve them 

So against the ravages of rust and decay, they are left in the field 

-* -without any cover, exposed to the sun, the wind and the rain, | 

© from the close of one season to the beginning of the next. The | 

expensive paint, of course, scales off, the seams open, joints be- 

| come loosened, the iron oxidizes, and finally a machine which, | 

| _ with proper care and attention bestowed upon it, would havedone — ; 

good service for eight or ten years, is thrown aside utterly ruined 

. and worthless after its second or third season. A friend of mine . oo 

| told me last winter, that in traveling from Madison to Waterloo— Se 

a distance of thirty miles—he counted sixty odd reapers winter- 

ing in the open field. Could the farmers of any other country 

practice such unthrift and escape starvation? == 

_. [have already alluded to our schools, and the many convenient — 

means of affording an education to our. youth of both sexes. It _ 

| has sometimes occurred to me that the facilities for education were _ 

too numerous, and to be obtained too easily. Markind is so 
| strangely constituted that we value only those things that are — 

difficult to acquire; and that which can be had for the asking, is _ 
seldom esteemed very highly. ‘The young man who does not 

| have to struggle for an education rarely realizes its true value, and 

thus too many come to misapprehend the true object of. education. 
| - The cunning hand ‘and the cultured brain should be. taught to 

work together, and in harmony with one another; and, as a long |
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"step in this direction, I should be glad to see established, in direct 
connection with our schools, a system of work-shops for the prac- we 

tical instruction of young machinists, engineers, etc. , 

The idea appears to be prevalent now-a-days that the main 
object of an education is to enable ona to obtain his living by his | 

wits. Yet we hear nota little from the stump and elsewhere, 

- every year (generally just before election), about ‘the dignity of | 
labor, the enviable position and honorable character of the labor-. 

ing man,” etc., and, if this is really the general opinion, why is it 

that we see so many young men trying to escape from their for- 

tunate fate, giving us in their struggles such a multitude of third- 

rate lawyers, indifferent preachers, death-dealing doctors, or poor | | 

politicians, 
It is not because such men shrink from physical employment, | 

. because you may see them trudge all day behind a‘dog, with gun — cos 

- on shoulder, wading swamps and crossing morasses for the proud 

- satisfaction of bagging a poor woodcock or snipe; but if one was 

required to exert himself to the same extent in any useful labor, 
he might argue against it in the same manner as a young man I 

once knew, whose father having refused to “ come down ” as lib- | 
erally as the youth deemed. essential —the latter declared he 
would go off and learn the carpenter’s trade and disgrace the 

. Tam afraid that a. considerable proportion of the superfluous — 
talk we hear now-a-days concerning the “dignity of labor’—“our = 
sturdy yeomanry,” ete, etc, comes from a class of men with — 

_ whom it is generally easier to preach than to practice, and whose | 
great anxiety is to escape from that which they sostrongly recom- - 

- mend to others, upon the same principle which led Artemus Ward — 
to insist upon a vigorous prosecution of the war to the last drop , 

of blood of his wife's able-bodied relations ! SEN EN 

| Fortunately, the measure of success which such persons ‘meet | | 

with is insufficient, in most cases, to render their example a very oo 

| dangerous or contagious one, as a few years suffices to leave them 
far behind in the contest for the many good things the world hag 
 to‘offer; for in life it is pretty much the same old story in all 

kinds of competition—the prizes are won by those who “stitch ” 
: and strive, rather than by those who shirk, and are ashamed of
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the honorable employments that contented their hard-working — 

oe parents before them. WE ee a - 

oe Happy is it that comparatively few among us here in Wiscon- _ 
__ gin entertain such foolish notions, and that the great mass of the — 
fe community can still look proudly up to Heaven in the very midst. 

Of their labors, grateful for their many blessings, and calling no 

man “master!” a ee 

He _. Before closing, I feel that I ought again to congratulate you 

_ ‘upon your generally happy and prosperous condition; and when | 
We contrast the situation of the country ag a whole with what it 

_, Was but seven short years ago, we must be overwhelmed with 
-- @mazement, and should be with thanksgiving. Now, at peace 
-_ among ourselves and with the whole world. Then, two millions : 

os of men withdrawn from the pursuits of peace, devoting them- 
__* selves to the forging of implements of death and to the killing of | 

7 . “You forge the coulter now, | | 

mo | The coulter of the kindly plow. 
| | Sweet Mary mother bless your toil, 

May its broad furrow still unbind : | . 
To genial rain,to sun and wind, = ... | 

Oo . The most benignant soil” 

a In the earnest hope that a kind providence will continue to 
bestow upon you an ever in¢reasing measure of happiness and 

ss prosperity, so that future seasons may witness many displays of 

the products of your industry, rivaling, if not surpassing, the — 
oe proud exhibition you make here to-day, I will no longer detain 

| » - you from the many objects that challenge your attentive observa- 

a _ tion and well-merited praise. AS UENCE
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BY STEPHEN FAVILL, LAKE MILLS, PRESIDENT NORTHWESTERN DATRYMEN’S 
ASSOCIATION, 

: At the Seventh Annual Meeting, Whitewater, Z anuary 21,1873. : - es 

Gentlemen of the Convention: = OO Ona 
I come to you to-night with words of congratulation and good 

cheer. The favorable auspices under which we meet augurs well 

- for the success of the convention. The welcome we have received: 

_ to the hospitalities of the city, and the invitation of the citizens to 
share their homes with them during our stay among them, clearly + | 
proves that nothing will be lacking on their part to make our 
meeting.one of both pleasure and profit. a 

And not only this, but the circumstances are favorable in other 

respects, The past season has been one which, in the main, has 

been favorable to the interest we represent. The early and the 
latter rain. promised have been ours. Feed for our herds, for 

both summer and winter, has been and is abundant. The condi- 

tion of the atmosphere has been favorable for the manufacture 

and handling of dairy goods, and, best of all, prices for dairy. pro- 
- ducts have been such as to stamp the season as one of profit tothe 

careful dairyman. EN aga ye Ok sea 

The improvement in our market has been highly gratifying. 

This improvement has been brought about in part by theim- 

proved quality of our goods. And again, we have extended our — a 

| markets; we have opened communication with the outside world Be 

with gratifying results. The experiments in sending cheese to 
‘New York and to London have been very satisfactory. The 

| prices obtained for our goods in these markets have satisfied us 

| that with proper attention to the quality of cheese wanted in these. 

markets, they may still be made useful to us. The reports from 

the dairy boards of trade of Illinois and Wisconsin which are to 
| be made to the convention will show this matter up more fully. 

| I desire briefly to review the history of the dairy interest in the
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northwest. My recollection reaches back to the early settlement 

of Wisconsin, and my experience as a dairyman reaches back felly 

ss twenty-five years. I then made cheese and sold it for five cents 

per pound. I had cheese on exhibition at the first State Fair 

/ held in Wisconsin, and after the fair, sold it in J anesville for six | 

: cents per pound, and thought I was getting a very high price. 

But it. is the dairy history since the organization. of the factory 

system of which I design more especially to speak, ts 

| The rapid growth of the dairy interest in the northwest is a 

| matter of surprise to many. Iam not able to give exact figures | 
- in regard to the development of this interest in the west, butap- 

__- proximate them-nearly. At the second meeting of this Associa- = 

: tion, held in Belvidere, Ill., in 1867, not more than thirty factories 

were represented, and that I think was about the. number in the 

5 territory now embraced by this Association, and now Wisconsin’ 

> alone has had in operation: the past season more than 100 factories, - 

with a fair prospect of increasing the number to 150, the coming 

season. I think it safe to put down Illinois as equal in numbers) 

| to Wisconsin, and Iowa and Minnesota at 25 each, making in all 

250 factories in operation in the northwest the past season,and = 

_ this number is likely to be increased at least 100 the coming 

season. : ee Eg BEL PS OE 

| In view of the rapid multiplication of cheese and butter facto- | 

ties, and the large diversion of capital and labor from grain rais- 
. ing and other agricultural pursuits to dairying, many persons have 

feared. that the business was to be over-done, andthe result would 
- ‘be that the prices of dairy goods would go so low as to leave no — 

‘ “profit to the dairyman, oe = LESS 

| ‘That the predictions of these fearful ones have not been fulfilled — 

| ip the past, we all well know. True, the low prices of July and =~ 

| August of "71 caused some fears among dairymen that more _ 

-__ gheese’ was being made than could be sold at paying prices. But 
the result of the fall trade clearly proved that such was not the 

case, but that the low prices were owing, in good part, toourown 
folly and. mismanagement in putting our goods upon the market ~ 

in too large quantities,. at the wrong time. ee eee ee 

: - And 'the question is still asked, with a good deal-of earnestness, _ 

: “Tg there no danger, seeing so many are turning their attentionto
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dairying, that an over supply will be the result?” And’ they 
point us to the hop trade and the wool trade, and the pork and a 

| tobaceo trade, and say, “See how these things go.” 
+ Of course no one can say positively that such will not be the _ 
case in the distant future, but I think we may safely say it is not 
likely to occur in the present generation. These same questions 
have been asked and the same fears expressed for the last forty 
years. I can remember, fully forty years ago, when the attention . 
of the farmers of Herkimer county, New York, began to be turned | 

to dairying, these same questions were asked and these fears ex- 

pressed. But you all know that their fears were groundless. The 
demand has been fully equal. to the supply:during these years, — 

and I think it safe to conclude that, with the improved quality of — 
“our butter and cheese, the demand will keep pace with the sup- 

ply. Some of you may want to know my reasons for coming to 
such conclusions. Iwill givethem briefly: = 8 8 | | 

‘We must remember that we cannot increase our dairy facilities | 

at once as 1s the case with many other branches of agriculture. 

; We can double our stock of swine in one year, and we can double | 

our stock of sheep in-two years, or we can increase the area of | 

any kind of grain to any extent desired in one year. But notso | 

with the dairy; it requires years to materially increase the milking 

stock of the country, 
Notwithstanding the large increase in dairy products in: the last 

ten years in this country, the census of 1870 shows that since 1860, 

the increase of population was very nearly as greatas the increase. 

of dairy stock. | | OS a 
And then, again, the increase in dairy products will be mainly — 

. in the west; indeed, it has been so for the last few years. Re- | 
ports from the old dairy districts of the east show .a decrease in- 

stead of increase in their products, A variety of causes have | 
conspired to produce this result, among which abortion among | 
the cows has a very prominent place. os , 

_. And here, gentlemen, is another cause for gratitude on our part. 
This scourge of the eastern dairymen has not yet reached us. | 
Some of you may not be aware.of the alarming extent to which 

_ . this prevails among the dairy herds of the east. The commission 
- appointed by the legislature of the state of New York to investi- |
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+ gate this matter two years ago, report that nearly ten percent. of all 
_.__ the cows abort, thus rendering them worthless for dairy ‘purposes. 

| There are many reasons which I might give (would. time per- a 

_-- mit) why I think it would be entirely safe for farmers to turn their 

wo attention to dairying to the extent of the capacity of their farms, — 
we And here I would say, there are many farms in the west that are fo 

. not naturally adapted to the dairy. I will comprise whatIhave  . 
_ to say upon this point in a single sentence. Unless the farm is 
Cae naturally or can be artificially supplied with an abundance of pure © ‘ 

SO Water, it 1s useless to expect success in dairying, for an abundance — 

of pure water is as much a necessity as food for the dairy cow. 
, _ And then again, there are a good many farmers in the west. who. 

| are not naturally adapted to dairying. They lack a dairy educa-— . | 
“ tion (but this they might acquire), and they lack the patience and_ | 

the perseverance—qualities so, necessary: to. the-successful dairy-_ | 
| man. If there are any of this-class present who are thinking of. 

going into the dairying as a business, to such I would say, be sure 
_*. that. you count the cost before you decide the matter. The suc-- 

cessful management of the dairy is so different from the manage- 

ment ofthe grain farm, that you want to consider well your quali- — 

| fications before deciding. Don’t forget that he that. would suc- 

Q ceed with the dairy must give it. his constant, personal attention... . 

--—- Tt is night and morning, 365 days in the year. Iwould not be _ 
understood as saying that itis any harder work than raising grain ; 

indeed, I do not think it is as hard work (for I have tried both), 
___- but it-is.the confinement to which many object, and against.which | 

they sooner or later rebel. Be 

a One thing more on this point. If you are going to make dairy- | 

° _ ing a success, you must go into it for a permanent business. You | 

want to make up your minds to follow it as long as the Dutch. 
justice told the young couple that were getting married, matrimony _ 
would last. It was to last their whole lifetime, if. God. Almighty. 

| permitted them to live so long. I would not be understood as. . 

_ discouraging persons from going intodairying for a:business, but 
- + what I want is-to have them go. into it understandingly, so that | | | 

they may make ita : success. Those that think of engaging in 

- dairying for a few years only, and expect to. make their fortune 

= and retire from business, are sure to be sadly: disappointed. . |
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That many persons in this par t of the state are thinking of sub- 

stituting the cow for the plow, I am quite certain, and I am equally | 
certain that many more must do so soon, or bankruptcy will stare ; 
them in the face. We now hear complaints on every hand about 

hard times, and the farmers all agree that something must be done. 

They agree that the system of farming hitherto pursued by most _ 
western farmers will not do any longer. They have been selling _ 

_ their soil by the bushel for the last 25 years, until they have near- | 

ly exhausted it. True, this does not apply to all, as this gathering | 

of intelligent dairymen before me clearly proves, but the: masses | 

have done it until their soil is impoverished and financially they 
are nearly bankrupt. - ~ WE a FTE jab 

Then comes the question, what shall be done? It is not my oe 

_ purpose at this time to attempt to ‘point out the remedy for these _ 

“evils. I feel confident that the remedy is within reach, ‘and we 
have only to open our eyes to see it. ButI desire to offer a few | 
words of advice to the dairymen of the audience, and I feel that _ 

perhaps this is unnecessary, for I suppose most if not all of you 

know as much about the business as I do (if not more) But it is | 
upon the principle that line upon line, and precept upon precept, 

here a little and there a good deal, is beneficia] to most persons, 

that I presume to offer alittle advice to you. = si | 

Gentlemen, to you I would say (if you have not already done 

's0), get the very best breeds of dairy cows to be had in this coun- oe 

try or in any other, remembering the best is the cheapest always, 
and when you have them, be sure that you give them the very. 
best of care, for it is worse than folly to expect satisfactory finan- 
cial results from a half fed and poorly sheltered cow. og Be | 

_. «It is not my province to go into the minutiz of the proper man- — | 
' agement of dairy stock. This subject is to be discussed by other . 
members of the convention, and those too that will -be able to do 
the subject better justice than I can. oe : 
-Thave said, give your cows the very best of care. All dairy-. 

men do not agree as to what this means, some claiming that-high, ~ 

and others that moderate feeding is the most profitable. Without 
taking sides with either party (for both sides are sustained by 

good arguments), I will just repeat the old adage, and, gentlemen, 
60 . |
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‘it is true ast is old, “He that would get good milk in the pail = 
| must first put it in the mouth of the cow.” eth he ey oe 

oes, Stick to your business. The advice of the Dutch justice is as 
—— applicable to you as to those just engaging in the business. Do 

| not be tempted by the temporary ups of other branches of agricul- | 
ture, tochange. You know by experience that it is notan easy _ 

thing to get together a herd of really good cows, and you know 
| too, by experience, that the better the cow, the larger the profits 

| derived from her. Then I repeat, gentlemen, stick to your busi- 
— ness. Study to know it more thoroughly, and to such as dothor- 

oughly learn their business and carry it on with energy and skill, 

I feel very confident I am not promising too much when I say 

that the profits of the dairy one year with another, will be deci- | 
_. dedly larger than those of other branches of agriculture 

ss A word to the manufacturers of butter and cheese, and Iwill 
leave this subject for others to discuss who are better posted in the « _ 

| matter than Iam. To you, ladies ard gentlemen, I would say, . 

Se make yourselyes masters of your profession. The future suc- 
| cess of the dairy enterprise in the Northwest depends largely upon 7 

you. If from want of proper knowledge on your part, or from 

— carelessness, you turn out only common or inferior goods when oe 

they ought to be first quality, the business must suffer, and you. 
and you alone will be to blame. ES 

» ° [hold that with good milk, the cheese maker is to blame who a 

does not at all times turn out first class cheese. Ido not forget — 
that there are times when from the condition of the milk, we shall 

ss he unable to make first quality of cheese, and perhaps no one will 

‘be to blame for such a state of things.) But such times are the 

exception and not the rule. We must not (and I say we, because — 

Tam one of you), seek to cover up our faults by charging too © 

" much to bad: milk, but study to know the true condition of the - 

7 milk, and then learn how to handlé it. Irepeat then, know your = 
trade thoroughly before you attempt to take the foreman’s place, 
and when you do take such place, strive always to excel in the | 

| | quality of your goods, | Skee 7 a ae
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ae FARMER OF THE FUTURE. | 

| BY HON. C.G. WILLIAMS. 7 | 

Aaaress delivered at the Dane County Fair at Madison, September 19, 1872. | 

Mr. Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen: EERE RS a 

- I saw recently in the columns of a public journal that an 
Hastern savant, journeying westward and crossing the prairies of 

. Illinois by the usual traveled routes, had obtained some fine views | 
of the country from the doors of the baggage car, and received | 
various valuable hints from the baggage master and brakeman as 
to the products of the soil; and having returned eastward, 
would soon publish a treatise upon “practical farming,” for the 
enlightenment and guidance of the Western agriculturist, a 

With similar opportunities and like advantages, I am invited 
_ here to-day, and, I suppose, expected not only to interest, but to __ 

instruct a gathering of Dane county farmers in the details and 
duties of their chosen avocation. Fully appreciating the compli- 
ment, I must nevertheless decline the proffered invitation. Care- 

- fully prepared tables of statistics, close analysis of the soil, the 
component parts of guano and the mysteries of bone dust, have 
not only a charm for the ardent theorist, but an actual fascination | 
for the experimental farmer; and I am happy to know that these 
things have not only been tested in the arithmetic and the labora- 
tories of science, but have been actually applied to the affairs of 
practical life, until it is now settled that the Hon. Horace Greeley — 
has succeeded in producing upon his own farm, potatoes at some- - 

___ thing*like five dollars per bushel, and string beans at twenty cents | a bdnchs aa 

Se This simple. announcement is a philosophy in itself—is a reiter- 
ation of that safe and fundamental maxim, known to all men of 

‘success, namely: “ Attempt the prosecution of no branch of 
business, with the practical details of which you are not thorou ghly 
acquainted, and to the duties of which you are not fully inured.” | 

Horace Greeley could never have published his Tribune so well, 
but for the active interest he took in the affairs of the practical |
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agriculturist ; and the successful farmer would never have attained _ 
| - so marked success, but for his readings of the agricultural reports | 

in the Tribune, or some other equally valuable papers. But 
_ when the editor and farmer exchange places in practical life, then 

itis one finds that the hoe he wields yieldsa bread so expensive 
in the “sweat of his brow” that he has no faculty to manage it, 
while the other discovers that the “ cylindrical hoe” whose iron 

nerves he is expected to touch and control, casts out a bread of 

instruction whose mysteries he has never sufficiently studied. 

7 Yet, as the editor could never survive without the bread of the  __ 

soil, so the intelligent and successful farmer must languish and _ 
die without the bread of the types—each to his own calling, both 

| honored alike by success, - ngs _ Ee 
_- . So of other vocations; they have no exchangeable values, in 

the synonymic.sense of theterm. ‘A gentleman farmer,” as the 
phrase is used conventionally, is but another word for failure— - 

a another sad rendering of “shabby gentility.” Butitisno better 

with the hard fisted farmer. He becomes restive and ambitious; 
his thirst for sudden wealth and independence increases; heinvests _ 

4 in stocks or railroad securities, and the shrewd director or ,wily | 

operator manages the rest. He has embarked in a business of 
which he knows nothing, and his chances for gain are about equal = 

| a with one who should furnish the capital to establish a faro bank, | 
a and then relinquish all right to direct how the establishmentshould 

| bere, 
But no. more with the. farmer than with the merchant, the 

lawyer or the student, who abandons a calling wherein. success a 

-. has attended upon his efforts, to engage in the active business of | 
| | tilling broad acres. Unless backed by a fortune or a gold mine, | 

the sheriffs levy and the auctioneer’s flag close the last scene of 
| his agricultural drama, oo qegieb ali 

oe _ Emerson has said in substance, though not literally, that the 

. man of culture from the city has placed his mansion.in the coun- © 

try, commanding a golden sunset and a fine ocean view. Here, 
removed from the heat and turmoil of the town; surrounded. by | 

his books and works of art, he can-let. his great brain throb on = 

grandly. Of a fine morning, engaged at his desk, prosecuting his 
literary daily task and feeling a little fatigued, he refreshes him: ©
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self by his usual morning walk. Seeing, in his garden, at theroot = 
— of'a thrifty onion stalk, a root ofa purslain, he plucks it away ; 

| but behind it is another, and another, at which the goodman 
plucks and picks, and picks and plucks, until he discovers that | 

the thread of his thought has escaped him ; and he returns to his | 

study to work on, only to find in the evening that the adamantine 

purpose of the morning has been thwarted by a dandelion! And 

yet the old maxim loses nothing ; for just as great a man is he | 

“who makes two blades of grass grow where only one grew be- | 

fore.” a Fee 
+ Tt is only when things are jangled and out of time, that heart 

~ burning and discontent dog at the heels of human effort. It is = 

too often in this country as George Francis: Train says it is in : 

- England, under their law of primogeniture. The eldest son, of _ 

course, receives all the landed estate,and the others must be pro-. . 

vided forin the church, the army or thenavy, , 

| This is productive of strange confusions in the choice of parents. | 

| They flip up the soldier and he comes down in the pulpit: they 

toss aloft the clergyman and he lands on the deck of the war ship. 

The natural navigator is sent into the air, and he comes down | 

stranded on dry land. i a 
And so with us. There is too much of the feeling among some 

of the substantial farmers that their boys should be a little better 
than their fathers before them, and follow some other calling sup- 
posed to be a little more genteel than the bare tilling of the soil: 

And so the “ flipping” process goes on all over the land. Boys — | 

| are hoisted through college, and hoisted into‘professions and other 

employments, to find themselves utterly routed and confounded, 

, powerless and discouraged. A kindness was intended them, but _ 

a positive injury has been done under the mistaken belief that — 

| “mere academic discipline, or a college course of study, was all that 
--was needed to enable them to talk law like Webster, write poetry 

liké Milton, or traverse the stars with Newton. As no popular 

_ fallacy is more common or widespread, so none is more. fatal. 

_-‘There are hundreds of young men within college walls, to-day, 
miserable and wretched in the midst of Greek roots and: conic see- 

tions, who would be absolutely happy in riving rails, or breaking 
the soil and adding to the wealth of the world. But there is
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__, another fact more lamentable, which is, that many a young man, ! 
who can manage his college duties—who is master of Greek and : 

7 can conquer the calculus, and who fancies he has only to lift his. 
__- wand over the world to have it lie prostrate at his feet—finds — 

| whén he enters upon its active duties, that he is as powerless as a 

-- ¢hild, with no knowledge of men and no tact for business, and 

a wonders why success does not wait up on his efforts. Having mis- 

- taken his calling ; too proud to go back upon his paternal acres, 

| his: hopes are a wreck ; his life isa failure! Did it ever occur to 

7 him or to his hard-headed, hard-handed father, standing so hum- _ 
_ ble and deferential in the presence of his college-bred son, that in — 

all the active duties of life, in the practical matters of education © 

which go to make up success, the father stands as high above the ~ 
sonas the master abovethe pupil 8 = ee 

es af there is a false ambition on the parent, what shall be said of 

— thechild? | Su iia” 

_ I know there are malignant fevers which infest the swamps ; that _ 

| there are direful epidemics which scourge the world; that the in- 

| sidious footsteps of disease may be traced at high noon, and found © 
- under the deep shadows of the midnight hour; but I know of no 

disease or epidemic so capricious or hard to manage as that which 

ot may be denominated the “eighteen year old fever” in boys! 
-. You may have “hoof-ail” among your cattle, or “ foot-rot” in 

___- your sheep, but I venture to say there is no disease which so tries _ 
the heart and reins of the farmer, as this affliction which spreads 

oe among his boys! Scotch snuff won't cure it, and counter irritants 

are powerless to arrest its progress! Nature will have its course, — 

- ‘and this is one of the diseases that must have its run. Fortu- | 

| nately, its symptoms are uniform and easily detected. Usually, it 

is preceded by an eruption of bright buttons, flashy waist-coat, 

and stunning necktie. The hat, which was of the Jim Crow pat- 
tern, has suddenly assumed stove-pipe proportions. The pants, | 

| which were easy and flowing, and nicely adapted to the business — 

| of manual labor, have now shrunk down to the surface of the 

| - flesh; and the hitman form divine, so charitably covered with 
| graceful fabrics, now skips abroad in the beautiful: proportions of 

| the bottled spider, or the nimble movements of the agile grass- 

| hopper. The pulse beats high, and the blood flows quickly to
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the brain. Certain aromatic oils, or sweet scented odors, rise like a. 

incense from the flowing locks that crown the caput; or, in default oes 

of these, the extracted oil from a tallow candle leaves them in 

smooth and plastic beauty. The face, white and soft as the cheek 

of a child, is now covered with a rank growth of persistent fuzz, 

dividing it between the pubescent appearance of the Hider duck 

and the contemplative mood of the solemn goose. | 

If the physical changes are marked and startling, the intellect- | 

ual symptoms are no less so. The mother, who has rocked her . 

darling and caressed him up to manhood, finds herself suddenly 

brought up with a round turn; and she is very decisively informed | | 

that her grannyfied airs are no longer to. be brooked by a young 

man of spirit and high ambition. The youn ger children, when - | 

the Jupiter of the household walks among them, learn to flee like 

chickens at the approach of the hawk; and the father, who has — 

been loved and revered throughout an honorable life time, now | 

finds himself suddenly challenged as the biggest fool in all the | 

neighborhood. 

The extent and ravages of the disease are measared some- | 

what by the circumstance and condition of the patient. Much 

depends upon the treatment. If met too summarily, it may strike 

in and become fixed for life; then the result is horrible. Usually, | 

it flows off in poetry to the columns of the local press, or wastes | 

_ itself on the wide seaof matrimony. ©  .. 

- I mention this only that parents. may be prepared for its ap- 

proach. There is really but one danger connected with it, and , 

that is, that those whose business it is to bear with it and control 

it as best they can, are sometimes liable to yield to the hallucina- 

_. tion themselves, and mistake that for a manifestation of genius, 

_. which is only one of the morbid symptoms of the transition from | 

youth to manhood. When this mistake occurs—when a doting 

father or a too fond mother yields up the calm experience of a 

_ life time to the wild impulses of a hair-brained boy—then how 

surely is the victim rushed onward toruin. But let us not there- 

fore commit the opposite mistake. ee | 
[have seen the stern-faced, Christian father chide the rising im- 
pulses of his child of genius. Ihave seen the boy with slight | 

muscle, but finely strung nerves, quivering under the fatigue of
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the harvest field, and almost stifled in the smothering dust of the | 
grain thrasher, when the ample means of the father should. have | 
made him an early inmate of academic halls) I have seen him 

- torn from school, broken up in, his college course, ridiculed in his — . 
intellectual efforts, derided for his want of pecuniary means; I 

| have seen him taunted with all this, only to see him, like a true- | 
os blooded courser, vault all these barriers to roam the rich fieldsof = 

literature, art and science, until, to-day he stands in an eastern 
SO pulpit as in a Castle Thunder, and flashes the lightning of his 

| pure genius across half a continent. Oh! if there is any man _ 

| who needs a steady hand and clear brain, it is the intelligent = = 
_ farmer-who walks among the children of the soil. For itis from = 

| these, and not from the pampered sons of luxury and ease that - 

oe the professions, the arts, the sciences, the ranks of business are to. | 
_ draw their reinforcements. From the old homestead, under the = 

| ___ shadow of the hill, by the sunny side of the grove,in the green _ | 

| fields down by the meadow brooks, come the elements that freshen 
: and purify the turbid waters that roll through the streets of the - 

- great cities. Hence, and from the workshops of the Iand, must _ | 
- come—does come—the “ salt that keeps the earth sweet.” _ | 

: It is a proud thing to be lord of the manor; to rear the blooded 

- stock, speed the flashing share, turn the shining glebe, scatter the _ 
golden grain, gather the russet harvest; but the proudest, truest. me 
boast of the American farmer is, that he rears the sons who GOVE 

ern the state and guide the nation. . Fathers and mothers of Dane 7 

- gounty! I know no higher, grander mission vouchsafed to man or _ 
oo woman on God’s broad earth; and gladly would I, on this ocea- oe 

sion, in earnest yet fitting words, rise to its high behests. Iknow | 

: it is yours to grapple with the hard facts of life; it is your sweat 

and toil mingled with the soil of Mother Earth that-ereates the => 

world, or at-least forms its basis. You rise early and you toil 
late. Industry is your capital invested, and frugality your hope — 

of reward, As the vices and frivolities of fashionable life float ——> 
toward you on the:wings of the press, you have the proud con- 
sciousness of knowing that in the great hive of human activity . 

you have been no drone, and that you are no pensioner upon the | 
: world’s great bounties.. But are there not some things in which 

you owe yourselves a higher meed of happiness than you have |
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ever enjoyed? Would it be safe to call upon any farmer here 
present, who is not a. subseriber to his own local county paper,to 
signify it by uplifted hands? And yet, my God! only think of | 
it! The official and political duties of the county and different | 

_ towns, the market reports, the current events of the week—even 

= the marriages and deaths—all a dead blank! I do not know that 
there is a house in Dane county to which the remark would apply, 

| but I have seen a farmer, owning a brass trimmed harness and 
_ riding in a silver mounted carriage, who never expended one hon- | 
dred dollars for books in all his life. He would turn his stock 
into the richest clover field to graze, he would select the choicest — 

. grains for his animals in winter time, he would expend money 
freely for the physical comforts of those around him—for he was - 
no miser—and yet this man’s family, consisting of eightinmates— __ 

- gons and daughters—would be left, year in and year out, to browse 7 

upon the standard literature afforded by the annual almanac,a ss 

battered copy of the Holy Bible, and such transient newspapers 

as chanced to find their way into the house. This man never mis- 
trusted that he was not faith‘ully performing the duties of a | 

father, and fulfilling the highest destiny of an American citizen. 

Just over the way was a neighbor, no wealthier than himself: 

He had left a beautiful lawn in front of His house; at odd times | 
he had planted ornamental trees: flowers bloomed in his yard, on 

_ the walls of his dwelling he had placed some plain by fine engrav- | 
ings. On his book shelves you would find copies of Addison, of 
Scott, of Irving, of Shakspeare and the standard poets. You 

| would find a few well selected histories and biographies, treatises - | 
upon agriculture, and some of the purest and best works of fiction, 
His mail was sure to bring him, not only his own local county == 

-._- paper; but atleast once a week, one of the leading journals of the | 
east and one ofthe west, together with the proper periodicals, for 
the, instruction and refinement of his daughters. And yet, the 

os whole had not cost him to exceed the gum of two hundred and © 
fifty dollars, the price of one good likely colt! For this small sum, — 
he had set up there, in his: little bower of a home, a fountain of 

_ knowledge where his sons:and daughters could go and drink as” 
fully and freely as-his sleek, well fed stock could quaff the crys- 
tal waters of the bubbling springs. If any of his children had
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| a literary taste, this would be sure to awaken it early and bring 
them in daily contact with the best minds of the world. Sucha 7 
family does not live in the rural districts alone—they tread all the uf 

; higher walks of life. Send daughters having these early advan- , 
tages to our metropolitan town, and saying nothing of the fashion- 

= able butterflies that flirt there, you will find that in real intelli- - | 

gence, true refinement, and all the sweet and pure graces of 

female loveliness, they are fully the equals, if not the superiors, a 
of the best city bred belles. ee oS : 

_ If I wanted to make a drunkard of my son, I would keepa_ 

whisky bottle standing open upon the side-board ; if. I wished to. oe 

excite in him a taste for literature, or test the natural inclination : 
| . of his mind, I would keep a few well selected volumes always > 

within his reach. I would not drive him to their perusal, but if — ! 

he chose it, they should always be there, a free will offering to the 
| better part of his nature. Next to the private book case, is the | 

school district circulating library; but-it is not for metodwell 
upon it in detail. There is one thing, however, I would gladly ~ | 

gee enforced by statute law, under heavy pains and penalties, ifit | 

me were not better supported by enlightened public sentiment; and | 

| that is the establishment of a winter evening debating society in 

| every school district in"the state of ‘Wisconsin. Why an institu- - 
a tion so beneficial in every respect is so sadly neglected throughout 

“ the west is dificult to determine 

| It would be a curiosity to see the names of the men in public 

life, to-day, who started out and received their first encourage-— 
| - ment by discussing the somewhat fresh and novel questions: © 

_ ._ “Whether Columbus was entitled to more credit for discovering. | . 

| America, than Washington was for defending it;” “ whether there _ 

is greater pleasure in participation than in anticipation ;” “which — 
, is the more perplexing, a smoky chimney or a scolding wife; . 

‘which could more easily be dispensed with, fire or water ;” and _ 

| last but. not least: “How did the milk get into the cocoanut _ 
shell?” But better these startling and momentous questions. than 
not to discuss at all. There is nothing which so sharpens the in- 
tellect, provokes research, promotes accuracy of knowledge and 

clearness of statement, trains the mind to calmness under opposi- — 

_ tion and dispute, inures it to self-possession under victory or de-
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feat, as the conflict of two Or more ‘men honestly contending for | 

mastery indebat. = | | | 

_ These meetings should be composed of young and old, and in 2 

addition to the questions usually discussed, those of local and ag- : 
ricultural interest should be introduced. The rotation of crops, 

the raising of stock, the adaptation of soil, the prospects of the 

market, and the laws governing prices might be’ made intensely 

interesting ; and interspersed with these, should be others involv- 
ing finance and taxation, both state and national ; the organiza- 
tion of town and county government; the laws of the highway ; 
‘the conduct of schools, and the needed reforms in any one of | 
these departments. In this way, not only would the machinery . 

of government be as familiar as household words, but an active 

interest would be created to investigate these matters as they ap- 

_. peared in the columns of the public prints. — Thus would the | 
young be brought in contact with the hard, practical experience of | 
their elders; age would gain some from the fire of youth, and all 

be better prepared for the active duties of practical life. Let 
these investigations be carried on in any neighborhood for three | 
years, and a man would no more think of consulting his attorney 

as to the law of the town, the school or the highway, than he 

would think of going to an astronomer to find out the hour of sun- 

Members of this society, and citizens of Dane county: Pardon 

these crude suggestions, thrown off in the hurry of hasty com- _ 
position. I would by no means assume to lecture you upon the 
details of agriculture, or your duties as citizens of this great re- _ 

public. But when I reflect upon the taunting statement of the 

eccentric Carlyle, that “ America is governed by the scum of her | 
society ;” when I remember the corruption of our great cities, and 

_ that some of our most powerful journals dare not unmask their 
batteries against local vices, lest the parties in power lose political 

| prestige ; when I see how popular elections are carried; whenI -: 

behold moneyed corporations of all grades and character, extend- 
ing their reach, grasping, organizing, centralizing power, and con- 

| trolling to a fearful extent the legislation of the country, both | 
state and national ; when I see rising above the horizon, a cloud 
no “bigger than a man’s hand,” but which may overspread the
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whole heavens; then it is. that I turn once more in trusting faith; 
_ to the farms, the fields, and the forests of America, as: the places 

___- whence are to come the electric spark cf patriotism, and the thun- 
_. derbolts of power which shall: purify the air, and cleanse again the 

national sky. So Eas 
| This, fellow citizens, will be, must be so; or Carlyle’sremark is _ 
_ true;-and the ground is already broken, where shall stand the | 

| tomb of popular liberty in America == 
_ Asin the past, so will it always be in the future; upon the 

shoulders of the American artisan, and the American agricultur- 
ist, rests the fair fabric of American freedom. — Bearing such 
heavy burdens, sharing such vast responsibilities, I have but one ~ | 

a desire, which is to.see you enjoying more of the comforts, more | 
_ of the good things of this world, within your easy ‘reach.  . | 

| [trust the day is not far distant when more spacious, . better — 
--- ventilated, and therefore more healthful sleeping apartments, will 

- _-be the rule, not the exception, in all your houses ; when hot and 
_ Clod water baths, easily and cheaply supplied from the reservoirs 

on your kitchen stoves, shall be a thing of daily convenience ; 
| when on every farm the ice house, costing nothing in money, and 

but a day or two of labor and care, shall stand with its welcome _ 
Se contents, tocharm away the summer. heats ‘and cool the fevered — 

brow of disease ; when the tired laborer returning from the field; 
; covered with the dust and perspiration of the day’s toil, shall 

merge from the cleansing bath, to retire to a slumber at least as 
sweet and refreshing as that which greets the well-groomed dratt- 

+ horse of the stall. : | oe 
7 Then shall broad, level roads skirt your possessions, and forest 
= trees planted by your cwn hands line the wayside, tempering the — 

| edge of the prairie blast and rivaling in beauty New England’s . | 
‘Sweetest rural scenery ; and then let the culture of art and music, . 

| not in extravagant, but liberal allowance, come where the birds Pos 
- sing! Come where the flowers bloom! Then shall you walk 

crowned the true monarch. of the earth, the fairest type of man’s 
best achievements. ee rr eee 

_ And when you shall be called hence to other fields; when other — : 
sounds shall fill your ears; when the harvest song of labor shall | 

_° blend with the choral music of the stars, and you shall journey on |
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toward the land of ‘ green pastures, by the still waters,” may your — 
hearts be lightened by the consciousness of noble deeds performed; 

may your feet be.guided by the rythmic music of Heaven’s sweet _ | 

approval. | ee ee ee . 

oe ADDRESS, > 7 ORES | 

4 BY HON. JOHNL.MITCHELD. = 

a ‘Delivered ‘at Richland County Fair, September, 1872. ee ee | 

Ladies and Gentlemen: = si 

I feel that my presence before you, in the role of would-be | | 

orator, calls for an excuse. It. comes. from a desire to respond to : 

the wishes of my friends, and not from any expectation thatIcan  - 

either enlighten or amuse. 

_ My friend Waggoner has accused me, and in print, of being a 

practical farmer. The poets are permitted a certain license; I pre- 

~ sume something of that kind must be allowed to the secretary of 
an agricultural society. Moreover, on the eve of a presidential 

election, these newspaper men take strange liberties with people’s 

Notwithstanding your worthy secretary, I have not as yet 
reached that serene point of practicality from whence I can issue _ 
to you infallible receipts for the growing of long ears on the corn- — 
stalks, or short ears on the mules’ heads, but I am trudging — 

towards it. I am not as yet a practical farmer, butI am tryingto 

a become one; without vanity be itsaid, I know of no more worthy _ 

ambition Og 
_ The subject, agriculture, is a broad one; as broad in fact asthe  — 

fields that the sun. shines on. But these fields have their fence 
corners; in them springs the tangled second-growth, and under- 
neath nod the uncultivated flowers. I will pull one of these and © 
call it one ofthe duties of a farmer. I trust that in my hands it 
may not prove 4 nettle. -— ee |
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/ _. To keep strict account; to consult the advantages of climate, 7 

soil and situation; to manure abundantly; to plough ‘deep; to - 

Oo select the earliest and plumpest for seed; to save the best for 

oe breeders—these are among the economical duties which every 

| farmer understands. If he fails, he fails through neglect or from — | 

: inadequate means; too often the former. It is not to such duties. — | 

| as these that I would ask the attention of my superiorsin practicah => 
- knowledge. | BERS 
_-- The farmer’s duty that I have in view is this: Let him magnify 

his office; let him make much of his calling; let him be proud of © | 

| and happy in his avocation. po 
As the world wags, it is easy to be proud, but itis difficult to’be _ 

| happy } in every walk of life, this matter of happiness seems to de- | : 

pend on a ready digestion and a genial philosophy. But to the | 

farmer, his surroundings and his healthful out-door exercise should _ | 

Civilization has divided us into city livers and country livers 

_ By city livers, I mean those that are aggregated together in greater 

- or less numbers, who do not. earn their livelihood directly from the 

/ fruits of the soil; and by country livers, I mean those that are — | 

scattered over the face of the land, who ¢ling closer to mother oe | 

| earth, and draw, at first mouth, their sustenance from out ner 

an bounteous bosom. a | 

an For a person living in the immediate vicinity of a city that is 

fast swelling to the proportions of a metropolis, and on a lonely 
a road at that, it may not be prudent to make any comparisons be- 

oa tween the two, to the detriment of the former. However, these | 
, cities, these vast depots for the collection and distribution of ma- 

terial, shine with deceptive lustre. To the rural mind, they are as : 
| the cliffs of Mexico to the Spanish invaders; gold from afar off, — 

mica when obtained. In these gather-alls the fag ends predomi-- _ : 
nate. Here damaged butter, doctored milk and debilitated vege- _ | 
tables engage in dyspeptic rivalry. Here, rumbling wheels and | 

_. the organ-grinder make music all the day. Here, disdaining the 

__ shirt-sleeve uniform of the rustic, a cockade isstuck inaman’scap: - 
and called, not maccaroni, but a livery. Here, the fire of money: 
making is blown to a white heat, and the white appearsas the 
countenance of the money-maker, unless he dyes it at the next ©
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door grocery. These are some of the attractions which temptthe  —__ 
country boy from the breezy upland and the teeming meadow, os 
from the corn-husking and. the winter's colt-breaking, to a life, " 

_ which, for the most part, ends in the deadening drudgery of the 

desk. Here, the successes are few, the failures many ; especially 
after a wheat corner. . eee - fe ee a DUP RR PRES teas ke | 

. As women are angels without wings, and as their rights are 
hovering in the air at this present moment, both gallantry and 

discretion forbid them to be forgotten. Should the robust coun- _ 

try girl, in a fit of weakness, grow envious of the feeble fashion, . 

flounce and flummery of the town, let her become reconciled to 

them, as the blacksmith was to his wife’s scratching. When 
| asked why he didn’t scratch back, the answered, Tt amuses her 

and does not hurt me” © Si ee es * oe | 

"To quote the words of a distinguished statesman, ‘uttered. at. | | 

an agricultural fair ip this state, “ We find to-day that the princi- 
pal cause of the peril which threatens France is that when its cities 

fail, its country perishes. We see that Frenchmen despise the 
country ; Englishmen loveit; Americans tolerate the country, but 
don’t love it.” 

_ These words were full of the fate of France. May they fore- - | 
_- shadow no ill for America. — | Oo 

There is another phase of aggregated existence. It is the man- | 

‘ufacturing. In this country, there is a school of politico-econom- 

ical thinkers, who look with more’ reverence at a brick smoke- 

_ stack than they do at a churchsteeple. Their ambition is to fuund 

manufacturing districts. ee : 

When the little houses of the laborers are paeked together like __ 

sardines in a box; when the men are tired from the hammering e 

_ when the women are beet-red from the cooking; when the chil- 
dren are satisfactorily black from the dust and scot of the place, 

* then these enterprising gentlemen subside to a blissful inactivity, 

especially if they own property in the neighborhood. In one 
‘ yespect their undertaking is good; it puts meatin many a hungry | 

| mouth. But, in my opinion, there might be a more. beneficent | 
power than theirs; to have the clutch of a giant and. pluck the 

humble dwellings where.they stand, and strew them, as the sower 

does his grain, broadcast over the land, there to fructify forever.
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_ An illustrious. man in dying ¢alled for more air; it would have 
| been better to have given it to him before he came to that pass. 

| _ There are yet other gentlemen who carry their heads high, who _ 
affect to look down upon the tiller of the soil. These are the 
commercial gentlemen. The farmer, however, 1s not to be tarred 
with the same rope with those that go down to the sea in ships, 

a for he treads nearer to the Creator than they do. With them, it o 

is perpetual moving day; they are ever busy toting their traps _ 
| from place to place, in the hope, sometimes a vain one, of en- _ 

-.  haneing their value. But the farmer drops a seed in the furrow; 
| the earth and the sun and the air conspire together, the seed as- 
-,s gumes new form, the plant. expands and yields an hundred fold, 

_ This is the miracle of vegetation to which he has ministered. But 
he has a higher function still. The word agriculture means, in 

_._, strictness, the working of the field or ground. It has, however, 
| been given a wider sense, and includes the breeding and rearing 

of domestic animals. It is said, that he that causes two blades of 
grass to grow where but one grew before deserves well of his 
country. How much more deserving is he who stands sponsor 

for a litter of pigs, or is the indirect parent of twin lambs! He 

| _ beats the grass grower by one degree, for the lambs eat the grass 

and man eats the lambs. The greatest usefulness of the farmer — 
So is in the improvement of his live stock, and the after effect on his _ 

me less intelligent or less well to-do neighbors. Re ee ee 

‘What has made England the greatest modern benefactress of 
the world? Not her constitution, not her conquests, not her col- 

~ onies (colored fictions on the map), but her pigs, her poultry, her : 
: stately short-horns, and her steel limbed thoroughbreds. : 

| _ The awkward squad of words which have thus far been mus- | 

| tered, have been arrayed right loyally under the banner of agri- 

- gulture. But there are two sides to every question, and the 

farmer, if not an actual culprit, stands a suspicious character. He 

is charged with using up the earth’s surface by continual cropping. _ 
. ~ Heis accused of wearing the worsted from off, what the irrever- 

| ent call, the Almighty’s footstool. In this, at least, he has.a neg- 
| ative defense. For, if he is fraying the outside, those that: descend 

into the vulcan holes of iron and coal mines, are tearing the very 

| stuffing out of this venerable piece of furniture . | |
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Want is a stern master ; and if the first settler did skin a little 

with grain, it was that his cabin might rise, and that his naked- 
-ness might be clothed. With increasing capital, animals—those 
locomotive fertilizers—will browse on every hill side, and will te. 
turn to the yearning soil that which has been filched from it. The 
farmer is too sagacious to deteriorate his property, except from 
dire necessity, | 

_ If any one here present has caught the flimsy and unconnected 
~ threads. of these remarks, let him tie them in a love-knot and a 
dedicate it to unadulterated nature and her chief cook and bottle- | 
washer, the farmer; of all workers, the least pretentious; of all 
workers, the most deserving, Ce ee o 

"When another year shall have rolled around, and you are come 
together with your cows and. your pin-cushions, your hogs and 

| your horses, your pumpkins and your pleasant faces, may you | 
have an address more worthy of your generous attention. = 

os Sek ees Delivered at. Dane County Fair, Sept., 1872, . | - a - . 

| BY WILLIAM R. TAYLOR, COTTAGE ‘GROVE, PRESIDENT STATE AGRICULTURAL 
a BOCEETY 6 8 ge Sea 

Fellow Citizens: So Oe ys a —_ 

' Near the close of another season, when the farmer and fruit- 

_ grower are able to estimate the result of the year’s planning and 
labor, we are met in this annual festival to celebrate our successes 

| Sto compare with each other in friendly rivalry, the fruits | 

of ‘our various: industries and skill, and to stady such lessons as | 

the occasion offers. If in the agricultural and horticultural de- . | 
partments of industry, we have less to boast of than in some other | 

7 years, the severe drouth has spared us the mortification of ascrib-. : 
_ing'it wholly to our own: inefficiency—an apology which, thanks 

to a Providence bountiful in the good things of fertile soil and an 

unusually favorable climate is only now and then furnished us. 
7 ,
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As it is, there may be danger that we shall take undue advan- — 

: tage of this circumstance, and saddle upon Providence the entire | 

- responsibility of partial failure, and so allow ourselves to escape 

| that self-condemnation which justice demands should be passed | - 

| 7 upon our ignorance of principles and methods we ought to have : 

| _ Jearned, and our lack of the necessary promptness and thorough- — 

| ness in what we do know to be.essential—for it is evident that = 

Oo the commonest principles of agriculture, by which I mean. those 

_-. that are most simple, which pertain to the most ordinary practical | : 

- affairs, and which find confirmation in every day’s experience— | 

are disregarded by the majority of our farmers, who neither’ pre- 

pare their lands, nor sow, nor cultivate, nor harvest, nor preserve 

| and market their crops, in accordance with such rules as are now 

universally recognized; and, secondly, it is no less evident: that, 

| - to the extent of our failure to observe, investigate and reason, — 

2 concerning matters which most intimately concern us, and deter- 

mine our success in farming and to encourage others who are | 

willing to devote’themselves to this work, we are culpable for the a 

: general ignorance which prevails in regard to the possible modifi- | 

| cations of climate, and especially the means of guarding against 

: the various causes which deprive men of so large a share of the 

legitimate fruits of their labor. ee 
7 The days when the faults of men in all these respects could be 

_'  gharged upon Providence with the approval of even the most | 

oa intelligent are passed. . It is now the conviction of every thinking 

| mind that things never happen in this world, nor often occur 

: except as the consequence of general laws which it is the province 

of man to find out, and when discovered, his duty to obey; in 

ss other words, that in most cases, an acknowledgement of failure on | 

| our part is equivalent to a confession of our own faults and 

| deficiencies. For this reason; I feel it my duty even at the risk _ 

. of repeating some things I have said heretofore, to urge the im- 

| portance of a better system of general farm management. First 

of all, it is high time that we learned that hobby riding is not so | 

safe in farming as in social and political affairs—where it is 

mainly by taking up one evil and concentrating the attention of 

| the country upon it that progress is made. Farmingisa complex 

profession, embracing many departments, and requiring that all
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of them shall be pursued simultaneously, though with an energy 
proportionate somewhat to the relative and varying importance 
of each. Little variation would be necessary if the whole body 
of farmers were directed by unerring judgment and controlled by 
one will, for in that case there would be such a division of labor 
as would meet the demands of society, and also yield. the best 

returns. | OEE Ge ee i ee 
| - But asit is, the great community of farmers is only an aggrega-. | 

tion of individuals, each acting on his own responsibility and in- 
terest on the largest immediate advantage. It not unfrequently: 

happens that one branch of industry is overdone to the serious 

- neglect of others, and in the end to the injury, if not ruin of those — 

who have suffered themselves to be led astray. Our experience — 
in growing sorghum, hops, and worst of all, wheat, offers glaring | | 

illustrations of this. There are also symptoms of a tobacco mania 
| in some quarters from which it is to be hoped the country at large a 

will be spared. There must be diversity, at least as it regards the 
great leading branches of agricultare, and in each of these branches, 
there must be such diversity as will insure the farmer against 
those overwhelming misfortunes which are liable to follow the 

staking of everything upon the issue of a single experiment, and 
such proportion in diversity as will insure the most remunerative | 
returns for his labor and the capital invested ; in short, the farmer 
must not only not abandon his fortune to hap-hazard, but he must. | 

_ intelligently look over the whole field of industry, and calculatethe 
' probabilities of deficient production or over production in its sev- 

eral branches with some degree of correctness) What I said last 
_-year concerning the great importance of stock raising, both as being | 

profitable in itself and essential to keeping up the fertility of the 
‘soil, was true, in my opinion, every word of it; and although I 
have not the most satisfactory evidence that my declarations then _ 
were instrumental in reforming the practice of many if indeed any 
of the farmers of Dane county, I am induced to reiterate them 

| with emphasis, since in these matters, as well asin morals, line — : 
upon line, and precept’ upon precept, are the only means of effect- 
ing salutary changes. . oo | sr clawing Pa RAS 

We have a very respectable showing already in the department 

of stock raising, numerically considered. But even in this respect,
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we have little to boast of, while in the breeding of pure blooded 

a animals and the most approved crosses of these, we are more . 

| _ backward than several other counties, with no more advantages | 

: than ours now has, So true is this of cattle, that when wealthy 

-stockmen of the far west appeal to the officers of the State Agri- 

cultural Society for information as to where in Wisconsin there can | 

be procured a car load of “ pure Durham and Devon cattle, they wl 

are of necessity referred to Fond du Lac, Waukesha, Racine, Mil- 

waukee, and perhaps other counties. For the credit of the capital 

county, I hope this necessity will not long continue. =. 

In the class of Alderneys and their crosses, we have a* few 
ss Specimens that will compare favorably with any of their kind in 
the State. “In Ayershires, I know of none to speak of. Itis quite 

___. likely that in the aggregate, we have in Dane, county a considerable | 

number of the more popular breeds, but excepting a very few of | 
our more enterprising fellow citizens, I know of no full herds of 

, either Durhams or Devons in Dane county. The same may be 

. said in general terms of sheep. A few of our farmers have taken 

| special pains to procure purely bred Merinos, Leicesters and Cots- 

| wolds, and have succeeded in making them profitable. But ours 

is in no proper sense a prominent wool growing county. In the . 

horse department, we have done but little better. Some of our 

citizens have introduced superior animals for breeding purposes, 
oes and have done much to improve the horses of the county and 7 

state, but enough has not been done in this way to distinguish 

| ours irom other communities. The farmers of Dane have not all 

: learned the simple lesson, that it is just about as cheap to raise a — 

7 colt that will bring hundreds of dollars when ready for market, as 

to raise one that will bring tens or fifties. In swine, our people 

are generally doing much better. The slab-sided, long-nosed, 

| bristle-haired hogs of our fathers have disappeared, and pork- 
| raising is beginning to receive the ettention its value demands. 

_ Yet many of our farmers still fail to appreciate the superiority of | 
, improved breeds which a few are raising with so much profit 

: With better stock, too, will come better care, for men take pride 

| in their best flowers, their best horses, their best cattle; andas 

7 the. standard of excellence is raised, inferior animals will be found 

| unprofitable, andwill be speedily sent to the shambles. |
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In the cultivation of farm qgops, we are considerably advanced = 
beyond the practice when the Dane County Society was first or- 

| ganized, as weare likewise in orcharding and gardening. But 
the number is still legion of those who continue in the old rut = 
made by their fathers, who ignore the value of manures and hoot 

| at, or at least disregard, the theory of rotation—who deny the 
importance of deep plowing, and rolling and pulverizing accord- 
ing to the season and soil — who can see no advantage in under- 

. _ draining for the orchard, if indeed they are enterprising enough to 

have any orchard — and who either have no gardens, or at best a 
- dismal weedy patch, the cultivation of which is wholly left to 

the ‘ women folks,” already overtasked by the laborious round of 

cooking, house-cleaning, washing, butter making and family sew- 

. Ing, etc, ete Se Be aoe BRR "8 oe - | 

To sum it all up in a few words — for I must not detain you 
much longer — we are still as a farming community, far short of 

the most creditable or the most economical practices. This dis- 
| play of the products of the farm, the orchard, the vineyard, the 

dairy, the garden and work shop is indeed truly excellent, doing 
credit alike to the industry and skill of the producer, and to his 
enterprise in bringing them in such condition and quantity to this | 

our annual fair. But it shouid not be forgotten that these are but : 

samples of the best of our products. It is the cream that natur- 

ally rises to the surface on such occasions. it es | 
| If these comments on our farm management are not flattering 

- to our pride, they are none the less deserved. It would be much | 

more gratifying to me to have used only words of commenda- 
tion, but I have deemed it my duty, as the official head of a soci- 

_ ety organized for the purpose of correcting the faults of our in- 
— dustry, to point them out unsparingly. ee | 

On On the side of the mechanical industries and of public improve- 

ments, I am glad of the opportunity to speak encouragingly. Our 
beautiful county seat is now accessible by rail from as many 
points of the compass as any county seat in the state, and our | 
‘manufacturing industry has received such an impetus as to en- 

courage the hope that in the near fature, it will figure not’ incon- 
spicuously in the general industry of the country. At present, 
however, it is true that we are even more backward in manufac:
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| tures than in agriculture. I hope tp see the day when there will 
be made a finer display in manufacturers’ hall, and in the ‘machin: | 

a ery and implement departments of the products of our own me- 

chanical industry than is found by this entire collection of both = 
home and foreign products here to-day, large and attractive as 
bis | Agble eet 

It but remains for me in the further discharge of this official 

duty to congratulate the members of this society, and the people 

| of Dane county in general on the successful issue of the efforts  __ 
which, for several months past, have been earnestly and _persist- | a 

ently put forth by the officers and exhibitors here assembled, to 

make this exhibition worthy of the county and of the cause our | 

society was organized to promote; to thank in the most cordial | 

| manner, and in the name of the society, the several enterprising 

and liberal gentlemen who so strongly supplemented our prize | 

| | list by the offer of many handsome special premiums, and to urge - 

the utmost faithfulness upon all who are charged with the labori- 
ous duties of superintendence, or with the difficult and delicate 

- duties of comparing the large number of articles shown in the - 
several classes, and of pronouncing upon their relative merits. 

| ' A few words more. The primary object of fairs is not merely 

| to award premiums. The great central idea of agricultural, 
| mechanical, horticultural and household exhibitions, aside from 

that social and moral development, is that by bringing toone place | 

occasionally, animals and articles of superior excellence as models, 
_ go that they may be conveniently seen and studied, every one — 

may have an opportunity of becoming acquainted with theap- © 

| pearance at least of whatever is best and most profitable; the © 

. horse of the most just proportions either for work or speed; the 

cow that tells best, eithér as breeder, milker or butter maker; © 

the hog that appears the most economical in producing the greatest 

os return for a given amount of corn and food; the sheep best — 

adapted to each farmer's circumstances, either for wool, the market 

or both, and so on in general terms through the entire range of | 

manufactured products. Considerations like these, with a view to - 

bring from without and add to the very excellent ageregate within 
Dane county, induced the officers to solicit, and those enterprising 

manufacturers and dealers, Fuller, Williams & Co., 8, L. Sheldon, ©
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The Madison Manufacturing Company and others, to give for this | 
purpose samples of their valuable farm machinery, and the others, = 
other articles for the same objects. If then machinery prizes were _ | 
offered for herds and superior animals from without Dane county, 
our own breeders will understand that such restriction had its 
origin in no other notion than a desire to increase as largely as 
possible the magnitude, attractiveness and usefulness of the fair. 
So far from being a disparagement of our home stock, it was a 
compliment to it, and was so intended by the officers of the society, | 

whose aims, if they would accomplish the objects of the organiza- | 
tion, would rise above considerations of individual interest, and 
adopt such measures as are best calculated to advance the common 

good of all. The exhibition of the Dane County Agricultural 
Society for 1872 is now open and ready for inspection. “May it 

prove an occasion of much pleasure and of great profit to all. — | : 

: : | ADDRESS | 

BY J. 8. STICKNEY, PRESIDENT WISCONSIN STATE HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY. 

ee ‘Delivered at the annual meeting of said society, February, 1873. 

Gentlemen of the State Horticultural Society : , eee 

‘In again meeting and greeting each other at this our annual 

conference, I trust we all come bearing full and complete notes of 
_ the year’s experiences and observations, which shall make this 

Meeting equal to any former one as the record of a year’s real pro- 

gress in this our chosen calling. eS 
Our observations being made from such different standpoints, | 

and under such varied circumstances, will differ very widely; and 
conclusions arrived at may sometimes be almost contradictory. It 
is this which gives zest and point and real value to our discus- 

The past, though not an abundant fruit season, has perhaps 
given us its full share of hints and suggestions of improvements
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to be made and obstacles to be overcome. The codling moth has 

very plainly said to us, “in seasons of abundance, there may be / 
| apples both for you and us, but in seasons of scarcity, we shall 

_ need them all.” Shall we fold our hands and allow this declara- 
tion to be fulfilled, or have we sufficient ingenuity and persever- 
ance to beat these litle worms? ss yp 

| Blight in various forms has given us here and there a touch foo. 

not to do serious harm, but just to show us what it coulddowhen = 

: circumstances favored. This is the great barrier between us and 
oa a full supply of pears. Shall we do without the pears, or put =-— 

forth new and stronger efforts to grow them? Iam not willing 
_ to give them up, and will here repeat my suggestions of a year 

ago, that we, as a society, take up with greater force and earnest- 
ness the culture of pears, plums and cherries, and not, as hereto- — 

| fore, pass them’ by as things almost or quite ‘beyond our reach, 
| _ As to their treatment, I have little to recommend with certainty, 

| but for the pears would suggest that they be planted on the high- 

| est good soil at command, and exposed to all the winds that blow. | 

| That only standard trees be planted, and those of one and two 
oe years’ growth, and headed very low. That the soil be deeply 

, worked and thoroughly drained, but not highly manured. That 

a.medium, well matured growth, and low, broad head should be 
the rule. That protection should be given by mulching and by 
shading the trunk and larger branches on the south and west, 

+ during the heat of summer. and the alternate heat and cold of | 

February and March. That as special fertilizers, we experiment =—> 

ss garefully with ashes, salt and the refuse of iron forges. Why I 

- make this suggestion is because every long-lived and really suc- 

| cessful pear tree which I can remember, from my youth up, has 
‘been aided by a majority of these favoring circumstances, while 
thousands under any and almost every other treatment have failed ; 

| some after yielding a few crops, but most without bearing a single 
Lt specimen. - - - . i | : - - 

Observation for the past three years has driven me, much against, 

| - my will, to the conclusion that both pears and apples are mnch 

safer from blight when fully exposed to the winds than when 
sheltered by trees or buildings. Whether we sheuld seek protec- 
tion for its benefits in winter, or avoid it on account of this dan-
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ger in summer, is an open question which we may profitably dis- , 
| os. | | 

: ~The success of a few with grapes, and the splendid exhibitions — 
| made at our fairs, are doing a good work, by exciting a very gen- 

eral desire and determirfation to have a better supply of choice 
grapes for home use. The great wine producing fever has mostly 

_ subsided, leaving behind but few who mourn; but to encourage | 

| and foster this growing of grapes, as healthful and Juxurious food, 

until choice, ripe clusters in their season are abundant on every — | 
-table, is noble work for us to do, and for which we shall never 

7 blush. That such a supply may be had, with only moderate effort | 

and expense to the grower, none can doubt who have carefully 
observed the success of all who have judiciously planted. 

In this matter of grape culture, as indeed in all horticultural | 

| practices that we would make wide-spread and general, we must | 
study simplicity. “The million” cannot be educated up to that 
thorough preparation of soil, or that systematic after-culture set 

| forth in most horticultural books. I should be sorry to advocate 
anything slack or slip-shod, but I think we may properly say to | 

all planters, while deep soil and thorough drainage are necessary 

to your success, they are generally not expensive, or difficult to 

obtain. Nature may, have prepared them ready for use, or any | 
needed changes may be easily made by team and plow, while only 
occasionally is ivabsolutely necessary to use the spade and costly 
hand labor. So take courage, and if it is not convenient for you 

. to incur large expense, do not give up, or postpone the planting, 

but go to work hopefully with the common means at your com- 
 moand. . ee 

A. carefully kept trellis of grapes is a beautiful sight, but just 
as healthy vines and just as choice fruit may be supported by a 

. few rough stakes, and the pruning and trimming absolutely needed 

is very simple and easy OE 
A bed of strawberries kept nicely in hills is very attractive, and 

_ , may pay well for the time and labor bestowed upon it, but the fact | 
that you cannot give this extra care, need not diminish your sup- _ 

| ply of strawberries, A. few rows planted in good common soil, 

and tended entirely with horse and cultivator will ‘yield abund- 

antly. : |
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-*. An apple orchard planted in the best locality you have, though == 

. it may not be all that you could wish, will rarely fail to make. 

- paying returns. If your ground is too wet, and tile draining is bee 

oe yond your reach, then plow into high ridges and plant on top of 
| these. If your soil is poor, and manure is not at hand, then 

- use muck, or leaf-mould from the forest. Apply all fertilizers at = 

or near the surface, instead of spending time and money.to bury — 
a _ them deeply. | oo a 

| You will constantly hear of new and very choice varieties, but | 
if the three or five dollars necessary to their possession is notin 

_ your pocket, console yourself by planting the best kinds within 
| _ your reach—euch-as~you have seen living and growing thriftily 

and bearing constant and heavy crops—and your net income shall ~ 
not be diminished thereby. | es coe 

| _._Having given this much of license to the general planter, it: is | 
o but just that we add a word of caution inself-defense. = 6” 

ae Itis this: While being encouraged by the foregoing, itis not 
expected that you will use it as a cloak to greater omissions and 

| earelessness, but that you consider this the least that you must 
dare to do, and strive to do just as much better as circumstances 
will permit. If, after planting, you leave your trees to the tender 

| mercies of grass and weeds, if you delegate your hogs to do the 
cultivating and your cattle the pruning, please exonerate us. 

While it is desirable that new kinds be fully tested, and while 
| ~ large collections of varieties in the hands of skillful cultivators are 

a very valuable as illustrating the comparative merits of each, yet 

a there will be found in these large collections but few varieties that 

| will help the general planter to put cash in his pocket, or bushels a 

of fruit in his cellar; and herein our fruit exhibitions often mis- | 

| lead the casual observer. Fifty or one hundred varieties by one — 

exhibitor are a pleasing sight, and the owner may well feel proud _ 
of them ; but to the seeker after knowledge, they “tell no tale.” 
‘They are there like children at a school exhibition, in their good 

a clothes and on their good behavior, with the thing they don’t 
know, or don’t do carefully withheld. es | a a 

| The fact that three to six varieties yield all the paying income 

of every orchard is taught, and the lesson repeated by every year’s
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crop, and yet we go steadily on growing and showing the fancy = — 
kinds with the same honors and attentions as those that pay. 

As a people, we are prone to forget, and the memory of our _- 

blighted hopes, when unusually severe winters have destroyed 
our favorite trees, is growing dim. The lessons so sharply taught 
us heretofore must sometime be repeated on the tender varieties | 

that the recent favorable seasons are leading us to plant. Whether 

it is to come the present cold winter or later, matters little, except 

that the sooner it comes the less our loss. But is it not our duty 

as public educators to strongly discriminate in favor of our most : 
hardy ‘and valuable kinds, by offering special premiums for best — 

plates of each, instead of for best collection of five, ten, or twenty 

| kinds into which some that are inferior will always creep ? 

I have. often. wondered. that with our present supply of good 
/ fruits, their use. was not more general. Instead of being used 
. irregularly, between meals, and at unseasonable hours, why are - 

they not regularly upon our: tables as a part of our daily food? 
The present skill and facilities for drying, canning and cooking — 
render this easy for the whole year. All consider them a luxury, | 

| none doubt their healthfalness or economy, and yet how sparingly 

are they used. — | . : 
Small fruits not being in season at the time of our general 

_ exhibition, there seems no better way to bring them into notice 
and test their merits than by premiums for best results as shown 
by written report, submitted toa proper committee. Such pre- 

- mium last season called out but one response, but I believe ~~ 
another trial will do better, and I think the subject worthy of | 
continued effort on our part. In former meetings, we have given | 
but little time to the subject of timber planting. This, though _ 

_ not as necessary to Wisconsin as to her sister states, is still very a 
| important, and worthy of earnest consideration. Every farm : 

should grow its own timber, but instead of this, thousands are. | 

hauling fuel and fencing from two to ten miles, and yet making | 

no effort to remedy the evil. On many and even most farms there 
are waste places, ravines, or hillsides, or Jand too stony to plow, 
which would be beautified and improved by trees, and which 
might thus yield as good returns as the balance of the farm.
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Yet through indifference or negligence they are allowed to goon : 

producing only brambles and weeds. oe _! 

While it is true that almost any kind of timber will pay well | 
| for growing, it is equally true that the very best is as easily planted 

and grown as that which is inferior, while the difference in value 
after ten or twenty years isimmense. This being so, hasnot he 
who asks “what shall I plant?” a right to expect from usa more 
definite and explicit answer than is found in the resolution on | 

page 98 of our Transactions ? SORE 

~ This resolution is all right as far as it goes, and with the lim- | 

| ited time then at our command, was the best we could do. But, ) 
whatever the past year has brought to our notice should be fully 

- discussed, and we should gather all possible facts during the com- | 

ing season, that we may,be able to confidently recommend what is 4 

wi most worthy, and the best modes of treatment. oo een ce : 

ae ~ During our meeting, the subject of sending a ‘delegate to the - 

: meeting of the American Pomological Society, to be held in Bos: 4 

oo ton the coming autumn will come up. It seems desirable that | 

Wisconsin fruits should be fully and fairly shown at that exhibi- | 

| tion, and, if done at all, it must be done by this society. If we | 

have an abundant crop, we shall doubtless derive much gratifica- ! 

tion and benefit from the effort. If the season is adverse, we shall 

be no worse off than others. If we decide to send a delegate, we — 

| ~ must each and all of us spare no effort to furnish him abundantly 

with the very best specimens that can be had. fe 

‘I have nothing further to recommend, well knowing that, 

- though by your kindness I occupy this chair, there are many 

- others earnestly watchful for the interests of this society, and that, © 

ag heretofore, all that is for our good will be brought out by our — 

discussions and acted upon with unity and good judgment.
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THE DUTIES OF, AND BENEFITS TO BE DERIVED 

FROM FARMERS’ CLUBS. | 

BY HON. D. E. DAVIS, PEESIDENT OF THE RICHLAND FARMERS? CLUB. 

Detivered at the regular meeting of the Society at the Richland (Mo.) Institute, June 15,1872, 

And now, before I begin, I would remind you that I do not 

propose to lay down any code of immutable laws, or clothe my , 

| remarks with grammatical or rhetorical splendor, but to simply | 

give you my opinions, founded upon my own observation, of our 

wauts and needs as a farming community—not only as a-commu- 

nity, but as a nation, whose chief corner-stone is imbedded in the 

| various branches of agriculture. Cg eer ee 

True, we have many other industrial branches—mineral, man- 

ufacturing and commercial—yet, to a great extent, they are de- 

pendent upon the agricultural products of ‘the soil. Take away 

any of these branches, and we might possibly exist as a nation by 

exports, etce.; but take away our agriculture, and our fabric, beau- 

 tifal as it is, would crumble to dust, despite the efforts of all 

other interests combined. | | | - 

. Then, if this be true, that the controlling interests of our land | 

are lodged in the hands and brains of our farmers, does it not 

behoove us not only as farmers interested in this our particular 

-ealling, but es patriots looking far into the future, through which 

our children and all future generations must pass, to do all in our 

power to keep pace with all branches of industry in this progress- 

ive age? eS 

Are we doing this? Let us take a retrospective glance: A. | 

Ss hundred years ago we are told that our greatest statesmen were | | 

| farmers—men who followed no other profession or calling for the | 

support of themselves and their families, and when called upon ° 

by the voice of the people to fill places of honor and trust. in the . 

formation and control of the government, they did so only from a | 

. patriotic ‘sense of duty; then the industries of our nation shaped 

and controlled our goveramental policies with an eye single to the 

welfare of the governed. How is it now? How many farmers 

are now to be found in our national councils?
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_ A hundred years ago, our soil was tilled very nearly similar to 
| the manner in which it is now tilled; though now we have some oo 

_ doubtful improvements in harvesting a portion of the soil’s pro: 
duction. Go back a hundred years and examine the other 
branches of the nation’s wealth. The broad-ax and whip-saw | 

__ shaped the finish of our houses ; the horse, ox and wind furnished 
: | the motive power for carryfmg on the nation’s commerce. The 

military command, the merchant's order, the newsmonger’s com-- 
munication and the speculator’s bid were reckoned to travel from 

: _ twenty to thirty miles per day; .the traveller and tourist weighed . | 
well the wear of body or limb ere the journey was commenced. 

| How is it now with these pursuits? Our motive power furnished . 
| by the cheapest and yet most powerful of agencies—steam. Com- _ | 

| munications sent from shore to shore with the speed of thought; 
| _ timbers and metals fashioned in any and every conceivable shape 

as if by magic; tourists’ flying through the country on cushioned = 
| seats and beds of ease.. Then go back and compare the American 

intellect of a hundred years ago with that of to-day,and you find 
it the same. The farmer of then and now are the same; the | 

| brain of other industries the same then as now. Then why this | 
| discrepancy? Why this difference in the advancement of the 

| several vocations, and why all against the farmer? Why is it that 
the path we have followed—the path that we expect our children 

to follow—is less dignified than that marked out by other trades | 
and professions for themselves and their offspring ? And why is 
‘it that. we so often hear it said, that he is nothing but a farmer? a 

Gentlemen, when you look down deep into the bright eye of 
—— your beautiful boy, whom you expect to be an honor and solace - 
m in your declining years; whom you are training up to follow your — 

own example, the ennobling, soul-inspiring art of assisting nature in 
| the production of the vegetable wealth of the world—=with those 

words, “nothing but a farmer,” ringing in your ears, reverberating 
through your brain—do you experience no heart-burnings, or desires 
to avert, if possible, from that child any chance for the application | 

uf these odious and humiliating words? Ah, well doI know that 
. you do; and well do I also know that this degrading sentence— 

7 that should parch the slimy lips that utter it, and cause that of 

the listener to curl with scorn—has driven many a fond father to
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gaddleé his boy upon some profession to which he was wholly un- 
suited, there to drudge and drag out a miserable existence, end- 
ing in disappointment, battling against nature's’ God-—when, if left | 
to follow the bent of his nature, something to which he was | 
adapted, he might have been a benefactor of his race. | 

Now, these are the facts as they exist around us, or at least as | 

they exist in my humble opinion; and if so, there is some cause 
or reason for their existence. And again, if this betrue,itis = 
equally true that there must be a remedy. What is the cause — 
and what is the remdy? Let me tell you what is the cause, and 

| then let as all go to work and hunt out and apply the remedy; 
| or let me tell you what I think is the cause, then I will try briefly — ; 

to point out the remedy. The cause is, “want of energy and 
union among farmers.” — OPES SOO TE Eo | 

Let us examine the workings of the whole system. Every 
‘  -other calling, trade and profession, from the bootblack on the cor- 

| ner, all the way up to the politician, machinist, mechanic, mer- | 

__. chant, lawyer, physician, minister and the educator, all have their 
union societies for the protection of their interests, thus enabling 
them to prey upon our energies and industries, and to keep those 

whom God intended as his noblest works and masters of the earth, 
beneath the lowest of the low. | . | | 
The next question is the remedy. Is there any? I answer, ~ 

there is. It may take years. to successfully apply it, but let us | 

 begin—the sooner the better; let the farmers unite and work. for | 

, the general good. Let them be watchful of their interests. Edu- 
cate yourselves and your children equal to any inthe land, no 

- matter what you may design them to follow. Letall, both old 
a and you ng, sleep less, work and stady more; then will the farmer | 

_ be the respected and controlling element in the land. ae 
> Tf the farmers in every neighborhood and county in the United 
States were properly organized, with means of sure and reliable 
communication with each other, with agricultural organs and pe-. 
riodicals devoted to their interest, sustained by their patronage, 
the present system of crop reports so damaging to the farming 
interest would be effectually stopped. But as it is, the bullsand ~ | 
bears of the grain market have some goggle-eyed specimen of cor- 
rupt humanity traversing the grain regions at all seasons, ready to
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send in the required reports, manufactured expressly for the oc-_ 

- casion, sometimes reporting vast acreage, with over-full crops all 
| over the country, when less than a half crop exists, and vice versa; 

| sometimes inducing farmers to ship when they ought to store, and 
vice versa; and every time reaping a rich reward, by fraud and 

falsehood, from the too confiding, unprotected. farmer, who sees 

these reports and knows they do not represent the facts in the. 
Case, so far as he and his neighbors are concerned ; but supposes | 

Bos! that his little circle has been overlooked, or is the only loeality 

misrepresented, and that it would make very little change, every - 

other place is correctly reported, the supply more than equal to — 
| the demand, and, of course, he must sell for what he can get, and 

| right then, or he can’t sell at all. ee ee 
Every other branch has some means of protection, and says to 

us, buy our labor at a remunerative price or we will notsell. Why 
| not, we say in return. My intellect ‘and protection is equal to. 

| any; the dollar invested in my farm equivalent to that invested 

in any other enterprise; pay me the cost of production with a _ 

| _. like-remunerative profit or I'll keep my produce ; you work eight 

or ten hours per diem, and have time to cultivate your mind, and 

allow me and mine to work the same hours and have the same 

time for intellectual improvement, instead of working as we do. : 
froma dawn till dark, with no time for anything, but that you and — 

_ Teat and live. a ee 7 Seat antiece® 
os Then my advice to farmers is, work and watch . see that your 

a crops are correctly reported in the proper places and at the proper 

time; see that laws are made for your protection, and not for ” 

a purposes of oppression ; not for lawyers to construe and you pay | 

for. Say to other trades and professions, whose brittle tenure of 8 

| life depends upon your efforts, that the farmer is the lord of crea~ 
| tion—a power in the land that will be felt and must be respected. 
oe It is true to some extent that the farmers throughout our west- | 

| ern states have not the means of giving their children the educa- _ 

tion they might desire them to have, but it is also often. too true 

that the desire does not equal the means. Where there is a will 

there is a way is an old adage that loses nothing of truth by agen 
and if the farmer would only wake up-from this sleep that is de- | 

vouring him, shake off his apathy and lethargy that is engulfing
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him and his co-laborers, and base his actions upon this time-hon- | | 
ored adage, the results would be different. Discard this idea that , 

a farmer needs no education ; that anybody can bea farmer; that —_ 

every other calling and walk in life is clothed in habiliments of 
dignity of a finer texture than his, and that he must depend en- 

tirely upon the intellect of other professions for the protection and 

government of his interests. Just so long as this state of things 

exists, so long will the farmer be looked upon as “nothing but a 

farmer ;” a prey to the greed and avarice of those who are wont , 

to look upon the sunburnt tiller of the field as a something cre- 
ated for his especial use and benefit. _ ee 

- How often do we hear the gaudy upstart boast that he can make — 

a living without work—live off his own brains, and such like ex- 

| pressions. Now, who must furnish him his living—who must toil. 

to support his idleness ? Somebody must do it, for it is an estab- 7 
: lished fact that every human life must be sustained by human la- | 

bor. Are you willing that you and your children shall toil from . 

day to day, through sun and storm, to support him and his swarm 
-__ of worthless butter-flies, who look from their giddy height of arro- 

gance upon you as being nothing but afarmer. No, you are not; 

| and yet you do it; and why do you do it? Because he and his 
glass are united and fully organized, while you stand isolated 

: alone, too weak to contend against the united strength of those 

who, taken singly, are both mentally and physically your inferiors. 

‘Now these are my views of the subject hastily given, (for want of 

time for preparation, and for which I should perhaps apologize, 

being my own fault,) conlusions arrived at from close observa- 

tion. I may have viewed the scene from perhaps a different stand- 

- point than many of you have, from the fact that I, as most,of you 

_know, through my short though chequered life have been engaged 

| in many different occupations; have had many opportunities for 

watching the workings of the different systems adapted to the needs 
and wants of the various callings. ns 

Now, in conclus: on, let me say to this little club of farmers, and 

those deeply interested in everything appertaining thereto, that if. 

) we will take the proper interest in this matter, it will do us good—— | 

will do our neighbors good. True, we cannot expect to revolu- 

tionize the whole system or correct all the existing evils, but we
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can do our part, and in my opinion the time is not far distant when © : 
the agricultural interests of our nation will be represented by so- 

: _ Cieties like this, from Maine to the Gulf and from the Atlantic to 
Pacific shores ; when the voice of the farmer will be heard in the : 
councils of our government, and his influence felt, in shaping its 

| politics ; when his energies will not be paralyzed for want of pro- : 
tection, nor his vocation scorned by the educated mind. Then, | 

| and not till then, will this odious term, “he’s nothing but a farmer ” | 
cease to apply, and it will be said of the man who hasgiven the  — 

_ American people the best government the sun ever shone upon, | 
that “heisa farmer.” | | | |
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PRACTICAL PAPERS. _ 

oe CO-OPERATION AMONG FARMERS, 

. Read before the State Agricultural Convention in February, 1878. mo 

| . +BY GENERAL gE E. BRYANT, MADISON. ee . 

To the more thoughtful of those engaged in agricultural pur- 

, suits, it has long been evident that in many respects the farmer is 
| conducting business on principles diametrically opposed to econ- 

; omy. While he works harder and more hoursthan any one en- 
gaged in other manual labor occupations, and with a destructive 
use of capital ; while he is a good producer of genuine wealth, his 

products possessing great intrinsic value, being everywhere indis- 

pensable, he finds that for his labor and investment of capital he 
receives less returns than should fall to his share. In looking - 

- about for the causes of this discouraging result, he is impressed 

with the fact that so expensive and complicated is the machinery 
of distribution by which his products are conveyed to: the con- | 

 gumers, and his own wants in return supplied by the products of 

the manufacturer, that the greater share of the profits of the pro- - 
a duction is absorbed by those employed to effect the exchange. 

_ That a large portion of humanity must be go-betweens to effect 

exchanges of the products of agriculture and manufacture is true, 

| but it needs no argument to show that the number engaged in 
- mere commerce or the exchange of products should be as limited 

as practicable. So far only as they save to the producer and - 
‘consumer time and expense in effecting exchange, are commercial | 

agents or middlemen profitable. The speediest, most convenient 

and cheapest method of effecting exchanges should besought for and 
adopted, and I think all will-agree that such an one is that which 
does not unnecessarily multiply mere go-betweens of traffic.
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‘The present situation, as it is brought vividly to mind by these 

hard times, forcibly suggests the words of a distinguished writer 
on the subject of political economy. He says: Es 

| _ “Commerce is designed to bring the producer and consumer into 
relation; that is if it has-any object. Butin itself it produces — 
nothing; it adds nothing to the commodities which it circulates. 

| It is obviously, then, for the general interest toreduce commercial = 

| agents to the smallest number, and to carry over the excess to 

some productive employment.” ~] 
Se In our societies, precisely the contrary takes place; the agents 

of commerce are multiplied beyond measure; designed only to 

play a subordinate part, they have usurped the highest rank ; they 
absorb the largest portion of the common dividend out of all , 
manner of proportion to the services they render; they hold | 
the producer in servile dependence ; they reduce to its lowest 

terms the wages of workmen; and they extort from the con-— 

sumer without mercy. | a 
oe The truth of these words is on every hand manifest. It is found 
- in the fact that while the agricultural interests are wofully de - 

pressed, our great commercial centers are growiag in wealth and | 

population with almost fabulous rapidity. It is found in thede- _ 

-  -plorable fact that while the farmers of Iowa are burning cornas _ 

fuel, the price of meat, the solvent of corn is so enormously high, | 

even in our western cities, that day laborers are almost obliged to | 

go without it. ‘The butter for which the farmer can scarcely get 

the cost of production is accounted in the adjacent cities as being 

> ‘beyond the reach of the artizan. As was said by that earnest | 

| friend of American labor, Horace Greeley, the machinery : 

whereby vegetables and fruits, for example, are collected from the 

farms and gardens of the producers, and supplied to the neighbor- 

| ing cities and villages is nearly as expensive and rude as it was 

in the days of Homer and the elder Pharaohs. It is estimated — | 

: upon careful calculation that fully one-fourth of the earnings of 

the poor in cities is absorbed by the profits of retail trade; and 
mainly of the trade in what they eatanddrink 

On the other hand, the farmer bled in selling is also bled most 
| unmercifully asa buyer. Nearly every article which comes to 

a him from the manufacturer passes through many hands, each
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adding to the price, until the amount he pays is like the Irish- _ 

man’s definition of preaching, “all cost and purty much al _ 

profit.” It is safe to estimate that he pays a trader's profitof from 

10 to 100 per cent. over the cost of manufacture and transporta- 

tion on nearly all that he is compelled to purchase. Submitting 

to this double toll, is it a wonder that the farmer, the most frugal | 

of men, can scarcely make ends meet, and keep off the dreaded 

mortgage, which like a millstone drags him down to insolvency ? 

Is it a wonder that he looks over the field with a rueful eye, when 

| he sees but little, if any, added wealth as the result of his unre- 

-mitting labor and depreciated soil? It is evident that something is . 

wrong here. The fault is not in Providence for sending poor 

crops. It is not altogether, though in a large measure, in rail- 

roads for charging exorbitant freights, nor is it to the extent that 

some political economists suppose, attributable to tariffs. It lies 

mainly, I believe, in the fact that. the farmers are tolerating a 

cumbrous, imperfect method of effecting exchanges, and are pay- 

ing very dearly for it It isa system which, while it draws 

legions from the productive walks of life, lacks a single element 

of economy, and is likened to that system of civil service which : 

multiplies offices, and thus renders the transaction of public busi- | 

ness‘ tedious, complicated and expensive, for no other reason than 

to furnish a government an excuse to employ an exceeding great 

| multitude of officials, which ‘no tax payer wishes to number. 

“'The old times of few and simple wants have gone by. Civili- 
Zation, as it advances, is constantly increasing our wants, con- 

| stantly placing before us the temptation“ of new objects of desire, 

The list of articles we must purchase is almost certain to increase. 

Qn the other hand, the vast and incréasing competition in agricul- 

ture is likely to keep down the price of farm products, and our 

western system of farming, as at present conducted, is likely to 
| “keep down the yield. It would seem, then, that a system should — 

be devised by which the farmer can buy and sell to the best pos- 

. sible advantage. How. this can be done, is a question that is 

- freighted with much importance, and one that is -worthy of pa- 

- tient study and careful experiment. A ee 

For the accomplishment of this result, various methods have 

been suggested, and all proceed upon the: idea of co-operation or
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association in some form, and it is a modified or partial co-opera- 
tion that I shall venture to suggest. : neg ; oe, - | 

| I am well aware that this idea of co-operation is rather repul- _ 
| sive to the American farmer. His social science has long been © : 

- summed up in the adage “Let every tub stand on its own bot- a 

a tom.” He has cherished the idea of sturdy independence and re- 
 jiance upon his own resources, until the thought of co-operative ae 
effort strikes him as a very thin quality of moonshine. No other. _ 
class of men are so sure to have an opinion onall subjects as your 

‘ average Yankee farmer, and none are so sure to be sure that their 

| opinions are right. The thought of submitting his efforts to the a 

direction of others, or investing his capital where he cannot exer- | 
cise full control over it, strikes his sturdy instincts as a parting 

with his birthright degrading to his manhood. So marked is this 
| dissociative spirit of the farmer, that he can hardly co-operate in 

the organization of a church without losing his religion, or in the | 
| location of a schoolhouse without jeopardizing the cause of edu-. a 

cation in his neighborhood. The establishment and direction of | 

a cheese factory is a tremendous pressure upon his milk of human 
a kindness, as he must unite in action with others; each sure to 
a have a different plan of procedure, and each equally persistent. | 

| - that his own idea shall prevail. The county agricultural, society a 

is, through the knotty-headedness so peculiar to the farmer, a de- _ 
bating club where questions are decided after hot debate, to the — 

: satisfaction of but few, and the lay members generally agree only 

in regarding the management of the society as a Denmark of rot- 

| tenness, | | 
| Notwithstanding this tendency of the farmer to isolation, and 

to distrust the views and integrity of the rest of his fellow-men, _ | 
I shall venture crudely to outline ‘a plan of co-operative effort, | 
which seems to me worth the trial. Steering clear of those radi-.— . 

cal phases of the subject which run into communism, I shall, also, | 
avoid those other ideas of industrial association which involve a , 

| very considerable investment of joint capital, and which, asfaras 

my observation extends, have proved to be failures, owing mainly | 

/ to the chronic disinclination, before hinted at, of farmers to pull _ | 
together. Associations or trades-unions of some form are becom- . 

- ing quite common in this country. Every book we buy now costs
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us something extra because the printers of the larger cities have = 
formed an association to dictate the price of their labor. Hvery 

pair of shoes we buy,. and the art of tanning bad leather and | 
_ making bad shoes in bad styles, have compelled usto buysomany 

| that we almost look upon hoofs with envy ; cost us something ex- 
tra because the Knights of Saint Crispin have leagued together 

to resist the dictation of trade in the matter of their wages. The 

increase in the wages of operatives and artizans is in great degree 

due to co-operative effort, in demanding it, and so, too, is the ten 
_ hour system so soon to be supplanted by the eight-hour system, 

__ whereby the laborer hopes to make earth a paradise by doing less | 

work for more pay. Indeed the present is an age of co-operation. 

The merchants have tacitly ceased their competition, which they 

__._ find to be the death of profit, even though it be the life of trade. 
, The great corporations which aspire to the dominion of the conti- _ 

| nent, are but co-operative societies, Co-operation crops out every- | 
where, as well among the rogues who form political rings, and get 

up corners in stocks and produce, as among those more modest , 

and less mischievous knaves who rob clothes-lines and break open 

safes. With this tendency to unite for mutual strength and pro- 
_. tection so rife among the other occupations, it is hardly safe for 

- the farmer to remain a commercial Ishmaelite, ‘his hand against | 

every man, and every man’s hand against him.” ’ The hand he 
holds is altogether to poor for him to play it alone. In his pres- 

7 ent unorganized condition, ‘he is a mere bushwhacker, confronting — 

organized and well-equipped armies ts” | 
| The better to convey my idea of the co-operation practicable 

_ among farmers, let us suppose it to bein actual operation thus: 

| In each of the towns of a county there are formed, according 

- tothe covenience of neighborhood, farmer’s clubs. The regula- 
: tions are few, and every member who wishes can at any time 

_° withdraw, forfeiting only his dues paid in and his interest in the 
small amount of joint property. Itis necessary to leave a large 

* cat hole for the farmer to crawl out, for if you cork him up too 
closely, he will burst the institution to make space for exit. None 

but reliable, thrifty men are admitted into the clubs. No scala- 
wags need apply. Men who use their exemptions.as a covert from 
which to make forays upon creditors ; who put their property into
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_ their wife’s name or elsewhere to hide it from those who trust — 
_° them; who underdrain their land with mortgages, and top dress 

their growing crops with chattel mortgages as a shield against ex- 
ecutions, are not wanted. Honest men who pay their debts are _ 

ao aware that the merchants’ losses from trusting these bummers on 
the credit system, are charged over in the shape of higher prices 
to the good customer. Hence our association is composed of men 

| ‘ whose paper is good, but scarce at the bank. ee 
| These clubs own some articles of property in common or in 

| shares, such as threshing machines, clover hullers, cider mills, — 
. weighing scales and thoroughbred animals for the improvement of 

stock; also books upon agricultural topics, and periodicals pub- 

lished in the same interest. It is found that by systematic regu- 
lation as regards use and care of this common property, all the 

| members can derive from it the benefit of full ownership while 
oe paying only a fraction of the price and expense of keeping and ~ 

‘repairs. | | 
These clubs work in connection with a central society, which for 

! completer usefulness had better be, where most convenient to the 

County Agricultural Society, though they should tend toward 
trade centers rather than political. At stated times in the year, 
each of the members of the clubs gives into the secretary a list of 
the articles of machinery he desires to purchase. These are made 

- gut on blanks furnished for the purpose, specifying kind, quality 
or other description, and stating terms on which he elects to pur- 

__-ghase, reference being had to the contract hereinafter mentioned, 

and containing an agreement that he will be bound by the terms 
| of such contract as to their purchase, distribution, receipt and pay- 

ment. These various orders of the members are at once consolid- 
ated by the secretary, and ‘the originals and consolidated lists are 
sent to the secretary of the directors of the central society. He 
thereupon consolidates and classifies the orders of the several 

-- @lubs.- ‘It thus appears that many farm implements and articles 
of machinery are to be purchased. CI 

‘The purchases are to be effected thus: The central society has 
a body of directors composed of skilled, sugacious men, selected 

| for their known integrity. Their duty as regards purchases isto 

make contracts with manufacturers and wholesale dealers for the
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 farnishing of such. articles as the members may want. For the 

faithful performanee of this—like purchasing agents for the gov- | 

ernment—they may be required to take an oath not to be directly = 

or indirectly interested in the contract except as purchasers, and 

that they will use their utmost endeavors to procure contracts most 

advantageous to the society. These contracts are made after a 

careful survey of the field. They are, of course, only in the 

nature of bids to furnish, and take effect as contracts when and so 

far as orders are given under them. They are carefully framed so 

as to bind the vendors to a faithful performance. — The contracts 

or bids are on printed forms and copies of the same and appended. 

price lists are furnished to each of the clubs, and it is with — 

reference to these that members make their orders. The con- 
_ tracting board handle neither the property nor the money, and | 

collusion between them and the bidder need hardly be feared 

_ when all is done in open day, and if suspected, can easily be fore 

| stalled. For example: A contract to be in force one year is 

made by the board with the manufacturer of a reaper of estab- 

lished practicability, that the machines shall be furnished to the 

members of the society at a specified price. The consolidated 

- gpring list shows that fifty reapers of this patent are wanted, 

specifying names of purchasers, place of delivery, etc., and what 

terms of payment, where different terms are stipulated for, the 

purchaser in each case elects to be bound by. Upon these orders, 

) the secretary of the board of directors orders fifty reapers of the 

manufacturer. Enabled thus to dispose of his machines to 

' responsible purchasers without sending out a swarm of agents 

with-whom to divide the purchase money, the manufacturer can 

| make for himself a very handsome profit, and sell his reaper for 

- gome thirty or forty dollars less than the usual retail price, after 

| | adding the commission of general, local and traveling agents. ee 

| The contracts under which they are furnished are carefully 

| drawn, so as to secure the delivery of approved, well made ma- 

-—ghinery, under a substantial warranty and liberal provisions | as to 
extras. Instead of buying his machine under a warranty which 

keeps ‘the word of promise to the eat to break it to the hope,” 

and giving a judgment note in which in fine type are conditions, 

| that he shall have no title till the last cent is paid, and under
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which the chances are that he will have to pay a bill of costs, he 
| is thus able to purchase under a general contract wherein his rights | 

| are amply protected, both as to terms and warranty. ee 7 | 
Again, a windmill of medium size costs, when bought of an . 

| eager agent, $100, and expense of putting up same, $25 more, be- 
| sides expense of pump and pipe. It costs the manufacturer not. 

| | to exceed $50 to build and transport that same mill. The other 
$50 are profits to the manufacturer and the three or four agents ee 

_-who manage to get in between the factory and the well. on 

- On the other hand, the system we are considering furnishes to 

| the manufacturer an agency whereby he may dispose of his mills, 

employing few, if any, go-betweens. He jumps at the chance of 

selling to good customers a score of mills at a time, and closes a 
contract with the board of the society to supply its members with 

mills at $60 each, and pumps and pipe at correspondingly reduced _ 
prices. Being able to sell without dividing with agents, he 
can well afford it, and the members without stirring from their 

| neighborhood, get their mills at a saving of from $30 to $40,. ; 
which nearly pays the taxes for the year. In this way, machinery — 

a is bought from the manufacturer direct, and the officious agents 

which infest the farmer’s pathway are mustered out of service and 

| remanded to the more productive walks of life Re 

| As to groceries and other merchandise, the society proceedsin 
oe this wise: The board of directors, armed with the patronage of — | 

from 800 to 500 farmers, go to some merchant centrally located, 
a and say to him: Here is a patronage, sir, which will give you a | 

large, stable, reliable, most desirable trade of well assorted cus- 

| tomers. You have the opportunity to furnish hundréds of fami- 

lies their necessaries. We propose to buy our merchandise in 

| three months’ supplies. We propose to lay down an established — 
system of payments so that you can rely upon your money, orin- 

terest on such accounts as are not balanced by the appointed time 

Thus you can forecast the volume of your trade with certainty, 
and purchase accordingly. But, sir, this splendid patronage is 

| yours only on condition that you banish from your dreams all _ 

| high price notions, and let us have the goods at a thin margin. 
- For the trade of such a band of customers, there would be the 

| liveliest competition, and the board could close a contract whereby _
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they appointed some responsible trader as the merchant of the so- | 

ciety, who, with such a large and certain ‘business, could furnish 

them their merchandise at prices much below those which rule 

under the present system. | 
Again, it so happens that every year a half dozen members of 

_ the society get forehanded enough to buy pianos for their daugh- 

ters. They determine the kind they want, and, instead of buying 

_ of the local dealer, who. pockets a commission of from $100 to. 
to $125 on each instrument, they buy, through the agency of the : 

society, right from the general depot half a dozen pianos, at a 
saving of from $100 to $125 each. In the same manner, the gar- 
rulous vender of sewing machines is dispensed with, and his — | 

grandiose vaporing: is heard no more in the rural household. ssi. 

| The savings in the price of what we buy are to people of small | 

incomes very important items. Every farmer who has prospered 
knows that his accumulations are the result of savings, “herea 
little and there alittle” woe Mage so vp | 

_ The adjustment of the details of payment for and delivery of 
_ the articles thus purchased is attended with some apparent diffi- 

culéy, but this all vanishes before an established system. Articles 
_ Of machinery are delivered under the contract at such railway 

station as the purchasers designate. They are consigned to the 
purchaser, in care of the secretary of the club. The latter reports 

the delivery, and the purchaser having assumed the obligations of _ 
the general contract, must perform. He must pay his money or _ | 
deposit his notes in the designated bank in accordance with his 

agreement, in default of which, by the contract, the whole pur- 
chase price becomes due and may be recovered by action. Thus 

the officers of the society have little or nothing to do with the con- 
trol of the funds. Out of the small sum paid as dues by the oe 

members, a per diem is paid to the secretaries and boards of trade 

directors for the time: actually employed, which need be but little 
For greater convenience, the secretary of the central society of 

the department of purchases at least, had better be the cashier or 
some officer of the bank, through which the business of the clubs 
is done. - He would gladly undertake the duty of consolidating . 

club orders and making orders upon manufacturers or wholesale
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dealers, at stated times, in consideration of the increased business 

| it would bring to his bank. — WR se 
| With the merchant selected to supply the society, each 

member deals directly, but the rate of profit to be charged, the 
- terms of payment of the accounts, etc., are fixed by the contract. 

The advantages of this system of purchases, I believe to be 
| these: | ae 2 | 

Ast. It enables farmers to make their purchases at a very con- 

siderable saving in cost. 0 RI er 
_. 2d. It would tend to make them systematic in forecasting their 

4 wants, regular in their expenditures and payment, and to prevent 
| that habit of incurring numerous little debts here and there, — 

| which is the farmers’ easily besetting sin and fruitful source of | 

embarassment. ee Begewe en a Ak Re - 

| 3d. It costs but little to try it as an experiment, and if it fails, 
no capitalig gunk in itsabandonment = t—s—S 

- It may be objected that such a course of business would tend _ 
to thin out the non-agricultural portion of the rural population. 

| ~ To some extent it might, but it seems to me better that the little | 
trade nursed villages should grow less rapidly, than that the farmers’. a 

broad acres should be shingled with over lapping mortgages. It | 

is better that less enterprise and capital were devoted to mere 
: trade and more to manufacture and the development of our min- 

eral wealth and the improvement ot our magnificent water powers. 
od fewer of our young men went to clerking in stores, and man- | 

fully turned the tape-reeling, calico-measuring business over to 

the girls, and went out into the ruggeder paths of enterprise, 

% where manhood grows strong with struggling—if they sought — 

some pursuit which brought into requisition all the grand capaci- / 

ties coiled up in the brain of the American boy, it would be better 

for them and for all. cee | ye - 
Our system has another device for facilitating traffic. Our far-— 

mer is a trading animal and always has something to swap or sell. 

So our co-operative society holds three or four fairs in the year, 
/ after the European custom, for the purpose of trade. Two or 

: three weeks before the appointed fair day, a bulletin is published 
by the secretary of the society and circulated through the me- 
dium of the clubs and otherwise, in which any of the members
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can advertise free of charge, whatever he may wish to bringto 

the fair to sell. Thus farmer A. gives notice that he willhave for 

sale at the fair, a new milch cow. Farmer B., that he will offer a 

span of roadsters in exchange for work horses. Housewife C., | 

that she will contract to furnish a family or two with butter for | 
the next quarter; and soon, Pe 

Thus a wide-awake holiday is had picnic fashion, and buyers 

| and sellers are brought together. A registry of bargains and sales — 
is kept during the fair, in which, when the parties desire it, is 

briefly noted the nature of the trade. Price, terms, conditions, 

representation and warranties are set down in a book designed and | | 

kept for the purpose, and made evidence of the transaction. The 

expense of holding such a fair would be but trifling, and could be 
met by a small admission fee. | This custom once. started and ad- 

hered to till established, would, Iam satisfied, be found pleasant 

and convenient, and would pay. = © 
Touching co-operation in the production and sale of agricultural 

products, I shall, for want of time, offer but few suggestions. 

Whatever union of effort is practicable among a class whose hab- 

_ its of thought, life and_labor are so unassimilative must be ap- 

proached gradually. / Co-operation in the manufacture and sale of 

cheese is an assured success. Whenever established and m@n- | 

aged with ordinary prudence, the cheese factory has made better 
cheese at less expense than was produced in the old way, which | 

made the housewife’s labor more toilsome than that of a galley | 

slave. The demand upon the west for this article of food is con- 

_ gtantly increasing. The creamery, cr butter factory, is equally | 

practicable, and can be established with about the same outlay. | | 
The requisition upon the west for butter is growing larger each ee 

year; : and in this direction, it seems to me, lies the Wisconsin : 

_- farmer's pathway to better times.] My boyhood was spent in oe 

Franklin county, Vermont, now famed in all markets for.its but- _ 

ter, On one of those rugged farms where the land was turned up — 
| edgeways, so that one acre by survey gave two of surface—but 

about one anda quarter. of bare rock—I used to sit down ona 

_ three-legged stool, after a hard day’s work, and rest myself milk- 
ing from a dozen to twenty cows. As long ago as I can remem- 

_. ber, the farmers there were poor. It took tlie combined labor of
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oe man and housewife, boys and girls in summer, and chopping and | 

Jogging in the winter and sugaring in the spring to pay off the : 
| modest store bill and taxes, and square up with the blacksmith, 

doctor and minister. To-day, they are rich. The dairy has been 

their mint. In the’ cheese press, they have coined golden eagles, 
and in the churn they have wrought fine gold. The cheese fac- 

_. + tory has abolished a large part of the slavery of their occupation. 

_ The creamery, to which they are now turning their attention, will 

| soon dispense with the the greater part of what remains, = 

But even without beginning with a cheese or butter factory, our 

farmers can co-operate in this branch of production. Leta club 

or neighborhood turn their attention to the manufacture of butter, 

- not to the exclusion of other business, but ‘gradually let them — 
a work into it, make it a speciality, and study excellence in the man- 

| ufacture, for, say what you will, excellence in product is the only © 
~ gure road to profit. Instead of sélling their butter a few rolls at 

| a time at country stores, to be taken into ‘a cellar dank with the 

- blended odors of tar, tobacco, codfish, molasses and rum, and 

| dumped into a barrel with other stuff, just a little too yellow for — 
| lard and alittle too clean for wheel greese, let them have a system of 

shipping and selling it together. Thus in ashort time they can gain — 

- fot it a reputation in the adjacent larger town, so that it will find — 
| an eager demand and the highest prices in the market, precisely as 

oo the repute of the lawyer, or physician brings him more business 
and larger fees. Thus they will find that a half dozen goodcows 

will bring them in a sum which will go far toward paying the 

taxes and store bills for the year, besides the increase, and pay to | 

| the land for keeping. oe eS 

Again, in stock growing, a club or neighborhood can co-operate 

to the mutual profit of the members. Let them set about it and 
start together in bringing outa strain of good beef makers, devot- ' 

| ing care and expense to that end. Soon their neighborhood gets 

- a reputation which is a magnet to the butcher and drover, and. 

they can charge extra. for the fame of their stock. — Oe 

These steps in the direction of combined effort, I venture to as- 

_ gert, might be taken without shock to the sense of independence of 
| our hardy tillers of the soil. They are but partial and do not aim 

~ to eradicate all the evils of which the farmer complains. In or-
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der to bring agriculture into its just relation with the ‘otheroc- 

cupations, a larger and more general union of effort is necessary. | 
The conviction is gaining ground that the time has come fora —-—™ 

general uniting of the agricultural interest of the country to se- 
cure cheaper and more uniform rates of. transportation ; to secure 

_ such modification of the revenue laws as shall prevent the nurs- 

ing of protected monopolies mainly at the farmers’ expense; and 
! to so regulate our monetary system as to render impossible those , 
| gigantic conspiracies by which a forced depression of the market 
| gan be caused at the time when the agricultural product of the 

country is ready to be moved, and by co-operating with masses of 
consumers to simplify on a large scale the methods of effecting 

| exchanges, Were the agricultural interest fully organized and 
| united for the accomplishment of these objects, it would present 

: a, power before which corporations would be but pigmies; a power 
to which politicians would hasten to yield something besides the 
windy compliments of. the stump speech, At a time when rings 

are formed in the interest of particular branches of industry, and ~ 
large funds raised with a view of controlling legislation and to 

hinder the fair operations of the laws of tradé; at a time when 

the money of great corporations has raised the. stench of corrup- 

tion in our legislative balls; ata time when organized capital em- 

pleys the ablest taleat of the country to further its schemes; ata 
| time when the press, flaunting the banner of independence, sells 

_ its voice or its silence to the monopoly that bids the highest; ata 
- time when the other industrial occupations are rapidly organizing 

to insist upon larger returns for their labor, it seems to me not 

only not improper, but necessary, that the landed interest of the == 

country should organize to assert its dignity, and demandits rights ; 

as one of the estates of the realm. eee 
And a body of men possessing such power, and drawn together 

by such identity of interest, and having such urgent grounds for 
organization, need not resort, in my judgment, to the doubtful ex- — 

pedient of forming secret societies in order to exert their just 
influence or claim their own. RE 

Let the farmers of the country stand for their own interests, 

shoulder to shoulder, manfully in open day, and they can have 
their will. | | |
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PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION, DEMAND AND 
cg eas, SUPPLY 

— ‘Read before the State Agricultural Convention in February, 1873.. . a / | 

7 ae BY J. B. PARKINSON, A. M., 3 OO Jeng | 

| . | Prof. of Civil Polity and International Law, in the University of Wisconsin. oo 

| | While human society shall last, and human nature remain un- 

- changed, there will always be grievances to meet and wrongs to : 

be righted. No age nor nation has ever-yet escaped this demand | 

upon it, and none need hope to do so. The same impulses and — , 

imperfections in human nature, which made the necessity for law 

and government in the beginning, still exist, and every step in the 
march of civilization, like a new turn of the kaleidoscope, pre- 

sents a new phase of relationships and dependencies. To adjust’ 
| _ these properly, they must be understood ; to understand them, they _ 

must be studied ; to study them aright, prejudice and passion must 

give way to sober reason and sound judgment. Perfection, then, | 

in the adjustment of social and industrial relations can never be 
realized so long as new forces are continually brought into action, 
and new conditions evolved. This is an age of associations and 
conventions. The fact is one of encouragement. There is 

strength in union if properly conserved, and truth comes of fair — 

| _ discussion and healthy exercise of thought. The purpose of | 
these gatherings is not more to cheer and strengthen each indi-. 
vidual in his chosen life work, than to discuss its relationships to 

a other interests with which it comes in contact. — But I shall not. . 

dwell upon the connections and nice dependencies which hinge 

together or interweave the multiplied industries of the world. I 

shall content myself in attempting to present some of the funda> 

mental principles of Political Economy which seem to have a gen- 

| eral and practical bearing, and whose recognition is necessary to 
| clear the way for righting wrongs and meeting grievances, 

The moving impulse in the economic world is human wants, 
the ultimate object is to satisfy these wants, and the absolute ia- 

tervening condition to this end is human toil. Thescience of po-
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litical economy assumes as its basis in human nature, that men in | 
their business relations are actuated by self-interest. Many ethic 
principles may be defended upon economic grounds, but the sci- ‘ 

| ence of ethics and the science of economy are essentially distinct. 

| The one treats of right and the other of gain. The basis of one 

| is an enlightened sense of duty, the basis of the other is enlight- 

- ened self-love. Hence follow the laws which ‘govern production . 

and consumption, demand and supply, value and price. Wants, 
| efforts, and satifactions then, make up the economic circle. Wants | 

and desires are infinite in number and indefinite in degree, Some — 

| are primary and vital; others spring into action, only when the - 
- more urgent are gratified. The simplest desire soon passes into a 

taste, and taste, if repeatedly gratified, is soon transformed into 

an actual want. Here, then, are the springs of wealth—the mov- 
ing impulse which has brought into being the myriad industries 

of the world, and which continues to increase, direct and ener-— 
gize them. SO pe ee a 

But it is a condition of our being, that neither the comforts nor 

even the necessaries of life shall be obtained without exertion. 
It is written, “In the sweat of thy face shalt thou eat bread.” 

Toil, too, is irksome. Man is said to be, and perhaps truthfully, 

‘a “lazy animal.” He aims to satisfy his wants to the utmost, with 

the least possible expenditure of effort to secure the greatest 

amount of what is desirable, at. the sacrifice of the least that is 

undesirable ; in short to maximize pleasure and comfort, and mini- 
mize pain and discomfort, is the problem of economy. But men = 
were not long in learning not only that the same needs and com- 

forts of life could be secured with less effort, but that infinitely — 

- more and better satisfactions could be obtained by exchanging 
services. This plain proposition, so early recognized toa limited = 

extent, men:‘seem to find it difficult to comprehend in detail, and 
seem disinclined to follow to its logical consequences. In it: is a 

involved the whole question of the Division of Labor and the Dis- 
tribution of its fruits.” Its observance marks the beginning and 
the progress of civilized life, and in proportion as individuals and | 

nations give it fall and practical recognition, do they grow in 

wealth, comfort, and general prosperity. Every man has apti: 

tudes and inclinations natural or acquired, which lead him into
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particular departments of industry, but he has desires to acquire __ 
pe and enjoy the fruits of a thousand departments. The very 

existence of this state of things practically enforces division of | 
| labor, and makes exchange necessary. But we are apt to lose 

sight of the extent to which this division is, or ought to be carried, 
of the benefits which flow from it, and of the extent to which pre- _ 

----:judice sometimes creeps in at this point to disturb correct think- 
ing and acting, EERE Oo oe 
- Some_of you, no doubt, have seen that pictorial sheet, in the 

’ eenter of which stands a farmer, while around him on the margin 

| are representatives of different trades and profession, The 
merchant says, “I trade for all”—the railroad manager, “I 
carry for all”— the lawyer, “I plead for all ”— the physcian, “I. 
prescribe for all”— and the clergyman, “I pray for all”— while 

the farmer is made to say, in characters of double size, “I pay for 
all.” Now there seems to be, practically at the present time, an 
element of truth in this portrayal. But theoretically considered, 

, it is wholly unsound, and we are nearer a remedy when we 

| recognize its theoretic untruthfulness than when we ignore it. 

The farmer of this country, and especielly of the West, through a 

combination of circumstances, is made to pay out of due propor- 

tion for the benefits which he receives, but the injustice can never _ 
be righted by any course of procedure which does not recognize 

oo the different parties in production. © | | 
oe What is it to produce, and who are producers? Ia the broadest 

sense of the term, one who renders a service for which something | 
may be demanded ard received in return, isa producer. The’ 
service rendered is the product, and the act of rendering it is pro-— 

| duction. The earth, with her resources, and nature with her . 

- agents, animate and inanimate, stand ready to minister to the 
‘wants of man. But labor is necessary to appropriate these re-— 

ss gources, and to understand and control aright the helps at.our — 

| command, The difference between the physical condition of civ- 
__ilized man to-day, and his condition two or twenty centuries. ago, 

is due to little else than a better understanding of the properties _ 
: and relations of things about him, and to his increased ability to 

harness into his service the gratuitous forces of nature. The ac- 

cumulated wealth of the world is but the result of the application |
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of human industry to the materials which God has spread about — 
us. But mind-work is no less essential than that of the body. 
Its grand office is to direct and economize physical effort. 

All industry has been roughly, though not. inappropriately 

classified under three general heads — Discovery, Invention and 

Operation — and to designate employments falling in one. of these 

- divisions as productive, and those falling in another as unproduc- 

tive, is unscientific to say the least. If we confine our attention 

_ to material products only, most we can say is, that some employ- 
_ ments are directly, and others indirectly productive. Material | 

: production is simply imparting to natural objects qualities which - 

fit them to satisty human desire —- bringing them into shape or 

position suited to serve a purpose i ssi—(i—i—sS 
| _ Utility is the thing produced— not matter. Man is incapable. _ 

-” of producing or annihilating a single particleof matter. All that 
he can do is to effect change in what already exists. Thischange 

| may be of three kinds — change in elemental form, change in ag- 

gregate form, or change of place. To traasmute, to transform, or 

to transport, is the business of all who are engaged in material 
| production ; and all man can do in any case is to supply the con- 

ditions, while’ the properties of matter and the forces of nature 

completethe work a 
, - The agriculturist effects changes of the first kind mainly. 
_ Availing himself of the chemical agencies of earth and air and 

sunlight, he changes the seed into a new harvest of grains and 
_ fruits and vegetables, and these grains, through the aid of animal 

organisms, into beef, milk, hides, &. The mechanic and manu- 

-  facturer effect changes of the second — change in aggregate form. 
_ It is their business to shape and fashion the raw material soas to 8 
_ suit and satisfy a thousand purposes and desires. The merchant 

and the multitude of common earriers, by whatever name or title 
we designate them, are busied in effecting change of place. 

‘Thus we have the three great departments of industry engaged | 
‘in material production — the agricultural — the mechanical — and 

. the commercial, To classify labor in one of these departments as 

| productive, and in another as unproductive, is to lose sight of the 
very nature of production, and of the thing produced. He who 

_ transports wheat from Wisconsin, where the desire for it is estim-
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| ated at-$1.25 per bushel, to the Atlantic seaboard, or to Liverpool, a 

_ where that desire is estimated in the one case, at $2.00, and in the | 

_ other at $8.00 per bushel, is no less a producer in the strict sense 
| of the term, than he who sowed-the seed and stirred the soil as | 

| conditions for the harvest, = ee) re - 

All forms of productive effort may be united in one commodity. 

- Indeed there are few which do not combine them all. No product. | 
| is complete till it is made ready to be put to its final use, and no 

- unessential part of the work is to bringittoa market | 
' _[ have dwelt somewhat upon this matter of production because 

it is fundamental. It is not uncommon‘to hear those whose 

business it is to transport commodities trom one part of the coun- — 

- try to another, or to effect and facilitate exchanges, designated as : 

unproductive laborers. The termis an unfortunate one. Itcreates 

a false impression, and tends’ to vitiate right thinking, and right = 

- acting upon questions of vital concern: Nothing is gained, but = 

, everything is lost by starting with false premises. : 

Agriculture forms the base of the pyramid of production, but 
not the whole of that pyramid. Four-fifths, perhaps, of the human 

race are directly or indirectly engaged in it. From this source, a 

| the markets and mills of the world are supplied with materials aud 

/ with workmen also. “ Here, after all its hurts, humanity comes _ 

for healing. War and pestilence, the fierce contest of the mart, = 

the stifling atmosphere of the mill, may waste our kind in’ quick 

| - or lingering deaths; but still, by the side of the brooks, men will 

-_-be boru to hoid up: the forms of industry and social order when | 

their supporters faint and fail.” : . Pg, | 

| All production implies consumption. “One is the direct opposite | ah 

of the other. But as production does not, and cannot create matter, / 

neither, can consumption annihilate it. As utility is the thing 

produced, so utility is the thing destroyed. While material pro- , 

. duction consists in fitting natural objects to satisfy human desire, | . 

-_ gonsumption consists in unfitting them todoso = 

- Consumption may be voluntary or accidental. In the one case — 

a we expect a return, in the other wedo not. A gate left unlatched ~~ 

| may be beaten in pieces by the wind, orit may be worn out by le- 

, gitimate use. ‘The only difference is, its consumption in one case 

-__ gerves no purpose, and in the other it serves a very important one. -
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- Consumption for the most partis for the purpose of reproducing, = 
The farmer: consumes seed, tools, machinery, labor, food for ‘its - 

sustenance, etc., but expects remuneration in the new crop. The 

comforts of life are kept in store not by saving, but by perpetual = 
| reproduction. To save in the scientific sense is to consume less 

than is produced, not to. consume less absolutely. There are 

two ways of increasing wealth—by consuming less or producing 
more. All men are consumers, and must be such. It.is a condi- 

tion of our existence. Most men are producers to some extent. oo 

| Few live entirely upon public charity. No man in acivilized 
es community produces all that he consumes. By choice, heengages 

- ina particular industry, without choice, he consumes the products | 

a of a thousand. The practical question then is, not ‘who-are pro- | 
. ducers, and who are consumers, for all are each. The real diffi- - 

culty seems to lie in securing a proper: distribution of the rewards 

| -ofiindustry, ee a a | 
, Distribution, like’*exchange, grows out of the division of labor, | 

and division of labor grows out of the desire of gain. The latter 
| began with the race, and grows with civilization. Even Adam 

deived while Eve spun. The savage husband hunts the muskrat 

and the beaver, the deer and the buffalo, while the wife dresses 7 
| the food and prepares the skins for clothing. - Both render ser- - 

+» wices which they exchange with each other. _ Division of labor 

| and exchange of services began in the family, but have come to 

7 know neither clanor kinship, 
| But the question of distribution brings us face to face with the 

-. subject of value. Error at this point is absolutely fatal. A.mis- 

apprehension of the nature of value will vitiate all reasoning upon . 

questions of economy and finance. The term, value, is a relative _ 
__ one—the thing is a mere relation. Herein lies a difficulty. hat | 

which is absolute, we can seize and hold, but a relation,if we 
: watch not, will slip our grasp at every turn. Value implies.a 

- comparison. It is the relation which one service or commodity | 

bears to others in exchange—it is in two words, purchasing power. | 
| oe Value must not be confounded with utility. . The latter is. ca~ 

pacity to satisfy desire—the abstract quality whereby.a thing 
serves our purposes. . Utility may be great and value little—the 

| reverse implies an absurdity. Indeed, objects may have utility
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| without value, as air and sunlight under ordinary circumstances. 

a But value attaches only where utility is present. Utility is the - : 

| limit of value. No man will give for a thing more than his 

| highest estimate of its capacity to serve his purpose. An act of 

exchange is a sort'of equalizing of estimates. It implies two per- — 

_ gons, hence two desires, and two services rendered. These ser- 

vices may be labor, pure and simple, or may be commodities. If 

a the latter, two important requisites are necessary, 1st, that these ~ 

| commodities be possessed of some utility; 2d, that they have = 

some difficulty of attainment—represent or embody human labor. 

' Four variables, then, must enter into a correct notion of value— 

two desires and two exchangeable things. Any change in one of © 

these, the others remaining constant, must vary value - 

To speak of a thing’s having value, is to use language figurative 

rather than accurate. Nothing is truer than that value cannot re- — 

a side in anything. The expression is convenient, and perhapsupon’ 

| that score admissible, and but little harm can come of its use, if 

ss the nature of that which is a mere relation is clearly grasped. 

ss s_-s«sTt is often said that value depends upon cost of production. But 

_- the cost of producing a thing is but one of the four variables which | 

Oo must be considered to determine value. It would be more nearly | 

__ gorrect, though not entirely so, to say that the value of a thing 

depends upon its cost of production, if the cost of producing other 

a things with which it exchanges, and the desires of the parties ex- 

“changing remain unaltered. This condition of things is rather 

imaginary than real. Hence there is very little accuracy in the 
expression, “Cost of production determines value.” If we had a | 

| perfect, invariable atandard — something which remains fixed and | 

- constant, while everything else is subject to change, we might 

. then say with tolerable accuracy, that the value of things measured | | 

by this standard, depends upon their cost of production, plus the | 

~ . effect of any alteration in the desires of the parties making the © | 

exchanges. ‘The most perfect standard known is gold and silver. 

Value estimated in them,,or in any recognized representative of 

them is called price BE OR RR AEE hs oo 

| Value is general, price is specific. Value is purchasing power 

expressed in any exchangable thing, price is purchasing power - 

| expressed in current money. On the hypothesis that this standard, —
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gold and silver, or that. which represents it, is fixed —a violent : 

supposition, so long as that representative is inconvertible— values, o 
or prices rather, will be governed ‘on the average, and in the long | - 

run by cost of production, But at any particular time and place, 

they will depend upon cost of production, or rather upon what 
would be the cost of reproduction, plus the effect of cost of supply 

and demand. Now cost of production is a very indefinite thing. 

It depends upon the cost of the two essential agents—labor and 

capital. Three variables, too, must be considered in determining a 
the cost of these agents. In the case of labor these are: lst, its 
efficiency ; 2d, the nominal wages paid ; 3d, the cost of that, whether __ 

money or anything else in which wages are paid.~ In the case of | 

capital, they are: Ist, the rate per cent. which must be paid for its 
use ; 2d, the time for which it must be. advanced before returns 

can come in: 84d, its liability to slow or rapid consumption when | 
in the form of tools, machinery, buildings, ete. These elements  __ 

| of cost are constant and universal. There are others, such as 

taxes, insurance, etc., which are occasional and incidental. 
We are now in a condition to see how sensitive a thing value is, 

or even price itself, and what opportunities are offered for false | 
_ Yeasoning and false conclusions in regard to them. The 

~ elements. which enter into cost of production are alone suf: 

ficient to account for “many of the failures in business which we 

encounter on every hand. How many there are who never “count 
the cost.” re po : ae Se oS cd oe oe 

But wants as well as efforts affect values. It matters not how 
much labor and capital may have been expended, if there is no ~ 

_ demand, present or prospective, for the finished product, it is 
| valueless. If. there were no division of labor, and no exchange of | 

_ services—if every man endeavored to satisfy his own wants 
through his own efforts directly, it is quite clear there would be ; 

ae no such thing as value — no need of money —no such thing as 
price. Every man’s desires would constitute a market for the | 
products of his labor, and his own efforts would determine the | 
supply. There would then be no chance for the operation of the | 
multiplied checks and balances which govern in exchange. Ina 

| commercial sense, demand and supply would have no significance.
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- But just this condition of things never did exist in point of fact, _ 

| and never will. It precludes the very idea of association. © | 

As civilization advances, individuals and nations learn that true 

_. independence comes. of the. completest interdependence. They 

produce, not to satisfy an immediate and definite demand, but in 

anticipation of a general indefinite one. Intelligent foresight is 

now the grand pre-requisite for successful production, and demand 

and supply become terms of the highest import. ee 

_ In the broadest sense, demand is but another expression for the | 
' wants and wishes of men, and supply, for the existing means of 

satisfying them. But the real significance of these terms lies in 

a more definite and restricted meaning. ‘Demand in this sense 

| - must be “effectual”— desire coupled with ability to purchase. 

: And supply is not services and commodities in general, but those 

| which are in the market, for sale. In commercial language, money 

-—-yeady to be paid out for products, constitutes demand, and pro- | 

ducts ready to be exchanged for money, make supply. The law 

7 of market price is the equation of demand and supply. When 

| these are equalized, the current rate of exchange is determined. 

But the effect of these modifying agencies upon the prices of all 

- things is not equally controlling. - Sg Sah Rae Sago RES : 

_ Exchangeable commodities may be roughly divided into three 

general classes: 1st. Those of which the supply can be readilyand 

indefinitely increased ; 2d. Those of which the supply is absolutely: 

limited ; 8d. Those of such a nature that the supply, though ‘not 

absolutely fixed, can only be increased with difficulty, or after 

-.  gonsiderable lapse of time. In the first and most numerous class, = 

| where supply can be promptly and indefinitely increased, cost of 

___. production operates to regulate mainly the average price, while de- - 

mand and supply cause fluctuations only. The harmonious and 

-  double-acting law by which these temporary influences are equal- 

os ized, is one of the most beautiful in the whole science of exchange. — 

Any excess or deficiency in demand, not only tends to check ‘itself, oe 

but it is also checked through its influence upon supply; so on 

- the other hand any excess or deficiency of supply meets at once a 

_ double check, Bhs 8 BSB ae 

- A rise of price from increased demand is checked, first, by re- 

| stricting the number of purchasers ; second, by increasing the sup-
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ply. A fall in price from excessive supply is checked, first, by 
enlarging the number who are now able and willing to buy; sec 
 ondly, by a lessening of the supply through a check in produc- | 
tion, or through the action of holders and speculators. | 

- Articles falling in the second class mentioned, those of which 
the supply is absolutely limited, are less numerous. Ancient 
sculpture, . paintings by the old masters, antique relics, etc., are 

- examples in point. No power can add to the supply, though | 

- time or accident may sensibly diminish it. The price which such 
| ‘things: will bridg is wholly settled by the competition of pur- 

- chasers. Demand and sapply will be equalized when price is car- | 

ried to that point where competition is eliminated, and there are 
just buyers enough to take off whatever is forsale... Caos. : 

, _ Those in possession of things of this class have a natural mo- | 

--nopoly of the market. Butany commodity whatever may bethe = 
subject of an artificial monopoly, and the influences which oper- _ | 
ate are very much the same asin the case of a natural one. If 

the monopolist sees fit to abuse his power, he can fix the price as 

high as he pleases, short of what purchasers either could not or 
would not pay; but he can only do so by limiting the supply. | 

| Things which are the subject of a natural monopoly are rather 

exceptional than otherwise, and have little bearingintheeconomy = 
of society. But it is very different with those commodities which 

fallin the third class, for which the demand is urgent and contin- 
- ual, and the supply for some time, at. least, very difficult, or even 

impossible, of increase. | TES a 
- Such is the case with grains and other products of the earth. 

| Most nations depend upon their own harvest to a great extent for 

| subsistence from year to year. When this has been gathered, | 

_ there can be no further home supply fora twelve month. The — 

- mischief which might otherwise flow from this condition of things 7 
_is very much lessened as nations come to act upon the idea that 

their true relations to each other is one of interdependence, ravher _ | 

than of absolute independence. In this connection, too, we are | 

enabled to see the important service which a certain class of mid- 

| dlemen are enabled to render—a class against whom, in this day 
"and age of “corners,” some prejudice is very apt to exist. ‘The 

usefulness of the grain dealer consists in great part in his econo- |
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mizing the supplies of a country, by high prices, during seasons 
oo of scarcity, and by his reserving the surplus, during years of 

abundance, for harder times.. The price of any commodity sel- 
_ dom rises in the exact ratio of increased demand, or of dimin-. | 

ished supply. It may rise in excess of that ratio, or keep far 

short of it. Demand not only acts upon. price, but price reacts 

| _- upon demand. The extent of this action and reaction depends | - 

much upon circumstances and the nature of the commodity. 
Our most urgent wants are soonest satisfied. Bread enough is 

better than a surfeit. It is desires of a higher nature—those “ 

) which come of civilization and refinement, that grow with what 

they feed upon. Any excess or deficiency of the common articles ==> 

| of food tells rapidly upon their price. A very general failure of | 

| the wheat crop will raise the price not in the ratio of the defici- . | 

- ency, but according to the relations of the diminished supply to 
--the new demand. It has sometimes happened that a failure esti- | 

mated at one third has doubled and even quadrupled prices. a 

| This brings us face+to face with a condition of things which in 
eo the northwest, at least, is now made the subject of bitter com- 

plaint. It is alleged that the rewards of industry are not being 

properly distributed—that the railroads and other transporting 

_ agencies are appropriating to themselves too great a share—that 
; the profits which should accrue to the farmer are eaten up by the 
-- numberless middlemen who intervene between him and the ulti- 

| mate market, or between him and the manufacturer of the tools 

and machinery necessary for his use. There is unquestionably 

_ much truth in these charges, and some reason afforded for com- 

= plaint. But if the principles which we have been considering be ~ 
correct, there is some danger of drawing false conclusions in regard 

to the nature and extent of the evil, and still more of mistaking 

| or misapplying the remedy. If the prices of wheat.and other 
staple products of the farm are, at the present time, here and else- — 

__ where, relatively low—then supply must be in excess of demand, 

and the fact that thousands in some quarter of the globe are perishing 

of hunger affords no proof to the contrary.. ‘I repeat, demand must - 

include the means of purchasing to operate upon price. . The 
- remedy in the ease supposed is plain—the supply must be checked 

or the existing demand must be made effectual. But if prices at |
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the West are very low, as compared with what they areonthe = 
seaboard or in Hurope, it affords strong presumptive evidence, 
though not positive proof, that some parties in production are be- 

ing overpaid for the service whiclt they render. To adjust this 
difficulty is not so easy. If conditions were favorable, it would 

adjust itself Of one thing we may rest assured, free and perfect 

competition in all directions is not afforded, or this state of things 
wouid not.long exist. Those who control the facilities for trans- 

portation have an artificial monopoly of the market in them. They 

are practically masters of the situation, and are enabled to fix the . 
price of their services at just such figures as will secure to them — 

the highest possible gross returns. The opportunities for combi- 

nations and consolidation, which are now afforded to railroads, 
seem to preclude, almost absolutely, the idea of healthy competi- 

tion. The class of railroad middlemen against whom immediate = 
— complaint is urged, is not the great body of stockholders, but few 

of whom receive a respectable dividend upon their means invested, | 

but the so-called transportation lines—the “ wheel within a wheel.” 
It is alleged that these monster freight lines have been permitted 
to plant themselves in the very gateways of commerce, and to bid 

defiance to the natural laws of traffic—that for some unaccount- 

able reason, they are allowed not only to fleece the farmer, but al- 
| so the mass of stockholders themselves, and to fatten upon the in- 

dustries which the railroads were created to foster. These are 
serious charges, and ought not to be hastily made, but if substan- __ 

tiated, they call for immediate and searching remedies. If they 
be true, it looks very much as though somecontrolling partiessome- 

where were interested in these abuses, and the fact that the private _ 

_ fortunes of a few railroad kings are annually enriched by millions = 
goes far to justify suspicion. 7 SP a 

Railroads at this day are too valuable an enginery in produc- 
tion. to. be perverted from their true endsand purposes. The peo- | 

ple never chartered the right to any man or company of men to | 

so dispose of the use of these great thoroughfares as to defeat the 

| very object for which they were constructed. There is no regu- , 

lating influence which everywhere and always will secure to the — 
different parties in production a share in the returns exactly pro- 
portioned to the service rendered. Government is powerless to do
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80 if it would, and by unwarrantable interference, it may seriously — 
_ aggravate the difficulty. Governments have been slow to learn | 

| their province in this direction, and individuals have been slower _ 
. ‘still in dissipating the folly of appealing to. legislation for aid in 
_ matters which natural laws only, if allowed to operate, can con- 

7 trol. All attempts to regulate the wages of labor or the profits of 
7 _ capital by direct interference of statute law are theoretically wrong, — 

_ and are generally in the end, practically mischievous. For rea- 
, ‘sons similar in kind, the relations between the farmer and the 

_ transporter—the manufacturer and those who intervene between — 
him and the ultimate market—between him and those who put 
the product to its final use, are difficult of direct. legislative con- | 

trol. Itis the business of legislation at this point, to see that the 
best possible conditions are supplied for the free and healthy op- . 

«eration of natural laws. This done, its mission here is ended. Our 
| absolute need, at the present time, of a more perfect. water com- _ 

munication with the Atlantic, is ‘unquestionable. And this is 

needed not simply because heavy freights can thus be more cheaply 

_ carried, but also because it would open a broader field for the - 

working of the only laws which can adjust and keep rates of trans- 

portation to a fair and equitable standard. Competition pure and 

_ simple.would cure most of the ills of which complaint is made— 
| meanwhile much may be done to dissipate or to counteract them. 

| To this end, farmers of Wisconsin, organize associations in every 
Oo township and county of the state—organize, not for the purpose 

of making’ war upon railroads, but to prevent these and every 

other industrial interest from making war upon you— not war, 

direct and positive, but that-of the indirect and negative kind — 

that which comes of organized, active effort on their part, with a 

keen eye always out upon the “situation.” Agricultural associa- 
| tions, great and small, have an invaluable educating influence, if 

. | properly conducted. That influence réaches out far beyond the — 
associated circle, and tends to lift this noble profession to higher 

vantage. ground. — Let the markets of the world be carefully © 
| watched, and prudent foresight be on the alert to take advantage of 

every favorable circumstance. Above all, let the ground princi- 

a ples which underlie all production and exchange be understood. 
| These, among other things, teach that there is no natural antagon- ;
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ism between the different industries of the world—that they are 

joint partners in the common work, of satisfying the wants and | 

desires of men. But they also teach that these industries are and | 

ought to be, competitors in regard. to the distribution of the 

rewards for service done, and that “ eternal vigilance ” is no little | 

part of the price of industrial success, : | 

| Read before the State Agricultural Convention in-February, 1873, Noh he | 

2 es . ° “BY HON. JOHN L. MITCHELL, MILWAUKEE. ne . : Oo 

‘GENTLEMEN :—You have all heard of the expression, “horse 

- gense.” What I have to present to you is horse nonsense—the 

nonsense of many people, as it seems to me, in a few matters per- 

taining to the horse. Whether or no I am nonsensical myself, 
‘remains with you to judge. 

‘It is not necessary to remind you that a horse has four legs, a 

‘head and a tail, unless cruelty has ‘deprived him of this latter ap- | 

 pendage. Horse points will not be alluded to, as every American 
citizen is presumed to know all about them, and it would-be in- =~ 

- gult to insinuate otherwise. The little that is to follow has to do : . 

with horses bred for intelligence, activity and endurance, in other 

words speed horses, and not with those ponderous and slow — 

-. moving animals that we call draft horses. 

To begin with the beginning—and the horse beginning is the 

thoroughbred - he is the equine aristocrat, and he holds his title 

_ by virtue of deeds and not by mere pretension, as is the case with 

~ _' gorae aristocrats that we know of. The term thoroughbred, asap- 

| plied to the horse, is generally misunderstood in this neighborhood. | 

Technically, the thoroughbred of to-day is the embodied result | 

in horse hide of breeding for many generations for speed and — 

staying qualities: at the gallop. The first we hear of running S, 

horses and their systematic breeding, is in England, at the begin- 

| ning of the 17th century. By borrowing the fleet blood of the
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Arab, and mixing it with his own more sluggish strains, and by 

| careful selection of the best. specimens for breeders, the English- 

man, after a time, produced an animal that was as sure torunand © 

7 stay, barring accidents, as a short horn is to lay on meat. To 
ss maintain this purity of blood and for the prevention of fraud, the 

English Stud book was instituted. In it, every animal of running : 

lineage is registered soon after it is born. In England, to be 
: absent from the stud-book is fatal to a horse’s claim to thorough 

' breeding. America is indebted to her English cousin for the 
| thoroughbred horse, the first importation being made about the 

year 1750. To establish a claim to the title of thoroughbred, a 

given horse must trace back on the side of both sire and dam, for 

_ at least five generations, to animals registered in the English Stud 

. Book. We have as yet no complete thoroughbred record in this. _ 
Me country, but I understand that Mr. Bruce is collecting the mate- 
oe nial. for one. A recent infusion of Arab blood is permitted in 

| thoroughbred pedigrees, as that is held to be the fountain head 
from whence the stream of thorough breeding flows. It is not— 

| often resorted to, as the modern race horse is thought to be supe- 

a rior to his Arabian progenitor. Still, A. Keene Richards and | 

others, have imported the blood of the desert into this country, 
with the expectation of bettering our running stock. The result, — 
however, I believe has not been satisfactory. — | : oe 

As an example of the requirements of a thoroughbred’s pedi- 

— gree, I will read for you that of Lexington, the best runner of his _ 

- day himself, and now the most successful getter of race horses that. 

| we have: 7 —- ee 

| “Lexington, by Boston. eS Paes 

| . 1st dam by imported Sarpedon - | 

. 2nddam by Sumpter, | | : 

- 8rd dam by Robin Grey. ee ee 

a 4th dam by Melzar. © | oo ee 

. | 6th dam by imported Highflye. “ 

| _ 6th dam by imported Fearnaught = Boe 

| ‘Th dam by Ariel. ; PS PI 
| 8th dam by Jack of Diamonds. = s—tS 

—_ So 9th dam by Old Diamond (called Duchess.) |
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Both Jack. of Diamonds and Old Diamond were imported by | 

Gen. Spotleswood, and both were by Cullen’s Arabian. \ | 

Boston, the. best horse of his day, and the sire of Lexington, —T 

was by Timoleon, Timoleon by Sir Archy, and Sir Archy by 

' English Diomed.” coped Bee Ee. | 

| Now this record from generation to generation has been care- | 
fully preserved, and is based upon the most trustworthy infor- 

mation. It is a piece of horse history, as important in its way as 
Gibbon’s Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, with this dif- 
ference, that it speaks of the rise and progress of a glorious | 

animal, who has been an honor to himself and a fortune to his 

| owner. cit we a A 

The apparant ignorance of most people as to what constitutes a 
thoroughbred pedigree—the necessity for ‘its being formed on | 

reliable evidence, and not mere guess work and loose say-so, and 
the paramount advantages to come from diligence and truthful- 

ness in horse breeding as in other business pursuits, are my 
excuses for presenting the typical case of Lexington’s breeding. | 

In the state of Wisconsio, there are probably not twenty horses 
whose thorough breeding can be established, that can show 

authoritatively that they have been bred any number of genera- 

tions for the purpose intended, namely, speed at the run. Yet 

every other man has some wonderful animal that was brought up 

from Kentucky during the war, that ran many races, the records 
of which have. been destroyed . by guerrilas, and the same passes 

current: among the neighbors as a thoroughbred. Sach an ani- 

mal, if it have procreative power, is calculated to do infinite 
_ mischief, and to unsettle the popular belief in that truth in | 

breeding, that like begets like, or that a desired quality can be 7 
_ fixed in the produce, if bred for persistently for many generations. | 

In close connection with the thoroughbred, whose offshoot whe © | 

appears to be, is the trotter. Both are bred for speed, the differ- 

| ence being simply one. of gait. ‘The systematic breeding of the —— 

- latter, however, in this country, has begun within a few years, and 

| | has not. yet been persevered in long enough to impress the fast 

trot in the produce with the same uniformity that we find the gal- | 
lop in the thoroughbred. Moreover, we have as yet no recog- 

nized standard of trotting breeding. Mr. Wallace is engaged in
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| forming a nucleus for such a work. The American trotter is now 
in process of formation, as a distinct family, in much the same , 

: way that the English runner: was many years ago. In trotttng 

breeding, I wish to call attention to a much abused and popularly _ 

7 - misunderstood term ; it is the word, “ Messenger,” the*name of a. | 
horse generally acknowledged to be the patriarch of American | 

| trotters. ; ee 2 ne 

Messenger, a thoroughbred and a successful runner, was imported — 

into New York state in the year 1791, and died on Long Island | 

- in 1808. It was the misfortune of some of us that he came into Be 

| the worlda grey ; he oughtto have presented a variegated appear- 

ance, aid given all horse owners a chance. As it is, every ani- — 

-- mal.that is flea bitten, (having been once grey), und is up toacer- 
7 tain standard of old age and decrepitude, is dubbed a Messenger. | 

Of course there is no such existing thing as a “ Messenger.” | 

What is more, no horse stands on foot to-day that has tasted the 
teat of a daughter of Messenger, or sprung from the loins of ason 
of his.) ~Toshow you the absurdity of this thing, I will cite the | 

a breeding of Rysdyk’s Hambletonian, probably the closest living 

- descendant of Messenger, who holds in the getting of ‘trotters | 

much the same position that Lexington does in the getting of run- 
7 ners, 9 A ea ee ee ee 

| _s Rysdyk’s Hambletonian, by Abdallah: | a 

1st dam by Imported Bellfounder 
"9nd dam by Hambletonian (he by Messenger.) = 

ee 8rd dam by Messenger. | a - 

Abdallah was by Mambrino, and Mambrino was by Messenger. a 
| Rysdyk’s Hambletonian was foaled in 1849, is now 24 years old, , 

and is three removes from Imported Messenger ssi 
The mention of the names, Messenger, Abdallah and Hamble- = 

nos, tonian, calls up a thought of the manner in which the public cre- | 
_. dulity is worked upon in the naming of trotting stallion, = = 

The practice among reputable breeders and owners of thorough- an 
___. _breds is to give each animal a name that shall determine its’ indi- 

viduality, which shall be peculiar to itself, The practice, or rather | 

- - malpractice among stallion-owning trotting men is to merge the 

individuality of the animal, as far as possible, in that of some 

| noted predecessor in blood, either actual or assumed. The result — |
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is that the country is overrun witha drove of Hambletonian, Ab- 
dallah, Mambrino, Clay and Messenger stallions, to the detriment 

of horse morality and to the confusion of would-be breeders. If 
this deceptive nomenclature is persisted in, a trotting pedigree will 
become a delusion and a snare, and,a trotting stud book a tangled 
impossibility. It will be noticed that the animals that really per- 

form under the public eye have, with rare exceptions, names of 

their own, while those secluded lords of the horse harem, whose 
reputation shines with a dubious and reflected light, appear to be 

too valuable to be frittered away in the frivolous sports of the 
course. The prevailing trotting-horse usage hereabouts is to pro- 
cure an inferior stallion, to placard the unsuspecting ard guiltless 

brute with the name of some celebrated strain or strains, and 

thereafter to carefully prevent his qualities being known by pub- 
lic exhibition in a race. The practice of running men, on the 
other haad, is to give, as I said before, to each horse a namé of | 
his own, to train and try the animal. on the irack, and, if success-_ 
ful, to put him to the stud. This last is the sifting process of 
breeding, or what Mr. Darwin would call the survival of the fit- | 
test. It is this that has made the raising of runners a science, 
and an approximative certainty ; and trotting breeding will. never 
reach that dignity until the same tests are applied. 

| - To conclude, I ask your attention 0 the irrational attitude of | 
| what we call the respectable portion of the community in regard 
: to horse matters in general, and racing in particular. | They appear 

to be in the position of Peeping T'om of Coventry; they are eager 
_ to look upon the unadorned charms of the passing beauty, but 

they shrink from being caught in the act. They want to see the 
_ horses go, but they prefer to peek over the top of the fence rather 

. than come in at the gate and be contaminated. 

_. There are doubtless many evil influences that hang about a race 
track. ‘The correct thing for right-minded people to do, however, __ 
is to come straight in and help cut them off Inso doing, letthem _ 
bear this in mind, that in no case is that generous animal, the — 
racer at fault; and that whatever they may achieve in the eleva- 
tion of the turf, is in the interest of humanity’s next friend, the 

| horse. - . | | ; - ae | -
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. 4 SHORT HORNS. RE 

: | Read before the State Agricultural Convention in Feb., 1873, . 

| BY MAJ. CHAS. H. WILLIAMS; BARABOO. Oo 

have been a short-horn breeder in a quiet way, for quite a 

| number of years, but on taking up the subject for the purpose of : 

writing an article, was much at a loss to know what to say. In 

breeding this stock and watching results and the progress of the. 

~ business, I have become impressed with the belief, that it is an im- 

- portant branch of stock growing, and that it would be a great ben- — 

an efit to many farmers to engage in it./ I therefore concluded to 

- devote my paper, mainly, to saying in a brief way, what I could a 

| to induce farmers to grow this valuable classof stock, 

«Ts has been a commonly received opinion, that thorough-bred 
short-horns aré improved animals brought to their present size, 

| beauty and symmetry of form from some other inferior class of 

cattle, perhaps the so-called native, by the patient and persistent 

breeding of judicious and thoughtfal men, who, by culling out the 

poorer specimens and a generous ¢are of the better ones, for a 
~ Jong period of time, at last produced the animals from which -the 

| short-horns came. This may be the case, but I sometimes think _ 
another view of the question may be the correct one ; that the _ 

first animals of the cattle kind created, were perfect animals, de- 

a signed to add to the comfort, convenience and happiness of man | 

| —that those animals were stately short-horns, and fora long period . 

afterwards, their descendants continued equal in allrespectsto the 
original stock. Ata later period, by the carelessness and negli- : 

| gence of man, for whom they were created, these perfect animals 

began: to degenerate a very little each year, until finally after many 

-_-years, perhaps centuries, they became what is now called native 

cattle | We 
At some period in the progress of the world and the downward 

course of cattle, just when, would be difficult to say, and is not 
| ~ now important, some of the thinking and acting men of that age, 

conceived the idea that these poor natives, reduced from the
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: original and perfect animals might be improved and made better. = 
Just how this idea and this improvement were brought aboutis not 
now known. It may have been as has been suggested by some | 
writer, that a butcher discovered, in cutting up the carcasses of 
cattle for his customers that some of them yielded a better profit . 

than others, and being a fair dealing man, offered a larger price for 
this class of better animals. ~ Soon the dealers in cattle learned 

that animals of a certain form were more profitable than others, . 
and in their selections of stock to feed for the butcher, bought this 

better kind. Ata later period, it was discovered that some | 

animals of this better form and more value produced calves of 
somewhat the same form, and.the thoughtful men of the day be- | 
came impressed with the belief that they might grow this better 

a ‘Thus commenced the improvement in cattle, or as we might | 

sey, began the process of reinstating animals of the bovine race, | 
and growing them up to the character and value they occupied | 

when they came from the hands of the Creator. 

, From Lewis F. Allen’s history of short-horns, we learn that short- | 

horns were in existence in. the northeastern part of England as 

early as the year 1700, perhapsa short timé before, and that tradi- _ 
tion carries them back to a much earlier period. = 

It would seem then that the process of improving or restoring the | 
bovine race must have begun at quite an early day, if, at the period | 
referred.to, one branch of the race had made so much progress, 

- At the period spoken of, Mr. Allen tells us that down to the SS 
latter part of the 18th century, there were active, energetic and =——> 

_ thoughtful men engaged in breeding and improving this class of 
cattle. Little is known of these enterprising men beyond the 
results of their labors in the rearing of cattle, from whiclethe 

_ present short-horns directly descended. ag, 
From the early part of the eighteenth century to near the last, 

there were many persons engaged in breeding short-horns. About — 
the vear 1780, a new era 1a short-horn breeding commenced, when / 

the Colling brothers and others of that day bred more intelligently 
| and systematically, and perhaps made more progress towards the 

perfect animal than had been previously made. This more sys- 

tematic breeding soon became quite popular, and was pursued by
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"ss many breeders of note, among them Thomas Booth and Thomas 

Bates, who commenced as breeders about the year 1800, and con- 
tinued in the business successfully, Thomas Bates for forty years, 

~ and Thomas Booth, his sons and grandsons, down to the present 
time ee om oe 

- In the early part of this century, a few pure bred short-horns _ 
~ were imported into the United States. Since then, frequent and — 

quite large importations have been made, and at. this time, pure 
_ bred herds of these very valuable animals are to be found in 

almost every state in the Union, and in the Provinces of the 

Canadas, More of them are now bred each year in Ametica 
than in England, where they were first reared. From this 

| brief sketch of the origin and progress of short-horn cattle, 

it will be observed that for a period of nearly 200 years,at 

least, breeders have been engaged in an intelligent and patient ef- 

fort to make better and more profitable to the farmer one family 
or branch of neat cattle. a —— a 

| In producing a better and more profitable animal, these early 

breeders, as well as those of a more recent date, have had in view, | 
| early maturity, large size, a fuil development of those parts of the 

| -animal from which the best beef is cut, and good. milking quali- 

ties. Animals intelligently and persistently bred for these very 
desirable qualities, for a period of 200 years, must have become —_— 
well fixed in these characteristics, and must be capable of repro- — 

oe ducing them, with great certainty, in their offspring, - 

| Within this century, especially in the past 25 years, pure bred 
; ‘Short Horns have increased and spread over the United States — 

— and the Canadas very rapidly, and although they have long been | 

popular, and have been owned and bred by many farmers through- 
- - oug the country, their popularity and the demand for them seems 

to have increased in proportion to the increased numbers bred, 
| which will be indicated to some extent'by the very large prices | 

Ce paid and offered for this class of cattle, and the large numbers 
a sold at public sales. wee a Bs 

’ In the preface to the 10th Vol. of the American Short Horn 

a Herd Book, we learn two cows were imported into Canada in the 

"year 1870, which cost in England 1,500 guineas ($7500) each, and 
| several American bred cows had been sold at $3,500 to $8,000 |
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each, and a much higher price had been offered for a single cow. 
That $5,750 had been paid for a bull of American breeding, and ve 
$5,000 offered and refused for an imported English bred bull = 
Mr. Allen further says there was no sham in these offers, that the 
above named purchases were bona fide transactions, and the offers 

not accepted, were made by responsible parties having the money 

. to consummate them had they been taken. ee 

As a further evidence of the growing popularity of this class 

of cattle, we have the results of the numerous public sales held 
the past year in quite a number of the states and the Canadian 
Provinces, full reports of which were published in the Western. 
Farmer, the National ‘Live Stock Journal, and other agricultural | 

papers. I briefly mention some of these sales: | 
Wm. Stewart, Franklin Grove, Ill, sold 25 females and 11 bulls; | 

females selling at $185 to $825 each; bulls selling at $85 to $750 
| ech 7 | | | 

Wm. Waifuld, Lexington, Ky., sold 60 females and 20 bulls; 
females selling at $25 to $1,050 each; bullsselling at $50 to $650 
each. | 

J. H. Picknell, Harristown, Ill, sold 27 females and 12 bulls; | 
females selling at $200 to $1,750 each; bulls selling at $130 to 

$3,000 each a | ENT 
D. Christee, Paris, Ontario, sold 28 females and 9 bulls; females | 

gelling at $100 to $675,each; bulls selling at $85 to $1,285 each. 
_ J. HL Spears & Son, Tallula, Ill., sold 59 animals at $110 to 
$1,475 each, making an average of $287.50. = = - | 

Alexander Hanley sold 27 females and 7 bulls ; females selling 
at $50 to $305 each; bulls selling at $65 to $500 each. 

_ Cyrus Jones, Towanda, IIl., sold 42 females, averaging $418, 

and 14 bulls, averaging $215. : 
| EP. Brockway, Ripon, Wisconsin, sold 25 females, averaging 

_ $788.75, and 5 bulls, averaging $466. ee 
Many other public sales of pure bred Short Horns were held 

- the past year, with generally about as good results as those just 

reported. ‘The Short Horn is pre-eminently the animal for beef oe 

he weighs more when put on the scales than his appearance indi- 
| cates—from his carcass much more choice beef can. be cut than 

| from any other breed—more of that class of steak and roast
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| which the city gentleman buys, and for which. he pays and is / 

_ willing to pay a large price per pound. There is also less of the | 

low priced meat in his carcass in proportion to weight, and in | 

| addition, less offal in proportion to weight. ee 

| ‘These are facts well. known to buyers at Milwaukee, Chicago 
and other large cities, consequently they can afford and do pay, a 

: - much larger price for the Short Horn in good. cendition for beef, _ 

| - than they do for other cattle in the same condition. This addi- 

tional price vanes from $1 to $3 per hundred, owing to quality, 

for four year old Short Horns in good condition. Suppose a farm- 

er or feeder ships a car load of Short Horns to market, in good : 
condition, as they should be if he expects them to pay; if they 
average 1,400 pounds, which is not a high average, he would 

- receive $49, extra price on each animal, figured at the highest. 

price I have named—above that received fora native in thesame 

- condition—or, $588 extra price on the car. load, provided he could 

put 14 animals in the car. - If figured at the medium price, he a 

"would receive $28 extra on each animal, or $392 on the car. If 

figured at the lowest price, he would receive $14 extra, or $196 

| on the car. | | SO 

| _ These are not all the advantages of growing Short Horns for _ 

beef, When a farmer or feeder goes to market with hiscarof | 

Short Horns, such as I have described, and he,arrives thereona ——_ 

| falling market, he very soon learns that his class of cattle have a 

- not depreciated as much as the native or inferior cattle When | 

he finds a very much depressed market, with sales dull and 

buyers scarce, then even, the owner ofShort Horns makes a 

: ready sale, for the reason there are always buyers for. choice prup- | 

| erty of any kind—takes his money and returns home. ‘What 

| becomes of the owner of the native or inferior stock under these __ 

circumstances? He must either put his cattle into the yards and _ 

| feed them at city prices for hay and grain, waiting an Amprove- : 

3 ment in the market, or sell at ruinous rates—his stock. having 
depreciated’ much more than the choice stock. These circum-  ~ 

"stances are well known to those who ship beef cattle to the large | 

cities for sale—especially to those who ship the inferior cattle. Z
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ahaa “SHORT HORNS AS MILKERS. Te 

The impression-has been prevalent with many that short-horn | 
cows are not good.or desirable milkers: There are, of course | 
many short-horn cows that are not good milkers ; such is the case | 
with the natife cow and all other classes of cows, unless it ‘ 

- may be that these which have been bred exclusively for milking 

purposes are an exception. Of this Iam unable,tospeak, Shcrt- 
horn, cows arg, generally speaking, good milkers when this quality 
is desired andthe proper means taken to develop it. Some fami- 
lies, noted for these milking qualities, have been bred for that pur- 
pose in connection with the beef producing quality—that is,some _ 
breeders of short-horns who had a desire for milk producing stock, _ 

| have cultivated that quality along with the _broad-back size and 

early maturity, belonging to the short: horns. The cows of this 

class, when kept in milking condition for nine or ten months in oe 

the year, and fed highly on milk-producing feed, will not look as 
handgome as those in better flesh ; will not be what are called show 

cows, for they will be in low condition, but will yield largely of 
' milk, and when dried off will feed up rapidly, becoming choice 

. beef, Their male calves also make good beef steers, having all 

the requisites necessary when in good condition to bring the best 

‘ price inthe market. | pe age ws 

‘Mr. Thomas Bates, before spoken of as one of the early and 

most successful English breeders of short-horns, had many excel- | 

~ —- Jent milkers among his cows, and always strove to promote the 

milking qualities in his herd. Many pure bred short-horns in this 
country at this time, whose ancestors date back to the Bates herd, 

are choice milkers; other families not descended from the Bates 
herd are equally good milkers. , 

- Lewis F. Allen, in his Herd Book, makes the statement, thatthe 
dairies supplying the city of London with milk use grade short- | 

horns almost entirely. The Shakers of Union Village, Ohio, who | 
- have been long known as among our most successful butter and 

cheese makefs use short-horn cows for dairy purposes. The milk 
| dairies about Cincinnati are composed largely of. grade short- 

horns. The stable of one of the Cincinnati dairies was burned sev- 
eral years. ago, ‘consuming along with the building and the hay 125
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) grade short-horns, all the cows in the stable except two or three . 
_ pure bred short-horns which were saved. See 

_ [have thus given a brief account of the origin, as faras known, 7 

: the breeding and prominent characteristics of short-horn cattle. | 
a _If£I am correct inmy views as stated, and I believe Iam, the Short: 

| | Horn is the animal for the general farmer and the dairy. One 
| can, with judicious selections, obtain from them a very valuable 

‘class of cows, perhaps the most valuable, all things considered. 
-- In commending this class of cattle to the farmers of the state, 

| I do not wish to be understood as advising all farmers to engage 
in raising pure bred animals for breeding purposes; this would __ 

—.. clearly be unprofitable and unwise for them todo. The general 
farmer will find it more to his interest to grow only the grades, __ 
commencing with the pure bred bull, (whose ancestors date back 
to the remote past, and whose profitable characteristics have been 
fixed for many generations,) on the native or common cow, from 

_ which crop you would have the half blood short-horn. The heifer 
from this crop should be bred to a pure bred bull having similar 
qualities with the first, producing a three-quarter blood, and so 

_ on until your cattle have become high grades. You would then 
- have them of the greatest value for all purposes, except that of 

reproducing their own good qualities == 
‘In each county or, perhaps in each populous and thriving 

neighborhood, one or more good, careful and upright farmers, : 

with a taste in that direction, could properly and profitably grow 
the pure bulls, along with other farming, and thus be near by the 
demand and in readiness to supply the general farmer, at reason- 

| able prices, and without the risk and expense of transportation, _ 
_ with pure bred bulls to enable him to make the improvement 

indicated above. ee : 
Jn starting these pure bred herds, care should be had not to go. 

too fast. Asa general rule, the better way would be to com- 
-- ‘mence with but few females, perhaps only one, and grow gradu- 

ally and quietly into the business, acquiring knowledge of it as 
your herd increased in numbers and value, and as you became 
known as a breeder. White acquiring this knowledge and 
“increasing your herd, make for yourself such a reputation for in- 

tegrity that when your neighbor or others buy an animal of your
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own breeding, they can feel satisfied they are getting just what 

you represent it to be, and that when you record a pedigree, full 
faith and credit can be given to the statements therein contained. 
Herd book pedigrees, no matter how fashionable the blood, may 

be valuless, not worth the paper they are printed on, unless the 

breeder of the animal and the writer of the pedigree are men of 
character, whose acts and statements can be implicitly relied on. 

pee FEEDING | “yee 
- Much has‘been said on the subject of feeding, especially on 
what is termed over or high feeding of breeding animals. That - 
is a subject on which successful breeders have widely differed. 
Thus far my “experience and observation teach that generous 
feeding of all kinds of stock, breeding stock included, is the best. | 

I mean by that, such feeding during the winter season as will 

keep animals in good flesh, not fat, giving in quality, quantity = 

and kind, that feed which produces this result the ‘most readily 
and to the best advantage. Feeding should be commenced as 
soon as the grass begins to fail in the fall, continued through the - 
winter and into the spring, until the grass is sufficiently well 
grown to furnish full feed. During the summer, or the season of 

| pasture, feed only the grasses in the natural way, being sure to 
have a supply sufficient to furnish good feeding. Breeding ani- — 

mals should be kept in good flesh, especially the females, particu- 
| larly so when carrying their young. © | RS ESS ‘ 

7 Young animals should be better fed, especially calves, than the 

Older stock. The first year is the best in which to make growth, 
and it can then be made at less expense than at any other time. 

_ In feeding for beef, I believe the best method is that followed 
by Mr. John Johnson, the old Scotch farmer of the state of New 
York. He fed short-horn steers, when he could get them either 

| by breeding or buying. The metaod of feeding he considered © 

7 the most successful, and the one he recommended, was to make 
_ the calf fat as soon as it could be done after it was dropped, then 
keep it in that condition, summer and winter, until it was sold to 
the butcher. By that plan, he generally sold his beef steers at — 
three years-old, and frequently at two, with satisfactory profit. 
Norse.—For the calf-breeding of short-horns, and other parts of my paper, 

. I am indebted to Lewis F. Allen’s Short-Horn History.
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| oe "Read before the State Agricultural Convention, February, 1873. . 

ne BY JUDGE GEO. E. BRYANT. _ PS | | 

_ At the request of your honorable secretary, and stimulated by : 

the owner of one of the largest herds of horned cattlein central = 
| ‘Wisconsin, who felt, as he expressed in a letter to me, that “some ! 

a one ought to talk about this breed, which among those who knew 
them, had so many friends, and which were only lied about by those 
who knew nothing about them,” I have prepared this paper. 

_. The breeders of Jersey (misnamed Alderney), have been 
grievously abused by your society. This may seem to you harsh — 

language, but the truth must be spoken. It is wrong for you to 
give to the “ Short-Horn” a higher premium than you do to either 

cis or any other breed, and it is because your officers have been influ- _ 

enced by, or are breeders of these ponderous animals, that this has 

| been done. Again you are wrongfully negligent in your selection 
| of judges for these various breeds; you give one committee to 

| _ Short-Horns, and one to all other breeds, and when judges remark 
that they know nothing of the qualifications of this breed, and 
that the more Durham and the less Jersey there is in them the better 

_ it suited them,” you cannot help seeing that they are very poor — 

men to be placed in that ring. A manmay bea very good judge 
of Short-Horns and a very poor judge of Jerseys—and particularly _ 

_* go, when he takes pains to manifest his disgust and contempt for 

| the breed; and here let me urge that you-ought to give all breeds 
| _ a fair show in the ring, of no show at all; have a fair and competent 

| committee, or none at all; a like premium, or none at all. I speak 

' plain in this matter, Mr. President, not’ because I have any. preju- 
| dice against the. ponderous Short-Horn, the beautiful Devon or — 

_ the fast increasing in popularity and numbers, Ayrshires, but 
because I think you ought to mete out equal justice to all breed- 
ers in the ring. ee 7 

- _ From: the Island of Jersey, in the English Channel (and not 
from the state of the Camden and Amboy railroad company), —
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comes this magnificent breed of cattle, . Thereason fortheir being 

| misnamed ‘ Alderney ” was because the officers of the British | 

army, stationed at the fort on the isle of “ Alderney,” which lies 
near to “J ersey ” first exported some of these “ Deer” like cows to | 

their friends in England. . These importations into England com- 
menced more than a century ago —indeed long before the inde-. 
pendence of these United States.. “ Alderney ” cows had become | 

famous as producers of cream and butter in England. In 1781, 

we find “Tabitha, mistress of Brambletan Hall, severely rep- 
rimanding Mr. Lewis, foreman and overseer of the herds of that | 

estate, for giving away “Alderney ’’ “without her privity and con-— 

currents, because he believed in fatty. cattle and forgetting that 

“ Alderney ” had given four gallons of almost cream per day ever 
since her calf.was sent to market "— an early illustration of the un- = 

fairness of short-horn breeders, when competing with other breeds. | 
In America as in England, the Jersey has come into notice after 

| the Devon und the Short-horn have attained a world wide reputa- 

tion. Here as there, with true John Bull antipathy, they at first 
| were declared worthless, and the officers of this society (as I was 
| informed) laughed out of the premium list entirely, for several 

| years this not English bred impostor, but now among butter | 

makers, they are fast coming into repute, and real “gilt edged” | 
. butter is only made from the produce of Jersey cows. I have 

heard of the butter of no other cows bringing from .70 cents to - 

- $1.50 per lb., in the market. Mackey and Waring, of New Eng- 
land, and Sharpless, of Philadelphia, make and sell that kind from 
their Jersey herds. I have experimented some, and marked the ex- 

periments of others in butter making, from pure Jerseys, and 
grade Jerseys, a good deal, and I believe that from a given amount | 
of food, a pure Jersey cow will make 30 per cent. more butter than 

‘a cow of any other breed; that a grade Jersey cow, got by a pure 
- bred Jersey. bull, will make 20 per cent. more butter than other 3 

breeds. - I have known grade Jersey cows got by high grade 

Jersey bulls that.were failures, but of many grade Jersey heifers, 

that was not more than an extra cow. OL BE oa | 
Gentlemen in cities who keep bat one cow, and small farmers __ 

who keep but two, and who like good rich milk for their tea and cof-
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fee, and who believe that the pure article is much better than chalk 
| and water, are beginnig to appreciate this breed. AJ ersey cow 

will not give as much milk in her flush as some other breeds, but 
| for ten. or eleven months, facts show that she excels all others in 

| her produce of cream. The milk of oneJ ersey, mixed with that 

of three or four “ pale” cows, will give the butter of allarespect- 
able coloring. They have been called a puny, tender breed, but 

-” experience proves that they areas hardy as any of their rivals. — 

| To those Wisconsin farmers who make butter, I say, the sooner © 
_-you get some Jersey blood in your herds, the sooner will your 

butter bé better than it now is. To the poor man with one cow 
and a small barn, she is a blessing and life to his wife and chil- 

| dren, a beauty to their eyes and a joy to their hearts T'o the 

| rich man, a toy anda luxury, and to all who want the’ pro- | 

duce of a cow, as well as the cow herself, she far out-strips all com- 
_—s~petitors, I have little experience in cheese making, but judging 

from what I buy, I can fancy a little more Jersey creamanda __ 
little less Ayrshire gristle, would suit the taste quite as well. 

| _ The cows of this breed are always great favorites with the women- 

folks, their gentle natures attaching them to the mothers and the 
_ children, who save for them many a tit-bit. from the table. — Vic- 

- toria, England's good Queen, the owner of large herds, has always 
kept at her country seat‘a Jersey cow: for her own household fam- 

. ily table; ‘so have most of the wives of the herdsmen of famous 

- English and Scottish herds. Daniel Webster, America’s greatest 
statesman, -who was loved aud_ respected little less in England 
than in America, who caused his. great oxen to -be yoked and 

brought to his window as he lay upon his death-bed, “that he | 
-_-might look into their great broad honest foreheads,” imported at 

an early day some Jerseys, and took great pride in showing to his _ 

| city bred guests his Alderney milk upon the table of his Marsh- © 
| field mansion. And now, Mr. President, I am done, I have 

- spoken plainly, ‘and I meunt to do so, for I believe that your 8O- 
| ciety is intended + use all alike, and to mete out justice to all; 
--_ T beg no man’s pardon; if I have stepped on ‘anybody’s toes, I 

oe am glad of it. I meant to do’ so. The grand desideratum in — 

eo, agriculture is to discover a breed of ‘cattle that will be most use- 

~ fal'to'the grazier, the dairyman, the small farmer, the poor man, —
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and rich: gentlemen of cities, and I believe a great step is accom- 
plished towards this by crossing the Jersey bull with the other — 
cattle of America, and‘on behalf of all these people, who form _ 
a great part of your society’s patrons, we ask a fair show at 

- the hands of fair men, at your great annual fairs. oo 

AYRSHIRE CATTLE, | 

Read before the State Agricultural Convention, February, 1878. a oe : | | 

BY JONATHAN STODDARD, SHEBOYGAN. oe DNEe | 

Under the head, “ Breeds,” I claim that the Ayrshire breed of 

| cattle is the best adapted to the state of Wisconsin, for the follow- | 

ing reasons : 

_ First. There is no breed of cattle that can produce as good a 
milk record as the Ayrshire; therefore they are better adapted | 

_ for dairy purposes than any other; as proof of this, in nearly all 

the dairy regions of the eastern and middle states, they are rapidly — 
: introducing the Ayrshire instead of the Short Horn. ene 

| . : Second. _ There is more money invested in : dairying than in | 

| beef raising in this state, and Wisconsin is destined to bea dairy : 

| state, as it is better adapted for that purpose than for corn raising, 
especially the northern part. 

+ In proof of their milking qualities, I challenge all “ advocates 
of Short Horns” to compare records. 

First. “Red Rose,” 726, calved May 20th, 1861, and on the 
10th day of the following June she gave 84 pounds of milk,and _ 
from August ‘Ast to September 14th, averaged 67 pounds per day. — 

cS ‘Second. _ “ Young Lilly,” 1,941, owned by Byron Webster, 
. Towa, has given 22 quarts at a milking, and for four consecutive - 

days, gave 44 quarts per day. She calved July 28th, 1872, and 
August 19th, gave 19 quarts ateach milking = 

Third) The cow “Fannie,” owned by John M. Reed, of 

Georgia, has earned him in milk in the last ten years, $4,712.40.
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__ (ive 8. Journal, page 386). Her average daily yield has been 

eight quarts. eee rn ee 
| ELS. Mills, Fitchburg, Mass., has a herd of Ayrshire cows, old 

and young; some old cows that have passed their best, and some | 

three year old heifers, that gave an average of eight quarts a day © 

. for three years, some of them averaging ten quarts a day for the . 
- ~ game period: : ae : 
os, _ i. T. Mills, of Worcester county, Mass., reports to the Country 

Gentleman his herd of ten Ayrshire cows, varying from 8 to 13 _ 

years of age, average weight 1,045 pounds, in 273 days, gave an | 

: average of 21 1-7 pounds of milk per day. One of said cows 
gave, during the three years, an average of 7,830 pounds per | 

__-year, almost 22 pounds per day for three successive years. | 

Ayrshire Tass,” 236, “Jean Armour,” 90, “Corslet,” 87, 
“itty,” 4B 117, “Daisy,” 5 B. 47 have alsoa high record for — 

ss their milking qualities © 
ele - Aiton, writing about the Ayrshire cattle, in the year 1806, says : 

“They yield much milk, and that of an oily, butterous nature, 

oo and after they have yielded large quantities of milk for several 

‘years, they are as valuable for beef as any other ‘breed of cows — 
Son known ; their fat is well mixed through the whole flesh, and they 
a will fatten faster than any other breed.” - pe 

AS to size, they may, by good feeding, be made of full medium 

size. I owned a bull—* Cobden” (196)—which weighed when 
17 months old 1,050 pounds; and “ Heather Jack,” bred by Thos. 

, Irving, of Rockfield, Montreal, and purchased by me, and im- 
| ported into this state, weighs over 1,700 pounds, | 

I also own a heifer—‘‘ Dominion Girl,” (A) 67—was calved _ 
April, 1871, and had a ealf June 29th, 1872, and now gives more 

| milk than any two matured cows that Town. | Se a aes 
They are a very hardy breed, easy keepers, and give a very 

even mess of milk fora long time. When I stabled my cows 
last fall, my Ayrshires gave double the amount of milk of my 

— othercows SER i 

| | It is a conceded fact that the Ayrshires are the best milkers. _ 
| No attempts have ever been made to disprove it by disinterested _
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aoa SHEEP HUSBANDRY. , 

. Read before the State Agricultural Convention, February, 1873. : 

BY BLT STTISON, OSHKOSH. 
This subject, in all its relations to , agriculture and in the details 

of its management, presents so many important questions that I | 

can only point out a few important ones. This industry and its. 
ally or joint industry, woolen manpfactures, present an array of 
wealth and usefulness that at once should challenge attention, 
and place them among the leading industries of the nation. Their | 

combined products amount to nearly two hundred million dollars 
yearly ; and so closely are all our industries allied, that when one 
suffers, all feel the effect, and all are affected by. the prosperity of | 
each. Wool growing, like all other branches of farming, has had 
its vicissitudes, its prosperity, and its depressions, but not in so 
great a degree as other branches of farming. 

Where is that Illinois farmer that a few years ago said, “ He 
could make more money to raise pork and manure his land with 
the carcasses of his sheep than he could .in wool growing?” or | 
where is that Wisconsin politician that a few years ago, in 
attempting to write editorials for an agricultural journal, said, 
“Wool growing in Wisconsin must be abandoned?” The tariff | 
on wool and woolens has fully vindicated itself by its practical | 

| effects, and requires no defense from me. Wool growing to-day 
is on a sound and healthy basis, free from excitement which 
would inevitably tend to over production, and at the same time 

- free from financial embarrassments because prices are fair. A | 
few years ago, the price of wool was relatively low—more relative ; 

_ than absolute—but now the tables are turned, and while wool has 
gone up, most other products have gone down. The pork and 

corn growers have ceased to pity the waol growers, and are now | 
declaring war on the railroads, which have got them at a terrible 
disadvantage, and are wresting from them their hard earnings by 
extortionate charges for transportation. Sn
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a WOOL GROWING ‘IN RELATION TO FARM AND STATE. . : 

Wool growing in Wisconsin should be pursued asa partof | 
mixed farming; for of all domestic animals the sheep stands unri- | 

-_-yaled in its adaptation to preserve and increase the fertility of the ! 
soil. M. Thiers, that great statesman now at the head of the 
‘French Republic, in a speech before the French Chambers, 
affirmed the dependence of French agriculture upon sheep hus- 

| bandry. England with her small agricultural area, dense pop- 
| ulation and high priced land, keeps about as many sheep as 

the United States with her vast area, and it is said that if for any 
- reason the turnip crop should fail there for a series of years, and 

so cut off their ability to keep a large number of sheep, famine 

, would soon ensue. The productive power of English soil has — 

+ doubled in the last half century, and much of that increase isdue 
to her-excellent sheep husbandry. Prussia, Austria, and all Ger- 
many foster this industry, both on account of the wool and mut- 
ton product, and its power to stimulate the production of other 

| agricultural products. While we feel justly proud that the United 
States prodyce about one-tenth of the wool of the world, England — 

- with her.small area, in her home country, grows one-ninth of the 

| wool of the world. There are two entirely different modes of _ 
| ‘sheep husbandry. The pastoral mode is pursued in mild cli- | 

mates principally for the wool alone, and has no connection with 

- the other industries of a country, and builds up no cities and sus- 

tains no schools, and is mostly so pursued in semi-civilized coun- _ 
. tries ; but this is not the class of sheep -husbandry that we advo- 

cate. It is that class of sheep husbandry that is pursued in 
mixed agriculture, that is truly valuable to a civilized country— __ 

- that class that enables the farmer to increase the productive power 
| of his farm, and thus increase his own revenues in the same fro-. 

portion as the productive power of his land is increased, and helps 
| to build up all other industries which pertain to civilization, and 

invites the manufacturer | to our doors, not only to manufacture | 

| our wool, but to help consume our other agricultural products. 

Look’ at Europe in this light, and show me a country in which 
| - agriculture, arts and manufactures flourish, and I will show youa 

country in which this industry-has been fostered and cherished,
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and now has a large amount of sheep to her agricultural area. 
Look at distracted Spain, a country whose sheep walks were once 

trod by one of the noblest races of sheep on earth, and protected 
by the strong arm of the government as a subject of wealth and 
national pride, and their exportation forbidden by law. With 

- the decay of that nation has come the ruin of this industry there; 

and most of those sheep walks, where once trod this noted race, 
are now deserted or occupied by a degenerated hybrid race. As 

the eye, the ear, the head, the hand, and every limb and member 
are necessary to form the perfect man, so are all our industries 

(and this one of the important ones), necessary to an agricultural 

and prosperous people ee | 

WOOL GROWING IN RELATION TO RAILROADS,  ——~™S 

That cloud which a little while ago was a mere speck on the | 
horizon, its thundering may now be heard throughout the land,and 

agriculture and the other pursuits are marshaling their hosts for the 

struggle that lies before them, and in the language of the poet, 

. “Low murmuring sounds along their banners fly, 

| Our rights, our rights, the watchword and reply.”? 

For years, the railroads have been consolidating and combining, 
until the people can no longer close their eyes’to the fact that the 

_ wealth of the producers is fast finding its way to the pockets of | : 
the railroad monopolists, until to-day it takes six bushels of | corn 

in Western Iowa to pay the freight on one bushel. to the tide- 

__ water, or, in other words, one bushel of corn for the farmer to six 

bushels for the railroads. While corn west of the Mississippi is , 
being burned as fuel or transported thousands of miles to feed 
operatives with, why not cover a portion of those corn fields with. 
sheep, and import the manufacturer and his operatives instead of 
their goods, and help to build up a homemarket? If the corn 
was fed to sheep, and the wool was shipped to New York or 
Boston, two quarts of the corn so fed would pay the freight on _ 
the wool grown from one bushel of corn, thus taking only one- | 

___ sixteenth instead of six-sevenths of the corn. Many other manu- 

factures are equally advantageous to build up a home market. 

21 |
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_- The county of Winnebago 1s the second county in the state in the. 

extent and variety ‘of its manufactures, so that it presents a good 

| opportunity to study the advantage of a home market. ‘Take the 

- article of wheat for instance, and with its large number of flour- 

ing mill monopolists some are dispdsed to term them, and the de- 

- mand for wheat caused thereby, asthe farmers will, onan average 

obtain five cents a bushel above Chicago and Milwaukee prices 

for their wheat. The manufacturer is not the enemy of the far- 

+ mer; small politicians and some so-called political economists to 

| the contrary notwithstanding. Whilst the greatest battle of the 

| age is to be foughtin favor of cheaper transportation, let us callin 

such auxilliaries as building up a home market and the growing, 
of such products as pay the least for transportation. oo 

a --*- RACHS AND VARIETIES OF SHEER, 

~ Dr. Fitzinger, in a paper to the Imperial Academy of Science — 

‘in Vienna, upon the races of domestic sheep, gives Africa and 

Asia 106 races and sub-races of sheep, and to England 23 races 

| and sub-races. But only a few of the different races of sheep _ 

particularly interest the American wool.grower, 

| oe [The Downs.—Of this class the South Downs are the most com- 

mon in this country. They are not prized very highly for the 

oe quantity or quality of the wool they produce, but it is for the 

quality of their mutton, unsurpassed by any breed, and the ewes 

make excellent nurses for the rearing of early lambs; and near 

large towns, where such are in good demand, no doubt a small 

flock of South Downs‘can be made to pay well a 

The Combing Wool Sheep.—This class includes the Leicester, the. 

- __ Lincolns, the Cottswold and numerous crosses of these yaces and 

| -sub-races. They all produce a wool particularly adapted to comb- 

a -; Ing, a branch of woolen manufactures which is being rapidly ex- 

tended in this country. Combing wocls command good prices in 

this country, and probably will do so for years to come. They 

: require extra care and keep, and should not be kept in too large 

| flocks. They are good mutton sheep, second to. the Downs, but 

more valuable than the Downs. for wool, They can never take 

the place of the Merinos for the production of clothing wool, but -
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the farmer should be governed by his surroundings which breed | 
to keep. There is no cause for antagonism between the combing 

wool growers and the clothing wool growers, as each has a sepa- / 
rate field amply extensive for all their products. | ) 

The Merinos.—This noble race of sheep is one of the oldest 
races of truly valuable thoroughbred sheep to be found. They 

have been much improved in the last 50 years in their form and. 
the amount of wool they produce; this has been done by a ju- 
dicious selection and breeding, ‘until they stand unrivaled for the | 

- production of clothing wool. They produce more wool than any 

_ other race or breed of sheep from the same food, which should be 

, taken into account in deciding what race of sheep to breed. The | 
| merinos produce more scoured wool now than their ancestors did | | 

. of washed wool when they were imported from Spain. . . 

| The Manchamp Sheep.—This is a new sub-race of the merinos, a 

and originated in France, and are knownasthesilky merino sheep, _ | 

_ _¥Yheir wool is particularly adapted to the manufacture of ladies. - | 

| lustre dress goods. They were saved during the late war in France 

from destruction by the invading army, by the heroism of the wife 

of the owner of the flock. While all able bodied men including her | 

| husband, were called to take up arms in defense of their country, 

she by forced drives kept their noble flock of sheep from destruc: | 

tion, and reached a safe retreat, so that the high expectations that 

have been formed of this sub-race of sheep may yet be realized. | 

a “CARE AND BREEDING OF SHEEP, 

_ On the subject of care, but a few short notes can be given at | 

this'time. The first is that golden rule, “ that whatsoever is worth 

| _ doing at all, is worth doing welL” Wool growing is not the oc- 

- gupation for the-slothful and indolent man. I don’t know what 
_.agricultural pursuit is the place for such an one. Much of . 

| ‘the labor in wool growing is lighter than that of grain growing 

and several other branches of agriculture. But whilst “eternal 

vigilance is the price of liberty,” it is none the less the price of a good. 

) flock of sheep. The owner’s eye should often be upon them, and - 

though they require but little care most of the year, yet they | 

will not bear neglect. The flock master becomes attached to his
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flock, and notes with pride every improvement he makes inthem. 

| Their food should be liberal, but they should not be pampered, 

| In this latitude they require good shelter, and pay well for a small 

allowance of grain. Lambs, or teggs, as they are sometimes called, _ 

a do better when fed a small allowance of bran and oats, than when 

fed on corn. The details of sheep husbandry I must omit at this | 

time. Whatever variety of sheep you desire to breed, use only 

_ thoroughbred males of that breed, and those selected with care, 

though not necessarily the highest or fancy priced, unless youarea = 

breeder of thoroughbred stock. Remember that too close breed- «| 

| ing reduces size and produces a finer wool than the parent stock. 

| Too close inbreeding is unsafe, unless in the hands of the expert, . 

and then not always a success. How we admire those master | 

spirits of the renowned breeders who have fashioned, molded — 

: and improved all the valuable qualities of our domestic animals. _ 

‘They have reared to themselves monuments of honor more last- 

ing than those of marble. While the works of the grand master are. 

| only the resemblance of nature, those of Bakewell, Hammond, 

| Collings, Bates and Booth, are the realities of nature in their mas- 

| ~ terly hands. oe | | — 

POLAND CHINA HOG. ae 

a ' ‘Read before the State Agricultural Convention, in February, 1873. : . 

| . BY HON. M. ANDERSON, CROSS PLAINS. | - | | 

_* The subject upon which I ‘have been requested by the commit- 

oh tee to address you is the Poland China Hog. I acknowledge the 

; subject at first view appeared to me limited, one upon which very 

| little could be said that: would interest the farmers of Wisconsin, 

especially at the present time, when the low price of pork causes | 

- the farmer to look upon hogs, even the best breeds, as being of 

, little value. But in looking at the statistical réports, I find. that 

| his swineship makes a respectable showing among the products of
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our country, and when we take into consideration the fact that the | 
breeding and feeding of hogs in this country is principally con- . 
fined to the western states, it will be seen that this is one of the | 
largest products of the great corn growing states of the valley of 

-the Mississippi. When we consider the fact that the corn grow- | 

ing states of tue west are the only portion of the globe where 

hogs are raised and fed in large numbers for market; where pork 
can be made cheaper than in any other part of the world; where a 

_ the breeding and feeding of hogs islikely to continue to be one of oe 
the chief occupations of the farmer for many years to come, the 
importance of breeding and feeding the best hog will readily be 

_ seen. If we calculate the average weight of hogs as given by the oO 

Chicago packers for 1871 and 1872, at 264 1-2lbs., (I believe | 

hogs were heavier last year than ever before,) say 270lbs., at 

. four cents per pound, and ‘we have the large sum of $482,000,000 Oo 

_ By comparing this with the other products of the farmer it will be 
seen that it is one of the chief products of this country. Total 

_ . value of wheat, corn and oats received in Chicago for the year 

1872 was $31,786,799.50, or $5,780,775.30 less than the value ; 

of the hogs received in Chicago for the same year. It is by com- | 

paring the hog crop with other products of the farm that we can | 

arrive at something like a correct estimate of its value, not only to | 
OO the farmer, but also to the commerce of our country. cogs | : | 

| It believe it is acknowledged by all who have attempted to give | 

- the history of the spotted hog, which is at present known by the — 

name of Poland-China, that they originated in Warren and Butler 

counties, Ohio, between thirty and forty years ago, and were J yt 

known for many years by the name of Warren county hog OF ies eed 

late years, as tnis bree] became popular in the western states, | 
there has been ‘an effort made to give it the name of some 

of the men who were early engaged in introducing them, such as 
- Magie hog, or the Moore hog. Mr. Milligan wished it called the 

Miami Valley hog. The Live Stock Journal and some others | 

wanted to name it the Great Western. The National Swine 
Breeders’ Convention, which met at Indianapolis, November 20th, a 
‘1872, decided to recognize Poland-China as the name of: the 

breed. { The committee on Poland-China hogs adopted the report 
ef the Hon. J. M. Milligan, of Hamilton, O., which is as follows:
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7 In the early history of swine breeding ‘in the Miami Valley,in = 
| Ohio, it is clear, from the best written authorities available, and | 

from oral testimony, that there were two breeds, which, to a great 
extent, had been profitably crossed with the common bristled 

| breed of the country. These were the Russia and the Byfield. 

- The Bedford is also named in connection with the other two, but = 
- to what extent it was used cannot now be determined. In the year _ 

*- 1816, we have positive proof from an unquestioned source, that | 
- the Shakers of Union Village, situated in Warren county, Ohio, 

purchased in Philadelphia one boar afd three sows. of what was 

at that time believed to be pure China. They were represented | 
to be either imported or the immediate descendants of imported = 
stock, They were called the Big China hogs, These were the 

| first China hogs ever brought into southwestern Ohio. Subse- | 

quently, other China hogs were introduced, and extensively grown. 7 

The Shakers and other judicious breeders in Warren and Butler 
gounties continued to raise the breed, and produced, by repeated 

| crosses, a hog of exceedingly fine qualities for that period, one a 

which was generally known as the Warren and Butler county | 

~ hog. These hogscontinually increasing in good qualities, the very | | 

best specimens were carefully and interchangeably used, so as to 

produce the best crosses. Such was the progress that was made in 
_ forming the ground work of a good specimen of a hog. This - 

condition of the breed continued until about the year 1835 or 86, 

| when Mr. Munson or Beach, of Warren county, first introduced 

the Berkshire, which were obtained of C. N. Bement, of the state . 

of New York. The Berkshire was liberally infused into the 
. stock in southwestern Ohio, and in Kentucky, crossing with the 

_ Berkshires until about the year 1888 or 1839, when Mr. Wm. 
Neff, of Cincinnati, imported some Irish grazers. This breed 

7 - goon grew into high favor, and, as a consequence, was liberally . 

used in making crosses with the best specimens of the crosses = 
previously made. ue oO So | 

| In a few years, however, the use of the pure blooded Berkshire 

was entirely discontinued, and there was’ no other importat:on of 

| the Irish grazers. The breeders of swine in the Miami valley set- 
tled down to theconviction that the basis of a good breed of hogs 

- had been established, and that in the future, judicious and discrim-~
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inating breeders could use, and if necessary, modify the material = 
furnished, so as to meet the highest demand of the public. For | 

more.than thirty years, no new blood has been introduced into this ee 

breed, and no effort made to obtain a new supply of the breed of | 
either blocd previously used. While this is true, our breeders 

have not been indifferent to the farther improvement of the breed. oe 

Stimulated by their success, they have perseveringly aimed to im- _ 

| prove what they have been so successful in forming. The best | 

points or qualities have been preserved, and when practicable, — 

have been even made more excplient ; all defective points or un- 

desirable qualities have been corrected or improved by care, skill, 

and judgment of experienced breeders. Thus we have a breed 

| thoroughly established, of fine characteristics and style,and un- | 

questioned good qualities, which can be relied upon for the pro- a 

duction of a-progeny of like qualities and character. So 
Mr, William Kizer, now a resident of this county, brought the © - 

first hogs of this breed into this state that I have any knowledge 
-of. I purchased the first hogs that I had of this breed from Mr. 
-Kizer. Ihave added to my stock from year to year from some of 

| the best breeders in this country, including Magie, of Ohio, and 

> Moore, of Illinois. I believe we have now in Wisconsin as pure 
| bred and. as good Poland-Chinas as can be found anywhere. To 

show how little some farmers in Wisconsin know about. the diffe r- 

ent breeds of hogs, I wish to state that when Mr. Kizer first ex- 
hibited Poland-Chinas at our State Fair, he “was, not permit- 

ted by the officers of the society to enter them asa large breed, but 

had to enter them as a small breed. I purchased of Mr. Kizer one 

' of the pigs entered as small breed. When [ sold it, it weighed be- 

tween 700 and 800 pounds. So great was the prejudice against ” 

_ the black color at that time, that Mr. Kizer was not awarded any 
premium, although I believe he had the best pigs on exhibition. . 

I will give the weights of a few lots of Warren and Butler county _ | 
hogs that were slaughtered in Cincinnati, and reported in the agri- “ 

— eultural reports. They are as follows: . Soh eee 
: No. 5, average net weight, 640 pounds, Aa ie, : 

No. 7, average net weight, 720 pounds. eee . 

No. 22, average net weight, 403pounds 

No. 11, average net weight, 612 pounds ti |
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No. 20, average net weight, 772 pounds. — eR E EE otha 

| No. 380, average net weight, 506 pounds. | Oe eg 

- No. 35, average net weight, 450 pounds. Nae fe | 
No. 846, average net weight, 402 pounds. | es 

- These averages, I believe, have never been equaled. Perhaps 
to this excellent breed of hogs, more than to any other cause, may 

be attributed the good name of Cincinnati bacon in the English 
| and other foreign markets, and which made that city for many 

years the greatest pork-packing city in the world, from which it | 

_ has received the name of Porkopolis. 7 Woe 

mo ss A. WELL ESTABLISHED BREED, 

~ The editor of the National Live Stock Journal, in speaking of 
5 the Poland-China hog, exhibited at the National Swine Exposi- | 

tion, held at Chicago in 1871, says: “To observe such striking - 

uniformity of form and character, they are unquestionably a well — 
| established breed, if 500 to 1,000 specimens, drawn from many - 
— different parts of the country, and possessing well defined family 

characteristics, can be relied upon to settle such a question. It 

is a breed, too, formed in this country in response to a popular 

a American demand for a hog differing essentially in every im- 
| portant respect from any other in existence.” BS 

TS PECULIARITIES AND WORTH. a 

| | - Mr Morris says: a os 

| - First. That it does not mange. I have never had one that 

o had this ailment, and I consider this a value not to be over: | 
we looked by a farmer that knows the evils of mange. ae 

| - Second. That for early fattening qualities, yet continued growth, — 

ce it has no equal. It will readily fat into “clear pork” at nine to 

ten months old, weighing 325 pounds; or will continue growing _ 

until eighteen or twenty months old, and in a herd of a hundred 7 

-- head, when fattened, will weigh from 450 to 500 pounds At full — 
growth, their live weight is frequently 900 pounds, or “ big enough 

| forany body.” a es 
- Third. That it is the best clover and blue grass eater ever pro- 
duced, so far as I have known test experiments made. It will.
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make more gain and thrive better:on grass -aloue, than any breed 

Tknow. ~ ae | | 
Fourth. It is naturally quiet at all times, unless aroused by — | 

abuse; is a good breeder, kind in litter and a good suckler; will 
fatten well in-corn field, or “hog off” the corn, for it will eat its . 

filland liedown ap 

Fifth. I claim in’ conclusion, that this is the hog for the packer, © 

| because of the proportion of its weight behind the shoulders, of 
| the amount of high priced meat it carries, and the small per cent. | 

| of offal produced, small head and feet, feeding low down on hock. 

and knee. | | ee | 
: A breed that will gain an extra pound on grass is better than 

| - # one that gains an extra two pounds on grain alone; soistheone _ 

| that will fatten readily at nine months, but not reach maturity | 

before twenty-one months old, rather than a smaller breed that. 

fattens well at six months, and is done growing at fifteen. Let 
me be understood. I claim that pigs should come when grass 

comes, and go to market in cold weather. Therefore, we want a . 

breed that we can do most with between April and January, nine 
months, or, if policy says hold over to the second winter, twenty- _ 

_ one months, that we can easily keep growing during the second 
summer without great cost, put up to fat the second fall, and 

| make it profitable for the second winter’s market. This is the | 
hog we want. I believe we have these qualities in the Poland- | 
China, more than in any other breed. Of the other points of 
merit in this breed, I name the small bone, long bodies, short 
legs, broad, straight backs, deep sides, with square, heavy hams | 

and shoulders, drooping ears, fine hair, spotted, black nearly 

always predominating. Sandy spots sometimes exist, which fade 

- orchange to a dirty white at nine to twelve months of age. These 

are marks of the “ Poland” blood. oe
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| ESSEX HOG TALS " 

a | oe Read before the State Agricultural Convention, February, 1078 sos | . | ! 

oe | a BY HON. JOHN JEPPERS, DARIEN. ace eee b : 

: _ Your invitation to write a paper on the Berkshire hog wasduly 
received, and I regret my inability to comply with your request = 

a from the lack of practical knowledge, having never been a raiser | 

| of this truly popular breed. Had you called on Hon. R. Richards | 

| or Jas. Magson, Hsq., both of our state, for such a paper, I have : 

| no doubt from their experience and great success as breeders of 

“the Berkshire hog, they could have furnished it to your entire sat- 
_.__ tisfaction and much to the satisfaction of the public. Asabreeder 

| of swine, I have confined myself for several years to the Poland- : 

China and Essex breeds, and as in many respects there exists ‘be- oo 

tween the Berkshires and Essex a resemtlance and similarity, per- 

7 haps it may be equally as acceptable to your society and as inter- 

_ esting to receive this paper on the Essex hog as if I had been able . 

to comply with your. invitation, in preparing this pape. Iam 

| aware of the fact that but comparatively few will.be interested = 

ae that may hear it read or hereafter peruse it. Inthe Essex or any — , 
other breed of swine, nothing can be said ofan animating character. 

Ican not claim among them a Dexter or a Goldsmith Maid that | | | 

-. have surprised the sporting world by their great speed. ~The hog, . 

, like many other public benefactors, is more admired and appreci- 
ated by the masses cf the people after his death, than while 

| living. coe 
ee The Hissex hog is an English breed that was procured by cross- 

ing the Neapolitan black boar of Italy, on the Essex hog of Kng- 

land. The Essex, before this cross, was a large, coarse black and | 

| white hog. Lord Weston was the first to import the Neapolitan 

hog and make this cross. The success that attended Lord Wes-. 
| ton in crossing these two breeds, was not only highly satisfactory 

to himself, but surprising to those that beheld his stock; but like 

-many other breeders, he fell into the great error of breeding in a 

| and in, fearing that a fresh infusion of blood might lose to him
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all he had made by his first success. The result was, that at the oo 
death of Lord Weston, his hogs had so depreciated in size of bone - 
and body that they were. only valuable to cross on the large breeds 

of the country, for which they were highly prized. After the 

death of Lord Weston, it was left for the late Fisher Hobbs, one of 
his tenants to bring, by. judicious breeding and selections, the 

present improved ‘Essex to its now state of perfection, so that 

to-day, the name of Fisher Hobbs stands with that of Booth, Bates 
and Bakewell as public benefactors. The improved Essex are in 

color black, in no case spotted or with white hairs. Their hair is 

soft, fine and rather thin; head short, with heavy jowl; ears wide 

| set, and standing erect when young, but as they advance in age | 

‘and become matured, | they incline forward; body of medium : 

a length, chest round and deep, back straight and wide, with _ 

7 ham large and round ; \legs short in all cases, and well set tinder | 

them. For beauty and symmetry of form, the Essex have no 

| superiors, but the crowning excellence of this breed is their value 

to cross on the coarse breeds and common hogs of the country. If 

| think that I am warranted in making the assertion that no other 

breed possesses such power in transmitting their fattening qualities 

and form to their offspring—and here let me add, that pigs raised | 
from‘common coarse sows, crossed with a thoroughbred Essex boar, - - 

are preferable to the pure breed for fattening purposes. They not 

only possess the fattening qualities of the sire, but the more vigor- 

ous and hardy constitution of the sow. | oh Se 

All improved breeds have been made such by careful breeding 

and selections, with good feed and proper care. All unimproved 
breeds are such from negligence and want of proper care and feed. 

_ This kind of treatment has given a heavy,.coarse covering of hair, 

long, lank, uncomely bodies, but a vigorous, hardy constitution, 
with a tenacity of life that they will, with much reluctance, sur- 

render to the knife of the butcher. No well bred pig, that has had 
the advantages and blessings of a Christian civilization, in care 

| and treatment, can withstand poor feed and want of protection © 
from storms, as well as the poor scalawags that have become inured 
toitforgeneration, = 7 PES cP aii) 

The improved Essex hog is usually classed among the small 
breeds, but an eminent writer on the hog says, they may properly
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be called the small large breed. Their short, wide spread. legs, 

ore avitn round, deep bodies, give them when alive the appearance of 

oe a small hog, but when on the scales, they show their real 
. size and weight, averaging, with proper feed, from 350 to 400 

pounds dead weight, at sixteen months of age. We have by far 
| too many swine in our state that can be very properly classed as 

| the large small breed, with large coarse heads and legs, bodies that 

| _ appear long from their lankness, with backs arched like the bow — 

in the heavens, with a sure covenant with their owners that they’ 

will be disappointed at their death. To cross on such stockis where 

: the Essex boar shows his true value. Could I induce the pur- 

_ whase of a pure Essex male pig in every school district in our 

-__ gtate, to be used upon the coarse and common sows of the coun- 

try, I have no doubt it would be of incalculable benefit, and do 
more to stop the mouths Of those that are crying out against fat- 

| 7 tening pork, than any argument. of mine. Se ey ci : | 

| But just here I think there is a whisper among some of those 
who may hear this paper read, were it not for the color we would 

de induced to try the Essex, but anything for me but a black hog. 

| To such, let me say, hold, my friend, and do thyself no harm; 
i and come, let us reason together. . Let me ask you the question, 

_._ -wwhat is the hog kept for? Harris on the Pig, in answering this 

question, says: “The domestic hog is kept solely for its flesh and 
fat. The pig that will afford the greatest amount of meat and . 

lard of the best quality at the least cost, other things being equal, = 

is the most profitable breed.” The same writer compares the hog © 

7 to a mill for converting our surplus corn, the slops of the house, 

| sour milk and whey of the dairy into pork. Ifthe above iscor- 
rect, and it certainly is, why this muttering and foolish prejudice | 

| about the color of the mill?; Has any one of you ever known 

_ alot of good fat hogs rejected, or that had to be sold below mar- - 

_ ket value for the reason that they were black or spotted? The 
| great point of preference is not in the color but in quality and 

form. I have-been breeding and fattening for market the black — 

| and spotted hog for several years, and have yet to hear the first 

murmur or objection from apy pork buyer on that account; but, 

on several occasions have sold my black and spotted hogs above 

the average paid for white, not because mine were black and -
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spotted, but for the better reason that mine were smooth built, . 

compact in form, with heavy quarters, such as packers like to 

have and will pay the highest price for. ~ 
~ In conclusion, let me urge upon the farmers of our state one 

fact, namely, that we as a class are growing by far too much grain : 

for our own welfare and the good of our country. John Randolph 

told the planters of tobacco in Virginia that they were barreling up | 

the wealth and treasures of the state and sending them off to Eng- | 

- land. Is not this warning to-day applicable to many of us. Much 
Gorn that is grown on western lands is converted into pork and 

beef in the eastern states, and even across the Atlantic. It has 

often been said that Cincinnati owes its great wealth in making’ 

the discovery of a method of putting fifteen bushels of corn in a - 

| three bushel barrel, and sending it to distant markets. This was 

done by means of the hog. Many of us must adopt this discovery | 

goon, either from choice or necessity. No-one thing is more patent. 

than that all our surplus grain should be consumed on the farm : 

where raised, and sent to market after being transformed into the 

dairy or in the other form of wool, mutton, beef or pork. Farmers: 

| of Wisconsin, let me ask you if we persist in the heedless, reckless , 

way that we have followed for the past twenty years, what will 

the end be? Recollect, no man should live for himself alone. 

The state that has extended over us her arm of protection, the | 

public welfare that should not go unheeded, our children, the: . 

rising generation, all demand of us that we leave our homes and ! 

| farms at least as good as we found them. Then can we close our’ 

labors, feeling that we have been faithful over a few things and 
with a peaceful hope of being called to higher trusts. |
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OO DISEASES AND REMEDIKS.. ee Be 

. | a Read before the State Agricultural Convention, in February, 1873. ae 7 | 

BY DR. WM. HORNE, VETERINARY SURGEON, JANESVILLE, WIS. Oo | 

Mr. President and Gentlemen: —-I have a few practical remarks 

_ to offer for your consideration upon our domestic animals, their’ | 

diseases, how contracted, how best to prevent and cure. These = 
- propositions and recommendations will be made in accordance | 

with practical experience as a veterinary surgeon. . | 
_-- T shall have little to do with theories of any kind, but will abide — . 

by the facts in accordance with my judgment so farasI know, — 
guided solely by such practice and experience. __ | coe! | 

| _ . Gentlemen, I expect not to convert you all to my views by no | 
| “means, though they may be practical. I expect many and various 

| opinions and ideas which will seem somewhat at variance and in | 
Opposition to my own, yet, I trust and feel assured that at the | 

| termination of this meeting, we shall all of us be the wiser for our 

attendance here, and find that the grand law and rule of progres- _ 

| sion, which is our motto, has been vitalized ‘and strengthened, and 

_ that good fruits and a rich harvest will ultimately be our reward. bo 

| 1st. The Horse. The noble, the beautiful, the sagacious com- | 

| panion and ready servant of man. — | o res | 

.  - His Color.—This is a mixed question. Most of us have some - 

favorite color. ‘This fancy I leave with you, and give my reasons 

os other than fancy, for the selection of color. T'woor three years = _— 

| ago I wrote in the “ Country Gentleman,” and other papers, my : 

— favorite color, and my reasons for the selection. ‘Dark chestnut, 

true bay and dark brown are those colors. Horses of these colors 
' . ‘J find to be freer from disease than those of other shades, and most =— 

__ertainly do I hold them up in the front rank for their general a 

_--- qualifications—speed, stamina, docility, size and beauty of confor- 

. mation. . Don’t misunderstand me—I know color does not make 

the difference, but the peculiar organization which makes the 

color does. oe en eS : 

| No doubt many of you have heard the Arab legend of how, —
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when. a father and son were hotly pursued by a mounted foe, the 

father was anxious to learn the color of the leading horses, and | 
said unto the son, “Selim !” He answered, “Here am I, O! my | 

father!” Said the father, “Get thee behind, and take note of the _ 
color of the horses’ in advance.” He did so, and reported Light 

- Grey. “Then,” said the father, “may we take to the sandy des- 

ert, for thither they cannot follow us.” » _A second time the obser- 

' vation was repeated, when the son reported Black horses. “Then,” 
said the sire, “let us turn to the country, for surely they may not 

‘there overtake us.” A third and last time was Selim sent behind, 

} and upon reporting Chestnut as the color of the leaders, was 
- asked by his father, “ Are they dark or light?” Upon receiving : 

for answer: “They are Dark Chestnut, O! my father!” the father: - 
: cried aloud, ‘Then,.Allah preserve us, for we are lost! as there | 

is no country where they cannot surely and swiftly follow us.” , 

_ This anecdote I relate simply toshow what the tradition of a - : 
nation or people, noted for their breeding and management of | 

horses, goes to prove as regards color. 

! Among the light Chestnuts, erroneously called Sorrels, are to 
be found nine-tenths of skittish, balky, and otherwise unpleasant 

" qualities so much to be feared and rejected. Black horses have 

more faulty eyes and feet than other colors, according to my ob- a 

servation. The various dapple Greys are much more subject 

to warts than other colors. Yet, of all colors, I have seen | 

qualities both to be rejected and admired. Among the Buckskin 
and. the various shades of Cream, and: the Spotted, we often 
have powers of endurance which are quite:asionishing, and some- 

times speed also; but these shades are objectionable, not being at 
any time fashionable, and therefore not so marketable. 

Still, gentlemen, the old saying is yet good: A good horse is 

seldom a bad color. But I must leave this part of the subject, 
_ gtill adhering to my previous observation, that the dark Chestnut, 

‘true Bay and dark Brown are the colors to perpetuate, as in them oo 

we have all the requisites, both of endurance, speed, size, docility, | 

and fashion; and these, I believe, fill the whole bill as to all re: 

quirements or needs. 2 Oye ee 

, Next, Breeding.—My remarks will be equally applicable to horses, 

: eattle, sheep, swine, poultry, etc. In the first place, I wish to be
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| understood as not advocating any particular breed. This choice I 
leave to you. Ishall speak only as pertaining to general health, 

_ purity, and soundness. Here I wish your close attention. “Like 

- begets like.” ‘This physiological law should’ never be lost sight. 
of fora single moment. Nothing is more certain; nothing is, or 
ean be, of equal importance to it with the breeder of stock. Upon 

- the observance of this law rests very materially the fact as to 

| whether we shall have our country largely overspread with 

scrubby, unthrifty, unprofitable and diseased stock, or become 

noted for our close attention, perseverance and skill as a nation 

of stock growers, and no other nation upon earth has better natu- 

| ral facilities for carrying out to perfection this manly, health 
| giving, pleasing and profitable business. UB og tS 

What so pleasant as fora man to walk around and look with : 

pride and satisfaction upon his thrifty, healthy animals? “They 
hear his voice and do follow him,” as all animals will, if properly 
and humanely treated and cared for. | : 7 Oo 

: Housing, Ventilation. All our animals, to be healthy, must have: 

a good house for shelter, plenty of uncontaminated pure air, and 

. above all the glorious, the revivifying, life engendering sunlight. 

| Without God’s beautiful sun, naught can possibly thrive or be 
| healthy. Gentlemen, allow me if you please, to impress upon 

you this fact, for I assure you much indeed does it concern your 

individual interest 
oe ~The next point toward perfection is the fact that all animals, | 

man included, to be healthy and pure, must be properly fed and | 

watered. Bad, malarious water, or water rendered impure from : 

whatever cause, should never be given to our domestic animals, 

any more than we would partake of such ourselves, or give it to. 

our dear young children. To repeat one .of my remarks at the — 

"Whitewater convention, “ As you cannot obtain pure water from : 

- an impure spring, even so can you not obtain pure food from im- a 

ss pure sources, whether of food, water, or disease, especially the | 

a latter.” These last remarks, refer chiefly, of course, to our beef, 
- mutton, cheese, butter, milk, etc, but are of equal importance: 

to the horse, with his almost human intelligence, delicate organ- 

| ism and proneness to malarious influences. - Then I repeat, feed: 

| wholesome food and water to all your animals, and fear not; you.
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will be amply repaid, for be assured, nature never leaves us our | 

debtor, if we deal fairly and honestly by her. ‘To improve per- 
manently our stock, we must breed: from the very best, forthe = 
accomplishment of our desires, and the adaptability of any par- 

ticular breed to our own wants, or as best fitted to any particular | 

soil, or climate. The, capabilities and points, | each in their place, 

should always be considered before we make our selections for 

breeding purposes, Lea 

‘In discussing this part of my subject, I shall only have time to 
give, as it were, a passing notice, and shall select only those 

- diseases which are most common to our domestic animals, and 

from which they suffer the most. : ( | 

| Rheumatism—two kinds—chronie and acute. This isthe most : 

 jnsidious and perplexing ailment which afflicts our animals. | 
_ Nothing is more baffling to the skill of the professional man, or | 

more trying and painful to the subject of it, — Oo | 
How is it produced? By sudden changes; above all things, | 

from hot to cold. Exposure to a cold, damp atmosphere, ora 
cold rain; anything which suddenly cools off the temperature, es- 
pecially immediately after hard, exhausting labor. — 

_ This last is a fearful source of rheumatism in the horse. Cattle, 

‘sheep, hogs and poultry are similarly affected, by similar causes, 
with this difference, the oor horse is ‘compelled to work often 

‘beyond his powers of endurance, and is then neglected ; conse- | 
quently he suffers all the more often and acutely from attacks of 

| rheumatism. | a 

So-called founder or stiffs in horses and cattle is often (not al- | 
_ ways) neither more nor less than acute rheumatism. 

Sheep, hogs and poultry often—much oftener than is supposed 

- or believed—suffer severely from attacks of rheumatism, caused 

as above. Rheumatism is also largely hereditary, and. therefore 
- no animal, male or female, known to be the subject of rheuma- a 

_ tism, should be bred from, whatever desirable points they may 
‘possess; for so surely as we thus sin against nature, so surely 

“will she most unrelentingly exact the penalty, often so full a pen- 
alty as to become appalling to the beholder,
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Gentlemen, remember ever, that “ like begets like.” We have 
“no rule or exception to this, ‘Then I earnestly exhort you, as you” 

___- value your own interest, and the interests of your country, upon 
| no account breed from diseased animals, whether horse, cow, 

sheep, hog or fowl. Oneé little idea I wish to give here, that is, | 
whenever you stop your horse, especially in cold windy weather, 
be sure to turn his tail’ to the wind, then the centre‘of the circu- 

a lation will be in a measure protected from the immediate action | 

of the cold. Besides, the buggy or sleigh helps materially to break : 

it off, This I admit is‘a simple suggestion, yet, of more importance 

‘than at first might appear, and may prevent an attatk of rheuma- — | 

| _ Gentlemen, the best cure is the prevention. Yea, it is said to | 
be better than cure, and.so in my opinion it really is. One of the ‘best medicines for Hheumatiam T lnow of i, for oulward appliée 
tion, oil of cedar, 2 parts, sulphuric ether, 1 part, proof spirits, se 

- 16 pints, (that is, one-half water and alcohol,) mix ether and cedar A 

| first, then add the spirits; rub the affected parts with this, and : 

| cum root, nightand morning, orifvery bad, three timesaday. Mix = 

in alittle warm rain water. Repeat this for three or four days. Then 
leave off colehicum and give 25 grains iodide of potassium in cne- 
fourth pint of rain water, every morning until you find symptoms 

- much improved. Then gradually leave off all medicines and feed > 
| ‘carefully, give gentle exercise and-watch closely your patient. a 

The same for ox or cow, one-fifth for sheep or hog, one-twentieth 
for a fowl. a _ | ; dies ees oan | | 

_In this disease are required all the manliness and patient kind- _ 
| ness which we ought as men to possess. Be humane and con- 

_ Dark, damp stables and cow houses are a great cause of - 
| theusalisis among our stock, and should not be used, for it 

farmer cannot afford to house his animals with some degree of = 
comfort, he cannot really afford to have any, and should first’ fill 

| the proverb, of having a stable before purchasing a horse.
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COolic.—OF this, there | are two. kinds, flatulent and spasmodic. 

The first is produced by the | formation of gases in the stomach 

and bowels, caused by fermentation, consequent upon indigestion, 
from eating anything green, in large quantities, or ‘such food 

as the stomach is unaccustomed to. Nature never will submit to 

be outraged by any sudden shock to her nicely appointed and 

prescribed laws, and who can blame her? I am sure I cannot. 
 Spasmodie Colic is caused by anything which suddenly over- 

throws or interferes with the. aforesaid laws of nature. Cold - 

| water, in large quantities, ill usage by hard driving, or other un- 

reasonable work, or exposure of any kind may, and often do cause 
it. Its chief distinction from the flatulent is, the body does not 

swell, whilst; many other spmptoms are nearly or quite the same. : 
In either case, there is never much time to lose, what is done must — | 

be done quickly, and the remedies must be of the proper kind, oe . 

or before you are aware, your patient is dead. 
For flatulent colic, give ant-acids to neutralize the gases and 

stop their manufacture. One of the best remedies with me is, 
tincture opium, 1 oz.; sulphuric ether, 1 oz; prepared chalk, 1 : 

oz.; rain water, 4 oz. Mix and give at once. Repeat in one 

hour if necessary. On no account, trot the horse around, or slap 

his sides with a flat board, as I have often seen done. Friction 
— by hand rubbing is good. - Warm soap-suds thrown up as an in- 

jection is beneficial. If the pain and symptoms do not upon the 
giving of a second dose of medicine abate, bleeding to the : 
extent of six or eight quarts will often prevent inflammation of the 
bowels and other dangerous terminations. 

| For spasmodic colic, give 1-2 oz. sulphuric ether, 1-2 oz. tincture 
| opium, 1-2 oz. tincture lobelia, 1 1-2. 0z rain water, 20 drops fluid 

_ extract aconite root, mix all together and give as one dose, repeat if 

necessary every thirty minutes up to three doses. Inject warm 

water, 20 quarts, in which mix 1 oz. tincture opium; inject every 

| twenty minutes orso. Here, also, if relief does not soon follow 

_ the medicine, bleed as above recommended. sit 
Next diseases are spavin and ringbone, exostosis, or abnormal 

| growth of bone. These are precisely the same, differing only in 
location, and require just the same treatment, The causes are, — 

concussion, strain, or injuries from any cause to the parts; but
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above all other causes, they are the result of hereditary transmis- — 
sion. This fact I have so often proved in individual cases for 

_ my own satisfaction, that many years ago I became satisfied that 

| spavin and ringbone were chiefly the result of breeding from par- _ : 
- ents which were the subject of these common ailments. = is 

| | Here, again, I repeat, on no account breed from diseased ani- | 

mals. It’s worse than folly. Cure, there is none; the many ase 
sertions of pretending quacks to the contrary notwithstanding; — 
yet there is an alleviation for it. The active inflammation and lame- : 
ness may be permanently stopped, and further enlargementofthe —_- 

a bone prevented by proper remedies, My best remedy is the actual 
cautery—7. ¢., hot iron. Yet there are many appliances for spavin ; 
gut off the hair close; rub in acetate of cantharides for 4 dressings 
during the day (one day), then apply strong iodine ointment for — 

. 2 or 8 dressings, or use biniodide of mercury, carefully rubbed in 
7 for 8 or 4 days, after which be particular to keep constantly covered 

oe with hog’s lard until the hair grows. But I repeat, the actual cau- 

tery in the hands of an expert, is the true remedy; but none 

other should attempt to fire a horse. Next is Curb. This is 
| caused generally by strain, but here again are we reminded in for- 

oe cible language of nature’s determination, or persistency, to perpet- 

uate disease. wee | | 
- No one doubts the fact that there are curby-hocked horses— 

lots of them—liable at any time to throw out a curb. Here again — 

. is proof that “like begets like.” The cure is rest, cooling appli- 

| cations for a few days, then iodine ointment for five or six dress- 
ings, say two a day. Here let me remark, that all animals thus 

| treated must have rest—absolute rest. If you can’t rest your horses, 
let them alone. I would much like to speak about the foot of 
the horse, had I time, but I have not. - 

: Neat is the Cow—abortion. This serious troubie has not yet 
- ‘made much havg¢ among our dairymen and stock raisers, but it 

gs on the increase, and our business ought to be to prevent its = 
| spread by every means in our power. In many places in the east, — | 

| as most of you know, abortion is the scourge and almost ruin of | 
~ whole neighborhoods. So much so, that many have wholly, or 

_ partially gone out of the dairy business. How is this? Why, 
until lately, say two or three years, they have gone on breeding
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from such cows whenever they could, regardless of the conse- — 
quences. This is the one great cause of the increase in abortion. 
No cow, with the disposition to abort, should be bred from upon ~ | 

- any account, for this disease is largely hereditary. Bad smells, 7 
or filth of any kind, often cause abortion. Leaving a dead pig, . 

calf, or any other decomposing animal matter lying around the 7 

premises is a fruitful source of abortion. Til-usage, bad food or , 

water, anything which interferes materially with the tranquillity | 

of the cow, especially those of a fine organism may bring about | | 

| abortion. Cure—prevention. | A 
Next is manimictus, or inflammation of the bag. Remedy: 

cooling applications ; cold water constantly applied is very good ; 
1 1-4 lb. Epsom salts, 2 oz. best ground ginger, (for a large cow), 
as one dose, are very effitacious, as lowering the whole tempera- 

: ture of the body. Follow these by fever medicines. i st 

 Stoppage of the Teats—are of three kinds; first, caused by — 

| the membrane in some manner covering and blocking up the , 
. ss @ntrance, consequently preventing the flow of milk. Second; in ~ 

the middle of the teat a small tumor often forms and stops the : 
milk from flowing. Third; at the outer or lower end, a glary 

fluid or fungus excresence forms and stops up the aperture or pas- 

| sage, and of course, no milk can be had. ¥or the first two,the 

‘milk tube must be used. Dip it in equal parts tincture of iodine 

and sweet oil; then very carefully insert it until the milk has run 

; out, or longer. For the third, a sharp knife or instrument made . 

for such purposes should be used. Dissect away whatever may . 
: cause the obstruction ; dress with common ointment or tincture of 

myrrh, or both. But before using the knife, be sure you are right 
_as to the stoppage, or you may cause serious mischief. | 

Neat, Placenta or Afier-birth.—To prevent serious disorganization 

= and disease, within an hour after calving, the after-birth should be | 

carefully taken away by some person well acquainted with such 
_ things. If such a person cannot be had, then must you yourself 

try, not the quack. Take hold of the end of the membrane in 

° your left hand, lard well your right arm, insert the hand, and hold 
__ your thumb and forefinger underneath, and follow to the end of 

the membrane, and detach with the thumb and finger nails, pul- 

ling moderately at the same time with both hands until the sub- |
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stance comes away ; then give two ouncesdule. nitre, 8 drams best = 
ground ginger as a febrifuge, or two drams fluid extract of gel- 

 seminum ina little water. No medicine will avail to expel the 
___ after-birth, so far as my observation teaches, whatever any person 

- may say tothe contrary. You may’ give herrings, codfish, flax- 
seed, lard, fat pork, saltpetre, or any “ petre” you please, it is 

, worse than useless, A fever medicine is very good after removal. 
| This has been my practice for many years, and I have never lost 

. 8 cow or had any bad symptoms. Follow this operation. — | 

Next, Sheep.—Common catarrh; generally, this disease is the 

result of neglect, and is often a disgrace to the owner. Exposure 

| in damp, cold weather, or cold rain, and general mismanagement, | 

are among the chief causes. | Cure: house them comfortably, give 
one scruple sulphate iron, ditto blood root, half dram best ground — 

_ ginger; mix with syrup, or give as a drench in quarter pint warm 
| ale; keep dry and well ventilated; feed generously. 

| Nect is Foot Rot.—Cause: poor habit of body and general want of | 

condition, and, as above, it is often the result of neglect. Wet | 

cold pastures cause it; contagion, perhaps, more than anything 

else causes it. Cure: wash the affected foot or feet with pyro 
 ligneous acid (ie. acetic acid) and water equal parts; parethe = 

"diseased hoof, soak a piece of lint or tow in Tilden andCo’s 
- bromo-chloralum and dress each foot, leaving on the lint, and — 

, change as often as it becomes foul; dust constantly the parts and — 
abode with pulverized charcoal, and give of golden seal, pulverized 
charcoal and best ground ginger, half dram of each, or the same 
amount of blood root, gentian and ginger; keep clean and dry a 

, and remove all contaminated from the others. A dilutedsolution 
| of bromo-chloralum, 1 to 6 of rain water will form a very efficacious 

La wash for sheep in any disease where a wash is indicated, and for 

| running at the nose, from experience I can affirm, I know of 
nothing as good, having tried it in many cases. A littleisto = 

__-be injected up the nostril. 7 ae oa 

. The Pig.—Of course he’s a hog. My remedies for the hog are 

| general cleanliness, plenty of sun, fresh air, and good food for 
about a year, then cut his throat, dress and send to. market. 

Should he happen to fall sick during his short earthly probation, |



my medicines are screenings from hard coal, charcoal and sulphur, | 

according to the circumstances. Hog cholera and other ‘diseases, — | 

such as rinderpest, cattle plague, etc, would take half a day 

to properly discuss them, so this must. suffice. 
Last and least, Poultry. This is the chief extent of my stock 

farming. I cure all diseases by preventing them. I keep very 
clean ; feed wholesome, mixed food ;. coal screenings, burnt bones, 

coal ashes, charcoal, plenty of air, sun, water and skim milk ; the 

last they seem’ much to prefer to drink, and I have eggs and poil- 
try at all timés, and no disease. . For roup, I inject bromo-chlo- 

_ ralum, diluted as above, into the nostrils daily ; give tincture of 

_ ginger, myrrh and blood-root, one-half drachm of each, twice a | 

week, or more. For vermin, paint the perches with common ker- 
-osene, annoint also the body under ‘the wings. Place sulphur’ at 

the bottom of éach nest, and change once in two weeks, | 
In conclusion, I would remark upon quacks and their patrons. . 

Our poor animals suffer terribly from the arrogance and cheek of 

a horde of men who, for a dollar or -two, would not hesitate to 

put to risk a hundred or more, of the man so unfortunate as to | 
employ him, and render-the animal given over to his care an ob- 

‘ject of extreme pity and commiseration. | | 7 
Gentlemen, just so long as these scoundrels find men to believe 

in and employ them, just so long will you be subject to imposi- — 

tion. When the owners of stock cease to countenance them, they | 
will soon belong to the past. You are better fitted to take charge 
of your sick animals than these pretenders are, as & rule, for you — - 

would, at least, do all and the best you could do for them,and = 
~ nurse them with kindness and care. I would here recommend. to 

. your consideration the value of Tilden & Co.’s bromo-chloralum. 

| ~Itis said to be the best deodorizer and disinfectant in the market. 

It is quite harmless, odorless and cheap. I have used it largely 

in Chicago, Janesville and elsewhere with the most signal success. 
‘ In Madison, during the horse disease, in the presence of quite a 

| number of gentlemen, I demonstrated its power as a valuable 

agent for all purposes where a disinfectant is needed. Try it in “ 

your sick room.. Try it in your stable and cow house, your cél- 

lars, etc., and I am satisfied that you will be pleased with the re- 
sults and convinced of its merits. re ee
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Das | - _ . . Read before the State Agricultural Convention in February, 1873, a 

7 ‘BY CHESTER HAZEN, PRESIDENT WISCONSIN DAIRYMEN’S ASSOCIATION, LADOGA. 

. TConsidering the important. position. the dairy occupies to the | 

| agricultural pursuits of Wisconsin, it is surprising to me. that SO 

little attention is paid (by: the majority of farmers) to the character 

7 of the stock devoted to. this object. It i8 true, that some dairy- 

| men have given the subject of breeding and rearing dairy stock = 
_ close attention, and the. results have’ been satisfactory. | But I 

think the maj ority of farmers. under-estimate the real value of 
“~ dairy of fir st class thilldne cows aoa) | = | 4 oe | = oe ie - 

----You seldom see a.dairyman that.does not notice the difference = 
| in the amount and quality of milk, from the different cows in his 

| herd, which is often 100 per, cent. on the same feed and treatment. : 

This comparison is applicable to different dairies, as far as regards | 

_ milking qualities of the cows, but their feed and treatment has. 
: - much to do with their productiveness, as have the feed, care and - | 

treatment of calves until they mature into milk cows. I stated 

that nearly every farmer notices the difference in the products of 
his cows; but I think a man that receives the milk from 75 to 
+100 dairies, and manufactures it into cheese, has a better oppor- 

: tunity to compare the products of dairies. | a oe. 

7 I will state a few facts from my factory milk book for 1872: 

One dairy of 80 cows delivered 141, 839 1bs of milk or 4,711 Ibs. to thecow 
in 644 months. Ne boon So es 

- One dairy of 14 cows, delivered 42, 416 lbs. of milk or 3,029 Ibs. to the cow. _ 

in6monthsand 12days, 
cles One dairy of 14 cows delivered 38, 108 Ibs. of milk or 2, 722 lbs. to the ‘cow 

inSmonths 0 ee 
One dairy of 29 cows delivered 117, 882: Ibs. of milk or 4,065 lbs. to the | 

cow in 64g months... eee TS ee ae oo ese Begs ds Pay 

_ One dairy of 12 cows delivered 26, 236 lbs. of milk or 2, 186 lbs. to the cow 

ind’gmonths. = oe a ce tee, a es 
- One dairy of 8 cows delivered 9,304 lbs. of milk or 1,163 Ibs. to the cow | 

in 8 months 11 days, Ea eA oe )
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The last mentioned was one of the poorest dairies, the first, one , 

of the best. 4 Those are gufficient to show that-some dairies pro- 

duce over 100 per cent. more than others do. This difference is | 
in a measure to be attributed to the milking qualities of the cows — | 
as well as to the feed and care of them. Every farmer may know , 

that there is a great difference in the constitutional propensities of 

animals. Some will produce from a given amount of food, a 

greater amount of flesh or fat than others, and some yield a greater © 
quautity of milk, under the cireumstances._/ | Jo eens . 
- These constitutional traits are to a certain exfent hereditary, and: 

_ that‘families or breeds are characterised by peculiar propensities, = «5 

. which greatly affect their value for special purposes, any one that 

' has given this subject any attention, cannot deny, 

-- Could the dairymen cf Wisconsin breed a stock of cows. that. 

the whole dairy would average as good as 25 per cent. of our best , 

cows, it would increase our dairy product at least 25. per. cent = 

Wisconsin, in 1872, produced 8,000,000 pounds of cheese, which, 

at 121-2 cents per pound, would be one million dollars; the 
amount of milk manufactured into-cheese did not exceed one 
fourth of the whole. The question is, how can this be accom- | 
plished ? I answer, by strictly adhering to the law of breeding, © 

That like begets like, there is little or no doubt. Therefore, breed | 
from’ the best breed, and families of milking stock. - Breed fora | 

eertain purpose, and let that purpose be a. good constitution, and 

well developed milking points. == 
‘The Ayrshire breed, which takes its name from the county of. 

| Ayr in Scotland, where it originated (or existed) about ninety 
years ago, has become widely disseminated, and, if we may credit 

accounts and authorities, it is now, as a dairy breed, the most 

: popular in Great Britain or America. 

_. ‘The most authentic accounts represent the modern Ayrshire to | 
_ have been formed by a union of several breeds. The breed ap- 

- pears to have been first known under the name of the Dunlop 
stock, having been owned by a distinguished family in Ayrshire 

by that name, as early as 1780. en ee 
-- ‘Rawlin, who ‘wrote in 1794, speaking of the cattle of Ayrshire, 
says; “They have another breed ealled the Dunlop cows, which 

are allowed to be the best race for yielding milk in Great Britain
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or Ireland, not only for large quantities,.but also for. richness and 

quality.” This, though extravagant. praise perhaps, shows that 
the stock was deemed to possess great merit at that early day. 

- Professor Low says in his illustration in reference to. the history. 
- of the Ayrshire, that authentic records are wanting to-show by. 

what progressive steps the breed has been moulded into its pres- 
| ent form. He adds, however, that at the time he- wrote, 1841, 

"they had spread.over a large tract of country, and by continued _ 

mixtures with one another, they had acquired such a: community 
of character as to forma distinct and well defined breed. The 

‘most reasonable conclusion from all that has been written in re- — 

oe gard to the modern Ayrshire, taken in eonnection with the points | 

and character of the animals themselves, is, that they were ‘pro- 

duced by a union of the bloods of the Taswater Short-Horn, Dun- | 

lop and the Alderney, with the ancient stock of Ayr, 
ce "As to the leading points and characteristics of the Ayrshire, no 

description probably is more correct than that of Professor Low. 

_ The Professor says, “The modern Ayrshire may stand in the 
fifth or sixth class of British breeds as respects size. The horns | 

~ are small and curving inward at the extremities, after the manner 

| _ of the Alderney. The shoulders are light-and the loins. very 
| broad and deep, which is a conformation almost always accompa= 

 nying the property of yielding abundant milk. Theskinismod- 
_ erately soft to the touch, and of an orange yellow tinge about the | 7 

- eyesand udder. The prevailing color is reddish brown, mixed - 
-- more or less with white—at this date, red and white prevail. The | 

_' muzzle is usually dark, though it is often flesh color. The limbs | 

are slender, the neck small, and the head free from. coarseness, _ 

e The muscles of the inner side of the thigh (technically called the 
twist) are thin, and the haunches frequently droop to. the rump, & 

| character which exists likewise in the Alderney breed, and which, 

though it impairs the symmetry of: the: animal, is not. regarded 
7 as inconsistent with the faculty of secreting milk. The udderis 

moderately large, without being flaccid. geOES dace 

| The cows are very docile, gentle. and hardy, to the degree of 
being able to subsist on ordinary food. They give a larger quan- 
tity of milk, in proportion to their size and the food they consume, 
than any other breed,-and the milk is of excellent. quality, |
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Healthy cows on good pastures, give 800 to 900 gallons in the | 
year, although taking into account the younger and less produc- 

tive stock, 600 gallons may be regarded as a fair average. — 
Aiton, in his survey of Ayrshires, rates the yearly average of 

the best of this breed at 4,000 quarts, within 800 days after calv- | 
ing, or until they become dry; he admits, however, that this is 
above an average, and that probably 600 gallons or 2,400 quarts | 

may be about the common yield of the Ayrshire stock. oy 

The author of British Husbandry remarks in reference to this 

yield, “if equalled, we believe it will not be found exceeded by 
any other breed in the kingdom.” = = ieses—is 

Dickson, in his treatise on the breeding of live stock, says of 
the Ayrshirés: “The cows have obtained a world-wide celeb- 7 
rity as milkers, and are to be found in most of the dairies of | 

noblemen and gentlemen in every part of the kingdom.” He 
speaks of one which belongs to George Rennie, Hsq., of Phantas- 
sie, which, on a bet, was proved to have produced ten imperial 

gallons, or forty quarts daily. 
L H. Morgan, of Ogdensburgh, N. Y., says: “The Ayrshires 

are pre-eminently the brecd for milk. Some of his cows have 

‘given thirty quarts of milk per day, their live weight-in milk in 

seventeen days, and averaged from ten*to twelve quarts for every. | 
day inthe year.” aos os 

_ I think as good a cow as I have seen in Wisconsin was an Ayr- 
shire, owned by Mr. Kingsbury, of Ripon, Fond du Lac county. 

Mr. Kingsbury states that he has milked 65 pounds of milk per day 
from her for several weeks in succession. My experience is, that a 

_my Ayrshire cows prodace more milk for the season, compared 
_ with the size of the cows and amount of feed consumed, than 

_- any other cows in my dairy. It is a fact that most persons who 
have given the Ayrshires a trial have expressed themselves vey 
favorably as to their merits, compared with other breeds.. /My | 
reasons for believing the Ayrshire stock to be the best adapted to 
meet the wants of the majority of the common farmers of Wis- 
consin are as follows: 1st. They are a very active, hardy race of 
cattle, well adapted to our climate; will thrive on as poor feed; 
and endure our cold winters as well as any native stock, © 

7 2d. I believe the cows will give more milk in proportion to their
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-_- gize and the amount of food consumed, than any other pure breed. 
a _ 8d, That they are not held at such exorbitant. prices that the 

dairymen cannot afford to secure a pure blooded bull. to breed 

. _.. 4th, That a union with good sized native or grade cows of good — 

milking qualities produces a very desirable animal in size, consti- 

gation and milking points, and admirably adapted to the wants of 

Wisconsin dairymen, oe pate he Ese NEEM A en 

_. .. 6th. Greater uniformity in the general character of the stock, 
- _ from its inherent or hereditary qualities, and greater tendency to 

. gain flesh when not giving milk a - _ 

_ "The reason why the dairy cow should rank highest in the list 

of live stock is because the product of the dairy exceeds in value 

| that of any other agricultural pursuit in the state, and more of the . 

- gommon farmers are interested | in and benefited by its manufac- 

DAIRYING. | 

7 oe Read before the State Agricultural Convention in February, 1873. 

oo BY MRS. P. PUTNAM, DODGE’S CORNERS. | 

7 Dairying should be promoted to a greater extent, and while I 

would in-no wise deprecate these extensive factory enterprizes, I 

oe believe they cannot supercede the necessity, nor should their ex- — 

ae istence furnish an excuse to avoid the trouble of farm dairying. 

If, from any pretext, our farmers should abandon the custom of 

a producing a sufficient amount of butter and cheese for the con- 

sumption of their families, a short. period of time must prove the 

fallacy of the scheme. Farmers daughters generally take too 
wees little interest in household matters, ee Pigg ee, 

Be A young man, his only wealth consisting of health and willing _ 
| hands, in company with a poor farmer's daughter (whom he hoped 

| soon to make his wife), while at an agricultural exhibition, and pas- 

- sing by the stands loaded with household products, heard some one 

| remark: “There is some good bread;” when this dainty-lipped _
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lady, in a tone of affectation and disdain replied: “Iknownoth¢ — 
ing of such matters; I should be no judge of the article” But — 

they should feel there zs a motive, a high incentive, nor neglectany 

opportunity to acquire knowledge so useful; or be content with 
any achievement less than that which ranks par excellence, for in 

this age of constant changes, how soon many who now are seem- 
ingly elevated beyond the possible occasion to utilize the informa- 
tion, by fire or other disaster, may have their condition changed, 

when. wealth, the accumulation of successive generations, is swept , 

away in an hour, when those who could not recall an ungratified . 
a wish, are left far more helpless and dependent than the wash: 

| woman they had employed, or the milkman who had supplied | 
them; more helpless, becatise they had not been educated insuch 

a manner as to be able to supply their own wants, or be of profit == 
in serving others. Many persons are compelled by cireumstances. | 

to seek new homes, which small means will procure, and these are _ 

_ found in remote sections, isolated from many conveniences of 

populous districts. 
In situations like these, if educated in the care of general house | 

work and the dairy, they might still enjoy the luxury of excellent 

food, and the surety of an income from the proceeds of their toil. | | 

Many who are entirely ignorant of things pertaining to this sub- 

ject are amply qualified to entertain their friends, and discourse 

delightful music upon melodious instruments of elaborate style. 

To these I would say, the hours spent in this grateful enjoyment 

‘do not tend to impair the relish for more substantial aliment. oO 

Then, ladies, why not add to your other attainments skill in the 

culinary arts and in the products of the dairy? that your pleasure 
may not be marred nor the smiles of your guests displaced by 

_ looks of disgust while at your repast, as you proffer to them your 
oe fragrant * gilt edged” butter, and delicious creamy cheese.  — 

- Butthis skill, in its greatest perfection, is not acquired by a a 
| few faint-hearted trials; but long, patient persevering care and 7 

faithful practice are necessary to accomplish the best results. | 

A lady remarked to the successful competitor on farm dairy 

products, at the last state fair, “ I envy you the ease with which — 
you gained your premiums.” A little time and attention only | | 
‘were all that was necessary, and then all was over. - While she—
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quite as successful as a florist—had continual care and anxiety, 

| with weeding and watching from. early spring till autumn, to 
secure her prize. She did not consider that many years had 

| been passed in almost daily practice of the dairy lesson, 

-. Good, wholesome nutriment is.necessary to insure good health 

to the animals which supply the basis of our dairy labors; ample — 
| forage, of nutritious quality, and a liberal quantity of pure water, __ 

should be provided. Annoyance of cows, by dogs, in driving 

them to or from the pasture, should be prevented, as such excite- 7 

ment doubtless induces a feverish condition, which impairs the 
quality, and diminishes the quantity of milk. _ ee 

> Shade is a needful requisite ; and during the summer, cows will, _ 
«if permitted to do.so, return to their ccol stables, and repose quietly 

—_ for hours, free alike from the troublesome attacks of flies and the. 

exhausting effects ofthe mid-daysun, 
| . Good milking is no insignificent operation. Sullen, dilatory 

movements yield but disappointment and dissatisfaction; but 
: when performed with cheerful alacrity, the proceeds bring remu- __ 

: nerative results. -All possible precaution should be observed dur- _ 

Coe ing the process, to prevent the falling of dust from the cow into the 

pail; and to remove any such, the milk should be strained as 

| soon as practicable, so that the rising of the cream may not be re- 
tarded. | oo , | os 

---—-cTf- cheese of the best quality is to be made, the rennet may 
be immediately added-to the milk; the quantity depending upon 

. the strength previously ascertained. When it’shall become firm 

| enough to cut, it should be carefully done; and when the whey | | 

| rises, some may be dipped off by laying a strainer thereon, and af- 

ter warming, return it again, cutting and stirring very carefully at 

first, but continuing to warm, cut and agitate the mass, until after — 

an a little time, there is less danger of injury from hurry, and the process ~ 

"of warming may be expedited somewhat, until it becomes suffici- 
ently firm to squeak between thé teeth by chewing. Then salt 

| with eight ounces to twenty pounds of .curd, thoroughly mixing, 

and itis ready, for the hoop and press, from which it should be 

- yemoved ina few hours and turned,.-using another. strainer, 
thoroughly wetincold water © 

At the next milking, the same process may be repeated, if the
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first was not as large a cheese as desired, placing the last curd in | 
the bottom of the hoop, and after warming the previous one in 
quite warm whey, ‘press it upon the new, and thus continue until 
of size to suit, when it may be enclosed by a bandage nicely but- oy 

tered; and with care in turning, an excellent article of cheese is 
the result, and of good size, though from asmalldairy © 

From experiments, I have satisfied myself that after cream has 
onee risen, it can never again become so thoroughly mixed with 

- the milk but some loss will be sustained. A good article of 

cheese’ can be made by | setting milk in pans over night, removing ; 

the cream in the morning and warming the milk before adding the — 

‘morning’s mess, when it may be managed the same as the former 
method, except the reservation of the cream, which is very con- 

_ venient for many purposes, perhaps even supplying butter for the 
family. ee 

- When the milk is used for making butter, it may, in cold | 
weather, remain forty-eight hours unskimmed without taking 

harm; but if a much longer period transpire, it will acquire a | 

bitter taste, though the cream may be kept two or three days 

more, by putting itin a cool room and stirring each time when 

more is added. In cold weather, it is well to heat the milk a little 

before setting it in the milk room, as the cream will thus Become 
firmer and not require as much time in churning, a ss 
_ If making butter in the summer, the dairy woman must exer- _ 
cise more especial care that the cream be churned very frequently. 

- I prefer an.airy place, cool as possible, tor setting the milk, and 

skim at the first indication of acidity; then place the cream in a 
_ refrigerator, or hang it in a well or other cool place, until a suffi- | 

- cient quantity is obtained for a churning. A fier the butter is taken | 
from the churn, if too warm or soft to remove all the buttermilk, 

_return again to a cool place until morning or evening, when it can 
_ probably all be-removed. Then add one ounce of salt. and one- 

fourth ounce of loaf sugar to each pound of butter, thoroughly | 
mixing, unless the butter is growing too soft from exposure to the 
atmosphere, in which case it must be cooled before thorough | 
working is completed. After cooling again, it should be re-worked 
and packed, covering nicely with a white cloth wet with brine.
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; When the jar is filled, put half an inch,of salt and strong brine 

upon the top, and keepclosely covered. = tit | 
_. My experience has been that a better article of buttercan be 

“ insured by extracting the buttermilk without the dse of. water, as co 

Tam satisfied that the presence of either remaining in the butter 

| . impairs the flavor, and. when the butterm ilk / alone. is there it is 

easily discovered. == sw ti boa abe ny piles 

| _ Another. valuable auxiliary for the good butter maker is a con- | 

venient butter worker. I will here recommend one for its. excel- 
_ Jence, having used it for some years. I believe any person who: | | 

will give it a fair trial will not return to the butter bowl. eo By | 
| An oak plank (a board will answer if cleated to prevent warp- 

: ing), of size to suit yourself, two and a half by three feet for com- 
mon sized farm dairies;.place it aslant on a table or stand, then __ 

__with-an oak. stick twenty incbes or so in length, three inches in 

| Oe width, of triangular parallel shape, square at oné.end (to. use in 7 
packing), with a handle at the other, the butter is easily and * 
thoroughly worked and salted; with no occasion to put the hands | 

‘into it, and while thus-spread before you, every unwelcome mote _— 

| is discovered quite readily, and can be easily removed. 

| GENERAL FARM HUSBANDRY AND ITS ASSO-- _ 

| ; CIATIONS. — Ba dans 

| . - Read before the State Agricultural Convention, in February, 1973. 7 e : oo 

a / | BY DR. ©. L- MARTIN, JANESVILLE, re ee Te 

Gentlemen of the Agricultural and Horticultural ‘Societies :—Lhaye 

‘been invited by my friend, Secretary Field, to make you a little: 
| practical speech. You neither expect or desire me to speak ‘upon 

| the science of geology or astronomy, and I was perfectly aware 

| that all the ground of general farming would be taken up by.eight. 

or ten able men who were to precede me, I have concluded there- 

fore to take a by-path and make my speech a short one. Gentle
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men, I will speak upon two or three things connected with farm- : 
ing, which I have learned by experience and which may be useful a 

io some of you. ‘These agricultural and horticultural meetings | 

have become institutions of the country; they are exceedingly | 
useful in many ways; they bring us together and thereby make 
us better acquainted than we otherwise would be; cause mutual 
exchange of information and knowledge, so that all are benefited. 

_ They excite to.activity and emulation in contending for premiums, 

not for their value in money only, but the pride and honor of suc- 
cess. It is certainly a circumstance worthy of no little congratu- | 

-__ Jation that ycur exhibitions each year exceed the preceding one. 
‘This affords the best -evidence of the increasing usefulness of the | 

__ Society, and gives promise of a bright future; then see to it, gen- 

tlemen, that they do not fail for want of your support. Very few 
of you know the eare, trouble and anxiety of the officers of these _ 

agricultural societies. Come forward then, promptly, and aid | 
them with your presence at least; we have beauty of scenery in 

Wisconsin, unsurpassed; productiveness of soil, inferior to none, 

and from what I know of Wisconsin people, they rank high in 
. . industry,.temperance, enterprise and all those things which go to 

improve and blessthecommunity. My friends, in the country I 

came from, the farmers have not the chance you have; the land — 

is there perpetuated by the laws of descent and primogeniture, 
while the laboring tenant ekes out a scanty subsistence by culti- © 

vating and improving the land to which he can acquire no title, 
and from which he derives no reward except a bare support. 

With you it is different; here all do or can hold land. 
Yes, every one of you who is temperate and industri- 

, ous, can own a farm. This easy acquirement of land 

however, has its evils, which you will do well to avoid. The first | 

evil in this western country is a disposition to own large farms, 
‘causing heavy expenditures for fencing, taxes, ete, and much of ' | 
it is unproductive for want of proper tillage. a 

_ Acre to acre, and field to field of new grounds are added each 
year, when the land already broken is but half cultivated, and 
much of it overrun with weeds. Whata lamentable sight to see 
a farm producing a crop of fire-weeds, thereby impoverishing the 

land more than a crop of corn. The next evil is inrushing wheat :
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- ~ growing ; sowing the same field to this cereal every year; invest- | 
ing every dollar in this crop, and making éverything subservient | 

| to one object—wheat. Then in spring and early summer, day after - 

day, you exult over ydur glorious fields. - Buoyant with expecta- 
tion, you purchase things not needed, a new-reaper, on time, of 4 
course, when the old one, just as good with a littlerepairs, islying => 

- rotting in the field just where you left it last harvest. -This new 

ss veaper gets you into debt, which you expect to meet‘by your * 
- -ountifal wheat crop, but just before harvest, comes a° blight, | 

| _chinch bug or some other bug, or even ten days of hot weather, : 

just when the grain isin the milk, causing rust and ruin to the ~ 
. crop, and away goes your glorious wheat, and you are ruined. 

Gentlemen, there is a way to avoid this ruin; shall I tell you why | 

 °-. gome of. you: fail in farming? You use unsuitable means to | 
| achieve a successful result, I affirm, and I know whereof I speak, | | 

| that if agriculture is prosecuted with judgment, ‘intelligence and 

‘industry, there need be no failure. Oo oo, | | 

| TT wish to draw your attention from those large wheat fields of : 
| which we have been speaking, to a plan of farming which you | 

| will find both safe and profitable :, A variety and diversity of crops, 
ss breeding and rearing ‘a variety of domesticated animals, and to 

- make it more pleasing as well as more profitable, let your horses 
be well bred. They will cost you no more than low bred ones. If 

. you wish to keep them, they will do more work in the field and 

| on the road in less time and much more pleasantly, and when 
: sold, will ‘bring twice the money. The same rule holds good in 

7 cattle. | . | . | | 

. Durhams.—This breed makes an early or quick return of the food 

| consumed. , Early maturity is the grand and _ peculiar character- 

2 istic of this breed. That beautiful ripeness of condition at so 
early an age has excited the wonder of every judge of cattle. — a 

| Now, gentlemen, we have some well bred colts and cattle in 

Wisconsin, and I have no fear for the colts, as the man who has 
| spirit to breed good ones will take care of them; but I want you 

to take good care of your cattle. House them well, and keep | 
: them warm, ever remembering that it requires’a certain amount sw 

of animal heat to live—much more to thrive; and also, that it 
requires three times the food to keep up this animal heat in any |
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animal that has to buffet the storms of a Wisconsin winter, than 

| _ the one which iskept warm, a 
- But it is as impossible for any man. to make farming profitable 

without knowing how, as it is to talk Latin or Greek without 
having been taught. A farmer should have a knowledge of the 
nature of the different soils, their adaptability to the various crops, 

and one who does not know this, as well as times and seasons for 
doing his work, and other mysteries of agriculture, is unfit to bea 

_. Who, let me ask, has more interest to know how to develop the 
hidden mysteries of the earth, and make them subservient to his 
wants and will than the farmer, and who meets with greater ob- | 
stacles and difficulties in the pursuit of his calling than the 
farmer? None. Certainly, then, he should be-prepared and 
educated for his. mission. I am old enough to remember a 

_ when that foolish heresy was. in full blast, that farming was | 
so simple that it needed only ignoramuses to carry iton. No | 
one ever expected to earn fame by farming. That time has : 

passed. Gentlemen, farming is a science as well as an art. We 
do not now depend upon moonshine for our crops, but upon intel- 

ligent culture, careful and deep plowing and carefully husbanded 

"resources of all farming operations. I: repeat, it is no longer a 
- mean, plodding employment. The cultivator of the. soil briags 

, his inquiring mind into the company of the most wonderful work- 
“ ings of nature in her own almighty workshop, where he has bet- 

ter opportunities of acquiring knowledge of the great principles 
_ which govern animal and vegetable life, than the student has in 

the musty atmosphere of his study. The great volume of nature 

_ lies open before him, and all its pages invite study and contem- 
plation. It shows him that he isa co-worker with that Being who 
said, “let there be light, and there was light” It teaches him to 

_ depend upon that providence, coupled with his own industry, for 

| success in bringing to maturity the animal and the plant, At ele- 

-vates the mind, and teaches man to look from nature up to nature’s 
: Gok AO ee | 

_. said that a farmer should be educated. I feel deeply upon 
this subject, because I feel the want of it Where I was brought 
up, schools were few and far between. Very few poor people
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| could obtain schooling. What Thave'is self-acquired. With you, 

| it is different. You have a school house within reach of every. 

farm. It is your-own fault if your children are not educated for — 

all the common duties of life: Cultivate the minds of the rising 

generation; let your schools ‘be schools of thought; institutions 

: not to cultivate the memory alone, but to fit’ the student practically 

to take his equal chance of inftuence in the government of your 

, state and nation. Encourage monthly meetings in every town 

in the county, in every county of the state, and in every state in 

| the Union, for reading essays and holding discussions upon sub- — 

jects of interest both to the farther and mechanic, teaching and 

| _ @xplaining in the ‘simplest manner possible, everything that would : 

| be-useful in the shop or in the field. Meetings of this description = 

CO could not fail to be useful. A free people should not only have 

free thought, but should have. good opportunities to give them 

| | utterance. The object of these meetings and discussions should — 

- be to dall into action individual talent and individual experience — 

for the benefit of all. You have plenty of talent among you, and 

| _ [hold that the talent and experience of your neighbour as far as 7 

improvement of the moral and intellectual standing of his own : 

‘neighborhood is concerned is public property, and should be : 

worked up and brought forward, fostered and sustained by every 

- Means in your power for the good of the whole community. | 

| Gentlemen, the love of your country should awaken youtobe _ 

| ready by intelligence to take position in the councils of the state 

and nation. It is said these are times of vice and corruption, 

times when Credit Mobilier and other corrupt schemes are favored 

by our officials. I firmly believe that the safety of this great and 

| glorious Republic must rely upon the honesty and intelligence of 

| the rural districts. Le / oe 

| ~The road leading into the future is an ascending one, and _pro- 

gress over it is to be secured much more by the aid of mind than 

| by the aid of matter. One class of men will take the lead, and | 

it most likely will be that class distinguislted for good common 

- sense, refined by education and cultivation. Now, it farmers will 

gee to it and give their children a good. common school education, 

instead of allowing them to grow up in ignorance and vice, it will 

| give them a chance in the struggle for the lead in the future. Then,
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within twenty-five years you will find farmers in congress helping _ 
to make your laws, and preventing land grants and other schemes 
of robbers; then, farming will bea favored and a fortunate occu- 
pation, and your successors will be the lords of the land. But, 

gentlemen, mind what I say; if you are careless and neglect this 
great opportunity, another class will take the lead, and will keep 
it, because of their brains, rather than of their bodies, and will take | 
control over you, and you must fall to the rear, take back seats 
and become a mere peasantry, cultivators of the land, just as it is 
in Europe, to-day. Farmers, come together for self-protection, and 

bring well trained brains to the performance of your work. Shed 

the light of cultivation and refinement upon your profession, and 

it must and will bea success.) When this success is achieved, and | 

it will be your own fault if it is not, then, my friends, whether | 

you are in the councils of the state or nation, in the workshop, or 
whether you make the plow or ‘guide the same, let your constant 
aim be the moral and intellectual improvement of your people. 
By this education, we shall be better farmers, better mechanics, | 
better citizens, better neighbors, better husbands and better men. | 
But I have digressed from what I intended to say. 

_ [wo things more, and I have done. I wish you to plant fruit 
trees ; begin, and you will have no trouble. Nothing pays better 
than fruit; not only plant apples, but raspbérries, blackberries and 
other small fruit. They thrive in this latitude, and when fully 
ripe, give your children plenty of this fruit and plain bread, in 
lieu of fried meats and larded short-cakes, and you will have very 
little of the multitudinous bowel complaints and /évers which in 

_ the summer season sweep your children to their graves as though | 
they were only born to die. Lastly, £ desire you to remember 
that you have one other important duty besides raising blooded 
stock. Look tothe minds of your boys and girls who are to spend 
their youthful days beneath your roof; they demand your atten- _ 
tion ; the child instinctively loves the beautiful, dnd reaches its 

_ tiny hands out and attempts to seize a beautiful’ flower which it 
had never ‘seen before, and could not have iearned to desire. — All 

_ children love flowers, and if you will pay attention to a child, you 
will find that things habitually presented to the eye direct the 
taste, and even create it, and have their influence upon the minds
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| _of mature men and woman ; then why pervert the child’s nature, and 7 
put out that spark of light which comes with it into the world? — 

- Put out Isay, and with what? By the barren blackness of an i 

| unadorned home. Do not let the hogs run round the house, 

nor big weeds grow near it. Help your wife to make a flower 

garden, and teach your children how to grow and tend flowers; that : 
will teach them to be truthful, patient, gentle and kind. It wil 
create a pleasure and a love for home. Pleasure is as necessary — . 

for the young as food and air, and they must and will have itin 

some way. Never forget this, and seek to make the pleasure of 

| your child a part of his education, both physical and intellectual. | 

Do this, and his home will ever be remembered as the most 
beautiful spot on earth, and its ‘influence will never be effaced 

from his memory. It will be an active conducer to virtue, a 

_-preserver from temptation in after life; yes, even in old age. 

"Baek to the mother and flower garden of childbood—the genial 
influence of that home is never forgotten. Never let your 

children leave their home without the lesson — truthfulness, 

gentleness, patience and kindness—thus you will teach them, 

+ while young, “The way in which they should walk, and when 

| they are old they will not depart from it” Ce | 

THE RELATIONS BETWEEN THE VEGETABLE AND 

| MINERAL KINGDOMS. | 

| | Read before the State Agricultural Convention, in February, 1873. | 

ie ere BY PROF. JOHN MURRISH, MALOMANIE. ee | hee 

| We do not, I presume, recognize, as distinctly as we might, the 

| ~ fact that everything in the mineral and vegetable kingdoms is 

- made out of the same or very similar material, and that the end- 

less variety of form and feature is due only to a slight variation 

| in the composition or structure of the object. Indeed, the phy- 

| _ sical world is nothing more than matter molded into its various
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forms by forces working under the direction of well defined and 
fixed naturallaws. ts” C 
_ Immanuel K&nt, the distinguished philosopher of the last cen- 
tury, said, “ Give me matter and I will build the world.” That is, | 

- his mind had been so thoroughly trained in the observance of 
natural phenomena, that he was enabled to recognize clearly the | 
fact, that the forces of nature were so accurately adjusted, and the — 
laws governing them so universal and unerring, that it required | 

only the material (matter) to briag-about results such as we findin 
the world as it is. | bowie SN a 

. Kent might have gone farther: than this, and said, give me 

‘matter, and I will make tkose varied forms that beautify the earth’s 

crust and her surface; for they, too, are the result of Jorces, con- 

ditions, and laws found within the field of observation, and within 

the reach of the human. min | - 
_ And if be had been a farmer, and understood the relation and 

adaptation of those natural forces and the laws governing them, to 

the vegetable kingdom, he might have said, give me matter andI © 
will fill your barns with the fruits of the earth, for agriculture is 
nothing more than a process by which provisions for man and 

. beast are manufactured out of elementary particles of matter by 

physical forces. 7 (SD ge eM Sa OSs | 

In this department of nature, that is, the agricultural, man | 

is especially interested. The world was built long before man — 

made his appearance on it. The inorganic forms of matter stood 

then as now, the ornaments of nature’s museum, to represent her 

works in the past, And it is his privilege now to learn only how 

nature accomplished these things, and to admire the methods of 
her working. But in this new, this organic department, where 
the forces of nature are arranged with reference to manufacturing 

- matter into organized substances, man is allowed, indeed he is 

called upon, to become a co-worker with nature; not to produce 
new worlds, but to produce organized forms of matter to meet the _ 

_ demands of animated materialisms, and to ornament and beautify - 
this world.as hishome: re oe 
- Ia this cooperative system of nature, it may be important, it is 

true, that man should understand the principles of nature’s ma- | 
ehinery, or the forces of the vegetable kingdom. But over these,
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man has no-control. Nature has established. their relative -adap- 

tations, and placed them under laws that will keep them undis- 
-- turbed. in their work through all the coming future. It:is with 

— matier that man is most concerned. It is matter that nature ex- 
pects man to furnish. Give me matter, says nature to man, and I 

— will fill your barns with plenty. The interests, then, of agricul- 
* ture, and of agriculturists, mustdepend to a very great extent.on 

| a knowledge of matter, and the necessary conditions in which it 
. must be furnished. A mere-glance at matter in this direction is 

about all that I shall attempt to do in this paper. SS | 

- Those of you who have examined the specimens from the veg- __ 
| étable kingdom on the one hand, and the specimens from the min- 

eral kingdom on the other as they are arranged side by side inthis 
| room, can hardly fail to: notice a feint: resemblance, if nothing — 

| more, between the products of the two kingdoms, and are ready to_ 
ask, perhaps, ifthey are not in some way related. In our investiga- _ 

tions in the mineral kingdom, we often wander along the line 
_ where these two kingdoms meet,.and where specimens from each . 

are beautifully arranged, as physical forces only can arrange them, 

in the museum of natare. Presented in this light, it is impossible - 

not to recognize kindred ties; but what they are, does not appear. 
to the casual observer, and are brought to light only by scientifie 

| investigation. a Ss nr eae 
We notice, however, that between the forms of matter we.call 

| ‘minerals and the forms of mattér we call vegetables, there isa 
| line sharply drawn, so that the products of the mineral kingdom 

a can never pass, by gradation, into. the products of the vegetable 

kingdom. The line that separates between these kingdoms, is the 

, line that separates between inorganic and organized matter; and _ 

| between these, nature has fixed a great gulf, so that the one can 

- never pass over to the other. But as we wander away from this 
| line, and from the individual mineral, and vegetable, to the mate- 

| rial of which they are composed, this: line becomes less distinct, _ 

| _ and the two kingdoms begin to look like graded departments of — 
- nature’s workshop; departments that are separate and distinct 

from each other, while the material from the one may pass into the 
7 other to be used for higher purposes)5 = 

Oo In the lower department (the mineral kingdom), we find one. of
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nature’s- primeval laboratories, where matter is prepared. for subse- 
quent use. Here the material of the two kingdoms is the same, | 
and exists only: under physical and chemical laws. The objectof 
this department is, first, to work u p this mass of elementary mate- 

rial into forms of matter we call minerals, preparatory to being 

worked up into forms we call vegetables and animals. In fact, the 

great. worl: of the mineral kingdom is, to take this raw material | 

and work it up inte forms and conditions adapted to the wants 
' of the vegetable kingdom. oo | ls | 

_If-we pause a moment here, and look down into the furnace of 

. this laboratory, where the: heat is most intense, we shall find that, | 

as the temperature is gradually lowered, the free elements of silica | 

are uniting to form quartz, In the'same igneous mass, we notice | 

the elements of feldspar, mica and hornblend e, arranging themselves / 

also, under orystalline ‘influence into distinet minerals, which at 

a subsequent stage of cooling are aggregated into a rocky mass, ~ 

and laid aside as a portion of the crust of the earth. In this way, 
and by this process, the minerals of our plutonic rocks have been 

formed, and aggregated into masses of solid material, and spread 

- out as unfinished forms of matter to be used again in a higher de- 

partments in nature’s factory, namely, the department ofagriculture. 

- It is very interesting to notice, that, in the great variety 

of minerals thus formed, and aggregated into rocky masses form- 
ing the crust of the earth, there are after all comparatively , 
few elementary substances, and those such as are adapted to the ssi 
wants of the vegetable kingdom, | Ce | 

_ Among the elementary ‘substances that enter to any great ex- 

tent into these plutonic or granitic rocks, are the following: Po- 

tassium, aluminium, sodium, calcium, magnesium, iron, manga- . 

- nese, silicon and oxygen. Other elementary substances may occa- | 

_ sionally enter into their composition, but on a minor scale, and to 
avery limited extent, os i 

_ It is true, the varying proportions in which these elementary 

substances enter into the composition of these minerals produce a 

. variety in their forms, and we are in the habit of calling by dif- 
ferent names the rocks in which certain of these minerals prevail, 
or otherwise. But-such is the family likeness, that we are safe in 

putting them into-one class, and calling them granitic rocks.
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oe It is only over a portion of the state, however, that this classis — 
_. exposed as the surface rock, consequently accessible only here, 

_ for agricultural purposes. Over a larger portion of the state, we 
find a sedimentary strata, from which the soil is formed, such as 

. sandstone and limestone. These strata also furnish a large amount 
of matter adapted to the wants of the. vegetable kingdom. .. But 
while these strata differ very. much from granitic rocks in their 
origin and composition, we find, nevertheless, but very few new 
elementary substances. | | oe ob ae 

a _ Sandstone, that is the surface rock over a large portion of the 
____ gentral part of our state, is almost chemically pure silica. Itisa — 

| _ mass of small crystals of quartz, consequently composed. of the 
| same elementary substances as the quartz that enters into. the 

| formation of granite. = a _ ee Be 

The limestones that form a large portion of the surface rock in — 
the southern part-of the state, are of two kinds, common lime- — 

___- stone, or carbonate of lime, and dolomite, or magnesian limestone. 
The elementary substances composing ¢ommon limestone are the 

| following: calcium, oxygen and carbon. Those composing dolo- 

mite or magnesian limestone, are, magnesium calcium, oxygen 

and carbon. The elementary substances, those composing these 

| sedimentary strata, are silicon, oxygen, calcium, carbon and mag- _ 
| —nesium, five in all. Of this number, four enter into the composi- 

tion of our granitic rocks. In the whole mass of rocks from which 
the soil of our state is derived, we find but these ten elementary 

| substances that enter into the composition to any great extent. 

_. What can we contemplate that is more wonderful or marvelous 

| than the endless variety of minerals and mineral bodies which na- | 

‘y ture has formed out of these few simple or elementary substances Re 

| How beautifully she has varied the forms with the slightest vari- 
| ation in the material, or the laws under which this material has _ 

- been brought together. Indeed, this endless diversity and variety 

in the forms and qualities of matter is one of the most striking 
ss features of the mineral kingdom. Bae 

-__- But beautiful and diversified as the forms of matter may be in 

_ the mineral kingdom, it is matter, nevertheless, in its first stages 

of preparation for other, higher and more beautiful forms; 
| and as it rises from the bosom of the deep in all the freshness of.
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a new creation, it is that it may be transferred to the agricultural 

department of nature’s workshop, there to be taken to pieces and 

exposed to new physical conditions, ‘and under the manipulation 

of new forces, to be molded into organized forms. | 

In this new department, the soil is the laboratory in which mat- 

ter from the mineral kingdom is first prepared, then worked up 

into vegetable forms. To bring about these results, matter is now 

placed under the influence of vital forces, governed by biological 

Jaws, which like the physical and chemical forces in the mineral _ 

kingdom, give endless variety of form and feature to their pro- | 

ducts. But in the vegetable, as well.as in the mineral kingdom - 

this great variety of form ‘and feature is developed from a very 

few plant forming substances. Among the most important are the 

following: Oxygen, nitrogen, hydrogen, carbon, phosphorus, sul- 

_ phur, chlorine, silicon, calcium, ‘magnesium, potassium, sodium, | 

aluminum, thirteen in all. Theseare the material substances from | 

which vegetable forms of matter are made; or to speak more cor- | 

zectly, I may say, on which vegetable forms feed, for they starve, 

or fatten, as these substances are withheld or furnisbed in a prop- 

er condition. Indeed, man in this co-operative system of natare 

is a plant feeder, and a knowledge of plant food, and how itcan 

be prepared, is the highest attainment in agricultural science, and 

- the secret of success in agricultural practice. Some of these sub- 

stances nature provides without the assistance of man ; such for in- | 

stance as carbon, hydrogen and oxygen. Plants take all the car- 

on they need from the carbonic acid of the atmosphere, and hy- | 

drogen and oxygen from the water. But the mineral substances 

aye unevenly scattered through the soil, as the rocks from which 

the soil was formed contained them, or otherwise. Henceit is the 

business of man to know, whether these mineral substances neces- 

sary for plant food are already in the soil before his seeds are placed 

there; if they are not, there is no alternative but that he must 

supply them, or his crops will come forth in a stunted, half starved 

‘This plant food is found only in the mineral kingdom, wrapped 

up—as before stated—in mineral compeunds, and aggregated into 

rock formations. Here only, these minerals can be studied in 

their separate characters and multitudinous forms, where nature
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has put them up with especial: reference:to the vegetable kingdom, 
_ and labeled them as she has put them away in the strata, that. the | 

| farmer may make no mistake when he.looks for them for agricul- 
turalpurpose. © titi—estsiStsSS eee ee oe 
- Isitsilica he wants? he will find it nearly pure, ‘put.up in sepa- — 

| rate forms and labeled, quartz, hornstone, flint. Wherever these 
minerals form any considerable portion of the rocks, the soil 
formed from them will have a sufficient amount of this element of | 
plant food. And this element is. essential, for few if any. plants — 

| can live and grow without it. It enters largely into the formation 
| of the stalks of most vegetables, and is essential to. the formation 

of their. seeds, - Inasmuch..as this substance enters: largely into 
most plants, nature has furnished it in abundance and scattered it 
over a large. portion of the earth’s surface. It is supposed that. 
‘one-half of the solid substance ot the. earth is made up of silica. 

Tf it is lime the farmer needs, he will find it here labeled, car- 
bonate of lime. It is. combined ‘mostly with. carbonic acid, and 

_ forms a large portion of our strata known as common limestone, 
er dolomite, as already referred to. It is found also forming a 

_ large portion of some of the minerals composing our granitic rocks, 
| consequently is an important ingredient, in the soils formed from 

these strata. Indeed there is nota single element of plant food 
that man has to supply, that is not found in the mineral kingdom, . 

put up in proper forms and labeled, that the farmer may know what _ 
- it is, and where it may be found. — , ees 

- It is true, all the elements of plant food do not form a part of 
our common rocks. Nature sometimes puts up what is not found | 

in our ordinary bill of fare, and what may be called extras, such 
as our mineral phosphates and sulphates, which, as every intelli- 
gent farmer knows, add very much to the health and develop- 

- mentof plants. These extras nature fixes up by mixing a little , 
_ phosphorus or sulphur with oxygen, forming acids, then by add- 

| ing a little of these acids to lime, form these compounds so valu- 
able to the agriculturists) They are found only here and there 

| in the mineral kingdom, and a knowledge of their whereabouts 
_ would be very acceptable to the farmers of our state = = 

It is in the mineral: kingdom, nevertheless, among those min- 

eral compounds, that the farmer must look for the material to be:
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. furnished as plant food, to be worked up subsequently into plant | 
forms, Here we find those kindred ties that unite these two king- , 
doms or. departments. of nature. Here, too, we find that most 

neglected but most interesting and important department of agri- oe 

cultural-science. The knowledge is more important to the farmer 

than that furnished by geological investigations; and when 
farming is brought more under the application of scientific prin- 
ciples in this direction, it will become not. only one of the most 

productive and profitable branches of industry, but a branch of _ 

industry that will be chosen by our young‘men as the most con-— 

ducive to health, wealth, independence and intellectual culture, 
and worthy the best talent-oftheage = = os 

SOILS — THEIR PRESERVATION AND RENOVATION. 

' Read before the State Agricultural Convention, in February, 1873. 

- ss '-BY SECRETARY W. W. FIELD, BOSCOBEL... oo 

In presenting a brief paper upon the above important subject, | 

I shall not. expect, or even attempt, to furnish anything new in the 

science or practice of agriculture, but simply urge upon the 
farmers of this state the importance of maintaining the original = 
fertility of their new lands, and of renovating their old or partially 

- exhausted fields, and give some of the practical ways and means 

by which this can be accomplished. If I can stimulate thought 

and discussion by this convention, and among a few even of the 

producers. of the state, by the presentation of a few ideas and | 

suggestions which have come within the range of my observation - 
in an experience of twenty years of farming in Wisconsin, and am 

able to present such facts.as many of the farmers of the state full 

well know, but which most of them have totally disregarded, and | 
cam impress upon them the vital importance. of heeding them in 

the fature, and of practising a more economical and better system 

of-eulture, I shall feel that the time spent in the preparation of
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this paper, and your time in listening have not been lost. It can 

| but be apparent, to at least every discerning, thoughtful farmer in | 

: the state, that in many of the older counties, the fertility of the 
| soil is becoming exhausted of those elements which. science : and ex- 

-_-- perience have shown to be essential in. the maturity of the cereals 

oo and other products in large quantities and in perfection; that the 

| continual crops of grain, hogs and cattle raised and shipped to 

_ distant markets to be consumed, have gradually been sapping it of 

plant food, until some of those lands will not produce one half the 
erop of cereals, they did twenty years ago. — Tt must be equally 

a apparent that some system ought at once to. be adopted to , restore. 

this waste that is thus gradually but surely going on by this ex- 

haustive cropping and returning little or nothing as an equivalent; 

that this robbing the soil of its fertility until the occupants become 

-. amazed that their products are not larger, and their labor more 
--- remunerative ought at once and forevertocease. 

What would be thought of the farmer who should keep his 
. horse or his ox upon just food enough to sustain life, but not suf- 

ficient to impart that physical strength requisite in tilling the soil 

or other important farm work, or who should deprive himself of 

an abundant supply of that nutritious food which now gives him a 
«firm, elastic step and the bloom and vigor of manhood, and thus 
reduce his physical ability to perform his daily toil? We should 

| | at once exclaim, he 1s an inhuman wretch, perhaps amadman, ora 

fool. But is not he who knowingly robs the land of its producing 

power, without using reasonable means within his reach to restore 

it, equally culpable, short-sighted and unwise, and will not the 

| judgment of the Creator, in the shape of poverty at least, sooner — 
or later overtake him? Nature teaches wise and valuable les- _ 

--. gons. Let us glance for a moment at her natural farming opera- 

_ tions, and see if some practical hints cannot be obtained worthy of | 

our imitation. In the economy of. nature, nothing is lost, and a 

os careful observation has taught me that the nearer she can be fol- 
-——- Jowed in her system of economy in the natural products of the — 

| . earth, the less waste there will be, and. hence the more successful 

| and remunerative will be the labors of the husbandman. =~ 

: ‘The soil of our state in its natural condition is rich in all the 

) elements of fertility, and its natural products of trees and grasses.
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have constantly increased its strength and producing power. The 

strong and vigorous roots of the trees penetrate the soil to a great 

depth, drawing sustenance from beneath adapted to their growth 
- and full development ; their leaves annually put forth, acting as | 
lungs during their period of growth, receiving food from the earth 
by the circulation then ‘constantly going on, and in the autumn, 
fall to the earth, furnishing organic matter to still further increase 
the richness and fertility of the soil. So with the grasses. They 

grow luxuriantly through each successive season, fed by the fertil- _ 

izing properties of the soil adapted to their wants, and in due 

_- geason return to the soil, producing a vegetable mould which en- 
_ riches and strengthens it, so that a more vigorous plant follows the 

ensuing year. Thus nature produces natural. products, returning 
each year all she produces, except the increased growth of the | 

trees and the increased weight of the animals which feed upon her 

products; and they, too, after having fulfilled the mission for 

which they were created, return to the earth those elements of which 

they are composed, to be again converted into plant food. But, 

says one, the tree has long, strong and vigorous roots capable of 

penetrating the soil to great depths in search of food, and that lit- 

tle of the strength of the surface soil is taken, while the fine root- 

lets of the cereals, and most other cultivated products cannot pen- 

etrate beyond that depth which is made mellow and friable by _ 
cultivation, and hence must derive most of their food from near 

This, to a great extent, is true, and before I close this paper, cb 

shall have occasion to speak of the importance of clover, which, | 

in my judgment, does for the farmer what the tree of the forest — 
does in nature, brings up from depths below, fertilizing properties 

- which otherwise could not be reached. Somescientific writers in- 
form us that plant food is much of it derived directly from the | 

- atmosphere, but from observation, I am of the opinion that this 

theory is not well supported by either experience or the natural | 
~ laws which govern the growth of plants, animals or men. While — | 

— it is possible for the foliage of plants to absorb certain fertilizing . 
gases from the atmosphere, it is equally true that animals, and | 
even human beings may receive nutriment by the same process, 

and yet it does not naturally follow that such is the channel
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through which the Creator intended -either-should receive its daily 

| supply of food. Prof. Peter Collier, Secretary of the Vermont State. 
Board of Agriculture, in a paper read before that society, says: 

“ Numerous experiments:have been made: with. soils artificially 

~ prepared, in which there existed no food available to the plant, — 
other than it might derive from pure water and the atmosphere, 

) and in every case, it has been found that so soon as the growing 

| plant had exhausted the scanty supply of nutriment: stored up in 

the seed, it has withered and died. ‘Similar experiments have 

been tried where the plant has been supplied -with such food as 
: analysis has shown them to need, and such plants have grown and 

| perfected their seed.” Pe oe 
‘Nature has wisely provided nourishment in the seed of all 

plants, so that when germination commences, it shall be supplied _ 

| with food until the roots penetrate the ‘soil and obtain proper 
- aliment there. Hence, if one flatters himself with the erroneous - 

idea that the atmosphere furnishes food direct. to the plant in any 
perceptible quantity, let him disabuse his mind of that notioa at 
once, and use every available and profitable means to place his 
food for plants in the soil within reach of the natural mouths— _ 

- roots—of plants, where nature evidently intended it should be 

| placed, and where, if properly assimilated and made available for 
| food, it will be sought out by the finest rootlets, and appropriated 

| to the use of the plant. ‘I would as soon think of binding. food — 

upon the back of an animal, and expect it to be absorbed so as to 
restore his exhausted vital forces, or apply food to the surface of 

my own body, expecting to be invigorated and strengthened 

- thereby, as to expect plant food in the atmosphere to be appro- 

_.__- priated directly to the plant in such quantities as to produce per-. 
-.- geptible beneficial results. Valuable. gases are constantly escap- 

- ing into the atmosphere which ought to be saved by proper ab- 
a sorbents, but they are no doubt all'returned to the earth by the © 

aid of rain, snow, and other natural agencies, and there furnish 
food for the growing crops. It is, however, possible, and even 

| - -yery probable, that these enriching properties never reach the soil 

| of the farm from which they escaped. a 

. Mr. President, I doubt not you have observed, as I have, when 

7 cultivating the soil where the roots.of the-cereals and other plants
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_ were penetrating, that decaying roots of trees, partially rotted . 

corn stalks and cobs, old bones and other refuse matter were in a 
state of decomposition, the fine rootlets had completely en- 
veloped them, reaching their delicate fibres over and through __ 
them in search of the food needed for their growth and full ma- 

turity. It isas natural for the mouths of these plants to seek 
proper food, as. for the animals which roam our forests to seek — | 
theirs,. and he is not worthy of the name of farmer who does 

not so. cultivate the soil as to make the abundant supply of food 

which nature furnishes available for his use, and return to it again, 

a portion, at least, of those elements which he has extracted by a 

continual cropping. If nature, by her system of farming, contin- | 
ually increases the fertility of the soil, cannot we keep up the con- — 
dition as we find it? I say we can, and that it is our duty and | 

"true economy to do so. _ So OS | 
_ First, then, I would imfress upon every farmer the importance 
of saving all the manure he can make upon the farm. Put iton | 
the land in a suitable condition, if possible, so that it can be at | 

_ once made to furnish food for the crop, but see that it goes upon | 
the land even if in a crude and unprepared condition for plant 
food ; nature will in time break it down and reduce it, so that it. _ 
will be compelled to give up its enriching properties’ That ma- 
nure belongs to the farmer, that isa part of his bank account 
which, if allowed to escape, is just so much capital withdrawn, 
upon which no interest will ever accrue. It is the debris of veg- 
etation, and contains all the essential constituents of vegetable - 
growth. If you have raised a crop of wheat or other product, | 
return at once to the soil, or to the compost heap, that part unfit | 
for use; and right here let me say, that every farmer should have 

_acompost bed where all the refuse matter continually accumula- © 
ting about stables, yards and out-buildings should be placed, and 

, reduced to proper food for plants. It should be so constructed as . 
to retain the liquids as well as solids, and may be very cheaply | 
made by puddling with clay, or other proper material, making it 
impossible for those valuable properties to be washed away during | : 
heavy rains, to increase the fertility of the Jand below, or carried | 
to the bottom of lakes and ‘streams. . That portion of the crop 
fed to stock after “being assimilated and digested, should find its
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proper place again in the soil. By this course you have lost noth- — 

| ing, except the increased weight of ‘the animals to which it was 

 fed,-as I believe it to be well settled that animals excrete daily in a 

about the same proportion as they ingest, the weight averaging =~ 

the same. These animals thus fed are soon in condition to sup- 

‘port a higher type of animal life, to wit: man, where the same 

care should be observed to save every particle of the concentrated 

--- gonstituents of this animal food, so that after having served its 

full nutritive function, it may become again the food of plants. 

_ ‘With an economical system of farming in Wisconsin, none of the 

constituent elements of the soil ought to be lost, except those 

| contained in grains and stock shipped to eastern markets for con- _ 

| sumption. In return for this exhaustion which must gradually — 

go on, not only in our own state, but in all others where the pro- 

oe ducts produced are largely in excess of ghe amount.consumed, our 

large cities ought to be manufacturing an honest concentrated fer- 

-- tilizer, at a price so cheap, and of a quality so rich, that every farmer 

cot could afford to supply this waste. I may have occasion to speak 

. of fertilizers again ere I close this paper. | 
I look upon thorough culture as next in importance to the sav- 

| ing and use of manures. A fine pulverization and mixing of the | 

| soil, while 1t adds no nutritive qualities or strength, will make 

| available elements of plant food which otherwise might remain in : 

an insoluble condition, and hence practically useless for years. I- | 

: doubt not that the profitable productiveness of the soil’ could be | 

much longer retained without the aid of manure, did farmers fully 

| - understand the vital importance of thoroyghly preparing the land 

for their crops, until it isin that pulverized state that the fine, deli- 

. ~ eate fibres of plants can seek and find sufficient food. . An inci- 

- dent in my own farming operations, is perhaps worthy of men- 

tion here.’ Having prepared with much care an acre of prairie 

-*  Jand for onions, in the spring of 1867, by plowing, harrow- 

fing and rolling until the soil was finely pulverized, and really 

-.  Jooked like a well prepared garden, T sowed what seed I had, ap- . 

) plying it somewhat more liberally than I at first intended, and wher » 

the seed was exhausted, I found that I still had left about 1-8 of _ 

| an acre of this garden prepared soil, upon theside adjoining the 

7 land I was in a few days to putin wheat. Isowed this strip with — 
; , \
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the other to wheat, giving it still further working with the harrow - 
the same as the other land, so as to properly cover the seed. The | 
contrast from the time the plants were visible until the harvest 
was very marked. The plants upon this strip of onion ground . 
were much more vigorous, darker colored, stronger and larger ; 
and I doubt not that one-fourth to one-third more wheat was 
raised upon the spot so prepared, than upon the same quantity | 
adjoining, although the land had been treated alike in ali respects 

_ from the time of breaking in 1861, with the exception as above 
‘mentioned, neither having had any barn yard manure or other _— 
fertilizer applied. Now, the extra cultivation I gave that piece | 
of land did not add fertilizing properties to the soil; it simply 
disintegrated, reduced and made fine the food in the soil in such | | 

_ abundance, that the plants could feed and fatten-to their utmost — 
| desire. It matters not how Tich our lands may be in all the — | 

elements of fertility, if the proper means are not applied to make | 
those elements effective, or in other words, if the food in the soil, 
however abundant, is not properly prepared so that the plants a 

can feed upon it, and have at all times a fall supply, we need not 
look for abundant crops and large returns for our labor. In ¢on- 
versing with an intelligent farmer recently, a member of the 
present legislature, he said, “The cause of the hard times among 
the farmers of the state is not so much to be attributed to the : 
low Erices, as to the small crops raised per acre. The labor. inci- 

 dent.to the raising of a crop of wheat, now yielding me ten to _ | 
twelve bushels to the acre, is just as much as when I raised | 

- twenty-two to twenty-five bushels per acre, twenty-five years ago, | 
and the straw in the case of the large crop being of equal if not 
greater value than the extra expense of harvesting and thresh- 
ing.” Hence, here is a clear loss of at least ten bushels to the _ 

| acre, partly caused, perhaps, by the want of proper tillage, and 
partly by . the want of manure One hundred acres thus culti- 
vated would_make a clear loss to the farmer of $1,000 at wheat = 

- at $1.00 per bushel. _ One-half of this large suin might possibly, 
if j udiciously expended in extra cultivation, and in Saving, manu- 
facturing. and applying manures, have produced this. extra ten | 
bushels, and the. balance, or $500 placed ‘to the credit of the 
thriving farmer in his bank account. OB -
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o Farmers, think upon this subject, study and investigate it, | 

experiment, bring all the brain force to bear upon it possible, afid | 

you will find it to pay. I never knew any branch of business, - | 

_— however prosperous, but what was made more lucrative by apply- 

ing common sense and thought to it, as one writer remarks, “ mix- 

.. ing brains with it,” and let me say right here, that I think no class 

_ of business requires more brains than intelligent and well directed 

| operations upon the farm. | oo - | | 

| ~ Tlook upon clover as a cheap and excellent fertilizer. It pen- — 

| etrates the soil to a great depth, often five to eight feet, and hence — 

brings to the surface mineral elements which even deep cultiva- 

tion cannot reach, and makes available for plant food the very 

properties of which the soil near the surface, has, from long and 

exhaustive cropping, become deficient in. Itsroots are large and _ 

| numerous, and furnish, when decomposed, a large ‘amount of or- _ 

ganic matter, which, though much of it is at considerable depth, — 

is sought out by the young plants and fed upon with avidity. I 

have a fieldin my mind which was in cultivation twenty years 

ago when I came to this state, and which I was informed had then 

been in cultivation five years, upon which were raised successive 

---s erops of corn, wheat and oats, without a spoonful of fertilizing ma- 

| > terial ever having been given it, and, as you may suppose, this 

: land after having been thus treated for eighteen years, showed 

| signs of sickness and exhaustion. The owner at this time, seeing — 

his crop much reduced, wisely concluded to seed it to clover. It 

produced this crop in abundance, showing conclusively that it 

sought its food below where the former crops had been able to 

penetrate, or that it required different constituent elements upon _ 

which to feed. After partially, if not wholly renovating and re- 

storing this land to its original richness and value by this clover- 

| ing process for some three years, the owner commenced his system: 

of robbing again as usual. I was past that piece of land the last 

summer, and observed an excellent crop of corn there growing, | 

| better, I think, than grew upon it twenty years before. Clover 

was the only fertilizer ever used during the time it was seeded. 

, When our lands show signs of exhaustion, after the three modes 

_ of preserving them mentioned have been carefully carried ‘out, 

commercial fertilizers must be resorted to, First among those now
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used, I would recommend gypsum and lime. The latter can be 
m@de in any part of the. state, and ata price so low that every - | 

| farmer can afford_to use it to the fullest extent his lands may re- | 

quire. The former is found in almost inexhaustible quantities in 

the adjoining state of “Michigan ; hence transportation is cheap, 

and the price of gypsum being little above the labor of reducing | 

it to & proper condition to be applied to the soil, is within the reach | 

of all. Both contain many of the elements which we find in 

abundance in the soil in its native condition. Gypsum I consider 
_ very valuable. as a stimulus to the soil, causing it to retain moist- 

ure better, thereby assisting to prepare a full supply of food for 

the growing crop, particularly in dry seasons, when the amount 

| otherwise would be iusufficient. It is also highly prized as an ab- 

_ gorbent of the ammonia in the atmosphere, retainin git until carried : 

— to the soil by rains. Considerable sums of money are: annually 

| expended in Wisconsin for fertilizers, aside from the purchase of | 

the kinds mentioned, and I wish I might say with beneficial re- 
sults. But, so far as my experience and observation extend, re- 

muneration has not followed these investments. The increased 
crop has not been equal in value to the additional cost and trouble ; 

hence it was found to be worthless, even worse than worthless, as 

it destroyed the confidence of the experimenter inanycommercial = 

- manures, which if honestly made, and sold at fair remunerative | 

prices, would be of incalculable benefit, ved 

A valuable fertilizer ought to, and in my judgment can, be | 

made from the human excreta and other waste of our large cities 

and towns, and ata price so cheap as to be profitable for the farmer. 
By carefully prepared statistics in Germany, itis estimated that the 
annual waste in cities and large towns is equal to $2.50 per head 

_ of the inhabitants. I doubt not this is true, and is equally true of 

. this state, not only in cities and towns, but in my judgment for our 
- entire population. Assuming this to be true, this vast wealth, 

- amounting to two and one half millions of dollars, instead of being | 

utilized by being taken up by proper absorbents and applied 
directly to the soil, or manufactured into a rich and convenient | 

manure to be fed to hungry plants, is carried to the bottom of | 

lakes and rivers, or swept into the ocean and lost. When the 
tillers of the soil of this state awake to the necessity of this
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oe preserving and renovating process, as they some day will, not- 

‘withstanding the great natural strength and fertility of ours@l, 
oe then, and not till then, can we reasonably expect this valuable 

_ waste to be saved and manufactured into suitable plant food; and 
then perhaps we may also expect the legislature to enact laws - 
making it a criminal offense and punishable by fine and imprison- 

Oe ment, to manufacture and offer for sale an article of food for plants — | 

unless it contains those elements and enriching properties which it — 

+ is advertised to possess. To-day, if one uses a fertilizer and finds | 
- it valuable, he has no guarantee that the same brand purchased 

oe to-morrow, will not be worthless. SEIS SS oS ag 

| But the great question which in this matter of fact age will be 

asked, is this, will all these things pay? Can I notrely upon the ; : 

natural strength of my soil, and really obtain equal, if tot greater 
-_orettirns for my labor? Will this manuring and renovating process 

a “pay ? Ihave -already made this paper much longer thanI had 
intended, and shall therefore not enter into any argument upon this ' 

question, but will simply relate the incident of the boy who was 

observed by a stranger, eagerly digging in the ground, and when | 

_ questioned as to what he was doing, remarked that he was ‘ dig- 

ging for a woodchuck,” “ And do you expect fo get him,” said 

the stranger. “Git him,” said the boy, with a look of astonish- 

ment at such a question. “Git him, I’ve got to git him; we're — 
| out of meat.” The fact is, Mr. President, this system of preserv- 

, ing and renovating the soils of our country by judicious cultiva- 

tion and manuring has got to pay, for it has got to be done, or the 

| nation will some day be out of meat and bread too. . | | 

I will sum up in conclusion, as follows: ope ees 
Ss Aste Make all the manure you can, and apply all you make in 

a condition best suited for food for plants and where most needed. 

/ - 9d. Cultivate thoroughly, stirring the earth to a great depth ; 
plow, harrow, roll, cultivate, subject the soil to repeated changes, * 

go that aided by the action of frosts and rains, it may be so re- _ 

‘duced and refined as to be compelled to yield itssupply of food 

- in such abundance that the annual crops may feed and fatten upon 
it like the stallfedox, 5 oe 

Oe 8d. Renovate with clover. From observation and experience — 

/ I am convinced that by an occassional seeding to clover, say once
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in five to eight years, as circumstances seem to require, with a ro- _ 

tation of crops, using’ all the manure made, with thorough culture; fo 

the most of the lands of Wisconsin would be in a healthy and 7 

highly productive condition generations hence. 7 mS 

4th. If your-lands are still being’ reduced in fertility, apply 

the best commercial manures you can obtain, Buyin limited 

quantities and experiment fully, and, if found successful, purchase a, 

again the same brand, and of the same party, if he stands high 

in commercial circles as a mati of honesty and fair dealing = 

Farmers of Wisconsin, the wealth and prosperity of the state _ 
_ largely depend upon you. Ponder well this subject of improving © 

your lands. View it in all its bearings, from a thoughtful and in- | 

~ telligent standpoint, and I think you will conclude that the sys- 

tem of preservation and renovation which I have here but imper- 

fectly and feebly sketched, if carried out, will result inrich lands, 

rich farmers, a general thrift and enterprise in every department 

of human activity, and the highest happiness and prosperity | 

* throughout our beautiful state. | a 

«ELEMENTS OF SUCCESS IN FARMING. 

| . “Read before the State Agricultural Convention, in Feb., 1873. / | | = oo 

BY G. HE, MORROW, EDITOR WESTERN FARMER. == oo | 

That farmer is most successful who secures the largest returns 

for the capital invested ; not in any one year or any half dozen | 

oo years, but for a long series of years; no&counting the money in- : 

vested alone, but the time and thought as well; not-returis in 

| money alone, but in comfort, in health, in all that makes civilized —_ 

life pleasant and to be desired. oe a a 

A farmer may secure large returns in money for a few years at 

the expense of his farm, thus using up his capital to make the | 

present income. large; but this is’ not good farming. A farmer | 

| may not only secure large returns each year, but also increase the
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fertility of his soil, improve the buildings and increase his live | 

stock, but if he do this at the cost of his own health or that of his | 
| family, at the cost of his own or their happiness, at the cost of his | 
‘own true manhood, he is not a successful farmer in any true sense. | 
_ I recall an instance of a farmer who, some twenty-five years ! 

since, began farming in Wisconsin with one, or two, or three 
— thousand dollars, and who, through persistent good farming, has _ 

now 1,200 acres of good land near a thriving city, and who is 

worth more than $100,000. This is pecuniary success, I am 
_ glad to believe this is a case of good success in other things than 

. -money making. I knowa man who a few years since began mar- | 

a ket gardening in northern Wisconsin, and who has steadily in- — 

-_- ereased his yearly sales, until last year they reached more than 
$6,000 from thirteen acres, giving a very fair profit for himself and 

family, and who has around him his family of seven boys, all in- — 
terested in this work, I believe all in good health, and forming a 

- happy, contented, intelligent family. I count this success. — . 

| All over this or any other state may be found farmers owning 

— 100 or 200 or 800 acres of land, more or less, who can look back 

ati the end of each five or ten years and see they are worth more 

in money than at the commencement; that they have a more at- 

_ tractive home and more of the comforts of life; who are intelli- 
| gent, Christian men, and who rear intelligent, Christian families , 

| who are honored and respected, and who have a fair share of the 

. good things of this life. ‘hese men are successful, as I under- © 

: stand success. There are many such; would there were more. — 

Let us remember that farming is a business; a regular, legiti- 

a mate business, occupation, profession if you will; subject to the 

| _ same laws and to the same contingencies and fluctuations as other 

callings; requiring the exercise of the same faculties, in the main, 

| as other pursuits, and that the elements of success in it are, most 

of them, identical with those which command ‘success in other 
| vocations. Remember too that the chief object of the farmer is — 

to produce and to sell. He isnota merchant nor a speculator. To 
produce his crops most.economieally and to sell them so as to se- _ 

gure the largest net returns, should be. his main object. Once “ 

again bear in mind that the farmer isnot a slave, not a servant, 
not a hired laborer. Heis a business man, working for himself,
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and as such, he must place over against the hope of profits the 

possibility of loss | | ) 
~The laberer on the farm may know much more than his em- 

ployer, but in the sense in which we are now using the word, heis | 
‘no more a farmer than is the clerk, however competent, a mer- 
chant. The clerk and the laborer, for the certainty of being se- 
cured against loss, give up the hope of uncertain profits, and ac- a 

cept a fixed sum in payment for their labor, only increased by a 

possible gift from the employer, to which they can lay no claim as 
aright. There can never be, so long asthe world remains as it is, - | | 

in farming or in any other business, any fixed, never varying rate - 

of profits, There will always be fluctuations ; sometimes losses, — | 

and sometimes unusual profits, = © © REO 

These definitions and illustrations may help us to better under- 

_ stand each other, while I speak of some of the things which seem | 

to me important elements of success in farming. | Oo | 

‘The farm is the main capital of the farmer, and a proper selec- 

tion of it is a main element of success.) We are apt to speak of 
fertility as constituting the great value of land, but this is not al- 

together true. Land as rich as the sun shines on can be bought : 

for a few cents an acre, and js worth no more; poor land, rocky,. - 

hilly, or wet or sandy, cannot, in other places, be bought for less a 

than hundreds of dollars per acre, and is worth it. Location often | 

affects value much more than fertility. The farm and the mode | 
of farming must be adapted to each other; and thus we come to a | 

one great element of success: a well settled plan adapted. to the 

circumstances. | eS 

_ Cranberries are a profitable crop, but he who owns a clayey, up- 7 
land soil will be foolish to try to cultivate them. Grain growing 

is a good business in many places, but it will not be wise to try. 
- to convert a cranberry marsh into a corn field. Allthecondi- = 

tions should be carefully considered. The capabilities and fitness 

of the farm, the nearness and character of markets, and, scarcely 
less important, the tastes and habits of the farmer should be taken 
into the account. Some men have a liking for animals, and will 
succeed best where they can give them a large share of their at- . 
tention. Some men have that class of mind and training which 
fits them for nice, careful work, for the little details of a small
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farm ; others will chafe under such work, and will find their field. 

in managing a large farm where, perhaps, less nicety is required. - 

_. Low priced land makes comparatively poor farming a necessity. 
We cannot farm in. Wisconsin as the English farmer must to suc- 

ceed at all. We cannot afford to expend $100 in underdraining. _ 

an acre of land which will be worth but $30 when the work is 
done. We cannot afford to employ so large an amount of capital. — 

a on cheap lands as is essential on high priced land.. As ourlands 
2 grow in value, necessarily we must more and. more nearly ap- 

- proach high farming. We cannot afford to grow even twenty 7 

a bushels of wheat on land worth $200 per acre. oe ce as ane. 7 

Asa rule, with many exceptions, but still so few comparatively 

as to make it almost universal, the Wisconsin farmer should not | 

| give exclusive. attention to any one crop. General farming. or 

_-. mixed husbandry, in more than nine cases out of ten, will be 

an found to be better than.exclusive attention to any one specialty. 

The owners of cranberry marshes cannot be general farmers; 

those who have no land fit for tillage cannot grow grain, but the 

general rule holds good. The reasons are many; too many to _ 

7 discuss in fall. The general system enables the farmer to more 

a economically make use of his own or hired labor; work can bet- 

ter -be distributed throughout the year. It. is, as a rule, better 

| | adapted to retaining or increasing the fertility.of the soil, and ‘it 

secures the farmer from the evils following the fluctuations in 
price in all specialties. With a good crop of tobacco or hops _ 

| gelling at 50 cents a pound, the specialty farmer can look with 

| | undisguised pity on his plodding neighbor; but if one of these _ 

a crops be his.sole dependence and sell at three cents a pound, the 

: plodding neighbor may be asked for the loan of enough money 

. té buy the necessaries of life fora year. It seems paradoxical, _ 

7 but we cannot always afford to cultivate. those crops alone which. - 

| os seem to pay the best. as ag oo / soe ata einen 

a Nine farmers of each ten in Wisconsin should make it a part 

of their system to own and rear live stock of some kind, and _ 

many will do. best to rear cattle, sheep, swine and poultry. We — 

| have learned that exclusive grain farming will not longer pay 

1 here. To restore the fertility of the soil; to enable us to market 

- our products in a more compact shapé, and for many other rea-
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sons, live stock of one or more kinds is a practical necessity on 
farms in the northwest. . - oo | 

The exact plan to be selected will be greatly influenced by the  =_— 
amount of capital at command. Sufficient capital is a most ) 

important element of success in any business. Look around you | 

and you will find that the men who have succeeded best as farmers, . 
are those who have had capital enough to enable them to drive . 

circumstances rather than be driven by them. One farm and one | 

system may require $50,000; while another may not need more 

than $5,000. But sometimes we find the man with the $5,000 in | 

the place where the $50,000 are needed. | ES 
‘With the plan well considered and decided on, let it be steadily =» 

followed. A curse to our farming is the lack.of plan of many 

farmers. Almost as great a curse is the constant change of plan — : 

by so many others. I have said before what I expect to say ==> 

manv times, for it needs repeating: That farmer is most success-. 

_ ful who steadily follows a well chosen plan through a long series 

of years, comparatively unmoved by fluctuations in prices. Large 

flucks of sheep, and then none; a herd of dairy cows, and then 
only one for the family; a high priced stock of well bred hogs, 
and then, because of pork at $3.50 a hundred, none for breed- 

ing; a costly hop house, poles and roots, and then the house , 
used for a chicken roost, poles grimly standing in the deserted | 

fields; these things we have all seen and know they do not pay. _ | 

Frequent changes of plan are no more disastrous than frequent — 

changes of location. Let -us learn once for all that this world has 

no longer a Paradise, and that in the sweat of our faces we must 

eat bread. There is no perfect farming region. Great advantages 
are always attended with some disadvantages. Fertile soil, in a 

healthy climate, can be bought for $1.25 an acre, only when mar- 
kets are distant and neighbors like angels’ visits. The almost un-.— 

‘precedented cold of this winter may have made you think you - 

would vastly prefer to live in southern Illinois, but a summer a 

there would doubtless shake that idea out of you, te use a stale | 

but applicable pun. There is no state in the union, where a farmer a 

cannot: work out a fair success, I have no right to decide for you, | 
but your case is an exception if you will not do as well to stay where 

you are. If you will go west or east, your case is an exception
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| if you had not best stay there after you have gone. Those farm- | 

ers who have to send the boys out into their only pasture—the , 

- roadside—whenever a white covered wagon passes, to keep the 
| cows from following it from sheer force of habit, rarely are suc- | 

oe cessful. a f ope bee Oo 

| A cheerful acceptance of the fact that. honest, steady, persist- 

- ent work, year after year, some of it hard work, some of it disa-__ 

oo greeable, is necessary for the farmer, is another element of success. 

_ Farming is not so laborious a calling as formefly. Less exhaust- 

ing physical toil is required now than 20 years ago, and still less 
will be needed 20 years hence; but farming will never be easy 

S work; it will never be a business in.which everything will move 
along pleasantly ahd smoothly. It will always require some hard, 

oo physical toil, and in the future more than in the past, it will re- 

7 quire work with the mind, and he who is not willing to work can- 
| not hope to succeed as a farmer. But Ido not know where he can 

ee go. Work either with body or mind, and the last is as exhaustive 

| as the first, is necessary in every business. | 
-——-«sTntelligence, useful knowledge, general and special, I name 

among the great elements of success in farming. I have unbounded 

| faith in ~ the value, the money value, of usefal. knowledge, and L 

would have every farmer an intelligent man, intelligent as to general 

| matters. I would haye him as well educated as possible. Many : 

men have succeeded without the aid of knowledge gained from 

| books. All honor to the man who, amid all the disadvantages of 

a childhood of poverty and ignorance, has won for himself a com- 

oe petence and an honorable position, and the man who’ would sneer 

‘at him because he cannot read or write is far below him; but 

| : shame and dishonor to him if, because of his. success, he is willing 

'  toallow his sons to labor under the same, disadvantages! Can | 

you tell the money value ot the ability to read and write and com- 

+ pute numbers? . We boast of our universal common school educa- 

. . tion; and yet all over our land we find thousands of young men 

cone who seem in practice scarcely a whit the better for the education 

: _ they received’ at these schools. They would flush with anger at 

the charge that they cannot read, yet they do not read, and it isa 

task rather than a pleasure for them to study out a page of a book
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or a column of a paper. Somewhere a responsibility rests, if the 

son of a farmer is of. this class. SE PORN : | 

But aside from this general knowledge and intelligence, it is | 

absolutely necessary to success that the farmer should have knowl- 

edge of his business. And this knowledge should not bea mere 

narrow, mechanical sort of intelligence which will tell him how 
to perform the mechanical part of his work. I have not time 

here to discuss the question of special agricultural education. I. 
~ believe in it, and believe there is a bright future before our agri-— 

cultural colleges. With imperfections, with faults and mistakes 
in the colleges, the greatest lack in Wisconsin to-day ‘in this mat- 

ter, is a lack of demand for a thorough agricultural education. 
- The agricultural department of our State University lacks a num- 

ber of things, but its greatest lack is of students willing to avail 

themselves of the advantages it offers. I wish there were more oo 

stock in the barns on the experimental farm, but vastly more im- 
portant than this is it that there be found 100, 50, 25 farmers ana 
farmers’ sons in Wisconsin who will believe it will pay them to 

come and take a regular full course in this agricultural depart- 
ment 

But I am talking mainly to those whose school days are over. : 

The need for more knowledge about your-business, all ought to feel. 

I can think of no calling which for its highest possible develop- 
ment requires a wider. range of knowledge than does farming. 

What sources of information are open to you? First of all, use — 

your own eyes to observe, and your mind to study your own ex- 

periénce. But the tongue and ear ought not to be idle. Life is 
short, too short for any one man to learn all there is to be known 

about farming. If one could live 1,000 years, he might, perhaps, 
commence at the bottom and) refusing all advice, all experience 
‘not his own, learn to be a good farmer, but life is too short for this. 

No man knows as much as all his neighbora. It is worse than | 
folly to refuse to avail yourself of the knowledge of your neigh- 

‘bor. And so I have talked and written and in every way urged that _ 
by ordinary conversation, in the farmers’ club, at the fairs, in the | 
county and state agricultural conventions we learn each from the 

other. This convention we call a success. It has set us think- 
ing. We have learned something. You are all glad you came.
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) - Lhope you will not let its influence die with its closing session, 
-_-bué that you will fn your own neighborhoods, towns and counties, 

organize clubs, associations, conventions, and thus spread. through 

all. the state these means of giving information. .There is need — 
enough. While you have sat here, dozens of farmers living 

| within half a dozen miles of this city have stood on the streets. 

or in the stores around the square, not knowing of this meeting, . 

| or not caring to attend it; other farmers have walked through the 

hails of this capitol, have ‘stopped for a moment perhaps, at the 

OO open door of this room, and haye felt that this was not a meeting 

| that would interest them. 8 ss tiitsi—stsi—‘sSSS 

/ ‘But not by the spoken words alone, but by the printed words 

- -of others as well can we learn, and I know not why I should hes: 

| itate to‘speak of the agricultural press... It does not profess to lay | 

down. exact rules. for the guidance of farmers in every possible 

- circumstance; its editors do not profess to be infallible, but giv- 
oo ing, week by week, the best thoughts of editors and correspondents, _ 

. the latest and most important agricultural knowledge, it is to-day 

the most wide-spread, the most effective and the cheapest meaus. 

| | of diffusing information about agriculture, and with all its faults 

. in the past and the present, it has done and is doing incalculable 
ee service in the work of making farming successful. ee 7 

- Let each farmer remember that it is not enough for him to be 

intelligent and skillful, It is essential to his best success that his 
neighbors shall also be so. We are too apt to take a selfish but 

| _ Mistaken view of this matter. No farmer can afford, for his own: 

—_ pecuniary interest, to be surrounded by poor farmers, if he can. 

prevent it, and a little missionary work in the farmers’ club and 

— - jn introducing agricultural papers is dictated by pure selfishness, — 
| if by no higher motive. Farmers act as if they did not believe _ 

this. In one sense, you buy or sell a part of each neighbor’s farm, 

| of each road, school house, church in your neighborhood, and just. 
, ag these are good or bad is your farm affected. The finest of 
a! ~ houses and barns and fences, the best tilled fields, will not shut 

| the eyes of the intelligent man who wishes to buy your farm, to 
| the fact that all around you are ‘poor houses and barns and fences. 

and ill-tilled fields When you pay your taxes, you may find
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that the assessor did not believe these surroundings affected the 
value of your farm, but the buyer believes it. So | 
 T believe most earnestly in co-operation in this work of gaining | 

intelligence, and have only pity for the egotism and self conceit 

of the farmer who by word or act shows us that he believes he 

' knows all he needs to know; who thinks he needs no counsel 
- from his néighbors, near and far. I believe also in the practical 

value in many circumstances of co-operation among farmers in | 

buying and selling. The system is greatly over-estimated. | | 

Many of the recommendations. made are utterly impracticable; 
there are difficulties generally even in the simpler applications, 

__ but there are ways in which farmers can profitably unite in busi- 
ness matters. —— me aan an . 

- But union with others, whether in buying or selling, or for the 

purpose of gaining knowledge, must never take away the right 

and the duty of final decision. by the individual. No man, no 

society, no paper, no book, must be taken as an infallible guide in | 

your own business affairs. You are a man, and cannot shake off 
your responsibility. “Your neighbors are not to provide for your 
family ; they do not own your farm; they are not to spend your 

earnings ; you, and not they, should finally decide your own busi- — 

néss course. Get all the information you can, from any and every a 
source, and then act as your own best judgment dictates, and not 
as any man, any body of men, any book, any paper dictates.. | 
_ Faith in your business, confidence in its future is the last, but 
far from the least. of the elements of success I name. To-day, 
pernaps, no one thing is more needed by the mass of farmers. , 

All over the land, but especially in the west, vast numbers of ~ 
_ farmers are complaining and despondent. Far be it from me to 

oO under-estimate or speak tightly of the difficulties and the unpleas- 

ant facts which farmers must now face. Born and reared on the 

_ farm on which my father was born in the first year of the century, __ 
and which he has tilled for more than fifty years; engaged in a | 

business where my prosperity can only come by your prosperity, 

-where my every selfish interest would be to see farmers succeed, _ 
even at the expense of others, I can have no motive to refuse to | 
recognize your difficulties. Meeting with you, traveling among 

you, hearing from you, [ think I do know your troubles. ‘Prices for .
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_. farm products are low, and many of you have had only poor crops ; 
- charges for transportation are high; you do have to pay too much _ 

for agricultural implements ; taxes are high z money ts scarce; it 

as hard to know that while your hard toil has brought you but 

_*-- Jittle recompense, there are men rioting in ill-gotten wealth = 

- But worse than low prices is that feeling which makes a farmer 
| blindly shut his eyes to all other causes, and attribute them only 

to excessive freight rates; worse than poor returns for his work is 

the feeling that makes a farmer hate men of other callings, and 

~ makes him willing to repay real or imaginary wrongs by attempted - 

wrongs and defraudings; worse than high taxes for the farmer is 
the attempt to gain prosperity by legislation for his special. bene- 
fit, however unjust to others ; worse than all material evils of the 

-_ farmer’s position is the feeling that. prompts him, in the face of his _ 

_ children, in the face of the world, to give up in sullen despair ; to 

| settle down into a gloomy misanthropy ; to look on his class as 
especially oppressed by all the -world; to distrust his brother 

: man—his brother often by ties of blood—because he happens to 
be engaged in other business, , 

| Thirk of an intelligent farmer deliberately saying, ‘“‘ we have 

wasted our lives in learning to farm, but our children need not fol- 
low our example.” ‘Think of an Iowa farmer deliberately writing 

os that he wished there were no improved agricultural implements ! 

— Thidk of farmers wishing they could banish the comforts, the con- 

veniences gained, the wonderful advancement of the past half cen- 
- tury, and go back to the old times! And all this has been said _ 

| and written within the pastfew weeks ss 
- So long as the world stands, farming must7pay. In the nature 

of things, as God has made us, itis inevitable that, as a broad, gen- 
os eral rule, fair returns will follow intelligent labor on the farm. Great 

profits, a life of ease, exemption from physical. labor, many of the 
- luxuries of life are not to be expected; but taking all things into — 

: consideration, farmers will ever continue to have as much real _ 

__-sprosperity, as men of equal intelligence, equal education, equal en- 

ergy, equal capital in other callings = a 
_* Farmers to-day are not the only men who feel the “ hard times.” 

It is a mistake of fact, anda terrible mistake in its effects to believe 
. that they, of all men, are the only ones who meet with troubles and
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and losses and wrongs. ‘The position and influence of farmers 

will depend, finally,.on the amount of intelligence they possess. | 

Mind rules the world, not numbers and not brute strength. Far- 
mers have it in their own hands whether, asa class, they will stand - 
at the head or the foot of the column. — But. true, permanent suc- 

cess will come neither to the individual nor the class by; tricks nor | 
unworthy means. Stand firmly for every right; work earnestly 

for the repeal of every unjust law, and for the enactment of just 
laws. Oppose by voice and vote all wrong, and equally earnestly 
work for all that is right; but ever remember that legislation 

alone cannot make farming successful; that class legislation will , 

finally work disaster. Far above any benefit from special legis- | 

lation or from any attempt to arbitrarily affect prices, let far- 
mers as individuals and as a class, keep before them the good that ‘ 

| will come in all their efforts to win success. from making use of 
| the three words Industry, Intelligence and Integrity. = © 

| | 

ISH CULTURE. = = 

| es Read vefore the State Agricultural Convention in February, 1873. Rs - | 

| ee BY ALFRED PALMER, BOSCOBEL. oP 

Fish, although producing a large proportion of the food of the , 

human family from the earliest period to the present time, are more | 
neglected than any of our food producing animals. 

oy In fact, so little attention has been paid to them, that many, 
even intelligent people, do not know how they propagate their 
species, and, but comparatively few know that many of our best. . 

fish can be transplanted, acclimated and domesticated, with more 
ease than any of the domestic animals; that their eggs can besent 
a long distance, and hatched with more certainty, than those of . the basa’ gad fowl, ee oe oe ee - 

The brook trout, though the wildest of fish, when domesticated,
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‘become perfectly tame. I have a number of thousand in my. 

- -poads th at, will flock around me and take food from my hands. _ 

~. The brook trout, (I have no practieal knowledge in the raising 

oe of other fish).are more attached to their homes than any fowl or 

- animal within my knowledge. I would ias soon undertake to drive 
a flock of turkeys off the farm at nightfall, as a school of even 
wild trout from their pond or pool, .and the farmer who owns the 

~ head of a brook can stock it without fear of his neighbor below 

| him ever getting them. — ee pes - me oh hays STB j Jol | 

| 3 They will only leave a home that suits them at the spawning 

~ geason, and then sto p at the first suitable. gravel bed that is unoc- 

- eupied, deposit theirspawn, and after lingering around.a few days, 

, apparently to guard it, return to their homes. of NE Eh 

| Nature has been very prodigal in providing the fish with the 
means of procreation, so much so, that the ordinary observer on | 

_ seeing the amount of-spawn they-contain, wonders that they do not 

become so plenty as to obstruct the free use of water for mechanics 

wees and navigation ; but if he investigates the matter, he discovers that 

this spawn is not yet fertilized, and the probability is that not one in 

ten of the spawn of wild fish ever are impregnated, and the un- 

fertilized not only spoil themselves, but cause all that are near to 

them to decay, and the spawn as well as the young fish, during their 

| helpless stage, are a prey to other fish, rats and various water fowl. 

| But civilization is the greatest enemy toour wild fish; the building 

| of dams hinders the ascension of the fish to their spawning beds, 

and the making of roads, and ploughing of the. land causes the 

2 soil to wash down and cover up the spawning beds, often destroy- 

| “ing the whole crop of the season ; the emptying of filth, the run- 

ning of vessels and the use of nets on the lakes have a like effect. 

To avoid this waste, the fish culturist takes his spawn and places _ 

an it on clean gravel under a gentle current of water, guarding it — 

against all harm. The young, he places in a pond by themselves, 
; where they cannot be disturbed. by their natural enemies, until 

cae large enough to care for themselves. As our fish have natural 

pastures the year round, they are produced very much cheaper 

| ' than pork or beef, (amount of course governed by'amount of water.) 

This being the case, political economy would dictate their protec- 

: tion and encouragement... tt” ore |
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France, appreciating its importance, constructed a breeding es- 
tablishment, and appointed a commissioner of fisheries, ranking’ | 

with the ecmmissioner of agriculture, as early as 1852, and by this | 

means re-stocked her barren streams, and by the fortunes of war, . 

this establishment fell into the hands of the Prussians, who are now 

_ using it to replenish their waters.: | 
Nearly all of the eastern states have commissioners of fisheries, | 

and are giving every encouragement to their protection and pro- 

duction. New York has built a hatching establishment underthe , , 

care of three commissioners ; this and the hatching of shad, which 

has to be done on the banks of the streams, with a general super- 

vision of the fisheries, cost the state about twelve thousand dol- | 

 larsa years” as te AE a se 
' Now I doubt not many will think me wild, but I make the as- © | 

- gertion, with the full belief that the future will demonstrate its a 

_ truthfulness, that these commissioners, at this nominal expense, 
will produce more food than all the beef and pork raisers in the 
state. 

As an illustration of how fast fish food can be produced, the 

artificial hatching of shad was commenced in the Connecticut | 

river in 1867, and in 1870, the catch was the largest they have | 

- had for seventy years, and sixty million were artificially hatched 

that year at Hadley Falls, alone. In 1871, they were so abundant 

as to reduce the wholesale prices from eighteen to three dollars a. | 
hundred. - ee ae ee ole ae p 

Salmon and shad have recently been transplanted into rivers - 
where they before were strangers, and seem to be as much attached ; 
to their new homes as their parents were to theirs. 

These are fish that leave home when mere striplings, and return __. 

with certainty to their place of birth, the former laden with | 
twenty to thirty pounds, the latter with five to eight pounds of | 
the choicest meat. : es - 

_ Although these fish are anadromous in their habits, and Wis- | 
- consin is a long way from the ocean, yet as they are very active, . 
hardy, and. intent upon depositing their spawn where they them- 

selves were born, it is believed by those who are better acquainted 
with them than myself, that if once planted in our waters, they 
would make their annual return. Or it is possible that our lakes
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- might satisfy their propendency to go to the ocean, by furnishing 

| them’ deep water and food that would bea substitute for that - 

' . which they get in the ocean. This change, I think, would be no 
: more violent than some that have been made with success. These — 

experiments would cost but a trifle, and ifsuccessful would prove 
| of inestimable vaiue. Individuals are engaged in trout culture 

in different parts of the state with success, certainly equal to the 

oe amount of knowledge and capital they bring to bear upon it, but 
owing to the high esteem in which the trout are held by good. 

livers, they will probably not be within the reach of the masses 
| | of the people for many years; but our public. waters can’ be so 

stocked as to furnish in a few years all our citizens with good 
| - fish and at a trifling expeuse. - - | OE 

| oe WHEAT CULTURE. . 

| Sok Read before the State Agricultural Convention in February, 1873. . | 

, BY N. E. ALLEN, FOX LAKE. | : 

| T Wheat is the great staple in our state, and must continue to be, _ 

| from our location, climatically considered, and also because prop- 

erly cultivated, there is more profit than any other general crop we 

canraise a a ae 
. ~The course commonly pursued is an outrage upon agri- 

-. gultural economy. lands that when first broken raised from 

| twenty to thirty bushels per acre, now do not raise more than ten 
| to fifteen. If a proper estimate was made of the entire state for — 

the past year, or indeed for the past five years, it would be found 

| that the average crop would not exceed eleven bushels per acre, 

— if, indeed, it would equal that amount, and that, too, ofaninferior 

| quality. The cause must be apparent to any observing mind. | 
| _ Constant cropping without change—wheat, wheat, wheat, in many _ 

- instances, for twenty or twenty-five years in succession, until the 

|  wheat-producing elements in the soil are all exhausted, and still the
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farmers seem determined to continue-in the same old way.’ The | 
trouble is, they have got into those old rats; they do so | 
and so, because father did. Or they are in debt; they must 

.  raiseanother crop of wheat and try to clear up the incumbrance ; 
then they are going to improve their farms, unconscious that the . 

| next crop must be poorer than the one preceding it, that it is not 
going to pay the expenses of raising; that it is of necessity 
going to make them poorer instéad of relieving them of embar- 

rassment. | Well, what can we do differently, say they? Any- 

_ thing is better than the course you are pursuing. Practical expe- 

rience is what they want ; demonstrated fact, figures and data from 
_ which to judge. How can they obtaintheevidence ? Let farmers | 

tell their experience; [am going to tell mine. me : 
_ [have more than doubled the production of ny farm in. the 
“past five or six years, without extra expense, more than the 

resultant profits, year by year (pardon the egotism). — 
I made a statement last year at the convention, that my crop 

_ was nearly 20 bushels per acre average that year, and that I hoped 

to raise 25 bushels average the coming year. Well, I have not 

quite done it, but should have done so, only for a calamity that 

_ befel a part of my crop of about 15 acres, which the army worm. | 

destroyed, or very materially injured. — (By the way cananyone — 

tell where they come from and how long they are going to stay.) | 
Still, from 94 acres, my crop was almost 2,200 bushels, thrashers | 

measure; by weight it would have exceeded that, as the wheat had 
no weeds or foul seed in it, and was plump, good grain. i 

If the 15 aeres injured by the worms that did not yield more 
than 12 bushels per acre, were deducted, it would show an average 

fully equal to my estimate last year. My poorest crop, aside from : 
. that portion injured by the worms, was, on corn ground, 18 

_ bushels per acre; the straw was large enough but the wheat was | 
_ missing. My best results of spring wheat were on clover sod —_ 
broken in October and November, after cutting my clover seed,- 
27 bushels per acre on 28 acres. ) ee | 

My best crop was winter wheat, from 14 acres, thrashers 
measure ; 462 bushels of the very finest wheat; by weight it would = 
exceed that, making a little over 38 bushels per acre. 

I made a statement last year that I hoped to raise 25 bushels
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the coming year, average. I now ‘state that I hope to raise 27 

next year, if no calamity befalls it; and I intend ‘to increase 
the average some 20 acres. eS , eo 

_. The question, perhaps, is, how do you do it? There is no . 

ss ge@ret about it. Any man can do as well; only sow plaster — 
| and clover. — oe . A oe a 

_ My plan of rotation is somewhat different from others. I alter- 

| nate each year with wheat and clover, excepting corn ground, 

| - which I.sow to wheat or barley after, thus not keeping any piece 
more than two years without clover. Seeding at the time of sow- 
ing wheat, sowing plaster at the time of seeding, or before, 100 

- pounds per acre. The year following, cut the first crop of clover — 
for hay, and the second crop for seed, if it fills well, or if not, for . 

hay. Then break the ground, and in the following spring sow to 
wheat, and seed to clover again. I sowclover seed on all the. 

, land I sow to grain, even if I plow it up in the fall. Frequently, 
| the growth of clover-from spring till fall will be asmuch as can _ 

| be turned under with a good team and the best plow. It is better 

to raise clover than weeds; wheat will fill better with young 

clover in the bottom, particularly if, as is sometimes the case, sev- 
- eral days of very hot dry weather continue just as the wheat is 

_ filling or ripening. The clover shades the ground and keeps it 
moist and cool. If the chinch bugs should be troublesome, they 

will have a poor chance to do much damage with a thick mat. of 

a clover on the ground. But, says some one, I cannot make clover 

» grow in that way. No, indeed you cannot, unless you sow plaster __ 

at the time of sowing the seed. Its not the quantity of seed we sow 
on the ground that makes a good seeding, but the quantity we make live. 

Plaster sown at the time of seeding will surely do it, and continue - 
strong in the land to produce a crop of clover as thick and big as 

| the very best mower will cut the succeeding year. fe 
__ I sometimes hear the remark, “my clover is just splendid, not 

-__ Jodged, it stands up all over the piece so it can be cut nicely.” — 

/ That man has not learned more than half the benefits of clover — 

‘raising. I want my clover so big as to fall down all over the . 
ground; even if it falls before it heads out, all the better. Why? 

Tt serves asa mulch to the land, enabling it to retain the moisture 

and ammonia brought down from tlte atmosphere, to be incorpor- |
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ated with the soil.. Whereas, if the clover was thin, or if it stands” 

up-and is thick, the sun will dry the soil, and the ammonia (it 
being an exceedingly volatile substance) evaporates and is lost to 
the land. If the clover lodges, it will retain the moisture, en- a 
abling the land to take up the ammonia and retain it in the soil, 

thus drawing from the great store-house of nature genuine wheat 
food, for the next year. A good mower will cut all the clover 
that is of any value for hay, and leave the bottom to still mulch 
the ground in connection with the new second growth of clover. | 
There is no way this strong growth of clover can be produced so 

 eheaply as by the use of plaster, and there is nothing that will 

manure the land socheaply. ee SEE ee 

-. My best results in wheat raising for the past four or five years _ 
have been on clover sod, turned in the fall after cuttingthe second | 

-etop of clover for seed, with plaster sown in the fall or early. | 

in the spring at the time of sowing the wheat, about 100 lbs. to - 
the acre. As stated above, my crop put in this year in that | | 

‘Manner was 27 bushels per acre. | 
_ In June after, 1 sowed the remainder of the field to plaster. 

‘The wheat had become stunted, and looked yellow and sickly on - 

this part not plastered; on the other, it was rank and vigorous, _ 
and continued so. Now for the results. They opened my eyes and | 

understanding, and I relate the experiment, thinking it may be of : 
benefit to others, The part plastered in the fall yielded 25 bushels to : 
the acre, of first rate wheat, 57 pounds to the bushel. The other, 16 
bushels to the acre, weighing 54 pounds to the bushel. What ee 
was the cause of this difference? simply, the plaster started a’ | 
strong growth of wheat from the commencement, and continued it 

- until it came to maturity. In the other case, the wheat had be- . 
- eome enfeebled, but the plaster started a vigorous, active growth 
from the time it Was sown, causing new rootlets tostart,and mak- — 

_ tttig the wheat later, thereby causing it to shrink and rust. I am_ 
aware the common opinion is, that it is poor economy tosow = 
wheat or any grain on new sod land; so indeed it would be only 
for the plaster to aid in assimilating the decaying vegetable’ sub- 
stances in the soil, to the growth of the wheat, which it will surely 
do. But is it possible to take two crops of clover from the land
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and still improve it? So it.has proven. with me, and I believe the 
land derives more benefit from the roots alone, when they are.ma- 
ture and ripe, than.to tarn the. whole crop of clover ina green 

- state, full of water | and undeveloped nitrogenous matter, which | 

will not be the case after the plant has matured its growth. In 
~ that way, the roots alone will furnish more vegetable food than. the 

-__ grop turned in a green state, particularly of a character to make a 
| kernel of wheat, which is the.thing we are working for, 

. _ In reference to manuring land, the most benefit I have derived 
from manure was from. being spread on the land after the first 
crop of clover. was cut, Jetting the secon d. crop. of clover grow 

and shade the manure, which it will surely do, and lodge, keep- 
— ing it moist, enabling the land to absorb the ammonia of the ma-. 

nure. When the land is plowed, it will{ve found loose’and fria- 
| ble as a heap of .ashes. In ‘short, the great.central idea in this 

whole thing is to mulch the land with green clover, if possible, 
and bring to its aid any other manurial agency that can be used. 

T have not much sympathy with those who entertain the sum- | 

mer-fallowing idea of improving the land, or to eradicate weeds, 

when aclover crop will do it. so much cheaper, or. a crop of corn, 

| if properly. tilled... Neither do I believe in the theory of keeping © 
Se the surface. thoroughly cultivated through the summer, leaving = 

_ the ground exposed to the drouth and the heat of summer, drying 

, ‘out and evaporating.a large part.of the ammonia in the soil. 
Much more thoroughly will a crop of clover clean. the land of 

_ weeds, particularly if there are two cuttings. I would not dis- 

a parage the turning in of the clover, only allow it as much maturity | 

: as possible, not dead ripe, so 4s to have the straw completely dry; 

that would be an error in the other direction. === 
| My aim is to show that two crops may bettaken off and still 

| - improve the land. From the two crops of clover, as much profit - 

gan be made as from the very best.crop of wheat. Frequently, 
the crop of seed will pay more profit than a good crop of wheat. 

: So the farmer’s balance sheet of profits will be very much more _ 

than from half a crop of wheat, as is now.practised in the country, 

\ with a prospect of a material increase of wheat after the clover. - 
_I frequently hear the remark, “my clover kills in the winter.” 

To prevent this with young clover, do not turn on in the fall, but.
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let-the stubble stand as perfectly as when the reaper was taken 
from the field; that will keep the snow on the ground ard also 
léave the young clover to-mulch the land and protect the roots. 7 | 

- Do not, because you have succeeded in making a good growth 
of young clover, turn stock on and eat it off close to the ground, ~ | 
and tramp the ground hard, for in that way you will be fortunate = 

if you have it winter. If the above suggestions are pursued, a 

crop of clover may be raised without fail. To utilize the straw, 

_ stack’in a yard around or near the barn, and each day cut down 

_and scatter over the yard a portion for the cattle to pick over and 
_ Tie on. Sheep, with avery ‘little grain, in this way will -winter | 
well. In this way, too, the straw will be made or placed in a con- | 
dition to make good manure the fall following. My barn-yard is 

~ go constructed as to enable me to.run my straw from the outside | 

into the yard, by stacking the grain at convenient distancesfor _ 
doing so.. To facilitate the rotting of the straw, I have scraped 

out a basin so as to hold water in such a way, that in the spring 

where the. straw is scattered, it will be wet and kept so through the 
summer. ' 
_ If too much wet accumulates, draw it off, but be sure it is thor- 

oughly wet. In June, I take a team of horses and drive them for 

half a day over this manure pile, poaching up, and repeat it 

once in two weeks through the summer; in that.way, it will become 

rotten and easily handled, ready for use on the land. Wheat — 
straw, soaked in water simply, is not- manure, or at best of poor. 

quality. A ton of clover hay, or clover straw after the seed has - 

' been thrashed, is worth three times as much as wheat straw of the | 

same weight to make into manure, particularly for wheat manure. 

Land may be rich in vegetable mould and be able to produce a 

a large growth of straw, and still not produce a good kernel of 

- wheat; clover manure in any form will supply this deficiency in 
alarge degree, and straw manure rotted as above, so as to act 

_ . quickly in the soil, to be easily assimilated, will supply this defect. 

It is important that it. should act quickly, to mature thegraininthe 

shortest time, and to keep up a vigorous growth from the start to | 

maturity. I sow 1 1-4 bush. seed wheat per acre; with all the light 

wheat blown out. My clover seed, I sow mixed with my seed wheat. 
The best seeder is the one that will cover up the seed best, and
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at the most uniform depth, leaving the’grain to grow all over the : 

. ground Be aL Se 8 | 
I believe if the course indicated above was pursued by the : 

farmers of Wisconsin, it would add millions of dollars each 2 
_*- year to the productive value of the state. — There is scareely a | 

piece of dry land in the state but might: be made to produce very 

much more in quantity in five years than at present, and still get 
greater profit from the land each yeat while being improved. I 

have been experimenting with y compound of salt and plaster. 

| So far, the results have been quite satisfactory. Will report fully 
next yearn eR OA) SSN ONE GR Oe 

~ GRANBERRY CULTURE. 

| - Read before the State Agricultural Convention, in February, 1873. 

BE FLOYD, BERING 
Cranberry culture of the west is quite unlike that of the east, 

| as. I understand it. I shall confine myself in this paper to the 

. pystem as practiced in the vicinity of Berlin, Wis: In this locality. 
and north of Fox river, there are quite extensive marshes, most of 

| which, fifteen years ago, were considered worthless. The one 

now knowr as the Sacket marsh being ‘the only one which had 

| produced fruit to any extent. The natural. conditions of this 

7 marsh were so perfect, that it had covered itself with vines, and 
bore at least one enormous crop of fruit while in its natural state. — 

: This was in the year 1849. What the marsh had done before, I. 

know not. Two or three years after this, a summer freshet, | 

| followed by excessive heat, continued for several days, killing all - 

oo _the vines on the marsh excepting those above the water, most of : 
oS - which were on the margin of two islands. Since the freshet, the 

vines have again spread nearly over the marsh, which covers an 

area of about four hundred acre. Sethe Sar 
7 - The improvements on this marsh consist of a large storehouse,
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a large outlet ditch, an earth dam, two waste gates, a main ditch — 
leading to them, and each forty acres surrounded with a three foot 
ditch; also ‘a one foot ditch through the center of each forty, both 
ways, cutting it into four squares. Iam not posted as to the 

products ofthis marsh, | | 
~ The next marsh of great value and importance, which almost 

_ magically sprang into existence, isthe Cary marsh. This marsh is 
now taking the lead of all others in quantity of fruit; the vines a 
being young and vigorous. It has not, however, reachéd its ‘max: 

imum product, since a portion of ‘the vines are too’ young. The 
product of the best forty (on which are the oldest vines in the 

marsh), in 1872, was thirty-two hundred barrels, which netted, I 
understand, about twenty-four thousand. dollars. This forty has 

- andoubtedly reached its maximnm, or nearly so, of product, until 
the vines are cut off and renewed, which will enlarge the fruitand 
increase the quantity to four thousand barrels. The Cary broth- 
ers have three hundred acres, covered with vines; on this marsh, 

they have twelve miles of ditch, large and small. Their first crop 
worthy of note was in 1868, and was between two and three hun- 

dred barrels. From that time to this, the product has been as fol- 

lows: 1869, one thousand barrels; 1870, two thousand, eight 

hundred barrels; 1871, four thousand barrels; 1872, eight thou- — | 
sand, three hundred barrels. Eighteen years ago, they discovered. 
the first vines on this marsh, and from that small patch of vines, 
without any setiing, have spread out and covered an area of five | 

hundred acres, there being two hundred acres owned by other par- 

ties in the same marsh, now covered withvines 
-. The results following the improvements on the Sacket marsh, 

stimulated all parties owning cranberry lands to active measires 

in ‘making improvements, ‘and of investing largely in this com- 

paratively new and productive branch of industry. ae 
Necessary Preparations for Oultivation.—First, after the tract is 

‘surveyed, and your outlet determined upon, make some trial 

— levels from which to locate the main ditches, the width and depth 
of which will depend upon the. character of the marsh, varying 

from four to ten feet in width, and from one to two feet in depth. 
After these are cut, then cut side ditches, from one to three feet in 

width, and from ten to forty rods apart, and clear the surface of all
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_ plants detrimental to the growth of the cranberry vine. Tamerack 
_ swamp is quite difficult. . to convert: into a goad cranberry marsh, 

but the open swamp can be cleared and converted with great profit, 
if it is the right kind of bog... Sage brush is the most formidable 

“plant enemy the cranberry vine has to contend with. Its condition 

| is as much benefited. by the improvement of the marsh as the 
cranberry vine itself, and will fully occupy the ground, in defiance 

. Of the vine, if let. alone, hence this plant is to be constantly 

| guarded against§ © 
if the marsh is to be. planted. with vines or sown with seed, the 

a sage brush should be exterminated from the marsh, so far as is 
practicable, since it propugates itself. by sucker and seed, 

| A plant known as featherfew grows to.some extent on the mar- 
_ gins of marshes, and should .be eradicated, since it will spread as 

the marsh becomes dry. A dwarf. willow is found on nearly all | 

the marshes, growing about one foot in height, and, by some, is 
| - regarded as a benefit rather than an injury, as itisa slight shade 

| to the cranberry blossom, which appears the last of June or first 
| of July, preventing blight from excessive sun heat. I know of 

_ places where 1t occupies the ground to a considerable extent, and 
— do not. regard it much of an enemy to the cranberry plant. I 

also believe that if the marsh is kept wet enough when the vines 
| are in bloom, there will be no danger of blight, since the vapor 

arising will tone down the heat enough to prevent it. On the 
_ highest and driest portions of nearly all cranberry marshes, we 

, find the different varieties of willow, alder, grass, brakes and ~ 
: other rubbish growing. There, the vine cannot flourish, The ~ 

| | best way to improve such places is to scalp the entire surface and - 

OS burn off, or save to compost. I have invented a machine for this. 

purpose, which is capable of scalping five acres per day. In New . 

| _ Jersey, they scalp by first. cutting in squares, with a knife drawn 
| by a horse, and then shave off with a knife by hand, at a cost of 

| sixty dollars per acre. Four men and four horses will scalp and 
| turn over five acres per day with my machine, and do the work 

es as well, if not better, than by hand. 2 - | 
Cranberry vines are readily grown from cuttings, or from seed. 

Hence when the marsh is clean and ready to be stocked with 

| vines, it is easily done by planting in any way, and at any dis- |
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_ tance you. choose, or by sowing seed in early spring. Vines 

planted three or four feet apart will, under favorable conditions, | 
cover the surface in four years. I know of one instance where a 
small sod of cranberry vines ‘taken’ from the Sacket marsh and 

planted in another, spread so rapidly that in seven years, eighteen 

bushels of berries were harvested from it. After a marsh is 
stocked, a substantial dam and waste gates should be built at the 

best point at the outlet, to flow and regulate the water on the — 

marsh. The water should be put on about the first of November 
and drawn down to surface of marsh by the first of June, and as 

soon as the fruit is set, it should be lowered four or five inches in 

_ the ditches. As the crop approaches maturity, continue to lower | 

the water, and have the ditches dry if possible at picking time, __ 
which commences about the twentieth of September. ‘Picking is | 

done by men, women and children, at six shillings per bushel. 

| Women are the best pickers, getting from three to five bushels 

, per day. On large marshes, the fruit is taken on a car by rail to 

the storehouse, where it is elevated to the upper story, and run 

off into bins. : : 

I now come to the most important part of cranberry culture, and 

which is the least understood. The curing of cranberries. This 

frait should not be stored in bulk toa depth that will cause it 

to heat; as heating and sweating | destroy the enamel ‘on the sur- | 

face of the berry, and the fruit soon decays. Hence they should 

be stored in shallow bins not to exceed one foot in depth, and these 
bins should be so arranged as to drop the fruit from one above to 

the next below. This will air the fruit from time to time, and by 

the time it reaches the lower tier of bins, it will be fit to barrel, if 

obliged to be done on account of want of storage. In barreling, 

the fruit is first run through a fanning mill; then poured on to an 

inclined board-and run from thence into barrels, being looked over | 

 earefully as it is passed along to the barrels, and the damaged 

berries removed. — The berries are now in good condition and ready 

 formarkeh 2 ge ee |
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| AIRE BLIGHT” 

| py gg REUMB, MILTON, 

o This living phantom, and dreaded scourge of the pear and apple, 
| has long been under the veil of mystery, and it may seem to 

some, rude to lay hands upon it; this veil and the prevailing theory 
-ofitsorigin and progress 

| But the interest of the western fruit grower is so deeply in- 

| volved, that a careful search for causes and remedy is imperatively 
demanded, and if we may but throw some light upon the nature 

of a disease so obscure as this, we may go further and dig deeper 
for full light and knowledge of cause and effect. I know 

| ‘I speak the feeling of many of my brother fruit growers, when I 

say the progress of this disease presents a seemingly malicious 
| and apparently needless destruction of our most cherished speci- 

- men trees, robbing us of them when we are anticipating the de- 

o | velopment of luscious fruit, and rejoicing in their increasing 

| strength and quiet shade; not going like ripe sheaves in the glory 

of fruition, but like Jonas’ gourd, in the hour of his greatest need, 
| and byanunseenenemy, j= ©... 

_ In reviewing the reports of investigating committees, and the 

deductions of men of science (more or less) that have come to my 

notice in the last twenty years, I find so little agreement in their 

-_ gonclusions, that were I to take their testimony, I should be left 
ina mist of uncertainty. Buta carefal comparison of theories 

7 and observations leads to the belief that the origin and nature of 

oy the disease is not so obscure as we have been taught. by most of | 

‘the writers upon this subject. le : 

7 - Fire Blight may be recognized by a sudden discoloration of. 

- ~ some portion of foliage or bark of the young wood, generally of the 

| present year’s growth, but often extending to two or three years’ 
| old wood, and in extreme cases, to the whole tree, or to large por-. 

| tions of it. These affected parts suddenly change color, turn | 

brown and wither in a day, as if some scorching blast had passed. 

through the tree. .To the casual observer, the first indication is a 

| withering branch or twig; but more careful observation shows the
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first approach of the disease by a change of color of some one or 
more. leaf. stems, or-of sections of young wood, which rapidly ex- 
tends until the cause is removed, or the branch partially or wholly 
dies. | ‘Sometimes only patches of blight appear, of small dimen- 

sions, which do not seriously affect the health of the tree more __ 
than the removal of so much of the bark. Of the first appearance 7 
of this malady, I have no certain information, but find in the old- 

est farm and garden journals extant, much the same description © 
_ and complaint of its appearance at irregular intervals, as now, but 

more generally charged to some supernatural or lunar agencies. | 
The oldest account we have of this disease is that of Duhamel __ 

"Phe locality of this affection is a point of especial interest. It 
is known and recognized in the old world, but they experience so. 
little of its ravages, that they have passed it almost unnoticed. 
~The even and general low temperature of western Europe evi- 
dently is not favorable to its development, and it is reserved as a 

‘thorn in the flesh” for our extremely changeful climate and rich 
soils, and, more than all, to the dark alluvials and humid heats of 

the Mississippi valley. 

The testimony of numerous correspondents in the west confirms 

_ Iny own observation, that in close, sheltered locations and excessively 

_ rich soils, this disease is much more prevalent than uponthe more. 
bleak and barren highlands, and is especially prevalent during 

and succeeding a period of sultry, moist atmosphere. It prevails 
most frequently when the conditions are favorable to excessive _ 
growth. - 

I will now refer to some of the many theories advanced upon. 
the cause of this affection, with observations and remarks of some 

_ of our most careful and scientific horticulturists. The theory of a . 

purely electrical cause has prevailed largely among those who wit: 
ness results, “as: if a stroke of lightning had touched the tree,” 

but ‘is shown very diverse from the known lsws of: electrical 
phenomena. The: same may be said of the “hot air ” theory. 

‘More plausible is the ‘(insect theory ;” and some, after finding 
occasionally minute grub in the part affected, rest upon this. | 

“insect theory” as the cause of a disease gthousand fold more 
widespread than the presence of a comparatively harmless insect.
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Dr. Walsh, of Illinois, is said to have thought this disease was 

- ~ eaused by the puncture of an insect in depositing its-eggs, intro- 

ducing at:the same time some poisonous element, which pervaded — 

the branch. - But for the memory of that ardent and indefatigable 

entomologist, I trust he was not fully understood in his position ; 
as Was frequently true of him oul Pe eS foe. 

_ J. ©. Cover, our late and well remembered friend of horticul- _ 
tural progress, advocated the poison sap theory, but as proceeding 

: from “malformed crotches” = 
- After an animated discussion of this disease, some. twenty as 

observing and practical men as can be found in the west, at a 

meeting of the Illinois State Horticultural Society in 1862, an 
effort was made to convert the society in favor of the insect 
theory, but. the society finally confessed its ignorance of the true 

cause, and dropped the matter, only one man hinting at defective 
circulation as the true cause. 3 me al: wage ees art | 

-_.- That veteran, energetic and radical horticultural writer, Thomas. — 
Meehan, in a paper read at the meeting of the American Pomo: 

—_. Jogical Society at St. Louis in 1867, presents “ fungus theory” as 

-. a foregone conclusion, to which he is committed stire, but finally _ 
gays: “The fungus which, I think, I may say, causes the jire . 
blight, germinates either in or on the bark, pushing its way through 

| the tissue, causing fermentation and death as it goes, and the 

| minute fungus plants propagate themselves by small seeds, just. 
a8 larger plants do, and require some time before they perfect. 

: their reproductive organs.” He therefore recommends cutting 

away and burning the first crop of affected parts, asa prevention __ 

| of its further progress. aed 

a Dr J. P. Kirkland says, of the various theories of “insect, 

frozen sap, electricity, excessive evaporation and exhaustion of | 

the soil, they should all be abandoned,. and a cause besoughtin 

a -gome other direction,” and gives the following propositions. “That 

pear tree blight is produced by the poisonous impression of the | 

. seeds of microscopic fungus.” ‘That several combinations of 

| iron will to some extent counteract that impression.” But Dr. K. - 

-.- wishes it to be understood that these propositions are “merely — 

a ‘hypothetical.” 7 ee A oe Pte 

Dr. Hull in bis report as State Entomologist (Ill. 1869) treats of
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this disease: by assuming that it originated in the presence of | | 

fungoid germs, which break up the-recently formed cells of wood | 

growth, feed on their juices, and. extend the disease with the cir- 

culationof thesap) 

He bases his theory upon being able to propagate the disease. 

by innoculation’ of the spores. of the fungus into sound wood. 
His remedy is to check the flow of sap’ and thereby retard the 7 
progress of the disease by presenting no new material to feed upon. 
Other well known. hortieultu rists have adopted this theory, and 

more or less fully committed themselves to the cryptogamic or | 

fungoid origin of fire blight, and have rested there, apparently re- _ 

signed: to this inscrutable visitation, or content to direct their en- | 

-ergies to the discovery of, some panacea for the obscure vegetable 
crypt: J.J. Thomas quaintly says, there are two remedies, one 
of which will never fail, ‘Cut away all affected partsas they 

appear; plant two trees for every one that dies.” ee 
A. J. Downing, in his original treatise upon the diseases of the 

pear, after describing the appearance and progress of this affection, 
attributes it to a diseased or-poisoned circulation, which ccmes in 

the following manner: A superabundant flow of sap in autumn 

is suddenly checked in its downward passage. by frost, cells are 

ruptured, sap stagnates, decay s in spring, becomes intermingled 

with ordinary sap in the alburnum and liber, which in the summer 

heat suddenly develop this disease. His preventive is to secure 

an early matured growth before the autumn frosts. (See Downing, 
lothed, page 824) 

Dr. Warder devotes much space to this subject, (Am. Pomolo- 
gist. p. 174); after discussing the “parasitic fungi” theory, he 
says, Ma very important question has arisen, however, as to. 

whether the inroads of fungi were the cause or the consequence only 

of disease. There is considerable testimony to favor the belief — 
that in the potato, at least, we find with the appearance of the 

fungi, other causes of unhealthiness.” Dr. W. further says, “this 

trouble is connected in many instances with an exceedingly vigor- 
ous growth of shoots, hence the inference of some, that if we can 
check this excessive vigor, we shall be able to prevent the occur- 

rence of this blight.” Dr. Warder and Dr. Hall have both given 
their testimony in favor of the value of “root pruning,” as a pre-
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- --_-ventive of blight, the latter especially advocating it as practicable. 
and available to secure health and fruitfulness = 

_- Dr. J. H. Earnest, a veteran pomologist of Cincinnati, after fifty - 
years of observation, says he is confirmed in the belief that. fire- 

blight isa vegetable mortification, which commences in the sap ves- 
sels and. under the bark, and if allowed to spread, will contaminate _ 

adjacent parts ; remedy—pare and cut away affected portions = 
| Mr. H. W. Mills, of Canada West, in Gardener's Monthily, 1867, 

— p. 188, admitting the presence of fungi as a secondary cause of 

blight, yet attributes its power for evil to.a weakened organism, which _ 
opens the structure of the tree to the attacks of miasmatic spores: 

| or seeds, and their presence proves'“ only that the tree is a suit- 

able locality for the perpetuatjon of the fungus, which wants only 
a slight advantage to perpetuate itself to the destruction of the 
tissues of the tree, and no more darigerous ‘to the life of the tree 

| than is the ‘ ascaris vermicularis’ to the human body, unless so me. 

weakening cause arise to make their work easy 

or Dr. Wm. M. Housley, of Kansas, in discussing “root pruning ” 
as a remedy for blight (Pomologist, Dec., 1871), says: “If fungi 
are the cause of blight, it is hard to account for the following facts. 

‘They almost universally attack wood. of the most vigorous growth, 

- made the preceding season ; they are said not to attack trees dur- 

_ ing avery dry summer; are not known in California or Italy; 
| they are very destructive upon one piece of ground, and harmless 

_ ypon another contiguous, and both under the same conditions of. 

| climate and variety.” Now, if fungi be the cause, “it is difficult 
to. understand how they attack strong and healthy trees rather than 
feeble and unhealthy ones; and why they do: not attack in avery 

_ dry summer.” As it cannot be presumed that fungi are not pres- 

| ent in California and Italy, why is the pear not attacked there? 

It is hard to reconcile the universal presence of fungi with this 

| seeming and unaccountable preference. chad 

| Dr. HL further says: “We are therefore forced tothe conclu- 
- sion that the causes of this disease, if ever discovered, will be 

found in something other than the attack of fungi upon trees 
which are sound and healthy. That fungi are found in the disor- 

: ganized, dead tissues, is not evidence that they are the cause of this 

disorganization, but as they are found only in disorganized tis.
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sues, the presumption is that.they are the consequence and not the 
cause of this disorganization.” = oe . 

- P. J. Berkmans, of Augusta, Ga., in 1860, reasons very.clearly = 

upon the cause of blight. Starting from the fact that a tree isan 
organized body, with its cellular tissue as the basis of its organi- 
zation; performing its functions of absorption and circulation 

upon the same principle as the animal life, any sudden interfer- 

ence with these functions, from overfeeding, starvation or other 

causes, disease or death is produved.. are ee 

The writer then shows blight, as accompanying periods. of 

excessive growth, to be the result of a sudden distension of these 
cells, or sap vessels, causing inward rupture, or a hemorrhage of 

, the vegetable blood, and destruction of the tissues of certain por. 
tions of the tree. His remedy is to provide: artificial outlets for a 

- the superabundant sap, by longitudinal incisions upon the trunk. | 

and limbs of the tree. Seven years subsequently, the same writer. 
says his theory proves substantially correct, and his remedy suc- 
cessful, and concludes an article on this subject, as follows: “ Fun- | 

gus may be the cause of blight, but my observations are that itis  _ 
always brought after the blight, as nature will always bring forth - 

destroying parasites as soon as lifeisextinctinaplant. Although. | 
my observations have been close, I have never observed any | 

fungi before the appearance of blight, but often afterwards.” 

‘These condensed notes of the writings of some of-our most 

earnest students of vegetable physiology, show the drift of their 
opinions, and their theories upon this disease. I do not consider - 

it necessary . to criticise these several theories, nor do I condemp | 

any of them as unworthy of careful attention, which an earnest | 

student cannot give without exploring a wide field of thought in 

_ the science of vegetable physiology. So long ago as 1860, I took 

the ground on some propositions made for the consideration of tue 
Northern Ill. State Horticultural Society, that the presetice of fungi _ 

in diseased trees was not a cause, but a consequent, and that they - 

do not seek healthy, organized matter as their food, but that they 

are the universal scavengers, which seek out effete matter, to. 

| transform which into a lower order of existence is their work. 

With the same views now, I cannot but regard all efforts to their
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suppression: by specifics, either chemical or mechanical, as sure 

to fail of a permanent cure for the blight... ee 

 Analagous. theories have prevailed in’ the medical world. con- 

| cerning the origin of almost every disease human flesh is heir to, 
, and exhaustive measures were resorted to to find in this fungoid — 

theory. a cause for the “Texas fever “in eattle, but all these efforts: — 

| were vain. More reasonable and tangible causes are safficiently . 

«known and seen; upon which: to base a theory for disease in all. | 

departments of organized life. 5 

~ Reproduction by artificial means has solved man y of the prob- 

lems of life, both in the animal. and vegetable kingdom, and will 

| doubtless do much for this question of the nature of blight. 
Successful artificial propagation of: fungoid spores. in healthy 

| wood, and under adverse ‘local conditions, would. go: far to.show _ 

| their aggressive: power, and the possibility of their becoming a-first 

cause of blight. But I have yet.to know one such example, and. 
have no faith in the theory that cryptogams are endowed with 

any such vital force as to become real antagonists of higher forms 

of organization. Could this theory be sustained, it would subvert 
the best systems of therapeutics in their relation to the animal 

and vegetable kingdoms, and it would install in their place the | 
old dogma of specifics. When all the art and science of the. 

medical world failed to find a satisfactory cause for the “cattle 

plague,” the cryptogamists triumphantly referred them to a | 

| “fangoid origin.” But the comntission of eminent government 

- surgeons, after the most careful and.searching tests, “failed to find. 

any evidence of fungus germs present in the blood and secretions, 

and found the theory of cryptogamic origin untenable.” ; aoe | 

_ - Again, they report having found in some cases the germs of 

~ fungus, “but that these germs can develop and multiply without 

- dead organic matter as'a pabulum is very doubtful.” (Pages i81- 

190 of Goverment: Report.) Admitting that cryptogamic. life is | 
- more nearly omnipresent than any other order of creation, yet I 

- believe its sphere is mainly limited to the one work of reconstruct- 
| ing dead matter Sa oe | 

| A strong point against the fungoid theory, is the fact that.the — 

_ weakened specimens and half hardy varieties are not the first to 

7 be affected, but the hard wooded, hardy varieties, such as most of
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the Siberians, the Golden Russett and Tallman Sweet. These va- | 

rieties are able to fortify against the shock of winter, but their 
smaller cells, and firmer fiber, are. not so yielding to ithe sudden 
pressure of sap, as the less hardy, but almost blight exempt vari- _ 
eties. Take the tree:as an organized body, with its cellular tissue, : 
ite powers of circulation, absorption, respiration and assimilation, | 

and with these functions carried on harmoniously there.is health. 

When these operations. are partially or wholly suspended, there is 
rest, disease or death.. Any sudden interference with these func- 
tions is more disastrous than gradual ‘change, hence the-effect of 

| extrem «and sudden changes of temperature, a “ nipping. frost,” or 

an unusual and uolooked for pressure of sap -into-the-delieate cel- a 

Tolar structure, causing extravasation, or letting out of this sap 

into improper channels, and vegetable apoplexy the result, .I believe 

_ it-a disease of the circulation, arising from rupture of the-cellular | 

| tissue and decay of sap. It may begin in:a leaf-stem, aml involve = 

a whole branch, or it may appear in patches.or in séctions. ‘lhe 

sources of this disease may be various, but there is first, a mechan- 

| ical, and second, a chemical change, and the presence of fungi an | 

entirely subsequent phenomenon. | 

Viewed in this light, fire blight is resolved into as simple adis- _ | 

ease as any other; its sudden appearance readily accounted for, — | 
and the remedy may. be inferred to a certainty. The fact that it — 

appears at special seasons, and in marked locations, where the soil | 
and temperature favor a very rapid growth after a period of rest, 

causing a sudden push of sap, points-directly to abnormal circula- 

tion, induced by these natural conditions, as the starting point of 

the disease. . Cesk 
. If these premises and conclusions are right, ‘the remedy is 

to be found in securing the proper conditions of soil and :climate. : 

_. As our control of climate is very limited, we may only. adapt. 
our practice to it. The lake shore, the sea coast, and all countries 

where the temperature is made even from the influence of large. | 
bodies of water, are comparatively exempt from this. disease. _By 
choosing high lands, of medium fertility, avoiding stimulating 

manures, and with moderate culture, we may largely avoid. the 
blight. Why the hills of the Granite State and the bluffs of 
central Wisconsin compete with the lake and sea coast ‘in |
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| beauty and health of tree and fruit, is attributable to their un-. 

oe stimulating soil and equal,‘ cool climate. If, in the valleys of the a 

| Ohio and Mississippi, blight ruvs riot, it must be chargeable tothe — 

"excess of humus in the soil and other causes which produce an 
excessive push of sap. The summer of 1871 was remarkable | 

for its many showers, followed by hot suns and humid atmosphere ; 

and the unprecedented. blight of that. season is yet fresh ‘in the | 

memory of the fruit growers of the west. But even then, a marked | 

| difference was seen in favor of lean soils and airy locations. With 
the advocates of the fungoid theory, I say check the circulation, — 

‘as a remedy, but as a preventive, regulate the circulation by 
__- proper soil and culture. We must be satisfied to secure a mod-+ 

erate annual growth. . We should be more patient, and willing to 

wait for a slow development, in soilsxless stimulating, but which, 

a by early and faithful tillage, will grow trees as fast as consistent 

with health, or even retard the summer growth by other crops, 

when any danger of blight is apprehended. a ES 

: | MARKET GARDENING. 7 

| | | . From advanced sheets of the ‘Horticultural Report for 1873. oe 

| “BY J. M. SMITH, GREEN BAY. RE CE ce 

ss Our first and oldest record regarding the labors of our race is 

| in these words: “ And the Lord, God, took the man and put him 

into the Garden of Eden, to dress and to keep it.” This com- | 

mand is a very short as well asa very general one; yet it cer- 

tainly implies that the garden should be kept in order. It was to 
7 be their home, and it certainly should not be allowed to become a 

: _ disagreeable or unsightly place. Our race was then in its infancy, | 

and the reasonable expectation would be, that we should improve, 

oe and that succeeding ages would perfect what was then instituted 

as the first labors of our race. But has this been the case ? I 

) fear not. Whatever may be said with regard to the improvements __
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in some of the sciences and arts, the science of gardening, es- 

pecially in the great west and northwest, can only and truly be | 

said to be in its infancy. Probably not a single person in this 

convention who has reached twenty-five years, has failed to notice, : 

time and again, the place on the farm that is denominated a gar- ) 

den, instead of being as it should be, a place of both beauty 

and profit, one of the most, if not the most unsightly and disa- 

greeable spots upon the farm. Here it may be asked, would you 

have every man a gatdener? Certainly, I would have every cul- 

_ tivator of the soil devote a portion of it toa garden. But would | 

you have every cultivator become a market gardener? The an- 

“swer to this question brings me to the main subject upon which 

you have invited me to address you to-day; and the true answer 

| to it is one that cannot be found in. any books upon gardeniag | 

; that I have ever seen. They are mostly, if not all of them, writ- 

ten by eastern men, whose situation and circumstances are so dif- 

~ ferent from ours that he who follows them indiscriminately, will 

almost certainly be ruined. We must remember that at the east, —~ 

there is a tendency to a deficiency in the supply of food, and that 

it is particularly so in all of the large’ cities, near which most of 

the market gardening is done, while at the west and northwest the 

tendency, with but very few exceptions, is in precisely the oppo- 

site direction ; hence the very. first question to be settled in con- 

| sidering this subject is, ‘have you.a market for your.crops when | 

_ they are raised? If. yes, theh, have you a soil and location suita- 

ble for the purpose? A light sandy loam is perhaps the best of 
all soils for this purpose. You can raise as large crops ‘upen a 

_ rich, heavy loam, with a clay subsoil, as you can upon a light, 
| sandy loam, and perhaps with less manure, but if you are upona 

: heavy loam and your competitor upon a light soil, though you 

may be equally good as cultivators, his soil will give him from 

: one to two weeks. the advantage in time. ‘This, of course,not 

only gives him the high prices for the early crops, but it gives him 

_ the control of the market. Hence your success is impossible, 
~ though you may have: equal advantages with bim in every other 

- Let me give you.a single practical illustration of this. A num- 
ber of years since, I planted my early cucumbers ina very favor- __
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able spot, and cultivated them to the best of my ability: The 
| result was a very early, as well:asa fine crop of them. » I put the 

price at 874 cents per dozen, which was.low enough to drive the: 

: | southern ones out of the market, and. as no other gardener about 

| town had any, I had:the market entirely to myself. This lasted 

about ten or twelve days, when some three or four other growers 
brought in their first pickin g upon the same morning. The price 

| fell from 87% cents to 9 cents that morning, and in two or three 
days. they were not worth 25 cents per bushel. The result was, 

I made a nice profit upon my. crop, . while I think none of the © 

| other growers realized sufficient for theirs to pay ‘for marketing — 

them. See a oe ee hee 9 
I might produce many such illustrations, but this one is suffi- 

 elgnt for our present purpose, Co co or 

Another very important consideration:is the location. It:is far — 

better to pay a good ro und price for land within one mile of the 

, market, than to have the same kind of land given to you two 
miles away. For instance, some years since, a young friend of 

; mine commenced business as a gardener and a fruit grower. ‘He 
was situated upon the same road that I am, but about: twice the 

a distance, or 24 miles from the business portion of our-city. He 

___ Jaid out a considerable sum of money in his preparation. He 
_-wasa good grower, and an honorable young man, and I hoped to 

| see him do well. He followed the business for two or three years, 

-. but he never seemed to find a good sharket for his crops, and they 

- were almost constantly a drug upon his hands, while my crops 

_ were always sold ata fair price. At length he came to meone 

day and said, “I am going out of vegetable growing entirely.” 
— # Why so?” T asked. “ Well,” said he, “your location gives you ~ , 

_... such an advantage, that I cannot compete with you, You can be | 
in market a. little earlier than I can, and what is still worse,-a 

‘merchant or his clerk will never drive by your garden and come _ 
to mine, unless you happen to be out of the things he needs. The 

| result is, that. you control the market, and I can only get such 

: orders as you cannot, or do not choose to fill.” And:this was-true, — 

though I had never by any word or act of mine, made the least 

effort to crowd him out of the market. Nor is this all.. The 

- difference of only one mile in distance will make a vast difference
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in the team work during the year. If you havea good sized 

garden, say of seven or eight acres, you will probably need to / 
‘average two trips per day for nearly or quite800 daysin the yearn 
This, of course, includes the hauling of manure into your garden 

as well as marketing your crops. Here, then, is a difference of 
 4.200-milea in one year’s driving. Hence, my advice is, pay a | 

_. large*price for land near your market, rather than take land’as a | 

gift three or four milesaway. st nn | 
Now we'come to the ‘business of planting and cultivation. 1 

will take if for granted that you are provided with at least ten 
cords of good manure for each ‘acre that you propose to cultivate ; : 

‘and if-you have fifteen cords per acre, all the better. Iknowthat 

some farmers will persist in farming without manure, but I am | 

going to try and believe that no one will be so silly as to attempt a 
gardening without agood supply of iton hand 

_ Before going farther, let me give one general rulefor manuring, 
_ which my own experience has shown mé to be the best of any that | 

Thave ever tried. It is as follows: Spread about one-half of 

what you design for a given portion of land upon the top of the 

ground, and for this take the coarsesi part of the manure and plow | 

it under. Spread-the cther half upon the top of the ground after — 

plowing, and drag it in with a fine tooth harrow. After this it will be 
necessary to rake the whole ground over with handrakes. I lay 
this down not as an invariable rule, but as a general one, which of | 

course has its exceptions, ESR es ee | | 

‘Now comes the selection of seeds, and if there is any thing more , 
_ utterly-bewildering to a beginner than this, I am sure that I do 
— not know what it is. For instance,I have one volume in my 

library, in which there are twenty-five varieties of onions enumer- 7 

ated, thirty-four of potatoes, thirty-four of squashes, forty of beets, 

forty-two of tomatoes, fifty of cucumbers, fifty-four of cabbages, | 
fifty-six of turnips, fifty-eight of corn, eighty-four of lettuce, 108 of ~ 
beans, 115 of peas, and so on through the whule list. There is a | 

list of twelve of our standard garden vegetables, and 7 00 varieties | | 

of seed to select from. Nor is this all. Notayearpassesby but 
new varieties of each of these and many other kinds ‘are intro- 

dueed with an almost innumerable host. of circulars, that would
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lead us to believe that we are upon the eve of some great revolu- 
tion in. vegetable and fruit growing, - sds ee 

If you attempt to introduce all the new kinds and. varieties that , 

| are recommended to you, ruin is inevitable. Upon the other hand, — 

if you ignore all of them, you will soon find yourself lagging be- 
hind the age in improvements. Hence ypu perceive, that to make: 

~ a good selection will require all of your good sense as wellas your 
| experience, and if you succeed then without making any mistakes, 

I have only to say that you will be more fortunate than I have 

ever been in this feature of the business. = 
Tam tempted here to give you a list of a few of our most prom- 

-jnent vegetables that have done the best with me, ‘though itis - 

: very possible that some of them may not be the best for all parts 

of the state. For early onions, the common top or bunch onions ; 

for late or main crop, the Wethersfield, Harly Red Globe and the 
__-Yellow Danvers, the first named. being the most hardy and the 

best keepers. Tomatoes: Early crop, the Early York; for late 
: or-main crop, the Tilden and the Trophy. Early cabbage, the 

Jersey Wakefield; for late crop, the Bergen Drumhead, if you 

havea heavy soil. If alight one, the Winningstadt. Early po- 

_ tatoes, Early Rose; late crop, the Peerless. Corn: Crosby’s Karly, 
| and Stowell’s Evergreen for late crop. Bush beans, the Early | 

| Valentine.. Peas: First crop, the Early Kent; late, the Champion 

of England. For fall squash, the Turban or the Boston Marrow; — 

for winter, the Hubbard. Cucumbers ; Harly Frame-and White _ 

Spine. Beets: The Bassano and the Egyptian for early crop, and 

. the Blood Turnip for late crop. Strawberries : Wilson’s Albany 7 

Seedling ; nn te dae ae aches der 
os _ The above is of course a very limited assortment of. seeds, and 

while they are standard varieties, I by no means confine myself to 

them, but am constantly experimenting with new varieties; still 

-- Twonld guard you against, putting too much confidence in the 
representations of those who have new varieties to sell. ss, 

: Well, we will suppose that we have our beds nicely prepared, 

with the alleys so made that they. will not only carry all the sur- 

coe plus water off the beds, but so arranged that they will carry it 

7 entirely from the garden. No matter how early in the spring it 
7 is, if your ground is in good condition to work, you may begin
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planting, but plant only those kinds that will not be injured by the | 

late spring frosts. The ground may be frozen an inch deep after | 
peas and onions are up, without their being injured. Beets, pars- 

nips, carrots, radishes, turnips, as well as some other plants, will 

endure an ordinary spring frost without injury, while beans, toma- 

toes, egg plant, melons, cucumbers, sweet potatoes and some others, | 

are very sensitive to cold, and will sometimes become so chilled 

by the cold air, even without any frost, that they will neveren- | 

 tirely recover from it. | oh ewe Bees 

- Putting the seeds in the ground is a small job, compared. with 

what it was years ago. A good boy, 15 or 16 years old, witha 
good Harrington or Comsteck seed sower, will sow an acre of 

ground in a day with the small seeds, and will do the work better | 
than twenty men will do the same work by hand. Upon my light. - 

soil I sow the small seeds about an inch in depth, and of onion 

seed’ from 34 to'4+ pounds per acre; the rows 14 inches apart; — | 

early carrots and radishes, 12 inches; beets, 16 inches; parsnips, 

18 inches between the rows, and with all of them we regulate the - 
_ machine so that it will drop from one to two seeds per inch in the 

rows, as you will find it much easier to destroy some of the young 

plants, than to fill the vacancies if there are not enough. Peas 

should be among the first of seeds in the ground. The same may 

be said of onions, not only for the early ones, but for the late or - 

| main crop. With regard to this crop, there are three things that 

are absolute necessities; and I have never yet seen what I calla a 
good crop of onicns where either of the three had been neglected. 

_ he first of these is very rich ground, the second is to get them ae 

in very early, so that they may have the cool, damp weather of | 

spring to get started; the last requisite is thorough cultivation, 
_ and this, too, at the right time. I consider the onion crop about — | 

_ as sure as any crop I raise, if the conditions necessary for a good : 
crop are complied with, but, if they are not, complete failure igs = 
an almost absolute certainty. By the time these hardy, and half 
hardy crops are in the ground, it will be late enough to plant early 

potatoes and put out your early cabbage, for I am taking it for — 

granted that you have a good set of hot-beds, or else, what is still 

better, a hot-house, where you have been getting a fine lot of cab- 

bage, cauliflower and tomato plants, as well as other things, ready
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_ for the open ground as soon as the season will permit. And here . 
let me say, that when your cabbage does not head well, four-fifths 
of the time it ‘is simply: because the soil is not strong enough to oe 

a bring:forward a:full erop.. It is possible to make a piece of land | 

too rich for potatoes, but I have never seen a crop of cabbages in+ 

| jured in-that way, and never expect to. Hence, don’t spare. the 3 

- manure upon your cabbage bed. — Tomatoes, ege-plant, peppers | 

and sweet potatoes should not be put out until the ground has | 

become warm and the spring frosts are over, 
_ But amid the hurry and bustle of planting, you must not forget 

| nor negiect to take care of your strawberries. If you have nota 
bed of them, put in a piece of ground at once with the Wilson. | 

If you wish to experiment, do so, but make ‘these your standard, — 
| until you-are sure of | something: better. If you have -a piece al- a 

__-ready in, the winter covering must be taken off, and the beds thor- _ 

| oughly cleaned, out. - Don’t leave a thing except the plants. .A fter 

: this is done, put on a eoat-of well rotted manure, or what is still 

| better, if-you can get it, ashes. If they are unleached, at the rate 

of about 150 bushels per acre. If leached, twice the amount. 
Your tomatoes for late crop, peppers and melons, will be about 

the last things put in for the first crop; for-you must remember 

| that you are not a successful gardener until you can double crop 
| nearly your whole ground every season. And you must be bear- 

ing this in mind, and be preparing for it all the spring. But by 

| the time and probably before your first crops are all-in the ground, 
the seeds first put in will require your care and cultivation, In _ 

the mean time, if you have a good asparagus bed, your market : 

_ wagon has had to be put upon its daily trips. And now comes a 

season of unceasing care and labor. Not a day nor an hour 

- ghould be lost. In the highly manured condition of your soil, the - 

| weeds come up literally: by the million. They must not. only be 

| destroyed, but the young plants must be cultivated, to improve 

, and hurry them on for the early market. If it rains, there are 

gure to be plants to transplant. If it pours down, you will still 

poe find it necessary to be on hand and watch your beds and see that 

| the surplus waters of the falling food are immediately carried off, 

and that your beds are made ready for work again at the earliest 

moment. To ve sparing of care or labor now is ruinous, even if
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your: work up-to this time-has. been ‘ever so well done. And many 

times, after a long day of twelve or thirteen hours’ labor, your 

market mau comes home with an order, or a letter comes with, an 

order for'so much of this-or that; to go upon the first train orthe = 
first boat-in the morning: _ Tired and-weary as you are, you must 
go back to the'garden and’ fill the orders, or soon find-your busi- 

ness sadly-injured, Do not think me.drawing a-fancy sketch, for 
- Lremember well one week, two years since, when from four o'clock. 

in the-morning till eleven at night, some if not all of my sons were 

in motion. This was, of course, only for a. few days. But from 

- the first of May. to the middle of August, you will find long days SO 

the rule, not the exception. — — A ee ne 

From the middle of June to the 10th or 15th of August, comes : 
~ the additional work of getting in the second crops. The varieties 

of the second are not. so great as those of the first one. . The last | 

of June or first of July, the Harly Horn carrots should be.sown — | 
between the rows of your black seed onions. If your ground. is | 

in the right condition, and the weather favorable, they will come 
on, and by the time they need the ground, the onions will be ripe 

and they may be gathered, and the whole ground given to the 

carrots.. But sometimes at this season of.the year, the dry weather | 

anda burning sun together will kill. the young plants after they 

are up. Such. was my case last season, but after I found that the. 

carrots would be nearly or quite a failure, I sowed the beds with — 

turnip seed, and the: result was, a fair crop of as pretty turnips for | 

table use as I ever saw. In June, the radishes, lettuce, etc., are 

getting out of the way and making room for celery and late , 

beets, as well as rutabagas,-though I think a better way to ‘raise | 

these two last named crops, is to sow the seegs in a bed and then © 

transplant them. Let me illustrate this. Last season, I intended 
~ to raise cabbages after my early potatoes, but before I had the , 

ground all set out, my cabbage plants gave out, and I conciuded. 

to fill up the ground’ with rutabagas and beets. It was nearly or 

quite the first of August, and the weather was very dry, as well 

as very hot. But there was no time to spare, and the plants were | 

set out. ‘They were set twelve inches apart each way, and. al- 

though they were well watered, for a time they looked like almost | 

anything, more than what they were intended for, crops of beets |
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and rutabagas. But they were well-cared for and they soon 

started. | LOR He BP et oa | 

The first of November showed as nice a crop of fair sizedtable 

"-yoots, as T ever saw. Av neighbor, who had seen them when they | 

were put out, and a few days afterward, came to see the crop. 

while we were gathering them. He looked at them; “ well,” 
said he, “ that beats all; and did you’ expect a crop when you — 

had the plants set ‘out?’ Of course I did, or I should not have 

had it done. Suid he—“ when I saw your boys putting in those 
plants, T told: my wife that J ohn: M. Smith: is good at making 

things grow, but if he gets a crop there, he‘is a smarter man 
| than I take him for.” But there was no secret about it; you can 

do the same thing almost anywhere in the state. Put the ground — 

in good condition in the spring, and plant Early Rose potatoes; 

cultivate well and thorougly, and in J uly you have a good crop 

= of potatoes. Take them off, plow under the tops and some — 

- manure along with them, have good tbrifty plants to put in, and 
- then care for them, and the first of November, harvest a crop 

- | of beets, rutabagas or cabbage. Simply a case of good culti- 

vation during the season, nothing more and nothing less. As a 

general rule, in the latitude of Green Bay, it is safe to set the 

- Jarge drumhead varieties of cabbage the first, but not later than — 

| the tenth of July. Celery not later than the 15th, and have © 

a good crop. It is safe to set the Winningstadt cabbage till — 

August first. The blood turnip, beet and rutabaga may also be ~ 

: set at this time and realize good crops. Fiat turnips may be 

| - gown safely till the 10th of August, and get a good crop for 

| ‘table use. It may be said with regard to beets, turnips, rutabagas 

and cabbage for winter use, the later they are grown, provided” 

| they get a good fair growth, the better the quality, and the — 

better they keep through the winter. A word about setting 

| out cabbage plants. The Jersey Wakefield will do nicely and 

head well, at 18 inches wpart each way; the Winningstadt at 20. 

Most of the drumhead varieties should: be 24 inches apart, while 

. the Mammoth, Marblehead and Drumhead should be at least — 

three feet apart each way. It is utterly useless to attempt to 

- yaise the last named except upon very rich ground; but when the 

| conditions necessary for a good crop of it are complied with, it
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will produce an almost: marvelous crop, and: the heads will be of 

a very good quality, still, I think it can hardly be said to bea | 

profitable crop for general cultivation, = ES | 
_ A few words with regard to an asparagus bed. Your garden 

will-never be a complete one without a good bed of asparagus, 

The objections to it are, that it is a very expensive crop to. get 

started, and that it takes four or five years. from the first sowing of 

the:seed, before you can realize a full crop. But if you have a — 

large element of eastern people among your customers, you will 

| find it:among your most profitable-crops, and after it once gets to | 

bearing, it is not an expensive one to care for, but) yields its an- 
nual crop with an almost absolute certainty, and that too, ata | 

time in the spring when your expenses are very heavy, and you. 
have little coming into meet them =” : Lp en O | 

~ The new variety named Conover's Collossal, seems really to be | 

an improvement upon the old kinds. The seed should be sown 
in a bed prepared the same as for onions, and sown early in the 
spring. Let it grow here the first season. When the plants are. | 

one year old, prepare your permanent bed, and be sure that you — 

make it very rich. I would not put out a bed of an acre with 

less than 75 loads of good manure, and if 100 are. put on all the | 

better. Make the rows three. feet apart. I take ‘a shovel plow « 

and make the furrows about five inches deep, then put the plants: 
in the furrows one to every 16 or 18 inches, spread out their roots 

- in as near their natural position as possible; fill the furrow.and = 
pack down the earth somewhat over the plants, if your soil is a 
light one, level off your bed nicely, and your bed is made. ' This. 

_ should be done early in the spring, and in about a month, the 

plants will: begin to show themselves above the ground, which 
‘should be kept perfectly clean during the season. Karly the next — 

spring cut off all the old tops close to the ground, and put another. | 
coat of manure over it and dig it under, though you must be very. 
careful not to dig deep enough to injure the roots of the plants, 

which by this time have filled nearly the whole ground after 
you get, say four inches deep. After your manure is dug. under, 
rake off your bed nicely, or if you will improve it still mére, be- 

fore raking, sow on it the best quality of superphosphate that you 

can get, at the rate of say 500 pounds per acre, before you rake it
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| About the first. of May, nice purple shoots will begin. toshow 
| themselves above the ground, and: you may begin to cut, though : 

| you must do it very sparingly this seayon, or. you will injure.your 
beautiful:'bed/for many years to come: You are now:at the: begin- 

ning of the third year, and you will get your first: returns: The 
bed must:be kept clear of weeds, -and ‘each succeeding spring, give 

ita _good-coat of manure, and work it inas I have directed. The : 

- . fourth season, you may. realize'some profit from it, and the fifth, a | 

a fall crop. From this time on, you may expect. anannual-crop,as 

--- well as a good profit from it the balance of your life, if you will 

| continue to care for it. There is a bed in my father’s garden, 
| which father has told me was there when he wasa little boy 7 or 

- Syears old, and heisnow in bis88d- yearn 
- The friends of Conover’s Collossal have claimed that this va- 

| riety would produce a crop one year ‘earlier, than the common | 

kinds. My own experience has not proved: the assertion to be — 

trae, although I think it-an improved: variety and very cheerfully 

recommend it for general cultivation. 

| _ Let us now. turn for a few moments to another branch of the 

business, viz.: making sales. At this point we are so differently. 
| situated from our eastern gardeners, that their books are about 

- worthless to us. The markets of Boston, New York and Phila- 

delphia are so large, that the produce of any one gardener may be 

thrown upon it at any time, and in almost any quantity that he . 

can produce, and it will produce no perceptible result; If the — 

market is very much depressed, his withholding it will not raise it. 

If, on the contrary, prices are high, the produce of one garden will 

| not perceptibly depress them. Here, upon the contrary, you will 

| ~ find that it will require all of your care.and skill to keep the 
market from utterly breaking down, and thus making your crops _ 

nearly worthless after you have raised them. ~ Tam often told that 

I have a good market, the best one in the state,and soon. Well — 

I think I havea good market, and yet, fora number of years past, 

there has been no time during the rush of any particular crops, 

that 1 could not have brokén down ‘the price so completely that it 

| would have been ruinous, both to myself and others, and very 

often it has, and I presume will again, require the utmost care to 

keep from doing it. For instance, one year ago last fall, I had a
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very large crop of onions, 2,400 bushels. Suppose I had thrown | 

them tigon the Gresi Bay ‘niaiket’ what would Have beon the 
result? Before the last of them got there, they would hardly have _ 
paid for hauling to market. In short, some of the dealers antici- 
pated this result, and at least one of the large dealers told me that 
I would be glad to sell them to him for less than fifty cents per 
bushel ; and another told me that I would receive more for 1,000. 
bushels than I could for the whole of them. — oo 
Now, what should Ido? In New York,I could simply have 

hauled them into the market and received the market price, 
and the amount would not, probably, have changed the price to 
“the amount of one cent per bushel, bué that will not do here. 

Hence, I must know, and keep posted, as to the price of onions. 

in Chicago and Milwaukee, also in Detroit, Cleveland and Buffalo, - 
- and the price of freights. These last named cities compete with 

rio fu the lake Saperfor douhtey, "With this reliable inowledge, 
- Tam not ina position to be frightened or deceived by any false 

- information. Then I put the price just low enough to keep out 
the southern crop, and kept it so. The result was, that I sold my en- 

tire crop at an average of seventy-seven cents per bushel; and the 

firm that had told me I would be glad to.sell those onions for less Oe 

than fifty cents, paid me eighty cents for some hundreds of bush- | oS 

els before the close of navigation, If I had thrown this large 
crop’ upaic thd wiarkést, and sold’ exclusively for cish ou delivery 
hhave no idea that it would have brought me one-half of what it ac- _ 
nally did Bring’ dnd T'mention it, not to boast sf but simply to 
show how much care is necessary in working off a large crop, and 

_ that it may be worked off at a profit, when, at the same time, a - 

little neglect or want of proper information would have turned | 

_ "This is only one of many instances that yearly occur with me, 
and the same things will meet you in nearly or quite every por. 
tion of our state. ~ Last season, I put out about 35,000 cabbages. 

‘If Thad thrown one-fourth of such a crop upon the Green Bay _ 
- market, a heavy loss would have been inevitable. ~ But the crop 
was sold at a fair price, by simply keeping myself posted with tee 

gard to prices outside, and using care and common sense. Anoth- 

er point of difference with our eastern gardens is this: You will
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find it necessary to raise a general assortment of vegetables, while 
at the east but few of them do that, but confiue themselves to a 

_ few crops, semetimes to a single one, and often to not more than 

_ five or six. Hence you will perceive that you will require » more 
_ general knowledge of your business than would be necessary at 

in making sales. To sum up this portion of your business, in a 
_ few words, your eastern friend needs.a larger amount of capital 
"4p gomminanen, and. oaney 98 phe Halonen succeafelly hen you do.” 

On the other hand, you need a more general knowledge of veget- 
_ able growing than he does, also more ski!l in marketing your crops. 
_. My rule for selling is this: Always sell whea you can get what. 

_ you know to be a fair price, and a paying one, and not to hold on 
for very high prices. The result is that I rarely get extravagant 

| prices for any. of ‘my crops, and on the other hand, I seldom’ sell 

any of them for less thana paying price 
- | - Let us now turn for a few moments to the expenses of ‘running 

a good sized garden. — Here you have the advantage over your 

eastern friend. While a few, say $3,000 to $5,000 would bea 
ek great help to you, still it is. possible, as I know by experience, to 

commence with very little ready money ; while at the east, several 
thousand dollars is an absolute necessity. And the first thing I 
wish to say upon this point is this, If | you have any idea of cheap | 

tillage, and half culture, discard. them at once and forever. If 
| your garden contains six acres, better by far to let one-half of it 

grow up with weeds, and thoroughly cultivate the other half, than 
| to attempt to cultivate the whole, and one-half do it. I shall 

not deny that a wretched half-sytem, or no system of cultivation, 
| will sometimes result in showing a large crop. A kind Providence 

has arranged the natural laws of growth as well as the seasons, in 
such a manner that such will. sometimes be the case; but such : 

cases are the exceptions, not the rule; whereas you may, and ey 
you ought so to cultivate your whole field, that large 

- grops will be the rule, not the exception ; but to produce this re- - 
. gult, you must spend more labor and more money upon an acre of 

— "— Jand than is generally given to it, I know very well that insisting 

upon this plan, Tam talking against the tide, and against the 
, almost universal custom of our whole west, and I fear that I shalk
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_ talk to little purpose upon this point; but, gentlemen, I am in 
earnest, and I know that I am right. HereI must refer to my own 
system again. Ido not do so for the sake of boasting, but be- 
eause it has proved a success ; not as successful by far as I expect, 

and intend to make it hereafter, but still a grand success as com- 
pared with the system, or rather the entire want of system of the | 
most of those about me. rn 

_ [ have found, and with me the rule has been invariable, not a 
. Single exception to it, that the more I have spent per acre in cul- : 

. tivation (and in cultivation I include manuring), the greater have 
been, not only my gross receipts, but the greater has been the net 
profit per acre. With each succeeding year, I have spent more in 
cultivating than in any previous one. Theinvariable result has 
been not only a return of the investment, but a larger net profit 
from the garden than ever before. Last season, I cultivated about — - 
fourteen acres. In the spring, I commenced a more thorough and 

expensive cultivation than ever before. Soon, a most terrible 
drought came on, and lasted till I began to get frightened, and 
even went so far as to consider the propriety of discharging some 
of the hands, but concluded to keep on and keep the garden in. - 
the best condition possible, so that it should get the full benefit of 

rain when it did come. I followed out this plan, and when light — | 

showers began to come, there was’ no crust on the ground to be 
dissolved before the rain could. penetrate into the ground; there _ 
were but very few weeds to divide the benefits of the rain with 
the crops. et Rs fe ar eg 

Ina few days, the change seemed almost miraculous. The re- 
sult of it all was, that although it was one of the dryest seasons __ 
ever known in our part of the state, and that in cultivating and 

~ marketing 14 acres I spent $3,986, or $284 per acre, yet not only | 
is the balance upon the right side of the ledger, but it is a nicer 
one than I have ever had before, and I now see tha, my cultiva- | 
tion during the drought was what saved me; and if I had carried | 
it still farther in the right direction, I should have been hundreds a 
of dollars better off than I was at the close of ‘the season. The | 
cost of manure must vary the cost of your cultivation materially. 
With our present imperfect knowledge of manures, stable ma- 
nures will be your standard, with the use of superphosphates,
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plaster, lime, ashes, and other manures, as your experience and _ 

good sense willdictate. = © Mee 

If you can lay down manure in your garden for $4 per cord, —- 
you will need at least $50 per acre for manure, and $150 for other 

expenses, making $200 per acre; and after you have learned how 

to. spend. money to the best advantage, I believe that a larger - 

profit may be made by laying out $300 per acre than with less, 
But I presume by this time, you are asking if the expenses are so 

. heavy, what are the profits? For the first year or two, they. will 

be nothing. And if you make it pay expenses, you will do bet- — 
ter than I have done with any land that I own. After the second 

a, year, if your land does not pay all of its expenses, and taxes, and 

ten per cent. on $1,000 per acre, there is something wrong some- 
where. I have some acres of land that did not pay expenses for _ 
two’ years, but for a number of years past have not failed to pay 

_ ten per cent. on at least $2,000 per acre. I expect my whole gar-— 

— den to do more than thatinashort time __ es 

At present, [ am aiming to make my land yield 1,000 bushels 

* of onions per acre, and then a crop of carrots or turnips, or 500 
_-. bushels of early potatoes, and then some other late crop; or if in 

-_- gtrawberries, 12,800 quarts or 400 bushels per acre, and other 

- erops in about the same proportion. I know: that these figures — 

seem large, but I am steadily gaining and nearing my mark; and, 
- gentlemen, if I live, I shall reach it, . Do you ask, what then? 

Well, I do not know where the next mark will be, but certainly a 
- still further advance. Our best cultivators have as yet but a very | 

_._. glight idea of the capabilities of an acre of land. Do not think me 

| either wild or enthusiastic upon this point. Such is not the case. 

For many years I have. been satisfied of the truth of the above 

statement, and every year’s experience, and experiments, bring _ 

with them the arguments ‘that. convince me beyond all doubt, of 

the truth of the statement. = sss | 

But let us turn for a few moments tothe question, what are the 

| inducement for you to become a gardener? Do you wish to be- 

) come a millionaire? If so, none at all. Do you wish to become 

_ suddenly rich? If so, this is no business for you. Are you 
| anxious for a life of indolence and inactivity? Then there is 

no place for you in the garden. But if you have the conditions
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about you that will warrant you in going ‘into it, or even if you 

are in a young and growing place, and can make a beginning, and 

build up.your business as the place grows, and grow up with it; - | 

if you are willing to endure its cares and perplexities, and there _ | 

will be many of them that I have notand cannot.enumerate here, 
"you may make a beginning; and if you are a lover of the true, 

and the pure, and the beautiful; if you love to watch the sprout- |. 

ing seed, the opening bud, the growing plant, as day by day, it | 

develops into a thing of beauty, each one true to its kind, and, as | 

the season advances, displaying more and more of that mechan- 

ical skill of which you may see so much, but of whose sweet 
working we know so little ; if you can love and admire that chem- | 

ical process, and who can help admiring it? for, oh, how Ihave 

wished and longed to read the secret workings of that wonderful | 

| chemical combination in nature’s laboratory, that, though as silent 

as the falling dew, begins with the sprouting seed, and never ceuses,, 

day nor night, but works on, and on, with ceaseless, noiseless 

steps, until it has reproduced a harvest true to its own kind. 

_ And, as the season draws toa close, you will see and count up 

your own mistakes, and they will be many, even though you 

have worked ever so wisely and ever so well. But here, in this 

as yet impenetrable secret of nature, there will be no mistakes. 

The pea has not produced a potatoe, nor the potato anearof 
corn, neither has the corn produced a beet nor a carrot. The to- | 

mato seed has not turned to a cabbage, nor the cabbage to a radish. | 
- The beautiful, modest, little stcawberry plant. has not produced a | 
raspberry nor a currant, but each and every one has been true to 

itself and to the Great Architect, who made the laws that govern 

- oneand all of them. ‘Will you love to‘tend and watch and care | 

_ for these things of beauty, and help them to do their best? If | 

80, you may become a gardener; and I know of no business in 

which you can be more happy and contented. In a few years, 

“you will be almost sure to be: beyond the necessity of hard labor 

with your own hands, but will do better to superintend and.direct 

the management of the garden and conduct the experiments which _ 
year by year you will findit necessdry to make. And as old age 
draws on, you will find yourself with a modest competence, that  __ 

willinsure you against the many wants that make money a neces-
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sity with us, This will probably be the financial result of your | 
life, but in my view of the business, this is far from being the most | 

‘ important view of the matter. Say - 
You should be a moral as well as an agricultural educator. By 

- moral, I do not mean a teacher of any theological system—not _ 
even the extreme liberality of liberal Unitarianism upon one 
‘hand, nor the doctrine of apostolic succession upon the other. But 

| - Ican hardly conceive a real, true cultivator and lover of his gar- 
den being a licentious profligate, or a drunkard abroad, and both 
a brute and a drunkard at home. The purity and the beauty of 

___- your occupation should teach you that it is easier to become a true 
and noble man than it is in most other occupations. And your: 
ever bounteous crops should teach you ever to lend a listening. 
ear to the wants of the needy and the suffering. oe 

On the other hand, if you do not do something towards raising 
and improving the system of cultivation about you, then you © 

: have failed in one branch of your business’ 
_. You are so situated that you must of necessity raise large crops, 

- or your whole business fails; hence, you ought every season to 
| make a series of experiments, all aiming at some definite point, 
_ which, if it succeeds, will result in a practical improvement in ag- 

| riculture. You can do this more easily than most farmers could, 
and can follow it up for a series of years better than they can ; for 
you must ever bear in mind that a single experiment, however suc- 
cessful it may be, is, as a general thing, worth but little. Let me 
illustrate this by an experiment of my own, Last season, I wished 
‘to. try a number of different kinds of potatoes, with a view of . 

| testing their earliness, yield, quality, etc, with certain kinds of 
, manure. Well, what did I prove?. Why, simply this: That a 

_ certain kind of potato, planted at a certain time in the season,, 
upon a certain kind of soil, manured thus and so, cultivated in 
such a manner with just such a season as the last one was, pro- 

| duced potatoes of splendid quality, and at the rate of nearly 
500 bushels per acre. Now, what is this experiment. worth? 
Practically, very littie, because very few, and possibly not a single 
person present, could comply with all the conditions which resulted __ 
in that yield. But suppose that I follow up these experiments 
with that same variety for five years, try them upon different soils
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with different manures, at different times | of planting, etc., and at 

the end of five years, I find that they have been of uniform good 

quality, and that the yield has averaged say 400 bushels per acre, 
I have shown that upon good soil, and with good cultivation, 

they are a profitable potato; but suppose the yield only averages 
100 bushels per acre, I have shown that either they are not a reli- 

able potato, or that, if they are, I don’t know how to raise them, 

Many of your experiments will prove failures to a greater or less | 

extent, and some of them very annoying ones; but youmustbear 
in mind, that when you have made one that is a success, you have 7 

not only ‘benefited yourself, but the whole community in which | 

you live; and it surely will be a pleasure to you to know that 

_ you have been the means of adding to the wealth as well- as the 
~ gomfort of those about you. If it is not, I hope that you will 

mever enter my profession. s+ OE A | 
As I have stated in another place, you will ever find nature true | 

to its kind, and your business is simply to assist her, and -enable 

her to do her best. Hence the command to dress the garden and 
to keep it And whether upon the garden or the farm, when you 
have so done your work that your soil is capable of doing no 

more or no better than it is doing, then you have become a per- | 

fect cultivator. Do you ask me, when will that time come? Not 
in your day, nor in mine. Possibly in the far distant future ; for, 
gentlemen, I have a vast amount of faith in the world’s future; 
not only in that, but in the future of our Northwest, and its read- 
ing, thinking, wide-awake, energetic people —t™” | 

| With these brief hints, I must leave the subject. I have en- 

_-deavored to be plain and practical. I have not intended to hold 

out any visionary inducements to any one to commence the busi- 

‘ness. On the other hand, where there is a reasonable prospect of 
success, I should be sorry to keep any one who had a taste for it 

from going into it, for it isa pleasant life and a pleasant business : 

| to. follow. : You may not, and probably will not, make any great 

show or mark in the world, and when your life’s work is finished, 
no rattling of drums or booming of cannon will proclaim to the 
world that you are being laid in your final resting place, but per- 
haps there will be some poor widow in the company who will say, 

he taught me how to raise good crops in ‘my little garden, and
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__-when they failed, he supplied my wants from his own.” Perhaps _ 
_ some strong man will say, “I was an orphan, poor, ignorant and 

friendless ; he took me and taught me how to labor and how to 
 enitivate, and made mea man, when but for him I should have ~ 
been only a worthless, useless thing, both to myself and to oth- 

__ ers,”. Perhaps kind neighbors will say, as they speak of you, “we 
cultivate our lands better now, and we raise better crops now than | 
we did, or ever should have done, if he had not lived among us.” | 
If these things are so, you will not have lived in vain, and you - 
will not fail of your reward. 

--« HOW CAN FARMING BE MADE ATTRACTIVE TO THE ~ 
| Boas YOUNG? - | | 

- cee. _ BY MRS, HELEN BRETTEL HUNTLEY, APPLETON. | — 

he attractions which any calling presents, are usually the chief 
inducements for selecting it ; either the pleasure it will afford, the 
position it will give, or the amount of money it will secure in the © 
end. But among farmers, there are only'a few, comparatively, who 

| intelligently choose farming as their business, and pursue it in 
such a manner as to make it attractive. A much larger number — 

have accepted it for only the poorest possible reasons; one will 
say his father before him was a farmer, another has no capital to 

INS engage ih other business, another has no education, another no 

trade, others have made up their minds that farmers are about as 

independent as anybody, their living does not cost them anything, 

go they conclude to get a piece of land and go to farming; they 
| work hard early and late, they have few pleasures, their home has 

cos few attractions for themselves or any one else, they will often say 
they are trying to get an honest living, that they must not expect — 
to have many luxuries, that plain fare and strong, durable apparel - 

~ are good enough for farmers, and sothey plod on to the end of life. 
| There aré others who doa better work, and who have higher and
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better aims, but they have not the patience to work and wait; they 
are tolerably successful, but are never quite contented. They- : 

have some misgivings about the calling, it does not give much in- | 
fluence, or they are constantly thinking they might get a living | 
easier some other way, or in some other place, and yet they perse- 
vere, sometimes for years, contending with countless difficulties, | 
and justas the dawn of a better day was approaching, have sold 
out and moved to a milder vlime, or where the soil was more fer- 

tile, or less‘obstructions to the plow or some other fancied advan- 

tage, only to find in middle life, perhaps in old age, that they had 

made the mistake of a lifetime. | 
In no calling is a change of location so injurious as that of 

farming. Many of the improvements on a farm will last a life 
time, some of them much longer, and when these are lost, there 
is a voluntary surrender of all these advantages with a certain | 
knowledge that there must be labor and privation to secure them | 

again, besides the spirit of discontent which has preceded a change | 
of place, and the dissatisfaction which is most sure to come after, 

has infused itself through the whole household. The children 
feel this, if possible, more than the parents, just at the time when 

they should be receiving - the benefits that should come from | 

farming ; they must share in a second edition of hardships, and 

before these can be removed, they have gone out from their home | 

without the example of successful parents, and with the fixed 
determination to seek in scme other pursuit the pleasures they . 

failed to find in their farm life. DORE SSR ee - . 

There is much to be learned from the example of the veteran 
_ farmers of an eastern state, some of whom are now occupying 
farms on which their ancestors lived nearly two hundred years ago. 

we Among most farmers, particularly here in the west, there is a 
time which has been very significantly called “ getting: started,” | 
atime when the profits of the farm must be small; the improve. = 
ments needed are many; the growing family has many wants and _ 

_as one has said, the farmer needs the faith and hope of the Chris- 
tian to aid him in his work. It is just at this period that farming | 

has fewest attractions, that the most and the very best, must be 
made of the situation or there will be no success. If life is what 
we make it—surely farm life is all in the making, if there is any
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| _ pleasure about it, it must be found in the farmer’s home; if 

a any profit, it must come through skillful labor, if any honor. 
the farmer must win it by the successful manner in which he 

: cond ucts his farming, and the constant interest he manifests in 

all that pertains to the advancement of agriculture. He must re- 
member that “men are. not. honored by business or calling, but 

a business and calling are honored by men.” He may make-it de- 
; ‘lightful if he will—he may make it bring pleasure, profit and 

wealth too ; but there must be work | about it, intelligent, earnest 
work. Itisas true to-day as the moment it was first. uttered, 

. # there is no excellence without labor.” The bane of success in 
farming is the shirking of work, the busy idleness In which one 

| may pass. the time brings no benefits, but intelligent, skillfal work 

of hand and brain brings a two fold reward. It may wear upon him 

___ orher who performs it, but it polishes and brightens, and makes one 
7 , better and happier ; lt is the wear and tear of unsuccessful. work, 

that frets and discourages and brings wrinkles to the brow and 

| _ sadness to the spirit. He who thinks most, and works most, will. 

| always see most to be done. The man who simply’plants his corn 

and potatoes, and cares for his one cow, may find in these enough 

to keep him in good working condition. So the woman who can 
only cook the simplest mess, and make the plainest clothing, will 
see much less work to be done, and will require much less than 

her more intelligent neighbor. The same is true of children; the 

more intelligence they have, the more wants they will have, and 
| the more of these, the more work it will be to make them happy © __ 

| and their home attractive. Here again comes this wonderful thing © 

called work, and he who meets it, bravest and best, and does most 
cof it shall stand first, for ’tis ever and always “ the worker alone — 

that has claim to respect.” hee : : 

- There is much said of the hard work to be done upon a farm, 
_. and the poor pay it brings. It is in no way consistent, that an 

occupation so useful, so necessary as. that of farming, and upon | 

which all other occupations must subsist, should not be remuner- 

_ ative; the productions of the farm are everin demand. Mechan- 
ical skill has done wonders in the way of machinery to lighten 

labor and accomplish much work; the press too comes with its 

) aid, suggesting and giving new light on every branch of agricul-
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ture; there certainly must be some element of success wanting in 

farmers, if, with all these helps, there cannot be more than two or 

three per cent, made on the capital invested. “The fault is not in | 

. our store, but in ourselves.” Neither does it seem necessary that = 
there should be so much of hardship and privation as we know 
there isin farm life. There should be some. way that the comfort. | 

and independence which all agree in saying will come to the far- 
mer in the end, should bring with it as it comes more of the pleas- 

~ ures and luxuries of life. That it does not, is an acknowledged a 

fact; writers, speakers and editors, all deplore the want of intel- — 

ligence, refinement and sociability among farmers, and the con- 

" stant tendency among our young men to leave the farm and 

.,engage in other pursuits. When sons and daughters are approach- | , 

ing man and womanhood, and from their infancy have listened to 

-repinings and complaints,and have shared in the hard work of | 

the farm, and have had few of the pleasures and privileges of suciety, =» 

it is too late for parents to imagine how they can make farm- 

ing attractive to their children. It is the mest natural result that — 

_ they should shun an occupation which has not secured to them a 

pleasant home, with means for their.education and a competency 

for industrious parents in their declining years. _ 7 
- For the farmer und his family, there are other pleasures thanthe 

expenditure of money—there is the consciousness that the income 

is at the caprice of no employers, there is the pleasureof producing 

‘something forthe comfort of mankind, and of adding beauty and.. | 
excellence to a portion of the earth. Many do not see that it is 
much to be a stockholder in this beautiful earth, to own a part of 
it; lovely as it is, carpeted with the soft green grass, curtained 

with golden sunlight, furnished with splendid trees and fruitful 

vines and fragrant flowers, it is for the skillfal hand of men to- 

make it more lovely still, to bring from its rich depths all that is | 
excellent for food or beautiful to behold. Itis the one great fault | 

of American farmers that they,so ignore the presence of beauty in. 

_ the arrangement and surrounding of their homes, — They fail — 

to learn that beauty and utility may be everywhere combined with  - 

pleasing and profitable results. A beautiful house is the admira- , 

tion of all who behold it; a delight to itspossessors. = tit 
The farmer who commences the building of home and farm |
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that is not improved, with very little money, very little time, and. — 

_ still less help, has the means at hand of beautifying that homeif 

he will only think so. _ As soon as the farm is purchased, the 
_ work of adorning it should begin, and should ever keep:pace  —_— 

| ~ with the other improvements ; but he must be contented. with a 

small beginning, and not wait until one hundred trees can be set, 

or costly shrubbery purchased, but plant ten trees, or five, or one, 
_ and set the simplest flowers that may be had almost anywhere for 

the asking ; soon be will see a way to purchase other trees, and 
| raise flowers, and he will work easier and better, and accomplish 

more, and be all the happier for doing it. Whatever is done for _ 
| one’s home is ever present to be enjoyed by the whole household, — 

and that which brings most true enjoyment pays best. How to 
| invest labor so that it wiil bring the greatest possible benefits, is 

quite as much of a problem as how to invest money so that it will 
bring the greatest per cent, and one on which the farmer, more> 
than any other man, may study upon long and with profit. There 
must be no waiting for the new house. The Spanish proverb may © 

| be fulfilled: “The new house is builded, and the hearse is at the 
- door.” It is around the simplest cottage that nature’s jewels 

~. should be set. If there is one where flowers are most charming, — 

it is when they are brought to. adorn some humble abode; the 
lowliesi home may have vines to cover it, bright flowers — 

bloom near it, lovely trees shade it, poets sing about it, and 
artists picture it upon canvass; but there is a living reality, — 

| - an ever increasing beauty about it, that no pencil van ever 
| portray. Children will catch the spirit of the loved spot’; they | 

will feel better. and aet better when surrounded with beautiful 

| things. “Fine feelings make fine manners,” says Dr. Holland. 

From these come the refinement: from the culture of the flowers 
- eomes the want for knowledge of the mysteries of their life and 

growth ; books and paper must be read to learn this; from these 

come increased intelligence ; next comes a desire for the society of | 

. ~ those engaged in the same work ; this will cause sociability, and. 

“ from these come pleasures. and improvements in countless ways. 

_. Sons and daughters will become enthusiastic in this delightful ; 

work, and one, as he turns the dark soil beneath his feet, will long 

. to know more of its wonderful properties, and of what it is com-
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posed. Another will see beauty in the rocks and stones, and wish 

to know of their formation, or the fragrant flowers and useful 
: plants will 30 fascinate another that he must learn of their proper- 

ties and use. As the sweet notes of singing birds have inspired oo 
in another, a love for the harmony of sweet sounds and music is 

ever their theme, with what delight should parents behold in . 

their children their longing for knowledge of the beautiful things - 

with which God has filled the earth; and not till then the worn out 

story that there is no time on the farm for reading or studying ; 

that farmers need no education, but teach them that all these priv- 
_ jleges and pleasures are for them; that they must be physically, — 

morally and intellectually fitted to do a successful life work; to 
contend with difficulties, make opportunities, control circumstances _ . 

"and create, as it were, homes and fortunes by the labor of, their NO 

own hands; ever conservative in all that pertains to duty, affection 

and the right; radical and progressive-in all that will make happi- - 

| ness or more beautiful homes, or add excellence or wealth to our | 

country. Children will be interested in farming if parents are. 

They learn much sooner than we think, what value to attach to 

their homes ard its benefits; they prize the information that 

comes in books and papers, such as their parents do; they look. | 

upon all the sources of improvement in agriculture much as do i 

_. the older ones of the household. Boys will talk of farmers’ clubs 

and conventions. Girls will be interested in fairs and festivals, 
and both should share in the several pleasures they create. Just 

as parents estimate all these things and profit by them, just as _ | 
they honor their calling, so will their children soon learn to do. 
We never come so near “seeing ourselves as others see us” as 
when we see our children reproducing in their lives the thoughts, 

_ the principles we have either directly or indirectly taught them. | 
If we have made evident, in the surroundings of our homes, the 

_ desire we have for the development of all that is good and lovely 
in their character, they will grow up to love the beautiful and = 

- pure, and they will seek for it in the works of nature, among her 

‘secrets and her treasures; they will see attractions in farraing that 

ean be found in no other pursuit; they will choose it with delight, | 
and with busy hands will do a better work than we have ever 

done, or with thinking brain will assist others to work outgrander
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| results than we have ever seen.. Slowly, but surely, the useful 
and the beautiful adormments of nature may be brought to the 

| _ home of the farmer, and the reward which years of industry will 

| surely give, may add the embellishments of art, till his home will 
oe become one of culture, of refinement, of taste, and of elegance ; 

surrounded with verdant fields, where countless flocks will turn 

_hisland to gold, with gentle herds resting in coolest’ shade, with 
| broad acres. of waving grain, where reapers ride ‘like ships at. 

-*_- sea,” with splendid trees yielding their delicious fruits, with clus- 

tering vines loaded with their rich treasurés, with busy bees gath- 

ering sweets from fragrant flowers, with Pomona’s pearls and 

_ Flora’s gems to deck his table, the farmer's home may be more 
beautiful to behold, more delightful to possess, than any other 
costly homecanbe =. So | 

- AELP ON THE FARM.” 

a BY MRS. P. TUCKER, APPLETON. - | 

| Man was told that by the sweat of his brow heshould eat bread. 

It might have been added —- for it is no less a fact — that by the 

sweat of somebody's brow the bread should be made which man 

is to eat, and that that brow is woman’s. Intellectually and physi- — 

cally, mankind must either wear out or rust out. Labor is not a 
| curse, but a blessing, and it is nct my object to entertain you with. 

s _ a list of grievances, or a sum of complaints, but to consider with a 

: you how best upon the farm, woman can live so.as to be prepared 

to fill the stations which.she always. has and always will occupy, — 
the mother of our great men, and their wives. a eo oe 

It may be considered something strange, when we all admit. | 

readily that labor isa blessing, and without it civilization would 

- degenerate into barbarism, that we spend the best powers of our 

life trying to avoid it. | We look with. envy upon those who are 

exonerated from its necessity, and have among us those who de-
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spise the laborer for the labor's sake, and from a pedestal of shame - 
and inconsistencies, look down upon honest employment, intel- | 
lectually unfitted as they always are to appreciate either capabili- 
ties or necessities. “Woman's life upon a farm is not always a 

pleasant one. It is too often surrounded with grievous cares, and 
burdens heavy to be borne. We find her at work early and late, 

verifying the old rhyme—that “Man must work from sun to sun, 
‘but woman’s work is never done.” Reviewing her duties, you are 
led to conclude that there is no rest for her this side ot a life some- 

where else, and that her life is as devoid of flowers and ‘as full of 

weeds as a farmer’s garden. I shall not be accused of painting an 
ideal picture of sunshine and song. You will admit that I have 
met you with plain truths plainly told, and to the oft repeated 

4 assertion “well it can’t be helped,” I reply, “yes it can be helped.” | 

Help, help on the farm, indoors as well as out. It is no pleasant 
task to meet the objections which I must here encounter. Money / | 

settles most of life’s questions. Deny it as often as we may, re- | 
sent it as often as we will, we sooner or later succumb to the _ 

almighty dollar. The farmer must have help. The crops must 

be put in atthe proper time. Thecorn must be hoed. The grain | 

cut and harvested. You would not consider that man wise who | 

did not attend to his crops in their season. Improved farming im- | 
plements must be purchased. The present outlay will be abund- 

antly returned by the better facilities with which the work can 

be done. Discretion justifies the investment and it is made, Stock __ 
must be improved, yes, and our model farmer pays $150 for an 
Ayrshire cow. He may hesitate and consider, but at last meets. 

the urgent demand for improvement. In the end, there is money 

to be saved, money to be gained. Aud we patiently toil and wait. | 
- It’s strange that bread should be so dear, and flesh and blood so 

cheap. Does the mind need food? We find in every well regu- — 
lated farmer’s home, little ones dependent upon the mother for 
more than their daily bread. There is that which cannot be esti- a 

‘mated in “gain and loss;” that must gain itsall from the mother’s 
heart, or lose its all from her neglect. And how can sbe, wearied 
with the labor which is only a necessity, gather her children around 
her, and give them the intellectual care, which it is more necessary 
she should give them on a farm than in the town. In every way, |
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the farmer's wife must be more independent. than the lady of the 

city. She is more often and more completely thrown upon her’ 
own resources. Her practical hands must do the work of the 

she be asked to do more? Many farm houses expect to keep 
help through baying and hervesting if the girls are vot grown up 
And they would Keep it through, the fall work if they “could 
only afford it, bit it does cost so much, and there is neighbor 

~ 5 Bbdveye, she: alieys does Her Suck work she. yeor ronnd ; 
and husband thinks we must econcomize, for the taxes are so 
high this year.” Perhaps’ when the bright millenial years shall 

- come, the taxes will not be so high, but till that time, we may expect 
- to meet them every year with our last dollar, 

Help in a farmer’s kitchen is not aluxury that may be dispensed _ 
with at pleasure. Itis a-necessity of the life and happiness of 

— Grery member of the household, But, says one, we ean't get the 
help. Why? Girls do not like to live on farms, there is somuch _ 
to do. Oh, no, I guess not; there need be no more done there 

than in the city. Look over the labor of keeping house in the 

, city; its restraints and meaningless formalities, and compare it 

_ *_ with the farmhouse as it may be, not as it often is, and the most 
es fastidious will admit its claim to comfort. Do not for a moment 

suppose that the farmer is always to blame; quite often the wife 
will tell you the same old, old story of hard times, poor crops, _ 

taxes, etc. Orators have declaimed, and poets sung the beauties of - 

pastoral Ife, and the delicions scents of ripening clover and new 
own hay, the variegated shades of tasseled, waving corn, the 
patient cow, and the. golden balls of yellow butter; but 
truth, which is stranger than fiction, and much more prac- 
tical, shows the other side of this bright picture, and paints — 

| weary limbs and aching heads. — You will hear the farmer’s — 
daughter decidedly saying she will never marry a farmer, no, not 

- ghe, and withacareworn, overworked mother ever before her, she 

ig not likely to change her mind, And the farmer boy, strong, 

able and willing to work his way through life, only waits for his — 
twenty-first birthday, if indeed he waits that long, to emancipate 
him from distasteful toil, and we find him besieging shop doors » 
for a clerkship, mechanic shops for a situation, or if nothing better
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presents itself, driving team in the village streets. There are | 

home adornments, and even luxuries within the reach of the oe 

most humble. With a considerate division and apportionment of — 

labor, and last, though by no means least, a way provided by | 

which rest and recreation can be afforded to the whole family, 

the farm may be what it certainly ought to be, the place on 

earth nearest like that Paradise God placed our first parents in. — 

We have thorns and briers, cold and heat to contend with, but 

we are compensated ‘by this life among the beauties of nature 
seen no where else so grandly and so often; living where we | 

read the hidden mysteries of life and death. Let us grow | 

with the growth of our trees, and enlarge our minds as we | 

broaden our acres. We have thrown upon us by God, the respon- | 

- sibility of bringing up our children in such a manner that they 

- may help in the great vineyard, help the wandering and the - | 

erring, in the pathway that leads to the beautiful gate; help 
tender little feet over rough places; help the ‘strong in their 

strength and the noble in their greatness. 

_ SUNLIGHT IN THE HOUSE. ~ | 7 

, ‘BY 8. L. BOARDMAN, AGRICULTURAL EDITOR MAINE FARMER. . 

This subject is one deserving thought, as it relates directly to 

the health, and therefore to the happiness of the people. | 

It would be interesting to show the changes that take place in = 
the constitution of the blood in consequence of the cutaneous 

~ vessels on the surface of the body not being freely exposed to the - 
oxygenating and life-forming influence of the sun; how, resulting © 

- from this, the fibrine, albumen and red blood-cells become dimin- 
ished in quantity, and the watery portion increased in volume, | 
thus prostrating the vital strength, enfeebling the nervous energy, 

and ultimately inducing organic changes in the structure of the _ 
heart, brain and muscular tissue, bringing on a long train of dis- 

98 | eS oe |
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eases and physical suffering—had we'the space at command in our 

columrs. We can only refer ina brief way, to a few instances 

| showing the necessity of sunlight to bodily vigor, health and lon- 
--- gevity, and that an exclusion of it produces certain sickness and 

death. Our medical treatises and journals are full of cases show- 

ing the results of both these conditions as stated. Humboldt, ia the 

narrative of his voyage to the equinoctial regions, says that ‘both - 

| men and. women of the Chaymas, whoge bodies are constantly 
inured _ to the effect of light, are very muscular, possessing physi- 

cal development remarkably perfect, and that in an observation of 

five years among many thousands of Caribs, Maysias, Mexican and 

Peruvian Indians, he did not find a single case of natural deformity. 

a Sir Janes Wylie, in a report to the Russian Government, stated 

that in one of the barracks at St. Petersburg, three cases of disease 

~ occurred on the dark or shaded side of the building for one on the 

| other, though the apartments in both communicated freely with 
each other, and the discipline, diet_and treatment were in every 

7 respect the same. _ os. : 
| Many cases are on record where patients have in vain been 

treated for diseases baffling medical skill, until they have been re- 

moved from apartments into which the direct sunlight never came, 

to those where the person could be exposed as much as possible 

| to the full light of the sun; and the results following such in- 

stances — some of which have fallen under our own observation, — 

and many of which enter into the experience of every physician 

aye so marked as to be almost miraculous. Dr, Hammond, in — 

his treatise on Hygiene, says; “ The delirium and weakness which ~ 

a are by no means seldom met with in convalescents kept in dark- 

ness, disappear like magic when the rays of the sun are allowed to 

enter the chamber.” Dr. Forbes Winslow, in writing of the sani- 

- tary and physiological influence of light, says: “It is a well as- 

-—gertained fact that many maladies are more susceptible of amelior- 

, ation, if not of cure, provided the light of the sun is freely admit- 

a ted into the rooms or wards where invalids are domiciled.” We . 

a may here mention an instance within our own knowledge. We 

were visiting not long ago in a neighboring city, a family who - 

| live in the north tenement of a double house, into which during 

the longest days of early summer the direct rays of the sun come
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for half an hour in the morning and for the same length of time 

near sunset. This is the only direct sunlight that enters the house. — 

Is it a wonder that in this home the mother has been an invalid 

for years, the father had a fever seven years in succession, some _ 
of the young children have died, and others yet live pale and oS 

feeble? And yet all over the land are north tenements just as 

unfitted to live in, as the one we have mentioned. And aside 
from the cheerfulness and mental quiet — themselves highly con- 

ducive to recovery from sickness — light, (the bright and direct 
rays of the sun,) has a thermic influence upon the mind and body - 

. when prostrated by serious ailments, and acts beneficially by 

chemically purifying the blood of the patient, as well as the at- 
mosphere of the room he occupies. It is only in certain ophthal- 

mic disedses and a small number of other cases, where it is neces- | 

sary for the direct rays of the sun to be excluded from the sick 

room, — moe a | ae po 
The same results that follow from living in dwellings and apart- 

ments so situated that the free admission of the sunlight during the 

forenoon is impossible, also follow from living in one differently | 
located, but too densely shaded by trees. Trees about our houses | 
and in our villages and cities are beautiful objects, affording grate- 

ful shade in summer; and acting as ccnservators of the public 7 

health’; but when they are so numerous as to exclude the rays of - 

the sun from our living and sleeping rooms, they become a posi- | 

tive source of injury and ili health, and should no longer be toler- 

ated. Hundreds of our country dwellings and our houses in 

towns are unsuitable for human beings to live in from the presence 

of too many shade trees, and physicians, in many cases, have or- 

dered them to be cut away, with the same result: that would fol- 

low the changing of patients from a shaded to a well lighted 

room. Even the removal of a few small trees produces wonder- 

ful results. In one instance, the windows of a school-room. at- | 

tached to a hospital for orphans were shaded by a few mulberry 

trees, which after a time were cut away ; and the change for the © 
better, in the physical condition of the patients after their expo- | - 

sure to the unimpeded light of the sun, was: most marked. Nu- 

merous cases of a similar character are on record in our. medical 

annals, from which we could draw largely for purposes of illustra-
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7 tion did we deem it necessary. We are satisfied that in this city and 

_'  imall our cities and towns, are hundreds of houses, either so situ- 

ated orso shaded by trees as to be completely unfitted for human 
: _ habitations, because the sunlight is excluded from living and 

_ sleeping apartments. Is not the matter one which should receive 
attention from municipal authorities and boardsof health? 

oe Now, what shall be done about it? Happily there are few 

_ placesin our state—though in the large cities of this country the | 
same cannot be said—where legislative interference-is needed to 

oe remedy this evil.. Not many years ago, it was computed that in. 

Liverpool between thirty and forty thousand people lived in - 

-- eelilars. +=As a consequence, the health of the working classes be- 

game seriously affected. Legislative measures were adopted for 

the purpose of declaring such habitations illegal, and those ~ 

living in them were ejected by the strong arm of the law. In one 
-_-year nearly five thousand cellars were cleared of twenty thousand ~ 

inhabitants. In the cities of our country, there are multitudes of 

such cases that need as stringent measures for relief, but what 

shall we say of dwellings rated as first class, whicb are little better 

fitted for habitation? We say, abandon the north side tenements 
| into which the sun never sliines; open the south blinds and put. 

back the curtains; let the direct sunlight enter, for at least four . 
hours every day, all the living and sleeping rooms in the ‘house. 

. If it fades the carpets, take them up; better faded earpets than 

faded cheeks. Cut down the trees immediately surrounding the — 
| house, and as you prize good health and the blessings of existence, 

- remove everything that interferes with the complete action of the 

energizing influences of the light and sun. ‘Or in the eloquent 

. language of Sir David Brewster: “If the light of day contributes 

0 the development of the human form, and lends its aid to art 

| and nature in the cure -of disease, it becomes a personal and na- | 

tional duty to construct our dwelling houses, schools, workshops, _— 

: factories, churches, villages, towns and cities upon such principles 

and in such styles of architecture as will allow the life-giving ele- 

‘ment to have the fullest and the freest entrance, and to chase from ~ 
| every crypt, cell and corner, the elements of uncleanness and cor- 

ruption which have a vested interest insdarkness.” ee
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CO-OPERATION AMONG FARMERS—THEIR GRIEV- 

| _ ANCES AND THE REMEDY. 

a ~ Read before the State Agricultural Convention, February, 1873. 7 mo 

BY HON. M. ANDERSON, CROSS PLAINS. — 

There is no class of men in this wide world who would ke bene- 

fited more, or who have such good reasons for being organized and | 

united as the American farmers; particularly those residing at a 7 

great distance from the Atlantic markets. They have been robbed 

of their hard earnings for many years by combinations of al- 

_ most every kind. The much talked of railroad companies are not — 

the only combinations that are robbing them; railroads are very | 

useful institutions. We want more of them. They are goodser- 
- vants but.bad masters. I will name a few of the combinations 

that farmers have a right to complain of First, the railroad com- 

"panies are so organized that they do not compete with each other ; 

but hold secret meetings and agree to parcel ont among them- 

selves the whole of the country traversed by railways, so that 

_ there will be no competition among them in regard to which com- 

pany shall. fleece the people. Of course there is some rivalry 

among them in regard to which of them. shall have the privilege 
_ of performing to them (not to the farmer) that very agreeable du- _ 

ty. I will give an instance of unfair discrimination in which Iam 

somewhat interested. The railroad charges, on live stock from | 

_ Cross Plains to Milwaukee is, $88 per car. The same company - 

~ earries live stock from Monroe to Milwaukee for $20 per car which 

is about the same distance. This is only one among hundreds of == 

_ instances that might be given to illustrate the unfairness of permit- 

ting railroads to regulate freights and-to discriminate against one - 

_ , town or station and in favor of another. _ | 

‘The freight on a car of cattle from Chicago to New York is at 
present $140. That is the minimum, and for all excess of over _ 
80,000 pounds is charged at the rate of 70 cents per 100 pounds. 

The charges on a doubl@deck car ot hogs is $154. I believe that 
hogs could be taken by rail from Chicago to New York for $54
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* per car instead of 154, as now charged, This would give the 

company, from $1,000 to $1,200 per train, or nearly $400 per day, 

but at the present charges, if the train consists of thirty cars of 

| cattle, it would be $4,200 per train from Chicago to New York. 

If the train isrun at the rate of fifteen miles per hour, it would 

| -. take two and one half days to make the trip. But count three 
days, and six men to each train, and count for change of men nine — 

days for each man, of eight hours per day eaeh, which is certainly 

liberal, and their wages would amount to $162. Count coal at 

$188, which would pay for twenty-five tons; allow for wear of 

— cars and road, salary of officers and interest on capital, and you 

have $3,000 left to the company for running a single train from 

Chicago to New York. Can any honest man believe that such 
charges are just, or that the people should submit to, or allow | 

themselves to be robbed in this way? Secondly. Another wrong 

that I think ought not to be submitted to by the farmers, is the 
present price and manner of selling agricultural implements. 

We pay double the actual cost of manufacturing, (allowing law- 

- _ ful interest on the capital invested), for farm machinery. I was 

_ informed by a reliable man who knows whereof he speaks, that 

the actual cost of manufacturing a threshing machine with power, 

| is less than $250. . I believe that the agents are. willing at present 

to accommodate the farmers with one at from $600 to $700. I 

venture to say that the best reaper made in the United States, 

where made in large numbers, costs less than $75 each. One of 

| those very enterprizing reaper gentlemen who holds a special 

| privilege to sell machines, will accommodate you with one of them | 

at $225. The same ratio of extortion, I believe, extends through 
nearly all of the machinery and farm implements that we have to. 

buy. A sewing machine that your wife has to pay $75 for, I am 

| told are put up by the manufacturer, in boxes ready to ship, for — 

oy less than $20 each, OE 
‘The attempt to reduce our currency to a specie basis has al-- - 

-_-yeady made bankrupts of thousands, and, if the present policy is — 

So continued, it will ruin and bring to poverty tens of thousands of © 

| _ farmers in the west, who contracted debts when money was plenty 

and prices were high, by reason of the difference in value between. 

- greenbacks and gold. If gold was now at a premium of from 60
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to 80. cents on the dollar, wheat would be worth 50 cents per | 

bushel more than at present; pork would sell for two dollars per | 

100 pounds higher, and every product of the farm would be in- 7 

creased in price in the same ratio. That is not all. The benefit | 

would be very. great to the debtor, enabling him to sell his lands 

more readily, and for a much higher price than at present. | | 

What is the remedy for all these wrongs? That is the question 

that the farmers of Illinois have been trying to solve in the large 

convention that has been held lately in that state. Various reme- 

dies were proposed, and discussed with much ability by some of 

the leading men and farmers of that state. and, as might be ex: | 

pected, with much diversity of opinion. I have mentioned the | 

railroads, the price of and manner of selling agricultural imple- 

ments, and the attempt to force our currency down to a specie 

basis. I will now give what I conceive to be the best remedy for 

theseevils OI 

Ist. I would have Uncle Sam take the money that is proposed 

to be used in buying the telegraph lines, aad, if necessary, ‘the 

money that is proposed to be given agricultural colleges, and if 

need be, a portion of the land proposed to be given to soldiers, 

and build a double-track railroad from New York to Chicago, for ; 

freight alone. I would have such road built and operated by the | 

government, and have freights reduced to what would be neces- 

sary to pay expenses of operating the road and keeping itin repair. _ 

I would also favor improvement of the water communications to. 

the seaboard, either by the St. Lawrence river or the Erie Canal. 

- But we should unite all our strength in favor of one improvement | 

first. I believe that such a railroad would be of far more benefit 

- to the west than any improvement of the St Lawrence river, or 

Erie Canal, as they are frozen up from five to six months each : 

year, and at the time of year when the farmer in the northwest | 

_ desires to market his produce. A double-track railroad, with 

_ gteel rails, could be built by the government cheaper than by a - 

company. They would be able to pay cash for labor and iron, | 

and other materials. It has plenty of engineers, that at present 

have: but little to do, that could be employed in surveying and 

locating such a road. There would be no watered stock to the 

amount of $79,000 per mile, for the shipper to pay interest on, as
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oe at present, besides interest on bonds that were sold ata heavy dis 

| - count, This is one of the reasons that railroad freights are SO 

high. If railroads were built for cash and no bonds sold for less 
than par, they could carry freight on the main lines between the | 

_ west and east, aud pay good interest on the capital invested, and 
charge one-half ‘less freight than they now do. SARE | 

| The legislature of 1872 ought to be censured by the farmers, 

for not enacting appropriate laws for the organization of a board 
| of railroad commissioners, with power to inquire into all com- 

plaints and abuses, as recommended by Governor Washburn. — 
The farmers of Wisconsin, I think, will find that we have a Gov- 

__ ernor who will do us justice, by executing all just and constitu- 
tional laws that our legislature may enact, to protect the people 

against combinations and monopolies. We must elect men to our 

legislature who will represent their own, by representing our in- 
terests. For many years nearly all of our state and national leg- 

we islation has been in favor of monopolies and capitalists, and so 

| long as the farmers received good prices for their products, they 

os paid but little attention to what laws were made. But when times 

| changed, so that their crops would not pay for the cost of produc- 

"tion, without paying interest on their farms and machinery, and — 
--- when their farms could not be sold for much more than half their 

former value, then they began to inquire what was the cause. 

‘They are now organizing all over the west, and-by the tone of — 

- their speeches, and resolutions ‘passed in the conventions lately 

| held in Illinois, we can see that the farmers are at last aroused to. 

a sense of. their danger. - We should organize in Wisconsin, as 

_ they are doing in Illinois, and call upon ‘the farmers in every 
a -- gounty in our state, to hold conventions and appoint delegates to 

state conventions, to be held for the purpose of devising some way 
| to remedy the existing wrongs that the farmers are suffering. I 

am well aware that there are many men who will say that the 

| farmers cannot unite and organize as other classes of men- do, 

This is the great hope of those who are opposed to farmers co-op- 
ss erating for self defense. I will acknowledge that farmers are very 

‘glow to see how they can be benefited by co-operation; and being 

scattered over a vast extent of country, it is difficult to bring 

| them together and unite them fora common purpose. But this
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can and must be done by organizing and establishing erangesand 

clubs in every town in the state: 2d. We should buy our farm = 
implements and machinery as far as possible, direct from the man- 

ufacturers, either through farmers’ clubs, granges or county agri- 

cultural societies, For instance, if the Dane County Society 

would amend their constitution, so as to make it the duty of the a 

secretary and treasurer to order all machinery and farm imple- 

ments that the members of the society require, direct from the 

manufacturers, or other parties that would agree to sell atthe same -  ~ 

price they do to special agents, a great saving might be made. 

The fee to the officers of the society for such work, would be - 

trifling. The larger the organization, the more influence will its 

officers have with manufacturers in making purchases at reduced 

_ prices. — PER aS pa | co 

+ Tam willing to pay fair prices for all farm implements; but 7 | 

am not willing to pay special agents from 50 to 100 ‘per cent. more | : 

than the article costs at the factory. A special agent bargains 

with the manufacturer to have exclusive control of the sale of any ) 

article in certain localities. He operates by charging such prices | 

as he chooses, and you are compelled not only to buy of him, but 

to pay nearly double what the article cost. Those special agents get. 

hold of the most popular machines, and you cannot buy them of : 

the manufacturer at any price. He will refer you to his special | . 

agent. Special agencies’are monopolies that give one man the 

power to extort from others who desire to buy of them. How 
would the citizens of Dane county feel if one man had the special 
agency for the sale of all the clothing in the county, or of all the 

boots and shoes, or the tea and coffee, or the hardware, and they | 
were compelled to purchase, if at all, at prices they chose to exact. 

- Local agents are not objectionable; they are useful and con- | 

| venient where their charges are moderate. There should be no. 

special agents. Local agents frequently accommodate farmers | 

with time contracts, upon which the farmer expects to pay higher 

prices and interest. If farmers would pay cash for what they buy,  - | 

I think there would be no difficulty in making arrangements with 

| mannfacturers, at reduced prices, for all the farm implements de- 

sired. ‘Chere was a convention held in Cleveland, Ohio, a short 
time ago, of manufacturers of reapers and mowers, and one of the
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_ resolutions they passed was, to punish severely the cutting under } 

in prices. A thorough organization: of farmers should exist in 

every town and county in the state for self defense. — Those orga- 

nizations ought to have not only town and county, but state and 

national existence. The national society could give the local so- 

- cieties such information as the farmers most need ; such as in- 

| | forming them of the crop prospects, not only in this, but also in | 

foreign countries; and what crops would be most likely to pay 

» best the ensuing year. For instance, a, failure of the winter wheat 

crop, by reason of being winter killed, could be made known to 

all the local societies in the northwest, where spring wheat is 

most grown. Again, we could have the experience of others in 

growing new varieties of grain, or other crops, newly introduced 

machinery and implements. Humbugs could be exposed in time _ 

to prevent the members of the society from being swindled. In. 

a a word, we could protect ourselves against all combinations 

So far as I know, I believe the Patrons of Husbandry the best 

Oe organization ever gotten. up for this purpose. I understand that 

- it is a social organization, where farmers, their wives and daugh- 

ters, can meet together, and by the use of the secret ballot exclude 

| evil disposed and unworthy persons, Any organization that will 

. accomplish the reforms which the farmers need, must have not — 

only social, but state and national organizations. Lo 

. ‘These questions must be discussed until ‘the people are ready 

to demand of their law-makers to respect the farmer's interests. 

The questions that should be asked of candidates who wish to © 

represent us in the state or national legislatures should. not be as 

~ heretofore, about reconstraction or civil service reform, but, what 

are your views upon cheap transportation to the seaboard? What 

will you do to relieve the stringency in the money market ? 

What measures will you advocate to relieve the people from the 

' monopolies that are robbing them of their hard earnings ?. The 

oe farmers should unite and propound such questions to everycandi- 

--. date who wishes to represent the dear people in the halls of legis- 

- Jation, and should have their unequivocal answers to these ques- 

| tions, or withhold their votes from them. Just so soon as the 

cee politicians find that the farmers are united, irrespective of parties, 

and that, through their organization, they are strong enough to—
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defeat those who will not pledge themselves to such reforms, they 
_ will all declare, as with one voice, gentlemen, we are with you, 

and at your service. LO ak , | | 

| ~-EDUCATION FOR THE FARMER, 

ca ~ ‘Read pefore the State Agricultural Convention in February, 1873. 

--«-BY T. H. EATON, MONROE. ee 

It should be the laudable ambition of every one to elevate the | 

standard of the calling in which he is engaged. There are certain 
callings, or professions 1f you please, that always have been con- | 
sidered more honorable than others. I propose in this paper to | | 

notice a few of those occupations that have been considered in — 

and. of themselves honorable, and to ascertain, if I may be so 

fortunate, the foundation upon which the honor has been con- 

structed, and if I shall succeed in doing so, I will attempt to draw 

a practical lesson for those who are engaged in cultivating the soil. _ 

In the first place, we learn that the care of the sick, was in the 

early stages of man’s existence, entrusted to the most menial of 

God’s creatures ; that to be assigned to the healing art, was as much 

of a reproach as it was to compel an ancient Isrealite to feed swine. 

But by association and education, the healing art was soon made, 

(although attended with more toil, danger and hardship than any 

other calling that mankind‘ had engaged in,) one of the most — 
honorable occupations known to mankind. By the institu- 

tion of colleges and the’ conferring of honorary titles; by the — | | 

- marks of respect shown by the graduates of one institution, for 

those of another ; by the utter contempt of all for ignorant pre- 

tenders, the M.D. is justly entitled to be called a member of one ) 
of the learned professions. The member of the legal profession — | 
too, I believe, has earned his title to honorable, by his perseverance | 

in learning and literature. At the time that the law became a 

special calling for man, it was customary for a young man to enter
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the office of a- barrister, serve an apprenticeship of seven years, 

' assist in the work of the office and learn his trade similar 
| in manner as the carpenter and blavksmith learned theirs: there — 

were few books, if any, on the subject of the law, ahd precedents 
had to be established and held in the memory for use as occasion 

7 demanded them. The law writers that lived before the days of | 
- Littleton and Lord Coke must have been of little account. But 

by acquiring a good education, the foundation upon which to build 
- their legal lore was laid, and by making themselves masters of all the 
____ s¢iences, they became a power in the land to which all others were 

+ compelled to pay tribute. But as I see some legal gentlemen 

| present, perhaps I had better take care how I talk about the legal 

profession. a ee - : 
We might say the same by the clergy; they started in the first 

_ place, a few poor, illiterate fishermen, and notwithstanding the hue 

| and cry that has been raised by an ignorant rabble against an ed- 
| | ucated ministry, see the exalted position they occupy to-day, 

and all because of the high order of their intellectual attainments. 

_ Now, these things being true, what shall we say of the farmer? In 

| the first place we would advocate the necessity for higher intelli- 

gence, in order to secure a proper cultivation of the soil. In the 

| next place, we would advise a higher standard of education for 

, the teachers of our common schools. It would, in my judgment, — 

- ‘be well to have two commissioners of education appointed in each 

- county, whose duty it should be to assist the county superintend- 

7 ent in the examination and licensing of teachers. Let them be 

| appointed by the judge of the circuit court, so astoremove;them _ 

— as far as possible, from all political influence. I would enforce — 
- compulsory attendance on the public schools, by proper legislative 

| enactment, unless it was shown to the proper authorities that the 

| pupil had attended a private school of a standing equal with the ; 

| public school, for the time specified by law. I would have estab- 

_._. lished in each township containing a given number of inhabitants, — 
a union school district, centrally located, with a high school de- _ 

| partment, and would cause to be erected at the expense of the 

| ~ town, and within convenient distance of the school building, 

a stabling, sufficient so that all who desired could come with teams 

| and be properly accommodated ; for in these days of railroads, ,
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farmers have little or no use for their horses during -the winter 7 

months, and it would be as well to use them in conveying their | . 

children to and from school, as to keep them idle at home. 
| I would have the school building at the center of thetown, and St” 

furnished with the necessary apparatus for analyzing the soil, or for 
making any chemical analysis that would be of use in farm hus: 
bandry. In all towns having a maximum taxable valuation, I 
would have a small portion of land owned by the town in conve- 

nient proximity to the center or high school building, which ~ | 
should be used foran experimental farm and garden. I believe, 

with Thomas Paine, that “ every thought that was ever uttered by 

the ancients, that is worthy of our consideration, has been long | | 

since translated into the English language;” I would therefore 
have no time spent in the study of the dead languages, neither — 

~ would I have so much time devoted to the higher branches of | 
mathematics as is usually spent in the high schools, but instead, T | 

would have a thorough course in geology, mineralogy, botany, | 

chemistry and political economy. I wouldalso have each student | 

understand at least so much of the civil law as to be acquainted 
with the rights of persons and things; I would, if possible, drive | 

the legal profession into higher fields of attainment. for a liveli- 

- hood. It is a sad fact that many a good farmer, for the want of a 

knowledge of the rights of persons and things, has spent the earn- 

_ ings of a lifetime getting some one else to define them for him. I | 

~ would also have every one so well instructed in physiology and 

the laws of health, that the doctor would be compelled. to confine 

himself to a purely mechanical branch of his profession. ‘As to 

the clergy, I would give them larger pay and a wider field of  - 

labor. I would make theirs and the schoolmasters, the most 

lucrative callings in the land, thus drawing the best talent we have | 
into the channels of teaching. wo aes 

_ I would consider it of as great importance for a farmer to have 
a good library of well selected books as itis for him to have the’. 

7 necessary tools and implements to cultivate the farm. ‘If thereis ) 

a newspaper published in the county, the farmer should subscribe 
«for it, read and pay for it in advance. He should also take the | 

best conducted religious journal that he can find published by the © 

society in which he is a believer. Every farmer living in the
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_. States of Wisconsin, Iowa and Minnesota should take the “ West- 

ern Farmer,” not because it is published at our State Capital, but | 

because it is fillad with valuable information that comes within 
the needs and wants of every farmer living in the northwest, and | 

because it is conducted with great. energy and ability. ceo eg ah Os 

| It may be asked, where is the money to come from to do all | 

___ these things? In answer, let. me say there is time enough spent | 

in waiting for the signs of the moon to get right, and loss enough 

sustained by doing things out of their proper season, to pay for all 

: these things; and further, money in the pocket is of small ac- 

 - gount compared with knowledge in the head. » OY ss 

‘If farmers would become intelligent after the manner above in- 

dicated, they would become a power in the land. We should hear 

no more complaint of the middle men affixing the value to the 

| farmers’ products, and at the same time making the price of the ° 

articles the farmer has to purchase. The Hon. Levi Woodbury, in — 

| the year 1844, while discussing the tariff question in the U.S. | 
Senate, estimated that the cultivators of the soil were, at that time, 

| nine out of every eleven of the population of the United States. 

: The estimate was doubtless far too-large, but they are largely in 

the majority in the United States, and they are so distributed that — 

they could, if they had the intelligence to back up their numbers, 

| control the legislation, the commerce and manufactures of the _ 

| country ; and yet with all their numerical strength, they were 

found to be utterly powerless to retain the pitiful duty of ten per 

| cent. on wool when twenty intelligent manufacturers asked for its 
reduction. | Ee OD | eta ee, 

--_Tn the remarks that I am now about to make, I take the pre-— 

7 caution to except the twenty or thirty honorable members that 

, ; represent the farming interest in this capital at this time, as well 

as the gentlemen that have added brilliancy to the history of the 

RS past from my own county. — The general rule of electing farmers 

~ to office, especially legislative offices, is after this manner. The 

| politicians of a given locality, having a large number of axes to 

| grind, put their heads together and select one of the most obscure 

- Individuals they can find living on a farm, and put him in nomi, 

| nation ; then the editor and the men of brains in the county. go 

| to work and make him believe that he is the greatest statesman in
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all the land, and at the same time make the farmers believe that 

they are runuing the concern. Of course, these politicians ask | 

‘the passage of a few laws in their special interest, which the — | 

jarmer statesman is in duty bound to vote for. The balance of 
the business is transacted by those owning the brains of the con- 

cern, in the interest of the dear people. | 

If the farmer possessed a greater degree of intelligence, he 

would be able to produce a larger amount of produce from a less 
“quantity of land than he now does; he would be able also to know 

what kinds of products’ would be in the greatest demand and 

would reward him best for his labor; le would know what season | 
of the year was best to dispose of his surplus products, and in 
what shape to dispose of them. The habits that he would ac- 
“quire in his higher order of ed ucation would, enable himtodo 

- everything in the right time and in the best manner, thus giving 

him a greater reward for the time engaged, and at the same time . 

affording him a greater amount of leisure to enjoy the fruits ofhis 
doings. | a | | | 7 

I would advocate this system of thorough home education, be- 

cause having spent my entire life on the frontier, where it was a a 

necessity for parents who wished to give their children a good ed- 

| ucation to send them out from under the paternal roof, at that pe- | 

-riod in life when they were in the most need of parental guidance, 

and when the mind was the easiest allured from the paths of ree- 

titude. I have observed the evils which attend. an education 

abroad. From my own observation of those who have been liberally 

educated, nine out of every ten have proved a total wreck, in con-. 

' sequence of habits formed while at college, separated from .the 

moral and social influences of home. If we cannot accomplish 

all these things, let us labor in the right direction, doing what we 

can, so that ithe farming interest and the world at large may be 

better for our having lived in it. eRe ek OR
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| | REPORT OF PROF. W. W. DANTIELLS, — | 

TO THE BOARD OF REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN. 

. Experiments upon the University Experimental Farm for the 

| year ending October 31, 1872, together with the Meteorological 
_ Observations taken at the University. we - 

| ss CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SEASONS =” 

_, ‘The success of operations in the various departments of agri- — 
culture, and especially the success attending the completion of a 

system of farm experiments, are so directly dependent upon the 

x - climatic conditions of the season, that I have thought best to pre- 

f face this report with some of the characteristics of the past year. — 
C The fall of 1871 was unusually dry, there being but twelve days 

from September 1st to November 380th, upon which either rain or 

‘snow fell. This want of rain rendered the usual amount of fall . 

plowing impossible. On this account, farmers were not as well 

"prepared as usual for early sowing their spring crops. The winter 

- months were steadily cold and dry, the average temperature for 

the three months being 16° 6’, and the entire amount of rain (with 
+ melted snow,) was but 2.75 inches. Sleighing continued with- — 

| | out intermission, from November 28th to March Ist. dn the open | 

| - field, March 1st, the ground was frozen toa depth of only eighteen 
| ‘inches. The protection furnished to winter wheat by the snow, 

| was very favorable to that crop, and doubtless accounted largely © 

-_. for the excellent yield throughout the state, the past harvest. The — 

spring was late and cold. Upona naturally dry soil on the Uni- 

-_-versity Farm, it was impossible to sow grain before April 30th. 

| ~ Throughout the state, spring wheat, barley and oats were sown
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unusually late. Corn was generally planted in good season ; but 

the small amount of rain-fall during the fall and winter following So 

the dry summer of 1871, left the soil in poor condition to with- 

‘stand the drought which began nearly as soon as crops were plant- Ds 

ed, and continued until September 22d. This drought, although 

quite general throughout the state, seemed to be more severe upon | 

a territory having its centre near Madison, with a radius of about 

fifteen miles a pei | so 

My journal during the summer is composed mostly of such 

entries as the following: “July 1st, very dry.” “July 18th, SO 

crops suffering badly from drouth. Oats, barley and spring wheat 

much worse on account of late sowing. Potato-oats will be an 

entire failure.” “July 17th, still drier. Corn badly rolled. Beet- 

tops lie flat upon the ground,” etc. The light grain and small | 

yield of our crops are a sufficient comment upon the serious effect | 

of this long, dry period. BE mo Oe - | 

Dr. L A. Lapham has kindly farnished me with the rain-fall at = 
Milwaukee, as recorded by the U.S. Signal Service. The follow- 

ing table gives the amounts of each month from May to August | 

inclusive, for Milwaukee and Madison: a 

| : So oe ] May. June. July. soc Total. 

OG ee ee | Inches. | Inches. | Inches. re 

Milwaukee ...ccccccecseceseeel 8.11 | 8.67 | 2.05 | 1.89 | 10.79 
Madison........ccecceceseccees| 2.88 | 2.440] 2.26] 2:24 ) 8.97 | 

_ Milwaukee recived nearly one-fourth more rain during these 

months than fell at Madison. | | 

_ More than six-tenths of all the winds observed at this point for | 
the past four years, come from the southwest, west, northwest and lt 

— north. ~ From all these directions, the wind must pass for a great | 

distance over regions comparatively dry, and as has been shown | 
by the U. S Signal Service, winds even reach us ‘that have passed 

over the vast mountain ranges west of the plains. All such winds | 

must necessarily come to us as dry winds. In my opinion, we 
~ must expect the climate of our state to be dry. From its location, 

oo a i .
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| and the nature of the surface of the country from which we re- 
— ceive our winds, droughts will prevail frequentiy. It is then a — 

| question of importance how to till our lands that the evil effects 
— of these dry periods may be averted. That this may be done, I 

| am confident. The remedy lies ina better system of farming. 
_ Deep and rich soils are less seriously affected by long dry periods. — 

So In deeper and more thorough tillage, in keeping the soil more fer- _ 
tile by ajudicious rotation of crops, and by a more frequent ap- 

_ plication of manures, will be found a general remedy for thedry ~*~ 
summers so frequent in this state tS ee 

a  EXPBRIMENTS, 

—— WinterWheak Oo 

| Fultz Winter Wheat—A. new variety of winter wheat originated 

by Abram Fultz, of Pennsylvania, and distributed by the Depart- 

: ment of Agriculture at Washington in 1871. One and three- — 

| fourths bushels, weighing 60 lbs. per bushel (sample 15), were ~ 
sown September 18th, upon 1 acre and 25 square rods of land. 

| Soil was light clay loam, upon which wheat .had been grown the 

| - previous year, and was plowed toa depth of 7 inches. The soil 
at the time of sowing was very dry, so that a portion of the seed 

_ did not germinate until after the rain of October 10th, December _ 
, 5th, one-balf of the plat was mulched with stable manure, upon _ 

: six. inches of snow. - May 1st, the wheat generally looked. well. 

7 “A few places having each an area of 10 to 20 square feet were 
entirely dead. As these places were confined to the heaviest 

— mulched portion, the killing was attributed to too heavy mulch- | 

| ing. Harvested July 10th to 12th. Weight of straw and grain - 
(taken when drawn from the field), 7,105 lbs. “Weight of grain, 

2,8463 lbs. Per centage of grain to weight of straw aud grain, 88. 

One bushel weighs 61 Ibs. Yield per aere, 33.5 bushels. One 
| pound seed yields 224 lbs. This is a bald variety of wheat, hav-_ 

ing a stiff, strong straw, that this year was clean and bright with a 
slightly brownish red color, extending below the head a few inches. _ 

_ - The grain is light red in color, the berry short and plump. The 
color of the grain raised is slightly darker than that of the seed | 

sown. Scattering heads of what appeared as two distinct bearded
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varieties were taken out while the grain was standing. The grain 7 

from these bearded heads was kept separate from the bald, . 
although the yield of both varieties is included in the above = 
‘results. A portion of the ground upon which this grain was 7 
grown was protected by a belt of timber upon the west side, but 
at no time in its growth, could difference be detected between the 
protected and unprotected portions. The unmulched portion, 

although not weighed separately, was fully as good as that which 

was mulched. : oe - BS 

_ So far as one year’s experience can assure the success of a new 
_-variety of grain in this climate, is the success of the Fultz winter 
wheat assured for Wisconsin. By its side, and with. equally fa- 

- yorable conditions, were sown the White Winter Touzelle, Red 
- Winter Saissette and Treadwell varieties, which all winter killed 

go entirely that the land was sown to other crops. The killing | 

was doubtless done by the thawing and freezing of early spring, 
as the ground was well covered with snow during the winter. 
But the Fultz was subjected to the influences that destroyed the | 

other varieties, and yet succeeded well. On this account, I have 

great faith that it will prove valuable as a hardy variety of winter 

wheat in thisstate 2. | : | 

White Winter Towselle Wheat.—The seed of this variety was 
first furnished us by the Government Department of Agriculture 

in 1869. It has a large berry, and is a very white wheat as grown 

in France, from which country the seed was brought. In 1869, 
the crop was winter killed entirely. It was again sown in 1870, — 
and mulched at the rate of twenty loads of coarse litter to the 

acre, and yielded 23.88 bushels per acre, the grain weighing 593-4 | 

lbs. to the bushel. It was again sown in the fall of 1871, and 
again winter killed entirely. We are again trying it upon a. a 
small plat, but I have little hesitation in saying that it is not suf. - 
ficiently hardy to prove worthy of general cultivation in this state. 

Red Winter Saissette Wheat—The seed of this wheat wasalso 
| furnished by the, Department of Agriculture. _ It was first sown | 

upon the University farm in 1870, The crop was that year pro- 
tected by a heavy mulching, and as stated in my report of last 

year, yielded 22 bushels per-acre. It was again sown. last year,
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7 and killed entirely. Is is a French variety, and not sufficiently 

hardy forourclimate = 

———— Dreadwell Winter Wheat. —This variety, so well knownasa 

” Wetuabte and hssdy arloty in Michigad, wan 4o64 bbb. api the 
| University Farm in 1869, upon land partially protected by a belt 

| of timber from the west winds. One-half the ground was mulched, 
| the remaining half unmulched. The mulched portion yielded — 

: eleven ‘bushels per acre, the unmulched six and one-half bushels, 

| being badly winter killed where not thoroughly protected. In our 

| trial of this variety the past year, it again winter killed so entirely 
as to show that it is not sufficiently hardy for cultivation here. In 

the Baraboo valley, and in some other timbered portions of the 
_ state, these varieties might possibly prove sufficiently hardy. But 

for all localities where the conditions of soil and climate are similar 
- to those of Dane “county, our experience with White Winter 

- Touzelle, Red Winter Saissette and Treadwell varieties for three 
eats will warrant the statement that they are too tender to with: 

| ‘stand the severity of our winters. 
There are now in cultivation upon the University Farm, the 

“ following varieties of winter wheat: “Fultz.” A bearded variety 

selected from “Fultz.” “Tappahannock.” “ Arnold’s Hybrid, 
No. 9,” “ White Winter Touzelle,” and “Diehl.” | 

- ; Spring Whats | 

| To test the value of different amounts of seeds to the acre, 
eight adjacent plats of + acre each, were cown April 30th, to 

| - ‘Mammoth Red Spring Wheat, raised upon the University Farm 
jn 1871, as follows: ge aiken 

De Plat 1. One bushel seed to the acre, 8 qts., 15 1bs. Harvested 

| July 26th. Weight of straw and grain, 988 lbs. Weight of grain 
So 200 1-2 lbs. Weight of one bushel, 54 lbs. Yield per acre, 

| 181-8 bushels. Percentage of grain to weight of straw and grain, 
| 21.37. One pound seed yields 181-31bs 8 8 

ae Plat 2. One and one-fourth bushels seed to the acre. Harvested _ 
oS July 25th. Weight of straw and grain, 1,084 lbs. Weight of 

grain, 234 Ibs. Weight of one bushel, 56 Ibs. Yield per acre, 
16 1-5 bushels. Percentage of grain to weight of straw and grain, 

oo 92.41. One pound seed yields 12.96 ]bs
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Plat 8. One and one-half bushels of seed to the acre. Har- - 

vested July 25th. Weight of straw and grain, 822 lbs. Weight 

of grain, 201 8-4 lbs. One bushel weighs 561-2lbs. Yieldper 
acre, 18.45 bushels. Percentage of grain to weight of straw and 

grain 24.54. One pound of seed yields 8.96 lbs. | 
_Plat 4. One and three-fourths bushels of seed to the acre 

Harvested July 25th. Weight of straw and grain, 704 lbs. 

Weight of grain, 190 1-2 lbs) One bushel weighs 56 1-2 Ibs. - 
Yield per acre 12.7 bushels. Percentage of grain to‘weight of | 

straw and grain, 27, One pound of seed, yields 7 1-4 Ibs. rae 

- Plat 5. Two bushels of seed to theacre. Haxvested July 25th. 
- Weight of straw and grain, 790. pounds. Weight of grain, 218 1-4 
pounds. One bushel weighs 571-2 pounds. Yield per acre, | 
14.55 bushels. Percentage of grain to weight of straw and grain, 

27.6. One pound of seed yields 7 1-4 pounds. a a - 

Plat 6. Two and one-fourth bushels of seed to the acre. Har- - _ 
_ _ vested July 25th. Weight of straw and grain, 670 pounds. 

Weight of grain 174 pounds. One bushel weighs 58 pounds. 
Percentage of grain to weight of straw and grain, 25.97. One 

pound of seed yields 5 1-6 pounds. Yield per acre, 11.6 bushels. 
_ Plat 7. Two and one-half bushels seed to the acre. Harvested 

July 25. Weight of straw and grain, 728 pounds. Weight of © 

grain, 2161-4pounds. One bushel weighs 59 1-2 pounds. Yield 

per aere, 14.4 bushels. | Percentage of grain to weight of straw 
and grain, 29.7. One pound seed yields5 84 pound, 

‘Plat 8 Two and three-fourths bushels of seed to the acre, 

- Harvested July 25th. Weight of straw and grain, 750 pounds. ~ | 

_ Weight of grain, 238 pounds. One bushel weighs 59 1-2 pounds. 

Yield per acre, 15 7-8 bushels. Percentage of grain to weight of 

straw and grain, 81.78. One pound seed yields 53-4 pounds —
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es The following table shows the results of this experiment for the. 
years 1871 and 1872: PORE hd Ave es : 

BP Feghgetaser | Mentor [aus per] sigaypr apa ret 
23 | iti | 1s72 | 1871 | isv2 j1s71 sve | isvi | 1g72 | tert | 1972 

oe Tbs. | Ibs. | Us. | A ibs. | bush. | busty] = | 
| £20.) 820].......] 263 |......] 602 |...) 17.58 L....f Be fee 

1 ...s} 899} 938 | 9972 | 2008 | 602 | 54 | 19:88.) 13.83 | 33 | et.37 
. 1g ....) 1,146 | 1,084 | 3328 | 248° | 60 | 56 | 22.18, 16.20] 29 | 22.41 

1; ....| 1,840! 822 | 8964 | 203 | 601 | 562 | 26.16 | 13.45 | 29 | 24.54 
| 12 ....1 1/330 | 704 | 3752 | 1908 | 60° | 564 | 24.75 | 19.7 | 98 3 

2 ....{ 1,412 | 790 | 4554 | 2181 | 602 (574 | 30.881 14.5 | 82 | 27.6 | 2b de! 670 |......] 174 da. BS |...e..-| 11.6 [..----| 26 
' Ry cecelesceeee] T28 [......] 2162 1.0...) 592 eee IAA fee... | 29.7 | 

| 33 a 750 at : if ge Es 31.5 

__ By reference to this table it will be seen that in 1871, the yield 
- _ per acre increased (except plat 5, which was more badly laid than 

| the other plats), as the seed was increased from three-fourths to 

| two bushels per acre, while the yield in 1872 seems to bear no 

relation to the amount of seed sown. The maximum yield is | 
| given by one and one-fourth bushels of seed ; next the maximum 

by two and three-fourths bushels, and the minimum by two and 

one-fourth bushels to the acre. No reason can be given for this 

want of uniformity in the results, unless it may be attributed to 

the severe drought of the past summer. Nor is itplainwhy each 
 - plat should not have been affected alike, as they lay adjacent and 
nearly upon the same level. | Ds ue BA eee the eager 

The Department of Agriculture at Washington sent to the 

+ University one bushel of Mammoth Red spring: wheat, grown in — 
po Illinois. This wheat was sown by the side of plats 5and6,in) 

the: above experiment, to test the value of seed | brought from 

- another locality. One bushel of seed weighed 56 lbs. Sample 

3 16. Sown May Ist; harvested July 26th. Weight of strawand 

grain, 1,276 lbs) Weight of grain, 230 1-2 lbs. One bushel _ 

weighs 56 1-2 Ibs.) Yield per acre, 10.68 bushels. Percentage of _ 

7 grain to weight of straw and grain, 25.12. One pound of seed 

| yields 5.7 lbs. > ee PON ald, a :
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Plat 5, im the experiment with the different amount of seed to 
the acre, has alll its conditions the same as this experiment, except - 
that it was sown one day earlier, and the seed wasfrom wheat that  _— 

had been raised for several years in succession in this vicinity, and | 

for three years upon this farm. The results upon equal areas are 

asfollows: - | 

a . en t| Tretahi Weight | Yield amt ee a ee 
| | pe Grain. 

Eee “ co Lbs. | Lbs. |- Lbs. Bush. | a 

‘In Ilinois.......:...] 1,976 | 920% | 56% | 10.68 | 25.12 | 
- Upon University Farm| 1,582 > 43646 (8 14.5 27.6 | | 

| The grain grown from the Illinois seed appears slightly darker v3 

than that from seed’ raised at home. tekst A . 

| White Australian Spring Wheat.— A sample of this variety was 

received from the Commissioner of Agriculture in 1871, from | 
which a few quarts were raised. Four quarts of seed were also. 

received from the same source in 1872. The seed distributed by | 
the Commissioner was grown in Oregon from seed imported from a 

_ Australia. Itis a very white wheat with a short, plump berry. — 
- The wheat raised here in 1871 was darker and notas plump asthe 
seed sown. One-eighth of an acre was sown each to seed raised 
upon the University Farm in 1871, and to that directly from 

_ Oregon, May 2, 1872. The severe drouth ruined both plats, the 
_ former yielding 411bs. and the latter 11lbs. of badly shrunken 

grain. Judging from -our limited experience with this variety, it . 

will hardly prove valuable ina climate subject to ay great ex- se 

tremes as that of Wisconsin. EE 

, April Spring Wheat:—Seed imported from Scotland by Alex. 
Findlay, Esq., of Madison. A dark red, wheat, weighing’ sixty. 
pounds to the bushel. Sample 19. One eighth of an acre was 
sown May 8th, with 1 peck of seed. Harvested J uly 26th. Weight 

of straw and grain, 298 pounds. Weight of grain, 65 1-2 pounds, 

One bushel weighs 52 1-2 pounds. Yield per acre, 8 3-4 bushels.
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| Grain badly shrunken. ‘The seed was received late, which aecounts ! 

forthe latesowing 

+. Probsteter Barley.— Tw6 plats of this variety were sown, one 

| with seed raised upon the University Farm in 1871, from seed im- 

| ported from Hamburg by the Department of Agriculture at Wash- _ 
| ington, the other with seed directly from Hamburg, furnished by 

the Agricultural Department. Both plats were: one-eighth of an 
, acre in area, and were sown May 2d. oe 

: Plat 1. Seed raised upon University Farm. 8 1-2 ‘pounds © 
| seed. Harvested July 18th’ Weight of straw and grain, 480 

pounds. Weight of grain, 1191-4 pounds. One bushel weighs 
481-2 pounds. Yield per acre, 19 8-9 bushels.’ Percentage of 
grain, to weight of straw and grain, 24.88. One pound seed yields 

a #14 pounds. fp Shag ke Savon De a ee re 

Plat 2. Seed from Hamburg, 9 pounds, Harvested July 20th. | 
Weight of straw and grain, 484 pounds. Weight of grain, 139 1-2 

| - pounds. One bushel weighs 44 1-4 pounds. Yield per acre, 

| 28 1-4 bushels. Percentage of grain to weight of straw and grain, 
82.16. One pound seed yields 151-2 pounds 

) a Manshury Barley.— Seed from H. Grunow, Esq., Mifflin, Iowa 

county, Wis. A six rowed variety, sample 21. One-eighth acre 

| | sown to 14 pounds seed, May 2d. Harvested July 15th. Weight 

of straw and grain, 464 lbs. Weight of grain, 196 1-4 lbs. One 
a bushel weighs 42 lbs. Yield peracre, 32.7 bushels. Percentage — 

| 3 of: grain to weight of straw and grain, 42.27. One pound seed 

eek Mr. Grunow claims that. this is the best of all varieties of bar- 

Jey for general culture, he having tried it since 1862. It-is earlier 
cee than other varieties grown by us, and promises well. ho ne we, 

oe Saxonian Barley.—Seed raised upon University Farm in 1871, 
me from seed imported from Saxony by the Department. of Agricul- 

ture. Forty-two pounds (24 3-4 quarts) were sown upon a plat 

- containing 65 1-2 square rods, May 2d. Harvested July 18th. — 
_ | Weight of straw and grain, 1,682 lbs. Weight of grain, 5821-4 _ 

Ibs, One bushel weighs 45 lbs. Yield per acre, 22 1-5 bushels.
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Percentage of grain to weight of straw and grain, 34.62. One 

pound seed yields 13.8 pounds == a 

Chevalier Barley.—This variety was first obtained in 1870, of | 

the Commissioner of Agriculture, by whom it was imported from 

Scotland. Two bushels and six quarts, weighing 46.4 lbs. per 

bushel, were sown May 9th, upon a plat containing 175 square 

rods. Harvested J uly 22d. Weight of straw and grain, 3,460 

Ibs. Weight of grain, 8541-2]bs. One bushel weighs 41 1-2 a 

Ibs. Yield per acre, 16.27 bushels. Percentage of grain to weight 
of straw and grain, 247,00 | | 

_ Another plat of one-eighth acre was sown at the same time, _ 
with 15 lbs. seed of the same variety, imported from Scotland by 

Alexander Findlay, Esq. Harvested J uly 26th. Weight of straw - 

and grain, 420 lbs. Weight of grain, 115 1-2 lbs. One bushel =~ 
‘weighs 89 Ibs. Yield per acre, 19 1-4 bushels Percentage of 
grain to weight of straw and grain, 27.5. - Ages 

_ - This experiment, as well as those with Mammoth Red Spring 
‘ Wheat and White Australian Spring Wheat, that were sown both | 

with seed raised here and in other localities, lead to the conclusion 
_ that grain that has become partly or completely acclimated here, 

can withstand severe drought better than seed of the same va- 
riety recently introduced from other sections. eee 

“Common” Barley.—A Scotch variety, imported. by Alexan- | 

— der Findlay, Esq., of whom the seed was obtained. The sample : 

_ sown was composed of large, well-filled kernels, and had the 

appearance of a superior variety. Twelve pounds were sown - 
May 8th, upon a plat containing one-eighth acre. Harvested, 
July 15th. Weight of straw and grain, 420 pounds. - Weight of 

“grain, 112 1-4 pounds. One bushel weighs 38 1-2 pounds. ‘Yield 
per acre, 20.6 bushels. Percentage of grain to weight of straw 

| and grain, 26.7. One pound of seed yieds 91-8 pounds. we 7 

CREE OESS I e Oute ee ce 

- Comparison of different varieties: = 
os Black Norway Oats.—One-fourth acre: sown May 8d, with 20 — 

quarts, 19 1-2 pounds. Harvested’ July 27th. Weight of straw | 
and grain, 506 pounds) Weight of grain, 149 pounds One __ 
bushel weighs 28.4 pounds. Yield per acre, 18.6 bushels. Per-
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| centage of grain to weight of straw and grain, 29.44. One pound 

| of seed yields 7 5-8 pounds. _ | ' BEAR EM Le 

“ White Norway Oats.—One-fourth acre sown in May with 20 

quarts, 211-2 pounds. Harvested July 18th. Weight of straw 
and grain, 566 pounds. Weight of grain, 157 1-2 pounds. One > 
bushel’ weighs 30 pounds. Yield per acre, 19.7 bushels. — Per- 

centage of grain to weight of straw and grain, 27.82. -One pound 
.  geed yields 7.7 pounds oe oo a 

| Surprise Oats—One-fourth acre sown May 38d, with 20 qts, 
23 1-2 lbs. Harvested July 16th. Weight of straw and grain, 
604 Ibs. Weight of grain, 190 1-2 lbs. One bushel weighs 82 1-2 
Ibs. Yield per acre, 23.8 bushels. Per centage of grain to weight 

of straw and grain, $1.87. One pound seed yields 8.1 lbs. 
| ~ Common Oats.—One-fourth acre sown May 8d, with 20 gts, 

——-- 90 8-4 Ibs. Harvested July 23d. Weight of straw and grain, 
680 lbs. Weight of grain, 259 lbs. One bushel weighs 28 Ibs. 

on Yield per acre, 82.4 bushels. Per centage of grain to weight of 
' straw and grain, 88.09. One pound seed yields 12.5 lbs. 

_ Probsteier Oats.—Qne-fourth acre sown May 34d, with 20 qts., 20 
Ibs. Harvested July 23d. Weight of straw and grain, 764 lbs. 

- ‘Weight of grain, 270 lbs. One bushel weighs 80 lbs. Yield per 
. acre, 88 1-4 bushels. Per centage of grain to weight of straw and — 

| grain, 35.84. One pound seed yields 13B1-2lb. — * 

Potato Oats.—One-fourth acre sown May 34, with 20 qts., 213-4 — 
7 lbs. Harvested August 7th. Weight, 360 lbs. This variety — 

. scarcely headed out, and matured no grain. og REE RR 

-. White Schonen Oats.—One-fourth acre sown May 3d, with 20 
 qts., 18 8-4 Ibs. Harvested July 27th. Weight of straw and — 
grain, 616 lbs. Weight of grain, 217 1-4 lbs. One bushel weighs 

| 28 1-2 lbs. — Yield per acre, QT 1-6 bushels. Per centage of grain 

- to weight of straw and grain, 35.26. One pound seed yields 11.6 
| lbs. In 1871, a mixture of equal parts of Black Norway, White 

ae Norway, Surprise and common vats were sown. One-fourth of an 

acre was sown. to the product of this mixture, May. 4, 1872, 20° 
gts, 21 Ibs. Weight of straw and, grain, 794 lbs. Weight of 

, gain, 202 1-2 Ibs. One bushel weighs 80 Ibs. Yield per, acre,
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25.3 bushels, Per centage of grain to weight of straw and grain, 
25.5. One pound seed yields 9 5-8 Ibs, ace OO 

Birlie Oats.—A new variety imported from Scotland by the 
Commissioner of Agriculture, of ‘whom the seed was obtained. 

Fourteen quarts, weighing 16 38-8 Ibs., were sown May 4th, upon — 

a plat containing 28 square rods. Harvested August 2d. Weight 
of straw and grain, 386, lbs; weight of grain, 68 1-2 lbs. One 
bushel weighs 28 1-21bs. Yield per acre, 13.1 bushels. Per cent- 
age of grain to weight of straw and grain, 17.75. One pound of 
seed yields 4.2 Ibs. ea. re 

| Bohemian Oats.— A. variety without, hulls. _ Twelve quarts, 

weighing 18 1-2 lbs, were sown May 4th, upon,a plat containing 
21 1-5 square rods. Harvested July, 16th. Weight of straw and 
grain, 398 Ibs. Weight of grain, 84 lbs. One bushel weighs 28 
lbs. Yield per acre, 19.8 bushels. Per centage of grain to weight 
of straw and grain, 21.1. One pound seed yields 61-5lbs. 

The following table contains the results of this experiment : oo 

Vancom = Soles] Wegner] aa, ele | - me oo to oye Grain. Cs eae . | 

Black Norway.........| July27/ 506. | «149.0 | 18.6 | 28.4 23> 
‘White Norway .........| July 18} 566 | 157.5 |\ 19.7 | 30.0 °* 
Surprise........6.6.....| July 22! 604 | 190.5 | 23.8. |. 82.5. 
Common ........... ...| July 28 680 | 259.0 32.4 | 28.0 . | 
Probsteier ...............| July 28 764.) 270.0 33.2 | 80.0. 
Potato .............0-.., Aug. 7 BOO foc cec cece cles cece cenlececscee 
White Schonen .........] July 27 616 | 217.2 27.16 |. 28.5 — 
Mixed .................| July 20 794 |. 202.5. 25.3 | 30.0. 
‘Birlie................../ Aug. 2 386 68.5 13.1 28.5 
Bohemian .....'........) July 16 398 84.0 19.8 | 28.0 

‘The Potato Oats have never done well with us, and this year 
were wholly ruined by the dry weather. In my opinionthey _ 

_ have been fairly tried, and are not worthy of further cultivation, 

Two adjacent plats, containing 112 square rods each, were sown 
to Surprise Oats May 24th. The seed upon one of these plats . 
was well cleaned from chaff and light grain, that upon the other 
was sown as taken from the bin. a
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7 _. Plat 1, Seed uncleaned, 54 quarts weighed 624 lbs, Harvested — 
August 2d. Weight of straw and grain, 1,556 lbs. Weight of 

grain, 8423 Ibs. One bushel weighs 25 lbs. Yield per acre, 15.8 
_ bushels, Per centaZe of grain to weight of straw and grain, 22. 

_ One pound seed yields 5.48 lbs 
_ Plat 2. Seed cleaned, 54 quarts weighed 662 lbs. Harvested — 

, August 3d. Weight of straw and grain, 1,764 lbs Weight of — 
grain, 8914 lbs. One bushel weighs 25 Ibs, Yield per acre, 17.5 

_ bushels. Per centage of grain to weight of straw and grain, 25.19. 
One pound seed yields 5.9 lbs, _ ER ce 

| This is the second year’s trial of this experiment. The results 
of the two years compared areas follows: = = © 

| Bashers Per | Welght ot product per | yicta per acre, 
Beep. | 

= pe 1871. | 1872. °| is7i. | 1872. | 1871. | | 1972. 

--Uncleaned....| 27, Ibs. | 87 Ibs. | 8844 Ibs. | 25 Ibs. | 439% bu.| 15.3 bu. 
7 _ Cleaned.......| 30 Ibs. | 89.5 Ibs. | 8546 1bg. | 25 Ibs. | 4844 bu. | 17.5 bu. 

= Comparison of varieties. — Five adjacent plats, each containing 

a one-fourth acre were planted with different varieties as given below. | 

The land was uniformly cultivated, but the plat upon which the 
__ Dutton variety was planted, was not in as good condition. as the 

| - remaining plats. Corn planted in rows 4x4 feet, 4 kernels to the 

— hill; May 23. Ore eg 

a 6 # NS ‘Vanmery. : | : x . ; : : Yield of plat - a ae “1 d per arte ie bushels 

Cherokee... vadebe ees oem ges 9/4 pounds ears. le eesee 51.9  —.. 
a Early Yellow Dent..............| 9%8 pounds ears. [........ 52.1 ps 

White Australian...............|1,188 pounds ears. |........ 60.7 , 
a Sanford* 0.0... ce ccc cece ccc le cece eee cece es eneleseenecerereeeee 

| Dutton. ..-. 000. ceeeeeeee senor ee} 602 pounds ears. |..--.... 82.2 00 

. 7 The Sanford corn. has never been a prolific variety as. cultivated 

| upon the University Farm, and has universally been the latest 
he variety to ripen. In 1871, it was planted May 12th, and harvested



September 5th, to prevent its being killed by frost, although not 
sufficiently ripe for seed, saved with the same care as that of the — | 
other varieties, togerminata. = sssts—s—S | 

- The White Australian yields considerably more than the other | 
varieties, as it did in 1871, and is earlier than Cherokee or Dutton. 

_ In the experiment on improvement of soils by mechanical means, ~ 
the Cherokee and Harly Yellow Dent varieties are again compared. 

In that experiment two acres of each variety were grown under 

similar conditions, yielding per acre as follows: — , 
Early Yellow Dent, 49.1 bushels of ears of 75 lbs. each, =” 

_ Cherokee, 51.4 bushels of corn, ot 75 lbs each, 

Cooley's Harly White Field Corn.—A new variety of corn, “orig. 
inated, and introduced by Mr. ©. ©. Cooley, of Manchester, 
Adams county, Ohio, to the public in 1870.” The seed was dis- 
tributed by the Commissioner of Agriculture in 1872. The Com- _ 
missioner’s circular says, ‘It is believed that this corn will supply 
a great want, both in the northern and southern states, by furnish-. 

ing a variety which will ripen in the former, before the season for 

early frosts, and in the latter, before the summer drought sets in.” 
One quart of seed was planted May 16th, upon a plat contain- 

ing 23 square rods. Soil, light clay loam, in good condition. , 

Rows, 4 feet apart, hills 8 feet in row, 4 kernels to the hill, Au-- 

gust. 80th, fifteen weeks after planting, a few.of the earliest ears 

were sufficiently ripe for picking. Ripened September 5th, one 
week later than “ Blue Australian,” cultivated adjacent. Weight 

_ of ears, 172 pourds. Yield per acre, 16 bushels ears of 75 pounds | 
. each. The ears of this corn are short, and not well filled out at 
the tips Kernels short, with slight indentation. An average 

- sized ear had in the middle, a diameter of 1.7 inches. The diam- ss 
eter of the cob at the same place, was 1.2 ‘inches. This corn — | 
might yield better when the drought was less severe, but it had - 

_ with us this year none of the characteristics of an early variety. 

Blue Australian Corn.—(Blue kernels selected from White Aus- _ 
tralian). Planted May 16th, apon a plat of the same size, and ad- | 
 jacent to “ Cooley Corn.” Ripe Aug. 81st. - Weight of ears, 856 3 
‘Ibs. Yield per. acre, 33 1-5 bushels of 75 lbs. each. The ears | 
upon this plat contained a large proportion of blue kernels, show-
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' ing how rapidly so unimportant a characteristic as color in ‘corn, — 

maybechanged, 
| Mexican Dent Corn.—A sample of this variety was planted 

| - May 20th, and ripened August 28th. 52 lbs. of ears were har- 
vested. The plat was too small to make reliable estimates of the _ 

| yield per acre.’ ‘It ig an early variety, but has no other qualities | 

that especially recommend it for cultivation. In the experiments 
| with the same amount of seed planted on a given area, but at dif- 

ferent distances apart, that with seed saved early and late, and 

a ' that with seed from tips, middle and butts of ears, were so badly ~ 

injured by blackbirds, as to render the giving of quantitive results ~ 
impossible. It was estimated that at least one-fourth of the crop 

was destroyed. There was no perceptible difference in the time 

a of ripening, of that planted with the earliest ripening seed, from 

that planted with seed selected at the time of harvesting, = 
 Wihtite Silesian Sugar Bet. == 

| -- Seed obtained of the United States Commissioner of Agricul- 
a _ ture. A piece of ground containing 3,800 square feet, was sown _ 

oe May 9th, by Holbrook’s Patent Regulator Seed Dnill, in rows 2 1-2 

_o | feet apart. The land was a light, clay loam, and was trench 

- plowed to a depth of 18 inches. Thirty ‘bushels of wood ashes — 
-were sown upon the land before harrowing. No other fertilizers : 

were used. A portion of the seed, washed out by rain, was re- 
sown May 16th. May 81st, the earth was loosened about the 

: plants with hoes.- June 8th, the plants were thinned tosixinches 
apart. June 20th, hoed again, drawing the earth slightly ‘about — 

| the crown of the plants. OEE REG REE PS EE EB. 
no - The severe drought checked the growth of the plants during 

: the summer, After sufficient’rain fell, the roots grew rapidly until 
| October 10th, when the severe frost checked further growth. At 

this time the roots were not fully mature, as was ‘shown by their 
me freshly cut surface turning red when exposed to the air. Hiar- 

| _. vested October 14th. Weight of roots, 2,470 lbs. Yield per acre, 

| 14 tons, 300 lbs. The roots were rfearly all of medium size. The | 
yield can be greatly increased by preparing the land the year: be- 

_ fore, as deep culture is necessary to a: large yield. see 

| On account of the late date of receiving the apparatus, and. the —
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demands upon my time in teaching, I have not yet been /able to 

analyze these beets, or estimate the amount of sugar they contain. 

I shall do so at the earliest possible moment, and report upon 

them. i iytte | | | | 

a ws —— Stlver Hull Buckwheat. jo 

- Hon. Frederick Watts, Commissioner of Agriculture, who fur- | 

_nished us with seed, says of this variety: “This is said to be a 

great improvement on the old kinds of Buckwheat in general cul- 
tivation, being-earlier and more productive. The flour is of su- - 

perior quality, and.it is said the grain will yield. from three to | 

_ five pounds more to the bushel than other varieties.” 

_ Eight quarts of seed, weighing 13 lbs., were sown June 28th, 
" upon 72 square rods of ground. The growth was very slowon _ 

--account of dry weather. Harvested September 30th, not fully — 
_ ripe. Weight of grain, 526 1-2 lbs. Yield per acre, 277-8 bush- 

els. One bushel weighs 46 1-2 lbs. The yield would have been | 

- larger had it been fully ripe. It was necessary to harvest the 
_ grain when we did, to prevent killing by frost. The quality of 

. the flour, or the amount that a bushel of the grain yields has not 

been tested. 
| _ Potatoes. a | 

- The following varieties have been in cultivation: = =. ; 

| oe SS | oS a | Bushels.| oes ee Oo 
Early Goodrich. .................-+..| 60.3 | A fair variety. oe eee 
Santo Domingo........c.eseeeeeeeeee-| 36.4 | Worthless. So 
Excelsior. .....2ccccecececceccscsecees| 90.0 | Harly. Fair. | 
Vand ervere.....cececccsccceeceseeesee] 57.9 | Not worthy of cultivation. 

. Early Shaw ............sceceeeceeeeee| 73.0 | Good. | 
— Buckeye ..... esse ee eee eee eee eee ee} 114.0 | Yields well. Quality poor. 

Philbric’s Early White...............-| 25.2 | Wortkless. 
Harrison ....... 0... cc ee eeeeeeeececee-| 101.7 | Good. 

_ White Rose... -.................2..2-..] 100.9 | Yields well. Quality poor. | 
. Harly Rose......... ec cece cece ee seees| 99.9 | Excellent. 

CaliCO. ss. ccceecececeseccccccccesceses{ 39.2 | Poor. mo Ps , 
Shaker’s Fancy.....2..........5..002.| 42.3 | Worthless. coe 
Wisconsin Seedling...................] 28.8 | Worthless. | pS DES oe 

— Peerless......... ee cece cece e cee ceeeees| 92.0 | Excellent.as a late variety. - . 
ANCES... 0. cece cece cece eeseccecessecsel 16.8 | Worthless. ° | 
TiliCaCa... 6... ccc eee cece cece tecveccse{ OL.6 | Worthless.  ~ oo 
Early White Peachblow...............| 68.5. | Not good. . : 
Kackelhoftfer-. see. . cee ee eer eee eee os eee 46.6 ‘ Medium. | + 

Forfarshire Red .......-..6 «...e0e05, 55.6 | Medium. = >. 
Peachblow ....eceeseeccccee ceceeesegy 57.2 | Good,
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The dry weather seriously affected the yield of these potatoes, 
| as they were well cared for, and on ground that was in a good —— 

state of cultivation. They were planted May 14th, in rows 4 feet 
apart, hills, 1 1-2 feet in row. To compare the results of different 

amounts of seed in the hill, and hills at different distances apart, 
three plats were planted to Peachblow variety, May 18th, as follows: 

Plat 1. Rows 4 feet apart, hills 18 inches in row. A fair sized 
| potato was cut into three pieces, and one piece planted in a hill. 

Yield per acre, 567.2 bushels = stst—S | 
- Plat 2. Two pieces of seed to the hill; in all other respects as 

- plat1. Yield per acre, 80 bushels. sts ) 

Plat 8. Hills 8 feet apart in row. Two pieces of seed to the ; 

| hill, making the same amount of seed per acre as plat 1, with half ” 

the number of hills; and half the seed and number of hills of plat 
-  & Yield peracre, 69.4 bushels, = | 

| Improvement of Soils by Mechanical Means. — Ss 

This experiment, begun in 1871, to ascertain the value of tilling 

land at different depths, has been continued. Four adjacent plats 

of an acre each are to be cultivated as follows: a 

SS Plat 1, to be plowed to the depth of five inches only, 

| Plat 2, to be plowed to the depth of twelve inches, = 
Plat 8, to be plowed twenty inches deep by trench plowing, 

| Plat 4, to be plowed twenty inches deep by subsoiling = = 
— In all other respects, than those named, the plats are to be cul- 

tivated alike. / a Re FR 
In 1871, plats 1 and 2 were cultivated inthe prescribed manner: 

Plat 3 was plowed to the depth of twelve inches only. 
- Plat 4 was plowed twelve inches deep, and subsoiled four inches | 

deeper. The past year, plats 1 and 2 were cultivated as before. — 
---- Plat 8 was plowed seventeen inches deep, and plat 4, trench 

os plowed to the same depth. One-half of each plat was planted to 
Early Yellow Dent Corn, May 22d, and the remaining half to 
Cherokee. The yield of each plat in bushels of ears weighing 75 
Ibs, each, is as follows: ee 

| Plat Licecccccccecssetecessescccesseassectessesseecssessiee 48.58 bushels, 
| Plat Qovcccccccc cect cece ce esscessenscsesescsccsesccsssesces 00,82 bushels, 

Plat B..ccsccvccccescvesescces svcvccccsevesesseccacesicces 04.94 bushels. 
Plat 4.0.0 oot ecsseeeseeececeeecseveecscccessessererecsees 06.07 bushels.



_ The increased yield of the more deeply plowed plats will doubt- | 
less be much greater after two or three years, as it is difficult to = 

mix the soil uniformly to so great a depth, only by thoroughly 

tilling it for a series of years. pee i. | 
In 1871, the yield was greatly in favor of shallow plowing, the | 

following being the yield of Karly Yellow Dentcorn: = | 

Plat 1... 00.ccccclececcsccssscasenssatsescsevsstecseeescees S54 bushels. 
Plat 2... ccc cee cece cece cere eee e nee etseceeseescesesece 00.65: bushels. 
Plat 8... ccc cece cece cc eee et eee cree eecssersececeesesz« 44,95 bushels. | 
Plat 4... ... ccc cece cece ee eee eee enn ee eee eee 42.21 bushels.- 

The effect of the severe dry weather of duly and August was 

much less marked upon plats 3 and 4 than upon plat 1, as could © 

be readily seen by walking through the field. : 
In the experiment with comparison of different varieties of 

corn, the soil was cultivated seven inches in depth. Theaverage 
_ yield of Yellow Dent and Cherokee varieties in that experiment _ 

was 52 bushels to the acre. The average yield of the same varie- 

ties upon the deeply plowed plats, in the above experiment, was , 
55 3-4 bushels) The increased yield of these deeply plowed plats 

is only great when the rapidity with which the deep plowing has 

been accomplished is taken into account. 
The Department of Agriculture has received during the year | 

the following donations: pore | 

From the Commissioner of Agriculture— | | , is | 

8 quarts White Australian Spring Wheat, grownin Oregon. | 
ig bushel Tappannock Winter Wheat. = | CS ces 
19 quarts Arnoid’s Hybrid, No. 9, Winter Wheat, grown in Canada. 

| 4 quarts White Winter Touzelle Wheat.  - . | 
| 6 quarts Probsteier Barley, from Germany. 7 
-. § quarts Birlie Oats, from Scotland. _ ens es : 

... 6 quarts Silesian Sugar Beet seed. Oe 
-. 1 peck Silver Hull Buckwheat. | 

Several packages of garden vegetable seeds. a 

_ Through Hon. W. W. Field, Secretary of Wisconsin State Agricultural So- “3 
__ elety, from Commissioner of Agriculture— ae es 

1 bushel Mammoth Red Spring Wheat, grown in Illinois. | 7 | 
_ 1 peck Birlie Oats. | , fa ee 

os. From H. Grunow, Mifflin, Wisconsin— oo | | | 
- ipeck Manshury Barley. | Ong ih oe 

Erom Alexander Findlay, Esq.,Madison— = ee 
12 pounds Chevalier Barley. — ORS Oe / 
12 pounds common Barley. - | oe ves 
16 pounds April Wheat, all imported from Scotland by Mr. Findlay. 

300 Oo | | |
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° - I would acknowledge my indebtedness to John Ferrey, Esq., 
_ Superintendent of the University Experimental Farm, for the 

oe _ personal care, and the earnest attention he has given to the carry- ~ 

_ingonof these experiments, 

‘The following are some of the most noted observations of cas- aS 

| ual phenomena: 

| : a ‘November 30th, Lake. Monona froze over. 2 | ere 

— . December 19th, Lake Mendota froze over. 
March 25th, first appearance of robins and wild geese. 

| | March 20th, bluebirdsappear, Os 

oe _ April 20th, Lake Mendota clear of ican | 
a ace ‘May 7th, cherry treesin bloom = = 

ce May 8th, plum and apple trees inblom = | . 
po September 27th, first frost, slight,



SUMMARY OF OBSERVATIONS FOR THE YEAR ENDING OCTOBER 381, 1872 
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 - APPENDIX. 

REPORT OF THE GHOLOGICAL SURVEY OF THE 

oa MINERAL REGIONS. - 

To His Excellency, C. C. Wasuzpurn, | | 

Governor of Wisconsin : | _ | 

Srr — The object of the law, as amended last winter, if I understand it cor- 
redtly, is xof to make @ geological survey, but to obtain as correct information 

as possible of all minerals of economic importance to the state, having espec- 

ial reference to their practical, rather than their scientific value. That is to 

say, my work is not to deal with laws and principles, but with objects and . 

facts. It is important, nevertheless, in order to furnish an intelligible report, 

to present these objects and facts, as far as possible in their geological order, 

and with reference to their geological relations. — ge | 
The history of mining has now pretty well established the fact, that there are 

geological order in the strata and geological relations between the ores of the 

metals, and the rocks in which they are found. For instance, we find that the 

ores of one class of metals are found in one class of rocks; while the ores of — | 
another class of metals are found in another, the ores often varying in kind 

or form, as the age, character or composition of the rock differs. This rule, | 

we know, is not invariable; it has exceptions, but these relations are so far ' 

distributed in the mineral kingdom, that a man by long practice, can almost, a 

when a specimen of ore is handed him, infer the class of rock from which it - 

was taken; or from a specimen rock, the kind of ore, if any, that would be : 

, found init. — | | : Bo 

And again, no rock is metalliferous of itself. These different strata are 

metalliferous only along lines of physical disturbance, where they have been 
exposed to mechanical and chemical influences or agencids, not in opera- . 

tion everywhere. _ Hence, there areteological relations that we do well to | 

regard, not only between our ore deposits and the rocks in which they are | 

found, but between our ore deposits and those lines in the earth’s crust that 

bear the marks of mechanical and chemical activity. == Pee ee 
These lines of physical disturbance belong to a class of natural phenomena
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very extensive in their range, and embrace those fainter lines marked only, it 

- may be, by the metallic impregnations of the rock, as well as those different 

, systems of elevation, some of which raise. their heads above the clouds, and : 

, stretch themselves across the continents of the earth. So much of geology, 

then, as is necessary to explain this order and their relations, I shall need for 

_ the explanation of my work, and the objects and facts contained in my report. | 
In the description of the phenomena of the lead distriet in my last report, I 

- called attention to the fact that there was a tendency in the ore deposits there, 

to arrange themselves in belts, having an east and west bearing along a north 

and south line, which appeared to be a north and south axis of elevation, ex- 

tending through the State; or what, perhaps, would express it better, ananti- — 

a clinal line marked with evidences of the action of mechanical and chemical 
forces; and that this anticlinal line was, in all probability, a belt of mineral 
land. When I say a belt of mineral land, I would not convey the idea that 

_ there isto be a continuous, unbroken range of ore deposits, buta belt of country 

| within which we find evidences of the physical conditions necessary to pro- ;: 

duce such deposits, and indications of their existence. Observations made 

| during the present season, confirm these views, and the facts when put togeth- 

| er in this report, will leave, I think, no doubt of the truthfulness of the teach- 
ings of my last report on this question; at all events, so far north as my ob- 

- servationshavebeenmade. © | OF - ae 
, For the purpose of being fully understood on this question, E will state again 

. here, that while the sedimentary rocks, that is, our limestone and sandstone 

formations extend on the east side of the state away into Oconto county, and 

on the west side, beyond. St. Paul; in fact both east and west to the base of 

_ + the Laurentian elevation, in the centre of the state, or along the line of this 
anticlinal, they extend no farther north than town 21, except in detached. : 

| patches filling the depressions in the azoic formations. A: line drawn from 

Black River Falls, east to the Wisconsin river, gives us the first appearance _ 

_ of the azoic formations, that -is, the old crystalline rocks that underlie the — 
a V sedimentary strata of the southern part of the state. Here in these strata, we 

: have the outlines of this anticlinal more fully brought out. Where it rises 

a from beneath the sedimentary rocks of the south, it extends north in a belt, 

~ pounded for many miles on the east by the Wisconsin, and on the west by 

7 Black river. These are some of the tangible evidences of the existence ofthis 
_ anticlinal line running north and south through the state, and I call especial 

attention to it here, because it seems to bear important relations to the ore 

deposits thus far discovered in our state, and indicate the line along which 

| _ Other deposits may belooked for, Saas he 

Now, inasmuch asthe chemical composition and physical characters of the 

| ores will depend to a great extent upon the character, composition, and the — 

age of the rocks in which they are foun® it is very important’for us, in order — 

| to form an opinion of what kinds of ore we may look for along this belt, and 

| also for the probable extent of those deposits already discovered, to become as 

familiar as possible with the geological formations exposed (along this belt) 

as the surface rock. Their general features can be described in a few words.
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The different formations from the Wisconsin river south to the state line, 
in what is known as the “ lead district,” were described in my report of last 
year. North from this, to town 21, the surface rock.may be divided intotwo . | 
beds; one of limestone, from 200 to 250 feet thick, where there has been no | 
denudation; the other of sandstone, from 400 to 500. feet thick. The lime- : 
stone is known as the “ Lower Magnesian,” the sandstone as the “ Potsdam.” 

‘The sandstone, which underlies the limestone, is the lowest member of what 
is known as the Silurian system, and is resting’ on what is known as the 
“ Azoic formation,” that is, the old crystalline rocks which come to the sur- 

face, as before stated, north of town 21.0 - | 

_ With this brief geological description of my field of labor, I will proceed 

to describe what I have found in it of practical value, and what, by further 
explanation, may lead to important practical results, To the north of the 

- Wisconsin river, and consequently beyond the northern boundary of what is - 
known as. the “lead district,” I find this limestone as the surface rock, giving Se 

us at first its whole thickness, with occasionally a thin layer of the upper | 
| sandstone onthe highest points, but gradual y thinning out as we follow it to 

the north. Although beyond the limits of the mineral district of the south. _ ole 

ern part of the state, and in a geological formation altogether below that in | 

which the ore deposits are found there, I find the same geological arrange- , 
ment, so far as the grouping of north and south, and east and west belts are - 

concerned. That is, although the geological formations are entirely lost 

here, yet the same system of grouping or arrangement of mineralized belts, 

is distinctly preserved. In town nine there is a belt of country very much 

stained with the oxide of iron, and presenting on the surface other indications 
of being good mineral ground. At Orion, in Richland county, some attempts — 

at mining have been made, and some pretty good prospects for lead have 
been discovered. | West of Orion, iron seems to predominate, although mixed 

too much with foreign material to be good ore. Still farther west on the same 
belt in Crawford county, copper ore in different places. has been found,and 

several thousand pounds taken out and sold. But outside of a strong color. 
ing of the rocks, clays and soil with the oxide of iron, and here and there a | 

_ little lead, iron or copper, there is nothing to warrant the expectation of very 
heavy deposits of ore of any kind; although in places, especially near Orion 

_ considerable may be found. The country is very much broken, and other- 

wise unfavorable for extensive ore deposits, notwithstanding the abundant ee 

... evidences it affords of being in a mineral region. es ° a | 

_ Extending north from this belt we find the streams, all of which arecom- 

| | ing from the north, heading up into a well defined belt, or elevation of land, 
strongly marked with the evidences of physical disturbance, or changes in _ 

_ the character and composition of the rock, and as we approach it through | 
Richland. county, along the centre of this anticlinal, the evidences of. a min- . 

| eralized belt continue to increase as we reach the point of intersection. To 

the east, and for several miles beyond where it intersects this north and south 
anticlinal, it presents physical characters peculiar to such belts of rock. - 

Between the city of Baraboo ané Sauk Prairie on the south, this belt forms
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a range of hills over 400 feet high. ‘To the east of Baraboo, where this range 
of hills is brought to a point by the passage of the Wisconsin river around _ 
‘it, the center of this belt is exposed. An intensely hard quartzite, with a — 

... softer silicious rock with a slaty structure, sometimes passing into a talcose 
slate or what resembles it very much, forms here the center or backbone of’ 

| this belt, which is covered mostly with the Potsdam sandstone. At Devil's: 
lake, and at the narrows where the Baraboo river passes ‘through the gap, 

_ there are beautiful exposures of this ‘quartzite. Also on the south side of 
_ the hills a little to the west of the Sauk road, and seven or eight miles still 

farther to the west on the north sidé, are fine exposures of the same rock. 
, But where this belt intersects this north and south anticlinal, there is, I be- 

lieve, no more quartzite; at least, I have not seen any. — os oe cs _ 

Whether this quartzite, forming in places, if not continuously, the center of 
this range of hills, is a metamorphic sandstone of the Potsdam age, or of 

| some older formation, our geologists are not all agreed. But upon this point, 
.. _[ think there can be no difference of opinion. To change sandstone of any age 

* into a quartzite like this, there must have been intense metamorphic action 

along this line at some period in the past. It. is, however, from this point of 

| intersection west, that this belt becomes of great interest in a practical point 
_ of view, and I propose to notice it carefully, ee 

| Along this range of hills in the region of Baraboo, the lower bed of -sand- _ 
stone (Potsdam) is the surface rock. But extending west from this, the lower : 

| | magnesian limestone forms a considerable portion of the higher land, the 

|  gandstone always exposed along the vaJleys, giving us often good exposures 

| of the junction of those formations. Where they are found in their normal 

or unaltered condition, they gradually pass into each other by alternate — 
| layers of sandstone and limestone, each layer becoming thinner as it passes’ _ 

away from the bed to which it belongs. But from this general rule there is 

a marked departure along this belt. The silica, which in these alternate 

layers is usually found in the form of sand, is here found in the form of flint, 
-_ hornstone and chert, and these in some places passing into a hard, whitish, 

: clayed rock, all no doubt different forms of the same material. — This clayed: as 

"form has been taken by some for gypsum, and although it resembles itin 
; oe some of its earthy forms, it is, I think, destitute of the elements of that com: 

. posite. It may nevertheless be of economic value, and I may refer to it 

: again in another place. a - DA EU eT Boe 
es These forms of silica, such as flint and hornstone, are not always found, 

dike the sandstone, in layers or beds between the layers of limestone, but very 

often mixed up with it. Nor is this peculiar feature of the strata uniform 
. throughout the region; in some places we find the sandstone and limestone 

oe in their normal state. Nor does it extend up very far into the thick beds of | 

--- Yimestone, nor down very far into the sandstone, but is confined to the sub- 
ordinate layers of the two formations. It extends, nevertheless, over a large 

- portion of this belt, and where it has been exposed as the surface rock to. _ 

_. denudation, large pieces of flint and hornstone lie scattered over the sur-—
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One of the most interesting, and certainly the most important, feature of — 
this belt, is where it intersects this north and south axis, or anticlinal. Itaf- oe 
fords strong indications of iron ore, and that, too, in extensive deposits. ee 
‘These indications commence a little to the west of Baraboo, continue through 
the western part of Sauk county, the upper portion of Richland, and into | 
the eastern part of Vernon, and are as follows: In some places, the clay rest- 

ing on the rock is highly colored with the oxide of iron, and in many places 
contains good specimens of the ore. A miner from the lead district would 
call it a very good prospect for a range of mineral (as they call it there), in- 
asmuch as it resembles closely the deposits of clay found there over or in 

connection with the mineral deposits. In other places the sandstone is highly 

impregnated with iron, sometimes in the form of ared powder, at others in 
that of a lean, sandy ore. ‘While in other places, in fact more or less over 
the whole district, specimens of good iron ore may be found on the surface, ot 
washed out by the rains along the sides of the hills. There are a sreat many | 
places where a man can gather up a ton of good ore in a day, and if he goes _— 
to work and digs out what is exposed in the soil and surface accumulations, , 

he may get twice that amount. Ses oe OS See 

On one occasion, I visited one of those places near Reedstown, with Senator 

Wilson of Viroqua. We took spade and pick with us for the purpose of | 
somewhat testing the outcropping of the ore. We dug three small pits, a few | 
feet from each other, up the side of a hill, and found good specimens of the 
ore mixed with the soil and underlying clay and spreading every way from 

where we dug. In a little over two hours, the time we were working there, we | 

dug out of these three pits not much short of a thousand pounds of very 
good ore. It is no more than right to say here, that Mr. Claywater, a very | 
enterprising man who accompanied us, did his full share of the digging. IT 
refer to this place as a sample of those innumerable places, or outcroppings , 
of iron ore along this belt. I visited several similar places in Richland 
county, some of them not far from Richland entre; the latter I visited in - 
company with Mr. A.C. Eastland, ‘Mr. Chandler and. Dr. Burnham. - A few 
days ago I received the following from Dr. Burnham: “Since you were here, _ 
I have discovered a place where the ore crops out much lower on the bluff, 

~ and where it appears to be in place, which I think to be of importance.”’ . 
The specimens of ore that I have sent to our cabinet, will confirm these state- . 

‘The region over which these indications are found is in all probabilitya 
: new mineral district. It resembles very much, in its external character and | 
surface indications, the lead district before mining commenced there; with | | 
this difference; the “float” iron ore in this district is vastly more abundant _ 
than the “float” lead ore was there. The large deposits of lead ore there, | | 
were not at first exposed to the gaze of the explorer, but were hid beneath a 
covering of rock or surface accumulations. Their “ float,’ however, was 
often scattered away down the valley or hill-sides, for hundreds of feet, and 
it was by carefully following the float, that the original deposit was found ; 
and I haveno doubt, before one-half of the amount of money and time
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: is-spent here in tracing up this float iron ore, and other indications, that was 

spent there in tracing up the float lead ore, that many extensive deposits of — 
oo iron ore will be found. Our views in reference to the possibility of iron ore 

a oe being found here, and of the nature of the deposits, need not be based alone 

| ~ upon indications and analogy. We have at Tronton, in the western part of | 

_ Sauk county, and.on what we should call the eastern, part of this iron dis- | 

a trict, a type of the deposits of this district and an evidence of their existence. 

This deposit, a few years ago, was represented only by the “ float’? ore - 

that lay scattered on the surface along the side of a large sandstone bluff that — 

was covered with timber and underbrush. This “float ore”? scattered over 
the surface was noticed by an experienced iron maker, and regarded by him 

as strong indications of an extensive deposit. The land being secured, these 
indications were followed up, which resulted in the discovery of the deposit 

in a protuberance or a gentle swelling out of the bluff, about midway. from 
"the valley to the top. The face of this deposit, before it was opened. up, was 

7 covered with a stratum of brownish clay and earth mixed with fragments of 

| " iron ore, varying in size from ‘a man’s head to that of a hazelnut. This stra- 

_ tum is several feet thick, and can be seen to-day on the sides and on the.top 

of this deposit. “Bi eR oh ee a 

When first discovered, it was said to be by many a mere surface depos’ 

that would yield only a few tons of ore, consequently little or,no importance 
OEE, should be attached to it. This estimate of the deposit was not founded upon 

| any peculiar phenomena that would lead to any such conclusion, nor upon 

a want of evidence to sustain the contrary, but grew out of, and consequently 

. founded upon, a theory of the ore deposits of our state, published in an early | 

| day; a theory that regarded them as mere surface deposits of very limited 

| extent. Nothing has done more to destroy confidence in our mineral re- 
sources, or to prevent their development, than this theory. This is true, not | 

only of men outside of our state who are ignorant of the facts, but of men 

living in the state, in. the midst of the facts. These are not men who 
think’ for themselves, and thus form an independent judgment in such mat- 

“ters, but they are men -who. surrender their judgment to authority, without 

| reference to facts. And to-day, facts even are looked upon by such men with — 

: suspicion when they come in conflict with this theory. & ee ee 

oe It was fortunate, however, that this deposit fell into the hands of practical — 

| men, who paid but little attention. to theories, but went to work with confi- . 

. dence in their own judgment; opened up the deposit, and made iron from it 

| on the spot: And, although they had.to cart the products of their furnace | 

Le over the worst kind of roads, for twenty-five or thirty-miles, to a railroad, 
n they made money at it. So little importance has been attached to this 

y deposit that it is hardly known outside of the township, and.yet we have 

a - here a bed of ore, in width 300 feet, and still extending south, in depth, or 

oo thickness in the center, 35 feet, averaging, for the whole width, twenty or 

twenty-five feet, with ore still extending ‘down below their deepest works. — 

- There was taken from this deposit last year, and smelted in a small: furnace 

- near the place, thirty-five. hundred tons of ore.. And there has been. dug out —
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of this deposit since it was first discovered, according to figures furnished me / 
by the very gentlemanly proprietor, John F. Smith, Esq., twenty-seven | 

‘thousand tons. The extent of this deposit we have no means of knowing at = 

present. The prospects, however, for continuance are as good, if not better, 

to-day, than at-any other period since it‘has been opened. | | 

_ This deposit of ore in a new country, undeveloped and comparatively un- 

explored, commends itself to every thinking man as one of great importance, 

especially so since there are indications of similar deposits scattered over such 

a large tract of country; and the fact that we are to look to this depositasa 

type of the deposits of this region, is sufficient reason why we should | 

serutinize every feature of its phenomena. | | i 

- In this deposit, we have the fact of an extensive deposit of ore, not by infer- 

: ence, but presented as an object of vision, a tangible object, one that the most | 

_. ignorant can understand. But to form any idea of its nature, and extent, itis. 

absolutely necessary to get some idea of the physical conditions with which 
it stood connected in its origin. And without turning aside to deal with the 

abstract laws, and principles that underlie this deposit as its cause, I would 

ask the privilege of departing slightly from a strictly practical view, in order | 
to notice in detail the features it presents. os . 

'. -Thave stated thatthis deposit was discovered in a protuberance, or a swell- 

ing out in the side of 4 large sandstone bluff, the prolongation of which is in | 

a north and south direction. The direction of the ore bed appears to be east | 

and west, and in its eastern extension just entering the west side of the bluff. 
The bluff above the deposit rises gently, is covered with soil, and vegetation, — 
and is on the top fifty feet, more or less, above the present surface of the | 

deposit. The top of the bluff spreads out into a plateau, with pieces of | 

magnesian lime stone protruding through the soilin places. -  , 

| I have stated, also, that this deposit is overlaid with a stratum of clay and | 

earth, and mingled fragments of ore, which is an indisputable evidence that | 

_ the upper portion of the deposit has been removed by denudation and mixed 

with this surface accumulation, and consequently the original surface of the = 

deposit must have been several feet higher than the present, and'some dis- 

tance farther back into the bluff. Whether the overlaying stratum will con- 
_ tinue to cover this deposit much farther back into the bluff, or whether the 

bed of ore will be capped with rock before it reaches the top of the bluff, or 
whether, like some of the extensive deposits of ore in the lead district, it will 

- pitch at an acute angle into the bluff, remains yet to be proved. oP EE 

_ From what we can see of this deposit, we may infer safely that it ignota oo ° 

‘vein, in the sense in which we use that word in connection with ore deposits 

generally; nor can it be called a bed of ore running between two dissimilar oo 

__ beds of rock, as is sometimes the case. But it seems to occupy an extensive | 

cavity in the strata, or rather what would look like the breaking up and, par- ee 

tial removal of prior formed rocks, and the ore subsequently deposited in . 

their place. For, in the midst of this extensive deposit of ore, we find large 

detached pieces of sand rock of the same character of the rocks on the sides, 
and in fact, below the deposit, along the sides of the bluff, are found large
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masses of the same rock imbedded in the soil, as though they had ploughed — 

their way down trom the deposit above them. . _ ir ey : | 

These things would indicate that this deposit of ore and the place in 

: which it is found were connected in ‘their origin with physical conditions of 

| an eruptive character, and we are in the habit of referring such phenomena _ 

to eruptions produced by volcanic or earthquake agency. No doubt there 
| are similar places in the earth’s crust, produced by such agencies,and the  — 

deposits of iron ore in connection with them may be referred to such condi- 

tions. 7 | oo ny 2 a CO 
Notwithstanding there are indications here of eruption, there are many things, | 
nevertheless, that would lead us to doubt very much a plutonic origin, or one | 
connected with volcanic or earthquake agency. The heat necessary to bring | 

about such mechanical disturbance, and that must necessarily accompany the - 

introduction of matter in a state of fusion, could not fail to produce very dif. 

_ ferent effects on. the surrounding strata than what we observe.. Especially 

would this be the case with those large pieces of sand rock found in the 
_ mnidst of the ore. In fact, the character of the ore, the manner in which it is 

| distributed, the fine, beautiful clay with which it is connected, and which is . 
often found filling its cavities, are all opposed to this view. = a 

‘There are places found in mineral strata, and in connection with extensive 
ere deposits, that our best geologists are in the habit of explaining by pro- 

| cesses of chemical and mechanical disintegration, acting locally, but along 

lines of physical disturbance, where portions of the rock are dissolved and | | 

| removed, or changed into clays and other forms of matter, and where the ores 

| Of the metals are subsequently deposited, and perhaps from the same solu- 

__. tions, by chemical reaction. Water, traversing rocks that are considerably 

fissured, or rocks that are porous and friable like sandstone, holding these — 

solvents in solution, is the recognized agent in such processes. | 

_ Many of the deposits of lead and zinc in limestone tormations, especially 
magnesian limestone, are referred (and no doubt correctly) to such processes ‘ 

in nature. And is it not physically possible —that. is, possible according to 

these laws of nature — that this deposit of ore at Ironton may be the result 
| of a similar process? Indeed, is it not likely, since it is an established fact _ 

- _ in chemistry that thermal waters, especially when impregnated with alkaline 

-.-— @arbonates, will, at a temperature not above 212° F., acquire the power of 

dissolving silica even in the form of quartz or sand? The geological age, — 
: relative position, and porous nature of this sandstone, places it in the most 

favorable condition to be acted upon in this way by thermal waters. Without | 
adopting this view fully, I submit these facts and views for the consideration _ 

_. of those who are now interested in tracing out the phenomena of this inter- 
nee esting district. The ore of this deposit, as well asthe “ float’? ore of the dis- | 

ss trict, is as might be expected if formed under conditions similar to those _ | 
oo referred to above—the brown hematite, or what would be called in 

| strictly scientific language, the hydrated sesqui-oxide of iron, and yields in 

| the furnace from 50 to 55 per cent. iron. This isa superior ore of the kind; _ 
| for ores of this class, when called pure, yield, I think, not over 60 per cent. —
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Where they are extensively worked in Europe, they are, as a general thing, | 
very muh inferior to this; and, if I recollect right, in the Belgian districts 

the yield is not much over 30 per cent. — ee | 

_ Since attention has been called to this apparently new mineral region, the — 
question has often been askéd, what.other evidence, or evidences, have we be- 
sides these surface indications, that other deposits, similar to the one at 

Ironton, may notexist in that district? In reply to this I would say, a princi- | 

ple, common to all mining regions, consists in the aggregation of ore deposits, 

separated from each cther by varying distances, but related to each other by 

"geological ties that constitute a mineral district. Such districts may be 
larger or smaller, as the geological formations in which they are found, and 

the physical conditions with which they are connected are extensive or other- 
wise. Our own lead district is a very striking example of this. ee 

| _ As stated in my last report, the ore deposits of this district, notwithstand- — . 

ing the same geological formations continue to the east and to the west, are 
not known to extend beyond the belt of country influenced by this north and a 

south anticlinal; while on the north, notwithstanding the same anticlinal con- 

tinues, the lead and zinc deposits are not found to extend beyond the limestone | 

formations. Within those geological boundaries, we seem to have the limits “ 

of the lead and zinc district, a district including an area of about 2,300 square - 
miles. The history of mining throughout the world, as well as the teachings | 
of science, demonstrate the correctness of this principle, and almost war- : 

rant the existence (where important ore deposits are found) of others of a : 

similar character within the bounds of the same geological relations. Fifty 

years ago, a man walking over the lead district, would find no stronger evi. 

- dence of the rich, numerous and extensive deposits of lead and zinc ore, 

that are known now to exist, and to have existed there, than he will find to- 

day in walking over the district of which I am writing, of rich, numerous 
and extensive deposits of iron. It was by following up those surface indi- 

cations, that the first deposit of lead was found. This deposit inspired con- 
_ fidence to look for others under similar conditions, or indications, and thus, : 

one by one these lead deposits were discovered, until over this entire region, 

_ they may now be counted by hundreds; and although we may have reached 

the outer limits of this lead district, yet, within those limits there are doubt- 
- Jess hundreds more of similar deposits that remain to be brought to light. 

. A little over one year ago, one of the richest and apparently the most exten- _ 
give mines in the lead district, was discovered and is now being worked, and 

that, too, in a place familiar to our most experienced miners from the earli- | 

est dawn. of our mining history. | . ee | 
It was by following up those surface indications, that this deposit of iron 

~at Ironton was found, and it is to be expected certainly, that its increasing - 

- vichness:and importance will inspire confidence in the district, that will lead 
 atan early day to its proper development. | The suitableness and adaptability | 

of this geological formation of iron, and ‘that, too in extensive deposits, no 

geologist of experience will for a moment doubt. That portion of the strata 

in which the ore is found, namely, the Potsdam ‘sandstone, is the lowest 

\
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a member of the silurian formation, and resting immediately upon the ancient 
-_ azoie and plutonic rocks, which are known to be the repositories ofthe most | 

extensive iron deposits in the world. The abundance of hornstone also, 

especially in this partially decomposed condition, isa very favorable feature. — 
Tt is known to accompany iron ore of this character, and is always regarded 

ag avery favorable associate. Should this district be favored with railroads, — 
| it will certainly offer great inducements to Capital and labor. It is traversed 

with streams, such as the Kickapoo, Pine and Baraboo rivers, on which con-- | 

_ venient and abundant water powers can be obtained. Over the whole district 

: is spread a forest of hardwood timber, in places very dense. Charcoal is now ° — 
| furnished at Ironton for about six cents per bushel, and can be obtained, I pre- | 

: sume, any where in the district from for six to ten cents. Another advantage 

is, the soil, owing no doubt to the peculiar geological features referred to, is a 

- very rich and durable, and to remove this timber for fuel will be to open up 
some of the best farming land in the state. If the indications of iron ore — 

oo, here should lead. to such deposits as the most reasonable calculations on them 

| would lead us to expect, the natural: resources Of this region, must when de- 

__-veloped, be capable of supporting vast industries. = = 
: Owing no doubt to the general dip. of ‘the strata on the west side of this . 

| north and south anticlinal, that portion of the strata in which the iron ore is | 
/ found, sinks beneath the surface to the west of the Kickapoo, and is there oo 

: covered with the magnesian limestone, which along a north and south line 

through Crawford and Vernon counties obtains its full thickness, and on some 

of the highest points furnishes the lower portions of the lower sandstone. 

Pig belt, however, can be traced distinctly into this limestone to the west of — 

oe the Kickapoo in Vernon county, but the iron is mixed with copper, and found ~ 

only in pockets in this rock. We find here, between the Kickapoo and the — 

| - Mississippi, a narrow strip of country running north and south, that shows in © 

Crawford county, and also in Vernon, strong indications of copper. Indeed, _ 

oe ~ gmall deposits of copper have been found in several places along this line, 
in both of these counties. Whether this change in the metals is brought | 

| about by some change in the physical conditions, or by the change in the 

| chemical composition of the rock, I am not prepared to gay. I have not had 

time to make the examinations necessary to furnish an intelligible report, but 
a . call attention to it here, as a fact worthy of further consideration. - : 

ee "In leaving this belt of country running through Sauk, Richland and into 

Vernon, along which these prospects for iron ore are found, and continuing 

- + my explorations north along this “ anticlinal,” I find the lower sandstone al- 

eS together the surface rock, and gradually thinning out, as we go north. | Itis 

go friable’ here, and yields so steadily to disintegration, that the surface of 

| _ the country is covered with sand, save here and there harder rock that has resist- 

: ed longer the denuding influences, and stands out like an island in the sea. 

These detached mounds of sand rock, however, grow less in size and number 

oe ‘as we continue north, and their disintegrated material renders the face of the __ 

| country a sandy desert, that hides whatever mineral formation the coun- — 

try may possess; and it is not until we reach town 21 that we find anything
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of interest. Here, in town 21, we find rising gently from beneath the sand 
and sandstone, the ancient azoic and plutonic rocks, which unquestionably v 
extend back under the sandstones and limestones of the southern part of the 

state, but here, for the first time, make their appearance as the surface rock. 

They rise very gently towards*the north, and seem to have an east and west 
bearing, for I find them rising simultaneously on the Black river, Yellow 

river and the Wisconsin river, in towns 21 and 22. To the west of Black 
river and to the east of the Wisconsin river, these rocks dip again beneath 
the sandstone, as though they were, like the belt I have been describing, con- . 

_ forming to this north and south “anticlinal.” 
At first I was disposed to believe that, where this class of rocks came to 

the surface would be the outcrop of the sandstone, and its farthest exten- 

sion north along this line; but after exploring it for eight or ten miles [ 

found a general dip again to the north, and a little further on the sandstone : 

resting again on the northern as well as on the southern side. I explored | 

along this (north) side on the Black, Yellow and Wisconsin rivers, and found 

this to be uniformly the case. Although in geological formations, whose or- | 

igin and history must be dated back to a period vastly remote from those we 

have been considering, I am inclined, nevertheless, to think that we have 
here another of those east and west belts, or what I have called (for the want : 
of a better name) lines of physical disturbance. It evidently belongs to some 

of the older systems of elevation, since the sandstone is found resting hori- . 

'  gontally and undisturbed on its flanks. That it stood much higher once 

than it stands now is evident from the fact, that all over the surface are scat- 

tered large detached pieces of rock similar to what we find in place. Some 

of these lie scattered away to the north of the elevation, and are resting on | 

the horizontal layers of sandstone. These things are among the evidences | 
left us of the original altitude of this belt, and of the disintegrating in - 
fluences which, through vast periods of the past, have been leveling down 

this ancient range of rocks, until scarcely a trace ot its original contour re- , 

For scientific purposes, this belt of country is full of interest, but I 

shall notice only such features as are necessary to illustrate the natural pro- 
' ducts found here, and their practical value. = | 

Near what we would call the center of this belt, we find arranged mostly 

| the: granitic rocks, with their varying proportions of mica, quartz, feldspar / 

and hornblende. Their granular condition is sometimes very. coarse, at “— 

others very fine. Sometimes they are in the form of porphyry, at others in | 
the form of gneiss, but generally very feldspathic; the feldspar almost ev- 

| erywhere showing a tendéncy to decompose into kaolin. Even in some of 

those larger pieces of granite, that have resisted longest those disintegrating 

influences, the feldspar has often a coating of kaolin. Unfortunately for my 
- work, the face of this rock ,is almost everywhere covered, except along the 

streams. In some places with a dense forest and thick underbrush, with sev- 

eral feet of soil and clay; in others, with extensive marshes filled with peat 
and overlaid with moss or grass, so much so that very little can be seen with.
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a out excavation. Along the river banks, however, we have. good exposures, 
and it is here only that we can study the structural character of this forma- 

| _ Along these exposures, especially along the Yellow river, which is 
_-Rearest the centre. of this north and south “anticlinal,” we find this gran- 
_ ite “belt traversed with large dikes of partially decomposed, or what is 

._. sometimes called ‘rotten rock.’ ‘In. these dikes the feldspar shows strongly 
. this tendency to decompose into kaolin. In places, it ‘is only partially — 

| changed, that is, it has a whitish appearance, but. retains the crystalline | 

| structure of the mineral; while in other places it is a soft white powder 
. _ where dry, but where it is damp. it has a clayed appearance, although still 

retaining its place in the rock. One of those dikes is found on, property 
_ owned by a Mr. Pitts, is several rods wide, and well exposed. Since I was 

| there, and called attention to these things, another place, I am told, is dis- 
covered to the west of the river, towards Black River Falls, that is very 

On the Wisconsin river, and in the city and neighborhood of Grand 
Rapids, where wells and cellars have been dug, and other excavations made, | 

beds of genuine kaolin, or porcelain clay have been found, varying in thick- 

ness from one to five feet. Indeed it is very difficult to sink a pit anywhere 
_ in that neighborhood without finding more or less of this material. And 

- _ when we take into consideration the fact that the same character of rock, 

| and the same physical conditions continue from Grand Rapids on the Wis- 

ee consin river, to the Black river on the west, a distance of fifty miles or more, 

= we can hardly see how it can be otherwise, than that there should exist 
- ~ somewhere along this line extensive deposits of kaolin. The value of 
4 extensive deposits of this material, in this part of the state, at this ‘time, can 

ae hardly be estimated, and it is to be hoped that parties in those regions will~ 

_. soon wake up to its importance, and develop those already important pros- 
- pects into a.shape that will attract the attention of parties who are anxiously 

| _ looking for such material for manufacturing purposes. “To aid this, Iwill - 
_ here refer briefly to the nature of kaolin, its mode of. depos-t and uses. | 

Kaolin is the native silicate of alumina, and one of the most refractory clays 
found in nature. It will stand the highest temperature, without fusing — 
or getting out of shape. It is usually, though not always formed from de- 
composed feldspar, and in this respect is one of those.alterations in rock and 

_ mineral formations that often take place along those lines of physical dis- 
| turbance, or chemical activity in the earth’s crust. Kaolin, however, is not 

; a simply. decomposed feldspar. In the process of. decomposition, a chemical 

| change takes place, and kaolin is the result. “Three atoms of feldspar to- 

oO gether,” says Dana,. ‘consist of three parts of potash, three of alumina, and 
/ twelve of silica. If three parts of potash, and eight of silica, be removed, 

| | it leaves three of alumina and .four of silica, which. is the composition of | 
| _ kaolin, except thatsix of waterareadded.” 

Kaolin is also a mineral, and is often found forming a part of mineral 
veins, consequently may have some other origin than thé one referted to.
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Those beds of kaolin. that we find resting on the surface of the rock, along 

the line of this granite belt, although beneath the soil, are no doubt formed 
from the decomposition of the feldspar of the granite by the action of the 
water.. The water may be in its ordinary condition, but held in depressions | 

on the surface; or it may contain some peculiar solvents obtained from the 

decomposition of some other portion of the rock; or it may be water with 

more than ordinary dissolving powers reaching the rock through. springs. 

But this change takes place no doubt always in the presence of water, and 

through its agency. “This belt of rocks, extending for fifty miles east and 

west, peculiarly feldspathic, and covered in many places with extensive 

marshes, that are fed with living springs, affords the condition for the for-: : 
mation of kaolin that is but very seldom found in this or any other country. 

The properties of kaolin, especially its refractory properties, have been 

known from a very early age. The Orientals, away back in the dim past, | 

recognized these properties, and used this materlal in the manufacture of 

their best porcelain, or as it is generally called, “china ware.” Nor has the 

- increasing light of science and art, from that period, down to the present, _ 

| discovered or prepared _Material superior to kaolin for this purpose. lt is 7 

peculiarly adapted for pottery, and ean be manufactured into such articles 

with every degree of skill... Wherever extensive deposits of kaolin are | 
found, with the usual facilities for manufacturing and transportation, pot- 

teries will sooner or later be established. These refractory properties render | 

it very valuable also for various other purposes, such as fire bricks, fire clay, 

_ getorts, and other vessels used for metallurgical purposes. In this connection 

I may refer to 1 again in another part of this report. Oe ae 

On. the sides of this granitic belt, and éspecially on the zouth side, so far . 

as there is a chance to examine them, these rocks appear to be changing into 

a slaty character, although no doubt they are related rocks, for I notice in 

places that the granite passed gradually into gneiss, and. the gneiss into rocks 
of a slaty structure. From this théy pass into the well known slate rocks that 

| form a considerable portion of azoic strata, such as mica, talcose, and chlo- 

rite slates. These strata are traversed with veins of quartz from one to twenty- | 

“five feet wide. In some places, the quartz is -very hard and vitreous, in others 

of a softer kind, more porous, and mixed with an irony clay. This class of 
rocks is well exposed on the Wisconsin river, and also on the Black river, - 

but away from the streams on this east and west line, they are mostly covered __ 

with sand and sandstone, beneath which the azoic formations are well covered : 

tothesouthh = oe eee | 
The metalliferous character of this belt is well exposed along the Black 

river, near the Falls. The prevailing ore, so far as we can judge from surface | 

exposures, is iron. -Of this ore, two varieties are prominent, namely, a dark, 
fine-grained magnetite, and the red hematite. They differ from each other, it | | 

is true, in their physical characters, but resemble each other very much in 
that they are mixed considerably with silica in the form of quartz, so as to . 

make the ore, as a general thing, rather lean. | | On 
The mode of occurrence here, conforms strongly to the prevailing type of 

31 
; .
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_. the azoic formations. That is, the ore, especially the magnetic ore, rises 

| SY above the surrounding country in elongated knobs, or mounds, sometimes — 

| assuming ‘a conical form. Of thig-class of deposits, Pilot Knob, in Missouri, | 

is “a very good example. Two of these mounds or knobs are very near to 

Black River Falls. One on the west side of the river, along the foot of which 
- the railroad track has been cut, where thus exposed; there is a mixture of | 

magnetite and hermatite, and both considerably mixed with quartz. On each ~ ! 
| side of the ore, as thus exposed, there is a soft and somewhat irony slate | 

, rock, which appears to be thrown around the ore like a mantle, the slate be- | 

- eoming softer as it passes away from the ore. Nothing has been done to | 

| - determine the nature or extent of this deposit, save the excavations atits base | 

for the railroad track, SoS, CEPT OORE ahs 8 OUST EM ae | 
_ - On the east of this mound, or a little to the south of east on the east bank : 

: of the river, is another of similar character and size, perhaps a little larger, | 

where exposed along the river, it appears to be mantled around also with | 

| slate, mostly a micaceous slate, which in places is very much colored with | 

: the red oxide of iron. This mound remains in its natural state, no -excava- | 

| tions made, covered mostly with small trees, brush and other vegetation, that | 

forbid a close examination. Large and small pieces of the ore, however, lie | 
--seattered over the surface and in places protruding through the soil, from | 
which we may infer that the mound is made up of similar material. A little | 

7 further to the north, and perhaps an off-shoot from this mound, is a small | 

knoll, or what looks like the upper part of a Jedge of iron ore. This deposit : 

was partially opened by a party who attempted to make iron here several 

_ years ago; several tons of the ore have been removed, leaving the hedge ex- 
* posed for 100 feet wide and several feet high. The ore here is a fine grained, 

: dark colored magnetite. A few rods still farther to the north is another ex- 

- posure of ore, opened up also by the game party and exposed for several feet — 

wide. The ore here is mostly the red hematite, but like the magnetite as ex- 

posed in the, mounds, it is mixed more or less with silica in the shape of . 

- quartz. | - ee a BRD 
‘These are among the prominent deposits of iroh ore im the immediate 

| neighborhood of Black River ‘Falls that I have examined. That there are 
others that I have not noticed in this one hasty visit to this place, or thatmay = 
not yet be discovered by any one, I have no doubt. Butthese of themselves 
are sufficient, doubtless, to furnish ore for very extensive works for a period - 

| that will extend away into the future, to generations that are yet mborn. The 
question or questions, however, of their economic importance, and of the 

profitableness of making fron from these ores, must turn wpon thei purity 
| and the cost of fuel, fluxand building material for furnaces. 

7 These ores im their native state are not what we should call good merchant- 
able ores. The amount of silica mixed with the oxide of iron in the form of 
‘quartz, varying in different parts of the deposit from 15-to 35 per eent., must — 

| very materially injure their market value in this respect. Tt is tree this ore 
| ean be “dressed up”— to use a mining phrase — to a 70 per cent. ore. That 

| is, by separating ‘the quartz from the oxide of iron, we ¢an make it almost
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chemically pure. And the process, or processes, by which this can be done, 

are not,after all, so difficult or expensive as some peopleimagine. These ores Me 

are almost free from impurities, other than quartz, and owing to the gran- 

ular structure of this magnetic ore, it will yield easily to a “crusher,” and 7 

_ when pulverized in this way, the quartz, which is only mechanically mixed — 
with the oxide of iron, can be separated readily by any of the old processes 

of cleaning ores from their impurities by water. Or what,no doubt, would 

be cheaper and bettek, would be one of those magnetic separators, such as are 
now used in different parts of the world for cleaning ores of this kind. | 

‘The readiness with which ore of this character can be separated by such a - 

process, can be seen by any one who will take the trouble to pulverizeasmal] 
portion of the ore, and then with.a common magnet take up the oxide of iron . 

and remove it to another place, continuing the process until nothing more ~ 

will adhere to the magnet. By this simple process, he will soon find the oxide | 

of iron, which is easily attracted by the magnet, in one place, while the quartz _ 
which will not adhere to the magnetis in another. _ In this way, I have exam- Oo 

- ined quite a number of specimens, for the purpose of finding out the relative — 

pur‘ty of the different deposits, and of different places in the same deposit. 

| And although I would not attempt to give the per cent. of iron in those speci- 

‘mens, not even approximately, yet any one can form a pretty correct idea of 

: the proportion of quartz in a given amount of ore. a , 

_ But although these ores, that is, these two varieties, the magnetite and | 
hematite, in their native condition may not be good, merchantable ores, that 

will pay to ship to any great distance, while purer ores can be obtained read- . 

ily, they can no doubt be profitably manufactured at home, where charcoal | 

can be obtained fora reasonable price. . Here these leaner ores can be dealt 

with by the processes above referred to, before they are putin the furnace, or 
afterthey are put into the furnace by fluxes, which probably will be the 
cheaper way. When I say lean ores, I would not convey the idea that the 
eres at Black River Falls are iaferior ores. On the contrary, I think, when 
separated from the quartz, they will be superior ores, from which iron ofa 
superior character can be made, + he hg Se aka a | : 

_ From aspecimen of these ores analyzed several years ago by Dr. C. I. Jack- | 

son, we have the following result: perox. iron, 67.50 (47.25) metal ; silica, 26.75; 

oxide mang., 365; water, 1.50. This was aspecimen of the red hematite. Mag. 

netic ore, when freed from its impurities, contains %2.41 per cent. iron. The , 
| trouble with these ores, especially the magnetic, is, the oxide of iron, (that is 

| ‘the ore), has mechanically mixed with it in its granular structure, more ‘or \ 

less silica inthe form of quartz. The ore is good, but it is ingbad company, 

from which it must be separated, either by mechanical’ means optside of the 

_ furnace, or by chemical means inside. And when we take into consideration 

the fact that, the object of supplying fluxes'‘to the ores in the furnaceis, tofur 

nish substances for which the impurities of the ore have a greater affinity oe 

than: for the ore itself‘with which they are combined, and that will in the heat 

of the process coax them away from the ore to enter into new relations, form- 

ing compounds that are fusible at a temperature below that at which they |



| | 
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would melt in their separate-condition, we can see that, -by a simple-process, 

; this separation can take place without being a serious obstacle in the way of 

‘manufacturing the ore. ORE a Fee ee © Se 

. Silica, whether combined with iron, or mechanically mixed in the form of 

quartz, as is the case with the ores under consideration, hasa strong affinity for _ 
the alkaline bases, such as lime, potash and soda, and when they are found in 

| the furnace, will leave the metal, or ore, to unite with them to form slag. In- 
- @eed, where other ores are mixed in the furnace containing impurities, such. 

as clay, lime or the like, silica acts as a flux to coax away such impurities 
from the ores, and to form this readily fusible slag aimed at by artificial flux. 

These iron ores at Black River Falls, although comparatively lean: from 

this mixture of quartz, are nevertheless related in their geological formation _ 

and physical characters, to the iron ores of Lake Superior, Missouri, a large 

portion of the ores of Scandinavia, and other important iron districts in the 

: world; and I can see no physical reason why the iron made from these ores — 

(othér things being equal) may not be equal to the iron made from those above 

referred to; or that among the best iron made, there may not be found some 
7 capable of yielding a steel equal to that of the Swedish iron. The iron and 
- steel producing. qualities of our ores,’however, are yet unknown, because yet 

eo umtrieds 0 ee 
There is, I understand, a company formed to manufacture these ores on the 

spot, and that work has already commenced on the furnace. Properly man- 

| aged, and with proper care and proper treatment of these ores in the furnace, 

I have no doubt of their success. And more than this, I think it is only the 

beginning of an enterprise that will grow into an extensive and an important 

- pranch of industry. But these deposits of iron ore in the immediate neigh- 
_ ‘porhood of Black River Falls are only a part of a more extensive district. 

‘About four miles to the north of these deposits, and a short distance to the _ 

| east of Black river, and near where Morrison’s creek enters it, there is another 

mound of iron ore, very similar in form, size, and the quality of the ore to 

those already described. The country surrounding this mound is very‘flat, 
and apparently an extensive sand bed. In places, the sand is drifted into’ 

: ridges like snow-drifts, and too poor where even covered with what we may call 
-- goilto support anything in the shape of vegetation, save a few scrub oaks, or 

| that class of vegetation that is capable of dragging out a stunted existence on 

| half dissolved silica. This bed of sand, however, is evidently the disinte: 
grated portion of a bed of sandrock, on which this sand rests, for on the 
river bank, a little to the west of it, we have a section of sand and sandrock | 

| resting on the,azoic, that will be at least. 100 feet thick. If this mound of 
ore, like those at the “Falls,” is resting on the azoic, or extending down into 

| this formation, its depth from the surface must almost equal its height, which 7 

— 18 at least 100 feet. There is no chance to examine the ore of this mound, 
except the pieces lying. on the surface. Among these, although generally 

7 magnetic, I find specimens that have the metallic: brightness'and appearance — 

a of specular ore. My impression is, that when these mounds of ore are opened — 
up, purer ores will be found. gs ee Oe hase sala
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-North from this last mound, “T find no more iron ore above, or in the sand- ~_ - 
stone, but along the Black river, and on the streams running intoit, I find in 2 
the azoic rocks, which are here rising gently from beneath the sandstone, __ 
iron-stained belts traversing the slate rocks. In places, these iron-stained 
rocks, (or, what would express it better), rocks impregnated with the oxide ot | 

iron, are decomposing into a red clay that may be burned into good ochre for 

paint, or that can be used to great advantage as flux for silicious ores. In 

fact, there are places where it is so highly impregnated as to become almost 

an iron‘ore. A good example of these impregnated slates may be seen at the 
mouth of Hall’s creek, on the west side of Black river, or specimens of this 

material can be seen in the cabinet of specimens at Madison. Alittle further . 

north, ata mill owned by Mr. Arthur Campbell, and about six miles to the | 
- north or northeast of Black River Falls, —for the river is bending around to _ 

the east of north here,— we come on to what appears to be the north side of 
these slate rocks. Near their junction with the, granitic rocks, they are trav- 

- ersed with large quartz veins, some of them very much stained with the 
oxide of iron, and affording, in places, strong indications of ore. Abouta —_ 

mile north of the mill, and near the half oft a mile west from the river, on a | 

little stream that runs into it, is what appears to bea ledge of hematite ore. | 

(IL say what appears to be, because the surface and sides of the bluffs here are | 
so covered with surface accumulation and vegetation, that it is impossible 

without actual mining to find out what there is. But by digging away the 
surface material I found in several places good specimens of ore, (red hema- 

tite) mixed, however, with considerable quartz. This quartz, with the ore, and | 

other vein like material, has but very little pitch, indeed it is standing almost 

on its edge; what it will amount to, is impossible to tell without opening it 
up. The indications are good, and there are good specimens of ore here, 
‘which is all that can be said of it for the present. Ina new country like 
this, it is almost impossible to find out-what it does possess, or to give any- | 

thing like a correct idea of what little wedosee. = = 
_ North from this place, we énter on the centre, or granité portion of this 

belt. This portion I have already referred to in connection with kaolin 
beds. Here the indications of ironore cease. . | 

It would seem from the indicatioM™ here, that from this place to Black | 

River Falls, a distance of six or seven miles, we have what. may be called a 

metalliferous belt, that is, a belt of country impregnated more or less with | | 

- iron ore, and in which good deposits will occasionally be found; and pos- . 
 sibly it may extend eastwardly along the south side of this granite belt, in. 

- connection with those slates, and gneiss, and gneissoid rocks peculiar to this | 
side of it. Impressed with this idea, I extended my observations east from _ 

the deposits at Black River Falls. About six miles to the east, there is another | 

* mound of iron ore similar to fhose already described, only perhaps a little 
| larger. This mound is, I should judge, about a mile in length east and west, | 

or nearly so, and about a half or three-quarters of a mile wide at its base, and 

over 100 feet high. I may not be very correct in my estimate, from the fact | 

that it was one of those very warm sultry days when every mosquito was on
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_” duty, and each bent on its prey, and the air so full of them that.it was-with | 
ae some degree of difficulty that a man could see through them, evenifhe could = * 

2 keep his head steady long enotigh to make an estimate ; but I think F am not. 
: "very far out of the way. Like the other mounds, it is covered with small 

| trees and brush, with ‘pieces of the ore, large and small, scattered all over the | 

surface, and partly buried in the soil. The ore in itsnormal condition, that | 
: is, where it has not been disturbed by surface agencies, is everywhere con- 

cealed beneath the soil and fragments of ore, and, without making consider- _ 

able excavations, % is impossible to tell what portiow of the mound ig ore, or 
whether it is made up entirely of this material. Like the last mound referred - 

_ to, it rises from a level,sandy plain, without any exposure of the rock that I 

could find with which it is connected. In fact, the whole country here, away 

| from the rivers, is covered with sand, hiding entirely the azoic rocks with - 
which the ore is, in all probability; connected. Owing to this fact, I made no | 

- systematic survey of this belt to the east of this place, except along the valleys 

’ of the Yellow and Wisconsin rivers, consequently, there may be other de- 
| posits similar to this, rising through the sand and sandstone between those _ 

— streams. a ough Teoh REE Pe | 

. It will be seen, from the descriptions given, ‘that there is in the region of 

Black River Falls an extensive district within which we find not only strong 
JY indications of iron ore, but quite a number of actual deposits-of greater or 

less value. And now, with railroads converging to this point, in the midst 
of a timbered country, with unlimited water power and other natural advan- 

tages, it requires but an ordinary amount of common sense to see that this ig 

one of those places in our state where, sooner or later, important miningand 
7 manufacturing interests must spring wp. ye ee De he 

- The region of country on Yellow river, east from Biack river, near the 

~ Falts, is exceedingly flat and marshy, and this schistose or slaty rock with i 

which the iron ore on Black river is connected, is but-poorly exposed; and, | 

where exposed at all, is only along the river bank, and often only intheriver 

ped. Thus, while it is sufficient to prove that this class of rock rises along 
| an east and west line, it gives but a small chance to study its metalliferous. 

OOF structural character. Nevertheless, it is not difficult, even here, by close 

observation, to recognize the fact thaf®you are in'a mineralregion, or what 
perhaps would express it better, on a mineral region, for the mineral stratum 

is mostly beneath this marshy, sandy surface. SUPER FBO te 

| In many places, this loose sand is very much impregnated with iron, form. — | 

ing avery ‘lean, sandy iron ore, the iron acting only as cement to hold the 
quartz sand together. In other places, the iron ore is formed in fine grains, 
‘like shot, and from that up to the size of. peas, or even hazlenuts; but mixed 

| _ with the sand. The marshes also present. belts of a brown, sometimes a 

| yellowish. grass turf or peat, very much stained with the oxide of irom. 
Where the Necedah road crosses Cranberry ereek, these features are well 

developed. — DEEN ERR LN Behe Le 

Near the center of this granitic belt, and not. far from where the kaolin 

beds are noticed, there are small seams ¢f a very pure. hematite, and also of
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specular iron ore traversing these hard rocks on Yellow river. The patches 
of slate rock found in connection with them are also impregnated with iron. | 
In places, these slates are deposing into a reddish clay, the richest of which 
will no doubt burn into a fair ochre that can be used for paint or for fluxing | 
silicious in iron ore. With the exception of these thin gs, which must be re- | 

- garded only as indications of something better, I find nothing of importance 

sO far as the ores of the ‘metals are concerned. It is possible, however, in- 

deed I think it is likely that knolls, or even mounds of iron ore similar to 

what. we find on Black river, will be found protruding through this superficial _ | 

bed of sand, in places between those streams. East from this place,onthe 

. Wisconsin river, and about eight or ten miles to the south of the city of . 
Grand Rapids, these underlying azoic rocks appear as surface rocks in the bed. / | 

and along the banks of the river. © These strata are very similar to what we | 
find on Black river, with strong evidenees of being the extension eastward, of — 
that metalliferous, or iron belt so well developed there, indications of which 

we find also on the same line, east on Yellow river. Here on the Wisconsin | 
river, we have, in addition to those indications of iron ore on Yellow river, - 
beds of bog-iron ore in a number of places, scattered over a large tract of . ‘ 

country, and there appear to be very extensive places where this ore is exposed 
to the surface; may be found at Point Boss, about eight or nine miles to the | 

 gouth of the city of Grand Rapids, on the east side of the river, also on the 

west side, near the city, and on the east side about three miles above. In the 
town of Grant, in Portage county, on what is called Four Mile Creek, and 

| about six or seven miles to the east of the beds at Point Boss, there are fine 

: specimens of very good ore, and indications of extensive deposits. . 

These beds ‘of ore, like bog iron ore everywhere else, are strictly surface 

deposits of comparatively modern times, consequently are near the surface 
and covered as a general thing with only a few inches of surface accumula- 
tions, and often resting on material of a similar character. In places where =—— 
the“surface of the country is low and marshy, these beds are covered with a 

browa, sandy soil, which in places passes into a sandy peat, while in others | 

not so low and marshy, the covering is composed more of clay and gravel. | 
’ From the fact that we find those beds in their natural state, that is, where _ 

nothing has been done to develop them, it is impossible for any one to give 

anything likera correct estimate of their extent, or the amount of ore any one | 
of those beds may contain. Where I have examined them, however, by cut- , 

_ ting into the beds, I find them to be from one to three feetithick, and appar- 7 

— ently extending horizontally over a large surface of country. The ore in © 
those beds is not of that earthy, ochreous kind that we sometimes call bog. | 

ore, that yields only 10 or 15 percent. of iron, but it is a hard, compact ore, a 

with a metallic or sub-metallic¢ luster, and resembles very much some varie- | 

ties of brown hematite. : ee aoe voted 
‘There is. great: uniformity in the appearance, and I should think in the 

quality also, of the ore in ali the places. that I have examined; a specimen _ | 
from one will represent the whole. Without analysis, it is impossible for any 

one to state correctly the per cent. of iron this ore contains; but from a
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: careful judgment of the matter, a judgment formed from a recollection of 

| similar ore in other parts of | the world, I would say, that the yield will prob- 

ably be from 45 to 55 per cent. of iron. 8 oe ee : 
This bog iron ore, although its mode of occurrence may be different, and 

differ slightly, perhaps, in its physical characters, is no doubt in its chemical 
composition the same as the brown hematite found in Sauk and Richland — 
counties, and principally represented at Ironton; and I can see no reason 

_ why this bog ore here, may not be as valuable for all practical purposes as the 
| hematite there, unless it should contain more phosphorus among its impuri- 

| ties as bog ore in some places is apt todo. This, however, can be deter- 
mined only by analysis, or actual work in the furnace. These ores, both the _ 

“hematite and bog, are among the important ores of iron, and deposits of any 
considerable extent will remain but a short time undeveloped, after proper 
notice of their existence has been given. =” ee Coo 

Bog iron ore is supposed to be formed by deposits from water, the water 
obtaining the material, either from disintegrated deposits of iron ore on the 
surface, or from iron contained in the strata through which it ffows in the 

form of springs. This water, with the iron dissolved im it, finding its way 7 
into depressions on the surface, and coming in contact with decomposing or- 

| _ ganic bodies, is deprived of its iron by chemical re-action, produced wholly, 
or in part, by this decomposing organic vegetable matter. To forn: 

such deposits, it is not necessary that the water should be saturated with iron ; 
| small quantities dissolved in it are sufficient, in a long continuation of the 

process, to build up vast beds of ore in this way. This is ome of the beauti- 

ful processes of nature, set in operation on the surface before our eyes, andis 

| not altogether a process of the past, but is even now, in many places, in ac- 
| tive operation. a EE SES 

The first intimation of bog iron ore in this region, E obtained in the follow- 
— ing manner: I was exploring on the east side of the Wisconsin river for the 

~ purpose of satisfying myself that the azoic rocks there, pitched beneath the | 
sandstone. In my wanderings, I came to a small stream running into whatis — 

_. ealled Five Mile creek. —° | | on Ce 8 es 

It had rained heavily the day before, and the little stream had overflowed a 

: its banks, leaving vegetation all staimed with fron. The little ‘stream itself 
looked more like water pumped out of an old mine, than water flowing from 

ao springs. After securing my horse, I made my way up this little stream to its 
7 ; source, which I found to be ina marsh at no great distance. On the borders 

| of the marsh, the water had cut a deep furrow, or rut, into a very brown, | 

irony soil, very deep, and containing a large amount of decomposed vegetable: 
matter. Here for the first time in Wisconsin, I found good specimens of bog 

ron ore. The soil here on the borders of the marsh contains a large amount 7 

oe of iron in an earthy, ochreous condition, which is readily taken up and re- 

moved by the water, leaving the purer eres exposed. Mr. Aber, a son of the 
| gentleman on whose land the ore is found, told me that a little farther up in | 

) the marsh, there is an extensive bed of some kind of ore. It was at that time ©
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covered with water so that I could not see it, or by any means find out its | 
thickness or horizontal extent. 9 nae oe 

We have here, in the eastern part of Wood ccunty, and extending into Port- 
age, a large district, in which we find, not only indications of bog ore, but a , 

number of actual deposits scattered over a large tract of country that will, . 
when developed, yield, no doubt, a large amount of superior iron ore. And 

there ig a good foundation for the belief that the deposits which are seen, and 
that by a mere accident were discovered, are but a small portion of what re-. | 

mains unseen beneath those peat marshes that extend over miles of surface. 
ot know of no place on the earth where there are more favorable conditions 

_ combined to, produce extensive deposits of rich bog ore than here. In the 
first place, the surface of the country is low-and marshy, and everywhere , 

_ forms depressions in which surface and spring water would naturally ac- 

cumulate. In these depressions a large amount of decomposing vegetation’ 
combines with living species to form peat.and peaty matter. In the second — 

place, this water passes over, or rises through, the azoic formation, which is 
known to be almost everywhere impregnated with iron in some form, even . 
where no extensive deposits are known to exist. In the third place, it is east, 

as can be seen by a map, from the iron district of Black river, and in all 
probability the eastern extension of the same belt along which existed once = 
mounds and ledges of iron’ore similar to what we find there; but like the’ 
rocks in which they were found, have yielded to disintegration, and the iron. 
has been taken up and carried away by water and deposited in this new 
form. | 

In the fourth place, this district is on the same line of physical disturb- 

ance with the kaolin deposits, where we have unmistakable evidences of in- 

tense, and long continued disintegrating forces, that have leveled down, and: 

leveled up, the surface inequalities of this region, until alm ost every trace of 

its original configuration is obliterated. I can think of this tract of country | | 
only as one of nature’s laboratories, in which her forces have been at work 

taking down,and into pieces, original forms of matter, and moulding the’ 
' material into forms better adapted to modern civilization. Hence the kaolin 

from feldspar, the bog iron ore from original deposits, and other natural pro- 

ducts are newly made from old material. On the north side of this granite 

range, where it is again dipping to the north; I find in the town of Rudolph, » | 
_ about seven miles to the north of Grand Rapids, on what is called Shirky: 

Hill, a fine prospect for iron ore. It is very difficult to tell what it really. 
is from the fact that, the rock in place, is not exposed any where in the _ 
immediate neighborhood where the ore is found, consequently the exact 

.. geological position of the ore, or its relation to the rocks, cannot be de- 
_ termined. This is one of those places, where a knowledge of geological re-. 

lations is all important in determining the value of such phenomena, as | 
‘may*be secn by the following considerations: About a mile to the south. of 

this place, as we approach it from Grand Rapids, there is an extensive ridge 
with a good exposure of sandstone on the surface. A. quarry is opened here, 

and the sandstone used for building. There is no place, however, where
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. we can. see the junction of this sandstone with the azoic rocks below, but 

: _-we know from the character of the rock, that it cannot be far above it.. 

Shirky Hill, the ridge on which the ore is found, is not quite so high as 
| this, but it is nevertheless a well defined bluff, running about. east and west.. 

- About half way up this bluff, and from. there to the ridge, the surface. is. 

covered for near one-half mile east and west with a jaspery brown. ferrugi-. 

| nous quartz, very porous. From. a well sunk here we. find, that beneath. 

the surface there is a great depth of what would be called surface material, 

produced by extensive disintegration along this portion of the bluff, and 

forming a heterogeneous mass. of fragments of rock, vein stones, and iron — 

ore, mixed up with a hard reddish clay, this jaspery porous quartz rock _ 
forming a considerable portion of the mass... This well, although sunk over 

twenty feet, does not give us the thickness of this material, or the characters. 

of therock beneath it, 

. _Ashort distance to the north of this, at. Scott’s. mill, and, ona little lower. 

|  gnound, there is another well. It is sunk into strata very similar to what we 
| find at Black River Falls, that is, the azoic. slates. In. this slate rock, good _ 

: specimens of iron ore were-found, in sinking the well,—ore that is very simi- 

_.  Japto what we find at. Shirky Hill.. Here we know we. are below the sand- 

_ stone. Now, inasmuch, as to the south of where this ore is. found, a short. 
: distance, and on a little higher ground, we find the sandstone in place, anda 

little to the north of it, on a little: lower ground, the azoic rocks are at the 

| - surface, it is very evident that this ore al Shirky Hill is at, or very near, the 

_ junction of the two formations. 

That this iron ore.and vein material is the disintegrated portion of a de- 

ao posit of iron ore at this place, and not washed here from elsewhere, is evi- 

dent beyond all doubt, for the outlines of the deposit can be traced by this 

vein material on the surface; but whether the deposit was formed at. the 

junction of the two formations, and conforming to the horizontal bearing of / 

the sandstone, or whether itis a deposit occurring as a vein. in the azoic for- : 

| | mations, the upper portion of which has been disintegrated, ig very difficult: 

to tell, but. very important to know. If it is the former, then no doubt the 

. ' deposit, or a very large portion of it, with the rock in which’ it.was found, 

oe has been destroyed by disintegration, and this heterogeneous mass may beall — 

that is left of it. If the latter, the upper portion of the vein only has been 

exposed to: these disinte grating influences, furnishing material for this mass, 

| ‘beneath which the vein im place will be found. - | ; 

.. -B would not only urge upon those who may undertake to develop this 

| prespect for iron, the consideration of these things, but would add the fol- 

_ lowing suggestions: If this material is the disintegrated portion of an 

horizontal deposit ranning between, the. two. formations, it is pogscble that a 

part of the deposit may yet remaia, If so, it will be found only on the | 

| western end, where the surface, gradually rising, may give a few feet. of send-_ 

- stone over the deposit. To prove this, it would be of but-little use to sink a | 

shaft. anywhere but to the west end, or at least on the western end of these, 

: surface indications, But if it is the upper portion of a eertical vedn, “or the 

, 1
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back of a lode,” as a Cornish miner would call it, that is extended down into 
the lower formations, the plan to sink a shaft will be in the centre of this 
deposit, as indicated on the surface. ‘'The shaft should be sunk to the undis- 
turbed rock, and, if the vein is not found there, a drift should be extended 
each way, that is, north and south, from the shaft, on the undisturbed rock. | : 

In this way, it is certain to find the vein if itis there; and that too, with the | 

expense: of sinking one shaft, and running two drifts. The cost of sinking a 

. shaft and extending drifts in this material, with good miners, ought not to 

_ be much, if anything, over $1.00 per foot. The more I think of those large — 

masses of porous, cellular, drusy, jaspery quartz, that lie scattered over the 

surface, and mingled in this heterogengous mass with other vein like material, _ 

_ and good speeimens of hematite ore, the more importance I am disposed to at- | 

_ , tach tothisplace. Itreminds onevery much of the upper decomposed portion ~ 
of an extensive mineral vein, or lode, to use a mining term. Such material 

. is very often found over, or very near’ the most important veins, and some. 

times extending down to the depth of a great many feet. It is not the . 

' result of decomposition only, but the transformation of partially decomposed 

7 material into what is ealled by the Cornish miners, “gossan,” and by the a 

German miners, “iron hat.” It is regarded by the miners of experience a 
everywhere, as an important indication, and in many cases is a sure guide, 
to productive veins. The chorus of the German miners’ songis, © ~~ Be 

— “ There is no lode like that . | 

| : Which has an iron hat.” | 

| Cotta, in describing this, the upper portion of mineral veins in Germany 

_ in his admirable work on “ Ore Deposits,” says: “This formation of the iron 

hat in lodes, by the decomposition of the sulphides and spathic iron (fre. 
quently extending to a depth of many fathoms), naturally presupposes that 
the sulphides and spathic iron were originally present, and, as these are fre- 

"quently combined with silver and lead ores or gold, it may be an indication, 
of rich deposits ofore? 

It does not follow, necessarily, because we find mixed with this ‘por-_ 
ous, cellular quartz these oxides of iron, that iron ore only will be found in. 
the vein below. They evidently form an essential part of this material we 
call gossan, or iron hat, even where iron ore is not found to prevail in the. | 
vein below. In this change that has taken place in the upper portion of the 
vein, the original ores are often entirely dissolved and removed, except the. 

' iron which may remain or be newly formed from the decomposition of other 
ores or minerals. , Hence, if a vein is found beneath this gossany out-crop, | 

in the town of Rudolph, it is not impossible that other ores. beside iron. 

may be found in it. Representative specimens of ore and vein material = 
from this place are deposited in our museum of practical geology. 

I think there must be other places similar to this,and perhaps much better, 
in this neighborhood and to the west of it, but I have not taken time to trace , 
them out, My attention was called by Mr. A. Eaton, of Stevens. Point, to a 

place directly east of this, on the Wisconsin river, just where the Plover river
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| enters it. Here I find on the east side of the river and. beneath a heavy bed 

~ of sand, what may be called a micaceous-irony-clay, resulting no doubt from 

_ the decomposition of the mica slate. It contains a sufficient amount of iron 
to make a common paint, even in this clayed condition, and has been. used 

for this purpose by Mr. S. A. Sherman, of that place. The clay is ot a light 
- brown color, with a very fine texture,.and but very little grit. When rubbed 

| between the fingers, it has the greasy appearance and soft feeling of flax seed. | 

iron ore, (as this kind of ore is often called). I find that the color of this clay 

. can be improved very much by exposure to heat, and I. think, that by washing 

= and then heating it,a good ochre can be obtained. 
_, Before I close my report on this very interesting belt of country, extending 

from Black river, near. the Falls, to the Wisconsin river near Grand Rapids, — 
Jf onwhich so many actual deposits as well as fine prospects of kaolin and iron 

- ore are found, I will refer briefly to. another deposit of iron ore, which, al- 

though not immediately connected with it, is nevertheless in some way re-_ 

lated to it. Since my examinations were made along this belt in the summer, 

my attention has been called to a place on Yellow river, a little to the west of 

Necedah, in Juneau county, where indications of bog-iron-ore, similar to 
what we find at Grand Rapids, had been noticed. My attention was first cal- _ 

led to this place by T. Weston Esq., of Necedah, and in company with the 

| Hon. J. T. Kingston, of that place, I examined the spot. See Has 

a It is on the west side of the Necedah Bluff, on a low, marshy place that ex- 

“tends west and north for a number of miles. As we entered the margin 

Oo of the marsh, we noticed the sandy surface stained with iron, and a little fur- 

_ ther on, in a cattle path, considerably small specimens of iron ore, like shot, 

similar to what I have described already on this river farther north. A lit- 
ee tle farther on in the marsh, in a ditch dug to drain it, we found, just below 

| the sand in the bottom of the ditch, a bed of compact bog iron ore, very sim- 

ilar to what we find in the region of Grand Rapids in its mode of occur- , 
| rence, and I should think also in its quality. We dug down to this bed of 

ore in quite a number of places along this ditch, and found that it extended - 
og over a great many acres of surface. In places, the iron is mixed with sand, 

a forming a very lean, sandy ore, but mostly formed into a bed of compact ore 
from one to three feet thick. Since my return, Mr. Kingston has written 

/ me, saying that he has traced the ore down the creek, % of a mile below. 
| where we examined it. The ore for about half that distance is of excellent 

quality, the other half not so rich. The marsh in which this ore1s found, __ 
ig: connected with a very extensive, low, marshy region, formed by the 
branches of Yellow river, which, extending in a northwest direction, take _ 

ee their rise in the south side of this metalliferous belt above referred. : 
| It is a question of no small importance, whether the ore forming this ex- 

| tensive bed has been derived from this belt in town 21, about 12 or 15 miles 
ee above it, or from some special cause in the immediate neighborhood of the . 

ore. If from the former, then in those marshes which are spreading out sev- 
eral miles in width, and extending up to the base of this belt, we have aright 

to look for extensive beds of the same kind of ore spreading over a large por-
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tion of them. But if from the latter, the ore will be limited no doubt: to the oy 
regionround about the mound. oar e 

This mound itself is a very interesting and ‘perhaps a very important geo- — 

logical specimen. It is composed. of very hard quartzite, ‘in places passing jf . 

into a pure white quartz rock. It is about the size of one of those mounds 
_of iron ore at Black River Falls, and occupies a very similar geological po- 

Whether this bog iron ore, in its origin, is any way related to this mound | 

of quartzite, is a question yet to be determined. Having made this discovey. 
so late in the season, I have not attempted to develop it. I would recommend | 

it, however, as one of those important places worthy of farther consideration. | 

_ The specimens of ore in our museum of practical geology will confirm all 
that .I have said in reference to its importance. - 

North from the belt of country just described, my observations have been - 

- limited. A hasty trip to Wausau, in Marathon. county, along aroute confined 

mostly: to the river valley, furnished the only chance for exploration. Occa- 
sionally, while on the way, my attentién was called to objects of importance, 
such as the beautiful building stone at Stevens Point, quarried from the low- : 

est members of the Potsdam sandstone, and the fine beds of clay for britlgg: | 
little to the northwest of it, on the Wisconsin Central Railroad. But I gave 

to these things only a passing notice. es : : 

At Wausau the river crosses a well defined ledge of granite rocks, forming 

what is called the Big Bull Falls. There is nothing of especial interest along 

the river banks here, but in following this range of rocks both to the east and 

west of the river, the evidences of its metalliferous character are met with, . 

_ illustrated specimens of which are placed in the museum. = Be 

It is not my intention to report on this region of country now, only to say, 

that here the granite and azoic formations are no longer confined to a narrow 
strip of country running north and south, but are spreading both to the east a 

and to the west. Indeed, I think there is no doubt\but that here we enter _ 
‘upon the threshold of that metalliferous belt of granitic and azoic rocks, “ | 

which, running through Canada, enters our state through the upper peninsula 
of Michigan, and that will no doubt continue into northern Minnesota; and, 

inasmuch as this belt of rocks is knowa to be exceedingly rich in iron and 
_ copper in Michigan, close to our state line, there is good reagon to suppose, | 
. at least, that where this belt crosses our state, will be our mineral region, mee 

But from this place (Wausau) to the south shore of Lake Superior, a dis- 

| tance of over one hundred miles, there is almost an unbroken forest, unex- , 

- plored, and comparatively unknown. In entering upon the exploration of | 
this region, a man can no longer hope to find a lodging place among the. | 
thinly-scattered inhabitants, as I have had the privilege of doing often, buthe 

must take his pack on his back, and make up his mind to livein the woods, 

_ away from the borders,-even of civilization. This, you are aware,is not the . 
work of one man alone, and, before it can be accomplished, some provision 

must be made for assistance. — Se I 
Before I close this report, I will state that, as the result of my observations |
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, this season; we have the. fact that our iron ores are not confined, as we sup- 
| posed they were, to the northern portion of the state, but are distributed over 

| a large portion of the southern and central part, affording a greater variety 
| . of valuable ores than is usually found within such limits. In their undevel- 

| oped condition, no man can form a correct estimate of the extent or value of 

| these ore districts. Like undeveloped ore districts everywhere.else, they are 
| subject to uncertainties that no practical or scientific knowledge can wholly — 

guard against. Nature, as a general thing, gives only on the surface the in- 

| dications, with a few illustrative specimens, of her richer deposits that lie | 
buried beneath the surface. These indications I have furnished in this re- 

a port, the specimens I have placed in the museum; and from these things I- 
| hope every one interested will form his own opinion. There are but two _ 

| places in the southern or central part of the state where any attempt has been. . 

| made by actual work to develop the deposits thus indicated by surface ap- 
a, ‘pearances; one at Ironton, in Sauk county, already referred to, the other at ° 

_ Iron Ridge, in Dodge county. This latter place was examined and reported 
| on, several years ago, by competent nfen, consequently it is well known and = 

— well understood; I refer to it here only, to say that it is still in a very pros- 

gerous condition. Ina letter just received from J. C. Ricketson, Esq., the | 

general agent, I learn that there have been taken from this deposit the past 
| year, 1872, 90,000 tons of ore. ee ee 

| In view of the comparatively unlimited supplies of iron ore of good quality | 

a . and various in kind, it must be a matter of great interest to the state to know 

| what her chances are for fuel, flux, fire clay, refractory building stone and 

a _ other material necessary for manufacturing purposes., In my investigations 

| [have had an eye to all. of these things, but am not prepared to give a full re- 
port of them here. They will form a part of some future report, ifthe work is . 

continued, or what would be very much better, if.a provision is made fora gen- 

eral geological survey of the State. I will state here, however, that fromfacts - 

| already collected, it is likely that all these things in the state will be event- 
| ually self sustaining. 7 ee i nod PSE Soe) 

RE AS Your obedient servant, re re re 

ee — Commisstoner of the Survey of the Mineral Regions. — 

— Mazomanrm, Jan.8th1873.
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' OFFICERS OF THE STATE GRANGE, 1873, 

Master =~. - J.COCHRANE, - + - Wavreus, 
. Overseer- - -- J. Hz HUBBARD, - 2. OXFORD, | 

“Lecturer - - 8 W.KING,- - - - Marsmarn 2 | 
. Stewird- = - O.W.FOSTER,- - + + Mnvomenx, 

- Ass?dStd- - A.J. SEXTON, - - - KivsournCrry. | 
| Chaplain - - EL. F,DUNHAM, - -  - CLEMANSVIILE. ~ | 

Treasurer - - J. CORY,-  - + = FOOTVILLE, = 
 Sereary - - JAMESBRAINARD,- - - OsHxosH. 

 Gote Keeper - E. ABBOTT, - - -  - Atmonp, | | 

Gere, =e : - + + + Sister F.F.Fosrer, 9 
Pomona,-  - - >- + + Sister M.Bramarp | : 

- Blopa,- eC ~SCt:SCS ister Fuorna CRANE. | 
| Lady Steward,- - - - - Sister L.M. HuNcERFoRD. 

| EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE :— , 

J. CocHRANE, Waupun. O. D. Hincx ey, Ripon. 

_J. H. Ossorn, Oshkosh. _ H.C. Sumrwi, Ladoga. 
/ ee, A.W. McLavextan, Plainfield. _ ke oe! 

. oss ‘PURCHASING AGENT: pee os | 

oe - J. H. Osporn, Oshkosh,  —™ 

a sO ORGANIZING DEPUTIES. =” 
H.C. SuHerwrn, Ladoga. JAMES BRAINARD, Oshkosh. = 

_ Jamus ALLEN, Byron. — _ W.N. Keuey, Plainfield. | 
: _ P. Merrii1, Omro. _ L. W. Wrieut, Monticello. | | 

_ J. W. Lerrinewei, Columbus. Davip Wititams, Darien. 
_. W, 0. FEpDERLY, Columbus. A. H. Epwarps, Beaver Dam, _ 

. _ §. W. Kine, Marshall. . J.M. Kztioce, Woodworth. - | 
J. Corny, Footville  * @.G.Green, Alto. a 

_ §. Hunerrrorp, Kilbourn City. @. W. Suarrucs, West Lima. — | 
_ J. H. Hupparp, Oxford. _ T. 8. Jorpan, West Lima. ao 

_. CHARLES Watson, Washburn. = G.S. Purnam, Greenbush. © 

- DD. L. Cornett, Waupun. _ C.M. Braryarp, Black Creek. 
_ O.M. Truat, Clinton Junction. C.W. Foster, Metomen. eo 

_ E. Farnuam, Apple River, IIL. J.G. 8. Haywarp, Eagle Corners. 
~ JF, Rrroure, Sun Prairie. | E. B. Botens, Juneau,
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LIST OF GRANGES. 

No.| Names or Graner. | Name or Secretary. |Posr Orrice Appress.| County. 

1 Plainville .........]....... cen cccreuclsccceceevens wectes 
2| Dell ..............| 8. E. Hungerford.| Kilbourn City ...| Columbia. 
3 Delton ......5...65 eee ee eR Owed pea G ab eke slate we ened : 

_ 4} Harmony .........| J.B. Wright.....| Oxford.......... Marquette. 
5 | Forward ..........| J. H. Osborn ....| Oshkosh ........| Winnebago 
6 | Pleasant...........| Simeon 8. Phelps.| Spring Bluff.....| Adams. : 

| a % | Union..... sec e tele nae cence venesvevlecevccccvcrssecess a 
| 8] Faith 2.0.0... eh ccc cee cece cee esleneeeccecavecetess 

| 9 | Hope ..... occ c ache cc cece cc wee cclecvcecueeveceewecs : : 
| 10 | Charity ...........| S. ©. Waterman ..| Plainfield .......{ Waushara. 

11 | Fidelity. 2.2... 0... foc cece ee ca lec eee eceeeveseesl 0 0 
12 | Experiment .......) J. D. Beggs:.....| Almond ..... ...| Portage. — 

| 18 | Morning Star..... Jo... ce cece cece cele se cnceeecceeceees 
14 | Evening Star ..... 0)... oe cece ce efeceeeces coeeecensl | 
15 | Oasis .............] G. W. Pierce.....| Plainfield .......] Waushara. 
16 | Lone Pine........ fo... ccc cee cee cee cules cccceeseeceeecee] © 
17 | Unity... . cece cc cfeceenee eeeeeeeeeel | a 
18 | Coloma ..... ccc elec ccc c ccc ccc ce culecceccetepecvacecs | 

| 19 | Rising Sun...... ef cece eee cel cece ee vccceneceeel | 
| 20 | Friendship ....... [ccc cc cece cece ee wcleceeececeeceeccenel 

- ®1 | Buena Vista ...... occ cee cee cls ce deeeeeee ceeeeel : | 

: e Windsor ....... cc elec ccs cece ce cece celeccccceccccesccecel 
| Marshall .........| E.J. Brooks .....{ Marshall........! Dane. 

| 25 | Union.............] ©. G. Cross ......| Sun Prairie .....{ Dane. | 
| ——- 86: | Utica .............|. BR. W. Prees......| Elo...........°.| Winnebago. 

| xt | Metomen..........| F. J. Stickles ....| Metomen........| Fond du Le 
| 28 | Winnebago........| M. Whitemarsh ..| Oshkosh ........) Winnebago 

29 | Clemansville ......| Stephen Bowron .| Vinland .........| Winnebago _ 
_ “0 | Floral.............| Chas. H. Betts....] Oshkosh ........| Winnebago 

31 | Welcome..........1 S.C. McDowell ..| Fox Lake........; Dodge. ~~ 
32 | Alto ..............| J. H. Downey ....) Waupun ........ Fond du Le : 

. 83 | Byron.............{ Alfred Bliss......| Byron.........../ Fond du Le 
34 | Rosendale.........| W.J. Barnes .....| Rosendale .......} Fond du Le 

_ 85 | Center............] A. L. Fisher .... | Center s.....-..| Rock. | | 
- 86 | Rock River......../ P. Palmer........} Afton...........}/ Rock. 

387 | Evansville.........| G. F. Spencer....| Evansville......./ Rock. | 
88 | Clinton ...........| E. F. Vanderlin ..| Olinton Junction.| Rock. | : 
39 | Badger............{ U.S. Hollister ...| Delavan .........) Walworth. 
40 | Heart Prairie......| A. B. Morris......| La Granye.......| Walworth. 

| 41 | Columbus .........} E. L. Rupnow....} Columbus ......./ Columbia. a 
42) Liberty .......3...] J. W. Sanders....| Ripon...........|/ Fond du Le 

43] Ladoga .....:.....| A. C. Whiting....| Ladoga..........| Fond du Le | 
| 44) York. .............] Geo. Weeks....,.) Columbus.......| Columbia. 

. 45 ; Okeeg ............| J.G@ Bean. ....... Danville ........; Dodge. | 
_ 46 | Excelsior..........{ J. K. P. Porter ...»Cooksville.......) Rock. a 

4% | Waupun...........| D.L. Bancroft....; Waupun ......../ Fond du Le 
48 | Fountain.... .....| F. R. Vinton .....| Fond du Lac....| Fond du Le 

So 49 | Forest ............| A.C. Gregory....; Omro ...........| Winnebago 
50 | Hampden..........| Samuel Smith,Jr.| Columbus.......| Columbia. 
o1 | Leroy ..........».| Robert Wahbler...| Leroy.... ...... Dodge. 
52 | Brandon ..........{ R..C. Kelly ......| Brandon ....... | Fond du Le 

. 53 | Bristol........... | Wm. Baseter.....] Sun Prairie .....| Dane. 
| 54 | Brooklyn .......-.| P. Baldwin ......| Brooklyn........| Green. 

05 | Oakfield. .......| Delos Hatch .....} Oakfield ........) Fond du Le 
| 06 | Koro...........++-| Wm. Fridd ... ..] Koro............| Winnebago
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mee oa List of Granges— continued. | a 

: No. NAME cF GRANGE. NAME OF SECRETARY. |PostT OFFICE ADDRESS. County. 

57 | Ripon.............| W, O. Hargrave. .| Ripon ..........| Fidu Lac. | | 
58 | La Fayette ........| W. W. Tuttle.....| Gratiot .........| La Fayette. — 
59 | Calamus........¢..} T. V. Dunn.......| Fall River.......| Dodge. oe 
60 |-Lamartine.........| C.F. Johnson. ...) Lamartine ......) F.du Lac. : 

61] Nekimi...........) H. L. Lawson. ...) Oshkosh ........| Winnebago . 
62} Banner .........../ A. P. Jenks.;.....; Darlington ......) La Fayette. | | 
63°} Minerva...........) C. H. Marshal. ..| Omro ...........) Winnebago 

_ 64) Eureka. .........] Wm. M. Martin. .| Hureka..........)| Winnebago - 
63 | Union Corner .....| A. T. Cronkhite.. .| Neenap weeeeeeaal Winnebago 
66 | Thompson’s Corner} Geo. 8. Church. ..| Neenah .........| Winnebago 
67 | Fairwater........../ W.C. Marsh. ....| Braudon.........) F. du Lac. | - 
68 | Rolling’ Prairie....) F. L. Soyer......’.) Rolling Prairie..; Dodge. _ 7 

69 | Winneconne.......| Henry, Champion.| Winneconne.....| Winnebago | | 
70.1 Jordan............{ Ches‘er Stevens...) Argyle ..........) Green. 

‘71 | Bradford ..........| Robert Clark.....| Tiffany...........) Rock. | - 
, 21 Du Lac ...........| L. fT. Rogers......| Miltun Junction .{| Rock. 

73 | Green Bush .......| L. Mayhew ......| Green Bush .....| Sheboygan. __ | 
| 74 | Waukau...........}) A. Sutherland....) Waukau. .......) Winnebago | 

75.) Washburn.........) R. Woodward....} Washburn.......| Grant. 
6 | Harmony..........| Geo. H. Osgood..} Janesville........) Rock. © | 
77 | Union.............| D. C. Burdick....) Goole... eo .......| Vernon. : 

| 78 | Stark. ..........| G. W. Shattuck ..| West Lima......) Richland. — 
79 | La Prairie.........| Henry Turrant...; Janesville.......| Rock. — 
80 | Gratiot .......... .| N.E. Tulley.....| Gratiot ..........| La Fayette. 

_ SL | Wayne............' B. FP. Watson.....) Wayne .........: Washingt’n 
82 | Union.............. A. R. M. Pomroy., Danville ........: Dodge. 
83 | Oak Grove ........| John Hawkins.. | Juneau..........) Dodge. 
84 | Sugar Valley ......| Elias Morse......| Dayton ......... | Green. ~~ . 
85 | Middletown ,......| W. EB. Williams..| Middleton .......) Dane. 
86 | Algoma.........../ A. B. Wade......; Oshkosh ...-.- | Winnebago 
87 | West Lamartine ...) D. H. Hendry....)Eldofade Mills ..) F. du Lac.» | 
88 | Sun,Prairie........) Geo. C. Pierce ...| Sun Prairie......) Dane. 
8Y | Richland Grove....) E. J. Blackford ..! Monroe ........./ Green. 5 
00} Franklin ........5. Erastus Bowen.. ; Columbus........| Columbia. 
Yl |-Turtle ........0..... GW. Noble.....] Beloit..........., Rock. . 

| 92.| Waterloo ......0... | Frank Streeter...) Waterloo........| Jefferson. 9 , 
93 |-Pleasant Grove....| Ammi Dodge ....) Htnav.....e.... | La Fayette. 
94 | Hazel Green.......| M. A. Harper ....| Hazel Green.....) Grant. 
95 | Beaver Dam.......) A. H. Edwards...| Beaver Dam.... j Dodge. os 
6 | Evergreen .........]| Geo. R. Davis....] Randolph .......| Dodge. ~ 

_.. §¥@ | Cottage Grove.....) L. J: Walbridge..| Cottage Grove... | Dane. . : ~ 
98 | North Johnstown..| H.S. Howard....| Milton ........../ Rock: — 
99 | Oregon............) W. C: Bennett..../ Oregon .2...... | Dane. > - 

100 | Plymouth .........| Ro J. Owen ......) Hanover ........) Rock. aa 
. i01 | Janesville..... ...) Silas Ward ......) Janesville .......| Rock. Co 

“102 ' Bristol ............) 5. E. Upson......) Pleasant Prairie .| Kenosha. . : 
_ -108 | Hope .............) A. Loomer.......| Millard .........) Walworth. | : 

104) Salem .............) W. Curtis........) Salem ...........| Kenosha. — 
105, Monticello ........) F. K. Studley ....| MonticeHo ......) Green. - 
106 | Lowell............) Daniel Pettibone.) Lowell.....+....) Dodge. 
107.) Empire............| J. H. Shoemaker .|- Fond du Lac ....} F: du Lac. . 

— 108 | Magnolia:.........] J. W. Clifford....} Magnolia........{ Rock. — 
109 | Neenah ...........) Samuel Miller ...| Neenah .........) Winnebago , 
110 | Liberty Prairie ....; W. E. Emerson...| Door Creek......., Dane. | 
lit! Whig .... ........) O. 8. Jones ......) Platteville .......' Grant. 
112 | Neosho ...........) A. W. Lehmann..| Neosho .........) Dodge. : 
113 | Winchester ......../) Gunder Larson...| Winchester ..... | ‘Winnebago - 
114 Fox Lake weoee eee) PLD. Terry .. ...) Fox Lake .......! Dodge.
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115 | Seymour ..........) Wm. Bottomly ..) Darlington ......) La Fayette. 
116 | Hope. ...........| W. Alexander ...| Mount Hope.....) Grant. | 
117 | Brass Ball.........| N. M. Burgess...) Salem Station....) Kenosha. | | 
ae Black Harth .......| J. E. Stanford ...| Black Earth.....; Dane. — 

| 121 | Aurora............| J. N. Davies.....| Berlin. ..........| Waushara. 
122 | Pleasant Prairie....| R. Newell.......) Kenosha ........| Kenosha. 
123 | Cadiz ............:| J. H. Land ......| Monroe .........| Green. | 

| 124 | Juda..............| M, H. Pengra... | Juda ...........| Green. 
125 | Sugar River........| Chas. D. Wooster.) Brodhead .......) Green. 
126 | Somers............| James E.Spencer| Somers..........) Kenosha, 
127 | Rock River....... | Geo. Newton....} Hustisford.......) Dodge. 
128 | Fountain Prairie...) W. H. Proctor.:.| Fall River ......}| Columbia. 
129 | Badger State.......| John Brandon...| Georgetown .....| Grant. -- 
130 | Plymouth..........) Wm. Swart......) Plymouth .......) Sheboygan 
181 | Hope..............) Silas Cushman...| Mifflin ..........| Lowa. | 
132 | Wheeler Prairie....| B. F. Compton...} Stoughton ......| Dane. : 

| 133 | Blake’s............| W. H. Prideaux .| Bloomington ....| Grant. | 
| 134 | Bear Creek ........| 8. H. Howard ...| Durand .........| Pepin. 

_ 185 | Montrose.,........| W.M. Morehead.| Belleville........; Dane. | 
- _.. 186 | Cedar Creek ......./ Benj. Turk.. ...| Cedar Creek.....| Washing’n. — 

187 | Farmington .......)-W. H. Gordon...| Boltonville......| Washing’n. 
pong 188 | Eden ..............| Sidney Stanton..}; Fond du Lac ....| FondduLac 

| 139 | Albany............| Albert Broughton} Brodhead .......| Green. 
| 140 | Ward .............| J. C. Reeve......| Eagle Corners ...| Richland. 

141 | Horicon...........] J. M. Blair......| Minnesota June’n| Dodge. | 
-- 142 | Outagamie.........}| Scott Daniels..-.) Black Creek.....| Outagamie. 

148 | Producers .........| 8. 8. Woodward .| Watertown ......) Jefferson. 
, 144 | Augusta...........| J. Curtis Fear...) Augusta ........| HauClaire. 

145 | Plover............., A. C. Wilmot....| Plover ......... | Portage. | 
i 146 | Crawford ..........; Wm. D. Merrill. .| Prairie du Chien.| Crawford. | 

147 | Dartford...........| B. F. Doble .....| Dartford.........| Green Lake — 
| Somers Union......| Price Bailey.....} Kenosha,........| Kenosha. 
. . Chippewa .........| J.C. Chase......| Durand .........} Pepin. | 

| Fennimore Centre..| Richard Bower..| Fennimore Centre| Grant. 
Woodstock ........| Samuel Ferguson) Woodstock ......| Richland. 

. | Clifton’............/- W. 8S. Watson:....|' Martinsville .....| Grant.. 
East Delavan......| M.S. Hollister...) East Delavan....) Walworth. | 

. Warren ...........| d. C. Searle......) Warren .........) St. Croix. 
| Hammond.........| H. F.MeCabe...} Hammond.......) St. Croix. ~ | 

| : | Rush River.....s..) A. H.Setson.....| New Centreville .| St. Croix. 
>| Pleasant Valley....| John McMillan. .| Pleasant Valley. .| St. Croix. — 

| River Falls........| D.-M. Lusk......| River Falls......| Pierce. . 
| Baraboo...........| A. G. Tuttle .....| Baraboo.........| Sauk. 

. Mackford .........| A. A. Austin.....| Markesan .......| Green Lake 
Racine ..........--| Chas. J. Jaékson.| Racine..........| Racine. ~ 

. Maple Grove ......| F. M. Dodge.....; Red Wing, Minn.) ~ = 
: Trenton.,.........| BE. H. Bonstead ..| Trenton .........) Pierce. | 

| Ellsworth .........| Wilson Kinney..} Ellsworth .......) Pierce. 
- Clifton ............| ©. W. Wright....} Prescott ........ | Pierce. | 

Pha Maiden Rock......| R. M. Sands..... Maiden Rock....| Pierce. 
oo Dodgeville ........}| Richard Rowe...) Dodgeville ......1 Iowa. | 

Viroqua..........;, John W. Allen ..| Viroqua ........|/ Vernon. 
Attica.............| Gideon Gillett...| Albany........:.) Green. | 
Grand River.......| Chester Walker..| Markesan ...... | Green Lake 

: | Stanton, Star Prai’e.| Robert Densmore} Star Prairie ....,[ St. Croix. _
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. | Stockbridge . _ ..| Geo. W. Fenno.. Stockbridge ... | Calumet. 
Wiilow.....4......| J. H: Sigglekow.| McFarland......) Dane. | 

| Rubicon...........| P. O. Harrington} Rubicon ........| Dodge. - > “ 
Mayville... .......| E. Raymond.....| Mayville ..... ..| Dodge. . 

a , Union. ...........] J. A. Hendriks ..} Newcassel.......)| FondduLac 
: | Argus.............| W. W. Hodges...! Monroe .........| Green. | 

| Clarno ............| Chas. A. Wetzler.| Monroe .........| Green. 
: | Grand River.......| Chester Walker..| Markesan ...... | Green Lake 
-| Pleasant Ridge ....| Geo. W. Putnam.) Ash Ridge.......) Richland. 

Prairie du Sac.....) A. M.Seymore...); Sauk City .......) Sauk. | 
| hartford ..........| Andrew Snyder...) Hartford ........) Wash ing’n. »
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